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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 



"The desire for safety stands against every great and noble enterprise." 

TACITUS: Annals, XV, c.110 
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Health Physics studies at Berkeley were under the guidance 

of Professor Burton J. Moyer during the period 1947-1970, 

and his leadership and wisdom in selecting fruitful avenues of 

research have led, in a large measure, to our present under

standing of the radiation protection problems associated with 

particle accelerators. It is to him that we dedicate this volume, 

with respect and admiration. 
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PREFACE 

Accelerator Health Physics is a part of Health Physics--the profession 
devoted to the protection of n:'an and his environment from unwarranted 
radiation exposures. Until comparatively recently it has engaged the atten
tion of only a small number of people, principally in the major nuclear 
physics and high energy physics laboratories throughout the world, where 
particle accelerators are used largely for fundamental research. 

Experience shows us, however, that the research instruments of today 
are rapidly modified and adapted to become the work-a-day tools of to
morrow. This is undoubtedly happening now with particle accelerators. 

In the past few years, there has been a steady increase in the applica
tion of particle accelerators to industry and medicine. Recent estimates 
have indicated that their number is presently increasing at the rate of 200 per 
year (or roughly 10% per annum of the world total of 2000); about half are 
being constructed within the United States. Concurrently there is also a 
trend toward;application of accelerators of the higher intensity and energy 
which are now technica~ly feasible to a host of new and diverse problems 
throughout a Wide range of disciplines. 

This increasing use of accelerators demands a corresponding increase 
in the number of persons familiar with the problems of accelerator radiation 
protection. The challenge presented to the health physicist is nowhere 
greater than at accelerator installations, where the radiation environment may 
be extremely complex:and the technique of measurement unfamiliar. If 
pitfalls are to be avoided, special attention must be given to the problems of 
shielding and dosimetry at new facilities. 

This need was first recognized by E. J. Vallario of the Division of 
Operational Safety, USAEC, who suggested in 1966 that the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California, be asked to develop a flexible 
training program in accelerator health physics. 

The first course was held in 1967, and over the past 6 years a viable 
scheme of organization has been developed. Since the needs of the students 
vary from year to year, the precise set of studies is worked out only after 
the makeup of the classes is known. In this way we attempt to prepare a 
"custom-made" course" for the student, whether he be from industry, 
university, National Laboratory, or government agency. This flexibility 
is provided by having a basic "home team" of lecturers and instructors drawn 
from the Health Physics group at Berkeley. To prevent presentation of any 
"parochial" view or "party line"--particularly in matters of administration 
and philosophy-visiting lecturers are invited to present alternative (or even 
contrary) views. In this way the student is provided with a sound technical 
base for accelerator health physics coupled with a broad view of the ad
ministrative problems. 



The entire course lasts approximately 4 weeks and consists of roughly 
60 hours of formal lectures supplemented by some 60 hours of practical work, 
which includes operational surveys of laboratory accelerators. Adequate time 
is available for discussi()n, both among students and between students and 
instructors. This cour~~ is intended to develop a group of health physicists 
who specialize in accelerator radiation safety problems and who will all have 
the same training in advanced accelerator radiation monitoring. The variety 

. of accelerators (cyclotrons, both frequency-modulated and sector-focused; 
proton synchrotrons; heavy-ion accelerators; electron accelerators of a wide 
range of energies), and the mote than 30 years' experience of the Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory staff in accelerator radiation measurements, instrument 
design, shielding radiobiology, and accelerator design, make this laboratory 
an ideal site for the course. We hope that greater uniformity of health physics 
measurements and their easier intercomparison throughout the field of 
accelerator protection will result from this course. 

Because no suitable text was available it was quickly recognized that a 
special manual was needed. In this volume is distilled the almost 50 years 
of combined experience in working with accelerators shared by the' authors 
aswell as their considerable familiarity with training in accelerator health 
physics for the AEC Special Fellowship Program and the Berkeley Accelerator 
Health Physics Training Course. General principles are emphasized and mate
ria: necessary for a clear understanding'of accelerator radiation problems, 
unfamiliar to the average health physicist, has been brought together in con
venient form for the first time. The text includes a comprehensive bibliog
raphy. 

We are aware of the magnitude of the task we have attempted and have 
approached it with some trepidation, recognizing our limitations in a field 
already so vast and so rapidly expanding. The general understanding of 
accelerator radiation problems is continually improving, and a book such as 
this is to some extent obsolete before it is wtitten. However, we share the 
views of the thirteenth century chinese author Tai T'ung, who wrote (to 
paraphrase) 

"Were I to await perfection, my book'would never be finished, so I 
have made shift to collect the fruits of my labors as I find them," * 

We have been encouraged, however, by the favorable comments on pre
liminary drafts of this book by some students who have previously attended 
the training course. If this volume proves helpful in stimulating the study 
of Accelerator Health Physics we shall be satisfied. 

No work of this nature could have been attempted without the en
couragement and support of a very large number of people. Our colleagues 
in the Health Physics group at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory have 

* ' 
The authors are grateful to James Benet, formerly of the San Francisco 

Chronicle staff, for drawing their ahention to this quotation. 
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been instrumental in developing the Accelerator Health Physics Training 
Course and making helpful comments on this volume. J. B. McCaslin, 
A. J. Miller, A. Rindi, J. T. Routti, A. R. Smith, L. D. Stephens, and 
H. W. Wollenberg all contributed to the preparation of the Appendix. 

Roger Wallace assisted in developing the outline for the text and in 
addition has arranged the format of the lectures; offered in the training course. 
Several other colleagues have freely given us the benefits of their experience 
in several specialized aspects of Accelerator Health Physics. Many of these 
have delivered lectures to the Berkeley Accelerator Health Physics Training 
Course: Mr. H. Howe, of the National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, on 
LET Spectrometry and the Use of Bonner Spheres; Mr. T. M. Jenkins, of 
the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), on Radiation Protection 
at Electron Linear Accelerators; Prof. L. H. Lanzi, of the Argonne Cancer 
Hospital, on Radiation Accidents; and Prof. G. K. Svensson, formerly of 
SLAC, now of the Harvard Medical School, on ionization chamber theory. 
For our text we have relied heavily on their lectures and their supplemental 
notes. Prof. R. Madey of Kent State University gave permission for us to 
use an extract of his article "Nucleon Accelerators in General" published 
by Springer-Verlag; Dr. D. Nachtigall, of Euratom, gave us helpful advice 
on rem-meters; and Dr. J. T. Routti, formerly of Berkeley, now cif CERN II, 
provided the treatment of spectrum unfolding techniques. Dr. R. Budnitz 
of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is to be thanked for his helpful 
comments and constructive criticism. 

Our sincere thanks are due to Ellen E. Cimpher and Mary L. Long for 
their cooperation and patience in typing and retyping the manuscripts for 
this volume. Last but not least the generous and cheerful assistance of the 
Technical Information Division of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, without 
which this textcould not have been produced, is gratefully acknowledged. 
Charlotte E. Mauk, as editor, with quiet tact and great good humor has 
striven to improve the literary style of the manuscript; Marthamae Snyder 
was responsible for the mammoth task of setting the final version on the 
Composer; Evelyn Grant, Barbara Atkinson, and Robert Stevens drew the 
diagrams; and Loretta Lizama coordinated the publishing. Our thanks too, 
to all who have been omitted here to avoid a long catalog, for help on many 
phases of the work. 

We gratefully recognize the foresight and initiative of 
Mr. Edward J. Vallario, of the USAEC Division of Operational Safety, in 
suggesting and supporting the Accelerator Health Physics training program, 
and hi~ encouragement of the writing of this book. We are indebted to the 
Division 0'£ Nuclear Education and Training for encouragement and financial 
- J}( . ; 
support.*,l- -

'W· 
Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES AND THEIR INTERACTIONS WITH MATTER. 
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FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES AND THEIR INTERACTIONS 
WITH MATTER 

INTRODUCTION 

I n its most fundamental form a radiation field may be considered in 
terms of the particles of which it is comprised. "The simplest way to describe 
a radiation field is to count the number of quanta or particles ('rays') in some 
way. To desc'ribe the field at different points one can count the number of 
rays per unit area and per unit time of each point" (ROE W 68). 

In most branches of health physics it has been customary to quantily 
radiation fields in terms of integral quantities such as exposure, absorbed 
dose, and dose equivalent. The reader will discover that a recurring theme of 
this text is that such a procedure is inadequate in accelerator health physics. 
In order to properly perform the tasks required of a health physicist at an 
acccicrator--personal dosimetry, the design and construction of radiation
measuring instruments, general radiation and particle beam dosimetry, shield
ing dl'~ign or determination of induced activity-~it is vital that the detailed 
COlllpo~ilion 01 tile radiation environment be understood" in terms 01 tile 
particles of which it is comprised." This fact was perhaps first recognized for 
accelerators by Moyer (MOY B 52a, MOY B 52b, MOY B 54, MOY B 58), and 
several dutllors have subsequently discussed this matter (LAD M 69, RIN A 72). 

Over the past ten years techniques have been developed for determination 
of the neutron spectra produced by particle accelerators, with accuracy sufficient 
for dose-equivalent determinations (GIL W 68, ROU J 69). The conversion of 
these spectra to dose equivalent is now well understood (PAT H 71, GIL W 68, 
SHA K 69). This approach to the problem of radiation measurement is also 
finding increasing favor at reactors, and, indeed wherever neutrons are to be 
measured (STO D 71, IAEA 63). Sidwell and Wheatley (SID J 68) have in
dicated the advantages of such an approach to photon dosimetry. 

FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES 

Segre has warned of the difficulties of the concept of a fundamental or 
elementary particle: 

"The whole concept of 'elementary particle,' including its definition, is 
not clearly settled. Attempts have been made to classify particles in various 
ways, attributing to some of them a more fundamental role than to others ... 
Until now, however, none of these ambitious themes has been able to make 
enough predictions to establish itself solidly." I Emilio Segrc, in "Nudei and 
Part icles--An I ntroduction to Nuclear and Subnuclear Physics." I Nevertheless, 
despite his warning we list in Table 1.1 the principal properties of the known 
"lund,llllcnt..!I" p'Jrticlc~ of physics. 



lable 1.1. The Fundamental earticles. '" Symbol and n~ Strangeness 
M~an life Anti· Spin (for Mass 

Class Particle particle (h) particle) (MeV) (mel (sec) 

BARYONS· 
(1.74±0.OS) xlO·IO Hyperons :::-(Xi -or - 1/2 ·2 1320.8±0.2 2584.7 

cascade -) 

(3.06±0.40):1O· 10 ZO(XiOor EO 1/2 ·2 1314.3±l.0 2572.0 
cascade 0) "TI 

E' (sigma-) i- 1/2 -I 1197.OS±0.19 2342.6 (1.58±0.05)xI0·10 C 
Z 

EO (sigma 0) ~O 1/2 ·1 1192.3tO.3 2333.2 <1.Oxl()-14 0 » 
E+ (sigma +) 1:+ 1/2 ·1 1189.4I±O.14 2327.6 (0. 788±O.027)x 10.10 s: 
1\ (lambda A 1/2 ·1 1115.40±0.11 2182.8 (2.62±0.02)xI0-1O rn 

Z 
or 1\0) orAO -I 

(1.01 ±0.03)xl 03 
» 

Nucleons n (neutron) n 1/2 0 939.S50±0.OO5 1838.6 r 
p (proton) p 1/2 0 938.256±O.OO5 1836.1 stable ~ » 

MESONS ~ 
Kaons kO j(0 0 498.0±0.5 974.5 5()O,-6KI.50%K2 -I 

KyorKI j(0 (0.92tO.02)xlo-IO n 
K~ or K2 (5.62tO.OO8)xI0·8 r 

rn 
K+ 493.8±0.2 996.3 (1.229±O.OO8)xI0-8 In 

K' 0 I 

Pions IT+ IT 0 0 139.60±0.05 213.2 (2.551:t0:026x I 0-8 
lTO (lTO) 0 0 135.01 ±O.05 264.2 (1.80±0.29)xI0-16 

LEPTONS 
Muons + 1/2 IOS.6S9±0.OO2 206.8 2.2001±O.000s)xI0-6 j.t j.t 
Electrons c + c 1/2 0.511006±O.000002 1.000 stable 
Neutrinos Pj.t ~ 1/2 0«4 keV) stable 

Pc Pc 1/2 o «0.2keV) stable 

PHOTONS l' (1') 0 stable 

I 
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FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES 

It i~ convenient to classify the fundamental particles in four groups, in 
order of ascending mass: 

a. Photons. 
b. Leptons. 
c. Mesons. 
d. Baryom. 

1-3 

The first group contains only one member, the photon, the quantum of 
electromagnetic radiation. The second group contain~ all the particles of spin 
1/2 that are lighter than the proton. The third group consists of particles of 
mass intermediate between the leptons and the proton; all members have spin 
O. The fourth group consists of heavy particles, of mass equal to or greater 
than that 01 the proton. 

CONCEPTS 

In addition to specifying the species of particles comprising a radiation 
field it is necessary to describe their energy and spatial distribution. I n order 
to nwa,IHt' Lulialion fields and to shield them one must understand their inter
,1I.lillf1 willllll,"h~l. A h,id Il'view IIIIIII,It,I~ic lOl1crl'h 1Il'I'lle'li i~ )(iVI'11 hl'II'. 

More comprehensive discussions are round in publications 01 the ICRU 
(ICRU 69, ICRU 70, ICRU 71) or in review articles such as those by Roesch 
and Attix (ROE W 68) or Kase and Nelson (KAS K 72). 

KINETIC ENERGY, TOTAL ENERGY, AND MOMENTUM 

Many early accelerators operated on the principle of voltage drop, in 
which the electrical potential of a charged particle is converted to kinetic 
energy by acceleration across a potential difference. A typical example is 
the Van de Graaff accelerator (see Chapter 3), 

It became customary therefore to measure kinetic energies in units of 
electron volts (cV)--corresponding to the kinetic energy acquired by a particle 
of electron charge crossing a potential difference of 1 volt: 

1 eV =. 1.602 X 10-12 ergs, 

The mUltiple units most frequently used are keY, MeV, and GeV (109 eV), 
I n accelerator heal th physics many of the particles to be measu red 

are sufficiently energetic that their motion is subject to relativistic kinematics, 
The rest energy, WO, of the particle is defined as 

WO-mOc2, (1) 

where mO = particle rest mass, 
c = velocity of light, 

and the tolal energy, W, of the particle is given by 
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where 

FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES 

W = mc2 
= m

O
c2 (1_{32)"1/2 

m = observed mass of particle, 
v 

{3= C 
The kinetic energy, E, of the particle is given by 

E = W-WO = (m-mO)c2. 

From Eqs. 1 J and 2 it follows that 

{3 = ~ = ~ _(W~ )2J/2 
The momentum, p, of a particle is 

1 1/2 
p ::: mv = m{3c = C (W 2 - W 0 2 

1 [ ] 1 /2 = c E(E + 2WO) . 

We see from Eq. 5 that at high kinetic energies (E » 2WO) 
E W 

p~c~c· 

Equation 5a explains the frequent use of the units MeV/c or GeV/c to 
express particle momentum in accelerator physics. 

FLUX DENSITY 

(2<1) 

(2b) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(5a) 

A radiation field may be described by specifying thenumber of rays 
(particle paths) crossing unit area in a given time. 

The simplest case that may be considered is that in which all the rays 
are parallel (Fig. lola). The flux density at the point P may be determined 
by counting the number of rays per unit area over a small area, dA, in the 
vicinity of P, over which the flux density is essentially uniform. From 
Fig. 1.1 a we see that the number of rays intercepted by the small area, dA, 
is proportional to cos 8, where 8 is the angle between the normal to dA 
and the beam direction. When 8=0 the number of rays, dn, intercepting 
the area, da, in time dt is a maximum, and the particle flux G!ensity, 1/>, 
which.is a scalar quantity, is defined to be 

dn 
l/>=dAdt· (6) 
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I n radiation fields whose constituent particles move in many directions 
the nux density is <lbo defined by Eq.6, but now dil is the number of r.IYs 
(rarticlc r:lIhs) that cro~s the surface of the srhere of revolution 01 a small 
circular area, dA (Fig. 1.1 b), in time dt. 

(o) (b) 

I 
/ 

L SPHERE GENERA-
'---TED BY ROTATING 

dA ABOUT P 

XBL 7210-1951 

Fig. 1.1. Flux density and fluence in monodirectional and 
multidirectional fields. (from Roesch and Attix) 

ENERGY SPECTRA 

The flux density at a point of all particles of one species is usually in
sufficient for health physics purposes. It is necessary, in addition, to specify 
the distribution of these particles with energy, and sometimes necessary to 
specify their distribution in space. The flux density of particles having kinetic 
energy in the range E and E+dE is written cJ>(E)dE, and the parameter cJ>(E) 
as a function of E is termed the differential energy spectrum. 

The flux density over all energies, <1>, is given by 

oj> = L~ ~(EldE, (7) 

and the integral flux density, <I> (> E'), is given by 

({I(>E') = r~ cJ> (E) dE. 
JE 

(8) 
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CROSS SECTION 

Cross section is an extremely important concept in describing the inter
actions of particles. Consider a beam of particles of intensity I particles/cm2 

sec incident upon a thin slab of absorber of thickness dx. If the absorbing 
medium contains N nuclei per cm3, then the number of incident particles 
interacting, dl, will be proportional to both I and Ndx: 

-dlo::lNdx 

or -dl = aNldx, (9) 

where a is a constant of proportionality, representing the effective interaction 
cross section of each nucleus. 

Integration of Eq. 9 gives 

I(x) = 1(0) e-Nax, (10) 

where I (x) is the particle intensity at depth x, 
1(0) is the incident particle intensity. 

T~e product Na ,is often called the absorption coefficient, denoted 
by J.l, 

J.l= No, (11) 

and its reciproc~1 an attenuation !ength, often denoted by ")..., 

1 1 
X="}1=Na' (12) 

These concepts are of particular importance in the theory of accelerator 
shielding (Chapter 6). 

Partial Cross Sections 

The angular and energy distributions of particles prodlJced in nuclear 
reactions is expressed by partial cross section. The probability of producing 
a particle of energy in the range E, E+dE in the solid angle between nand 
D.+dD. is denoted by . .' .. ' . 

d2a 
dEdD. 

The integration of these partial cross sections over th~ appropriate range 
of energy and ih space gives the t6tal cross section defined by Eq. 10 
(GRE A 55). 

r 
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THE INTERACTION OF FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES 

We have seen in the quotation from Segre'on fundamental particles that 
a full discussion of their properties would inevitably lead to philosophical and 
speculative areas of knowledge_ Moreover, this is beyond the scope of this book 
and the capacity of the authors! 

Fortunately, such a discussion is unnecessary for our purposes, and we 
may proceed in a strictly pragmatic manner- The four principal types of radia
tions of concern to the accelerator health physicist are 

,1- Electromagnetic radiation (photons, e_g_, x or "1 radiation)_ 
b. Electrons (including positrons). 
c. Charged heavy particles of mass comparable to the mass 'of the hydrogen 

atom (e.g., protons, deuterons, a particles). 
d. Neutrons. 

In addition, at higher energies one may have to consider the charged 7T mesons 

prodllced ill IlIlciI'.1f inlt~r,lCliom .l1l1llll1'i .. decly:prodllCh,llw I' 1lll'~lIlh (" .•. 

I ,II>'" I I) 
I he prim.II Y c.lu~e 01 biologic,,1 u."",lge b prouucli,," 01 iom ill livillg 

tissue by radiation. The establishment of adequate techniques of radiation 
dosimetry must be based upon an understanding of the physical phenomena 
by means of which energy is transferred from radiation to matter and the 
concomitant process of ionization. 

At high energies, such as those at particle accelerators; ionization often 
proceeds via two different mechanisms. High energy particles (including 
photons) undergo nuclear interactions that may produce photons and 
secondary heavy particles that may be either charged (e.g. protons, deu terons, 
a particles, 7T± mesons) or uncharged (neutrons). Photons, electrons, and 
charged heavy particles undergo electromagnetic interactions. These processes 
that produce ionization are of major importance in health physics. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS 

Heavy Charged Particles 

A characteristic feature of the absorption of slow heavy charged particles 
isthat they have a definite range in matter (Fig. 1.2). This is in constrast to the 
absorption of photons or neutrons, which is exponential, or of electrons, which 
have only an ill-defined range in matter-

Energy losses due to ionization are now relatively well understood and 
are discussed in many fundamental texts on nuclear physics (sec bibliography). 
The interested reader is referred to the literature for a detailed discussion of 

stopping-power theory. Turner (TUR J 67) has given a brief overview of the 
contributions of Bohr and Bethe, and Fano (FAN U 63) has discussed the 

development of Bethe's stopping-power theory to its presently used form. 

More comprehensive reviews have been given by Bethe and Ashkin (BET H 53), 
NI1llllllilll' (NOR I Ill), Steward (SlE P681, ,lilt! K,[,,' ,lilt! N,'I",,, (K,I\S K 7,l) 
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f-"ig. 1.2 11 sketch of some cloud chamber tracks of Cf.particle from 2/
0

po. The 
definite runge of heavy charged particles is clearly seen. (from Halliday.) 

F or our purposes here it is sufficiently accurate to express th e energy 
losses of heavy particles due to collision processes with atomic electrons by 
Bethe's formula (L1V M 37): 

XBL 728-1364 

(13 ) 

where e is the charge of the moving particle, 
v is the velocity of the moving particle, 
m is the rest mass of the electron, 
N is the atomic density of the absorber, 
Z is the atomic number of the absorber., 
I is the effective ionization potential of the medium. 

We may write Eq. 13 in the form 

(dE) 2 - dx = z f(v}, (14) 

--
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FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES 1-9 

where f(v) is some function of velocity. From Eq. 14 it is self-evident that 
particles with the same velocity have collision energy losses proportional to 
z2. Remembering that the kinetic energy of a particle, E, is given by 

E = M g(v), (15) 

where g (v) is a function of velocity alone, 
we conclude that 

-' =z2h -( dE) ( E) 
dx coli M' 

(16) 

where h(E/M) is a function of (ElM) alone. 
Thus particles with energy expressed in units of kinetic energy per unit mass 
have stopping powers proportional to z2. 

Consequently, once the energy loss of protons as a function of kinetic 
energy is known, the foregoing considerations make it possible for us to 
write the energy loss as a function of kinetic energy of any heavy particle. 
Fig. 1.3 shows the stopping power of air (at STP) for several particles as a 
function of kinetic energy. '(No account is taken of nuclear collisions, which 
are important for protons, a particles, and deuterons above ~ 50 MeV--see 
Chapter 3.) Extensive tabulation of collision stopping power for heavy charged 
particles may be found, for example, in Rich and Madey (RIC M 54), Atkinson 
and Willis (ArK J 57), Bichsel (BIC H 63), Barkas and Berger (BAR W 64), 
Fano (FAN U 64), and Janni (JAN J 66). These calculated tabulations are in 
excellent agreement with available experimental data. Figure 1.4 shows the 
collision stopping power of water (similar in atomic composition to human 
tissue) for protons of kinetic energy between 1 MeV and 1 GeV. 

Once the collision energy loss is known as a function of energy for a 
particular heavy particle, its range in an absorbing medium may be determined. 
The mean range, R, may be written 

R =LR dx = LR dEl (dE) 
dx coli o 0 

(17) 

The mean range, R, may then be simply determined by performing the 
integration of Eq. 17. At particle energies well above 1 MeV lamu the use of 
the Bethe formula above (Eq. 13) leads to good estimates of mean range. 
However, at low energies the Bethe formula fails. As a heavy particle slows 
downtne collision stopping power must eventually fall to zero, whereas 
Eq. 13 predicts a steady increase. This inaccuracy arises because no account 
is taken of the random capture and loss of electrons by the moving particle as 
it slows down to velocities comparable to those of orbiting electrons of the 
atoms of the absorbing medium. In the energy range between 0.01 and 
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I MeV /amu we are dependent upon experimental measurements; these have 
been summarized by Whaling (WHA W58) [derived from data due to Phillips 
(PHI J 53). Reynolds et al. (REY H 53), Milani et al. (MIL S 58), and 
Northclirre (NOR L 63),] Figure 1.5 shows the stopping power of aluminum 
for various ions, according to Northcliffel~ evalua~ion of the experimental 
data, Whcn thcse data are combined with the data of the tabulations above 
1 MeV /amu, extremely reliable estimates of stopping power over the range 
from 0,01 MeV /amu to more than 10 MeV /amu are obtained. 
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(1) PARTICLE ENERGY (MeV/omu) 

Fig. J .5. the stopping power for various ions in aluminum. 
(from Steward, after Northcliffe.j 

Electrons 

The absorption 01 electrons in maller is much more complicated th,11l 
lhdt of heavy particles. This complexity arises because two mechanisms 
contribute to the energy-loss process. I n addition to atomic collisions, 
radiation losses ,occur when an electron is deflected by the electromagnetic 
field of a nucleus. 

The total energy loss, dE/dxtot' may now be written 

('18) 
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where the latter term represents radiation losses. Figure 1.6 illustrates the 
relative importance of these two mechanisms as functions of electron energy. 
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Fig. 1.6. Energy-loss mechanisms for elec trons in lead. 
(from Holliday.) 

COLLISION LOSSES 

At low energies (,.;; 2 mc2, corresponding to about 1 MeV) the energy 
loss due to ionization is seen to be more important than that due to radiation. 

The collision energy loss is very similar to that for heavy charged 
particles (Eq. 13): . 

(
dE) '" 411 e

4
N ~ log 

. dx coli mc2 I 
3 

2 

1 /2 ~ 
log (1 - (32) -0.9772 ~. (19) 

A t identical values of particle velocity, {3, Eq. 19 never differs by more 
than 10% from the equivalent expression for heavy particles (of the same 
velocity) up to energies of 10 GeV /amu . 

. ", 
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RADIATION LOSSES 

An accelerated charged particle radiates electromagnetic energy. Ac
celer;ltion occurs when a charged particle passes close to an atomic nucleus. 
For electrons, which are of relatively small mass, this acceleration is often 
sufficient to deflect the electron, in which case radiation will be emitted. 
This radiation is termed bremsstrahlung_ The continuous spectrum emitted 
by x-ray tubes is a good example of this type of radiation. (See also chapter 3, 
p. 3-13 et seq.) 

Another situation in which bremsstrahlung is emitted occurs when 
electrons are deflected in a circular orbit, as, for example, in a betatron. 
U~u"lIy this hremsstrahlun~ intensity is so low that it can be neglected so far 
dS health physics is concerned; however, Shurcliffe (SHU W 72) has shown 
that it is not always negligible. He has estimated that the theoretical dose 
rate that could exist in accessible areas near the stored electron beam (5 mCa 
average current and 3 GeV energy) at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator is 
ashigh as 104 rem/sec. 

Radiative energy losses are theoretically well understood. Bethe and 
Heitler (BET H 34) give the energy loss at high energy (E »0.5 MeV for the 
electron) as 

(
dE) . = 4Z(Z+~) e4

N E [Qn (183 X-1/ 3) + 1/181. (20) 
dx rad 137 m2c4 

In this equation all the symbols are familiar except the parameter~, 
which gives the contribution due to the influence of orbital electrons. Values 
of ~ are given by Bethe and Ashkin (BET H 53), who show the parameter 
to vary smoothly from 1.40 for hydrogen to:':14 for uranium. 

Equation 20 shows that radiative losses are proportional to kinetic 
energy E and roughly proportional to (Z/m)2. For a given particle, Eq. 20 
may be written . 

dE E 
- dXrad = L 

(21) 

where L is a constant for a given target material, independent of energy. 
Integration gives -

E = EO e-x/L, 

where EO is the initial energy of the particle 
and L is a quantity known as the radiation length; it is evidently 

I 

L 
4Z(Z +~) e4N [Qn (183Z·1/ 3) + 1/18] 

137 m2 c4 

(sec Ch;lpler~ 3 ,lI1d 6). 

(22) 
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[Heavy particles may also lose energy by radiative processes but that 
these losses are inversely proportional to m2 makes them extremely small. 
Several authors have discussed the energy loss of high energy muons 
(HAY P 63, THO R 64, DES H 68, THE D 70). At energies above 10 GeV 
radiation losses became significant, particularly in materials of high atomic 
number. Figure 1.7 shows the energy loss of muons, as a function of energy, 
in several materials. Radiative energy losses by protons and heavier particles 
arc negl igible in the energy range presently achievable.] 

.5 

EnerlY (SeV) 

Energy Loss of Muons 

Fig. 1. 7. Energy loss of muons; (after Thomas.) 

As a consequence of these two mechanisms of energy loss--radiation 
and collision--electrons do not have as definite a range as do protons and 
other heavier particles. Firstly, the trajectories of electrons through matter 
are not-straight, electrons suffering large deflections in their collisions with 
atomic electrons. For this reason the actual amount of material traversed 
by electrons passing between two points in an ~bsorber ll1ay vary significantly. 
In consequence electrons of the same energy are not stopped by the same 
amounts of material. Secondly, as we have seeh.:absorption due to radiative 
energy losses is exponential. ' 

Figure 1.8 shows typical examples of absorption measurements of 
monoenergetic electrons in illuminum when an ionization chamber is used 
as a detector. 'Various definitions of effective range are evidently possible, 
hut thr most rcrrndllcible feature of such data is the intercept of the linear 
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region of the absorption curve with the thickness axis (sec Fig. 1.8). This is 
referred to as the extrapolated range. Figure 1.9 shows a typical absorption 
curve obtained for J continuous tJ--particle spectrum. A maximum range, 
Rmax, is usually chosen at the rather clearly defined intersection of the ab
sorption curve with the background curve. 
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Fig. 1.S. The absorption of monoenergetic electrons. (after Bichsel.) 
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The maximum 'range, Rmax, for continuous W-particle spectra is for all 
practical purposes the same as the extrapolated range of monoenergetic 
electrons whose. energy equals the maximum energy of the fj--particle spectrum. 
This is seen in Fig. 1.10, which summarizes some empirical determinations of 
electron range as a function of energy for both monoenergetic electrons and 
fj- particles. Based on such empirical data, Katz and Penfold (KAT L 52) 
proposed the empirical range relationships 

RO{mg/~m2) = 412 En, for 0.01 MeV" E ~ 3 MeV, (23a) 

where n = 1.265 - 0.0954 Q n E, 

RO(mg/cm2) = 530 E -196, for 1 MeV ~ E ~ 20 MeV. (23b) 

Figure 1.10 shows how well these formulae represent the experimental 
data. 

The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements 
(lCRU) has recently reviewed the theoretical and experimental information 
on stopping power and range of electrons (ICRU 70), primarily of interest 
to the radiation biologist. 
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Figures 1.11 and 1.12, based on ICRU Report 16, summarize the avail
able data on mass stopping power and range for electrons in water. 
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Fig. 1.11. The mass stopping power of water for electrons as a function of energy. 
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Fig. 1.12. The range of electrons and protons in water as a function of particle energy. 
For electrons: below 10 ke V experimental data have been used, between 10 Ke V 
and 150 ke V both experimental and theoretical data have been used and above 
100 ke V theore tical data only hove been used. 

Fur protons theoretical dota are used below 1 ke V, be/ween 1 Iw Vand 1 Me V 
theoretical and experimental data are used and above 1 Me V theoretical data 
are used. (after ICRU report 16.) 
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For electron energies below 10 keV theoretical mass stopping power 
formulae are inapplicable, and we are therefore dependent upon experimental 
data, Above 10 keV it is possible to compare theoretical predictions and 
experimental measurements, of both stopping power and range; agreement 
within about 5% is obtained (KAT L 52). Figure 1.11 shows both the col
lision and total energy loss for electrons. The importance of radiation losses 
above 10 MeV is clearly seen. 

Photons 

The absorption of photons in matter is a complex process, because 
three mechanisms are involved, each of which, being accompanied by 
secondary processes, is itself quite complex. 

The three important phenomena are 
a. photoelectric effect, 
b. Compton scattering, and 
c. pair production. 

Space does not permit thorough discussion of these phenomena here; they 
are comprehensively discussed in texts referred to in the bibliography. A 
brief discussion, however,< is given in Section 10 of the Laboratory Manual 
(Appendix). Excellent reviews of x and 'Y ray interactions have been given 
by Evans (EVA R 68) and Kase and Nelson (KAS K 72). Briefly, in the 
photoelectric effect a photon dissipates its entire energy by knocking out an 
orbiting electron from an atom. In Compton scattering the photon scatters 
on a free electron, .imparting some kinetic energy to it. The essential dif
ference between the photoelectric effect and the Compton effect is that in 
the former the photon disappears whereas 'jn the latter a photon remains, 
albeit of lower energy than the incident photon. In pair production a 
photon is absorbed in the field of a nucleus to create an electron-positron 
pair. 

The attenuation of photons in matteris exponential, basically be
cause a photon is "removed" by a single interaction. At the same depth x 
in the absorber the rate-d1 at which photons are removed in a thickness dn 
of absorber is given by 

-dl = I-'al(x)dx, 

where I (x) is the photon intensity at depth x, 

I-'a is the total linear attenuation coefficient. 
Integration of Eq. 24 yields 

I(x) ~ 1(0) e-I-'OX . 

I A IllJSS absorption coefficient, 1-', is defined by 
I-' = I-'alp 

, where p is the density of the absorber.] 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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The total linear absorption coefficient, IlO, may be resolved into three' 
coefficients representing the three basic phenomena: 

1-10 =: r + a + K, (27) 

where r, (7, and K represent the linear absorption coefficients for the 
photoelectric process, Compton scattering, and the pari-production process, 
respectively. Figure 1.13 shows schematically the relative importance of the 
three major types of photon interaction, as a function of photon ,energy and 
absorber atomic number. 

There are, of course, corresponding mass-attenuation coefficients, and 
the total masNttenuation coefficient is defined by 

r a K 
Il = -+-+- . 

P P P 

Figure 1; 14 summarizes the total mass-attenuation coefficients, and the 
individual coefficients ih water, asa function of ph~ton energy. 

(28) 

Estimates of the actual absorption of energy in an absorbing material 
. are of importance in health physics. The total mass-attenuation coefficient, 

which is a measure of the probability of photon interaction is always greater 
than the mass absorption coefficient, which is a measure of energy absorption. 
It is necessary therefore to estimate the proportions of energy locally de
posited by the three interactions. The loss of energy from the point of inter
action is most important. (In Compton scattering, a substantial fraction of 
the energy of the interacting photon is not absorbed at the point of interaction 
but is re-emitted as a photon of lower energy.) 

N 

XBL 7Z8-1563 

Fig. I: 13. Schematic diagram showing the relative importance 
of the three major types of "f-ray interaction. The lines 
indicate the values of z and photon energy at which 

the two n~igh!,oring efr.~,ct~_~~e_:9:ual. (!!?rn_~~a~s.) 
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Fig. 1.14. The mass attenuation coefficients for photons in water. 
(from Evans.) . 

ATTENUATION OF BREMSSTRAHLUNG 

When shielding against the bremsstrahlung produced by an electron 
accelerator is required, one must first determine the forward intensity and 
angular distribution of the source or sources; information on this if found 
in Chapter 3. In principle, one whould then divide the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum into appropriate energy intervals and treat each separately by 
means of the applicable absorption coefficients for narrow-beam condition 
(good geometry) and the necessary build~p f~ctors. Use of narrow-beam 
coefficients alone results, in most cases, in a substantial underestimate in 
the thickness of shield material required. This is because the primary radia
tion produces secondaries, which can leave the shield and contribute to the 
radiation field outside it. Buildup factors are defined as the ratio of some 
quantity associated with the beam such as dose or energy flux when all 
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particles and photons are considered to that samc quantity whcn only thc 
primary photons <lrc considered, Tables of buildup factors, B, arcavailablc 
as a function of IlX, where J.I. is the mass-absorption coefficient and xis 
the shield thickness i.n g/cm2, B appears in the familiar exponential absorp
tion cquation, 

(24) 

Narrow-beam mass-absorption coefficients are given in Table 1.11, taken 
from NBS Handbook 97 (NBS 64). Figure 1.15 presents similar data in a 
different form; it is taken from Price, Horton, and Spinney (PRI B 57). 
Thc method of calculating buildup factors for many energies and quantities 
Jnd in many materials has been extensively described by Goldstein and Wilkins 
(GOl H 54). For purposes of accelerator shielding, use of the dose-buildup 
factors for point isotropic sources is somewhat conservative. Values of these 
factors arc given in Table 1.111; taken from NBS Handbook 97 after Fano 
(FAN 0 53). ' 

Instead of dealing with each energy interval in the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum separately, it is sometimes sufficient to replace the whole, spectrum 
with a single value of "effective photon energy." MacGregor (MAC M 57) 
states that for 20-MeV electrons the effective photon energy is about 7 MeV; 
for 6-MeV electrons, it is about 3 MeV. As a rule of thumb the effective 
energy is about 1/3 of the peak energy. It is always desirable to check calcu
lations ;lgainst available experimental data. A well known example of such 
data is shown in Fig. 1.16, after Kirn and Kennedy (KI R F 54). At high 
energies, at which scattering is strongly peaked in the forward direction, it 
may appear attractive to take advantage of this peaking and specify thin side 
shielding walls. However, unless it is certain that the forward direction will 
always be the same, it is better to have thick enough side walls,sothat there 
will be adequate latitude for different beam-loss points and direction. The 
interested reader who needs more detailed information on these and other 
topics, such as skyshine and scattering, should consult the references cited. 
Also, Chapter VI presents information on attenuation at high energies, at 
which the e1ectromagnctic cascade can develop. Neutron production from 
electron accelerators is discussed in Chapter III, and should always be con
sidered at energies> 20 MeV. 
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Table 1.11. Mass 4lbsorption coefficients (cm2/g)a 

Material 
Photon eneriY 

(MeV) H2O OAI Fe Pb 

0.5 0.0967 0.Oi44 0.0840 0.152 

0.6 0.0894 0.0779 0.0769 0,119 

0.8 0.0786 0.0683 0.0668 0.0866 

1.0 0.0708 0.0614 0.0598 0.0703 

1.5 0.0576 0.0500 0.0484 0.0523 

2.0 0.0493 0.0-431 0.0-422 0.0456 

3.0 0.0396 0.0353 0.0359 0.0413 

4.0 0.0339 0.0310 0.0330 0.0-416 

5.0 0.0302 0.0284 0.0314 0.0-430 

6.0 0.0277 0.0266 0.0305 0.0-445 

8.0 0.0242 0.0243 0.029i 0.0471 

10.0 0.0221 0.0232 0.0300 0.0503 

15.0 0.0194 0.0219 0.0308 0.0567 

20.0 0.0180 0.0217 0.0321 0.~25 

30.0 0.0170 0.02~1 0.0346 0.0709 

40.0 0.0167 0.0228 0.0366 0.0773 

50.0 0.0167 0.0230 0.0384 0.Oi17 

60.0 0.0168 0.0237 0.0399 0.Oi55 
80.0 0.0170 0.0246 0.0419 0.0907 

180.0 0.0173 0.0254· 0.0436 0.0945 

aValu~s from G. R. White as quoted by C. M. D41visson in Appendix 1, 
&ta and Gamma-Roy Spectroscopy, edited by K. Sieabahn (Interscience 
Publishers, Amsterdam, 1955). 
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Table 1.111. Dose buildup factors for point isotropic sources from NBS Handbook 97 
after Fano (FAN U 53) 

Eo 

(MeV) 2 4 7 10 15 20 

Water 

0.5 5.14 14.3: 38.8 77.6 178 
3.50 7.21 14.6 24.0 44.7 

2 2.77 ' 4.88 8.46 12.4 19.5 
3 2.42 • 3.91 6.23 8.63 12.8 
4 2.17 3.94 S.12 6.94 9.97 
6 1.91 2.80 4.08 5.33 7.34 
8 1.77 2.49 3.51 4.50 6.05 

10 1.63 2.22 3.04 382 5.07 

Aluminum 

O.S 4.24 9.47 21.5 38.9 80.8 141 
I 3.31 6.57 13.1 21.2 37.9 58.5 
2 2.61 4.62 8.05 11.9 18.7 26.3 
3 2.32 3.78 6.15 8.65 13.0 17.7 
4 2.08 3.22 5.01 6.88 10.1 13.4 
6 1.85 2.70 4.06 5.49 7.96 10.4 
8 1.68 2.37 3.45 4.58 6.56 8.52 

10 1.55 2.12 3.01 3.96 5.63 7.32 

Iron 

0.5 3.09 .5.98 11.73 19.23 35.42 55.6 
1 2.88 5.39 10.21 16.18 28.31 42.7 
2 2.38 4.08 6.99 10.47 16.83 24.0 
3 2.12 3.44 5.74 8.35 13.25 18.8 
4 1.94 3.03 4.91 7.11 11.23 16.00 
6 1.72 2.58 4.14 6.02 9.89 14.7 
8 1.56 2.23 3.49 5.07 8.50 13.0 

10 1.42 1.95 2.98 4.35 7.54 . 12.4 

Lead 

0.5 1.42 1.69 2.00 2.27 2.65 
1 1.69 2.26 3.02 3.74 4.81 
2 1.76 2.51 3.66 4.84 6.86 
3 1.68 2.43 3.75 5.30 8.44 
4 1.56 2.25 3.61 5.44 9.80 
5.11 1.46 2.08 3.44 5.55 11.74 
6 1.40 1.97 3.34 5.69 13.80 
8 1.30 1.74 2.89 '5.07 14.05 

10 1.23 1.58 2.52 4.34 12.54 
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Fig. 1.15. Ten folding lengths for commori shielding materials. The 
curves are based on narrow-beam coefficients and do not include 
any allowance for multiple scattering. They were calculated 
assuming the following densities and compositions: 
Shot concrete: Density 5.3 g/cm3 (79.5% Fe by weight). 
Ordinary concrete: Density 2.35 g/cm3. Composition 
(wt. %): Ca, 8.6; Si,35.8,· Fe, .1.2,' AI, 2.0; No, 0.33; 
H, 0.63; C,0.4; 0,51.1. . 
Boryle:; concrete: Density 3.1 g/cm3. Composition (wt %): 
Ba, 35.8; Co, 7.4,. 5, 9.0,. Si, 8.9; Fe, 1.5; H, 0.44; C, 1.1; 
0,35.4. , 
Lead: Density 11.4 g/cm3. ' 
Iron: Density 7.8 g/cm3, 
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Fig. 1.16. Broad-beam absorption of x rays in concrete (p=2.35 g/cm3) 

peak phaton energies. (after Kim and Kennedy.) 

NEUTRONS 

The interactions of neutrons with matter are complex, but the concepts 
of cross section for interaction and the process of exponential attenuation 
arising therefrom are identical with photons. Important types of neutron 
interactions are elastic and inelastic scattering, capture (with either the 
emission of a charged particle or a photon or photons, and the n, 2n reaction. 
Each of these is involved to some extent with neutron detection and measure
ments, the production of induced radioactivity, and shielding; full discussion 
is found in Chapters II, III, VI, and VII. 
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Chapter 2 

RADIATION FIELDS: THEIR SPECIFICATION AND 

MEASUREMENT 

INTRODUCTION· 

2·' 

One of the most important duties of a health physicist is to make 
measurements from which the dose equivalent (or dose-equivalent rate) may 
be derived. This may be difficult at particle accelerators because of the 
possible complexity of their external radiation fields, particularly at the 
highest energies, at which it is possible for every known particle--as well as 
those yet to be discovered--to be created! 

Fortunately, experience has shown that in most practical situations 
the dose equivalent delivered by particles other than neutrons and')' rays is 
often negligibly small (THO R 65). Therefore it devolves primarily upon the 
heal th physicist to make measurements of these two types of radiation. 

Unfortunately, except in a very limited and theoretical way, it is not 
possible to measure dose equivalent directly, nor is it possible to make a 
single measurement from which the dose equivalent can be derived, unless 
perhaps one has ex tensive prior knowledge of the radiation field. 

Historically the first measurements of accelerator radiation fields were 
made with air-ionization chambers, by the same techniques as had been 
successfu I wi th x and')' rays. I n time, the marked differences between the 
nature of neutron interactions in air and in tissue (LEA 0 46) were seen to 
result in severe deficiencies when these measurement techniques were applied 
to health physics. Alternative methods were sought, and two somewhat dif
ferent procedures are now in common use. The first method utilizes an ioni
zation chamber constructed with "tissue-equivalent materials" to measure 
the energy absorbed in tissue placed in a radiation field. The second pro
cedure involves measurement of the number and energy distribution of the 
components of the radiation field. Thus basically the first technique 
specifies the radiation field in terms of its interaction with tissue, whereas 
the second method specifies the field in physical terms, independently of any 
interaction with matter. Whichever technique is used, however, the experi
mental data must often be converted into terms appropriate to radiation 
protection--the dose equivalent. 

Measurements of absorbed dose alone have limited value in health 
physics. Thus, although they are valuable'for radiation protection in x-
or ,),-radiation fields, or those radiation fields for which the necessary modify
ing factors are known, measuring only the absorbed dose is inadequate in 
other areas of accelerator health physiCs, such as shielding specification or 
prediction of changes in the radiation field associated with accelerator op
eration. 
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Conversely, if particle spectra are determined and related to accelerator 
. operation, sufficient information is available to implement many aspects of a 

health physics program, and, in addition, to establish routine monitoring pro
cedures suitable for controlling radiation exposures. The dose equivalent may 
be obtained from spectral in-formation by direct conversion (GIL W68, ROU 
J 69a, ROU J 69b). This technique has thus far been employed with sucCess 
in radiation fields dominated by neutrons; there is no basic reason why it may 
not be extended to photon radiation fields (SID J 69, WHE B 70). 

CONCEPTS AND UNITS 

The first attempts to quantify radiation fields began with xand 'Y radia
tion. Although the energy absorbed by irradiated material is important in de
termining the biological response of living organisms, in practice ,these energies 
arc typically too small to measure directly. Energy absorption in air, however, 
produces ionization and provides a convenient method of measurement: There
fore the concept of exposure was developed (ICRU 38, ICRU 57, ICRU 62), 
which is a measure of the radiation based upon its ability to produceioniza
tion. The special unit of exposure is the roentgen--one roentgen being that 
exposure that produces one electrostatic unit of charge of both positive and -
negative signs in one cubic centimeter of air at standard conditions of temp-
erature and pressure. . , 

I t should be noted here that in this brief review of radiation units our 
discussion cannot be of great depth, our purpose being only to paint a broad 
canvas indicating points of special importance. The reader interested in more 
detail is referred to texts on radiation dosimetry--for example, that edited by 
Attix, Roesch,and Tochilin, (ATT F 66, ATT F 68, ATT F 69); or the author
itative reports ofICRU. 

Despite its great utility, dissatisfaction with the concept of exposure -
arose because of its cxclusiveness--it is, for example, inappropriate for neutron 
irradiation--and the fact that exposure is not linearly related to energy absorp
tion in tissue. Both disadvantages are due to the basic difference in atomic 
composition of air and tissue. This difference is most striking for neutrons, 
since the production of recoil protons is the main mechanism for energy 
transfer to tissue, blJt even for photons the different chemical compositions, 
of various tissues--fat, muscle, bone-compared with air become important 
at low energies (jOH H 56). A concept more widely applicable to radia-
tion protection was needed. Since energy absorption seemed to be related 
to biological response, it was natural to define absorbed dose. _ 

Absorbed dose due to any ionizing radiation is the energy imparted 
to matter by ionizing particles per unit mass of irradiated material at the 
place of interest. ,The unit of absorbed dose is the "rad" and is equal to an 
energy absorption of 100 ergs/g" 

·····~t 
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Most portable survey instruments for electromagnetic radiation depend 
for their operation on the measurement of ionization pro~~ced in air or other 
gas, and are usually either ionization chamber or Geiger-Mulier tube instru
ments. However, it is only by the application of the Bragg-Gray principle 
(BUR T 68) that absorbed dose can be measured with such instruments. 
(This is discussed more fully in the Section on Techniques of Radiation 
Field Measurement.) 

In the discussion' of energy absorption in tissue irradiated by indirectly 
ionizing radiation <e.g.; photons, neutrons) it is important to note that energy 
is deposited in two steps. Energy is transferred to charged particles, which 
then lose energy by Coulomb interactions. 

Another concept in dosimetry, which has recently appeared, is Kerma. 
Kermit is defined as the kinetic energy of charged particles released by the 
prim,lIY rddiation per unit mass of the material. It is not a practical unit, for 
,llthough Kenna can be calculated, no instrument has thus far been built to 
measure Kerma directly. In theory, Kerma may be measured in any units of 
energy absorption per unit mass. 

These concepts of exposure, absorbed dose, and Kerma describe only 
the gross properties of the ionizing radiation field. Precise physical specifica
tion of radiation fields, however, requires the concept of flux density. 
Particle fluence is the time integral of particles that enter a sphere of unit 
cross sectional area. Particle flux density is the time derivative of fluence" 
and is expressed in units of particles per unit area per unit time. 

In radiation protection we are concerned with preventing all unneces
sary radiation exposure and limiting necessary exposure to tolerable levels. 
This necessitates some estimates of probable risks involved in exposure to low 
doses of ionizing radiations. The biological effects resulting from exposure 
to ionizing radiation are not a simple function of absorbed dose alone, but 
depend as well upon a large number of physical and biological factors. It is 
convenient to find some standard way to relate the biological effects due to 
a variety of radiations. This is achieved by selecting a standard radiation 
(e.g., 200-kV x rays) to which radiation effects can be related and by ap
plication of the concept of relative biological effectiveness (RBE). 

Relative biological effectiveness is the ratio of the absorbed dose of 
reference radiation to the absorbed dose of a different radiation required 
to produce the same biological effect. An RBE may be specified for any 
kind of radiation or condition or exposure. 

The RBE for radiation of type i is, then, 

(1) 

where Ox' Di are absorbed doses of 200-keV x rays and of radiation of type 
i to produce the same biological effect. Thus the biological effect of irradia
tion by n different types of radiation would be identical to that from 
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11 

L: (RBE)i Di rads of 200-keY x rays. 
i = I 

This concept was first introduced for radiation protection purposes by Parker 
(PAR H 48), who used the unit rem (roentgen equivalent man) to quantify an 
absorbed dose so modified. This hybrid quantity was first referred to as RBE 
90se (ICRU 57), later becomingmodified to dose equivalf!nt (ICRU 62)_. 

j In radiation protection we are cloncerned with whole-body chronic1low-
level exposures. The biological effects are not completely defined, but in
clude cancer induction, cataract formation, life-span shortening, and deleter
ious mutations. With this in mind we are led to the concept of a special RBE 
for the purposes of radiation protection, which has been termed a modifying 
factor (MF). Thus dose equivalent (DE, in rem) may be related to the ab
sorbed dose (0, in rad) resulting from mixed radiation fields by the equation 

DE = (MF)D. (2) 

The modifying factor (M F) is theoretically separable into several sub
sidiary modifying factors each representing a separate variable of irradiation. 
Thus 

(3) 

One of the most important of these factors influencing the biological 
efficiency of radiation is the linear energy transfer (ZI R R 52). Unear energy 
transfer (LET) is the average energy locally imparted to the medium by the 
passage of a charged particle. The units of LET are normally keY per micron. 
Soon after the original definition was promulgated, it became clear that a 
limit had to be placed on the region in whiCh energy could be considered to 
be locally deposited. This has been discussed by Madey (MAD R 67), who 
pointed out that in general the concept of .linear energy transfer is different 
from that of stopping power, LQO' However, it is sufficiently accurate for 
radiation protection purposes to use values of stopping power--as is done in 
the ICRP-ICRU definition of the QF-LET relationship (QF is defined below) 
in which the values of LET used are stopping power in water. It might further 
be argued that the definition should be made in terms of stopping power in 
tissue, and, in fact, calculations have been made for these conditions. How
{Ner, the. differences so obtained in LET values are small and are far out
weighed by the absolute errors attached to radiobiological experimental data. 

Thus if a separate modifying factor that is a function only of LET may 
be identified, we may modify Eq. 3 to ! 

where QF is the LET-dependent modifying factor and is known as quality 
factor. 

(4) 

, 
\: 
\, 
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To some extent this formalism is theoretical, because in actual practice 
usc is seldom made of the additional factors M 'I' M2,' .. , etc., and thus the 
DE for any type of radiation and for any exposure condition is put, numer
ically equal to the product of the absorbed dose in rads and the quality factor, 
OF. The interested reader is referred to the NCRP report on Dose-Effect 
Modifying Factors in Radiation Protection (NCRP67), which discusses other 
modifying factors, such as those concerned with the energy of the radiation 
or the portion of the body involved. 

It should be pointed out that some inconsistencies occur in the literature 
concerning the use of the term "quality factor" (NEU J 69b, NEU J 70, PAT 
H 70). 

The confusion arises because of the simultaneous use of the term "quality 
factor" for (a) a quantity defined in terms of linear energy transfer (in effect, 
stopping power) for charged particles, and (b) the product of the modifying 
factors (OF) (OF)' - . and other necessary modifying factors as expressed in 
ICRU Report 11 (ICRU 68). In certain special circumstances the two defini
tions may be numerically identical, but in the general sense they are distinct 
quanti ties. 

In this text we use the term "modifying factor" for the factor that can
verts absorbed dose to dose equivalent. Values of "quality factor" as a func
tion of LET have been derived from radiobiological experiments, and the 
interested reader is referred to the report of the joint ICRPjl RCU committee 
on RBE (ICRP 63). Figure 2.1, taken from the NCRP report on Dose-Effect 
Modifying Factors, summarizes experimental values of RBE as a function of 
LET for different end-point ratios in a variety of organisms. These results are 
further summarized in Fig. 2.2, which shows the typical response of mam
malian cells and gives the currently recommended QF values for comparison. 
It may be seen that these are somewhat conservative but not unduly restrictive. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the stopping power quality factor (Loo-OF) rela
tionsh ip recommended by the ICRP 70.) . 

Table 2.1. Loo-OF relationship_ 

Loo in water 

, (keV/p) 

3.5 (and less) 

7 

23 

53 

175 (and more) 

OF 

1 

2 

5 

10 

20 
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190-MeVcf+ 380 10 MeV H+ 40MeV 8+5 C+6 0+8 Ne+IO 
220kV 50kV MeV 20MeVd+ He++ (10 MeV/NUCLEON) 

X X He+ 
LET. keV I",. (Hz 0) 

XBL 708-1764 

Fig. 2.7. Experimental curves of RBE versus LET. ., Tl bacteriophage 
in broth. Y, Shigella sonnei in O2 (in N2 , behaves like type 2). 
6., Trypsin, lysozyme, DNase, dry, --e. Haploid yeast survival in 
air, induced reversions in diploid S. cerevisiae, survival. 0, Diploid 
yeast survival in air . • , Haploid or diploid S. cerevisiae in N 2 • 

t, Artemia eggs, hatching or emergence. *, Mammalian tissues, 
various. *, Mammalian tissues, various. X, Broad bean root, 
various effects on growth and survival. Tradescantia microspores, 
chromatid and isochromatid breaks. , Rabbit crystalline lens 
cells, destruction and division effects, mammalian injury up to 
LET 20. e, Stichococcus, survival. (From BNL - 50073.) 
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220 kv 50 kv 38().MeV 10 MeV H+ 

X-RAY X-RAY He++ 20MeVd+ He++ He++ 
LET. keV/1I-

2-7 

XBL To8- rr6T - A 

Fig. 2.2. Schematic curve summarizing the response of mamalian cells 
shown in Fig. 2.7. The crosses identify current values of Quality 
Factors recommended by leRP. (After 8NL - 50073.) 
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Intermediate values of QF obtained by interpolation are presented in 
Fig. 2.3. It should be noted that this relationship applies only to the charged 
particles, and that average QF's are not specified for distributions of LET. 

Many calculations of stopping power for charged particles have been 
made, such as those by Rich and Madey (RIC M 54), Atkinson and Willis 
(ATK J 66) Barkas and Berger (BAR W 64), and the National Academy of 
Science report number 39 (NASc 64). For protons of less than 1 MeY theo
retical calculations are no longer reliable, but measurements of stopping power 
have been reported down to 10 keY (PHI J 53, REY H 53, WHA W 58). 

Figure 2.4 summarizes theoretical and experimental data for protons 
;mu electrons between "10 keY and 1 GeY. The stopping power of other heavy 
charged particles in water may be calculated with accuracy sufficient for heal th 
physics purposes from the data for protons. For a particle of mass M and 
charge ZE the energy scale of Fig. 2.4 should be multiplied by a factor M/M , 
where Mp is the proton mass, and the stopping-power scale should be multi-

P 

plied by a factor of Z2. It follows that any given charged particle has varying 
values of Loo, and therefore QF, along its path. From the interpolated values 
of quality factor derived from Fig. 2.3 and values of stopping power derived 
either from Fig. 2.4 or tabulated data, it is a simple matter to deduce the 
values of QF as a function of particle residual energy (COW F 64). 

Figure 2.5 plots values of QF as a function of residual energy for muons, 
pions, kaons, protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He, and a particles. The curves 
given in Fig. 2.5 take account only of ionization processes. In estimating the 
quality factor appropriate to irradiation by charged particles, an averaging 
procedure must be carried out along the p~rticle track: Cowan et al. (1964) 
report such average values for pions, protons, deuterons, and a particles. 

Thus, in summary, the formalism of:' 

(4) 

together with the QF-Loo relationship as defined by ICRP/ICRU (Table 2.1), 
allows measurements of absorbed dose to be converted to dose equivalent. 

For a mixed radiation field the dose equivalent must be obtained from 
an average quality factor (QF), obtained by integration over the LET spectrum 
in tissue: 

(QF) = fo 00 QF(L) D(L) dL/ fooo 

D(L) dL, (5) 

where quality factor QF (L) is assumed to be' a continuous function of stopping 
power, L, and D(L) is the distribution of absorbed dose as a function of L 
(ICRU 70). 

Thus, if we consider a small volume of tissue (of unit mass to facilitate 
discussion) traversed by n particles, the dose equivalent may be represented 
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DE = i JQF(L) L dz, 

i = 1 

2-11 

(6) 

where ~ represents summation over n particles and the integral is a line 
integral along eac~ track within the volume of tissue. 

Alternatively, if the radiation field is specified in terms of its n com
ponents, the dose equivalent is given by 

~ ['Emin 
DE=L' 

i = 1 Emax 

(7) 

where ~ represents summation over the n radiation components of type 
i (that is, n, p, ""(, etc.), Ni(E) dE is the number of particles of type i with 
energy between E and E+dE, and Pi(E) is a parameter that converts fluence 
to dose equivalent. 

TECHNIQUES OF RADIATION FIELD MEASURI;MENT 

Few techniques have found practical application in the evaluation of 
accelerator radiation fields. Perhaps the most directly appeal ing, at least 
conceptually, is the use of a class of instruments collectively known as "rem 
meters." These instruments attempt to measure dose equivalent directly and 
can do so under certain limited conditions;' The advantages of such instru
ments in radiation protection are obvious: a single direct reading of the 
radiation field, providing instantaneous information, allowing swift reaction. 
On the other hand the disadvantages are equally c1ear--even if dose equivalent 
is measured directly, the health physicistis'given no information on which to 
base recommendations for shielding or otherwise modifying the radiation 
field. In x- or ""(-radiation fields instruments calibrated in rads also read 
directly in rem--thus over a wide range of photon energies air ionization cham
bers may be regarded as "gamma rem meters." Rem meters used to measure 
neutrons usually utilize a thermal neutron detector surrounded by a moder
ating material such as paraffin or polyethylene in some special configuration. 
Examples of such instruments are the Andersson--Braun (AND I 63) counter, 
the Hankins (HAN D 62) sphere, the Dvorak-Dyer (DVO R 65) sphere, or 
the Leake (LEA J 67) ball. Without exception these instruments are limited 
to energies from a few keV to about 15 MeV. The most careful study and 
evaluation of the different commercially available detectors is due to 
Nachtigall (NAC D 67). He reports, "The deviations of the sensitivity curves 
of rem meters from the dose equivalent curve specified by the ICRP amount 
to as much as a factor of 5 in the intermediate energy region and dose 
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equivalent measurements in the same neutron field with different rem meters 
cal ibrated under the same conditions also show deviations as great as a factor 
of 5. Therefore, especially necessary is information on the spectra and flux 
density. If this information is not available for corrections, one must assume 
that the error in a rem meter reading is in most cases larger than a factor of 
two." 

Tesch (TES K 70) has reported the use of liquid scintillators in con
junction with a photomultiplier for neutron dosimetry in the energy range 
10 to 100 MeV. The effective threshold of the instrument is selected at 
about') MeV when it has a rem response within ±15% up to about 100 MeV. 
Pulse-shaping techniques are used to discriminate against other particles. 
Coleman (COL F 69) has shown that in typical radiation environments 
around high energy electron accelerators the response of plastic scintillators 
to neutrons or photons of energy greater than 20 MeV differs by only ±30% 
over a wide range of energy spectra. Thus the instrument described by Tesch 
may be useful in a variety of mixed photon and neutron irradiation fields, but 
some development studies are still needed. 

The universal "rem meter" has not yet been developed, and the limita
tions of presently available instruments necessitate alternative procedures if 
fair accuracy is required. Baum (BAU J 67, BAU J 68, BAU J 70a, BAU J 
70b) has, however, suggested using a modified spherical tissue-equivalent 
chamber to construct a rem meter. By use of a nonlinear amplifier the pulse
height distribution may be modified to give an output proportional to dose 
equivalent. On the other hand, Dvorak (DYO R 69) has made calculations 
that indicate such an instrument would have poor response to intermediate
energy neutrons. 

In a strict sense, however, since dose equivalent is a defined quantity, it 
is nol direclly measurable with an instrument. 

An alternative procedure involves measuring absorbed dose and weight
ing by an appropriate modifying factor. Absorbed dose may be measured with 
a tissue-equivalent ionization chamber by meeting the Bragg-Gray requirements 
that the tissue-equivalent wall be thick enough so that charged-particle equi
librium is achieved, and that the density of the gas in the cavity be small 
enough so that charged particles do not lose an appreciable fraction of their 
energy in traversing the cavity. Clearly, to insure that these requirements 
are met, one must either have prior knowledge of the quality of the radiation 
or make assumptions (ROS H 56, COW F 65). When such absorbed-dose 
measurements are made there still remains the problem of selecting an appro
priate weighting factor. This selection may be achieved by: 

(a) a second measurement for estimating the appropriate modifying 
factor with, for example, an instrument such as the recombination chamber 
(ZEL M 62, ZEL M 64, SUL A 63, SUL A 64), or 
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(b) determination.of the LET spectrum of the radiation field (recently 
the ICRU has discussed the difficulties in measuring LET speCtra, and indi
cated that in general full LET distributions may be obtained only by calcula
tion. This or course presupposes a priori knowledge of the radiation field) 
and calculation of an appropriate modifying factor (ROS H 55a,b, ROS H 
62, PHI L 65), or 

(c) knowledge of the spectrum of the radiation field, which permits 
calculation of the appropriate modifying factor (later we show how knowl
edge of neutron spectra is used for this purpose), or 

(d) choice of some prudently conservative estimate of modifying factor 
(because it never underestimates dose equivalent, this approximation usually 
results in unnecessary restrictions in operational procedures). 

The use of recombination chambers depends on creating operating 
conditions in a tissue-equivalent ionization chamber, filled with tissue
equivalent gas, in which current collected is a known function of the quality 
factor of the radiation being measured. Sullivan and Baarli (SUL A 63) have 
described a parallel-plate ionization chamber for which the saturation curves 
may be represented by 

(8) 

where i is the collected current, V the applied voltage, k a proportionality 
factor, and n the recombination coefficient, which may be related to quality 
factor. Figure 2.6 shows the response of such a chamber to radium 'Y rays, 
Po-Be neutrons, 14-MeV neutrons, and a particles from Pu. An accuracy 
within ±20% is claimed for the evaluation of QF in a mixed radiation field 
(SULA 63). 

The use of LET spectrometers in practice was first described by Rossi 
at al. (ROS H 62), and the technique has since been used in a number of 
laboratories with good success. From the.measured LET distribution appro
priate quality factors can be selected for each part of the LET spectrum, and 
the absorbed-dose measurement previously or simultaneously made weighted 
accordingly. 

Phillips et al. (PHI L 65) have described the principles of the LET spec
trometer in the following terms: 

"In brief, the LET spectrometer is a TE proportional counter whose 
output signal is dependent upon the energy loss of individual particles trav
ersing it. The product of the particle's LET and path length yields its energy 
loss; the resultant output pulse may best be analyzed using a spherical counter. 
Uniform gas multiplication along the center wire of this counter is established 
by means of a concentric correcting electrode (helix) upon whieh a suitable 
voltage is applied. Operation at a low pressure is required to minimize the 
variation in LET for individual traversals. The derivation of the equations 
for computing the absorbed dose as a function of LET is relatively complex. 
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However, an analytical technique has been developed" (ROS W 60) "which 
simplifies this LET analysis. The equation for determining dose as a func· 
tion of LET reduces to 

1.6 X 10.
7 
[3 d ~Q)~ rads D(L)= -h - - -

21Tr2 dh h keV/p 

~~ ~ 
D(L) = absorbed dose per LET interval, keV/iJ- ' 

r = radius of spherical proportional counter (cm), 

h = pulse height (keV/p), 

Q =.: total counts in a given pulse height interval" 

.1 For the BNL chamber I 
"D(L) = 9.87 X 1O.7 D(h) 

D(h) = hQ(l·S), 

mrad 
keV/p , 

S = the slope of the log Q vs log h curve. 

(9) 

"For the actual computation of the absorbed dose above 3.5 keV/p, the area 
under the D(L) vs h curve is determined and multiplied by the keY /p per 
channel as determined by the collimated alpha source calibration. A similar 
treatment is used to obtain the dpse equivalent. 

Knowing the QF for each LET interval (as defined by the ICRP) one can 
derive the DE distribution with LET. Although the device is capable of 
measuring radiations whose LET is less than 3.5 keV/p, the present study 
follows the ICRP recommendation. Thus, a QF of one is applied to all LET 
intervals below this value. The previously mentioned TE ionization chamber 
is employed for dose determination in this low LET interval. 

"The effective QF is determined as follows: 

where 

D· = 
I 

Dp = 

R = : 

QF3.5 

QF = 
(Di - Dp) QF3.5 + R 

Di 

total absorbed dose as measured by the TEionization 
chamber (mrad), 

(10) 

total absorbed dose as computed from the proportional 
counter data, for LET values greater than 3.5 keV/p (mrad), 

total DE as computed from the proportional counter data 
for LET values greater than 3.5 keY /p (mrem), 

quality factor for LET values less than 3.5 keV/p (equal to 
unity)." 
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Figure '2-7 shows a representative dose distribution measured at the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory AGS. The presence of a heavy-ion peak 
OIt approxilnJtdy 250 keV/p. should be noted. 

As previously discussed, Saum et al. have recently reported studies 
that may facilitate the construction of a portable rem survey meter based 
upon the principles of the LET spectrometer. 

A third technique--neutron spectrometry--Iargely used around ac
celerators and to some extent at nuclear reactors, also is of value when the 
radiation field is dominated by neutrons. The principle here is to determine 
each component of the radiation field separately and evaluate its contribu
tion to the total dose equivalent. Neutron flux density measurements are 
normally made over a wide energy range with a number of different de
tectors, all of which have different response functions and thresholds. Such 
a detector, i, gives response, Ai' of the form 

A; " K; I'm,x R;(E) .(E) dE, 

Emin 

(11) 

where Emin and Emax are appropriate energy limits, <I>(E) is the differential 
energy spectrum, and Ri(E) the response function (e.g., cross section in the 
case of activation detectors). When the response is thus measured for a 
number of detectors, it is possible to closely estimate a neutron spectrum 
that could produce the measured response in the series of detectors (GI L W 
68, ROU J 69a, ROU J 69b). " : 

In most practical stiuations this estimated neutron spectrum is a suf
ficiently accurate representation for health physics purposes. In typical 
accelerator conditions, for which neutrons and photons are the dominant 
components of the radiation field, it is usually necessary only to measure 
the neutron spectrum and evaluate the gamma contribution to the total dose 
equivalent. 

Nuclear emulsion can be"used to measure a proton recoil spectrum for 
spectroscopy of neutrons between 1 MeV and about 20 MeV (LEH R 64). 
For higher-energy neutrons a measurement of the average number of gray 
prongs per neutron star is useful in making crude estimates of the shape of 

" the neutron spectrum (PAT H 69). This latter technique--neutron spect
rometry--not only can be used to estimate the dose equ ivalent by use of the 
flux-to-dose conversion factors given in the following section, but also gives 
valuable information about the qual ity of the radiation field. I t can be used 
by the health physicist to specify shielding for personnel and for other de
tectors, as well as specifying proper wall thickness for tissue-equivalent 
ionization chambers and evaluating the response of any other detectors that 
may be used_ I f it is known--as, for example, for low-energy electron 
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accelerators--that the radiation field is entirely electromagnetic in character, 
then the problem of dose-equivalent evaluation is greatly simplfied_ By defi
nition the QF for low-LET radiation is unity, and it is merely necessary to 
check for wall thickness within the correct range before using a tissue-equiv
alent ion chamber. Other detectors useful in this situation are thermolumi
nescent and glass dosimeters. All these techniques are fully discussed in 
Part II of this text. 

THE CONVERSION OF RADIATION MEASUREMENTS TO DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 

DOSE-DEPTH CALCULATIONS 

We have seen in the preceding sections that absolute radiation meas
urements are of two types, which may be formally characteriz~d by 

DE = (MF) D 

when absorbed-dose measurements are made, and by 

when particle fluence is measured. 

(2) 

(7) 
\ 

It has become coriventional, when particle spectra are measured, to quote 
measured flux densities (in units of particles/cm2 sec ) and to use conversion 
factors to get flux density to dose equivalent rate (conversion factors: g(E) 

, in un1tsof nicm2 sec/per millirem/h.) Th~s "Eq. 7 becomes modified to 
" 

n f Emax <Pi(E) 
DER = "'" dE 

£....Jgi(E) 
i=l Emin 

(7a) 

where IPi(E) is the flux density of particles between energies E and .E+dE. 
It is necessary therefore, to facilitate the conversion of experimental 

data to dose equivalent, -that v-aluesof modifying factors (MF) or flux-to
dose equivalent conversion factors be defined both for monoenergetic parti
cles and for particle spectra. 

In general the evaluation of conversion and modifying factors is a com
plex matter involving the calculatipn of particle spectra produced within 
irradiated tissue. Given the details of particle spectra within the tissue, one 
can cal;culate the absorbed dose fr?m the known stopping power of each 
charged particle in tissue. Finally, from the quality factor-LET relationship 
(,IS defined on p. 5 ), one can weight each segment of charged-particle track 
by 1111' .II'I'I"I'liJII· qUillity f;\ctor and catrul.l\(' tht' d(h(' 1'l\lIiv:llrnl. TIll' 
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absorbed dose and dose equivalent are averaged over small volumes of tissue 
(typically 1 cm 3), and from a knowledge of the distribution of these param
eters in an irradiated human body, it is a simple matter to calculate the ap
propriate conversion and modifying factors_ Such detailed calculations, in
volving as they do complex details of geometry and nuclear interactions, in 
general need a large digital computer for their execution. Extensive effort 
has been devoted by the Health Physics and Neutron Physics divisions of 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to the calculation of absorbed dose and 
dose-equivalent distributions in water and tissue phantoms. In general such 
calculations have been principally in semi-infinite uniform tissue slabs, al
though some work has been carried out on finite tissue cylinders and paral
lelipipeds. Budinger et al. (BUD T 70), in preliminary neutron radiography 
studies at 14 MeV, have described calculations that take into account the 
different composition of muscle, fat, and bone. Auxier et al. (AUX J 68) 
have recently reviewed such calculations for neutrons and discussed their 
limitations. Table 2.11 summarizes published calculations of dose distribu
tions in anthropomorphic phantoms irradiated by electrons, neu trons, photons, 
or protons. Interested readers should consult the original papers for details. 

Figure 2.8 shows examples of dose-equivalent-depth curves for neutrons 
calculated by several Oak Ridge groups. The influence of incident-particle 
angular distribution has been investigated by calculating the upper and lower 
bounds on doses in cases of practical interest. Irradiation of the body by 
particles incident normally produces, in general, the largest dose equivalent 
per unit fluence. As Fig. 2.8 shows, the position of the maximum dose equiv
alent is a function of particle energy. From dose equivalent and absorbed 
dose-depth curves it is possible to evaluate modifying and conversion factors: 
it is conventional to evaluate these at the:.maximum dose equivalent (MADE) 
in the irradiated phantom. 

Thus, if the MADE per unit fluence, is 0 particles/cm 2, then g(E), 
the flux density equivalent to a DE rate of 1 mrem/h, is given by 

1 1 1 
g(E) = 3600 (sec/h) X 103 (mrem/rem) X -0-(r-e-m-/p-a-rt-ic-le-/-cm~2) 

(2.778 X 10-7/0) particles/cm 2 sec/mrem/h, (12) 

and if the absorbed dose per unit fluence is P at the maximum dose equiva
lent, then the modifying factor MF(E) is given by 

MF(E) == O/P. (13) 
I 
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Table 2.11. Summary of depth-dose calculations in tissue for electrons, neutrons, photons, and protons. ~.,. 

Incident angular' 
,F' 

Particle Energy range distribution Author(s) Phantom Reference 
~~, 

1. Neutrons Thermal Normal Snyder (1952) Semi·infinite slab SNY W 52 
Co:, 

2. Neutrons Thermal -10 MeV Normal Snyder (1957) Semi·infinite slab SNY W 57 c,< 
3. Neutrons Thermal - 15 MeV Normal Auxier et al. (1968) Cylinder AUX J 68 

4. Neutrons Thermal - 14 MeV Normal Snyder (1968) Cylinder SNY W68 
;;0 CO 

5. Neutrons 0.5·60 MeV Normal and isotropic Irving et al. (1967) Semi-infinite slab· IRV 067 » 
0 ,..-, .. , 

6. Neutrons .60- 400 MeV Normal and isotropic Zerby, Kinney (1965); Semi-infinite slab ZERC 65 - .... ....".-: » 
Turner et al. (1964) TURJ 64 -i 

7. Neutrons 60- 3000 MeV Normal Alsmiller et al.(1970) Semi-infinite slab ALS R 70 0 z 
8. Neutrons 600 - 2000 MeV NOfl'll,al and ~sotropic Neufeld et al. (1969) Semi-infinite slab NEU J 69a ." " . ~~. 

9. Protons 100 - 400 MeV Nor~al Turner et al. (1964) Semi-infinite slab TUR J 64 !'T1 
r-

10. Protons 100 - 400 MeV Normal and isotropic Neufeld et al. (1966) Semi-infinite slab NEU J 66 0 Cl 
Vl 

11. Protons 400 - 3000 MeV Normal Alsmiller et al.(1970). Semi-infinite slab ALS R70 

12. Protons 600 - 2000 MeV Normal and isotropic Neufeld et al. (1969) Semi-infinite slab NEU J 69a 
.~~ 

13. Electrons 100 MeV - 20 GeV Normal Alsmiller and Moran (1967) Semi-infinite slab ALS R 67 

. 14. Electrons 100 MeV - 20 GeV Normal Beck (1970) Semi-infinite slab BEC H 70 

15. Photons 10 MeV ~ 20 GeV Normal Alsmiller and Moran (1967) Semi-infinite slab ALS R 67 

16. Photons 150 MeV - 20 GeV Normal Beck (1970) Semi-infinite slab BEC H70 

":J' ... 
U) 
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Fig. 2.B. Dose-equivalent depth distributions in a 30-~m semi-infinite tissue 
slab for normally incident neutrons. 
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EVALUATION OF FLUX-TO·OOSE CONVERSION FACTORS IN SIMPLE 
SPECIAL CASES 

I t is necessary to utilize digital computers to perform these calculations, 
and it is unfortunate that the complexity of the computer methods often 
obscures the underlying physical principles. Thus the reader may gain more 
physical insight by reading the early (but inaccurate) estimates of dose de
position by neutrons an(j protons. Thus, Sykes (SYK J 58) and Randolph 
(RAN M 57) reported early estimates for 14- and 20-MeV neutrons and 14-
MeV neutrons respectively. These early estimates are basically calculations of 
"first collision dose" in tissue crudely corrected for backscattering effects. 

Somewhat later Neary and Mulvey (NEA G 58) estimated the average 
dose deposition through the body by neutrons and protons betwl~en 40 and 

·1000 MeV. Estimates were made both lor monoenergetic particles and lor 
particles accompanied by their equilibrium cascade. These latter became ~he 
basis for conversion factors recommended by ICRP (ICRP 64) for neutrons 
and protons. 

Goussev (GOU N 68) has discussed simple analytical expressions that 
relate particle flux density to absorbed dose rate in an approximate way. 
For photons, under conditions of electronic equilibrium, the flux density, 
tP, equivalent to an absorbed dose rate of 1 m rad/h, is given by 

tP = 17.34/EX, (14) 

where E is the photon energy, and X is the lTIass energy-absorption coeffi
cient in water. (For derivation see below.) . 

Such a simple relationship extends only to a few MeV, but its use gives 
good agreement with more sophisticated calculations even up to 100 MeV 
(THO R 69). 

For charged particles the dose deposition rate, P, is given by 

_ .8 (dE). 
P = 1.6 X 10 X tP ~ rads/sec, 

where c/> is the charged particle flux density (in particles/cm2 sec), 

(::) is the stopping power in water (in MeV/g/cm 2), 

and 1.6 * 10-8 converts MeV /g to rads. 
If P isl 0-3 rad/h, then 

3.6X103 
_ -8 (dE) 
-1.6X10 tP dx ' 

and, finally, 

( 15) 
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~ = 17.34/ (:~) (16) 

(
dE) , with ~ in p.trticle~/crn2/sec/rnrem/h and -;;;- in units of MeV cm2/g. 

When the charged partiCle is slow enough so that its stopping power in 
water is greater than 35 MeV/g/cm2, Eq. 16 must be modified to 

( dE) X (dE) 
~ = 17.34/ QF dx' dX (17) 

, , ,(dE) '(dE) 
where QF dx is the appropriate quality factor at the given value of dx 

(see Fig. 2.3). Such a prescription ignores backscattering and nuclear inter
actions, but is extremely useful for estimating surface dose from low-energy 
electrons and protons. Goussev has used this formulation to calculate ~{3, 

the flux of {3 particles equ ivalent to a dose rate of 1 mrad/h from~easure
ments of (3-particle spectra. In this case the average energy 10SS:~x) is given by 

G:J "frn"" ~~ N{E)d1 fErn"" N{E)dE, (18) 

o ,0, 

where N(E) is !!he number of electrons with energy between E and E+dE, and 

(:XE)is the energy loss at energy E. 

Substituting into Eq. 16, one has 

ct>{3 = 17.34 fErnax N{E)dE/j' Emax 

o " 0 
:~ N(E)dE . (19) 

Table 2.111 summarizes the data given by Goussev. Goussev has de
scribed the limitations of this technique thus: "The above method of cal
culating the relationship between absorbed dose and flux density for beta 
particles possessing a continuous spectrum entails the following errors: 

(i) An error due to the fact that the contribution of low-energy « 1 0 keV) 
electrons to the absorbed dose is not taken into account. At maximum beta 
particle energies up to 0.3 MeV the error can reach 20 to 30% (and, conse
quently, the maximum permissible flux density in this region must be reduced 
accordingly). For higher maximum energies this contribution may bene

glected; 
(ii) An error due to the fact that the dependence of the beta particle 

energy loss, dE/dx, on the atomic numper Z of the isotope is not taken into 

f', 
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Table 2.111. Flux density of beta radiation corresponding to a 
dose rate of 1 mrad/h. (After Goussev.) 

Maximum !3-particle Flux density 
energy (13 particles/cm2 sec) 
(MeV) 

0.2 2.4 

0.4 3.6 

0.6 4.8 

().~ 6.4 

7.2 

1.5 8.4 

2 8.8 

3 9.2 

2-23 

account. As Z increases from 10 to 80, dE/dx grows by 15 to 20% in the 
low-energy region (0.1 to 0.4 MeV), and by 7 to 10% in the high-energy 
region (1.5 to 3 MeV). In the above calculations we have taken the average 
dependence on Z obtained experimentally with the isotopes in question; 

(iii) An error due to the fact that differences in the shape of the spectrum 
are not taken into account. It is known that energy losses dEjdx for allowed 
transitions are considerably higher than those for transitions forbidden in the 
first <.>rder. Thus for biological tissue the energy losses (dE/dx) in the energy 
range 0.1 to 0.4 MeV are greater by a factor of 1.3 to 1.6 for allowed spectra 
than for forbidden spectra. At higher ene~gies this difference vanishes. 

"In the low-energy region, therefore, the relationship between the ab
sorbed dose rate and the flux density for 13 particles of forbidden spectra 
will be closer to that for monochromatic electrons than to that for 13 parti
cles in allowed spectra; accordingly, the maximum permissible particle flux 
density will also be closer to that of monochromatic electrons." 

Such calculations, however, yield only approximate results, because 
particle buildup and geometric-effects are not taken i",to account. The 
possibleragnitude of these effects for electrons is discussed beginning on 
page 27., 

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR MONOENERGETIC PHOTONS 

As we have seen in the preceding section, the conversion factors for low
energy photons may be calculated from 
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r/J =17.34/EX (14) 

where E is the photon energy, 
, X is the mass energy-absorption coefficient in cm 2/g of water. 

Between 0.01 and 10 MeV Evans (EVA R 68) has tabulated values of 
these absorption coefficients which have been used in the evaluation of the 
conversion factors in Table 2.IV. Alsmiller and Moran (AL5 R 67) have rc
ported electromagnetic cascade calculations from 10 MeV to 20 GeV which 
give agrecment to within less than 30% with values of conversion factors 
estimated by using total absorption coefficients in water that are due to Evans 
(EVA R 63). Recently, however, Beck, (BEC H 70) has converted the calcula
tions by Alsmiller and Moran by including the density effect in the electron 
stopping power previously omitted. Lower energy absorption resulted, giving 
conversion factors some 25% higher than obtained by Alsmiller and Moran at 
100 McV, increasing to 70% at 20 GeV. As is discussed more fully beginning 
on p. 27, experimental studies have not adequately resolved this discrepancy; 
and although one might intuitively think the data of Beck more accurate, since 
they include density cHect corrections, the data of Alsmiller and Moran have 
been used in the evaluation of photon conversion factors, since they arc more 
restrictive, Figure 2.9 summarile~ the data of Table 2.IV. Of course the 
quality factor lor photons is always unity, so that conversion of absorbcd dose 
to dose equivalent is trivial. 

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR MONOENERGETIC ELECTRONS 

At energies less than 100 MeV electrons stop in the human body (the 
range of a 1 OO-MeV electron is 30 em in water); at energies less then 0,07 MeV 
they cannot pcnetrate the epidermis." ' 

Tesch (TE5 K 66) made one of the fii'stestimates of conversion factors 
for electrons. He assumed the dimensions of a critical complex cell to be equiv
alent to the range of a O.l-MeV electron (0.015 cm in tissue), and thus by using 
the known value of dE/dx and the relationship 

r/J = 17.34/dE/dx electrons/cm 2 sec/mrem/h (16) 

he suggested a value of 4.4 e/cm 2 sec/mrem/h as appropriate up to electron 
energies of 100 MeV. This represents a safe limit, but is probably conservative 
by nearly a factor of 2 in the region of a few MeV. 

At energies beyond 100 MeV cascadc cffccts becomc important, and 
resch made measurements of the dose 'deposition of 5.2-GeV clcctrons in water. 
By reprc,cllling Ihe cnh,lI1ced energy deposition by a "cascade factor," F(E), 
'I esch wri Ie, 

(dE) 
r/J = 17.34/F(E\CiX (17) 
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Table 2.1 V. Factors for converting photon flux density to dose equivalent. 

Photon energy 
(MeV) 

D.DI 
0.015 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.30 
.0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.80 
1.00 
\.50 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
8.00 

10.00 
20.00 
50 

100 
200 
500 

1000 
5200 

10000 
'20000 

Flux density equivalent to 
1 mrcm/h (photons/cm 2 scc)* 

362 
903 

1693 
3879 
6215 
8296 
9031 
8272 
6773 
4173 
2919 
1812 
1322 
1051 
878 
675 
561 
410 
333 
255 
210 
182 
161 
131 
114 
64.8 
28.6 
14.1 
9.4 
5.7 
5.0 
3.7 
3.4 

*See Table 2.VII 
3.2 
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At 5.2 GeV Tesch measured F(E) and found it to be 3.5, and by using Ott's 
(OTT K 53) treatment of the electromagnetic cascade Tesch has suggested 
values of F(E) up to 10 GeV. Howlwer, because the cxperimental value 01 
F(E) is rrobahly too high by a factor ~1.6, due tn rhoton contamination 
fil til(' elect rOil Iwam, values of derived conversion factors are'likely to be 
conservative. 

Monte Carlo calculations by Alsmiller (ALS R 67) of energy deposition 
in tissue by electrons in the range 100 MeV to 20 GeV have recently been 
repeated by Beck (BEC H 70), who included the density effect in the electron 
stopping power. The resultant decr~ased stopping power produces a signifi
cant increase in the conversion factors derived. Although this refinement 
might be expected to improve the calculations by Alsmiller and Moran, recent 
experimental studies by Svensson and Nelson (SVE G 70) produce ambiva
lent resul ts. Measurements of the energy absorption in a water phantom 
irr;:tdiated by 1 O-GeV electrons shows agreement with calculations by Beck 
at small depths in the phantom, but better agreement with the results of 
Alsmiller and Moran at greater (jepths. A value of 1.61 electrons/cm2 sec/ 
mrem/h is obtained from interpolating these experimental data to a depth of 
30 em. Since conversion factors are evaluated at the maximum .dose equiva
lent in the body, the findings of Alsmiller and Moran seem more appropriate 
in defining conversion factors. Further, in the event of unresolveddiscrep
ancil~s it is cautious to use morc restricting values. 

III the elcctron energy rangc Irom a fcw MeV to about 30 MeV thc 
dosc distribution in water or tissue has been measured under many different 
geometrical conditions of irradi;ltion. In evaluating conversion factors, data 
obtained under conditions of maximum buildup within the bbdy should be 
utilizcd. Fielder and Holm (FIE E 70) hav~ summarized the values of the 
ratio of maximum dose to entrance dose ih water deposited by electrons be
tween 2 and 16 MeV. Table 2.V gives these values of buildup factor, B(E) . 

. Buildup factors above 10 MeV are thus seen to be constant at about 1.25, 
as also indicated by Jones (JON J 61) in a review article on electron depth
dose measurements. Since Eq. 16 gives the surface dose, we may use the 
buildup factors of Table 2.V to evaluate conversion factors according to 

dE 
tP = 17.34/B(E) dx (17a) 

Table 2.VI gives the values so calculated, which are plotted on Fig. 2.10. 
In view of the assorted data available, any selection of conversion 

factors is somewhat arbitrary. Table 2. VI and Fig. 2.10 summarize the 
various estimates of conversion factors discussed here; values of conversion 
factors obtained by using Eq. 17a are only approximate at low energies, 
at which only surface irradiation is achieved. The values by Tesch are certainly 
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too conservative, and as we have already discussed for the calculations by 
AI,milkl ,lilt! Morall, are better supported by experiment at 10 GeV. There
fore we recommend the values given in Table 2.VII, with the conversion 
!actor below -100 MeV to be constant at 6.2 electrons/cm2 sec/mrem/h and 
to recommend use of the Alsmiller and Moran data at higher energies. Modi
fying factors for electrons in this energy range are always 1.0. 

Table 2.V. Maximum absorbed dose buildup factors for electrons in water. 

Electron energy Maximum dose B(E) 
Entrance dose 

(MeV) 

2 1.67 

3 1.64 

4 1.54 

5 1.44 

6 1.40 

8 1.32 

10 1.27 

12 1.25 

14 1.25 

16 1.25 

::'1: 
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Table 2.v1. Conversion-factor estimates for monoenergetic electrons. 

Electron Conversion factor 
electrons 

energy cm 2 S!!C Remjrks 
(MeV) mrem/h 

. 0.1 3.9 dE 
0.2 5.7 cf>= n.34/ dx Stopping power 

0.5 7.7 data from NASC 64 
1 8.5 
2 8.7 

0.1-100 4.4 
200 3.7 
300 3.2 K. Tesch, 
500 2.9 

1000 2.4 Nukleonik ~ 264 (1966) 

2000 2.0 
5000 1.5 

10000 1.1 

100 6.2 
200 5.4 
500 3.8 R. G. Alsmiller and H. S. Moran, 

1000 2.9 
5200 2.1 ORNL-TM 2026 (1967) 

10 UOO 1.8 
20000 1.5 

i· 

100 7.6 
200 6.6 
500 4.9 H.Beck, 

1000 4.1 
5200 3.2 Nucl. Instr. Methods 

10000 2.9 78, 333 (1970) 
20000 2.7 

2 5.5 
3 5.4 cf> = 17.34/B(E} dE/dx. ( 
4 5.6 

': 5 5.7 dE/dxfrom NASc 64 

16 5.9 
,8 6.1 B(E) from Table 2.V. 
I 

10 6.2 

J2 6.0 
14 5.9 
16 5.8 
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Table 2.VII. Recommended electron conversion factors. 

Conversion factor* 
Electron energy electrons 

(MeV) 
cm 2 sec 

mrem/h 

0.1·100 6.20 
100 6.20 
200 5.36 
500 3.85 

1000 2.94 
5200 2.13 

10000 1.82 
20000 1.54 

The number of significant figures given is to facilitate numerical 
interpolation and does not indicate th-e accuracy of the recommended 
factors. 
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CONVERSION AND MODIFYING FACTORS FOR MONOENERGETIC 
PROTONS 

Table 2.VIII and Fig. 2.11 (also Fig. 2.'15) summarize the values 01 
conversion and modifying factors derived from the depth·dose calculations 
for protons. Below 200 MeV the Bragg peak is always developed in the 
body, and consequently the conversion factors are constant down to. a 
proton energy of 2 MeV, at which the epidermis cannot be penetrated. At 
energies greater than 200 MeV, at which the Bragg peak is not developed in 
the body, the conversion·factor curve shows a sharp rise, followed by a 
steady decline at higher energies. Modifying factors increase slowly from 
about 1.3 at 100 MeV to about 2.0 at 2 GeV (see Fig. 2.15). 

Table 2.VIII. Summary of conversion·factor (CF) in units of \icm 2 sec 
per millirem/hr. and modifying·factor (MF) data for protons. 

Proton Turner et al. Neufeld et al. Alsmiller at al. 
energy 
(MeV) CF MF CF MF CF MF 
-~ -----, ---- --

100 0/11 1.3 

200 0.43 1.3 I"J 

300 2.5 1.3 

400 2.5 1.3 2.4 1.6 

600 2.4 1.7 

660 2.2 1.8 

730 1.8 2.1 

1000 2.0 1.9 

1500 1.5 2.4 

2000 1.4 1.4 . 1.2 2.2 
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CONVERSION AND MODIFYING FACTORS FOR MONOENERGETIC 
NEUTRONS 

Until rl~ce'llly the only guidelines available to the health physicist in 
evaluating neutron dose eql,livalent were derived from NBS Handbook #63 
(NBS 67) and ICRP Publication 4 (ICRP 64). NBS Handbook #63 limits 
itself to neutron energies of 30 MeV and less. Values of "RBE" as a function 
of depth in asemi:infinite tissue slab are given for neutrons up to 10 MeV. 
At these energies the maximum dose equivalent always occurs in the first 
1 cm of tissue, or effectively at the body surface. 

The deficiencies of leRP Publication 4 for energies above 10 MeV were 
suggested as early as 1965 (THO R 65). ICRP 4 gives conversion factors and, 
modifying factors for neutrons and protons between 40 MeV and 1 GeV based 
upon calculations by Neary and Mulvey (NEA G 58) of the average dose de
posited in the body when it is irradiated by primary particles accompanied 
by th(,!ir equilibrium cascades. It is more convenient in practice to have values 
of conversion and modifying factors for monoenergetic particles~ . 

Table 2.111 summarizes the depth-dose calculations from which conver
sion and modifying factors for neutrons may be derived. The only data avail
able until recently for low energies were published in NBS Handbook #63. 
Recently a revision of t.his handbook has been undertaken, and Auxier et al. 
(AUX J 68) and Snyder (SNY W 68) have made calculations in a finite cylin
drical tissue phant.om. These calculations arc limited to neutrons below 15 
MeV and for irradiation in a unidirectional beam. Such a phantom better 
represents the human body, and the calculations hi\ve the advantage of the 
currently best available cross-section data~. Furthermore, in the calculations 
by Snyder, high statistical aCcuracy was obtained in adequately .small volumes 
of tissue; the newer data are therefore to be preferred. In general, comparison 
01 the newer data with the older NBS 63 data gives close agreement (generally 
to within less than 20%). A recent semiexperimental determination of the 
conversion factor for thermal neutrons by Boot and Dennis (BOO S 68) is of 
interest. Using an elliptical phantom, these workers estimated the thermal 
neutron flux density equivalent to 1 mrem/h to be 366 n/cm2sec. 

Data between 0.5 and 60 MeV have been provided by calculations due 
to Irving et al. (I RV D 67), which are in good agreement up to about 10 
MeV with the NBS 63 data and with the newer calculations by SnYder and 
Auxier et al. At 60 MeV, however--for which four alternative calculations are 
available, due to Irving et aI., Turner et al. (TU R J 64), Zerby and Kinney 
(ZER C 65), and Aismiller at al. (ALS R 70)--some discrepancies are in evi
dence. The fundamental difference between the calculation by Irving et al. 
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and the ot!1er three is in the nuclear model used to describe particle produc
tion from nonelastic interactions. Although at present insufficient informa
tion is available to make an objective choice between the different calcula
tions, the evidence strongly suggests that the recent calculations by Alsmiller 
et al. (ALS R 70) are the most reliable. 'Thus the discontinuity in the con
version factor-energy and modifying factor-energy curves indicated by 
the Irving et al. data may be ignored. It is perhaps unfortunate, in view of 
these remarks, that the recent calculations by Snyder show a large reduction 
in conversion factor (from 7.1 to 5.0 n/cm 2 sec/mrem/hr) between 10 and 
14 MeV, but if it is borne in mind that the individual accuracy on such 
points is ~ ± 10%, such a fluctuation may be interpreted as statistical. It 
is clear, however, that more work is needed in the neutron energy region 10 
to 150 MeV if these anomalies are to be removed. In the energy range 100 
to 3000 MeV the situation is much clearer. Calculations by Zerby and 
Kinney, Turner et aI., and Alsmiller are essentially in agreement to within 
less than 20%. 

Tilble 2.1 X summarizes the recommended values of conversion and 
modifying factors based on the published data; these are shown graphically 
in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13. The smooth curves drawn through the data indicate 
thc presently available best estimates from the wide variety of data pub
lished. In thc usc of these factors the accuracy of the calculations upon 
which they are based and the inherent limitations in their definition should 
be firmly kept in mind. 

CONVERSION AND MODIFYING FACTORS FOR MONOENERGETIC 
PARTICLES--A SUMMARY 

We have seen how the assignment of conversion and modifying factors 
is to some extent an arbitrary matter. It is 'important to bear in mind, how
ever, that the evaluation of dose equivalent consists of two separable elements-
a physical measurement capable of some precision (say, to within 1 (lOA> or less 
for external radiation fields), and the conversion of this physical measurement 
to units appropriate to radiation protection. This conversion is limited by 
our basic lack of knowledge in radiobiology. It is important to recognize, 
however, that the final expression of physical measurements in rem depends 
on a choicc of factors and therefore is in essence an administrative decisIon; 
there is no reason why the basic precision of the physical mcasurements 
should not bc preservcd in such a step. Provided general agreement may be 
reached on the steps to be taken during conversion, there seems to be no 
reason why all adequate techniques of radiation measurement will not give 
dose-equivalent estimates essentially in agreement. The steps outlined in 
this chapter facilitate such procedures. 
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Table 2.1 X. Conversion and modifying factors for neutrons. 
(The numb~r of significant digits given facilitates convenient numerical inter
polation, and does not indicate the accuracy of the recommended factors.) 
Neutron energy Conversion factor Modifying 

(MeV) (n/cm2 sec/mrem/h ) factor 

2.5 X 10-S 265 2.3 
5 X 10-8 254 2.2 
1 X 10-7 242 2.0 
2 X 10-7 234 2.0 

5Xl0-7 226 2.0 

IXl0-6 222 2.0 
2 XI o-(} 224 2.0 
5 X IO-C, 22S 2.0 
1 X 10-5 231 2.0 
2 X 10-5 233 2.0 
5 X 10-5 237 2.0 
1 X 10-4 :239 2.0 
2 X 10-4 248 2.0 
5 X 10-4 261 2.0 

1 X 10-3 272 2.0 

2Xl0-3 278 2.0 
5 X 10-3 281 2.0 

lXl0-2 283 2.0 
2X 10-2 170 3.3 
5 Xl 0-2 82. 5.7 
1 X 10-1 48 7.4 
2X 10-1 28 9.2 
5 XIO-I 14 11.0 
I X 100 . 8.5 10.6 
2X 100 7.0 9.3 
5 X 100 6.8 7.8 
I X 101 6.8 6.8 
2X 10 1 6;5 6.0 
5 X 101 6.1 5.0 
1 X 102 5;55 4.4 

2X 102 5.10 3.8 
5 X 102 3.60 3.2 
1 X 103 2.25 2.8 
2 X 103 1.55 2.6 
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Figures 2.14 and 2.15 summarize the conversion and modifying factors 
for monoenergetic photons, electrons, protons, and neutrons derived from 
currently available data. It is important to discuss how these might be used 
in some practical instances. 

CONVERSION AND MODIFYING FACTORS FOR PARTICLE SPECTRA 

We have seen in the seven preceding subsections how conversion and 
modifying factors may be selected for monoenergetic particles from dose
depth calculations. In practice, however, measurements at particle accelera
tors are made in particle spectra having a wide energy span. Thus, ror ex
ample, at high-energy particle accelerators the energy spectrum ex tends from 
thermal energies to several GeV. Figure 2.16 shows typical examples of such 
spectra measured outside shielding at the CERN 25-GeV proton synchrotron 
and LRL 6-GeV Bevatron. For comparison, the spectrum of neutrons gen
erated in the lower atmosphere by cosmic radiation is shown. (The flux 
density scale is of no significance--the curves have been vertically displaced 
for clarity.) The practical problem therefore arises: given such a wide energy 
span, what average conversion ormodifying factors are appropriate? 

I f only tables of conversion and modifying factors are available as a 
function of particle energy an average may be specified for particle spectra 
defined by the equations 

. JE
max 

(MF) = 

Emin 

:I ( Emax 
MF(E) </J(E}dE/ J~ . 

Emfn 

</J(E} 

g(E} 

</J(E}dE, 

cp(E}dE, 

where (M F>, (g) are the average modifying and conversion factors, 

</J(E) dE is particle differential energy spectrum, 
and Emin, Emax are appropriate energy limits. 

(18) 

(19) 
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P~tterson eta!' (pAT-kiO) have thus-e-~ajuat~d aver~ge modifying 
factors, for use when. tissue equivalent chambers are used to measure ab
sorbed dose in several different neutron spectra. (MF >s were calculated for 
the three accelerator spectra (shown in Fig. 2.16), the Hess.cosmic ray spec
trum (HES W 59a), the Watt fission spectrum (WAT B 52), and the PUBe(a,n) 
spectrum (HES W 59b, sn: L 55) (Figure 2.17). Results are summarized in 
Table 2.X) .. 

Table 2.X. Modifying factors calculated for typical neutron spectra 
(after Patterson et aI., PAT H 70). 

Spectrum 

CERN PS ring top 

CERN PS shield briqge 

Bevatron 

Cosmic-ray spectrum (Hess) 

PuBe spectrum (Hess) 

PuBe spectrum (Stewart) 

Fissiol'! spectrum (Watt) 

"liE spectrum" 

(MF) 

5.4 

4.9 

5.6 

6.5 

8.1 

7.9 

9.0 

cu toff-dependent; 
~.9 at Emax = 10 GeV 

' .. :' 
In an attempt to study the variation of (MF) with neutron spectrum 

characteristics in a more formal manner Patterson et al. also evall,lated (M F) 
for spectra expressed in simple exponential form. Thus ct>(E) was expressed as 

ct>(E)<x E-'Y (20) 

and (M F) was evaluated as a function of 'Y or values between 0 and 2 and 
as a function of maximum neutron energy, Emax. (The interested reader is 
referred to the original paper for precise details of the mathematical techniques 
used.) Figure 2.18 summarizes the results of these calculations and leads to 
the following conclusions: 

(a) For very steep spectra ('Y> 1.3), (MF) is independent of energy cut-
off, being determi!led by the dominance of neutrons in the eV range. 

(b) For low values of upper-energy cutoff, (MF) is a weakly varying 
function of Emax (for the same reasons as in a), changing only from 2 to 3 in 
the energy range thermal to 20 keV. 

o 
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(c) Beyond values of Emax of 20 keV the variation of(MF) becomes 
significant, reachinga peak at Emax """ 1 MeV, where (MF) values of 9 are 
observed at low values of slope. 

(d) For values of 'Y close to 1 (i.e., l/E spectra), (MF) varies rapidly with 
spectrum slope for cutoff energies greater than about 0.01 MeV. 

As expected from an inspection of Fig. 2.12, nel,ltron spectra relatively 
rich in neutrons betw\len a few tenths MeV Cl-nd a few MeV have a high ef
fective modifying factor, It is ~hus evident that careful evaluation of the 
radiation fields is needed if accurate dosimetry is to be accomplished by using 
a tissue-equivalent chamber in neutron fields with maximum neutron energies 
less than 100 MeV or slopes close to 'Y = 1, or both. 

In evaluating dose-equivalent rate from neutron spectra Gilbert et al. . 
(GIL W 68) have described the use of analytical expressions for the conver
sion factors g(E), first suggested by Thomas (THO R 65), which are summa
rized in Table 2.XI. 

Table 2.XI. Analyticalexpressions for neutron conversion factors 
as a function of energy. 

Energy i,lIlge 
(MeV) 

< 10-2 

10-2 _ 100 

10° - 101 

> 101 

g(E) 
n/cm 2 sec 

mrem/h 

232 

7.20 E-3/4 

7.20 

12.8 E-1/4 

These expressions were selected when much of the information sum
marized in Table 2.11. was unavailable, and have proved extremely useful in 
routine dosimetry at Berkeley. Even today the analytical expressions are re
markably close to current best values of conversion factors (see Fig. 2.12), 
and their use for broad acceh~rator spectra is adequate for routine dosimetry. I Under certain conditions conversion factors derived from the maximum 
dqse equivalent (gMADE) may lead to serious overestimates, and in any event 
they always represent an upper limit. Such overestimates may be important 
when ,Icculllul"ted personnel doses approach maximum permissible and more 
precise evaluation Illay be required, An overestimate results because the equa-
tiol1 101 the dose-equivalent rate, . 
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1" Emax 
DER = 

Emin 

4>{E) dE/gMADE(E), (7b) 

expresses the sum of the maxima of the dose-equivalent depth curves at each 
energy rather than the 'maximum of the sum of the dose equivalents from 
each compone'nt of the spectrum. This is perhaps best seen in the example 
given in Fig. 2.19, which shows the DE depth distribution in the body ir
radiated by two groups of protons of 100 and 200 MeV in energy. 

The integral of Eq. 7 then reduces to a simple summation, 

2 

DER = 2: 
i=l 

which in our case reduces to 

4>100 4>200 
DER = 0.44 + '"'5:44" mrem/h, 

where 4>100 and 4>200 are the flux densities of each proton group. 
If we take unit flux density for each group, then 

4>100 = 4>200 =1 proton/2m2 sec 

and DER = 2.3 + 2.3 

= 4.6 mrem/h; 

{21 } 

(9) 

{n} 

{23} 

However, as can be seen from Fig. 2.19, the combined irradiation produces 
a dose-equivalent rate of 

7.3X 10-7 
DER= ---

2.8 X 10-7 

= 2.6 mrem/h, 

or some 80% lower thanestimated by use of Eq. {21} 

(24) 

On occasion, therefore, it may be necessary to evaluate dose equivalent 
more precisely. Goebel et al. {GOE K 67} have suggested an alternative pro
cedure, influenced, primarily by their measurement of absorbed dose, es
sentially at the body surface. If it is assumed that particle equilibrium is 
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Fig. 2. 79. Composite effect of irradiation by 7 Of). and 20f).Me V protons. 
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established in radiation shielding, then it is plausible that this equilibrium 
will be maintained in a body irradiated outside the shield: No dose buildup 
would then be detected. Dose-depth measurements in paraffin phantoms 
irradiated in several radiation environments at the COSlilotron do not en
tirely support this assumption. Phillips et al. (PHI L63) reported a build
up in dose 0140% to 60% when the phantom was irradiated in high energy 
beams, but found dose attenuations of a factor of 3 in regions of highly 
degraded radiation. In certain special cases, however, no buildup is ob
served, and in these cases conversion factors evaluated at the body surface, 
gsurlace (E), might be more appropriate. It is clear that in general the true 
dose cquivall'nt rate, DER, lies between the two limits 

I/>(E) dE 

where I/>(E)dE is the flux spectrum incident on the body. 

---.:..1/>..:...( E..:....) ..."......._ d E 

gMADE(E) 

(25) 

In order to evaluate the dose equivalent resulting from irradiation by 
a broad spectrum it is necessary to construct the resultant dose-equivalent 
depth curve in the body and evaluate conversion and modifying factors at 
the actual maximum in the dose-equivalent distribution. Shaw et al. (SHA K 
69) have re'ported such calculations for typical accelerator neutron spectra 
Shaw et al. (SHA K 68) first compiled then available depth-dose and depth
dose equivalent data. Curves were drawn through the data over the neutron 
energy range 0.025 eV to 2 GeV, and the "smoothed" data so obtained were 
tabulated for various depths in the body. :'8y folding the measured neutron 
spectra with the depth-dose data it was possible to construct depth-dose 
curves in the body for irradiation by eight different neutron spectra. Four 
6f these spectra are shown in Fig. 2;1 5; the others were two spectra meas
ured at the Rutherford Laboratory 7-GeV proton synchrotron, one at that 
laboratory's 50-MeV proton linear accelerator, and, finally, a "liE" spec
trum for purposes of comparison. These spectra range from "very soft" to 
"very hard," and are typical of those that could be encountered outside 
thick shields of high-energy proton accelerators. Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show 
the depth dose and dose-equivalent curves calculated by Shaw et aI., and 
their data are given in Table 2.XII. 

For the liE spectrum a buildup of a factor of 4 is seen, but for high
energy accelerator spectra the buildup is less than 1.6 in all cases. For the 
soft cosmic ray spectrum the dose equivalent is reduced by a factor of 3.5 
through the body, while the attenuation for the PLA spectrum is 5.4. By 
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Fig. 2.20. Depth dose distribution for unilateral irradiation by typical 
accelerator neutron spectra. (After Shaw et al.J 
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Fig. 2.27. Depth-dose equivalent distribution for unilateral irradiation by 
typical accelerator neutron spectra. (A fter Shaw et al.J 
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Table-Z.XlI. Depth·dose equivalent rate and depth-dose rate per unit flux density (from Shaw et at.) ,i:. 
CD 

Depth (em.) 

Spectrum 0.5 5.5 10.5 15.5 20.5 25.5 29.5 

liE mremlhr 0.107 0.126 0.141 0.141 0.148 0.149 0.157 

mradlhr 0.0142 0.0280 0.0344 0.0400 0.0473 0.0535 0.0544 

. Ring Top at .. (RT) mremlhr 0.163 0.185 0.195 0.188 0.184 0.167 0.167 

CERN; Geneva mradlhr 0.0244 0.0356 0.0408 0.0445 0.0462 0.0474 0.0442 
;;0 

Synchrotron Bridge (PSB) mrem/hr 0.0788 0.0818 0.0824 0.0777 0.0751 0.0671 0.0662 » 
0 

at CERN, Geneva mrad/hr 0.0125 0.0161 0.0173 0.0180 0.0185 0.0187 0.0171 » 
-! 

Bevatron, (BeV) mrem/hr 0.0838 0.0763 0.0712 0.0647 0.0604 0.0528 0.0516 6 
LRL Berkeley mrad/hr 0.0124 0.0141 0.0145 0.0149 0.0147 0.0145 0.0131 Z 

"li 

X2 Nimrod from (X2) mrem/hr 0:057 0.0594 0.0601 0.0568 0.0548 0.0475 0.0461 IT! 
r-

RHEL, Chilton mrad/hr 0.00989 0.0119 0.0125 0.0128 0.0126 0.0122 0.0106 0 
fJl 

Cosmic Ray. (CR) mrem/hr 0.071 0.046 0.0339 0.0275 0.0244 0.0211 0.0206 

mrad/hr 0.00909 0.00808 0.00712 0.00668 0.00644 0.00625 0.00568 

PI Nimrod from (P1) mrem/hr 0.0241 0.0187 0.0150 0.0127 0.0114 0.00965 0.00923 

RHEL, Chilton mrad/hr 0.00432 0.00411 0.00347 0.00319 0.00302 0.00286 0.00259 

Proton Linear (PLA) mrem/hr 0.027 0.0207 0.0151 0.0117 0.00989 0.00634 0.00504 

Accelerator from mrad/hr 0.00501 0.00424 0.0031 0.00234 0.00191 0.0014 0.000981 

RHEL, Chilton 
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and l.trge, however, the most significant point is the relative flatness of most 
of the DE-depth curves and, as pointed out by Shaw et aI., th is is even more 
pronounced for uniform body irradiation approximated by Shaw et al. by 
calculations of bilateral irradiation; see Fig. 2.22. 

From such calculations it is possible to evaluate conversion and mod
ifying factors appropriate to different particle spectra. 

I n considering modifying factors, Shaw et al. derive two values: 
a. MFsurface' defined as the ratio of dose equivalent at the body surface 

to absorbed dose at the body surface, 
b. MFapparent' defined as the ratio of the maximum dose equivalent to 

the absorbed dose at the body surface. 
(Attention is principally given to absorbed dose at the body surface, because 
this parameter is obtained by using a small bare tissue-equivalent ionization 
chamber.) Shaw et al. show that, for the spectra studied, that values of 

MFsurface and MFapparent differ by as much as 70% for unilateral body 
irradiation. 

Finally, it is conventional, as we have seen, to define modifying factor 
at the maximum dose equivalent: 

c. MFMADE, defined as the ratio of the maximum dose equivalent to the 
absorbed dose at the depth of the MADE. 
It is this latter value of modifying factor which should be compared with the 
values of Patterson et al. (Table 2.X) to indicate the magnitude of the error 
in Patterson et al.'s procedure in neglecting the variation of depth of maxi
mum dose equivalent with energy_ Table 2.XIII compares different calcula
ted values of modifying factor for various 'spectra. The discrepancy between 
(MF>MADE and (MF) derived by Patterso~~t al. is seen to be 20010 or less for 
the neutron spectra studied. 

The differences possible in estimation of average conversion factors are 
summarized in Table 2.xIV_ Columns 3 and 4 indicate the differences be
tween unilateral and bilateral indication conditions derived from the work of 
Shaw et al. Columns 2 and 3 show the differences between using the values 
of conversion factors given in Table 2_XI in conjunction with Eq. 7 and using 
the method of Shaw et al. for unilateral irradiation. I n all cases the routine 
system described by Gilbert et al. (GIL W 68) gives a comfortable, though 
n~t excessive, overestimate of dose equivalent. Thus in most practical situa
tions a useful "cushion" in the control of personnel exposure is available. 
In' spccidl circumstances, however, such a~ moderate overexposure, special 
,llldlysis, appropriate to the particular case under review, is rcquircd. 
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Fig. 2.22. Depth-dose equivalent distribution for bilateral irradiation 
hy typical accelerator neutron spectra. (After Shaw et al.) 
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Table 2.X III. Comparison of estimates of modifying factor. 

Spectrum M F apparenta MFsurface a MFMADEb (MF)c 

l/E 10.0 7.5 2.9 2.9d 

Cosmic ray 5.1 7.7 7.7 6.5 

Bevatron 5.4 6.8 6.8 5.6 

CERN Ring Top 7.8 6.7 4.8 5.4 

CERN PSB 6.4 6.3 4.8 4.9 

a. Shaw et al.,IY69. 
b. Shaw ct <II., '1969. 
c. Patterson ct JI., '1970. 
d. At Emax = '10 GcV. 

Table 2.XIV. Effective conversion factors for neutron spectra. 

Spectrum 

Cosmic ray 

Bevatron 

CERN synchrotron bridge 

CERN ringtop 

l/E 

Effective neutron conversion factors 

n/cm 2 sec 

nrem/h 

Gilbert et al. Shaw et al. Shaw et al. 
(analytic) {unilateral (bilateral 

irradiation) irradiation) 

12.1 14.'1 21.8 

8.8 11.9 14.9 

7.3 12.1 12.5 

4.3 5.1 5.3 

4.7 6.4 7.0 
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PARTICLE ACCELERATORS AND THEIR RADIATION 
. ENVIRONMENTS 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

3-' 

Two distinct and separate radiation fields are associated with particle 
accelerators, and both are of practical concern to health physicists. The 
first may be described as "prompt," and is directly associated with the 
operation of the accelerator. All components of this prompt radiation field 
disappear almost immediately upon accelerator turnoff. The second radiation 
field may be described as "remanent," since it remains after accelerator oper
ation has ceased; it is due to radioactivity induced in the accelerator structure. 

All accelerators, no matter of what energy, produce a prompt radiation 
field, but induced activity is produced only by particles above the energy 
threshold for nuclear reactions. Thus, in general, the "remanent field" is not 
produced by particle accelerators below a few MeV and is in a sense "less 
fundamental" than the prompt radiation field. It is due to the nuclear inter
action of particles produced during existence of the prompt radiation field 
that induced activity may result. The control of radiation exposure to the 
"remanent" field is largely an operational health physics problem, generally 
of concern for a limited number of personnel working directly with the ac
celerator. These problems are discussed in a later chapter on the problems 
of induced activity. (Chapter 7) 

This chapter deals with the characteristics of the prompt radiation field 
directly produced by particle accelerators as a result of beam interaction with 
targets or accelerator components. Such information is necessary for the 
design of accelerator shielding and for prediction of the radiation field outside 
the shielding in which radiation surveys will,.be made. (Subsequent chapters 
discuss both accelerator shielding and radiation measurements. Chapters 5 and 6) 

The prompt radiation field is produced either .by the atomic or nuclear 
interaction bf particles during acceleration, or in the utilization of the ac
celerated particles. I nefficiencies in the acceleration process lead to particle 
losses during the acceleration cycle (THO R 68). If these particles have suf
ficient energy they may induce nuclear interactions in the accelerator structure, 
generating a short-lived radiation field the detailed composition of which is 
determined by the energy and type of the accelerated particles and the 
material in which they interact. . Beam losses during the acceleration cycle 
may place severe limitations on beam intensity or may necessitate substantial 
radiation shielding. Careful studies of beilm loss have been made for the most 
recently designed high energy accelerators (RAN J 69, AND R 69). Super-, 
conducting accelerators built in the futur~ will also reql,lire low beam losses 
for maximum efficiency in refrigeration (THO R 69). 

Although beam losses may be important, they represent only a small 
fraction (typically a f~w percent) of the lIseful accelerator beam power. In 
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use the dccelerator beam interacts with an experimental target, irradiated 
specimen, or patient, and it is these interactions that are largely responsible 
tor the general character of the radiation field. 

Full understanding of the prompt radiation field generated requires 
knowledge of (a) the primary interaction in the target material and (b) the 
subsequent progression of the interaction products through the accelerator 
structure and surrounding experimental material and shielding. (Such details 
are discussed shortlY.) From general principles it is possible, however, to 
arrive at many conclusions useful to the Health Physicist. 

ACCELERATORS-THEIR GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AND USES-A BRIEF SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION 

I t is not our purpose here to give a detailed description of the design 
features, construction, and operation of all accelerators. That has been done 
with great competence in basic text books (L1V J61, L/V M 62), review 
articles (McM E 59, BUR E 68a,b, WID R 68a,b), and technical literature. 
However, an understanding of the basic features of.accelerators and their 
uses is vital for the health physicist concerned with their operation. 

Perhaps the most dramatic feature of accelerator development since 
the thirties has been the increase in maximum energy achieved. Figure 3.1 
shows this growth as a function of time for the. principal accelerator families. 
At present the highest·energy accelerator in operation is the 70-GeV Proton 
S'ynchrotron at Serpukhov; 200-GeV operation of the accelerator at Batavia 
is expected for 1971. I t is not uncommon, in the evolution of accelerators, 
for their energy to stagnate for several years until new technological advances 
permit further increase in energy. Such features are clearly seen for electron 
linacs and synchrotrons in Fig. 3.1. Development of the Tandem and Emperor 
Van de Grailff has increased the upper energy of this.constant·voltage machine 
to about 20 MeV/nucleon at present (FES J69). Equally dramatic has been 
the increase in available beam currents. Radiation' processing units operate 
at de currents of a few hundred mA, and it is not uncommon in certain ac· 
celerators to produce currents as high as 103 A over a short duration 
(~ 10 nanoseconds), e.g., in electron induction accelerators (KEE D 70) and 
flashx·ray tubes. 

The most recent survey of the expanding number of particle accelerators 
(including low·voltage x·ray machines) and their various uses has been made 
by E. A. Burrill (BUR E 69). He found that in the last 25 years ~ome 2000 
accelerators have been constructed, that almost all are still in use, and that 
about 100 new accelerators are produced each year. Typical users and ap
plications arc in physics, chemistry, and radiobiology research, radiation 
therapy, radiation processing and sterilization, industrial radiography, and 
activation analysis. Burrill's survey did not include small sealed"source 
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neutron generators of which, he estimates, about 200 are in use today. An 
upper energy limit of 100 MeV was applied to the accelerators considered by 
Burrill, since at higher energies all the accelerators are devoted to fundamental 
research. A recent survey of accelerators operating at or above l·GeV lists more 
than 40 accelerators (HOW F 67), 21 proton synchrotrons, 12 electron syn
chrotrons, 6' linear accelerators, and 2 isochronous cyclotrons. These are 
formidable numbers for accelerators at such high energies. Previous listings by 
Adams in 1959 (ADA J 59) and J3arton in 1961 (BAR M 61) give details QI 
lower-energy accelerators. 

Thus the accelerator health physicist is faced with a bewildering range of 
accelerators, particles accelerated, energy, intensity, and duty cycles! It is 
fortunate that despite this array of parameters it is possible to discuss accel
erators and their radiation environments in a unified and orderly way_ 

Particle accelerators are briefly described, and their radiation environ
ments are discussed in general. Prompt radiation fields are discussed in terms 
of the production of radiation by the interaction of accelerated particles with 
matter. 

Whenever electrons are accelerated in a vacuum there is the possibility 
of radiation exposure from x-ray production. Only a few months after the 
discovery of x rays (produced in a simple form of electron accelerator) was 
announced by Roentgen in 1895, the first radiation burns were reported in 
the literature (GRU E 33)_ More recently the radiation exposure of the 

. population at large by the x-ray emission of domestic television receivers 
has been of concern. x-Ray generators are now widely' used in medical centers, 
in industry, and for research (BUR E 68a). Although such x-ray units present 
considerable radiation hazards, the methods and techniques of dealing with 
them are well understood and widely known. The interested reader is re
ferred to the standard texts by Braestruj> and Wykcoff (BRA C 58) and 
Glasser et al. (GLA 0 61) and to the relevant NCRP reports for current in-
formation (NCRP 68, NCRP 70) . 

A departure from the conventional x-ray hazards discussed in these docu
ments occurs with the production of neutrons by photonuclear processes. 
Generally speaking, such reactions have thresholds at a few MeV (though 
thcy may occur at energies as low as 1.7 MeV in beryllium or 2.2 MeV in 
deuterium), therefore it is convenient to discuss radiation problems only for 
those electron accelerators, above a few MeV in energy, that are potential 
sources of neutrons. There is no such energy limitation for positive-ion 
accelerators, because neutrons may b.e produced by several exoenergetic 
reactions, e.g., T(d,n)4He. Thus, positive-ion accelerators of very low energy 
may be intcnse sources of neutrons. Furthermore, the health physicist must 
beconcerned not only with the primary source of radiation, accelerators in . 

. operation, but also with the secondary--usually unwanted--radiation sources 
that are inevitably encountered. 

"":" , !I 
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Although nuclear physicists and chemists may be interested in the ac
celerators only for their production of particular nuclear reactions under 
investigation, the physician for their particular diagnostic or therapeutic 
effects, or the engineer for their use in nond~structive testing, the health 
physicist cannot be so restrictive. He must address his attention to the broad 
span of accelerators and understand the radiation characteristics of them all. 

It ,is helpful, in view of the differing uses of the terms low, medium, and 
high energy, to use the USAEC classifications: 

low energy < 50 MeV, 

medium energy> 50 MeV < 1 GeV, 

high energy> 1 GeV. 

We give here a brief description of the principal types of accelerator found in 
operational health physics, indicating their general radiation-producing char
acteristics. 

VANde GRAAFF GENERATOR AND SAMES ELECTROSTATIC SYSTEM 

The Van de Graff (VAN R 31) electrostatic generator, developed by 1929, 
is still one of the most practical and widely used accelerators in the energy range 
0.4 ~o 10 MeV (BU R E 68a). Electrical charge is sprayed onto a rapidly moving 
belt of insulating materials and continuously transported to an insulated high 
voltage terminal (BUR E 64). The flow of charge provides current for the ac
celeration tube, which is mounted between the high voltage terminal and 
ground. Since the polarity of this terminal may be of either sign, generators 
may be designed to accelerate electrons, negative ions, or positive ions. The 
earliest generators, situated in the open air, were limited to high voltages of 
~ 500 keV, but in present designs the generator and accelerator tube are in
sulated in pressurized nitrogen, freon, or carbon dioxide enclosed in a steel 
pressu re vessel., . 

Typical single-stag.e'Van de Graaff accelerators can produce currents of 
ImA of electrons or about 100llA of positive ions in the energy range 0.5 to 
5 MeV. When used as neutron sources they can produce yields of about 
5 X 1011 neutrons/sec (MADR 68). The I:<indem principle, due to Bennet 
(BEN R 40);,permits ion beams to accelerate to voltages equal to twice the 
potential of the high voltage terminal. A two-stage acceleration process is 
utilized in which negative ions are accelerated from ground potential to a 
positive electrode, where they are strippeCl of their negative charge by passage 
through a stripping target of thin foil or gas. The resultant positive ions are 
then repelled from the positive electrode, gaining additional energy from the 
voltage drop back to ground potential. I " 

The SAMES electrostatic generator ;is in many respects similar to the 
Van de Graaff accelerator, operating in th~ range of up to several hundred 
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keV and--if in cascaded form--up to about 1.2 MeV. High voltage is generated 
by a continuous charge transfer from ground to the high voltage terminal by a 
segmented rotor inside a cylindrical stator. Concentric cylinders are used lor 
charging, rather than insulating belts as in the Van de Graaff generator. 

Van de Graaff electron accelerators have proved themselves of wide ap
plication in medical centers for both diagnostic and therapeutic uses, and in 
most of the. areas of research and industrial application described by Burrill. 
As sources of x-rays in the range 1 to 2 MeV, typical commercially available 
units produce electron currents of 0.25 mA and exposure rates of 8 to 85 
Rlmin at 1 meter (BUR E 68a). Higher currents are possible, and the units 
used to provide the high-voltage (2 to 3 MeV) x rays used in deep therapy 
typically produce currents of 1 mAo The great value of Van de Graaff ac
celerators in both medical and industrial radiology arises from their compara
tively low cost, their extreme reliability, and the rather small size of the x-ray 
source ("'=' 1 to 2 mm diam) that may be obtained by focusing the electron 
beam on its target. Recent developments of the electron linear accelerator, 
however, now make it a strong contender in the area of radiotherapy 
(AUS A 69). 

Pulsed ion beams may be generated, of duration from 0.1 to 1000 p.sec 
and with duty cycles up to 5%. Extremely short pulses of only a few nano
seconds' duration may be obtained if the beam produced by the ion source 
is swept across a small aperture before acceleration (MAD R 68). Pulsed 
operation of Van de Graaff accelerators has been of great value in certain ap
plications--for example, neutron time-of-flight studies, or pulsed radiolysis 
studies. 

COCKCROFT-WALTON ACCELERATOR AND THE DYNAMITRON 

The Cockcroft-Walton electrostatic generator is of historical importance 
because it was used to produce the first nuclear disintegration by particles 
accelerated in the laboratory (COC J 32). The now well"kriown principle of 
their cascade rectifier is described in the original paper byCockcroft and 
Walton and in many textbooks on particle accelerators (LiV J 61, UV M 62). 
Cockcroft-Walton accelerators are still widely used, having an upper voltage 
limit of 1 MV in air or about 2 MV when contained in pressurized gas insula
tion. Low voltage accelerators in the range 100 .to 400 KV have increasing 
application as relatively inexpensive high-yield neutron sources. If deuterons 
are accelerated the exoenergetic (d,d) and (d,t) reactions may be used to 
produce 2.3-MeV or 14-MeV neutrons respectively. Thick-target yields up 
to 2X'I011 /llsec may be obtained with tritium targets, but the (d,d) reaction 
yield is two orders of magnitude lower (DEP J 69). 

A modern version of the Cockcroft-Walton accelerator, the Dynamitron, 
is often used to accelerate electrons in the energy range 500 keV to 4 MEN, 
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and has found application in the fields of radiation research and radiation 
processing. " ... the Dynamitron utilizes a cascaded rectifier system in which 
all rectifiers are driven in parallel from a high-frequency oscillator, at 100 . 
kc/sec. Four large rf electrodes surround the rectifier stack and draw power 
from the oscillator. The resulting rf potential is capacitively coupled to each 
rectifier tube, through the equipotential ring at each stage of rectification. 
Since the same rf potential is simultaneously applied to each rectifier, direct 
current flows through the cascaded rectifiers to establish a constant high 
voltage on the terminal. A multiple-section acceleration tube is mounted 
axially in this array, with each electrode connected to a corresponding 
rectifier. . The entire assembly is insulated by pressurized gas and is contained 
in a steel pressure vessel" (BUR E 68b, CLE M 65). Currents of 10 mA are 
typically available up to energies of 4 MeV. The Dynamitron principle may 
be extended to higher voltages. 

CYC.lOTRON AND SYNCHROCYCLOTRON 

Both the Cockcroft-Walton generator and the Van de Graaff accelerator 
fall in the general category of "potential-drop accelerators," depending as they 
do upon the production of a large electrostatic potential. Stimulated by the 
suggestion of resonance acceleration by Wideroe in 1928 (WID R 28) and his 
work on linear accelerators with Sloan (SLO D 31), Lawrence suggested the 
principle of the cyclotron. Particles could be accelerated while moving in a 
spiral path under the constraint of a magnetic field by having them cross an 
accelerating gap whose field was synchronized with the motion of the ac
celerated ions. After this principle had been successfully demonstrated in 
1932 (LAW E 30, LAW E 31), progress was ~xtremely rapid_ By 1937 
the 37-inch cyclotron at Berkeley was able to produce 100 #.LA of 8-MeV 
deuterons or 3.4 #.LA of 16-MeV helium ions (McM E 59). There are now many 
cyclotrons throughout the world:that can pr()duce energies typically in the 
neighborhood of 10 MeV per nucleon at average beam currents between 100 
and 1000 #.LA (GOR H 63). 

The upper limit on particle energy due to relativistic mass. increase led 
to development of the synchrocyclotron. Here the accelerating frequency 
is modulated to compensate for the relativistic increase of the particles being 
accelerated. Many frequency-modulated cyclotrons have been construCted ... 
around the world for the acceleration of protons, deuterons, a~d a particl~~.;' 

. Typical circulating currents are about 1 p,A, but extracted beam intensities 
vary· between 108 and 1011 particles/sec. 

"The larger proton synchrocyclotrons in the United States include 
installations at Harvard University (160 MeV), the University of Rochester 
(240 MeV), Columbia University (385 MeV), Carnegie Institute of Technology 
(440) MeV), the University of Chicage (450 MeV), the Langley Research 
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Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (600 MeV), and 
... Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (730 MeV). The California machine also 
accelerates deuterons to 460 MeV, a particles to 910 MeV,ahd 3Henuclei to 

·1140 MeV. Theiljirger proton synchrocyclotrons outside of the United States 
include installations in Canada at McGill University (100 MeV); in Franceat 
Or say (155 MeV); in England at Harwell (175 MeV) and Liverpool (38lMeV); 
in Sweden at Uppsala (185 MeV); in Switzerland at Geneva (600 MeV); and in 
the USSR at Dubna (680 MeV). The Dubila machine also accelerates deuterons 
to 420 MeV and 'a particles to 840 MeV" (MAD R 68). . 

BETATRON 

Although the cYclotron was the first cyclic particle accelerator to operate, 
attempts to accelerate electrons in a circular orbit were also made in the late 
20's and early 30·s. Slepian (SLE J 27) filed a U.S. patent as early as 1922 on 
what he called an "induction accelerator"--now generally called a betatron. 
Although in the period 1928-1929 its principles were thoroughly explored 
(BRE G28, WID 28; WAL E 29), it was not until 1941 that Kerst constructed 
and successfully operated the first betatron(KER 041). 

In simple terms the operation of the Betatron is analogous to that of 
a transformer in which the secondary windings are replaced by electrons moving 
in a circular orbit under the influence of a magnetic guide field. Acceleration 
is obtained from the inductive force supplied by the changing flux linking the 
electronorbits--obtained through use of coils at a suitable resonant frequency-
usually a low multiple of 60 Hz. Wideroe has written an excellent summary of 
the principles of betatron operation (WID R68a). 

S~nce the first successful operation of the betatron at 20 MeV many ac
celerators of this type have been constructed, and improvements in design 
have increased their maximum energy to about 300 MeV (GOW F 50, WID R 
68a). The betatron has proved itself to be a convenient source of x rays and 
electrons in the energy range of 50 to 100 MeV, and it has found wide ap
plication in radiation therapy, nondestructive testing, and research, Typical 
x-ray outputs from betatrons in the energy region 20 to 30 MeV are 103 R/h 
at 1 meter and at 300 MeV as high as 105 Rfh at 1 meter. 

SYNCHROTRON 
. I 

Unlike the betatron, synchrotrons may accelerate either electrons or 
protons (or even heavier ions). First proposed by Oliphant in 1943 (LiV M 49), 
they were made feasible by the discovery of the principle of phase stability by 
McMillan (McM E 45) and Veklser (VEK V 45) in 1945. Goward and Barnes 
(GOW F 46) were the first to demonstrate the operation of a low-energy 
electron synchrotron a year later, and by 1949 McMillan had successfully 
accelerated electrons to more than 300 MeV_ 
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The synchrotron in some senses derives from both the cyclotron and the 
betatron--it has the ac magnet of the latter but uses an rt power source tor ac
celeratioll_ Because the particles are no longer accckratcd by an JilerllJting 
central magnetic flux, the central iron case of the betatron magnet is no longer 
required, making it economically and technically feasible to accelerate electrons 
beyond the limitof :::::: 350 MeV-set for betatrons by radiation losses. Several 
strong-focusing electron synchrotrons in the 1-to 10-GeV energy region are iri 
operation with circulating currents of :::::: 5 /JA. 

Several constant-gradient synchrotrons have been designed to accelerate 
protons in the energy range 1 to 10 GeV. Typical circulating intensities are 
in the range of 1012 protons/sec, with repetition rates between 20 pps at 
Princeton and 0.2 pps at the Bevatron. The successful development of beam
extraction systems permits external proton beams with intensities as high as 
5 Xl 0 11 protons/sec over durations between:::::: 200/Jsec and several msec . 

. For proton energies greater than about 10 GeV strong-focusing synchro
trons are more economic propositions. Typical proton beam intensities are 
similar to those obtained with weak-focusing accelerators, but the highest 
energy achieved is 70 GeV, by the accelerator in operation at Serpukhov. 

LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

Following the suggestion of the principle of resonance acceleration of 
ions by Wideroe in 1928 (WID R 28), Sloan and Lawrence (SLO D 31) were 
able to successfully apply it to heavy ions in the laboratory. Serious applica
tion, however, had to await the development of intense sources of rf power 
of short wave-length during World War II. 

Toward the end of 1946 two groups--one at Malvern (FRY D 49) and 
the other at Stanford (GIN E 48)--succeeded in accelerating electrons by the 
use of traveling waves in disk-loaded guides. The use by the Hritish group of 
magnetrons as a source of rf power limited the upper energy obtained to a 
few MeV, but instantaneous currents of:::::: 200 mA were obtained. Acceler
ators based on these early designs have been widely applied to medical and 
radiographic uses. 

Because work at Stanford was intended to produce higher energies 
(about several hundred MeV), great attention has been devoted to the de
velopment of designs with high shunt impedance and the production of a 
high-power Klystron amplifier. The Mark III electron linear accelerator has 

I 

been in operation for many years at the Stanford High Energy Physics Labora-
tories, and can produce electrons at energies up to 1 GeV at mean currents of 
ur to 10 /JA. Radiation problems with sU,ch an accelerator have been quite 
severe and led to constructing the 20-GeV electron linear at the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center underground. I 

I 
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The first linear accelerator for protons was designed and constructed 
by Alvarez (AL VL 46), and achieved an energy of 32 MeV. Since then 
several proton linear accelerators have been successfully constructed and op
erated--often as injectors to higher-energy accelerators. Thus, typically the 
Bevatron has a 20·MeV 25-mA (mean) injector, but an energy of 200 MeV 
is to be used for:injection into the 200-MeV proton synchrotron at Batavia. 
A linear accelerator designed to achieve energies of 800 MeV with beam 
currents of 1 mA is currently under construction at Los Alamos .. 

Linear accelerators have also been used to accelerate heavy ions to energies 
of 10 MeV per nucleon at peak currents of about 50 IlA (HUB E 60a). 

TIME STRUCTURE OF ACCELERATOR BEAMS 

A time structure or bunching of the beam particles as they come out 
of the accelerator is produced by the particl,llar features oT the acceleration 
pro·cess. Those relatively low-energy accelerators, such as Van de Graaffs 
and Cockcroft-Waltons, which actually produce a constant high voltage equal 
to the maximum voltage of the accelerated particles have a direct-current 

. beam with only very small purely statistical fluctuations in beam intensity. 
All the synchronous accelerators such as linear accelerators, cyclotrons, and 
synchrotrons produce a beam that is variable in time. There is usually a 
structure of several megacycles per second imposed by the accelerating radio
frequency voltage_ Typically,·beam pulses might emerge during about 1001a 
of each radio-frequency cycle; this fraction is controlled by.phase-stability 
considerations discussed in some detail in texts on high energy particle 
accelerators, for example Livingood (LiV 161) or Livingston and Blewitt 
(LiV M 62). 

There is also a much lower frequency structure imposed on the beam 
by the overall machine repetition rate. In many cases this is determined by 
the frequency of the basic power supplies, although it can be a simple har
monic. Thus many accelerators have a·ibasic repetition rate of 50 to 60 cps. 
The fraction of the time during which beam is produced by the accelerator 
is called its "duty factor." This term ordinarily does not take into account 
the additional subdivision of the beam intensity by the radio-frequency 
accelerating cycle, but takes account only of the repetition rate. Thus, for 

. example, if a radiation detector is influenced by beam fluctuation that 
occurs in times greater than a millisecond or longer, the "duty. factor" 
satisfactorily describes beam variations. If, however, the detector can detect 

. beam fluctuations in times less than about O.1llsec, then the additional 
fluctuations imposed by the rf voltage have to betaken into account. Radia· 
tion-detection difficulties usually arise when the detectors used have a long 
dead time or when two detectors with long resolving times are used in 
coincidence. 
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The bunching of the beam in time, with the' attendant high instantaneous 
count rates during the times when the beam is really on, gives rise to accidental 
coincidences in the case of coincidence measurements and to lost counts in the 
case of detectors with significant dead times. The~importance of these effects, 
discussed in Chapter 5, can be easily calculated if the counting rates in single 
detectors and their dead times are known. Evans (EVA R 55), Price (PRI W 
58), and Szelles and Ruby (SZE A 68) have treated these effects in detail. 

Few studies of the time structure of accelerator radiation fields have 
been reported. Studies of the thermalization of fission neutrons induced by 
using short-duration accelerator beam pulses is a widely known technique 
(V()N G 58). At higher energies Farley et al. (FAR F 64) have studied 
the time structure of the radiation following passage of a short burst of 24-GeV 
protons along an external proton beam of the CPS, and Distenfeld (DIS C 64) 
has measured the time distribution of thermal neutrons during acceleration 
at the Brookhaven 30-GeV AGS. Essentially, with the exception of thermal 
neutrons, the radiation pulse generated by' the interaction of a primary particle 
of subsequent reaction products is completed within a few nanoseconds. 

'Thermalization of fast and evaporation neutr'ons may takeJrom a few tens 
of microseconds to about a millisecond, depending upon the actual geo
metrical configuration. Thus the time structure of the radiation field (with 
the possible exception of thermal neutrons) is essentially controlled by the 
gross time structure of accelerator operation. 

Generally speaking, the more uniform the beam is in time the more 
useful it is to experimenters, since the uniformity tends to reduce the effect 
of counter dead time and accidental coincidim,ce. Considerable attempts 
have been made in the past few years to "debunch" and "stretch" the ac
celerated particle bunches as they are pro(juced. Thus, for example, in 
accelerators such as the proton synchrotron' that naturally have a low duty 
cycle, the time distribution of beam is lengthened by letting it interact 
slowly with an internal target (HER H 65) or by beam-extraction techniques 
based, on the excitation of nonlinear resonances in the accelerated particles' 
motion (BOV C 64). 

At energies sufficiently high that synchronous acceleration must be 
used, constant-frequency cyclotrons-either of conventional design or the 
sector-focused type--have the most advantageou,s beam time structure. 

Although it is technically feasible for a linear accelerator to have a 
constant radio frequency, the power consumption and cooling problems 
which arise usually dictate that linear accelerators be normally pulsed and 
an attendant duty factor be imposed on the beam. The development of 
successful superconducting linear accelerators, too, will provide accelerated 
beam with a good duty cycle (SlAC 69,1 BAN A 61). 

I 

The implications of accelerator duty cycle for the health physicist are 
discussed in some detail in the sections dealing with techniques of measurement. 
(Chapter 5) , i 
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ACCELERATOR 
RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS 

It is fortunate that, despite the large variety of particle accelerators and 
beam characteristics and the many varied tasks to which they are.put, there 
is a great similarity in their radiation environments_ In fact it is true that--if 
we put aside the particular problem of beam dosimetry-.the prompt radiation 
field is dominated by neutrons and electromagnetic radiation. This generaliza
tion is particularly apt in discussion of radiation fields produced outside well
shielded accelerators. It is furthermore generally true that, under these con
ditions, neutrons dominate the external radiation fields of proton accelerators, 
whereas electromagnetic radiation dominates the fields of electron accelerators. 

It is not difficult to understand the basic reasons. The threshold for 
photodisintegration processes is 1.7 MeV, but for most materials the yields 
are very low below photon energies of about 10 MeV. Thus the production 
of neutrons (and subsequent production of-radioactivity) does not constitute 
a problem with electron accelerators up to a few·MeV. At electron energies 
of ~ 300 MeV, photopion production results in the production of high energy 
neutrons, but it is observed that even at high energies photons dominate the 
radiation field. Thus, for. example, neutrons present a minimal problem at 
the 7-GeV electron synchrotron at DESY (TES K 69) or at the 20-GeV 
Stanford Linear Accelerator (BUS D 69). However, at the Stanford Mark III 
1-GeV electron accelerator, which is somewhat undershielded; neutrons repre
sent the major component of the radiation field (CAR T 69a, CAR T 69b, 
CHA V 69). De Staebler (DES H 65) has shown that shielding problems of 
high-energy high-intensity electron accelera~ors are very similar to those for 
high energy proton accelerators. In the use of electron accelerators of high 
energy and intensity, the high energy neutron production transverse to the 
beam direction can be sufficiently large to determine the radiation field 
penetrating a thick shield. In the forward beam direction measurements of 
induced activity show photoproduction reactions to be dominant at DESY 
(7 GeV) (TES K 69) and NINA (4 GeV) (COL F 69)_ However, at very high 
energies Il mesons produced in 1T"meSOn decay may present a serious problem 
downstream from primary beam targets (DES H 65, NEL W 66a,b, NEL W 68). 

With few exceptions neutrons present the dominant problem at proton 
accelerators up to 10-20 GeV_ Below the neutron-production threshold 
(~8 MeV), x rays produced by electrons accelerated across the potential 
gradient can be a problem at electrostatic accelerators. As higher energies, 
however, experience at numerous accelerators confirms neutrons as the 
significant component. Thus measurements on proton accelerators as 
diverse as a 50-MeV linear accelerator (THO R 62), 184-inch synchrocyclotron 
(PAT H 62), 6-GeV and 7-GeV weak-focusing synchrotrons (SM I A 65, 
PER D 66), and a 25-GeV strong-focusing synchrotron (BAA J 65, GIL W 68) 
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confirm this finding. At very high energies J.I mesons can become a serious 
problem, at proton accelerators as at electron accelerators. Thus, when the 
33-Gl'V AGS of the Brookhaven National Laboratory first became operational 
J.I mesons presented a problem downstream from experimental targets, but 
were removed by adequate shielding (COW F 62) . 

. Keefe (KEE D 64, LRL 65) has shown that at higher energies (above 
100 GcV) the J.I-mcson problem takes on dramatic proportions. Extensive 
studies of this problem are currently under way at the National Accelerator 
Laboratory in expectation of operation at proton energies up to 500 GeV 
(THE D 70 a ,b,c). 

It is of interest to note that in regions close to the proton beam high 
. photon fluxes have been observed at both the 7-GeV proton synchrotron 

Nimrod and the 25-GeV CERN Proton Synchrotron (SHA K 67, GIL W 68). 
The source of this photon field has not been definitely identified, but is 
probably prompt r-rays emitted in nuclear reactions and electromagnetic 
cascades generated by energetic photons produced byrrO decay. Whatever 
the cause, however, photons are a dominant component of the radiation 
field adjacent to a high energy proton beam. Thus at the 7-GeV synchrotron 
Nimrod, radiation damage phenomena are prinicpally due to photon irradia
tion (MOR A 66). 

Heavy-ion accelerator radiation fields are, from a health physiCS point 
of view,. similar to those of proton accelerators. 

PROMPT RADIATION FIELDS 

Bremsstrahlung Production by Electron Accele-rators 

The production of electromagnetic radiation in a continuous x-ray 
spectrum, or bremsstrahlung, characterizes electron accelerators. Brems
strahlung results from inelastic collisons of electrons with nuclei. The de
celeration and energy loss consequent upon the encounter of an electron 
with a nucleus results in radiative emission. (EVA R 55). Space precludes 
a complete discussion here of the intensity and angular distribution of 
bremsstrahlung; the interested reader is referred to the definitive articles by 
Bethe and Ashkin (BET H 52) and Heitler (HEI W 36). However; a general 
description here will be useful, and complete enough for most health physics 
work. 

The shape of the bremsstrahlung sp\'lctrum is discussed in NBS Hand
books 55 and 97 (NBS 54, NBS 64). Few experiinental data are available, 
and one must therefore depend upon theoretical calculations--which, how
ever, are lfonsidered reliable. Table 3.1 giv~s the relative spectrum expressed in_ 
terms or the number of photons emitted in each energy increment (either-
2 ur 5 MeV) per incident high energy electron. 

I 
I 
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The relative bremsstrahlung intensity is a parameter frequently used in 
health physics; it is defined as the product of the relative spectrum and photon 
energy. Figure 3.2 shows both the photon spectrum and intensity spectrum for 
bremsstrahlung produced in a thin target bombarded by 16-MeV electrons. 

When electrons lose energy raidatively in matter their energy E, at a 
depth x in the material, is given by 

E = EO exp (-x/L), 

where EO -~ illiti,,1 cle<.:lron energy and L defines a quantity known as the 
radiation length. 

Equation (I) is obtained by integrating the energy loss term (dE/dx), 
where 

(dE) = CE, 
dX{adiation loss 

where C is a constant for a given target material and it follows that L is the 
target thickness (usually expressed in g/cm2) in which, because of brems
strahlung production, electrons reduce their initial energy by a factor e. 

(1) 

(2) 

Values of radiation length for differ~nt materials are given in Table 3.11 
and shown in Fig. 3.3 plotted as a function of atomic number. 

Table 3.11. Radiation lengths of common elements. 

Radiation length 
Element (g/cm2) 

Hydrogen 138 
Carbon 52 
Nitrogen 45 
Oxygen 39.7 
Aluminum 26.3 
Iron 14.4 
Copper 13.3 
Lead 5.9 

Target thickness has an important effect on both bremsstrahlung spectrum 
and intensity. The data given in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 refer only to thin targets 
of high atomic number, and in any case are not absolute. Of ten, in practical 
cases, the target thickness is not optimum. Rarely will it be too thin for maxi
mum intensity, but often it may be so thick that the spectrum is somewhat 
degraded in energy as well as lower in intensity. Figure 3.4 shows the typical 
variation with target thickness of the inte~sity of bremsstrahlung emitted in 
the forward direction. The data shown were obtained from 17-MeV electrons 
on gold (MAC M 57a, LAN L 51), but should apply to all targets of high 
atomic number and to electron energies above 5 MeV. 

I 
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The bremsstrahlung intensity from thick targets as a function of energy 
is shown in Fig. 3.5. Intensity is expressed in terms of roentgens per mA min 
~ll I meter, which, although not strictly accurate, is common practice. The 
roentgen has not been defined above 3 MeV, and it would perhaps be prefer
able.to express output in terms of rads per mA min at 1 meter by mUltiplying 
by a factor 0.93. However,although the data are reliable and useful for 
practical purposes of. radiation protection, their intrinsic accuracy probably 
does not justify this rigor. 

Figure 3.6 shows the angular distribution of bremsstrahlung emitted 
from.a tungsten target, based on an equation due to Muirhead et al. (MUI E 
52). The relative x-ray intensity for various target thicknesses is plotted as 
a function of the product of the electron energy and the angle in degrees 
(MeV-deg). This representation facilitates the use of Fig. 3.6 over a range of 
electron energies. Although there are no experimental data available for 
angles greater than those given in the figure at energies above 5 MeV 
(MAC M 57a), nevertheless in the angular range' covered and for the target 
thicknesses shown, the' curves are in good agreement with the data reported 
by Lanzi and Hanson (LAN L 51) at 17 MeV. 

If in doubt it is probably conservative to assume that, for thick targets 
and large angles (0 ;;;,. 90 deg) the x-ray intensity may be as much as 5% of the 
forward intensity. 

The bremsstrahlung production efficiency is a function of both target 
Z and target thickness. For targets whose thickness is;;;" 0.2 radiation length 
(so-called "thick" tagets) the efficiency of production (given in Fig. 3.7) is 
proportional to Z. The conversion efficiency .for thin targets, ~ 0.1 radi.tion 
length, is given in a number of forms by different authors such as Heitler 
(HEI W 36), Lawson (LAW J 50,52), and MacGregor (MAC M 57a). How
ever, since the thick targets are the usual concern in health. physics practice, 
the thin-target data are not discussed here, and the interested reader is 
referred to the literature. 

Neutron Production by Electron Accelerators 

As we have already seen, neutrons rarely present a major problem at 
an adequately shielded electron accelerator. This is in contradistinction to 
the situation around proton or other particle accelerators, where neutrons 
essentially always dominate the hazard. At electron accelerators the primary 
concern of the health physicist is for the effects produced by electrons and 
l' rays, and for this reason extensive discussion of neutron production is not 
warranted here. 

The neutrons produced at electron accelerators are largely due to two 
processes. Figure 3.8 shows the total photonuclear cross section as a function 
01 photon energy. For photon energies below 5.0 MeV phOlodisintegration 
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processes in the so-called "giant resonance" region dominate_ These reactions 
have been extensively reported in the literature (WAT A 57, TOM M 65, 
IAEA 64}_Giant resonance neutrons are of low energy (a few MEN), and the 
maximum cross section for their production is 1 to 2 mb/neutron_ The energy 
at which the maximum cross section occurs varies with atomic number; for 
medium-Z nuclei it is found at roughly twice the threshold energy_ The width 
or the resonance varies from 4 tO

j
8 MeV (full width ot half maximum)_, i 

At energies between about 20 arid 100 MeV photodisintegration of 
nucleon pairs within the nucleus (the so-called pseudodeuteron) is an im
portant source of neutrons. In De Staebler's apt phrase, however, "the pseudo
deuteron reaction always contributes but never dominates" (DES H 65). At 
photon energies above the pion threshold, high energy neutrons are produced. 
Figure 3.8 clearly shows the changes in total neutron production cross section 
at the pion, dip ion, and tripion thresholds. 

In addition to the references already cited, reports of a number of 
measurements and calculations of neutron production by bremsstrahlung and 
direct electron bombardment have been made by Price and Kerst (PRI G 50), 
Terwilliger, Jones, and Jarmie (TER K 51), Baldwin (BAL F 50), and Bathow, 
Freytag, and Tesch (BAT G 67). Some of these have been summarized by 
MacGregor (MAC M 57b). 

Forthe very heavy elements the photofisslon process supplements the 
ordinary process of photodisintegration. Thus uranium and thorium yield 
almost twice as many neutrons as elements just below them in the atomic 
table, and far more than beryllium and deuterium, as can be seen from Fig. 3.9. 
For nuclei in the range Z = 30 to 82 the slope of the neutron yield as a 
fraction of atomic number slowly decreases with maximum photon energy 
of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. Thus the neutron yield, Y, is expressed 
in the form 

Y = aZn, 

where J is a constant, and the exponent n has the value 2.7 atl8 MeV, 2."1 
at 22 MeV, and 1.7 at 330 MeV. 

Figure 3.10 shows the maximum neutron yield from a thick uranium 
target as a function of photon energy up to 80 MeV. 

(3) 

When the maximum photon energy is well above the peak for photo
neutron production, neutron production is found to be proportional both to 
electron beam current and to the maximum energy of the electrons (or beam 
power del ivered to the target), as may be seen in Fig. 3.10. 

The angular distribution of photoneutrons (including those produced by 
photofission) is largely isotropic at energies below 50 MeV. Little experimental 
information is available on the energy and angular distribution above about 
100 MeV. De Staebler (DES H 62) has used "fictitious two body reactions 
to replace the actual complicated reactions." This approach leads to reason
able agreement with the measured spectra of photoprotons in the angular 

I. 
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Fig. 3. J O. Neutron production for an optimum uranium target as a function of 
electron energy. (After MacGregor, MAC M 57b.) 
o Harwell, AERE T/R 1523 
b. G.E., Phys. Rev. ~ 1652 (1950). 
<> Stanford, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 1387 (1950). 
o Cole, from Phys. Rev. ?? 806 (1950). 
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range between 50 and 94 deg to a copper target bombarded by 950-MeV 
bremsstrahlung (DES H 62), giving some confidence in the calculations. 
Figure 3.11 shows calculations of the angular distribution of neutrons at 
photon energies between 25 and 700 MeV. 

With the data presented here, it should be possible for the reader to 
fairly accurately estimate the radiation intensity produced by electron ac
celerators for most practical situations in which he is likely to have to make 
shielding calculations or judgments 'of radiation safety or of proper instru- i 

mentatfon. 

Neutron Production by Proton Accelerators and Heavy-Ion Accelerators. 

LOW-AND MEDIUM-ENERGY REACTIONS 

Health physics problems at heavy-ion accelerators (with the exception 
of accidental exposure close to or directly in the accelerator beam) are largely 
due to their neutron production. Thus an understanding of neutron production 
by charged particles is an essential weapon for the armory of the health phys
icist, who must design shielding for such accelerators, estimate their production 
of radioactivity, and measure the radiation field they produce. 

Madey (MAD R 68) has summarized neutron production from (p,n), 
(d,n), (t,n), and (a,n) reactions, and a portion of his article is reproduced 
here by kind permission of the author and his publisher (Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin). 

"Energy characteristics of neutron source reactions with light nuclei are 
listed in Table 3.111. With incident charged particles up to 10 MeV, mono
energetic neutron beams in the forward direction are available with energies 
from about 0.23 to 27 MeV. Figure 3.12 is aplot of the neutron energy in 
the forward (0 deg) and backward (180 deg) :directions for the 3H(p,n)3He, 
7Li(p,n) 7Be, and 3H(p,n)4He reactions as a function of the energy of the 
bombarding particle. 

"The (p,n) Reactions 

"0. The 7Li(p,n)7Be Reaction. 

"The 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction has been widely used as a source of neutrons 
with energies in the kilovolt region. Gibbons and Newson (GIB J 60) have 
tabulated the neutron energy as a function of the proton energy and the 
emission angle in the laboratory coordinate system. Neutrons with energies 
below 80 keV must be taken from thin targets at angles greater than90 deg 
to the direction of the proton beam. The neutron energy and the relative 
yield at an angle of 120 deg are shown in Fig, 3.13 as a function of proton 
energy. Curves c and d in Fig. 3.12 give the energy of neutrons at 0 and 
180 deg, respectively, for proton bombarding energies up to 4 MeV. 



,-
Table 3.111. Energ:i characteristics ofneutron source reactions with Ught nuclei (from Brolle:i and Fowler {BRO J 60}. 

~ .... , 

Reaction 

Endothermic Exothermic t,.., 

12e T 7Li Be 0 9Be T 
(d,n) (p,n) (p,n) (x,n) (d,n) (a,n) (d,n) 

,...., 
"C ""'" » 
"" (;" Q value [MeV] -0.281 -0,764 -1.646 +2.201 +3.266 +5.708 +17.586 -i ""-Threshold [MeV] 0.328 1.019 1.882 »n 

or 0; 
'. ". Neutron energy at 

_m 
»» 

threshold [keVj 3.4 63.9 29.9 -in L", -n 
-~--------------------------------------------------------- Om 

Energy 'of bombarding 
zr 
mm 

particle [MeV] Neutron energy at 0 deg [MeV] Z"" <» 
0 2.070 2.448 

--i G, 
5.266 14.046 ""0 

0"" 
0.693 3.198 4.137 6.678 16.752 ZVl .,~ 

2 1.681 1.201 0.229 4.163 5.238 7.707 18.259 
3:» 
mz 

3 2.668 2.215 1.305 5.112 6.265 8.687 19.579 Zo a vl-i 
4 3.654 3.221 2.322 6.055 7.261 9.644 20.806 :I: 

m 
5 4.641 4.224 3.331 6.995 8.239 10.598 21.978 -

"" 6 5.627 5.226 4.336 7.994 9.207 11.525 23.111 

7 6.614 6.277 5.340 8.871 10.167 12.456 24.217 

8 7.600 7.228 6.342 9.808 11.123 13.383 25.301 

9 8.586 8.229 7.345 10.744 12.074 14.308 26.370 

10 9.573 9.229 8.347 11.680 13.023 15.227 17.424 
Crl 
'" U1 
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Fig. 3.72. Neutron energy in the forward (0 deal and backward 
fl80 deg) directions for the 3H(p,n) 3He, IU(p,n)lBe, and 
'3H(d,n/4He reactions vs. energy of the bombarding particle. 
(From Madey, MAD R 68.) 
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Fig. 3.14 depicts the total cross section for the 7U(p,n) 7Be reaction as a 
function of proton energy from threshold to 5.5 MeV. The cross section 
rises steeply above threshold to a plateau which is interrupted by a strong 
resonance at a proton energy of 2.25 MeV. Macklin and Gibbons (MAC R 
58b) measured a cross section of about 570 mb at the peak of this resonance. 
The cross section has another resonance at a proton energy of 5.4 MeV. 

"The reaction 7U(p,n) 7Be* produces a second group of neutrons 
when the proton energy bombarding the lithium target exceeds the threshold 
energy of 2.378 MeV for this excited state reaction. The excited state 7Be* 
decays to the ground state by the emission of a 430-keV 'Y ray. 

-:D 
E 
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~ 

7U (p.n) 7Be 
~ ~ 

\ V ... 
/ ~ 

;' 

I 
1.8811, Assumed fhreshold, 

1/ [/ I I --. 1 
1 2 J • 5 

Prolon energyEp [MeV] XBL 712-151 

Fig. 3.14. Total cross section for iU(p,n) jBe-;e;~~~~ from thre;hold to --
5.5 MeV vs. proton bombarding energy (after Gibbons and Macklin, 
GIB J 59). (From Madey, MAD R 68.) 

"b. The T(p,n) 3He Reaction. 
"The total cross section for the T(p,n) 3He reaction is shown in Fig. 3.15 

as J function of bombarding proton energy from the threshold of 1.019 MeV 
to abou t 5 MeV. The yield of neutrons i~ substantial near the threshold energy. 
The absence of an excited state of 3He in the observed energy region means 
that the T(p,n) 3He reaction is not complicated by a second group of neutrons 
as arises in the 7Li(p,n) 7Be* reaction. t.he relativistic tables of Blumberg 
and Schlesinger (BLU L 56) give the energy and angle relationships for this 
reaction in both the laboratory and center-of-mass coordinate systems as 
a function of proton bombarding energy.! 
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I 
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Fig. 3.15. Total cross section of T(p,n}3 He reaction from 
threshold to 5 Me V vs. proton bombarding energy 
(after Macklin and Gibbons) (MAC R 58a,b GIB J 58); 
(and Jarvis) (JAR G 57). (From Madey, MAD R 68). 
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Fig. 3.16. Neutron energy distributions from the bombardment 
of beryllium, lithium and carbon targets with 375-Me V 
protons (after Goodell et 01.), (GOO W 53). (From 
Madey, MAD R 68). ' 
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"c. The (p,n) Reactions in Medium-Weight Nuclei. 
"Several (p,n) reactions with medium-weight nuclei are used as sources 

of monoenergetic neutrons in the low energy region from 5 to 150 keY in the 
forward direction. Table 3.IV lists the minimum energies of monoenergetic 
neutrons at 0 deg with a n energy below 120 keY (except exactly at thresh
old), reactions with medium-weight nuclei yield energies of a few keY. 

"The cross sections for (p,n) reactions in medium-weight nuclei are 
smaller than the 7Li (p,n) cross section; for example, in the energy region 
just above threshold, the cross sections for 45Sc and 63Cu targets average 
"I Lo 3 millibarns per steradian in the forward direction, whereas those for 
51 V and 65C are somewhat smaller because of their lower threshold energy. 
The energy of the first excited state in the residual nucleus corresponds 
approximately to the maximum energy of monoenergetic neutrons that can 
be produced. As listed in Table 3.IV 65Cu is limited in its ability to produce 
monoenergetic neutrons to a neutron energy of 50 keY, whereas 45Sc, 51V, 
and 63C have much higher energy limitations. 

"Table 3.IV. A comparison of energy characteristics of (p,n) reactions in 
medium- and light-weight nuclei. 

Reaction 

3T(p,n) 3He 

7Li(p,n) 7Be 

45Sc(p,n) 45Ti 

5IV(p,n) 51Cr 

63Cu(pn,) 63Zn 

65Cu(p,n) 65Zn 

Minimum Threshold energy 
energy of 
neutrons 
at 0 deg 

[keV] [MeV] 

288 

120 

5.60 

2.36 

4.20 

2.03 

1.019 

1.882 

2.908 + 0.004 

1.5656 + 0.0015 

4.214 + 0.005 

2.1646 + 0.0009 

Required Energy of 
bombarding 1st excited 
energy state 
above thresh-

'old -
[keV] [MeV] 

128 

39 0.478 

1.46 0.743 

0.61 0.775 

1.08 0.191 

0.52 0.054 

"d. The (p,n) Reaction at Synchroc}clotron Energies. 
Proton beams from synchrocyclotrons have been used to generate neutron 

beams with energies in the neighborhood of the bombarding energy. Fig. 3.16 
shows the neutron energy distribution optained by Good,ell e~ al. (GOO W 53) 
rrom the bombardment of beryllium, lithium, and carbon targets by 375-MeV 

protons. I 
I 
I 
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"II. THE (d,n) REACTIONS 

"a. The D(d,n) 3He Reactions. 

3·31 

. "The yield of forward (0 deg) neutrons from the D(d,n)3He reaction 
increases with deuteron energy in the manner shown in Fig. 3.17, where the 
laboratory differential cross section for the production of neutrons in the 
forward (0 deg) direction is plotted as a function of laboratory deuteron energy. 
The total cross section for neutron production by the D(d,n) 3He reaction is 
shown in Fig. 3.18 as a function of laboratory deuteron energy. 

"b. The T(d,n) 4He Reaction. 
"The T(d,n) 4He reaction is characterized by its very high Q value of 

about 17.6 MeV and a total cross section that has a high peak value of 5 barns 
at a deuteron energy of 110 keV. Fig. 3.19 shows the energy dependence of 
the total cross section for neutron production by the T(d,n) 4He reaction. 
As illustrated in Table 3.111, the high Q value makes possible the production 
of monoenergetic neutrons up to about 30 MeV with relatively low input 
energy. Below a deuteron energy of approximately 400 keV, the differential 
cross section is practically isotropic in the center-of-mass sytem. Because of 
the high Q value, the neutron energy is relatively insensitive to the angle of 
emission for low deuteron bombarding energies in the region of the peak total 
cross section; for example, at a deuteron energy of 200 keV, the neutron energy 
deviates from its value of 14.1 MeV at 90 deg by only about ± 7%. The ener
getics of this reaction are included in the tabulation of Blumberg and Schlesinger 
(BLU L 56). 

Fig. 3./9. Total cross section for T(d.n)~He reaction vs. laboratory deuteron 
energy (after Brolley and Fowler). (BRO J 60). 

I· 
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"c. The 12C(d,n) 13N Reaction. 

"The 12C(d,n) 13N reaction is endoergic with a Q value of 0.281 MeV 
and a threshold of 0.328 MeV. It produces monoenergetic neutrons from 2.76 
to 3.4 keV for deuteron bombarding energies up to 3.09 MeV, which is the 
threshold energy for producing a second group of neutrons as a resul t of 
leaving 13N in its first excited state at 2.37 MeV. Although the cross section 
for the 12C(d,n) reaction is low compared with that for either the 7Li(p,n) or 
the T(p,n) reaction, neutrons from this reaction often are produced as back
ground from deuterons impinging on carbon deposited from pump oil or other 
organic contaminants. 

... --
"d. The Deuteron Stripping Process. 

Acceleration of a deuteron imparts a kinetic energy to the neutron in 
the deuteron equal to one-half of the deuteron kinetic energy. In the deuteron 
stripping process, the target nucleus captures or "strips off" the proton in the 
deuteron and permits the neutron to continue in the forward direction. The 
energy distribution of the neutrons from the stripping process has a broad 
peak about an energy equal to approximately one-half of the energy of the 
incident deuteron; for example, a neutron beam produced by the stripping 
of 190-MeV deuterons has a maximum energy at about 85 MeV with an 
energy spread of the order of 20 MeV. The neutrons from the stripping re
action are concentrated in a narrow cone about the forward direction; for 
190-MeV deuterons on carbon, the half-width of the neutron beam at half
maximum is of the order of 2 deg. Serber (SER R 47) has described the 
deuteron stripping process theoretically; whereas Schecter et al. (SCH L 55) 
have obtained confirming data on the energy: and angUlar distributions, 
respectively, of neutron beams produced by the stripping of 190-MeV deuterons. 

"III. THE (a,n) REACTIONS 

"Possible target nuclei for the (a,n) reaction include all the elements 
when the bombarding a-particle energy exceeds about 20 MeV. The high 
intensity of a-particle beams in accelerators partially compensates for the 
usually small (a,n) reaction cross sections. The excitation curves shown in 
Fig. 3.20 for the 109Ag(a,n) and 109Ag(a,2n) reactions illustrate the mag
nitude of cross sections. The (a,n) reaction can be considered as leading to 
nuclei in highly excited states with many closely spaced levels. The decay of 
these nuclei results in a statistical energy distribution which can be charac
terized by a nuclear temperature. The reaction 109 Ag(a,n) 1121n discussed 
by Bleuler, Stebbins, and Tendam (BLE E 53) is a typical example. 

"Fo~ a fixed a-particle beam energy, the neutron yield decreases rapidly 
with increasing atomic number of the target; for example, Fig. 3.21 shows 
the results of Allen et al (ALLA 51) on the fallingoff of the fast neutron flux 
in the forward direction for elements from beryllium to bismuth bombarded 
by 30-MeV a particles." 
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Fig. 3.20. Total cross section for the 100Ag(a,2n) reactions VS. alpha particle 
bombarding energy (after Tendam and Brady, TEN D 47). 
(From Madey, MAD R 68). 
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Fig. 3.21. Fast neutron flux produced in the forward (0 deg) direction by 
.W·Me V a particles vs. atomic number of target element (after A lien 
l't al.) (A1.L A 51). (From Madey, MAD R 68). 
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Proton Nucleus Resctions 
Wallace (WAL R 62,65) has summarized neutron production from proton 

interaction in a variety of materials. 
For protons striking an extended thick target, the total neutron produc

tion as a function of energy for carbon, aluminum, copper, and lead is shown 
in Fig. 3.22. This total neutron production consists of two parts, "cascade" 
and "evaporation" neutrons. There are also cascade protons. The particles 
that are knocked out during the immediate passage' of the incident proton 
by direct interactions between the proton and the individual nucleons in 
a target nucleus have been extensively treated by Metropolis (MET N 58). 

f. o ........ (MeV) 

Fig. 3.22. Measured total neutron 
yields per proton stopping In a 
thick,target for C. AI. Cu. and PB. 
(From Moyer. MOY B 61.) 

Bertini (BER H 69) has extended the scope of the early intranuclear 
cascade calculation first performed by Metropolis. In a recent review article 
the current status of this work indicated excellent agreement with available 
experimental data. Total cross sections are predicted most accurately, within 
about 15% of experimental data, for proton and neutron nonelastic cross sec
tions from energies between 30 and 3500 MeV for nuclei from carbon to lead. 

Estimates of neutrons emitted per inelastic event for incident protons 
between 400 and 660 MeV are in good agreement with the values summarized 
by Wallace (WAL R 65) and with the experimental values of Vasilkov et al. 
(VAS R 68) (see Table 3.V). ' 

Agreement between calculation and experiments is somewhat less exact 
when double-differential cross-section data are compared. Some qualitative 
differences are evident, and it is not yet completely clear whether these are 
due to deficiencies in the calculational models, experimental techniques, or 
both. Comparisons nevertheless are encouraging, and the difficulties should 

Ii 
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be resolved within the next few years, when it seems reasonable that we might 
expect complete compilations of secondary-particle production, certainly more 
than adequate for the needs of the health physicist. 

The cascade particles, because of momentum conservation, are strongly 
concentrated in the forwar~ direction relative to the incident-proton direction. 
Because of their long mean free paths, only those cascade particles having ener
gies above 150 MeV need be considered in shielding. Cascade particles do not 
contribute significantly to the secondaries produced by protons of less than 
100 MeV. 

The rest of the secondary particles are emitted isotropically, after the 
initial proton passage, by evaporation from the nucleus as a result of the ex
citation energy left behind in the nucleus. The cascade yields of neutrons 
and protons resulting from either neutron or proton bombardment are shown 
in Fig. 3.23 (the production from plural cascades within the nucleus is in
cluded). 

Cascade Particles 
The spectra of cascade particles computed by Metropolis (MET N 58) 

are shown in Fig. 3.24 for 460- and 1840-MeV protons incident on aluminum, 
and are in good agreement with each other except at the highest energies. 
These spectra multiplied by the appropriate normalization factors (given in 
Fig. 3.25) are shown in the energy region above 1 MeV in Fig. 3.26 for in
cident proton energies of 450,600, and 850 MeV_ It is seen that below 
about 100 MeV the cascade spectra are esset:ltially the same. 

The number of cascade neutrons per incident proton per inelastic col
lision as a function of proton energy is given in Fig. 3.25 for several target 
materials. It is seen that for energies above 200 MeV there is a monotonic 
increa'se in the number of cascade neutrons with target mass number, where
as for the energy region below 200 MeV the low-mass-number materials 
actually have a higher neutron production than the high-A materials. The 
inelastic cross sections for C, AI, Cu, and Pbare given in Fig. 3.27, from 
which, together with the data shown in Fig. 3.25, neutron yields from 
inelastic interactions may be calculated. 

The number of cascade protons per incident proton per inelastic col
lision as a function of proton energy and target mass number is shown in 
Fig. 3.28.T,hese curves bear a resemblance to those for neutron production 
in Fig. 3.25, and the same conclusion ca~ be drawn with respect to produc
tion in the light elements. It should be noted that in the energy region near 
500 MeV the Fig. 3.28 cascade-proton cJrves are in the reverse order, with 
the highest proton production coming from the low A's and the lowest 

I ' 

proton production coming from the high A's, in contrast to Fig. 3.25 for 
I , 

cascade neutrons. Above 1000 MeV the low-A curve does cross over the 
others, but the others still remain in the i1nverted order. This particular 
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Fig. 3.23. Estimated cascade neutrons and cascade protons produced by incident 
neutrons or protons of energy En on nuclei near A = 20 per incident particle 
per inelastic collision. (After Metropolis et al. MET N 58.) 
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fact is of only minor importance to our present problem, since cascade protons 
have a very limited range and it is really the cascade neutrons that must be 
considered_ 

Evaporation Particles 
Several authors (DOS 158, LEC K 50, FUJ Y 50, DEU R 55) have 

treated the evaporation of nucleons from nuclei that have been excited by 
very-high-cnergy neutrons or protons. These evaporation neutrons provide 
the low-energy end of the spectrum. Nuclear evaporation is somewhat 
analogous to the evaporation of a liquid. The resulting particle spectra arc 
obtained by estimating an excitation energy E 1 for the nucleus as a whole. 
This estimation, due to Moyer (MOY B 61), is shown in detail for A equals 
20,60, 120, and 220 in Fig. 3.29. This set of curves gives the "excitation" 
energy Ej left behind in a nucleus by an incident proton or neutron of 
energy E. This energy is considered as a thermal kinetic-energy source which 
will eventually lead to evaporation. 

The nuclear temperature produced in a nucleus by the deposition of 
energy E 1 by an incident neutron or proton is shown in Fig. 3.30. Note that 
nuclear temperatures for the light elements have plateaus in the region of 
several hundred MeV, therefore the change in temperature in this region 
with increasing incident proton energy is quite small. 

The excitation energy is related to the nuclear "temperature" T by an 
empirical equation (DOS I 58) 

El = (A/10)T2, (4) 

where E 1 is the nuclear excitation in MeV, and A is the atomic weight of the· 
nucleus. This empirical equation is shown in Fig. 3.31 for four different values 
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of A. It is seen that the light elements have higher nuclear temperatures than 
heavy elements at a particular excitation energy _ Figures 3_29 through 3.31 
really represent a three-dimensional surface in a space whose c()ordinates 
arc the total nuclear excitation energy. nuclear temperaturl" and bombarding
proton energy_ 

The evaporation spectrum itself is given by 

N(E) dE = (E/72)e- (E/7)dE, (5) 

, where N(E)dE gives the flux density, rather than the more familiar expression 
of the Maxwellian distribution items of number density_ The presence of the 
factor E ahead of the exponential rather than the factor EYlis thus explained. 

Table 3.V summarizes the secondary cascade and evaporation particle 
production from a thick aluminum target bombarded by protons of 450,600, 
and 850 MeV. Note that in this table it is appropriate for the sum of "cascade" 
and "evaporation" neutrons to not equal the "total" neutrons. The, "total" 
production is given per incident particle on a thick target. The "cascade" and 
"evaporation" production given are per inelastiC collision at the quoted energy. 
The sum of these two productions can be either less than or greater than the 
"total," depending on the ratio of proton removal by inelastic collision to 
proton energy loss by electromangetic dE/dx_ The total neutron production 
per inelastic collision, and the ratio of the evaporation tq the cascade process, 
as functions of both energy and A are given in detail in Figs_ 3.32 and 3.33. 
The electromagnetic energy loss changes with proton energy, whereas the 
inelastic cross sections are quite constant wilh energy above 100 MeV, as seen 
in Fig_ 3.27. It is seen that for the lightweight elements the number of evapora
tion neutrons is quite constant at about one, neutron per proton over a wide 
energy range. 

More details of this process are available, such as the suppression of the 
low-energy particles by the Coulomb barrier, as treated by Dostrovsky 
~DOS I 58) and Le Couteur (LEC K 50). Singly charged particles such as H, 

H, and 3H, as well as multiply charged particles such as 3He and 4He, can 
also be estimated as given in Figs_ 3.34 through 3.39. The doubly charged 
particles have their evaporation spectrum peaks at about twice the energy of 
the proton spectrum peak for a nucleus of the same excitation_ The angular 
distribution of the particles emitted in connection with nuclear evaporation is 
of course isotropic_ 

Evaporation particles are far more limportant for inducing radioactivity 
inaccelerator components than are the cascade neutrons, since evaporation 
particles are considerably more numerous and their energy is more favorable 
for capture. 
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Table 3.V. Secondary cascade and evaporation-particle production, nuclear 
excitation energy, and temperature for al!Jminum targets in proton 
beams of three different energies. 

Proton energy (MeV) 

Total neutron thick-target yield (nip on AI 

Number 01 particles per incident proton 
on AI per inelastic collision: a 

Neutrons 
Protons 
Total nucleons 

Residual nuclear excitation El (MeV)a 

Residual nuclear temperature T (MeV)a 

Number of evaporation neutrons per incident 
or per inelastic collision 

450 

1.3 

1.30 
1.85 
3.15 

63 

4.3 

1.30 

a See Refs. MAY .B 61, LEC K 50, and BA I L 56. 

Heavy-Ion Reactions: Neutron Production 

600 

2.1 

1.40 
2.05 
3.45 

72 

4.5 

1.50 

850 

3.3 

1.55 
2.25 
3.80 

88 

4.9 

1.60 

Stephens and Miller (STE L 69) have .summarized measured neutron 
yields for proton, deuteron, and a-particle reactions in a variety of target 
materials in the energy range 10 to 200 MeV, and their results arc shown in 
Fig. 3.40. 

Neutron production by heavy-ion bor'hbardment has been investigated 
by Hubbard et al. (HUB E 60b). Neutron yeilds produced by 12C, 14N, and 
20Ne bombardment for a number of target materials were measured. The 
maximum bombarding energies were 10.4 MeV per nucleon of the bombard
ing ion. Table 3.VI summarizes their data for thick targets, which are shown 
graphically in Fig. 3.41. 
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Table 3.VI. Neutron yield from targets slightly more than one range thick, in units of 
neutrons per incident ion. The absolute standard errors are estimated to be 
about 6% except close to the Coulomb barrier, where tliey are about 50%. 

Bom
barding 

ion 

Absorber Calculated 
(mg/cm2 energy 

Be) (MeV) 

0 122 

12.6 106 

20.9 92 

29.2 78 

0 141 

0 201 
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20.9 114 
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2.17 
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Fig. 3.40. Plot of neutron yields vs incident particle energy for several 
combinations of targets and ions. (1) Smith and Krugel', MnS04, 
(2) Tai, Millburn, Kaplan, and Moyer, Mn S04, (3) Allen, Nechaj, 
Sun, and Jennings, 32S(n,p)32p, (4) Crandell, Millburn, and Schechter, 
Mn S04, (5) Wadman (40 and,80-MeV a++ on Ta), 58Ni(n,p)58Co, 
(6) Wadman (23.2- to 40. 8·Meya on C). Moderated BF3 curve 
s/lape accurate; yield value probably high. (From Stephens and 
Miller, STE L 69.) 
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Ranft has given a semiempirical formula for the proton (or neutron) 
yield in high-energy proton interactions (RAN J 67a). The double differential 
cross section is given by 

(6) 

in units of protons-GeV per steradian per interacting proton, where A, B, and C 
are constants depending upon the target material; p is the secondary momlmtum 
in GeV/c; Po is the primary proton momentum in GeV/c; a=ll+(po/m)2\1/2; 
and m is the proton mass in GeV/c2. 

This formula agrees fairly well with experimental data for proton produc-
tion from H2, Be, and Pb targets for the following conditions: 

(a) secondary momenta in the range 0.5 ~ p ;.::;;; Po' 
(b) laboratory angle in the range 0 ~ () ~ 20 deg, 
(c) primary proton momenta in the range 1 0 ~ Po ~ 20 GeV /c. 

Extrapolation of this formula to higher energies is probably reasonable, 
and it is a fair assumption that neutron and proton spectra are similar from 
targets other than hydrogen in this region of energy and angle (RAN J 67b). 

The angular distribution predicted by the formula is nearly isotropic for 
low-energy secondaries, in agreement with observation. No accoynt is taken 
in the formula for evaporation particles, however, and extrapolation to these 
very low (evaporation) energies is not reliable. 

At large angles the simplifying assumption p sin () ~ p() breaks down. 
The exact behavior of the angular distribution is not known, and additional 
experimental data are needed to establish it'\:'recisely. 

Equation (6) may be integrated to give the angular distribution of protons 
produced with momenta greater than some ,threshold Pmin' 

e (O)p > p . = (Po . (d2N/dPdil )dP. (7) 
min J Pmln ' 

V,ilues of H (0) have been obtained by numerical integration of Eq. (7) 
for values of Po between 1.7 and 300 GeV/c, with different values of Pmin 
corresponding to proton energies of 0.1,20, 150, and 600 MeV. This work is 
described fully elsewhere (ROU J 71), but a brief description of the results is 
given here for completeness. , ' 

At each, threshold energy the family of curves for e (()) different in
cident proton energies is exponentially d~creasing about 90 deg (Fig. 3.42). 
The slope of this exponential is insensitive to primary proton energy and , I 
target material, but is a strong function of threshold energy for thresholds 
above about 50 MeV. The region over which the angular distributions are 

i 
i 
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Fig. 3.42. Angular distribution of protons of energy greater than 

150 MeV from a thin beryllium target, calculated from Ranft's 

equation. (After Gilbert et al., GlL. W 68.) 

exponential depends somewhat upon threshold and primary proton energy, but 
is always valid from 60 to 120 deg, the angular range which is important in de
termining the transverse shield thickness of a high-energy accelerator. In this 
energy range, and for 60 deg ~ e ~ 120 deg, the angular distribution may 
therefore be written 

(8) 

At incident proton energies greater than about 10 GeV, the constant 
c is proportional to incident proton energy. This may be secn from Fig. 3.43, 
where (dn/dO)gO deg is plotted as a function of primary proton energy for 
thresholds of 0,20, 150, and 600 MeV. The family of ~urves shown are all 
asymptotic to unit slope at high incident energies. The lower the threshold 
energy, the sooner is unit slope achieved. Therefore, in extrapolations to 
higher energies it is a fairly good approximation to assume that, for energies 
greater than 10 to 20 GeV, the constant c of Eq. (8) is linearly proportional 
to incident proton energy. This may result in some small overestimate of 
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particle fluxes at higher energies if the experimental values of 8(0) at 10 and 
20 GeV are used to obtain value of the normalizing constant in 

(9) 

To increase accuracy in the theoretical formula, evaporation-particle 
production should be considered, and at present no sound theoretical basis 
exists for any assumptions as to the form of the cross sections at laboratory 
angles as large as 90 deg. Also a highly accurate interpretation of the experi
mental data is difficult because of the interference from scattered particles 
and the finite source extension. A detailed interpretation of the available 
angular-distribution data is given elsewhere, (ROU J 69, 71). 
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Measurements of the angular distribution of neutrons from a thin 
beryllium target were made by using threshold detectors as a part 01 the CERN
LRL-RHEL shielding study (GIL W 68). Accurate measurements around targets 
inside the main accelerator vacuum chamber are difficult because of interference 
from adjacent beam losses. The results, however, when corrected for this inter
ference, are supported by similar results from measurements made by 
Charalambus et al. (CHA S 67). 

The results from activation detectors with thresholds of 20 and 600 MeV 
are in fair agreement with the angular distribution predicted from the produc
tion formula due to Ranft (RAN J 67a),based on the measurements of the 
pion and proton yields at small angles from thin targets. Figures 3.44 and 3.45 
show the comparison of the CERN-LRL-RHEL measurements of the angular 
distributions made by using 12C ~ llC (20 MeV threshold) and Hg ~ 149Tb 
(600 MeV threshold) activation detectors with values calculated from the 
Ranft formula (RAN J 67a). 

J.1.-Meson Production at High-Energy Accelerators. 

For accelerators below about 10 GeV, J.1. mesons produce few problens 
because the shield necessary to reduce radiation levels arising from nuclear 
cascade processes to tolerable levels is in excess of the ionization range of 
the J.1. mesons that could contribute to the radiation problems. The higher 
the intensity of machines below 10 GeV, the stronger is this effect. linden
baum (LIN S 61) pointed out that the Brookhaven AGS and CERN-PS were 
the first proton accelerators in which J.1. mesons would dominate some 
radiation problems. As previously discussed, Cowan (COW F 62) has 
reported the initial operational difficulties Que. to J.1.-meson production at 
the Brookhaven AGS. 

The major source of J.1. mesons is 1I'-meson and K-meson decay. 
Essentially all pions and about two-thirds of kaons decay into a muon and 
a neutrino. Once the J.1. meson is produced its only really significant mode 
of losing energy is by ionization, as its cross section for nuclear interactions 
is very small (a few microbarns). Thus the major difficulty that arises when 

J.1. mesons are produced is their effective removal. Since this is a health 
physics problem found at only a handful of accelerators, a complete dis
cussion is not given here, but rather the pertinent literature is indicated for 
the interested reader. 

Keefe (KEE D 64) has given a simple one-dimensional treatment that 
indicates the physical nature of the problem. Assuming 11' mesons to be 
produced in a target irradiated by high energy protons, Keefe writes the 
J.1.-mesonspectrum, nJ.1.(E,bo). at the end of a drift space beyond the target 
;\S ' 

1 fEmax ,dE' 
nJ.1.(E,bo)~ . boS (E,x)~ 

A(l-k)E mOE 
E 
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Fig. 3.44. The angular distribution of neutrons above 20 MeV energy 
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target. as measured by Gilbert et al. (GIL W 68.) and calculated 

from the Ranft formula. 
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS 

is the length of drift space, 

is the (differential) energy spectrum of the primary meson at 
depth x, 

is the target thickness, , 
is the primary meson of energy E'. 

The primary meson of energy E' was assumed to produce a rectangular 
/-I-decay spectrum between kE' and E'. 

Emax is the smaller of Elk or Eo' the primary energy. By using the 
differential spectra proposed by Cocconi et al. (COC G 6·1), Keefe dervied 
the number of /-I mesons transmitted by a shield. He showed that the effective 
attenuation length is about 4500 g/cm2 (compared with 150 g/cm2 for strongly 
interacting particles), increasing to about 6000 g/cm2 anhe highest energies 
(thick shields). 

A full treatment of the transmission of the /-I mesons through shielding 
must be performed in three dimensions and include multiple Coulomb scat
tering effects. Such calculations are reported in the LRL 200 BeV Accelerator 
Design Study (LRL 65), and have been extended by Nelson (N.EL W 66a,b, 68) 
Keefe and Noble (KEE D 68), and Alsmiller et al. (ALS R 68,69). Operation 
of the 200 to 500 GeV proton synchrotron at the National Accelerator Labora
tory, Batavia, will provide the first opportunity to study the health physics 
aspects of /-I-meson production experimentally. 
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Chapter 4 4·1 

HUMAN RESPONSE TO IONIZING RADIATION 

INTRODUCTION 
Accelerator health physicists have two direct reasons for understand· 

ing the hu man response to ionizing radiations. Accelerator personnel is 
usually exposed chronically under well-controlled conditions to radiation 
at low levels of dose and dose rate. Guidelines, codes of practice, and legal 
requirements have been established to assist the health physicist in his duties 
of radiation protection, and it is well to understand the scientific basis for 
these radiation exposure limits. In addition, at particle accelerators there 
is the possibility of serious injury or death due to irradiation in accelerator 
beams. Familiarity on the part of the health physicist with the symptoms 
exhibited after acute radiation exposures may in some circumstances miti
gate ~erious injury of prevent loss of life. 

Table 4.1 indicates the range of radiation exposures experienced in 
practice and the biological responses due to them. 

Radiobiology has developed to the status of a separate discipline, and 
no brief review such as this can be comprehensive. However, many excellent 
review articles and texts have appeared in the past few years that can assist 
the accelerator health physicist in the performance of his duties. Some of 
these are indicated in the bibliography at the end of this chapter. 

Table 4.1. Radiation exposure: human response and maximum permissible dose. 

Dose equ ivalent 
(rem) 

50 

5 

0.5 

0.17 

Response 

Certainty of deatH 

50% probability of 
death within 30 days 

(LD50/30) 

Changes in peripheral blood 

a. Acute dose given in less than 24 hours. 

Conditions of applicability 

Maximum permissible annual dose 
equivalent for radiation workers over 
several years 

Maximum permissible annual dose 
equivalent for members of general 
population in boundary of nuclear 
installations . 

Maximum permissible annual ex· 
posure to the critical segment of 
the population (based on genetic 
considerations) (5 rem/30 years) 
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GENETIC AND SOMATIC EFFECTS 

Biological effects may conveniently be subdivided into two groups: 
a_ genetic effects, which occur in the reproductive cells and may be in
herited. 
b. somatic effects, wh ich arise from damage to all cells in the body, and 
are observable in the individual affected 

Thus the basic difference between genetic damage and somatic damage 
is that the latter may result in injury to the individual exposed to radiation, 
whereas genetic damage is observable in subsequent generations. 

ACUTE AND LATENT SOMATIC EFFECTS 

In discussing somatic effects it is convenient to further subdivide 
them into two groups, 

,I. ~hun-tcrm (ur d\:ute) effects, and 
h. long-term (or latent) effects. 

(genetic effects arc of course always, in a sense, long term.) 
Shull-tCIIll clfccb ari~c from large acute exposures in excess of about 100 
rads, and Me observed in a few days or weeks after exposure. This division 
into short- and long-term effects is, of course, arbitrary, but symptoms oc
curring later than 60 days after the radiation insult are generally referred to 
as long term. Experience has shown that, in general, symptoms that do not 
appear within 2 months have latent periods of many months or years. 

Studies of bo!h short-.and lo~g-term_~ff~~i~ ~fradiation_ are of im
mense importance in the establishment of guidelines for minimizing the risk 
inherent in the use of ionizing radiations. Thus the first radiation-protection 
standards were devised to protect workers from acute radiation effects. The 
radiation-protection standards currently recommended by ICRP for non
radiation workers are largely based upon estimates of the deleterious genetic 
effects resulting from the irradiation, at low levels, of large populations. 
Continuing studies are aimed at evaluating the risk, if any, of long-term 
somatic injury resulting from low-level chronic exposures_ 

SHORT-TERM SOMATIC EFFECTS 

Short-term acute radiation effects may be characterized by the follow-
ing features: 

a. They arc observed only after integrated doses of 50 rads or more de
livered in a period of a few hours or less_ 
b. They exhibit a threshold, i.e., there is some dose below which they 
never occur. 

c. They show dose-rate dependence, an effect that is greatest for low-LET 
radiation and smallest for high-LET radiation. 
d. They exhibit, in general, a nonlinear response-dose relation. 

These four characteristics are best identified by a discussion of specific ex
amples, particularly of the acute radiation syndrome. 
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DEATH 

The most serious manifestation of radiation injury following massive 
wlwlc-body exposure to radiation is the ultimate death of the individual. 

Study of the lethality of ionizing radiation toward experimental animals 
has facilitated a deeper understanding of acute radiation effects in man_ 
Typical results obtained when mice are exposed to a single whole-body dose 
or radiation arc shown in Fig. 4.1. The fraction of the irradiated population 
dying within 30 days is plotted as a function of radiation dose: the sigmoid 
curve is characteristic of all such experiments. Points to be noted are: 

a. A distinct threshold is observed. Thus below ~ 200 rads there is no 
possibility of death following acute radiatiqn. 
b. The dose-effect curve is nonlinear. 
c. Beyond doses of ~ 1000 rads there is no possibil ity of survival. 

Experiments with different genetic strains of mice have shown the width of 
the sigmoid curve to depend strongly upon the intrinsic variability of the ir
radiated animals .. Thus closely inbred strains of mice show much narrower 
dose-effect curves than do wild mice. 

Experiments such as these allow measurements of LD50/30 (the dose 
required to kill 50% of a population within 30 days) for different species, and 
typical data are summarized in Table 4.11, which is taken from a review article 
by Bond (BON V 68a). 

Table 4.11. Radiation LD50/30 values for different species. [After V.P. Bond (BON V 68a) I 

Species 

Sheep 
Burro 
Swine 
Goat 
Dog 
Man 
Man 
Man 

Rabbit 
Mouse 
Rat 
Hamster 
Gerbil 
Wild mice 
Desert mice 

P. formosus 
P. iongimembris 

Guinea pig 
Monkey 
Marmoset 

LD50/30 
.(Midline absorbed dose, rads) 

155 
155 
195 
230 
265 
270 
243 
225 

840 
900 
900 
900 

1059 
1100-1200 

1300 
1520 

255 
398 
200 
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Fig. 4.2. Effect of different doses of radiation given at a single 
exposure on the survival time of mice. The value chosen 
is the time by which half the animals have died. From 
the curves the LDSO dose for different times of death 
is obtained. The LDSO in 30 days is about 500 R for 
lhese mice. (After Alexander.) 
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Thl' PI eSL'IH,;e ul d threshold for edrly death may be demunstrated in a 
somewhat different manner. Thus if the time at which half of the population 
is dead after exposure is plotted as a function of absorbed dose, curves of the 
type shown in Fig. 4.2 are obtained. As the dose is reduced the wating time 
to death becomes very long--or, perhaps more accurately, the delay in death 
due to the exposure becomes longer than the normal life expectancy of the 
animal, and no effect due to irradiation is observed. 

This demonstration of the existence of a threshold for death, as for all 
short-term radiation effects, is of great significance. Emphasis is given to the 
factthat a genuine threshold is observed, not merely an expression of low 
statistical probability. Thus, for example, the observation of death at doses 
of 500 rem does not signify any finite probability of death at doses of 1 rem. 
Ample proof of this assertion is that, from the billions of patients receiving 
a few rem in diagnostic radiology, no acute radiation effects have ever been 
observed. 

RADIATION SICKNESS 

Although death in itself might be thought of as an unambiguous bio
logical end point in the study of radiation effects, the detailed reasons for 
dCJth of an organism following irradiation are extremely complex. 

Figure 4.3 shows how the time of death after whole-body irradiation 
is related to the magnitude of the exposure and to the major lethal modal
ities. Iii the radiation environments found at most accelerators, accidental 
whole-body exposures in excess of a few hundred rem are extremely un
likely--in most cases impossible. If accidental death should occur as a result 
of overexposure at an accelerator, it woula. therefore almost certainly be 
due directly or indirectly to failure of the blood-forming organs (hemato
poietic death). Appropriate therapy may be effective in reducing human 
mortality from radiation exposures at this level, and studies of the phases 
of radiation sickness prior to death are therefore important because they 
p~rmit conclusions of value in prognosis and subsequent treatment of acci
dent victims. 

Upton defines radiation sickness as "the term appl iedto the systemic 
manifestations of acute radiation injury. These manifestations vary, de
pending on the conditions of exposure. The signs predominating following 
high-level whole-body irradiation are referable to injury of the blood form
ing organs, gastrointestinal tract, cardiovascular system, brain, gonads, and 
skin. Tlie associated symptoms and signs, known collectively as the acute 
radiation syndrome, constitute the earliest and most dramatic manifestations 
of radiation injury in man, some of them appearing almost immediately after 
intensive whole-body exposure in the lethal dose range." 

The clinical course of radiation sickness encountered after an accidental 
('xposure can be used to give a crude esdmate of the whole-body dose ab
sorbed by the individual. Even though experience with human radiation 
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CEREBRAL DEATH 
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DAYS 
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Fig. 4.3. The relation of time of death to whole-body radiation dose 
that defines the major lethal modalities . . The dashed line over 
"therapy" defines the area in which symptomatic therapy of 
radiation damage is known to reduce human and animal mortality. 
(After SAENGER') 

sickness has been limited, enough cases have been observed to provide cri-
teria that separate the injured into five groups, each identified by a range of 
whole·body doses, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Table 4.111 summarizes the range 
of doses for each group estimated by Thoma and Wald (THO G 59) and by 
Gerstner (GER H 58). To understand these data it should be remembered 
that the variation in human response is very great. Thus the value of LD50/30 
for humans has been variously estimated by different authors in the range 
from less than 300 to more than 600 rads. From the classification in Table 
4.111 it can be seen that in going from 200 to 600 rads there is a very large 

. change in the seriousness of the exposure. The first clinical manifestation of 
the radiation exposure is the prodomal phase. 
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Table 4.111. Clinical radiation injury groups. (After SAENGER) 

Group 
No. 

II 

Clinical manifestations 

Mostly asymptomatic. Occasional 
minimal prodromal symptoms 

Mild form of Acute Radiation Syn· 
drome. Transient prodromal nausea 
and vomiting. Mild laboratory and 
clinical evidence of hematopoietic 
derangement. 

III A serious course. Hematopoietic com· 
plications severe, and some evidence of 
gastroenteric damage present in upper 
portion of group. 

I V An accelerated version of Acute Radia· 
tion Syndrome. Gastroenteric compli· 
cations dominate clinical picture. 
Severity of hematopoietic complica· 
ti·ons is related to survival time after 
exposure. 

V. A fulminating course with marked 
central nervous system impairment. 

Dose classification by-

Thoma and Walda Gerstnerb 

10-160 rad····· 51-100 R 
101-150 R 

200-400 rad····· 150-400 R 
Hematopoietic 

400-600 rad 
(297+). 

401-600 R 
Hematopoietic 

600-1400 rad··· Gastrointestinal 

10,000 rad ± 50 
percent. 

Cerebral 

a. Doses in rad according to approximate ranges of Table III of Thoma and Wald. 
b. Approximate doses in R from Table III and section on Dependency of Acute 

Radiation Syndrome on Air Dose by Gerstner. These doses are expressed as air 
dose, i.e., exposure dose, and are thus in terms of roentgens. 
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Injury Group 
I 

Injury Group 
II 

Inlury Group 
III 

I. Observe and Record Time of Onset 
of Clinical SIgns and Symptoms. 

2 Perform Doily Blood Count. 

Nausea, Vomiting, Diarrhea 
Within Minutes 

and 
Ataxia. Disorientation, Shock, 

Coma in Minutes to Hours 

Nausea and lor VomItIng and 
Some Derangement of 

Blood Count Within 2 Days 

Marked Leucocyte and Lymphocyte 
Count Derangement in :3 Days 

Diarrhea Within 4 Days and 
·Marked Platelet Derangement 

Within 6 to 9 Days 

Injury Group 
V 

Injury Group 
IV 

xnL 7010.(,H7·j 

Fig. 4.4. Preliminary evaluation of clinical radiation injury following 
overexposure (After Saenger). To be read in conjunction with 
Table 4.11/: + indicates manifestation observed; - indicates 
manifestation not observed. 
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Prodromal Response 

The time of onset and the severity of ~he various prodromal responses 
arc 01 great clinical value in prognosis. Thus it is important to study them 
and relate their incidence to the severity of the exposure. Lushbaugh 
(LUS C 67) has defined prodromal responses 'as "a prognostically useful group 
of symptoms that portend the severity of things to come." 

When all, or the greater part, of the body is exposed to penetrating 
ionizing radiation, acute gastrointestinal a~q ne~romuscular responses appear 
within J. few hours after irradiation. Althoughrjausea and fatigue arc only the 
initial symptoms of the acute radiation syndrome, clinical studies have cor
related their severity and duration with the, ~\.Jb~equent progression of the 
radiation injury. Consequently early observ~tioh of persons exposed to high 
doses of radiation by a physician familiar with the prodromal response is an 
extremely important factor in determining the subsequent medical care of 
the patient. 

The prodromal syndrome consists of a sequence of gastrointestinal and 
neuromuscular symptoms in order of increasing seriousness: anorexia (loss 
of appetite), nausea (without vomiting), fatigue, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
death. It begins within about 2 hours of exposure, except in very high doses, 
when it occurs within 5 to 15 minutes. Normally the prodromal syndrome 
lasts from 1 to 4 days, after which it subsides into the latent period-or, in 
severe exposures, leads directly into the fulminating stages of either the fatal 
neurological and cardiovascular syndrome (1000 to 5000 rads) or the fatal 
dysenteric gastrointestinal syndrome (500 to 1000 rads). The prodromal 
syndrome varies considerably with respect to time of onset, duration, maxi
mum severity, and rate of recovery, depending upon the protraction of dose 
(distribution in time) and the region of the body irradiated; there is consid
erable variation in the sensitivity of individuals. Variations in the prodromal 
syndrome are reduced in massive single large acute doses. 

When the dose is less than the median lethal value individual variation 
is so wide that it is impossible to predict a given patient's degree of prodromal 
response. There is strong evidence that in order for the prodromal response 
to be triggered the head, thorax, or abdomen must be directly irradiated. 

I rradiation of the extremities alone does not produce the prodromal 
reaction. Exposure of the abdomen produced the syndrome following the 

. smallest dose; partial-body exposure of the thorax or head is effective, also, 
although larger doses are required. The fact that abdominal shielding sup
presses the response suggests that the autonomic nervous system is involved. 

The prodromal syndromes fall into two groups, gastrointestinal and 
neuromuscular. In man the gastrointestinal symptoms predominate. The 
course 01 the syndrome can be seen as a function of time for a variety of 
doses in Fig. 4.5. Lushbaugh (LUS E 67) has reported comprehensive studies 
of therapeutic and accidental whole-body irradiation of more than 1600 

i 
,I 
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Fig. 4.5. Estimated incidence and timing of prodromal symptoms in 
man in relation to dose (modified from Langham) [after Upton 
(UPT A 69)/ . 
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patients. Figure 4.6 shows probit regression analyses (F IN D 64) of patients. 
who vomited after exposure,and Fig. 4.7 shows a similar analysis for death 
occurring within 60 days of exposure. 

Table 1.IV. summarizes the data relationships for single-dose response 
for five prodromal responses. Doses are expressed as equivalent absorbed 
dose (rads) in the human epigastrum for 500,,-b incidence of the response, and 
an attempt was made in the statistical analysis to allow for the influence of 
the illness of patients included in the survey. 

From the analyses reported by Lushbaugh, it is possible tocalculate 
other levels of incidence of prodromal response. Table 4.V gives such data at 
the 10%, 50%, and 90% levels for nausea, diarrhea, and death. 

The data of Lushbaugh presented here have low accuracy (::::::± 500,,-b) 
and are therefore of limited value in making precise predictions. They should 
be regarded as general guidelines based on presently inadequate human data, 
and probably are somewhat conservative. Furthermore, these data apply only 
for the x- and 'Y-ray energies used in conventional radiology. There is no in
formation on the effect of LET on prodromal responses in man,but animal 
studies with fast neutrons suggest an RBE of 1 to 2 for the production of 
intl~stinal damage. 

After the initial prodromal systems have subsided several days elapse in 
the latent period. The latent period is largely without symptoms, but silent 
changes are accurring due to the depletion of cells. Mitotically active tissues 
are most affected and highly differentiated tissues least affected (by radiation), 
because damage to stem cells may inhibit recovery. Thus if the population 
of stem cells has been seriously depleted the natural loss of cells during the 
latent period cannot be made good, and the irradiated patient is left with a 
serious deficiency in those cell systems that have a rapid turnover. The 
recovery of stem cells may be very slow or even lacking, and this severe 
shortage produces the main phase of the acute radiation sickness. 

The severity of the main phase and the possibility of ultimate recovery 
from this phase depend entirely on the number of stem cells that survive in 
mitotically active tissues. These cells are the only source of the new cells 
needed for restoration of these tissues. If the acute dose has been greater than 
about 4000 rads, then (as seen in Fig. 4.3) death is due to brain damage and 
occurs too early for the main phase to appear. For dose values between sev
eral hundred and 4000 rads the main phase is reached, and death is due to 
bone-marrow damage or damage to the intestinal lining. 

I 
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Fig. 4.6. Probit regression analyses of percent of exposed patients that vomited 
after radiation exposure in respect to dose in rads and log-rads. The re
sulting EDSO's are shown. The thinnest line is the regression line obtained 
with data from studies made by others of 45 atomic accident victims. 
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from any cause occurred within 60 days of exposure, showing corrected 
estimates of lethal radiation dose using linear and logartithmic dosage scales. 
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TJblr 4.IV. Probit analysis of effective doses (50% incidence) for Gastro
intestinal and systematic clinical responses to total-body irradiation 
in man (after Lushbaugh). 

Clinical 
response 

Anorexia 

Nausea 

Vomiting 

Fatigue 

Diarrhea 

Death 

Response 
within 
(days) 

2 

2 

2 

42 

42 

60 

Midline 
air ex-
posurea 

(R) 

124 

209 

262 

206 

294 

425 

Equivalent 
absorbed dose 
in epigastrum 

-- .- - ---
82 ± 32 

138 ± 20 

173 ± 18 

136 ± 36 

194 ± 19 

281 ± 44 

a. 137 Cs 'Y·ray equivalent (66 rads absorbed in tissue == 100 R measured 

in air in absence of patient). 

Table 4. V. Dose at different incidence levels for prodromal responses . 

. (after Lushbaugh) 

Clinical sign Absorbed. dose for probability of response 
" (rads) 

10% 50% 90010 

Nausea within 2 days 50 170 320 

Diarrhea within 60 days 90 240 390 

Death within 60 days 220 285 350 

.,.". 
'. ,", 

\ 

.;: 
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Avoidance of Exposures That Produce the Prodromal Response 

Although details of mechanisms causing prodromal response remain largely 
unknown, its appearance within the region of the body irradiated is fairly well 
known_ The discussion in the preceding section leads one directly to conclude 
that .,crious injury may be prevented or mitigated at accelerators by either 

;1. locating beams above head height, or 
b. providing at least partial localshielding around beams to avoid direct 

exposure of the abdomen. 
It should'further be borne in mind that many particle accelerators are not 
capable of delivering the high dose rates used in radiology, in most cases being 
lower hy 011(' or eVl'ntwfl orders of magnitude. 

Data ohtained trom the Rongclap fallout exposures (CON R 65) suggest 
.t Jose-r.tlc-modifying ellect upon the incidence of the prodromal responses. 
for example, the incidence of emesis was only 10% for an estimated absorbed 
dose of '175 rads, rather than the 50% to be expected from the data of Lush
baugh for single exposures of short duration_ Experience gleaned from other 
accidental human exposures--notably the Mexican radiation accident (MAR G 
64)--supports' the view that an exposure delivered at low dose rate is less likely 
to produce the prodromal responses or hematologic death in man than the 
same total dose delivered either as a single acute dose or as a series of small 
doses at a high dose rate. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION 
ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 

I t is not likely that the accelerator healtn physicist will have the mis
fortune to observe the cerebral and cardiovascular form of the acute radiation 
syndrome in any victim of an accelerator accident_ This form of the syndrome 
appears only after whole-body exposures exceed::::: 5000 rem, and death 
follows in a few hours. A brief discussion is given for completeness_ 

Radiation effects on the central nervous system are complex, but inten
sive neurophysiological studies are under way_ 

The effect of radiation exposure on psychological functions and behavior 
is largely unknown_ Experimental studies are complicated by the fact that 
many structures are simultaneously irradiated-thus, for example, in studies on 
the brain often the pituitary, thyroid, and sense organs are also irradiated. It 
is not yet clear whether behavioral changes following irradiation are a direct 
effect of the nervous system on other tissue or vice versa (or even some combi
nation of these alternatives). In experimental studies the results of localized 
exposures may be more easily understood, since any resultant changes may be 
directly related to thc exposed tissue. 

Direct injury of nervous tissue requires a high radiation dose (WAS S 
43, BAI 062) to produce morphologic lesions. Animal experiments indicate 
that d single short dose of approximately 10000 rem delivered to the brain can 
injure vital centers and cause death within minutes or hours. (BON V 65). 
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RESPONSE OF THE SKIN 

Reddening of the skin was the first biological response to radiation 
noted in man; (GRU E 33) it still seems to be the most frequently observed 
injury in the sublethal range. 

It is also of interest to note that the response of the skin to ionizing 
radiation was the first basis for an estimate of exposure. In the absence of 
any physical dosimeter the production of skin erythema was found to be so 
constant a postirradiation manifestation that exposure was estimated in units 
of skin erythema dose (SED). Radiation-protection standards, too, were 
defined in terms of erythema dose. Thus, in 1925 Mutscheller (MUT A 25) 
suggested a protection standard of exposures not to exceed 1/1 00 of a skin 
erythema dost' in 30 days--slightly modified in the same year by Mutscheller 
and Sievert tol /I 0 ot an erythema dose per year (roughly corresponding to 
25 R per year ofiOO-kV x rays). 

Although the skin gives a full reaction to doses delivered to a: depth of 
only 0.1 mm, it is such a major and important organ of the body that injury 
to only a rather small area causes serious discomfort. The biological response, 
in order of increasing severity, is: 

a. erythema, 
b. dry desquamation [loss of the squamous (--i.e., flat--) cells of the skin 

with no exudate or liquid loss), . 
c. moist desquamation, 
d. sloughing of skin layers, 
e. chronic ulceration. 

Clinically evident permanent changes remain even after extended periods of 
recovery from all these injuries except erythema. . 

The response of human tissues to a radiation insult are complex, and 
in this the skin is no exception. Variables that influence the progression and 
severity of the injury are 

a. total radiation exposure, 
b. length of exposure time, 
c:. radiation quality and the consequent distribution of observed doses 

in the irradiated tissue, 
d. region of the body exposed. 

It is evident that generalization of the results of'clinical observations may lead 
to half-truths inapplicable to particular sifuations. With this reservation in 
mind we may summarize clinical studies qf skin erythema in man thus: 
(LUS C 67) 
. a. Erythema may appear within minutes to hours after exposure--in gen
eral the higher the exposures the quicker the appearance of reddening. As 
an example, two victims to accidental whole-body radiation exposures in 
excess of 4500 rads showed in.tense erythema only 15 minutes after exposure. 
(F AN H 67) Slow appearanc~ of erythema within 4 weeks of exposure to a 

I 

single radi;ltion dose indic<l;tes an absorbed dose of 400 to 750 rads'to the 
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skin. Most radiologists consider the skin erythema dose (SED) to be about 
600 rads--i.e., there,is SO% probability of observable erythema from a dose of 
600 rads delivered to a depth of at least 0.1 mm (sometimes denoted by 

EDO.S)· 
b. After doses of between 1600 and 2000 rads absorbed in the skin there 

is J more rapid appearance of erythema, followed by blisters, moist desqua
mation, and ulceration. Roughly speaking there is a SOO,.G chance of moist 
desquamation following absorbed doses of 2000 rads. The skin of patients' 
so exposed wi" heal in half the cases with the minimum of medical attention 
e.g., moist dressings). This observation is used to define the skin tolera nce 
dose in man (TDSO) as approximately 2000 rads. 

c. The severi ty of the skin response for a given dose increases with the 
area exposed up to areas of about 400 cm2 and then becomes fairly constant. 

d. Skin sensitivity varies, thus the face, trunk, arms, and legs are less sen
sitive than the backs of the hands, tops of the feet, scalp, eyelids, and perineum. 

e. Temporary loss of hair from the scalp follows absorbed doses of about 
300 rads at the hair follicle, and permanent baldness follows doses only 20 
to 30% higher. 

f. A dose of SOO rads to the hands or feet may result in loss of the nails. 
g.Fractionation of the dose to the skin produces a marked change in the 

response of the skin. Thus Strandquist (STR M 44) has shown that the skin 
tolerance dose (TD50) increases as the number of daily fractions administered 
is increased. He expresses his results as 

TO SO = 2000 (n)0.32, 

where ri = number of dose fractions given at aaily intervals. Thus, for example, 
if n = 1, we obtain TDSO = 2000 rads, but TDSO increases to 4200 rads if the 
radiation is given in ten equal daily fractions, 

Table 4.VI. Response of the skin. 

Absorbed CI inica"y observed effect Comments 
dose 
(rads) 

300 Temporary loss of scalp hair 

SOO Loss of nails Dose to hands or feet 

600 Skin erythema, (SO% probability "erythema dose" 

2000 Moist desquamation, "skin tolerance dose" 
(SO% probability 

10000 Scarlet conjuctivae of the eye "Welder's eyes" 
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EFFECTS ON THE BLOOD 
. , 

For absorbed doses below values of the LDSO dose the principal cause 
of illness is the depletion of blood-forming stem cells in the bone marrow. 

The change of several different components of the blood as a function 
01 lime after an acute exposure is seen in Fig. 4.8. The detailed effect that 
radiation has on the several cellular and noncellular components of the blood 
depends on the actual sensitivity of the component itself, the rate at which it 
is normally replaced, the sensitivity of the stem cells, if any, from which it is 
derived, and its mean survival time. For example, red blood cells are relatively 
radioresistant, but their stem cells or erythropoietic cells are quite sensitive, 
being directly killed by radiation. In fact less than 1% survive 500 rads. 

In addition to being directly killed by radiation, cells may be mitotically 
inhibited, or morphological abnormalities such as chromosome bridges or bi
nucleated cells may be induced. A good discussion of the specific effect of 
radiation on the several blood components is given by Upton (UPT A 69). 

LATENT SOMATIC EFFECTS 

Experiments on the lethality for mice of ionizing radiations indicated 
all err ect that may have great significance in radiobiology: the period between 
irradiation and the observation of acute radiation effects increases as the radia
tion becomes more protracted. I t is not yet known whether such an observation 
applies also to long-term somatic effects, although Evans (EV A R 69a,b) and 
his colleagues have presented strong evidence that such is the case for the radio
genic incidence of tumors subseque.nt to ingestion of radium. 

are 

Injuries normally identified under the category of late somatic effects 

induction of cancers, 
induction of cataract, 
nonspecific life-span shortening. 

RADIATION CARCINOGENESIS IN HUMANS 

Perhaps one of the greatest paradoxes revealed by the study of the effects. 
01 ionizing radiation on humans is that cancer may both be caused and cured by 
radiation exposure. Ionizing radiation thus reveals itself as, to use Alexander's 
apt phrase (ALE P 65) CIa two-edged sword." 

A complete study of such a complex topic as radiocarcinogenesis in man 
is; of course, beyond the scope of this chapter. The interested reader is referred 
to the textbooks in basic radiobiology and the publications of leRP in the sec
tion on "background reading" at the end of this chapter. A brief review of 
available data on the production of leukemia and other cancers in humans, 
however, is given together with some discussion of the accuracy of extrapolation 
of thest' data, obtained at high doses, to the conditions of radiation protection. 

\ 
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Fig. 4.8. /lematological values, symptons, and clinical signs 
ill five men exposed in a criticality accident. (The blood 
counts are average values for the five men; the figures in 
parentheses denote the number showing the symptoms and 
signs indicaled.) After Upton (UPT A 68). 
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Fortunately Man's experience of radiation-induced injury is nowadays 
quite infrequent Nevertheless in the past 70 years a number of persons have 
been exposed to rather large doses of radiation, and the data obtained from 
epidemiological 'and cytogenic studies of them provide some measure of the 
incidence of rad,iation-induced diseases. In the main these'persons fall into 
three main groups: 

a. Medical patients undergoing radiotherapy--~or example, ankylosing 
spondylitis patients treated by x-ray irradiations of the spine--radium-therapy 
and thorium-therapy patients, patients treated for hyperthyroidism, women 
treated for cervical cancer, or children irradiated for enlarged thymus and 
tinea capitis. A group of children exposed in utero for diagnostic purposes 
for the mother have also been studied. 

b. Victims of nuclear warfare or testing, e.g., those exposed at Hirosh-ima, 
Nagasaki, and the Marshall Islands (CON R 65). 

c. Occupationally exposed persons, e.g., radium dial painters, radiologists, 
and uranium miners. 

From these three main groups the ankylosing patients, the Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki victims, and the radium dial painters have been most exten
sively studied. In the first two groups an increased incidence of leukemia 
was identified fairly rapidly because of its relatively short latent period. As 
studies have progressed, however, data on the incidence of other tumors have 
been collected. Table 4.VIII summarizes data due to Court Brown and Doll. 

Table 4.VIII. Change in rate of induced malignant disease with duration of 
time since exposure in irradiated ankylosing spondylitics (data from 
Court Brown and Doll, 1965). 

Years after 
irradiation 

0-2 
3-5 
6-8 
9-11 

12-14 
15-27 

Total of expected cases in 
10000 persons in 27 years 
calculated from the rates 
given 

Cases per 10000 man-years at risk 

Leukaemia + 
aplastic anaemia 

2.5 
6.0 
5.2 
3.6 
4.0 
0.4 

67 

Cancers at heavily 
irradiated sites 

3.0 
0.7 
3.6 

13 
17 
20 

369 
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In discussing its most recent reexamination of the available data ICRP 
concluded (ICRP 69) "In essence this reexamination involved as detailed a 
subdivision as possible of the category of 'other fatal neoplasms' and the 
recognition that tissue dose was far from uniform in each of the three chief 
irradiated human populations-medical radiologists, ankylosing spondylitics 
and survivors of the atomic bomb explosions in Japan. I t had also to be 
recognized that the time which has elapsed since exposure is still much too 
short for it to be possible to assess the full tumour incidence in the spondy
litics and the Japanese: the following table shows that evidence collected 
during the first 15 years or so after exposure could be regarded as covering 
only the beginning of the period in which neoplasms other than leukemia 
might be expected to appear. If so, relatively small differences in the latent 
period of neoplasms arising in different tissues could lead to quite erroneous 
ideas about relative tissue susceptibility. 

"The data in the table* may also suggest that malignant disease other 
than leukaemia will be 5-6 times more frequent than leukaemia plus aplastic 
anaemia when the yield is assessed after 27 years of observation. However, 
in this context the rates cited for 15-27 years after irradiation are quantita
tively the most important and it should be stressed that these have a con
siderable statistical u ncertai nty ." 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki Victims 

Perhaps the most thorough and extensive study of the incidence of 
disease in human populations exposed to ionizing radiations has been per
formed (and is still in progress) for the victims of the nuclear weapons attacks 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 (TOMM 59, HEY R 59, LAN R 54). 

Within about 2 years from the exposure a significant increase in the 
incidence of leukemia was observed in the exposed population_ Early studies 
showed the increased frequency of leukemia to be inversely related to dis
tance from the hypocenter. This fact led Lewis (LEW E 57) to suggest that 
the incidence of leukemia was linearly related to dose. However, subsequent 
analyses of the dosimetry have revealed some uncertainties that make such a 
conclusion uncertain. In his analysis Lewis utilized dose distance curves 
(NEE J 56) known by their originators to have substantial errors, but the 
best available at that time. 

Auxier et al. (AUX J 66), in a recent paper on dosimetry, have sug
gested the probable error in the air dose to be ±30% at Hiroshima and ±1 0% 
at Nagasaki. Problems of local shielding, spectral distribution, and relative 
proportions of neutron and 'Y dose make the assignment of individual doses 
a much more difficult problem. Moloney and Kastenbaum (MOL W 65) made 
this distinction when they showed that for persons exposed at the same dis 
tance the incidence of leukemia was higher in those who suffered radiation 

*Table 4.VIII 
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Table 4.1 X. Summary of Lewis's estimates of the probability of radiation-induced leukemia per individual per rad per year. Source: Lewis 1957. 

Types of 

Type of Region leukemia 

Source of estimate radiation irradiated produced 

Atom-bomb survivors 'Y Rays plus neutrons Whole body All 

Ankylosing spondylitis 

patients x Rays Spine Granulocytic 
(only?) 

- - -Thymic enlargement patients x Rays Chest ·Lymphocytic 
(only?) 

Radiologists x Rilys, radium, etc, Partial to whole body All (?) 

Spontaneous incidence of All natural background Whole body All (?) 

Probability of leukemia of specified type 
per individual per rad (or rem) to region 
irradiated per year I 

----------------------------~ 
Estimated range 

Lower Upper 
limit limit 

0.7 X 10-6 3X 10-6 

0.6X10-6 2 X 10-6 

0.4 X 10-6 6X 10-6 

0.4 X 10-6 11 X 10-6 

10X 10-6 

» z 
"Best" iC 

est i mate c:: 
~ 

. -6 0 
2X10 Z 

Vl 
!T1 

1 X 10-6 b 
1 X 10-6 ~ 

1 X 10-6 

N 

Z 
C') 

iC 

2 X 10-6 ~ 
leukemia (Brooklyn, N.Y.) . sources .~ 

'0 -~~~--~--------~------------~~------------------------------------~----~--~--~::~==~ z 
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sickness in the few weeks immediately following the exposure. Milton and 
Shohoji (MIL R 68) have reviewed the dose. estimates due to Auxier et al. and 
those made by Hashizume etal. (HAS T 67), based on measurements of residual 
induced activity and thermoluminescence in irradiated material, and concluded 
that "it is not possible at present to give a quantitative evaluation of either 
the accuracy or precision of the final (individual dose) estimates." 

Inability to assign doses to individuals required that morbidity aii-i:f 
mortality data be lumped on the basis of distance. When this is done, even 
with a distance interval as small as 50 meters, the uncertainty in dose is as 
large as 30%. And, if the data are lumped in large intervals, as is done in 
(ICRP 66), Publication 8, the dose uncertainty approaches two orders of 
magnitude. These considerations lead one to conclude that the Hiroshima
Nagasaki data are of insufficient accuracy to test any dose-exposure hypoth
eses. Lewis's analysis of several e~posed groups summarized in Table 4.1 X, 
assuming a linear dose-effect relationship, suggested the incidence of leukemia 
to be 1 to 2 cases per million person-years at risk per rem. 

Recent studies suggest that different types of cancer do not have the 
same dose-incidence relationship (MAK H 68). These authors conclude: "It 
has been reconfirmed that in both sexes risk of leukemia mortality increases 
markedly with increase of dose. Also, in both sexes for all sites excluding 
leukemia, a slight trend is noted for the risk to increase with increase in dose. 
This increment is attributable chiefly to the increase of gastric cancer and 

·Iung cancer. Some, for example uterine cancer, show hardly any effect of 
exposure. " 

Studies made during autopsy indicated a slight tendency for higher 
mortality due to gastric cancer in females and lung cancer in females and lung 
cancer in both males and females, but the authors note these trends were not 
statistically significant. No significant relationship was noted between radi
ation exposure and mortality due to cancer of the liver and biliary ducts and 
cancer of the uterus (in women). 

Studies of the incidence of cancer, however, showed that thyroid cancer, 
breast cancer, lung cancer, and leukemia all showed increased incidence with 
increasing exposure. "However, in Nagasaki, while incidence (for leukemia) 
increased with dose asin Hiroshima for the group exposed to 100 rad or more, 
no increase was noted under 100 rad." This latter conclusion by Maki et al. 
indicates the difficulties (and possible overestimates) in deriving estimates 
of cancer incidence in humans at chronic low doses and dose rates from these 
data on acute high doses. 

Ankylosing Spondylitis Patients 

Studies of the subsequent incidence of disease in patients treated with 
x rays for ankylosing spondylitis have revealed an elevation in the incidence 
of leukemia and other cancers (see Table 4.VIII). 
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Court 8rown and Doll (COU W 57) first suggested a correlation .be
tween the incidence of leukemia in these patients and radiation exposure. 
Furthermore, in the dose range studied, the data were consistent with a 
linear relationship. Court Brown and 0,011, however excluded those cases 
in which extraspinal irradiation was given. Brues (BRU A 58) has noted 
LhaL lhis exclusion resulted in a severe bias in the analysis because the 'cases 
excluded were predominantly in the high dose range. The complete Court 
Brown ~nd Doll data thus indicate not only a curvilinear relationship, but 
perhaps also a threshold for leukemia induction in the range 50 to 100 R 
(BRU A 59), (see Fig. 4.9). Thus we infer that leukemia risk estimates based 
on linear extrapolations of these data may lead to overestimates at the dose 
levels found in radiation-protection work. 

-
Linear 

Square 
Threshold 

x----x 

x Radiologists 
() Spondylitis' 

165~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ 
10 100 1000 

/ 
Dose (R) 

XBL712-2754 

Fig. 4.9. Dose-response relationships for radiation leukemia in 
radiologists, irradiated spondylitic patients, aild japanese 
A-bomb survivors (from Bru~s 1959). 
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Incidence of Leukemia in U. S. Radiologists 

Some additional data may be gleaned from a study of the incidence of 
leukemia in the early U. S. radiologists, who--it isestimated--rcceived doses 
as high as 2000 rads over a period of many years (BRA C 57). Although this· 
cumulative dose resulting from chronic exposure was far in excess of a lethal 
single dose in man, it resulted in an incidence of leukemia far lower than for 
either the nuclear bomb victims or the ankylosing spondylitis patients (see 
Fig. 4.9). This fact suggests that some substantial dose-rate effect may be 
important. 

Internal Radiation Treatment of Hyperthyroidism 

Although there is a clear association between increased incidence of 
leukemia in children who had received external irradiation for neck adeno
pathy and enlarged thymus glands (WIN T 61), no such association with 
131, isotope tre.atrnent of hyperthyroidism has been noted in the very careful 
studies recently reported by Saenger et al. (SAE E 68). Hyperthyroidism is 
the only major non malignant disease for which radioactive iodine has been 
given in relatively large doses to otherwise normal patients over a period of 
many years, Some early reports (POC E 60, POC E 66) indicated a possible 
causative relationship between 131 1 therapy for thyrotoxicosis and leukemia. 
More extensive studies done by Werner et al. (WE R S 61) and Saenger et al. 
(SAE E 60, SA'E E 68) show no increased incidence of leukemia over that 
expected for untreated hyperthyroid patients. I n the Cooperative Thyrotoxi
cosis Therapy Follow-Up Study initiated under the sponsorship of the National 
Center for Radiological H~alth of the Public Health Service (SAE E 60, 
SAE E68), some 96% of 36 000 patients at some 26 medical clinics were 
followed. Of these, 22000 were treated with 131, and 14000 were treated 
surgically. The incidence of leukemia in patients treated with 131 1, for whom 
the whole-body dose is about 10 rads, and the incidence of those treated 
surgically did not differ. Although these data show no statistically significant 
increase over that expected for the general population, they do not exclude 
the possibility of an increase in the incidence of leukemia at the level of 1% 
per rad. . 

Yo permit confidence at the 1 % level a group of spme 200000 patients 
would have to be studied. This illustrates the difficulty in establishing an 
accurate measure of risk at acute whole-body exposures of 5 to 10 rads; and 
the problem is even more severe at long-term exposures at about 1 radper 
year. 

·--Glbson ei al. (G18 R68) have suggestecritiat the probability of leukemia 
might be associated with a number of stressing situations. It is of interest in 
this respect to note that incidence of leukemia in hyperthyroid patients is 
500,,6 higher than that found in the U. S. population as a whole. 
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The Incidence of Lung Cancer in Uranium Miners 

As early as 1500 the high incidence of lung disease amongst miners in 
the cobalt mines of Saxony and the pitchblende mines of Bohemia was recog
nized (MOR K 67). One component of this disease~colloquially referred to 
as "Bergkrankeit" ~ was finally identified, at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, as lung carcinoma. Sikl (SI K H 50) suggested in 1950 that the one 
common factor to these mines that seemed primarily responsible for the high 
incidence of lung cancer was the radiation exposure from the radioactive 
daughters of uranium, particularly radon and polonium. Several studies of the 
incidence of lung cancer showed the death rate from .lung cancer in these mines 
to be about thirty times as great as normally expected (MOR K 67). _ 

Studies of the relationship between the incidence of lung cancer and 
radiation exposure for uranium miners in the United States have recently been 
reported (jCAE 67, 69). The lowest exposure group studied in 1968 by a 
National Academy of Sciences Subcommittee (SCAE 69) had cumulative ex
posures roughly corresponding to lung doses from radon and its daughter ' 
products up to 250 rads. After careful study the subcommittee favored the 
hypothesis that radiation exposure had probably at least contributed to the 
higher incidence of lung cancer found in this group of workers than in the 
general population. However, they were careful to point out that ,a curvilinear 
relationship between dose and probability of cancer induction would be ex
pected for lung cancer, which depends on localized tissue damage for its incep
tion. Wagoner et al. (WAG J 65) did ,in fact find a curvilinear relation between 
working-level-months (a rough measure of radiation exposure) and annual in
cidence of respiratory cancer. Even after correction for the influence of age 

---diSirH:iutlonlrithe working population, smoidngtlibTts, and number-of yeirs 
since onset of cancer, the relationship is still curvilinear. Cumulative exposure 
to the uranium miners was in the region of 100 rads or more and, in view of 
the curvilinear relation between exposure and incidence of cancer found by 
Wagoner et aI., cancer risks based on linear extrapolations of these data will 
probably lead to overestimates. ' 

Radium Dial Painters 

The fate of radium dial painters who ingested toxic quantities of radium 
, and radium'daughters as a direct result of their occupation has belm studied 

over the past 40 years. These painters absorbed radium through the mouth as 
a result! of their practice of tipping their paint brushes with their lips. Radium 
and its daughters are deposited in bone and in time, if absorbed in sufficient 
quantities, can lead to skeletal damage, ost~osarcoma, and other injury 
(MAR A 31): One of the most extensive and complete analyses of radium and 
mesothorium toxicity in human beings derives from the MIT group that has 
followed 604 cases of radium exposure over the past 40 years (EVA R 66, 
EVA R 67, EVA R o9a,b), Their data tendto show both a curvilinear dose-
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cffect rcspollse rclationship and a practical threshold_ They found the time 
for appearance or bone cancer is inversely related to the quantity of radium 
absorbed in bOllc_ Thus at the point at which thc latent period cxceeds prob
able life span a practical threshold exists, and the MIT data put this at a few 
tcnths of a microgram 01 radium deposited in bonc_ Statistical analysis of the 
data in which some incidence of bone cancer is observed (those cases in which 
the absorbed dose to the bone exceeds 1200 rads) indicates extreme improb
ability that the dose-response relationship is linear. Further the data suggest, 
but cannot yet prove, the existence of a threshold. 

Other studies of radium dial painters, of patients treated therapeutically 
with radium, and of animals have shown essential agreement with theconclu
sions of the MIT group (FIN A 64a,b, FIN M 64b, HAS R 64 HAS R 65, 
SPI F 57, SPI H 51, SPI H 56, SPI H 69). Finkel et aJ. (FIN A 69), in a study 
of 293 patients treated with radium, found no person with a radium body 
burden below 1.2 J,lCi who had developed a malignant tumour ascribable to 
radium deposition. 

CATARACT 

Cataract induction is a possible risk for accelerator personnel, and it 
was indeed in cyclotron workers that dense opacities due to occupational ir
radiation were first noted (ABE P 49). Upton (UPT A 68) has reviewed the 
available data based on observations of accelerator workers, survivors of 
nuclear weapons attack, and victims of reactor accidents, as well as on clinical 
experience and animal experiments. 

Low-LET Radiation 

Upton (UPT A 68) summarizes the results of a survey of more than 500 
radiotherapy patients exposed to low-LET radiation as follows: 

a. An absorbed dose of 200 to 600 rads of low-LET radiation delivered in 
a single brief exposure is required to produce detectable changes in the lens 
of the human eye. A single acute exposure of 800 rads will almost certainly 
induce cataract. 

b. Protraction of the irradiation increases this threshold. Thus if radiation 
is delivered fairly uniformly over a period of a few months the threshold may 
be 2 to 3 times as high as observed for single, acute exposures. However, this 
elevation of threshold does not continue indefinitely, and after total absorbed 
doses of 1100 to 1400 rads the formation of cataract is almost certain no 
matter how protracted the exposure. 

c. Cataractogenesis is a function of the spatial as well as secular character
istics of exposure. Nonuniform or partial exposure of the lens of the eye is 
less likely to produce cataract. 

d. No I,ugc differences in radiosensitivity of the lens of the eye as a func
tion of age of the patient are evident. 
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c. Thc latent period between exposure and appearance of the. cataract is 
a function of dose and dose rate, and varies from less than 1 year to more 
t.hanlO years. The average time of appearance is 2 to 3 years. 

f. The probability of progression of the cataract after manifestation in· 
creases with the absorbed dose. Some cataracts remain stationary or even 
regress after appearance. It should further be noted that not all the lens 
opacifications detected by ophthalmological examination and designated 
"radiation cataracts" are necessarily so severe as to impair vision. 

Exposure to 10w·LET radiation is of particular concern at electron ac, 
celerators or where direct access to high·energy photon beams is possible. 
Many potentially severe accidents may be avoided by locating particle beams 
well above head height. 

High-LET Radiation 

High·LET radiation is, however, much more effective in the production 
of cataract. Thus accelerators that produce secondary neutron beams or heavy 
charged particles may present a large potential hazard in this respect. Thus it 
has been estimated (HAN W 60) that the observation of cataract in the early 
cyclotron workers isconsistent with a cataractogentic threshold of 75 to 100 
rads of fast neutrons. Although this estimate is not completely consistent 
with all biological effects noted in the accident victims, particularly loss of 
hairjand may therefore be somewhat low, it appears to be consistent with 
data obtained from animal experiments (UPT A 68). 

NONSPECIFIC LIFE-SPAN SHORTENING 

Animal experiments have clearly demonstrated the influence of radia· 
tion exposure on life expectancy. Thus Blait{BLA H 56a,b) has reported 
measurements of life-span shortening of small rodents from .single exposures 
to whole·body x and 'Y radiation. Even when death due to cancer is excluded 
there seems to be a real reduction of fife span. However, experiments made 
with fractionated exposures indicate ·that life-span shortening is much less 
than with single exposures. Mole (MOL R 57) has reviewed chronic exposure 
data and shown that no significant effect can be detected with dose rates 
below 10 rads/week of'Y rays or 1 rad/week of neutrons. Figure 4.10 shows 
Mole's summary of data relating to the survival time of mice exposed con· 
tinuously to radiation throughout life. The data presented show a nonlinear 
relationship between life·span shortening and dose and tend to support the 
view that a threshold exists for this biological end point. The RBE of neutrons 
indicated is about 10. 

Several experiments have reported the intriguing observation that at 
low·level chronic exposure, life span actu<,llly increased. Thus Mole reported 
that mice or guinea pigs irradiated at rate~ less than 1 rem per week lived· 
longer than unirradiated animals. Carlson et al (CAR L 57) have reported 
similar results with rats exposed to 60Co 'Y rays at 0.8 r/day, but the number 
of experimental animals was Sl1lall. Life·span ex tension has also been reported 
for the flour beetle (COR J 57). . 

I ' 
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Fig. 4.lfi. Survival time (expressed as fraction of control) of mice exposed 
continuously to 'Y rays (top scale) and continuously to fast neutrons 
throughout life. Collected data suggest on RBE for life-span shorten
ing by neutrons of about 10. 
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The observation of I ife-span shortening in animals led to suggestions 
that a comparable effect might exist in heavily irradiated human populations. 
Thus as early as 1948 Dublin and Spiegelman (DUB L 48) noted a relatively 
higher mortality rate in American radiologists than in other medical specialists, 
but unfortunately their data were not statistically significant. Warren (WAR S 
56) reported similar findings in 1956, but his data were challenged because 
he had taken no account of the differing age distributions in the medical 
specialties studied. Subsequently, however, a more precise statistical study 
by Seltser and Sartwell (SEL R65) essentially confirmed Warren's findings 
and reported a significantly higher age-specific mortality rate, both from non
neoplastic and neoplastic causes, for American radiologists than for other 
medical specialists. The excess mortality was found to be a function of age--no 
excess mortality was observed for radiologists under the age of 50 in the period 
of study, 1945 to 1958. 

Similar studies in Britain reported by Court Brown and Doll (COU W 58) 
found no excess mortality in radiologists. 

Warren (WAR S 66a,b) has amplified his ear:lier studies and reported 
findings similar to those of Seltser and Sartwell. Figure 4.11. shows the mean 
age at death for U. S. radiologists compared with the general population over 
the period of study. A rem;ukable change in life expectancy of radiologists is 
seen in the period from 1935-1963; the life span of the early radiologists was 
reduced 5 years or more. Warren has tentatively ascribed this effect to the 
increasing attention to radiation safety during the period. 

Some additional evidence may be forthcoming from studies of the 
survivors of Nagasaki and Hiroshima and of the Marshall Islanders subjected 
to heavy radioactive fallout. In the latter group no life-span shortening has 
been observed to date (CON R 66), whereas tn the former group interpreta
tions of the increased mortality observed due to nonspecific causes is compli
cated by apparent inconsistencies in the data: (J AB S 65) I n a recent review 
of the subject, Upton (UPT S 68) summarizes our present knowledge thus: 

II Although the aforementioned data imply that high-level radiation may 
shorten the life span in human populations through mortality from late effects 
other than cancer, as in experimental animals, no quantitative dose-response 
relationship for such an effect can yet be formulated. The absence of an ex
cess mortality from non-neoplastic causes in more distantly exposed Japanese 
atomi~ bomb survivors and in radiologists who m~y be presumed to have 
entered practice since 1940 suggests that life shortening is not a significant 
hazard of low level irradiation." 
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Fig. 4.11. Mean age at death by calendar years for radiologists 
(e-e) and for U.S. white moles (0-0) over25 years of 
age. After Warren, 66, (WAR 5 660). 

SUMMARY 

Fortunately, our experience of radiation exposures large enough to pro
duce cancer in humans, at rates significantly higher than normal incidence, is 
limited to select groups and rather small numbers of people. We have seen, 
for example, that it is possible to observe a significant increase in the incidence 
of leukemia and other cancer in humans whQ have experienced whole·body 
radiation exposures of 100 rads or more. It is not yet clear what the effects, 
if any, of chronic radiation exposure at dose rates of the order of 1 rad per 
year might be. This topic will of necessity be an area of intensive study for 
many years to come, as it is vital in the setting of reliable radiation safety 
standards. 
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Chapter 5 

THE MEASUREMENT OF RADIATION FIELDS-
RADIATION DETECTORS 

INTRODUCTION 

5-1 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ACCELERATOR RADIATION MEASUREMENTS 

The challenge presented to the health physicist is nowhere greater than 
at accelerator installations, where the radiation environments may be ex
tremely complex (Chapter 3). In consequence the investigation of radiation 
fields at accelerators has led to the development of many sophisticated in
struments and techniques of measurement. 

In a discussion of radiation detectors appropriate for use in particle
accelerator radiation environments, it will be helpful first to define the goals 
of radiation measurements. It has been the experience at most accelerator 
laboratories known to the authors that an accelerator radiation safety pr<> 
gram has six primary goals: 

(a) Personnel protection. 
(b) Study of accelerator operating characteristics. 
(c) Radiation shielding studies. 
(d) Accelerator and equipment protection. 
(e) Program support. 
(f) Public relations. 

. Personnel protection is demanded by the moral obligations an em-
ployer has for his employees' safety; but, in any event, certain mandatory 
requirements must be satisfied. These are discussed briefly in Chapter 8. It 
is certainly true that an excellent radiation-protection program contributes 
to good employee morale. 

The need to provide radiation protection naturally leads to studies of 
accelerator operating conditions and radiation shielding, but the information 
obtained is of great value in supporting the general program of the accelerator. 
Accelerator operation and utilization may be made more efficient and the ac
celerator and its associated equipment protected from damage. 

Last, but not least, good public relations between the accelerator op
erator and his neighbors may be maintained only if the former is prepared to 
give solid evidence of his good faith in providing good radiation protection, 
not only for his employees, but for the general public as well. 

Because of the diversity of applications to which accelerator radiation 
measurements are put, it is worth taking a little trouble to ensure that appro
riate instruments and techniques are used. An accelerator radiation measure
ment should 

(a) Bie capable of general application to the varied problems of acceler
ator operation and utilization. Which, in turn, demands that it should 
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(b) Be of high precision and as accurate as is reasonably possible. The 
errors inherent in the measurement should be thoroughly analyzed and well 
understood. 

(c) Describe the radiation field in fundamental physical terms such as 
particle type, flux density, energy spectrum, and angular distribution. 

(d) Be a complete and thorough description of all significant components 
of the radiation field. 

(e) Be usable for deriving quantities appropriate to radiation protection 
(absorbed dose, dose equivalent). (See Chapter 2.) 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF RADIATION MEASUREMENTS AT 
ACCELERATORS 

The measurement of the radiation fields produced by an accelerator 
presents some special problems. Two major areas which may be unfamiliar 
are dosimetry in mixed radiation fields, in which high-LET particles are ex
tremely important, and in fields which are often produced with unusual duty 
cycles. 

Mixed Radiation Fields 

In principle the radiation fields of accelerators, particularly those of 
high energy, may be extremely complex. Two basic types of radiation meas
urement are, however, usually required: 

(a) Dosimetry of the primary beam and its reaction products Jrom irradi
ated targets, and 

(b) dosimetry of the general radiation environment outside thick shielding. 
Beam dosimetry often requires specialized techniques (discussed in 

greater detail later in this chapter). The production of secondary particles by 
interaction of the primary beam with targets is described in Chapter 3, and 
the transport of these particles through shielding is discussed in Chapter 6. 
As we have suggested (Chapters 2 and 3), despite the potential complexity of 
accelerator radiation environments, in rTlany cases the principal contributions 
to dose equivalent are due to photons and neutrons. As an example, Perry 
and Shaw (PER D 65, PER D 67) have reported measurements of the compo
sition of the radiation field outside thick concrete shielding above a 7-GeV 
proton beam; their data are given in Table 5.1. Although Perry and Shaw find 
7fYJIo of the neutron flux density in the energy range 1 eV to 0.7 MeV, 60% of 
the estimated dose equivalent is due to neutrons of energy greater than 0.7 
MeV. 

Baarli et al (BAA J 64) have reported similar findings outside thick 
shields of the 28-GeV CPS. These findings, typical of proton accelerators, 
show that ~ 90% of the dose equivalent is due to neutrons and energetic 
fast particles .. More recently, additional studies have been reported of neutron 
spectra outside thick shielding (TAR P 67, THO R 67, GIL W 68, SHA K 68, 
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69). Those reported by Gilbert et al. outside thick concrete shielding at the 
28-GeV CPS (shown in Table 5.11) are typical. 

Table 5.1. Approximate radiation spectrum 5 m above extracted-beam 
roof shielding. (From Perry. PER D 67.) 

Estimated Estimated 
Type of radiation Energy range portion of neutron portion of total 

(%) (%) 

Neutrons < 1 eV 

Neutrons 1 eV - 0,7 MeV 

Neutrons 0_7 - 3 MeV 

Neutrons 3 - 7 MeV 

Neutrons 7 - 20 MeV 

Neutrons 
+ protons 20 -100 MeV 

Neutrons 
+ charged particles > 100 MeV 

Other particles 
+ gamma rays 

<7 

'70 

15 

7 

1.5 

0.5 

<1 

20 

35 

25 

5 

5 

4 

<2 

Table 5.11. Neutron dose-equivalent spectrum outside concrete shielding at 
the 28-GeV CPS. 

Neutron energy 
interval 

< 1 eV 

<0_1 MeV 

" 

Neutron DE rate 
in energy interval 

(mrem/h) 

0.1 to 15 MeV 19 

15to20MeV 2 

> 20 MeV 37 -------
Total 59 

From data such as these it may be concluded that the principal problem 
outside the shielding of proton accelerators is evaluation of the dose equiva
lent contributed by neutrons between 0_1 and 100 MeV. Only at the very 
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highest energy accelerators is it necessary to consider the contribution from 
neutrons above about 20 MeV. 

The contribution to the dose equivalent by charged particles is not 
often significant. Although there are always some protons in equilibrium 
with the dominant flux of neutrons, at low energies ionization losses deplete 
the protons and at high energies (where they are present at densities similar 
to those of neutrons) their absolute flux density is small and consequently 
their contribution to the dose equivalent is also small. Good shield design 
should eliminate charged-particle leakage from cracks or small holes. Such' 
leakage is extremely difficult to monitor. Some attempts using scintillation
counter telescopes (PEN J 68) have been reported, but the technique has 
not been widely used. 

Duty Cycle 

The time structure of accelerator beams, described in Chapter 3, can 
impose severe limitations on radiation-monitoring equipment. Duty cycle 
is defined as the fraction of time during which __ a..n accelerator delivers a useful 
beam. Low energy accelerators such as the Van de Graaff or Cockcroft
Walton generator supply beam continuously, in whichcase the duty cycle is 
100%. On the other hand, high energy accelerators often have rather poor 
duty cycles. Thus, for example, the 22-GeV electron linac of the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator produces beams in pulses of 1- to 2-p.sec duration at a 
repetition rate of 360 pulses per second. The duty cycle is then < 0.1 %! 
High energy proton synchrotrons typically have duty cycles of ~ 5%. An 
additional difficulty with synchronous accelerators is that the accelerating 
radiofrequency supply imposes a fine structure on the periodic structure 
of the accelerated beam. Current in each rf bunch occurs for only a frac
tion (about 5 to 30%) of the rf cycle, and the beam pulses therefore 
contain several bunches of particles at time intervals (determined by the 
rf supply) which may typically have a frequency of a few to several 
hundred megahertz. . 

The "prompt" radiation field, with the exception of thermal neu
trons, even outside accelerator shielding, is closely correlated (within a 
few nanoseconds) with time structure of the primary beam (Chapter 3) . 

.. Readings-of pulse·cou-nters~-Clescrlbedjater iii-tiliS chapter, are particularly 
influenced by the time structure of the radiation environment, since they 
may have dead times of several p.sec (even longer for Geiger-Muller coun
ters). Ionization chambers are less influenced, but in the more severe duty 
cycles columnar recombination may occur. Whenever possible the chamber 
should be operated with adequate voltage to overcome this problem. Should 
this be impracticable it is important that the chamber be calibrated in the 
pulseq field in which it is to be used. 
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An extremely helpful analysis of the impact of duty cycle on the read
inKs 01 ~cvcl"ll in~\ruI11CI\lS in the (!Ovironmcl1\ 01 til(: 20·(j(·Y Sl;mlmd eiCl.:lrol1 
linac has been given by Jenkins (J EN T ,69). 

The actual counting rate, R, of an instrument of resolving time T is 
given by 

R/RO:: f~ t/(f~t - ROT), 
where RO is the observed counting rate in counts/sec, 

~t is the pulse duration, 
f is the pulse repitition frequency, 

and T is the counter dead time, 
provided that ~t» RO T/f. 

f'igure 5.1 shows the factor,1j, by which the observed counting rate, 
RO, of a typical proton recoil proportional counter should be multiplied to 
obtain the true counting rate. In this case the pulse width of the accelerator, 
~t, has been taken as 1.5 ",sec. We see that at an accelerator pUlse-repetition 
rate of 10 pps the correction factor is about 1.5 at a counting rate of only 
2 counts/sec. 
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Fig. 5.1. Factpr by which the observed counting rate of 
proton recoil counter of dead time 2 llSec, must be 
multiplied to obtain the true counting rate, when 
operated in a pulsed radiation field. (Pulse width-
1.5IlSec) as a function of observed counting rate 
and pulse repetition rate (after T. M. jenkins.) 
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When a moderated BF3 counter is used, the spread in time necessary for 
neutron thermalization results in a smaller- count-loss correction_ Jenkins 
(J EN T 69) has studied the arrival of neutrons at a BF3 counter surrounded 
by a 6.3-cm paraffin moderator as a function of time after the beam pulse. 
Figure 5.2 shows the fraction of total counts arriving in 20-J.Lsec-wide intervals. 
At the maximum count rate (which in this case occurs at 90 J.Lsec) less than 
l00J, of the total counts occur within the 20-J.Lsec-wide interval. Figure 5.3 
shows that 500J, of all the counts have arrived by 135 J.Lsec and 80% by 270 
J.Lsec. Figure 5.4 shows the correction factor for a BF3 counter with a dead 
time of 300 J.Lsec used under these conditions. The dramatic influence of the 
moderator may be seen by comparing Figs. 5.1 and 5.4. The correction 
factor of 1.5 now occurs at a counting rate of ~ 500 counts/sec for an ac
celerator repetition rate of 10 pps. 

Rather than correct instrument readings for the effect of duty cycle, 
it is sometimes more convenient to circumvent the problem by using a de
tector which integrates the effects produced by prolonged radiation exposure. 
Photographic emulsion or thermoluminescent dosimeters readily come to 
mind as examples of such detectors. Ionization chambers maybe operated in 
a current-integration mode rather than the pulsed mode. Activation detectors 
too may be used under conditions that minimize or eliminate duty-cycle 
effects. 
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Fig. 5.2. The number of neutrons detected by a BF3 counter surrounded 
by 6.3 cm of paraffin in a time interval of 20 J.LSec, as a function of 
time following a beam pulse. The ratio of counts in each 20 J.LSec 
interval to the total number of observed counts is plotted. 
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Fig. 5.3. The fraction of neutrons detected by the BF3 counter as 
a function of time after the beam pulse (see Fig. 5.2) 
(after T. M. jenkins). 
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Fig. 5.4. Factor by which the observed, counting rate of moderated 
BF3 counter must be multiplied to obtain the true counting 
rate, when operated in a pulsed radiation field (pulse width-
1.5 llSec) (after T. M. jenkins) . 
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SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER 

Many of the techniques of radiation measurement used in accelerator 
environments have wide general application, and are therefore familiar to the 
health physicist. I n this chapter, therefore, we emphasize the techniques and 
instruments developed to meet some of the special needs at particle accelerators. 
Familiarity with general practicies in health physics is assumed. 

The chapter is divided into two major sections, the first dealing with the 
techniques of environmental monitoring and the second with personal dosim
etry. 

I n the section on environmental monitors, the use of ionization chambers 
(often thought by some to be the "conventional" method of radiation meas
urement) to measure absorbed dose and to determine LET spectra and quality 
factor is described. ThisLis followe~ by a description of the alternative tech
niques of particle spectrometry with nuclear emulsions (and other visual 
techniques), activation detectors, particle counters, and Bonner spheres. The 
application of some of these techniques to the design of rem-meters is dis
cussed in considerable detail. 

In the second principal sec'tion both routine and accident personal 
dosimetry is discussed. 

ENVIRONMENT MONITORING 
IONIZATION CHAMBERS 

Of the physical techniques available for the quantification of x rays, 
their production of ionization in gases has be~n found to be one of the most 
reliable and convenient. As early as 1928 the I nternational Commission on 
Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) adopted the roentgen as the unit 
of radiation exposure (lCRU 28) (see Chapter 2). Roesch (ROE W 65) has 
reviewed the evolution of the definition of "exposure" and its unit, "roentgen", 
as evidenced in the publications of the ICRlJ'(ICRU 38, ICRU 57, ICRU (2). ' 
It seems clear, that foremost in the minds of the early pioneers of radiation 
protection was the idea that biological effects were quantitatively related to 
the "amount of radiation" (now called exposure) incident upon the irradiated 
person. 

In this regard it is of interest to note that one of the earliest radiation
protection standards directly related biological effects to the roentgen. 
Muts~heller (MUT A 25) proposed a maximum annual permissible limit to 
exposure from x rays of one-tenth of an erythema dose, corresponding to 25 
to 50 R per year, depending upon the voltage of the x-ray tube used. Charac
terization of a field of x-rays incident on the body by a measurement of 
ionization in air was believed sufficient to predict biological effects. 

The desirable simplicity of this view was due in part to the rather low 
voltage ranges of the x-rays then available to the early radiologists. As the 
energy of the x-ray sources increased and the radiations emitted by radioactive 
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substances discovered by Becquerel (at about the same time as Roentgen 
first observed x-rays) were investigated, it soon became clear that a simple 
measurement of ionization in gas alone was insufficient; it became common 
practice to specify, in addition to exposure, information related to photon 
spectrum, such as the voltage of the x-ray tube or the filtration used. 

This additional information then permitted better prediction of bio
logical effects, and to this day such a technique is used in radiotherapy 
(jOH H 69), for which the distribution of energy absorption in patients 
exposed to x rays is calculated from a measurement of exposure and from 
knowledge of the incident photon spectrum. 

The determination of dose .equivalent in photon fields is simplified 
because the quality factor is unity in all practical cases (Chapter 2). All 
that is required, therefore, is a determination of the exposure in air, from 
which the absorbed dose in tissue. may be calculated. 

Consideration must be given to the photon energy spectrum in selecting 
an appropriate instrument (or instruments). Although the ion chamber is the 
most commonly used instrument in x- and 'Y-ray fields for energies in the 
range from about 50 keV to about 3 MeV, its use outside this range can lead 
to large errors. At low-energy, wall absorption can be a problem; at high 
energies it is inconvenient to make chamber walls thick enough to establish 
particle equilibrium. In practice, however, ion chambers are often used 
where photon energies extend beyond these ranges. This often produces 
little error, provided equilibrium has beim achieved, which is usually the case 
outside the shielding of particle accelerators (Chapter 6). Once radiation 
equilibrium in a shield has been achieved the transmission is governed by the 
highflr energy photons, despite the fact that the dominant-particle flux 
density (and hence the absorbed dose) is due to low-energy particles. If it is 
suspected that radiation equilibrium has no~ been achieved, a convenient 
check may be made by measuring the ion-chamber response as a function of 
added absorber around the chamber, up to thicknesses of about 30 g/cm2. 
Between 150 keV and 3 MeV the interactions of photons in .air and tissue 
are similar enough to permit the estimation of absorbed dose in tissue by 
calculation following a measurement of exposure with an air-equivalent 
chamber. Above 3 MeV pair production becomes increasingly important, and, 
since the cross section for this process is dependent upon Z2, it is necessary 
for any ionization detector to more closely match the composition of tissue. 
This has led to the development of the so-called tissue-equivalent ionization 
chambers, particularly for measurements at high energies. 

Many aspects of the use of ionization chambers are well understood, 
and have been discussed with great competence elsewhere. Boag (BOA J 
66) has reviewed the entire use of ionization chambers: ICR-U -Repo-rt 17 
(ICRU 70) discusses in detail the use of free-air ionization chambers for 
photon energies below 150 keV. ICRU Report 14 (ICRU 69) considers the 
dosimetry of photons up to energiew of 50 MeV. Burlin (BUR T 68, 
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BUR T 70) has described cavity·chamber theory and the determination of 
absorbed dose with these instruments in some detail. Rather than attempt 
to review the entire field of ionization chambers, therefore, we limit our 
remarks to a few topics of special interest with respect to accelerators. 

The Measurement of Absorbed Dose with Ionization Cham ben 

We have discussed how the quantification of x and 'Y radiation 
(below energies of about 2 MeV) is conveniently achieved by the use of 
an air-equivalent ionization chamber to determine the exposure. 

In the late thirties and forties it increasingly became the opinion of 
radiobiologists that the quantity of energy absorbed by biological systems was 
a better measure of their biological response than was exposure. Moreover, 
severe difficulties were met in measuring exposure due to neutrons formed 
by ionization in air. However, the first approaches to evaluation of absorbed 
energy were made through the measurement of exposure. We quote from 
D. E. Lea (LEA D 56): 

"The roentgen is a unit of dose internationally accepted for 'Y -rays and 
x- rays, and capable of obvious extension to cover most of the other ionizing 
radiations. It is a unit chosen primarily for convenience in physical measure
ment, and while 1 R of any radiation represents the same amount of ioniza· 
tion in air it does not always represent the same ionization or energy deposi
tion in tissue. It is necessary therefore in comparing the efficiencies of . 
different radiation to be able to convert roentgens into ionization in tissue or 
into energy dissipation in tissue. There is no difficulty in principle in convert
ing roentgens into energy dissipation in tissue, and if the elementary analysis 
of the tissue is known the conversion can probably be made with an error of 
less than 10%. 

"The most obvious unit of energy to employ is the erg. One R of 
'Y rays or x rays involves the dissipation of about 90 ergs/ g of tissue." 

Contrary to Lea's opinion, however, attempts to extend the use of the 
roentgen to the measurement of neutrons through the lin unit" (AEB P 42). 
in the United States or the "v unit" (GRA L44) in the United Kingdom .. 
proved abortive. Conceptually, the idea of energy absorption represents a 
radical departure from the earlier idea of relating biological effects directly 
to the external radiation field in which the body is irradiated. -

The concept of radiation protection via a determination of exposure is 
philosophically rather close to the idea of determining the properties of the 

. I· 

radiation field independently of its interaction with tissue. 
The idea of energy absorption in tissue, however, led to the develop

ment of instruments designed to determine absorbed dose. The low dose 
rates normally experienced in health physics preclude use of the only direct 
absolute instrument, the calorimeter, which is too insensitive. However, 
measurement of ionization in a gas provides an indirect means of absolute 
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determination of energy deposited in the gas. Cavity-chamber theory makes 
it possible to relate this energy absorption in gas to the energy absorption in 
dense material. 

Cavity Chamber Theory 

In principle the absorbed dose rate in any medium may be determined 
by inspecting the radiation field in a small cavity in the medium. (The cavity 
is assumed to be so small as not to perturb the radiation field being investi
gated.) It is possible to relate the ionization produced in the cavity to the 
ionization in the medium by theoretical means. This relation has led to 
development of the so-called cavity chamber, often used to measure ab
sorbed dose in a variety of media. 

In general the insertion of a cavity chamber into a medium produces a 
discontinuity in the radiation field, since the cavity differs slightly from the 
medium with respect to atomic number and electron density. 

In the following treatment we consider inserting an infinitesimal gas
filled cavity of mass t::.. m and density Pg into a solid medium. (The suffices 
g and s are used to refer to appropriate parameters in the gas and solid, 
respectively.) 

The number of ion pairs per gram produced in the gas, J g (T) dT, is 
given by 

Jg (T) dT::: ng (T) Qg (T)~~: ) g dT/ W t::..mg (1) 

where ng(T)dT- ----. -is-tti-e-;ru-mberofelectro-ns crossing the cavity with 

kinetic energy between T and T + dT, 

(:~) 

is the average path length traversed by these electrons 
in the cavity, 

is the average energy dissipated per unit distance along 
the track. (This quantity is a functionof the kinetic 
energy of the electron, and under many conditions is 
different from the stopping power of the electron. 
Stopping power measures energy removal frorTI the 
electron rather than energy absorPti<>n.lf the energy 
lost by the electron is deposited some distance away 
from the particle path--as for &-ray emission, for 
example-- the stopping power can be larger than 
dT/dx), 

and W is the average energy required to produce an ion pair. 
The energy deposited in the cavity is then 

W Jg(T) dT::: ng(T) Qg(TJ(~:)gdT / t::..mg (2) 

/ 
,1 
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We are, however, interested in energy absorption in the solid medium rather 
than in the gas_ Consider, then, the deposition of energy in a volume of the 
solid medium having the same shape as the air cavity but with linear dimen
sions scaled according to the relation 

Qg (T)(dT) ::: Qs (T) (dT ) . 
dx g dx s 

(3) 

The number of electrons ns (T) dT in the energy group T, T +dT crossing the 
solid volume under the same irradiation conditions is proportional to the 
relative projected area of the solid volume. 

Thus 
[

Qs (T)~2 
ns (T) dT::: -( . ng (T) dT. 

Qg T) 
(4) 

The mass of the solid volume l>. ms i~ then 

fQs(T) ] 3 Ps 
l>.ms::: T(i1 p b.mg. 

g g 
(5) 

The energy absorbed in the solid volume is 

(6) 

Substituting for ns (T) dT from Eq. 4 and for6ms from Eq. 5 into Eq_ 6, 
we obtain 

Now we define a relative mass absorption ratio R(T) by 

R(T)dT:::Pg
1d: ) /Ps( :T) , 
\ dx s x g 

whence, combining Eqs. 2, 3, 7, and 8, we obtain 

J s (T) dT::: R (T) W J g (T) dT. 
I 

Now, considering the entire energy distribution, we see that we have 

; Js :::IT max Js(T)dT::: 1· T max: RIT) W I.IT) dT. 

00' 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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But 
_jTmax _jTmax ~ 

J g - J g (T) dT - ) dT, 
. . R(T W 

o 0 

(11) 

whence j Tmax 

Js = 0 R(T) W Jg(T)dT 

= 
JTmax [max 

/R(T)W J g(T)d~ J g (T) dt 

o ',0 
~--l-T-m-a-x-------- = W (R) J g' 

. 0 Jg (T) dT 

(12) 

where the definition of (R) is self -evidently 

iTmax fTmax 
(R) = R (T) J g (T) dT / J s (T) dT. 

o '0 

(13) 

The final expression, Eq. 12, is the general cavity-chamber formula, for a 
gas-filled cavity. The number of ion p~irs pr<?duce~ in. the gas, J g' may there
fore be related to the energy absorbed In the matenal If Wand (R) are 
known. Throughout the years several theories of cavity chamber operations 
have been developed-all basically differing in their treatment of the quantity 
(R).' 

Equation 12 is the general expression that gives the theoretical basis for 
the cavity chamber. 

Several detailed theories have been developed over the past several years 
to evaluate the parameter (R), which appears in Eq. 12. 

Bragg-Gray Theory 

First suggested by Bragg (BRA W 12) in 1912, this treatment has been 
devel~ped somewhat (GRA L 29, GRA L 36). In its final form it may be 
summarized in Gray's Principle of Equivalence, which may be stated as: 

"The energy lost per unit volume by electrons in a cavity in a solid 
mated!'1 is l/(R} times the energy lost by 'Y-rays per unit volume of the solid." 
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In arriving at this conclusion (R> was defined by 

(R> = (.s!L) I(~) , 
.' dx s dx g 

(14) 

the ratio of the linear stopping powers in the two media_ 
Two assumptions were implied in the development of the principle: 

Assumption l: Charged particles produced by the interaction of un
charged particles (e.g. neutrons, photons) are assumed to deposit their entire 
energy locally_This constraint is equivalent to the requirement of absolute 
charged-particle equilibrium. At higher energies this constraint can lead to 
inaccuracies, as, for example, when a significant fraction of particte energy 
loss occurs in the form of 15-rays. 

Assumption 2: (R> is assumed to be constant with energy. This assump-
tion results in significant errors only when the solid medium and the gas differ 
in atomic number. 

Both these assumptions have subsequently been found not to be 
entirely true, particularly for photons with energy greater than about 3 MeV. 
Subsequent theoretical treatments due to Spencer and Attix (SPE L 55.) 
and Burch (BUR P 55, BUR P 57) have taken 6-ray production into account. 
Spencer-Attix theory also included the variation of (R> with energy. 

Both the original Bragg-Gray theory and the Spencer-Attix theory 
assume that the electron spectrum set up in the medium is undisturbed by the 
presence of the cavity. Photon or neutron interactions (or both) that produce 
electrons are assumed to be negligible. These assumptions are equivalent to 
considering that the medium (chamber wall) surrounding the cavity is the 
source of all the electrons in the cavity, and that the range of these electrons 
is much larger than the size of the cavity." . 

Large Cavities 

I n a cavity that is large in comparison with the range of electrons 
generated in the chamber wall, wall electrons make a negligible contribu
tion to the absorbed dose in the cavity. Furthermore, if the cavity and wall 
are irradiated by photons, the source of electrons is no longer the chamber 
wall, but the gas in the cavity. 

I If the cavity is large enough the energy absorbed in the gas is close to 
that transferred from photons to electrons. Thus, for a large cavity, we can 
write 

(15) 

where Jl is the mass-energy transfer coefficient. 
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Equation '15 should be compared with Eq_ 8, obtained for a small cavity, 

<R)~p (dT)/p (.§l) . 
g dx s s \dx g 

General Cavity Theory 

Burlin (BUR T 70) has developed a more general theory relating the 
energy absorption per gram of material in a cavity, E1 to the energy ab
sorption per gram in the surrounding material, E2. In a simplified form this 
gives 

where the suffices 1 and 2 refer to the cavity and surrounding material, 
respectively. 

In Eq. 16 the factor A takes account of the disturbance of the photon 
flux by the presence of the cavity. (For small cav,ities A approaches unity.) 
The weighting factor d varies between unity and zero, and expresses the 
attenuation of the electron spectrum emerging from the wall material, aver
aged throught the cavitYjit is given by (BUR T 70) as 

where 

(17) 

g is the average path length of electrons in the cavity material, 

{3 is the effective mass-attenuation coefficient of the electrqns 
in the cavity material. 

As a practical illustration of the use of Eqs. 16, and 17, Svenson 
(SVE G 69) has described the high pressure ionization chambers used at the 
Stanford linear Accelerator Center. These chambers have aluminum walls 
1 mm thick, and are filled with air at a pressu re of 60 psi. The average path 
length in the gas (g in Eq. 17) is 5 cm (or 3.2 X W·2 g/cm 2). 

Table 5.111 summarizes values of effective mass-4ttenuation coefficients 
for the electrons produced by several isotopic sources. These may be derived 
from the observations (EVA R 55) that 

(a) the shape of the electror:r distribution is essentially unchanged during 
absorption, 

(b) the electrons are absorbed exponentially with a mass attenuation 
coefficient, {3, given by 
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{3 = 17/EL14 
max' 

(18) 

and Emax is the maximum electron energy in the {3 spectrum. From these 
values of {3, Eq. 17 may be used to calculate d as a function of energy. 

In the last columns of Table 5.111 the energy absorption in an air cavity 
relative to that in aluminum and lead is given. The similarity in atomic num
ber between air and aluminum leads to good agreement between Eair and 
EAI. As expected, however, the variations are considerable for lead. 

Table 5.111. Parameters for SLAC high-pressure air-filled ionization chamber. 
(After Svensson.) 

Emax {3 Eair Eair 
Radionuclide (MeV) (cm2/g) d EAI "'Epb 
198Au 0.28. 72.9 0.38 1.07 0.79 
137Cs 0.48 39.2 0.57 1.09 1.22 
60Co 1.04 16.3 0.78 1.02 1.38 

7.7 1.64 0.98 1.00 ~ 1.62 

The use of cavity-chamber theory therefore makes it possible for the ab
sorbed dose in tissue to be determined by using an ionization chamber of 
suitable design. It has to be realized, howeve'r, that in practice it can be diffi
cult to obtain the conditions required for the application of the Bragg-Gray 
principle unless the radiation environment is known. The composition of the 
walls of the chamber, the thickness of the walls, and the composition of the 
gas are very critical parameters and are relate~ to the type of radiation to be 
measured. There are also some practical difficulties in the direct measure
ment of absorbed dose in the human body. Extensive development of ioniza
tion chambers whose walls and gas filling approximate the composition of 
tissue has been reported in the literature (ROS H 56). Such chambers have 
been widely used around some high energy accelerators (BAA J 65), but severe 
practical limitations maketheiruse"£fowdose rates inconvenie-riti""routine 
health physics. In unknown radiation fields, a single measurement of ab
sorbed dose is not enough: depth-dose di'stributions are required for provid
ing the information needed for a correct evaluation. (See Chapter 2.) The 
rather large volume of adequately sensitive tissue~quivalent chambers makes 
depth-dose studies in phantoms difficult'lwith the result that measurements 
are often made outside the body. In such a case, of course, depth-dose 
distributions must be calculated from a physical knowledge of the incident 
radiation field. ! 

I 

I 
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Tissue-Equivalent Chambers 

Tissue-equivalent chambers are essentially a specialized development 
of the cavity chamber, in which the energy-absorption processes are now 
related to tissue. We have seen how generalized cavity-chamber theory shows 
that for small cavities the chamber wall effectively acts as the source of all 
the electrons in the cavity. In large cavities the gas filling determines the 
electron spectrum. It is therefore possible in principle to design chambers in 
which, if either the wall material or gas filling (or both) has an atomic compo
sition similar to that of human tissue, the absorbed dose in tissue due to all 
types of radiation may be measured. 

Rossi and Failla (ROS H 56) have described the design of tissue
equivalent chambers used extensively by the Columbia group. Figures 5.5 
and 5.6 show two typical designs. In practice true tissue equivalence may 
only be approximated. Thus, for example, chambers constructed with walls 
of polyethylene impregnated with carbon may be adequate for many purposes, 
but they are not recommended for measurement of thermal neutrons even 
if they are adequate in the energy range 0.2 to 20 MeV. Chambers constructed 
of this material, however, give an approximately correct response to thermal 
neutrons if they have a volume greater than approximately 1 liter and are 
filled with a tissue-equivalent gas (under these conditions most of the electrons 
measured will originate in the gas) (lCRU 71). For most applications tissue 
may be approximated with plastic material having the relative proportions 
by weight of hydrogen: nitrogen: carbon of 10.1 % : 3.5% : 86.4% (F AI G 
50). This material differs from tissue principally in that the oxygen in human 
tissue is replaced in the plastic by carbon. A tissue-equivalent gas mixture 
is composed of 64.4% methane, 32.4% carbon dioxide, and 3.2% nitrogen 
(where the percentages refer to the partial pressures). It is possible to use 
other plastic materials to more closely match the chemical composition of 
tissue (C5 H40 018 N), but their use is often inconvenient (ICRU 71). 
Particular care in the use of tissue-equivalent chambers must be exercised 
when neutrons in the energy range from ~ 0.1 to 10 MeV are measured; in 
this range the hydrogen content of the tissue-equivalent chamber materials 
is quite critical. Use of the material described by Failla (FAI G 50) can 
produce errors up to 6% in this energy region. 

Further, it has not yet been shown that TE chambers perform reliably 
under all possible radiation conditions (BAA J 69b). For example it re
mains to be shown that the energy required to produce an ion pair is the 
same for energetic heavy ions as for 'electrons. Nevertheless these detectors 
have foun~ wide use in many of the radiation environments around acceler
ators. 

At CERN, for example,the reading of a tissue-equivalent chamber has 
. I 

been adopted as a measurement of absorbed dose independent of radiation 
type and energy (BAA J 65, BAA J 69a), and has even been used in beam 
dosirnetry. 
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Fig. 5.5. Cross section of a large tissue-equivalent chamber 
(after G. S. Hurst). 
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Fig. 5.6. Cross section of a small tissue-equivalent chamber 
(after G. S. Hurst). 
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LET Spectrometers 

In Chapter 2, determination of the LET spectrum of charged particles 
produced by the interaction of radiation with matter was shown to be one 
method of determining dose equivalent. 

The dose equivalent, DE, is given by 

l' ,Lmax 

DE =,. L. QF (L) d(L) dL, 
, min 

(19) 

where D(L) is, the distribution of absorbed dose as a function of linear 
energy transfer, L, and QF(L) is the quality factor at L; Lmin and Lmax 
represent the range of L in the spectrum. Thus dose equivalent may be de
termined by measuring the distribution of absorbed dose as a function of L 
This concept is the basis of all LET spectrometers. Rossi and Rosenzweig 
(ROS H 55a, ROS H SSb) proposed that this distrib~tion could be inferred 
from a measurement of the pulse-height distribution in a spherical tissue
equivalent proportional counter. 
--~ Arough tl'!e_~~e,~ic~l~a~j~_!o~_qr:>.era~ion_o.!_a!!. LET spectrometer may be 
found by considering a simple special case. Consider a point source of radia
tion, 5, placed at some distance a from the center of a sphere of radius r 
(see Fig. S.7a). Assume that the source emits charged particles ~f uniform 
energy isotropically_ 

The number of particles N(O) dO emitted into the solid angle dn, 
defined by the angles 0 and O+dO, is proportioF}'l1 to sin 0 dO: 

N(O) dO ex: sinO dO. 

Now from Fig. S.7 it is apparent that 

{ ]
' 2} 1/2 

cos 0 = 1 -(r/a)2. [1 -~;r) • 
Differentiating Eq. 20 gives 

(20) 

This expression for sin 0 dO is proportional to the probability of a 
particle's having a path length in the spherical volume between x and x+dx. 
If it is assumed that the linear energy transfer of particles crossing the volume 
does not significantly change, this so-called path-length distribution may be 
used to infer the pulse-height distribution directly. 
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( a ) 

(c) 

( b ) 
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Fig. 5.7. Pulse height distribution in an LET spectrometer (see text). 
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A particle crosses the spherical volume only in the angular range cor· 
responding to values of x between 0 and 2 r. Thus the normalized path· 
length distribution, P(x) dx, can be written 

(22) 

Two limiting cases are of particular interest: 
(a) when the source is at an extremely large distance from the sphere, 

i.e. a» r: 

(rIa) -+ 0; 

(b) when the source is on the surface of the sphere, i.e. 
a = r: 
(rIa) = 1. 

Case a reduces to 
x dx 

P(x) dx =!c2r 
x dx 

o 

1 = -xdx 
2r2 ' 

which gives a triangular path·length distribution (Fig. 5.7b). 

Case b reduces to 

x dx 
P(x) dx = -----

;r !o2r 2 r dx 
2r 

dx, 

giving a rectangular spectrum (Fig. 5.7c). 

(23) 

(24) 

In the measurement of radiation fields at accelerators the detector is 
in general irradiated uniformly, and thus Eq. 23 is appropriate. 

If it is assumed that the energy losses produced in the volume are 
suffi~iently small that we may also assume the linear energy transfer, L, to 
be constant, the pulse height h, observed from a particle with linear energy 
transfer L, having a path length x across the volume, is then 

h= Lx. 
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If the number of particles crossing the volume with linear energy transfer 
between Land L +dL is N(UdL, then it is easy to show that the number of 
pulses between hand h+dh, due to these particles P(h,L) dh dL, is given by 

.' 

P(h,L) dL dh = h 
2r2 L 2 

N (L) d L d h for 0 < h ~ 2 rL 

=0 for(h > 2 rL,) 

and the absorbed dose D(h,L) is given by 

D(h,L) dL dh = K h P(h,L) dL dh, 

where K relates pulse height to absorbed dose. 
Integrating over all pulses, we obtain 

4 
= - K r L N(L) dL, 

3 

N(L) dL dh 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(26) 

(27) 

which gives the absorbed dose as delivered by particles with linear energy 
transfer between Land L +dL. 

The experimental information most easily obtained is the pulse-height 
spectrum P(h), which is due to a number of particles N(L) of varying linear 
energy transfer. Let P'(I\) dh be the number of pulses in the pulse-height 
interval (h, h + dh) due to the particle spectrum N(L) (Fig. 5.7d). We see that 
we have 

or 

-IP(h) - P(h+L\h)] + P(2rl,L) L\L = P(h+L\h)..AlL 
h 

N(L) L\h 
L\P(h) + ---- L\L = P(h) - , 

rL h . 

L\h L\L 
and si,:,ce = 

h L 

Eq. 29. becpmes 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31 ) 
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Substituting for N{L) dL into Eq_ 27 we obtain 

4 
D(L) ilL = 3" K r2 [-L 2 ilP{h)- LP{h) ilL] , 

which may be rewritten 

D{L) = : Kr [h3 

By definitIon, we have 

k = I/.L 1r r3 P 
3 g' 

d 

dh ~ :)] -

where Pg is the density of the gas filling; then, finally, 

D{L) = 1.6 X 10-
7 

[h3 JL LL.)l in rads/keV/J.I., 
21rr2 [ dh \h 'J . 

where D{L) = absorbed dose per LET interval, in rads/kev/J.I. 

= radius of spherical proportional counter (cm), 

h = pulse height (in keV/J.I.), 

P = total counts in a given pulse-height interval. 
(Compare with Eq_ 9, Chapter 2_) 
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(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

In Chapter 2 we have described how Eq. 35 may be used to evaluate 
dose equivalent from a pulse-height spectrum. Dvorak (DVO R 66) has 
described a pulse-analysis system and computer program suitable for reducing 
Rossi's LET spectrometer data. 

Considerable experience of the use of these instruments in accelerator 
environments has been reported in the literaw.(ROS H 62, PHI L 65, 
DVO R 66, OVE T 66). Measurements utilizing this technique require con
siderable time and equipment. The simple theory of operation described 
here requires that the particles crossing the chamber suffer no large changes 
in linear energy transfer. Interactions in the chamber wall or gas filling, and 
large-angle elastic scattering in the gas, may all produce significant perturba
tionsin the measurements. For this reason these instruments are of little 
value' in radiation fields where neutrons in the intermediate energy region 
are dominant (ROS H 62). Another limitation is that the proportional 
counier has a'finite recovery time, which limits the particle flux density 
that may be measured (ICR U 71). 

Dvorak (DVO R 66) has pointed out that because the pulse-height 
spectra obtained are typically exponential, extremely long data-collection 
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times are required to achieve good statistical accuracy at large pulse heights. 
This is somewhat unfortunate, of course, in that the large pulse heights are 
mostly due to particles with high linear energy transfer, which can contribute 
significantly to the dose equivalent because of their large quality factors. 
Furthermore certain instrumental difficulties have been noted. Overton 
(OVE T 66) has described difficulties experienced due to gas leakage, out
gassing, and electronic pickup. It is perhaps not surprising to learn that this 
detector, although promoted by the ICRP/ICRU RBE committee (ICRP 63) 
has not found general favor at high energy accelerators. A recent survey by 
Freytag and Nachtigall (FRE E 70) of the experimental techniques used to 
determine dose equivalent at 23 accelerator centers showed that only one 
reported an LET spectrometer in common use, and only three others reported 
such instruments in occasional use. All the laboratories, on the other hand, 
had found it necessary to use activation detectors in their routine operations. 
Nevertheless, where the radiation field is constant in composition for several 
hours, measurements with an LET spectrometer can provide a helpful com
parison with dose-equivalent estimates obtained by the routine systems in 
use. Interpretation of the LET spectra obtained is greatly facilitated if the 
radiation environment in which measurements are made is well understood 
(OVE T 66). 

Universal Dose-Equivalent Instruments 

A single instrument that can measure total dose-equivalent rates in 
mixed radiation fields has some advantages in radiation protection work, 
particularly at high energy accelerators. The distribution of dose with LET 
may be determined by means of the spherica.1 LET sp~~trometeriust dis
cussed. As we have seen, however, this instrument is difficult to use and the 
interpretation of its readings complicated. Baum and his colleagues have 
described how some of these difficulties may be overcome (BAU J 67, BAU J 
70). The use of multichannel analyzer and complex data-reduction techniques 
may be avoided by means of specially designed operational amplifier circuits. 
Baum et al. (BAU J 70) have discussed the alternative methods of operating 
such a system and the limitations of each system. In tests in mixed radiation 
fields with effective quality factors between 1.0 and 6.5 the error in QF de
termination was consistently less than 1 ()O;6. At small source-to-detector 
distances the pulse-height spectrum can be distorted, with the effect of pro
ducing decrease in apparent Qf. (Fortunately this is not the situation in 
which the instrument is normally operated.) 

Baum (BAU J 70) tells us: CIA number of other errors should be con
sidered. Changes in the detector gas composition due to outgassing of the 
sphere wall result in errors in QF of 1 to 2% per month for a well-conditioned 
sphere. (BAU J 69). Therefore, periodic changes of the gas are needed. Tests 
indicate that lack of proportionality in the gas gain for large pulses can result 

.r', ' 
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.in 7 to 10% errors in apparent QF." [This may be effectively compensated]. 
'Particles' starting or stopping within the chamber can result in large errors. 
For low energy neutrons the problem is particularly acute. (DVO R 69). 
This effect can be reduced to negligible levels by operation of the detector 
at submicron equivalent sphere sizes. However, at the low pressures needed 
to simulate these sizes it is difficult to maintain gas purity for extended 
periods. 

"Several approaches were considered for possible development of 
mixed-radiation.dose-equivalent instruments based on tissue-equivalent de
tectors with internal gas gain. The most promising approach employs a 
combination of current measurements and two or more biased amplifiers 
operating on pulses to achieve the desired output. By suitable choice of bias 
and gain it is possible to achieve a dose-equivalent output from a single de
tector followed by two amplifiers and an electrometer. Weighting errors of 
approximately 24% could occur in fields consisting of particles having a 
mono-LET energy-loss characteristic (if such fields exist). However, in typical 
radiation environments the response errors tend to average out and actual 
errors are more apt to be caused by statistics, depth-dose variations, and 

errors due to the finite size of the detector cavity. The latter caused particles 
to change LET as they cross the cavity. If these changes are large, weighting 
will be incorrect. This may cause errors as large as a factor of 2. for 50-keV 
neutrons unless simulated sphere diameters can be reduced to about 0.2 J.L 

(DVO R 69). Output in dose rate (mrads/hr) or dose-equivalent rate (mrem/hr) 
can be obtained from the same instrument by simple switching arrangements. 
Errors due to divergent field conditions can be limited to less than l00,-b by 
maintaining a source-to-detector distance of greater than 3 or 4 detector diam
eters." (BAU J 70) 

Cowan (COW F 72) has described the use of the instrument to measure 
radiation levels in flight, as part of the ·program of studying passenger exposure 
levels in the SST. He reports that useful data are being accumulated, but the 
'inst~ument is at present critically sensitive to amplifier settings, temperature, 
pressure, and humidity. 

Quality-Factor Determination By Use of Ionization Chambers 

In Chapter 2 the determination of quality factors (QF's ) by use of 
~he recombination chamber was briefly mentioned. When absorbed doses 
are measured, as we have previously noted, some estimate of the QF must be 
obtained to permit dose-equivalent evaluation. 

In normal use ionization chambers are designed to avoid ion recombi
nation so that they operate under conditions of saturation. Two types of 
ion recombination must be considered in the design of ionization chambers. 
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(a) General or intercolumnar recombination (ions from several particle 
tracks recombine before they are collected at the chamber electrodes). Boag 
(BOA J 66) has described the phenomenon in some detail. Because it is dose
rate-dependent it can be of importance in radiation-protection measurements 
in pulsed radiation fields having short duty cycles (as, for example, at many 
particle accelerators). 

(b) Columnar recombination along a single particle track. Columnar 
(or initial) recombination is never significant in ionization chambers operated 
at atmospheric or lower pressure with lightly ionizing radiation. Chambers 
operated at high gas pressures or irradiated with high LET particles (or both) 
can,however, exhibit the phenomenon. Jaffe and others have studied the 
effect both theoretically and experimentally (J AF G 13 a, J AF G 13 b, 
JAF G 29 a, JAF G 29'b, JAF G 40). 

Columnar recombination can be significant when ionization chambers 
are used to determine absorbed dose due to high LET radiations (e.g., proton 
recoils produced by neutrons). lanstra (lAN H 35) has described how the 
best value of saturation current may be obtained when initial recombination 
is significant. 

The phenomenon of columnar recombination is not, however, always 
an inconvenience. Thus lielczynski (liE M 63) and Sullivan and Baarli 
(SUL A 63) have used the effect "to obtainan indication of effective quality 
factor for an unknown mixture of radiation" (lCR U 71). AparalJel~plate 
chamber was designed that operates at gas pressure up to 6 atmospheres and 
with field strengths up to 2000 V /cm. Over a considerable range of field 
strengths the collected ionization current, i, of such chambers is given by 

where 

and 

K 
V 
n 

i = K Vn (36) 

is a function of dose rate" and type of radiation, 
is the electrostatic field strength, 
is a function of LET only. 

Figure 2.6 shows the calculated and experimentally determined re
sponse of such a chamber as a function of QF. It has been reported that under 
typical operational conditions the accuracy of QF determination is about 20%. 
Alternative approaches have been reported that use two chambers with widely 
differing collection potentials (SUL A 64, DIS C 65) or multiplate chambers 
(liE M 64). 
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PARTICLE SPECTROMETRY 

Activation Detectors 

Measurement of radiation environments from a determination of the 
radioactivity induced in a sample placed in the environment is a long
established technique. Following the discovery by Amaldi et al. (AMA E 35) 
of the moderation of fast neutrons in hydrogenous materials, slow-neutron 
capture, and the consequent induction of radioactivity, it has been poss'ible 
to measure neutron flux densities by activation techniques. 

THERMAL-NEUTRON DETECTION 

The capture of a thermal neutron by a stable nucleus usually leads to 
the production of an unstable, neutron-rich nucleus which will decay by the 
emission of a (3 particle or the capture of an orbital electron (most frequently 
from the K shell) into the nu'cleus. Beta-particle emission is iilso oftenassOo ' 
ciated with emission of one or more 'Y rays, whereas electron capture is always 
accompanied by the emission of characteristic x rays, produced during re" 
arrangement of orbital electrons following the occurrence of a vacancy in one 
of the inner electron shells. Internal-conversion transitions may also result in 
the production of x-ray emission spectra (EVA R 55). Typical examples are 

n + 23Na -+ 24Na • (3 + 'Y + 24Mg 
1 5-h half life 

and n + 1 08Cd -+ 109Cd ffi 109 Ag + Ag x rays. 

Determination of thermal-neutron flux densities is therefore possible 
from an absolute determination of the radioactivity induced in a sample placed 
in the radiation field. 

It is sufficiently accurate for our purposes here to write the thermal 
neutron capture rate, R, as 

R = N oq" 

where q, = is the thermal neutron flux density, 

N is the number of atoms per cm2, 

and 0 is the thermal neutron absorption cross section. 
The activity, A, produced in an infinitely thin sample is, then, 

A = Noq,(l _ e-TIT), 

where T is the irradiation time 

and T is the radioactive mean life. 

Thus the accurate determination of thermal neutron flux by the use of 
activation techniques requires accurate knowledge of thermal neutron cross 
sections and of the nuclear decay parameters of the radioactive species 
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produced. I n addition, techniques for the absolute :determination of the 
induced activity are needed_ 

In the 30 years since development of the first nuclear reactor the 
characteristics of slow-neutron interactions have been extensively studied, and 
comprehensive compilations of thermal-neutron capture cross sections are 
available. 

In addition Lederer et al. (LED C 67) have compiled the nuclear decay 
parameters (half lives, decay schemes, branching ratios, etc.) of all known 
radionuclides, and it is ther~fore possible to select many materials suitable for 
thermal-neutron detection. 

Techniques for absolute determination of activity are now well estab
lished and are discussed in many excellent text books. The absolute activity 
of many radionuclides can be determined to an accuracy within ± 1% or less. 
The accuracy of thermal-neutron flux-density determination by activation 
techniques usually depends on two factors. Depression of thermal-neutron 
flux density by the presence of the sample used to detect it can become 
significant if samples of large mass or absorption cross section (or both) are 
used. The magnitude of the flux depression has been discussed by several 
authors (BOT W 43, RIT R 60, SKY T 43, TIT C 51). I n certain circumstances 
(e.g., certain rare earths) a significant contribution to the measured activity 
may arise from the resonance capture of neutrons in the eV energy region. 
This difficulty can be avoided by choice of a suitable detector or by enclosing 
the detector with cadmium_ 

In summary (NCRP 60), "In a careful thermal-neutron flux measure
ment, several important factors to be considered are: (1) whether or not 
the flux is depressed by the detector and by the cadmium wrapper, if used; 
(2) whether activation may be produced by resonance or fast neutrons; 
(3) if beta rays are counted, self-absorption in the source must be considered; 
(4) unwanted activities may be produced as well as the desired activity; 
(5) a foil thick to the neutron radiation is not an isotropic detector; 
(6) the outer layers of the foil may shield the inner foil from the neutron flux." 
There should be little difficulty, if these points are considered, in determining 
thermal-neutron flux densities with an accuracy adequate for helath physics 
purposes. (At accelerators thermal neutrons rarely present a significant 
problem.) 

Materials which in practice have been found convenient are usually 
readily available in convenient and pure chemical form, produce only one 
readily identifiable radionuclide, and have a high thermal-neutron capture 
cross section but no large resonances in the cross section at neutron energies 
in the eV energy range. In accelerator environments indium and gold foils 
have been found to be convenient and are widely used. In addition sodium 
is often used in suitable chemical compounds. Table 5.1V summarizes the 
typical sensitivity of thermal-neutron activation detectors used by the Berkeley 
Health Physics Group (GIL W 68). 



Table 5.1V. Activation reactions commonly used in the determination of thermal neutron flux densities. 
C: 

--------- --------Reaction Decay products Half life Detector 

(f ,- Four foils 7.6 X'15.2cm, 
.,... 
""",, .. 

'Y: 0.47 MeV (36%) total mass 46g, have a sensi-
1.09 MeV (53%) tivity of 300 cpm/unit flux 

,~ ... 
'Y spectrometer ~~~ .. 

115In(n, 'Y) 116mln 1.25 MeV (8oo,.6) 54min (3-particle detector density. t' -
"",, 

(a) 2.54-cm-diam foil, mass 
;;Q 

» C'~ .. 
0.5 g, has a sensitivity of 0 

1.8 cm/unit flux density 
» .,,,-~ 

-i '''-' --- ---- --_. __ . 
0 {f 'Y spectrometer (Typical G"M counter z 

197Au(n,'Y) 198Au- 'Y: 0.42 MeV (95%) 64.8 Ii (3-particie detector background: 10 cpm.) 3: 
lTI » rr'· ..... 

" (b) 5.08-cm-diam foil, mass til 
c: 

2.0 g, has a sensitivity of 13;4 ;;Q '>!; 
lTI 

cpm/unit flux density. [Nal 3: 
(TI) crystal background: 

lTI .£b z 
48 cpm). -i 

til 

(f Used in form of Na2 C03 

* cylinder 4.5 cm diam X 
23Na(n,'Y) 24Na 

'Y: 1.37 MeV (10oo,.6) 
15 h 2 cm high, mass 11 g. 2.75 MeV (10oo,.6) 'Y spectrometer 

* . 
24Na 'Y~rays in cascade. U1 

~ 
co 

/., 
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MODERATED ACTIVATION DETECTORS 

Just as a moderated BF3 counter may be used to measure fast neutrons 
(0 < E < 15 MeV)--as for example in the long counter (HAN A 47)--so may 
any activation technique normally used to detect thermal neutrons be used to 
measure fast neutrons. 

Stephens and Smith (STE L 58) first described such a technique, in 
which the activation of indium foils placed at the center of 6-in.-diameter 
paraffin spheres encased in cadmium (Fig. 5.8) was used to determine fast
neutron flux densities. 

The thermal-neutron capture cross section of gold, the convenient half 
life (2.7 d) LED C 67), and (3 emission of the reaction product 198Au make 
this also a useful and sensitive detector of fast neutrons when appropriate 
moderators are used (STE L 58). Some neutrons that penetrate the cadmium 
jacket become thermalized near the centrally located foil and are captured by 
it; the thermal-neutron flux detected by the gold foil is also (nearly) directly 
proportional to the incident fast-neutron flux in the energy range from about 
0.02 to 20 MeV. 

LUCilE MOUNTING 
DISC 

FOIL 

,--,nu"u IN SPHERE 

MU-15,255 

Fig. 5.8. Phantom view showing indium foil placed inside a paraffin 
sphere inside cadmium base. (from Stephens and Smith). 
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At LBL the {3 activity in these 2.54-cm-diam 0.5-g foils is convelliently 
measured with a thin-window methane flow proportional counter. If a 
0.50-g foil were irradiated to saturation in unit flux and counted immedi
ately afterwards, we would observe 2.1 counts/min at the zero bias point 
of the electronic counting system. For typical counter operation, we ob
serve about 9()o,,6 of this zero-bias count rate and maintain close check on 
the operating point through frequent use of the {3 activity from a 137Cs 
source. Calibration of the detector with various neutron sources showed 
it to be fairly insensitive to neutron energy in the range 20 keV to 20 MeV 
(Fig.5.9). 

Since issuance of the original paper many accounts have been pub
lished describing the use of moderated thermal-neutron activation detectors 
(now colloquially referred to as "moderators"). Simpson (SIM P 64) has 
reported very careful studies of the angular and energy-response character
istics of both spherical and cylindrical moderators using indium, gold, and 
cobalt foils. Similar studies have been reported by a group from DESY 
(BOT G 67). Figure 5.10 summarizes the most recent measurements of 
energy sensitivity of these detectors in which indium is used. 
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Fig. 5. 7 O. Comparison of several measurements of 

sensitivity of moderators as a function of 
neutron energy. 

That tlJese detectors are insensitive to'Y rays and also able to cope with 
the pulsed nature of many accelerator environments makes it likely that they 
will remain in wide use. Many thermal-neutron detectors may be used, giving 
them wide applicability. Thus Smith has used both cobalt (60{:0 half life 
5.2 y) and tantalum (182Ta halflife 115 d) to measure flux densities, inte
grated over many years (SMI A 61, SMI A 66, CAR T 70). 

NEUTRONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN, 2.5 MeV- THE SULFUR 
TECHNIQUE 

The 32S (n,p) 32p reaction is frequently used for the measurement of 
fast-neutron flux around high-energy particle accelerators. This technique 
has several advantages: 

(a) The resultant 32p is a beta emitter and can easily be separated from 
most of the sulfur by a simple burning technique if necessary (REI P 58). 

(b) The cross section for the reaction has been thoroughly investigated 
from 1 to 20 MeV (LIS H 62). 

(c) 32p half life is 14.3 d; samples can therefore be recounted when re-
I 

quired. 
(d) Samples are readily available commercially in disk form and are of 

low cost. The long half-life of 32p does have the disadvantage that the tech
nique is insensitive for short:irradiations. At the Rutherford Laboratory the 
technique is usually limited to the use of convenient 4-g samples (2.54 cm-diam, 

": 
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0.64 cm thick). The lowest detectable flux for such samples, determined by a 
count rate equal to the background of the detection equipment, is 103 n/cm2-
sec for a 12-h irradiation, and 102 n/cm2-sec if the sample is irradiated to sat
uration. 

Shaw has described the sulfur technique and calibration used at the 
Rutherford Laboratory (SHA K 63). Calibrations using several monoenergetic 
neutron sources have been performed, and a calibration constant has been 
obtained relating sample count rate to neutron flux. For a typical high-energy
accelerator radiation environment, the effective value of the (n,p) reaction 
cross section is estimated to be 300 mb, with an effective threshold of 3 MeV 
(SHA K 63). 

The count rate at saturation activity, Csat, of a 4-g 1-in.-diam disk is 
given by 

Csat = 0.049<1> (37) 

where Csat is in counts/min and tP is the neutron flux density in n/cm2 sec. 
CuulHinK Is u5ually performed on either an end-window Geiger counter, 

a thin plastic scintillator, or a gas-flow proportional counter, the choice of 
counter depending on the activity of the sample. 

If one assumes that the measured activity is due entirely to neutrons, 
the saturated activity is given by 

Csat ' K 1 Emax ~n(E) Dn (E) dE, (38) 

Emin 
where 

K is a constant, 
tPn(E) dE is the differential neutron spectrum, 
on(E) is the cross section at energy E, 
Emin is the threshold energy for the reaction; and 
Emax is the upper energy limit of the spectrum. 

The integral of Eq. 38 may be expressed as 

where 
'\ <lfln>(E,EO) is the number of neutrons greater than EOm 

and (on>(E,EO) is an appropriately chosen cross section. 

(39) 

ShaWl (SHA K 63) shows that, provided EO is chosen greater than Emin 
(the reaction threshold, 2.3 MeV), then a corresponding value of (on>(E,EO) 
may be selected which gives the value of (tPn>(E,EO) to within less than 300tiJ 
for sJectra typically found outside thick accelerator shields. 
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THE ALUMINUM TECHNIQUES_27 AI(;,3~n)24 Na- (NEUTRONS 
GREATER THAN ABOUT 6 MeV 

The reaction 27 AI(n,a) 24Na is often used to measure neutrons with 
energy greater than about 6.5 MeV (SMI A 65). The reaction product 24Na 
decays with a 15-h half life (LOC E 53), emitting two photons of energy 1.37 
and 2.75 MeV respectively. The relative transparency of aluminum to these 
high-energy 'Y rays makes it possible to use large amounts of material with a 
consequent high sensitivity. ' 

Gilbert ~t Ill; (GIl. W 68) hAVe described In 5()me dCltall the utle gf thl~ re
action for the measurement of neutrons. The excitation function of the (n,a) . 
reaction is well understood (see Fig. 5.11), and detection systems are conven
iently calibrated by using the (d,t) reaction, which produces 14-MeV neutrons. 
Using Icirge samples (6600 g), Smith has reported that the determination of unit 
flux density is "not difficult" (SMI A 68). 

Gilbert et al. discuss the problems presented by the prodUction of 
activities other than 24Na in the aluminum detectors. 56Mn is found to be 
the principal activity due to the presence of impurities (slow neutron capture 
in S5Mn). This radionuclide is a serious problem only in extremely high 
thermal-neutron flux densities. 
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The 27 AI ~ 22Na reaction 

One of the competing reactions in aluminum is the production of 
22Na, which may be used as a threshold detector in its own right. The 
threshold of this reactio~ is about 30 MeV for incident neutrons, and be
yond 60 MeV the production cross section is constant at approximately 
10 mb. The half life of 22Na is 2.6 y, and so the sensitivity is low for short 
irradiations. A 17-g disk is capable of detecting flux densities of ~ 3Xl02 

particles/cm2 sec when irradiated to saturation. 

NEUTRONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 20 MeV-THE 

12C'" llC REACTION 
--- .. --- .. "'.-.=--==== 

Carbon-l1 is a positron emitter with Emax = 0.98 MeV and a half 
life of 20.34 min. It can be produced from 12(: by (p,pn), (n,2n), and 
h,n) reactions, and by other charged particles. The excitation functions 
for these reactions have been studied experimentally, most information being 
available for the (p,pn) reaction, for which measurements have been made 
from the threshold energy (20.6 MeV) to about 28 GeV (CUM J 63). 

Beyond threshold the reaction cross section increases rapidly to a . 
peak value of about 92 mb at 35 MeV, then falls to 61 mb at 100 MeV and 
to 49 mb at 142 MeV, finally reaching a fairly constant value around 27 mb 
at higher energies. 

Fewer experimental data are available for the (n,2n) reaction. The 
(n,2n) cross section is lower than that for (p,pn) partly because (p,n) ex
change collisions can produce l1C but (n,p)' exchanges cannot. An effective 
(n,2n) cross section of 22 mb is used (McC J 60). 

The determination of llC produced from 12C is therefore a practical 
means of measuring the flux densities of particles with energies greater than 
20 MeV in accelerator radiation enivronments. In typical situations outside 
shielding, the radiation field is such that the only significant 11 C activity 
is produced by neutrons. However, inside aCcelerator shielding both energetic 
photons and energetic protons may be present, and careful assessment of the 
data is necessary. . 

An extremely convenient technique is to irradiate plastiC scintillator 
. in the area to b,e monitored, and then count the sample on a vertically 
mounted photomultiplier employing a mineral oil optical coupling (McC J 
60, SHA K 62). In practice scintillator sizes used typically range from 
2.54 cm long X 2.54 cm diam to 20.3 cm long X 12.7 cm diam, although 
other siz~s may, of course, be used, depending upon the sensitivity required. 
The entire positron energy is absorbed in the scintillator, and in the larger 
scintillators a significant portion of the annihilation 'Y-ray energy is also 
contained. Special care in selection of the energy interval for counting, 
the counting-room location, and shielding materials around the photo
multiplier is repaid with high sensitivity and reproducibility. This 
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technique, described in some detail in the Appendix (Section 8), is of very 
high sensitivity, unit flux densities being easily measurable with the largest 
scintillators. 

When less sensitivity is required (for example'in beam~calibration 
measurements) the llC produced in graphite, polyethylene, or polystyrene 
(or any other convenient hydrocarbon) may be measured. In this case the 
llC may be assayed by using a Nal spectrometer. Recent comparisons be
tween the plastic scintillator and Nal spectrometer techniques indicate agree
ment within less than 2% in l1C determination. 

7Be PRODUCTION-NEUTRONS ABOVE 30 MeV 

A second reaction in carbon samples may often be utilized. The reaction 
12c ... 7Be has a threshold close to 30 MeV for neutrons (actuallY somewhat 
higher than the 27 AI reaction) and a production cross section which is con
stant, above 60 MeV, at approximately 10 mb. 

7Be decays with emission of 477-keV "( rays in 1 0% of the events, with 
a half life of 53.6 d, and may be conveniently counted on aNal "( spectrometer. 
The unfavorable "(-ray branching ratio coupled with the long half life of 7Be 
make this reaction rather insensitive for short irradiations. 

The similarity of the nuclear reactions of neutrons and protons with 
oxygen and carbon has led several authors (McC J 68, CHA V 69, GIL W 69) 
to suggest and use the measurement of the production of 7Be in water to 
provide a convenient and economic monitor of protons and neutrons of energy 
greater than about 40 MeV in the environment of high energy accelerators. 
This is particularly convenient for irradiations of long duration (~ 150 d) or 
at high intensities (e.g., in the beam of high intensity accelerators). 

NEUTRONS AND PROTONS ABOVE 600 MeV-149Tb PRODUCTION 

Above particle energies of 50 MeV thete are few nuclear reactions that 
may be conveniently used to monitor radiation environments. Use of activa
tion detector's having low thresholds can, under some circumstances, lead to 
significant errors in the calibration of high-energy particle beam intensities. 
There is some interest, therefore, in developing suitable techniques with high 
effective thresholds. 

Duffield and Friedlander (DUF R 54) first reported the production of 
149rb from gold irradiated by high energy protons. This reaction has a 
threshold at about 600 MeV and is therefore of some interest in high
energy dosimetry. Furthermore, the decay of 149rb is effected by the 
emission of an energetic a particle (3.95 MeV) with a half I ife of 4.1 h, 
which facilitates its easy measurement. 

The excitation function for the production of 149Tb from gold is now 
quite well known for proton irradiation. In addition to data of Duffield and 
Friedlander from 600 MeV to 3 GeV, Winsberg(WINL 59) has reported 
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measurements up to6.2 GeV, Brunin" (BRU E 65) has reported measure
ments between 7 and 26 GeV, and Franz and Friedlander (FRA E 66) have 
covered the entire region between 600 MeV and 30 GeV. There are some 
discrepancies between the earlier data and these more recent measurements. 
The latter data are preferred for beam calibration purposes. No measurements 
of 149'fb production cross sections for neutrons have yet been reported in 
the literature, but it is assumed that at these energies protons and neutrons 
are equally effective. , 

Beam calibration is conveniently achieved by irradiating thin gold foils 
and counting the induced 149,-b activity with a methane gas-flow propor
tional counter. Typically for a 1-in.-diam disk weighing 0.5 g, a saturated 
counting rate immediately after irradiation is 2.7 X 10-6 cpm per unit flux 
(to be compared with a background counting rate in the detector of 0.1 cpm)
thus flux densities of:::::: 106 particles/cm 2 sec and greater may readily be mea" 
sured. 

ThingoJd is clearly too insensitive to use for monitoring the relatively 
small high energy particle flux densities found in the general environment 
outside the shielding of high energy accelerators (where flux densities of 
particles above 600 MeV are a few tenths particles/crn 2 sec or less). The 
range of the a particles emitted by 149'fb in gold is only 11 mg/cm 2, and 
sensitivity cannot therefore be achieved by increasing the thickness of the 
gold sample irradiated. The counting of large areas of thin gold foil presents 
severe technical problems and still lacks adequate sensitivity forany reason
able-sized detector. 

In order to increase sensitivity it is therefore necessary to separate the 
149'fb produced in large quantities of target material so that detection 
efficiency may be increased. 

The most successful technique of separiltion so far has been a physical 
one (McC J 67)_ It has been observed that the 149Tb produced in mercury 
(a target nucleus similar to gold) diffuses slowly to the top surface of the 
liquid_ This 149'fb floating on the surface may then be removed by adhe
sive tape. The process is very slow under normal conditions but may be 
accelerated by centrifuging the mercury sample. McCaslin and Stephens 
report that a reproducible fraction (:::::: 600h) of the 149'fbis extracted from 
a sample of:::::: 500 g of mercury by centrifuging the sample for 1 hour at 
an acceleration corresponding to 1700 g. Calibration of the technique with 
6.2-GeV protons indicates that the sensitivity of the goldfoil technique may 
be improved by a factor of more than 104. At present particleflux den
sities of ~ 102 particles/cm2 sec maybe measured. Further efforts are' 
continuing; an obvious improvement may be made simply by more efficient 
centrifuging. Some success in using chemical separation of the 149'fb from 

,i 
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mercury has also been reported by workers at the Rutherford High Energy 
Laboratory (SHA J 70). 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES 

The detection of spallation products in medium-heavy targets offers 
some interesting possibilities for a new type of high-energy threshold de
tector system. Routti (ROU J 69) has reported preliminary studies of the 
feasibility of direct "I spectrometry of a large number of reactions in one 
target. As an example, the "I rays resulting from more than 20 nuclear 
reactions may be observed in copper with a high-resolution Ge-Li detector. 
Figure 5.12 shows the excitation function for some 11 neutron interactions 
in copper calculated by use of Rudstam's formalism (RUD G 66). Observa
tion of all these reactions simultaneously would allow use of one target to 
determine the neutron spectrum in which it is irradiated. The small cross 
sections of some of the reactions and the low detection efficiency of some 
of the products may limit such techniques to regions of high flux density. 

Table 5.V summarizes important characteristics of currently available 
activation detectors. 
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(from Routti) 
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Table 5.V .. I mportant characteristics of various activation-detector techniques. 
0.-

.... -
Energy Detector Response to Background 

Detector· Reaction range (MeV) size unit flux response ~"" ....., 

sulphur 32s(n,p) 32p >3 1-in. diam 0.049·cpma 10cpm C 

4 g disk c,,: 
plastic 12(:(n,2n) 11C >20 13 to 2700 g 88 cpma at 165 cpm ;;0 

» 
scintillator 85% efficiency 1700 g scint 0 ~ 

1700g scint » 
-t .... -

Hg(Spal.) 149Tb 0.03 cpmb 0 "-.. 

mercury >600 up to 500 g 0.1 cpm Z 

gold foils 197 Au e;pal.) 149Tb >600 loin. diam 2.7 X 10-6 0.1 cpm 3: 
I'TI 

0.5 g cpmb » 
~ -VI ¥' 

aluminum 27 AI (n,a) 24Na •. >6 101 cpma c 
16.9 to 111 cpm, 16.9 g ;;0 

I'TI "" A": 

6600g 6600g 118 cpm, 6600 g 3: 
..... ~ 

En = 14 MeV Nal(TI) I'TI 
Z ..c 

27 AI (Spa!.) 22Na -t 
aluminum >25 16.9 g 0.21 cpma 67 cpm VI 

Nal(tl) 

plastic 12C (spat) 7 Be >30· 1 in. diam 0.0114 cpma 59cpm 
scintillator by 1 in. high Nal(TI) 

a. At saturation and zero time. 
c. At saturation zero time and zero bias. U'I 

W co 
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INFLUENCE OF INTENSITY VARIATIONS IN RADIATION FIELD 

The particular choice of any nuclear reaction is, in part, determined by 
the length of the irradiation to be monitored_ If the radioactive half life of 
the measured radioactive specimen is very much longer than the irradiation 
time the reac.tion"may be too insensitive. If, on theother hand, the irradia
tion time is very much longer than the half life of reaction product, the 
result obtained may be quite inaccurate. (The induced activity of the sample 
reflects only the flux density conditions that prevailed during the latter part 
of the irradiation.) These considerations are special cases of the more general 
one of the influence of flux-density variations on the results of measurements 
using activation detectors. ' 

One of the frequently quoted advantages of activation detectors is that 
they are not influenced by the pulsed character of the radiation field, as are 
some counters. However, activation detectors reflect changes in radiation 
intensity over periods comparable in magnitude with the radioactive half 
life of the reaction product. 

The formation of radioactive atoms is governed according to 

where 

dn 
(it= N o<p(t) - An, 

n = number of radioactive nuclei present in sample, 

N = ~umber of target nuclei present in sample, 

o = effective reaction cross section, 

<p(t) = effective neutron flux density at time t, 

X = radioactive decay constant. 
This equation may be rewritten 

:t (neXt)= No<pe~t, 
which on integration over the irradiation time, T, gives 

The quantities most often required from activation-detector meas
urements are the neutron fluence, 41, given by 

(40) 

(41 ) 

(42) 

41 = f T <p(t) dt, 

. 0 
(43) 
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and the average flux density <rp>, given by 

<rp> =.i
T 

1 

T 

(T . 
Jei rp(t) dt . 

o 

Using Eqs. 42 and 43, we may write,{LlT D 52) 

T ,n iT .(t) eXt dt X eXI .(t) Cit 

<I)=f .(t)dt =--'---T-------
o fa • (,)eXt dt 

= _n_ 
Nu 

5-41 

(44) 

(45) 

(45a) 

Now, because rp(t) appears in both numerator and denominator, we 
need determine only some quantity proportional to flux density and not, 
of course, the absolute vatue of rp{t). Thus some suitable record of acceler
ator intensity or equivalent parameter as a function of time, I{t), may be 
substituted: . 

~= -'l.. X 
No 

(46) 
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NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY USING THRESHOLD DETECTORS 

We have described elsewhere in this volume the characteristics of the 
complex radiation environments around particle accelerators (Chapters 2, 
3, and 6), In general the neutron spectra to be measured are characterized 
by energies and intensities extending over several orders of magnitude, and 
the flux densities are often small. In the subsequent discussion we draw 
heavily upon the review by Routti. (ROU J 69) 

The use of activation detectors has been proved to be one of the 
better techniques to measure such neutron fields, but their use does not 
directly yield the neutron spectrum. A mathematical unfolding procedure 
is required to obtain the spectrum from a set of measured data. 

Formulation of the Problem 

The measurement of the radioactivity induced by neutrons yields 
information on flux density. In principle, simultaneous measurements 
with several activation detectors, whose excitation functions are known 
in sufficient detail, can give information on the variation of fltJx density 
with neutron energy. The saturation activity of the 1 th detector Aj is 
given by 

where OJ(E) is the corresponding excitci'tion function 

(cross section as a function of er;'lergy), 

Cj is a normalizing constant which relates 

counting rate to neutron flux density, 

Emin' Emax define the energy range of the spectrum, 

and - rlldetermlne'sthe numherofdetectors. 

(47) 

Equation 47 is a degenerate case of a fredholm integral equation of 
the first kind, . 

J
Emax 

A(E') =. K(E',E) <I>(E) dE, 

, E
min 

(48) 

which arises in many unfolding problems of this nature (MOR P 55). 
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The composition of the kernel K(E',E) of this integral equation is of 
great significance in many methods of solution_ In practical applications 
accurate knowled~e of the excitation function is necessary, experimental 
information clearly being preferred. When precise measurements are scant 
they may have to be supplemented by calculated values. Figure 5.11 shows 

.the exCitation functions for several threshold detectors in frequent use at 
high energy accelerators. These reactions have been discussed in some detail 
and, in most cases, if suitable samples are used, are capable of measuring flux 
densities as low as 1 n/cm2 sec. 

Solution of the Fredholm Integral Equation 

Several methods exist for the formal solution of first-order Fredholm 
Integral equations. These formal methods may not be applied,however, 
when neither the measured distribution A(E') nor the kernel K(E',E) is 
known analytically. In practice, of course, values of A(E') arc obtained as a 
set of discrete points, when the solution to the Fredholm equation may be 
obtained by numerical techniques. In most numerical methods of solution 
the integral equation is approximated by a set of linear equations of suf
ficiently high order, and the well-known methods of solution for such sets 
of equations are utilized. Activation-detector spectroscopy presents a severe 
test of such techniques and speCial procedures are required to yield an 
adequate solution. We now discuss in some detail the speCial problems that 
arise. 

Nonuniqueness of the Solution 

When the number of activation detectors, m, is smaller than the number 
of points needed to adequately define the neutron spectrum, no unique 
solution to the integral equation may be obtained. In the limiting case in 
which only. one detector is used its response may be matched by a spectrum 
of any shape, provided it is properly normalized and has some neutrons above 
the detector threshold. If no restrictions are placed on the shape of the 
solution, the homogeneous system-the system with zero responses--has also 
nonzero solutions. Such solutions may appear as unwanted oscillations in 
the Solution of the nonhomogeneous system. This is exemplified by a calcu
lation by Burrus (BUR W 65), which shows that for any integrable kernel 
the attenuation of a sinusoid increases. In any practical measurement 
neither the responses nor the kernel are known exactly. These uncertainties 
add to the uncertainty· of the solution. 

Solution Closses 

The terms "exact," "approximate," and "appropriate" are often used 
to characterize the solution obtained. An exact solution satisfies accurately 

I' 
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the activation equations but often has unacceptable oscillatory character. 
An approximate solution matches the responses only within reasonable 
error limits. Selection of a physically acceptable approximate solution 
yields an appropriate solution, which is generally not unique. The remain
ing ambiguity reflects the accuracy and the number of responses and the 
composition and accuracy of the kernel. 

Prior Information on the Solution 

The selection of an appropriate solution among the nonunique solu
tions requires the use of prior information on the solution. Such informa
tion is almost always available on physical grounds. In neutron spectros
copy the solution is known to be nonnegative, and zero beyond certain 
maximum energy. Beyond some thickness of shielding the neutron spec
trum can also be assumed to be relatively smooth. Additional information 
on its intensity or shape may be available at some energies. 

In the solution technique it is important to properly weigh the prior 
knowledge and the information contained in the measured responses. The 
additional constraints applied to the solution should not prevent it from 
matching the measured responses, nor should they prevent the solution 
from assuming any physically acceptable shape. 

Requirements for a Solution Method 

Any appropriate solution method for the determination of a neutron 
spectrum from activation measurements has to meet two basic requirements . 

. The first requIrement is that the neutron spectrum found be a solution 
to the activation equations if such a solution exists. This means that the 
method has to be able to find a solution that accurately matches the reo 
sponses due to any reasonable spectrum. . 

The second requirement is that if there be many solutions to the 
activation equations, then an appropriate solution must be found. In other 
words there must be a flexible way to apply physical priofinformation on 
the solution,such as;·nonnegativity conditions and requirements of smooth
ness and general shape of the solution. 

In determining neutron spectra from measured data some difficulties 
are likely to arise. Because of measurement errors and large uncertainties 
in the response functions one often encounters inconsistent sets of re
sponses, that is, responses for which no appropriate solution exists. In 
such a case a compromise has to be made between the requirement of 
matching measured responses and satisfying the prior information on the 
solution. But here again, with such cases, we can have confidence only 
if the solution method is known to be able to find a reasonable solution 
ifsuch exists. The flexibility in applying the constraining information to 
the solution is also of major importance wit/:! these cases. 

I 
I 
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Testing Solution Methods 

It is important to make sure that the solution method employed meets 
the requirements discussed above. This can be done conveniently by simu· 
lating the experiment by specifying test spectra and computing the responses 
of different detectors for these given test spectra. Uncertainties in the 
response functions and in the measurement are simulated by introducing 
random errors in the synthesized responses or in the response functions. 
the solution is then obtained from the synthesized responses without using 
any other information. 

The testing procedures are much easier toperform in thismanner--than 
with actual measurement. Furthermore "the true solution" is known and 
can be compared with the spectrum obtained. 

To illustrate the testing procedure we use the block diagram shown in 
Fig. S.13. A test spectrum, .test which has a reasonable shape for a high· 
energy neutron spectrum is first specified. The responses due to this are 
obtained by simply integrating the activation equations. The errors and 
uncertainties in the measurement and in the' cross sections can be simulated 
by perturbing these responses by random deviations. We thus get the input 
responses Ainput. In a measurement we of course obtain these input reo 
sponses without knowledge of the true spectrum and true errors~ 

In determining the solution spectrum .sol one combines the informa· 
tion contained in the input responses with the prior information. And 
finally, or usually in the course of finding the solution4>sol, we also 
compute the responses Asol corresponding to 4> Sol. 

The requirement of ability to satisfy the activation equations can be 
restated now in the. following words. If we start with a reasonable test 
spectrum and do not use any perturbation~~'that is, Ainput ~ AtesLthen the 
method employed has to find such a solution that Asol = Ainput = Atest. 
For this to be true it is generally not necessary that 4>sol = 4>test, although 
suth a conditon would also satisfy the .r~quirement. 

It is very instructive to use the test procedures in studying the im· 
portance of the a priori conditions as well. With many response kernels a 
synthesized response may be easily matched with an appropriate solution 
that may be quite different from the test spectrum. In such cases we need 
to estimate the amount of prior information required for a close match 
between the two spectra. This is closely related to what could be called 
the inherent resolution of the kernel. That determines how exactly the 
solution is defined without using any prior information on the solution. In 
many cases specific prior knowledge of the solution must be applied to 
obtain.an appropriate solution that is less ambiguous. 
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To estimate the success obtained in a test case we check the match be· 
tween the test and the solution responses and the closeness of the solution to 
the test spectrum. We also evaluate the agreement of integral quantities such 
as the flux, the dose rate, and the mean energy. 
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Fig. 5.13. Block diagram of the procedures used in testing 
the solution methods and analyzing measured data. 
(from Routti) 

Review of Existing Solution Methods 

Several numerical techniques have been applied to the solution of neutron 
spectra from activation-detector measurements. Most such studies have 
been directed towards the determination of epithermal and fast-neutron 
spectra in nuclear reactors. The extension of these techniques to high-energy 
neutron spectroscopy has not always been successful, because of lack of 
suitable detectors and reliable cross-section data, inadequate prior knowledge 
of the solution, and the wide energy and intensity ranges en.countered. 

The utilization of prior information on the solution is essential to ob· 
tain d physicdlly acceptable solution. This is done either by smoothing 
procedures, by nonnegativity constraints, or by a choice of suitable ex pan
siori functions. In the following some of the methods employed for fast
neutron spectroscopy and their applicability to high-energy neutron 
spectrometry are discussed. 

Parametric Representation 

If there is available a functional representation of the neutron spec
trum, based either on theoretical considerations or on previous experimental 
results, then the parameters in such a representation can be determined by 
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matching the measured responses. For instance, in reactor experiments both 
thermal·neutron and fission spectra can be approximated by such formulae. 
Functional representation of neutron spectra has been applied to high·energy 
neutron spectroscopy as well (OMB R 67, SKl l 67, PAT H 69). The form
ula often used assumes a spectral shape of E~n form, or a spectrum composed 
of several such sections of different slopes on a logarithmic scale, with pos· 
sibly a smooth extension to zero at cutoff energy. The slope of the spectrum, 
the parameter n, and possible other parameters can be easily determined by 
matching the measured responses in the least-squares sense. 

Parametric representations of this kind severely restrict the form which 
the neutron spectrum may assume. Consequently they should be used only 
when such restrictions are well founded, or more often, when not enough 
experimental information is available for other approaches. On the other 
hand this approach avoids most mathematical complications peculiar to other 
methods, and in some cases allows determinati.on of neutron spectra directly 
from calculated tables, as described by Patterson et al. (PAT H 69). 

Orthonormal Expansions 

Severill numerical techniques used for the solution of neutron spectra 
from the activation equations can be classified as series-expansion methods. 
The neutron spectrum is expressed as a sum of linearly independent functions 
I/Ik (E), 

m 

I/>(E) = W(E) I (3k l/I k (E) , 

k=l 

(49) 

where W('Y) is a weighting function and m, the number of terms, is equal to the 
number of response functions. In the.selection of the expansion functions 
one may try to satisfy boundary conditions of the solution, and use ortho
normal functions to simplify the calculations. Orthogonal functions can~e 
obtained also from the cross sections through the Gram-Schmidt procedure. 
The formalism of the orthonormalization and the determination of the co· 
efficients .{3k in the expansion through known techniques of liriearalgebra 
have been discussed in detail by Ringle (RIN J 63) and Di Cola and Rota 
DIC G 65). With such techniques the linear independence of the response 
functions is of great importance; this requirement often limits the choice 
of activat ion detectors. 

iThe application of orthonormal expansion techniques to neutron 
spect~oscopy have been studied by several authors. Ringle investigated 

. their use with threshold detectors in the energy range of 2.5 t030 MeV, 
and Gold (GOl R 64) and Di Cola and Rota in the determination of 
reactor fast-neutron spectra with activation foils. Severe limitations in the 
reliability and accuracy of the method were found in the studies. The 
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convergence rate of the expansion is often not adequate to provide good 
accuracy and physically acceptable boundary conditions in the solution with 
a limited number of terms. Proper choice of the functions can improve the 
convergence; the necessity of such choice limits the flexibility of the method. 
Unfortunate choice of detectors may result in an ill-conditioned system in 
which small changes in known terms result in large variations in the solution. 
The solution often assumes negative values, and it is not possible to easily 
use nonegativity or other prior information of the solution. The deficiencies 
of the exransion methods are likely to be amplified when a larger energy 
range is wvered by few detectors. 

Least-Squares Expansion Methods 

. In the least-squares expansion or relative-deviation-minimization 
method the neutron spectrum is again expressed as a sum of expansion. 
functions, as in Eq. 49. The coefficients ~k are determined by minimizing 
the quadratic form 

I n I Emax 

Aj - (jk ... 0 W(E) IPk (E) oj(E) dE 
m k=l 0=1: _. ---------

j=l 

2 

A. 
J 

(50) 

with respect to Ilk. 
This minimization can be performed for 1 <; n ~ m. The optimal value of 
n corresponds to smallest 0 and a physically acceptable solution; in most 
cases this is found when n < m. The case n = m is equivalent to the formal 
expansion method discussed in the preceding section. The details of the 
procedures are discussed by Di Cola and Ro.ta~ 

The success in the least-squares expansion method depends strongly 
on the choice of the basis functions. A proper choice gives an opportunity 
to satisfy the boundary conditions and reflect the expected behavior of the 
solution. 

Least-squares techniques have been applied to the study of .reactor 
fast-neutron spectra with activation detectors. Chebyshev and Laguerre 
polynomials have been used as expansion functions; both were found to 
give physically acceptable results (RIN J 63, COL G 65). The method has 
generally been found superior to the orthonormal expansion method. 
Di Cola et al. found the method to be more sensitive to the effects of ex
perimental errors, but the results were still better than those from ortho-
normal expansions. . 

The minimum-relative-deviation method has been applied to high
energy neutron spectroscopy in the range of 2.5 to 30 MeV by Kohler 
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(KOH A 64). Step-function and polygonal approximations were used for 
the solution. An iterative technique was employed to minimize the sum of 
the squares of the deviation~ with respect to parameters defining the ampli
tude of each step. These parameters were squared to impose the nonnega
tivity. 

Although least-squares expansion methods have shown good success in 
the determination of the reactor fast-neutron spectrum, their use is less 
profitable with high-energy spectra. Since both the shape and the energy 
range of the spectrum may vary widely, it is difficult to find generally ap
plicable basis functions. The step-function and polygonal approximations 
provide flexibility in this respect; however, the resolution, which is dictated 
by the small number of the expansion terms, remains very poor; Further
more it is not possible to use prior information on the neutron spectrum in 
a flexible manner. 

Iterative Unfolding Method for ResPonse Matrices 

An iterative unfolding method has been described by Scofield (SeO N 
62) and Gold (GOl R 64). The method finds no negative solution by mini
mizing through an iterative procedure the deviation between the measured 
and computed responses. The procedure is terminated after a certain num
ber of iterations or when the deviations pass through a minimum~ 

This iterative method has been applied to proton-recoil spectroscopy 
by O'Brien et al.(O'BR K 67) in the study of high-energy accelerator leak
age spectra, to multisphere spectroscopy by Awschalom (AWS M 66), and 
~o multisphere and threshold-detector spectrOScopy by Stevens.on. (STE G 

·67). The procedure was compared to least~squares techniques by Su (SU Y 
67).' ' 

The studies indicate that the method compares favorably to the others 
discussed above. The studies of multisphere technique by Awschalom and 
Stevenson i'ridicated good success in the computation of integral quantities, 
such as flux and dose, in unfolding given test spectra. The determination of 
differential spectra indicated larger deviations from test spectra. In applica
tion to threshold detectors the method failed to match some of the re
sponses, and consequently there was significant discrepancy between the 
solution and the test spectra (STE G 67). The method imposes a non
negativity condition on the solution, and it is possible to use also smooth
ness I constraints. The application of specific prior knowledge, such as 
cutoff energy or preferred spectral shape, has not been incorporated in the 
method. 
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Iterative Perturbation Methods 

An iterative technique which employs the on-line facilities of the CDC-
6600 computer has been developed at LBL and used for the analysis of high
energy neutron spectroscopy with few threshold detectors (GIL W 68). A 
cathode-ray-tube display is used with light-pen input. The user draws a spec
trum with the light pen on the screen, after which the responses are computed 
for each detector. The solution is then perturbed in order to get a better 
match between the computed and the measured responses. After a number 
of trials the responses are matched, with an accuracy reflecting the experi
mental errors. The procedure also allows the user to apply any prior knowl
edge or the solution. 

With an increasing number of detectors with overlapping response 
curves it becomes increasingly difficult to make decisions on the direction of 
the next iteration. This and the slow speed restrict the applicability of this 
method to the study of systems with relatively few response functions. In 
such cases, however, it performs quite well and avoids all the numerical dif
ficulties that are common with all the other methods mentioned. 

An iterative method in which the subsequent perturbations to the 
initial trial spectrum are automatically computed by using energy-dependent 
sensitivity functions has been reported by McElroy et al. (McE W 67). This 
method has been successfully applied to the determination of neutron spectra, 
mainly reactor spectra in the energy range 10--8 to 18 MeV. Hargreaves and 
Stevenson (HAR D 68) have employed a simpler iterative technique based 
on regions of maximum response defined for each detector. The results 
reported from such calculations applied to high-energy neutron spectroscopy 
are still somewhat inconclusive. The iterative procedure used imposes the 
nonegativity condition, but ill-conditioned ~ases may still result in diverging 
solution. The results obtained with the simpler method, however, indicate 
that as good results can be expected as with the more complex procedures 
mentioned (HAR D 68). 

Constrained Least-Squares Methods With Matrix Inversion 

A numerical technique for the solution of first-order Fredholm integral 
equations incorporating a controlled degree of smoothness or closeness to a 
given approximative solution has been proposed by Phillips (PHI D 62) and 
further developed by Twomey (TWO S 63). More r,ecently extensions of 
th,ese techniques have been reported by Greer et al. (FRE C 67) and Strand 
and Westwater (STR 0 68). A generalized formalism was introduced by 
Routti (ROU J 69) and is discussed below. 

The integral equation 

1 Emax ' 
K(E',E) 4>(E) dE = A(E) + e(E') , (51) 

Emin 
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where €(E') reflects the uncertainties and error, is first replaced by a quad· 
rature form 

. Kt/> = A + e. (52) 

He~e A is the measured spectrum with components Aj and errors 
€j, J = 1, ... , m; t/> is the solution vector with components t/>i, i= 1 .. ·n; 
and K is the response matrix of dimensions n X m. I n the derivation of 
the quadrature form we approximate the solution by a piecewise linear 
continuous function. With an adequate number of steps this. approximation 
provides an .arbitrary closeness to any real continuous function without 
prescribing the shape of the solution. 

The solution of the integral equation is obtained by minimizing the 
quadratic rorm 

Q = QO + 'Y (W1,Q1' + W2Q2)' (53) 

where 
m 

Qo=~ r~ 2 
J 

€j. 

j=l 

n 

~ 
0 

Q = rt (t/>i·t/>?)2, 1 

i=l 

n-1 

Q2= I: d . 2 
r. (t/>. l' 2t/>. + t/>'+1) I 1= I '. I . 

j:;:2 

Ihe term QO is related 'to the matching of the responses, which can be 
weighted by rF. The term Q1 requires closeness to a given approximate 
solution t/>O; this criterion may be weighteci with itn energy-dependent 
function specified by weights rit/>O: The term Q2 imposes a smoothness 
requirement by including the numerical second derivative of the solution 
in the sum to be minimized; this also can be weighted with energy-depend
ent terms rp' 

The auxiliary conditions included in terms Q 1 and Q2 are weighted 
relafivel: ~y W1 ~~d W2, and fin~lIy ? spe~ifies the ~v~ra~l.importa~ce of 

. the a PriOri conditions. The solution IS obtained by minimizing Q With 
I ~ b' . respect to 'l'i y setting 

aQ 
- =O,fori=l," ·,n. at/>. 

I 
(54) 
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The resulting equations can be written in matrix form and solved in a single 
matrix inversion (ROU J 69). 

Somewhat similar techniques are used in the method reported by 
. Tikhonov{TI K A 63). In this case the sum to be minimized includes the norm 

of the solution and its first derivative. The application of that method to the 
multisphere spectroscopy has been proposed by Buxerolle et al. (BUX M 67). 

. The statistical aspects of the numerical solution techniques have been 
discussed by Burrus (BUR W 65) and Strand and Westwater (STR 0 68). 
The latter treat the problem where the covariance matrices of both the 9b
served vector A and the solution ¢ are known, and derive an optimal smooth
ing criterion based on maximum-likelihood method. 

Greer et al. (GRE C 67) have discussed in detail the case in which the 
function to be minimized may be written as 

m n ~ 0)2 Q=.~ e~E··L ¢i-:i 

)'-1) '-'" ¢. -. I-I I 

(55) 

An iterative procedure was derived in which the problem is solved in several 
steps by replacing the approximate solution ¢O by the solution ¢ of the 
preceding step. The limiting solution, which except for numerical difficulties 
may be obtained directly, is shown to converge to the solution that is closest 
to the original trial solution in the least-squares sense. The iterative procedure 
has been applied by Greer et al. to the determination of reactor fast-neutron 
spectra from activation-detector measurements. Generally a fission-neutron 
spectrum was used as initial trial solution. Good results for both integral and 
differential quantities were obtained in test cases and with actual data. 

The methods described provide convenient means to apply prior in
formation on both the smoothness and the shape of the solution. However, 
the nonnegativity of the solution is not guaranteed. This leads into difficulties 
with large uncertainties in the measured responses and the cross sections, 
where a compromise must be made between matching the responses and 
satisfying the prior information. It is also difficult to properly weigh the 
auxiliary conditions in cases in which the neutron spectrum extends over 
very many orders of magnitude. On the other hand, the computation is quite 
fast even in cases with many response functions, such as proton recoil spec
troscopy. 

Generalized Least-Squares Method With Nonnegative Solution 

To overcome the difficulties of the above matrix-inversion methods Routti 
has developed a formalism in which the solution is forced to be nonnegative 
and the auxiliary conditions can be used on several different scales (ROU J 68). 
The neutron spectrum is again approximated by a piece wise linear continuous 
function defined at energy points Ei by intensity values ¢i, which are taken 
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to be squares of real numbers, (/)t, to eliminate negative values. The require
ments of matching the measured responses as well as satisfying the a priori 
conditions are combined by defining a quadratic formas in Eq. 53. Because 
01 ~()mpulalion.economy requirements the neutron spectrum may be defined 
al tewer poinl~ than lhe cross sections. The con~tralnts aboul ttle smooth· 
ness and approximative shape of the spectrum are now expressed either on 
a linear, a relative, or a logarithmic scale--for instance, ona logarithmic scale, 
as 

r. (log X~ -log (/)9)2 
1 '1 I' 

(56) 

n·1 t rr (log X?l • 21Q8 X?.., log X~l )2. 

·i;::2 

Th~ solution can no longer be obtained through matrix inversion, but 
rather by minimizing Q with respect to the parameters Xi through iterative 
techniques. A gradient.minimization technique with variable metric to be 
well suited for this computation was found (ROU J 69). 

The formalism described above allows us the combination of priOr' in for
mation of .the neutron spectrum with the information contained in the mea
surement of the responses in a very flexible form. The mettiod and the 
computer program LOUHI (ROU J 69), written to perform th~ analysis, have 
been subjected to mathematical tests, discussed in the section of Testing 
Solution Methods. These results indicate that the method meets all the reo 
quirements set therein for a sOlution method. The technique is best suited 
for a large computer. In most C<1ses the solution obtained is nota sensitive 
function of the weighting parameters used in the expression of Q. However, 
when largely perturbed test responses or inconsistent sets of measured data 
are used, the analysis benefits greatly from the possibility of running LOUHI 
on-line with cathode-ray-tube display on intermediate re~lts and the option 
of choosing optimal weigh~ing parameters while solving the problem. 

Examples and Comments 

To: illustrate some of the points made of testing arld analysis procedures 
we next <:onsider a few examples. These com~utations have been performed 
with the program LOUH I. All the cases discussed have been ·run by using a 
uniform logarithmic smoothing criterion and ho other prior information on 
the solution. i . .' 

Figure 5.14 shows a test case run with aisimulated nc\.itron spectrum 
having a 14-MeV peak and the emulsiq" kernell. Excellent agr~ement is 

. . I 

I 

i 
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obtained between simulated and calculated spectra, for both protons and 
neutrons. In this case the very good agreement between the solution and the 
test spectra is due to an unrealistically close match between the two proton 
spectra. If the proton spectrum had realistic uncertainties, then such a close 
match would result in an'oscillatory solution spectrum. Figure 5.15 shows 
a case in which such oscillations have been avoided by using the smoothing 
criteria; however, the agreement between the test and solution spectrum is 
no longer so good. 

With kernels of lower resolution than that of the emulsion kernel the 
statistical uncertainties of the responses often are not recognizable. In such 
cases even the perturbed responses may be matched arbitrarily accurately 
without introducing unacceptable oscillations in the solution spectrum. And 
often it is difficult to say whether the structure in the solution spectrum 
necessitated by a close match of the input responses is due to errors in the 
data or to real structure of the neutron spectrum. For example, in Fig. 5.16 
we show a neutron spectrum obtained from a set of detectors exposed inside 
the beam tunnel of the CERN PS. (GIL W 68). Requiring a 5% match be· 
tween the measured and computed responses necessitates the structure shown 
in the spectrum. If only four of the seven detectors exposed were used, or 
if 5()oJ, descrepancies between the measured and the computed responses 
were accepted for the other three detectors, then the smoother solution 
shown could be obtained. In this case it is difficult to know whether the 
structure is real or only a reflection of experimental uncertainties. 

Kernels of lower resolution often leave some ambiguity in the results 
even when there are no errors in the input data. For example, in Fig. 5.17 
there is considerable discrepancy at low energies between the test and the 
solution spectra despite an excellent match ootween the unperturbed input 
responses and the solution responses. In this case it is obviously caused by 
the lack of any response of the detectors at low energies. But often such 
discrepancy is more subtle, and can be best explained by the limited in-

, herent resolution of the kernel. This quantity unfortunately cannot be 
easily characterized by any single number, but rather has to be determined 
in each case by using the testing procedures. 

The limited inherent resolution also explains the apparent inconsistency 
that different solution spectra are obtained when different initial guesses are 
used in iterative methods. Once the responses have been matched accurately 
then the remaining ambiguity of the neutron spectrum depends on the 
a priori information specified or built i,nto the program, rather than indicates 
any inadequacy of the method. For the same reason it is quite difficult to 
obtain reliable estimates of the accuracy of the spectral shape, or confidence 
limits of the solution, from a single computation. Rather this has to be 
estimated through multiple trials with different starting values and perturbed 
input responses. 

,. 
1. 
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Fig. 5. 14, Results from a test case with 
the proton-recoil scattering kernel. 
(from Routti) 
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Fig. 5.16. Neutron spectra unfolded from measurements with four detectors 
(BF3, AI'" 24Na, C ~ lIe, Bi-fission) and with seven (the above plus 
5 ... 32p, C'" 7 Be, Hg ... 149Tb)) exposed in the beam tunnel of the 
CERN 28-GeV proton synchrotron. (from Routti) 
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Fig. 5.17. Results from a test~~~ with Cu-spallation kernel and program 
LOUHI. Excellent agreement is obtained between the unperturbed 
input responses and the calculated responses. The deviation of the 
solution from the test spectrum can be explained by the absence of 
all response functions at low energies. (from Routti) 
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Because of the mathematical nature of the problem ~e resolution ob
tained in neutron spectroscopy with activation detectors remains limited even 
in ideal cases. The d~tailed structure introduced in the t(lst spectra or possibly 
existing in the real spectrum is difficult or impossible to recover. For the 
specification ofaccelerator shields the resplution <>Qtained is, however, quite 
adequate. And although spectral sha:pes may~_e s~nsit!ve functions ()fern;>rs 
in the inp!Jt data, these errors affect integ~ated quantities, such as flux and 
dose rates, mLlch less severely. Knowledge of the energy distribution of the 
neutrons can also be used to obtain appropriate conversion factors to justify 
the use of a single detector or a few detectors to measure Sl,lch integrated 
quantities (RIN A 68). This information Can also be used to justify simpli
fied models in shielding calculations and dose estimations (ROU J 69). 

Moderated n,ermal Neutron Detectors and Their Applic,tionto the 
Measurement of Fast Neutrons 

BUILDUP 

Elastic; scattering of neutrons on protons or very light nuclei is an ex
tremely efficient means of slowing down (or moderating) neutrons with 
enilrgies of only", few MeV. Thus if a thermal neutron detector is surrounded 
by increasing thicknesses of an efficient moderatc;>r (e,g., paraffin), its response 
in a fast n~utron fi~ld steadily increases as moderator is added. Its response 
increase~ to some ciptiml,lm value at which the production of thermal neutrons 
is it maximum. Beyond this optimum thickness the response declines because 
of increasing atte"uation qf the incident fast neutrons in themoderator. This 
"buildup" and subsequent rec:luction in response depends upon the average 
energy of the incident neutron spectrum. Wallace et al. (WAL R 61) have 
reported the measurements of the response of a paraffin-moderated BF3 
counter as a fUnction of moderator thickn~~s, for several neutron sources. 
Figure 5.18 summarizes their results. The average ~nergies of the neutron 
sources used were either measured or calcula~dfrom the neutron spectra 
reported by Hess i(HES W 59a) for several isotopic sources. -

These data may also be presented in the form pf Fig. 5.19, which shows 
the cOI,IOting efficiencY of two thermal neutron detectors as a f",nction of 
incident neutron energy. The upper curve shows the response of an indium 
foil, surrounded ~y 7.5 c;m of paraffinj the lower set of c!Jrves is for a BF3 
proportional counter surrounded by variQus thicknesses of moderator. It 
may be seen thatthe response of a thermal nelJtron detector surrounded by 
5 to' 7.5' em of paraffin is fairly independent of incident neutron energy in 
the energy range from 20 keV to 14 MeV. This fact has given rise to a host 
of closel,y related techniqlJes for the deiermination of neutron flux densities 
and ~ose,equivalent rates, many of which are discussed in this volume. The 
use of moderated activation detectors is more fully discl,lssed under the re
lated se~tions are those dealing with Bonner spheres and Neutron Rem.Meters. 
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Fig. 5. 18. Counting rate In a BF 3 counter sUffounded by a paraffin 
moderator as a function of paraffin thickness for various 
neutron sources (corrected for non-Isotropy of irradiation). 
The entire assembly was covered by cadmium. 
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Fig. 5. 79. The average efficiency of two moderated thermal neutron 
I I . . 

detectors as a function of average neutron energy for various 
thicknesses of paraffin moderator (corrected for non isotropic 
irradiation). The top curve is for an Indium activation detector 
surrounded hy 7.5 cm of paraffin. The lower curves are for a 
BF] counter. (from Wallace et 01.) 
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Experiment 3 in the appendix discusses in some detail the practical use 
of a moderated BF3 counter. 

BONNER SPHERES 

Following the suggestion by Stephens and Smith (STE ~ 5~) that a 
therm~lneutrondetect~': surround"ed by a .6-in .• diameter paraffin sphere 

. could be usefully employed tomeasllre nel.!trons in the energy range from a 
few keV to about 15 MeV, a sophisticated te~hnique of neutron dosimetry 
has been developed. 

Bramblett et al. (BRA L 60) suggested the use of severed moderating 
spheres of varying size to measure neutro!1 radiation fields. These workers 
used a small cylindrical (4 mm high, 4 mm dia.) lithium io~ide scintilla~or 
(Eu activated) placed in the centers of polyethylene moderators of various 
diameters. Thermal neutrQns arriving at the center of moderator inter· 
acted in the scintillator predpmi!1antly via the 6U (n,a)3H reaction, pro
ducing a 4.79.MeV a particle which is stopped in the crystal. The scintil. 
lator was coupled to a photomultiplier tube by a Q.5·in.·diam polystyrene 
light pipe, and the output of the photomultiplier therefore gave a measure 
of the thermal neutron flux density at the center of the moderator assembly. 

Bramblett et al. calculated the response of polyethylene spheres of 
diameter 2, 3, 5,8, and 12 in. at some discrete energies to neutrons in the 
energy range 50 keV to 15 MeV. (Such spheres have subsequently been 
generally referred to as "Bonner Spheres," after the senior author of the 
original paper.) The largest of these moderators ha,s a diameter comparable 
with that of the human trunk, and the variation with energy of its response 
to neutrons is therefore similar to that of the human body. This has led to 
the development of a family of rem meters ci'escribed somewhat later. Since, 
as we have already discussed, it is often necessary' to obtain detailed informa
tion of the neu~on spectrum, these detectors have also been used for spec
troscopy. 

Nel,ltron Spectr()scopy With BO!1ner Spheres 

In principle the determination of neutron spectra by lise of Bonner 
spheres is very similar to that with activation detectors, and many of the un
folding procedures are also similar. For a detailed account the reader is 
referred to the previous section, discussing neutron spectrometry with use of 
threshold detectors. 

The appropriate Fredholm integral equation may now be wri~ten 

forj= 1'·· m, (57) 
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where is the counting rate observed in the Ith detector, 

is the response function of the j the detector as a function 
of energy. -

The response functions Ri(E) have not been measured in sifficient detail 
(BRA R 60), and one has to make use of calculated values. Other calculated 
values of the response functions for spheres 2, 3, 5,8, and 12 in. in diam, and 
also for 18-in.-diam spheres, have been reported; the adjoint neutron transport 
method by Hansen and Sandmeyer (HAN G 65) and by McGuire (McG S 66) 
were used. Several tabulations of these response functions have been given in 
the literature (O'BR K 65, AWSM 66, WAT G 68). See Table S.VI. 

Figure 5.20 shows these response functions graphically. These calculated 
response functions have been used by Mclaughlin et al. (McL. J 66), Awschalom 
(AWS M 66), and Stevenson (STE G 67) in studies including both mathematical 
tests of unfolding routines and practical measurements. 

A successful use of multisphere technique requires accurate knowledge of 
the response functions and an appropriate method for unfolding the neutron 
spectrum. Among the nonunique solutions to the integral equations relating the 
measured response to the unknown spectrum, an appropriate solution is to be 
sought. Such a solution matches the measured responses within reasonable ex
perimental errors and has a physically acceptable nonnegative and nonoscillatory 
shape. The solution method should be stable enough to accommodate probable 
uncertainties in the response functions. In the studies mentioned above the 
iterative unfolding method by Scofield (SeO N 62) and Gold (GOl R 64) was 
used. The results by Awschalom indicated that significant disagreements were 
common between a given differential test spectrum and the one synthesized 
from calculated responses. Introduction of errors in response functions was 
shown by Stevenson to enhance these discrepancies. Fortunately, however, 
the computed values of integrated quantities s!;lch as flux and dose indicate ac
ceptable agreement. For practical measurements an experimental verification 
of the calculated response functions is necessary. 

When the multisphere method is compared with the threshold detector 
spectroscopy the following points should be noted. The size and cost factors 
favor the threshold detectors, which can be conveniently exposed in many 
locations simultaneously. The response of a threshold detector gives directly 
an approximation to a quantity of physical interest, the integrated flux above 
the threshold energy. The determination of the differential neutron spectrum 
by use of either sytem requires careful experimental technTques and critical 
use of rnathematical unfolding methods. 

I 
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Table S,VI. Response matrix for Bonner-sphere counting system 

NeutroD 
COundDgdlidency (_til per DeUtroDpeI' IQ ...... ceotbneter) 

eaergy Bare Cd c:overecl 2 in. 3 in. 5 in. 8in. 12 in. 
(eV) dettx:tor det~ .phere .~ aphere aphere Iphere 

1.0 (~2)t 0.1220 0.0000 0.1372 0.1059 0.0540 0.0156 0.0024 
1.6 (-2) 0;1220 0.0000 0.1401 0.1087 0.0560 0.0162 0.0025 
2.5 (-2) 0.1220 0.0000 0.1457 0.1140 O.OSjIB MI7l 0.0026 
4.0 (-2) 0.1180 0.0000 0.151' 0.1225 0.0689 0.0185 0.0029 
6.3 (-2) 0.1160 ' 0.0000 0.1620 0.1446 0.0712 0.0207 0.00'2 
1.0 (-I) 0.1140 0.0000 0.1760 0.1530 0.0824 M240 0.0037 
1.6 (-I) 0.1100 0.0000 0.1977 0.1787 M975 M285 0.0044 
2.S (-I) 0.1020 0.0000 0.2207 0.2050 0.lI41 0.0333 0.0051 
4.0 (-I) 0.1160 0.1160 0.2410 0.2326 0.1327 0.0386 0.0059 
6.' (-I) 0.1100 0.1100 0.2553 0.2560 0.1480 0.0433 M06S 
1.0 (0) 0.0840 0.0840 0.2560 0.2701 0.1605 0.0479 0.0071 
1.6 (0) 0.0760 0.0760 0.2532 0.2809' 0.1710 0.0517 0.0080 
2.5 (0) 0.P680 0.0680 0.2480 0.2853 0.1818 0.0541 0.0082 
4.0 (0) 0.0600 0.0600 0.2382 0;2872 0.1897 0.0572 0.0088 
6.3 (0) 0.0520 0.0520 0.2257 0.2880 0.1971 0.0598 0.0091 
1.0 (I) 0.0420 0.0420 0.:il21 0.2877 0.2033 0.0617 0.0096 
1.6 (I) 0.0360 0.0360 0.1991 0.2847 0.2094 0.0647 0.0100 
2.5 (I) 0.0280 0.0280 0.1890 0.2800 0.2150 0.0675 0.0105 
4.0 (I) 0.q20(l M200 0.1767 0.2743 0.2203 0.0707 0.0111 
6.3 (I) 0.0100 0.0100 0.1630 0.2672 0.2252 0.0732 0.0113 
1.0 (2) 0.0020 0.0020 0.1528 0.2608 0.2292 0.0763 0.0117 
'1.6 (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.1427 0,2535 0.2236 0,0789 0.0122 
2,5 (2) 0,0000 0.0000 0,lsi8 0,2451 0,2349 0.0816 0.0127 
4,0 (2) 0,0000 0.0000 0,1201 0.2362 0,2357 0,0829 0.0129 
6.3 (2) 0,0000 0.0000 0,1106 0.2227 0,2363 0.0842 MI30 
1.0 (3) 0,0000 \1,0000 0.1013 0.2187 0.2375 0.0865 ' 0.0132 
l,6 (3) 0.0000 0,0jI00 0.0935 0.2107 0.2392 0;0901 0.0142 
2,5 (3) o.oiloo 0.0000 0.0860 0,2050 0.2409 0.0935 0.0150 
4.0 (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0785 0.1915 0.2412 0.0956 MI53 
6,3 (3) 0.0000 0,0jI00 0.0703 0.1850 0.2418 0.0983 0.0158 
1,0 (4) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0655 0.1780 0.2423 0.1023 0.0167 
1,6 (4) 0.0000 0.0000 0,0594 0.i707 0.2445 0.1069 0.0171 
2.5 (4) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0535 0.1625 0.2453 0.1106 0.0181 
4,0 (4)' 0.0000 0.0000 0,0470 0.1532 0.2474 0.1178 0.0197 
6,3 (4) 0,0000 0.0000 0.0421 0.1457 0.2499 0.1266 0.0220 
1.0 (5) 0.0000 0.0000 0,0380 0.1372 0.2536 0.1402 ",0256 
1.6 (5) 0,0000 0.0000 0.0322 0,'1258 0.2591 0.1582 0.0312 
2.5 (5) 0.0000 0.0000 0,0257 0.1120 0.2644 0:1792 0.0396 
4.0 (5) 0.0000 0,0000 0.0178 0.0950 0.2641 0,2063 0.0533 
6.3 (5) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0127 0,0788 0.2520 0.2356 0.0745 
1,0 (6) 0.0000 0.0000 0,0085 0.0600 0.2310 0.2705 0.1040 
1.6 (6) 0,0000 0.0000 0.0060 0.0390 0,2050 0.2720 0.1500 
2.5 (6) 0,0000 0.0000 0.0038 0.0287 0.1550 0,2640 0.1856 
4.0 (6) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0024 0.0191 0.1153 0.2380 0.2067 
,6.3 (6) 0.0000 0.0jI00 0.0013 0.0130 0.0685 0.1950 0.1995 
1.0 (7) 0.0000 0,0000 o,ooio 0.0074 0.0563 0.1415 0.1742 
1.6 (7) 0.0000 0.0000 M003 0.0041 0.0337 0.0992 0.1420 

" 2.5 (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0020 0.02()5 0.0737 0.1141 
4.0 (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0010 0.0130 0.0476 0,0853 
6,3 (7) 0·0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 O.OOsti 0.0265 0,0543 
1.0 (8) 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0003 0.0037 0.0152 0.0266 
1.6 (8) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 ().OOOI 0~0035 0~O150 

tDigit in parentheses denotes power·of.ten multiplier. (fr()m O'Brien et al.) 
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Fig. 5.20. The response function of Bonner 
spheres of different diameters . 
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Many unfolding methods fail to perform well with either technique. 
With Bonner spheres the response matrix is close to an ill-conditioned 
linearly dependent system; the threshold-detector method often suffers 
from the small number of detectors used to cover a wide energy range. 
Employment of unfolding techniques allowing flexible use of a priori in
formation should benefit both multisphere and threshold-detector methods. 

Different unfolding routines have been compared (reported by THO R 
69). Bonner spheres of different sizes were exposed at 90 deg to a well
shielded thick target bombarded by 50(}'MeV electrons at the Mark III 
electron linac at Stanford. Routti (ROU J 69) has used the computer 
program LOUHrto determine the neutron spectrum from these data. Figure 
5.21 shows the spectrum obtained and the measured and computed responses 
for the spheres. There is good agreement between these calculated and 
measured responses, and the neutron spectrum is acceptable. 

Comparison of the dose-equivalent rates calculated by using the three 
unfOlding routines LOUHI, ENDIM, and ALFIE (HAR D 68, HAR D 69) 
showed good agreement (± 15%). Comparison of these dose-equivalent 
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rates with those determined by using NT A films and activation detectors, 
however, showed a discrepancy of a factor of two (THO R 69). (See Table 
5. VIII) Further intercomparison of this !1ature are clearly desirable. 
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Fig. 5.21. A neutron spectrum determined with the 
computer program LOUHI from Bonner sphere 
data measured at the Mar~ /III/near afcelerotor 
outside thick shielding. (from. Routtl) 
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Table 5.VII, Summary of dose-equivalent rate estimates: Measured at the 
Mark III electron linear (after Thomas). 

Method Dose-equivalent rate 

NTA films 

Activa~ion detectors 

Bonner spheres 

(mrem/hr) 

106± 2 

95 ± 19 

47 (LOUHI) 

56 (ENDIM) 

58 (ALFIE) 
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NEUTRON REM METERS 

In the discussion on Bonner spheres it was noted that response of larger 
,spheres to neutrons would be expected to be similar to that of the human body. 

Bonner suggested that a single 12-in.-diam sphere need be calibrated at 
only one energy to give ia roughly dose-equivalent response over a wide neutron 
energy range (thermal to 15 MeV). The advantages of such a detector are quite 
clear (see Chapter 2), It gives an approximately dose-equivalent response over 
a wide energy range, can measure low dose-equivalent rates (~0.5 mrem/h), 
has little or no geometrical dependence, and can be used as a portable instru
mentwith a minimum of training in its use. 

These desirable features have led to the development of a whole family 
of closely related instruments collectively known as "Rem Meters." 

The term rem meter is normally used for neutron-measuring instru
ments whose sensitivity per unit neutron fluence is proportional to appropriate 
ICRP values. The readings of such instruments are taken to be proportional 
to the maximum dose rate equivalent in a human bodY,regardless of the neu
tron energy spectrum in the range of practical interest, i.e. thermal energy to 
about 10 MeV. Such instruments are all based upon the principle already 
discussed many times in this volume, that fast neutrons may be conveniently 
monitored if they are first thermalized in the moderator that surrounds a 
thermal-neutron detector. 

Rem meters are particularly valuable when maximum neutron energies 
are less than 14 MeV or when there are large numbers of intermediate-energy 
neutrons. Obviously, if one wishes to understand the physical details of the 
radiation field, additional detectors must be used. However, when prior 
knowledge of the neutron spectrum is availabie; a rem meter is very useful 
for on-the·spot radiation surveys. 

Nachtigall (NAC D 67) has published 'In excellent review of rem meters 
and classified and compared the different types of instruments. 

Rem Meter Design 

All existing rem meters are fitted with at least one thermal neutron de
tector. The reactions most frequently used are 10B(n,a) in BF3 proportionaJ 
counters, 6Li(n, a) in Lil scintillation counters; activation and solid·state 
detectors are used occasionally. 

The detector is always surrounded by moderator material, usually 
polyethylene or paraffin wax. They are portable or movable but fairly heavy. 
In each the basic principle is that the moderator surroundingthe thermal 
neutron detector is chosen in such a way that by means of suitable dimen
sions and judicious combinations of additional absorbers, the response is as 
far as possible proportional to the dose equivalent. 
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Rem meters may be classified as follows: 

Type 1: Rem Meter Without Internal Absorber. 

A typical instrument in this category consists of a LiI(Eu) crystal, 4 mm 
in diam. and 4 mm thick, which is more than 80% "black" tothermill neutrons. 
The crystal is coupled to a photomultiplier tube by a O.5-in.- diam quartz or 
polystyrene light pipe and is mounted in the center of a 10 or 12~in.-diam poly
ethylene moderator. The first such detector, utilizing a 12-in. moderator, was 
reported by Bramblett et al. (BRA R 60). 

Subsequent improvements (HAN D 62, HAN D 63, NAC D 62) have led 
to an improved rem response. Hankins (HAN D 62, HAN D 63) has described 
an instrument with a 10-in.-diam sphere, represented in Fig. 5.22. 

XBL 729-1940 

iFig. 5.22. Diagram of a single sphere rem-meter without an 
internal absorber (Type 1) ( from Nachtigall) 

, r 
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Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show the measured and calculated response of 
this instrument compared with the desired response (based on the exact NBS 
and leRP recommendations). As may be seen from Fig. 5.24, although the 
response of the 10-in. sphere is quite good for thermal neutrons (~±4%) and 
fast neutrons in the range 0.2 to 7 MeV (± 15%), some serious discrepancies 
can occur. In the intermediate energy region the instrument can overrespond 
by as much as a factor of five. At energies above 7 MeV the instrument can 
considerably underestimate the neutron dose equivalent. 
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Fig. 5.23. Estimated response of a lOin. diam. single sphere rem-meter 
as a function of neutron energy. The open circles show calibration 
pOints. The dashed line indicates values derived from NBS handbook 
63,{from Hankins) 
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Fig. 5.24. Calculated response of a 10 in. diam. single-sphere 
rem-meter as a function of neutron energy. The dashed 
line shows values derived ~rom NCRP and ICRP recom
mendations extant in 1965. (from Hankins) 
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Type 2: Rem Meter With Internal Absorber 

In an attempt to improve the response of Type 1 rem meters to inter
mediate-energy neutrons, Andersson aM Braun (AND I 63) developed a 
counter similar in geometry to the long counter. A BF3 counter placed 
along the axis of a cylindrical polyethylene moderator detects thermal 
neutrons. The number of low energy neutrons reaching the BF3 counter is 
reduced by surrounding the tube with a cylinder of boron-impregnated 
plastic (see Fig. 5.25) in which holes have been drilled to allow some slow 
neutrons to pass. By a judicious balancing of the distance of the boron
plastic from the tube, the outer.diameter of the moderator, and the quantity 
of boron plastic .in the cylinder, Andersson and Braun devised an instrument 
with much improved energy response. With a polyethylene moderator of 
21.6 cm and with a well-dimensioned internal absorber, 2:20t6 of whose surface 
contains holes, greater absorption of the intermediate neutrons occurSj this 
ensures that the sensitivity curve of the rem meter follows the do~e-equivalent 
curve occurs again in the intermediate range at 5 keV and is about a factor of 
1.7. (See Fig. 5.26) 

Such an instrument weighs about 15 kg, and-although portable--is 
inconveniently heavy. 

An instrument similar to that of Andersson and Braun and based upon 
the long counter has been described by Frid et al. (FRI E 64). 

Leake (LEA J 67) has described a spherical version of the Andersson
Braun counter which has the advantage of weighing only 6.2 kg but has some-· 
what less favorable energy response. In the Leake rem meter the Lil (Eu) 
crystal (16 mm indiam and 2 mm thick) is centered in a moderator 8.2 in~ 
,in diameter. The crystal is surrounded by a cadmium dome ~ 2 in; in diam 
in which there is a hole through which the crystal and lightguide are in-

. serted. Fig. 5.27 This instrument will overread by a factor of 3.5 at 5 keV 
but underread by a fact()r of 3 at 15 MeV. (Fig.5.28) 

Keirim-Markus and Kraitov (KEI 167) have described a spherical rem 
meter having an internal absorber and utilizing boron-loaded ZnS as a 
scintillator. 

Type 3: Multi.sphere Rem Meter 

Here several moderating spheres are used in conjunction with one 
scintillation counter, measurements being taken sequentially (see the section 
on Bonner spheres). Such a technique is limited to radiation fields that are 
not changing with time. Several authors ha~e described practical systems 
(NAC 0 64, BAR A 64, McG S 66, NAC o 67b). 
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101 

DIMENSIONS IN mm 

"3-COUNTER 
DIAMETER 30-0.1 mm 

ORON PLASTIC 
HOLES ."0 mm OVER 
22,. OF THE AREA SENSITIVE LENGTH 10 mm 

'ILLING 8'3 (" ... 810)100 mmHg 
XBL 726-921 

Fig. 5.25. Diagram of a cylindrical rem-meter with an internal 
absorber (Type 2) (from Nachtiga/l). 

NEUTRON ENERGY In eV
XBL 726-914 

-·_·-1 - .--------.:.-. -.--.. ----.-.- --- ..... -.-----.--.-.--

Fig. 5.26. Response curve of a cylindrical rem meter with an 
interm!1 absorber (from Nachtlgall). 
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Fig. 5.27. Spherical rem-meter with an internal absorber (after Leake). 
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Type 4: Multidetector Rem Meter 

Rather than use one detector and several moderators, one can obtain 
equivalent results by placing several detectors in one moderator. This tech
nique is based on the suggestion by Mandl (MAN M 52) that the thermal flux 
distribution inside a moderator may be used to determine both the incident 
neutron flux density and its spectrum. 

Tatsuta et al. (TAT H 67) have described the use of four BF3 counters 
in a cylindrical moderator. One counter is placed along the central axis of 
the cylinder and the three others are placed parallel to it, equispaced on the 
circumference of a circle (Fig. 5.29). 

Dvorak and Dyer (DVO R 65) have described an instrument using 
activation detectors. The moderator consists of a 12-in.-diam paraffin sphere 
encased in aluminum. Nine thermal activation foils located within the mod
erator are used to determine neutron fluence and dose equivalent. The activa
tion of six of these foils, located 1 in. below the surface of the moderator, is 
used to determine neutron fluence to better than 100;6 in the energy range 
20 keY to 2.3 MeV. Th.e neutron dose equivalent is determined from the 
activation of the three remaining foils, which are placed at the center of the 
moderator. Dose equivalent may be determined within 75% over the same 
energy ranges. Figure 5.30 shows the response of the Dvorak-Dyer detector 
as a function of energy. 

A spherical rem meter using solid-state detectors (GAR G 53) has been 
discussed. It should be no surprise to the reader that rem meters of types 3 
and 4 show much smaller deviation from the dose-equivalent curve than is 
shown by types 1 and 2. A larger number of parameters may be adjusted 
in the more complex instruments, and better agreement inevitably results. 
Thus, for example, Nachtigal! and Rohloff (NAC 067 b) have reported that 
four moderators are capable of determining the dose equivalent to within 
less than 100;6 in the energy range 0.025 eV to 50 MeV. 

However, it must be emphasized that all the sensitivity curves in the 
intermediate energy region are calculated. 

Several of the instruments of types 1 through 4 are commercially avail
able (see Ref. LBL 71). 

Determination of the Dose-Equivalent Rate By Using Rem Meters 

In practice rem meters are usually calibrated with Po-Be, Ra-Be, Am-Be, 
or Pu-Be neutron sources after a suitable discriminator threshold has been 
determined. 

In rem meters types 1 and 2 the indication of the reading device is 
given directly in mrem/h. These instruments have a sensitivity to neutrons 
of about 1 count/sec per millirem/h, their 'Y sensitivity is lower by a factor 
of more than 1000. These devices may be used for neutrons between thermal 
energies and 7 to lOMe V. 
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XBL 726-918 

Fig. 5.29. Diogro177 of a multi-detector rem-meter (from Nochtigall). 
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Fig. 5.30. Comparison of response 'choracteristics of three spherical 
neutron detectors (from Dvorok ond Dyer). 

When several spheres are used (type 3 rem meter) the dose-equivalent 
rate DE may be written 

DE = K "f. Co L.i, I' (58) 

where K is a factor dependent upon the size and shape of the 
crystal, the optical coupling to the photomultiplier 
and the discriminator setting, 

fi is a weighting factor for the ~ th moderator, 

and Ci is the counting rate of the detector in the i th 
moderator. -

Thus, for example, Nachtigall and Rohloff (NAC D 67b) show that, for 
moderators of 2, 5, 11, and 18 in. in diameter, the equ~tion 

DE = K(0.3C2 + 9 Cll + 10 C18 - 0.8 C5) (59) 

. gives the DE rate in the region from thermal energies to 50 MeV in the 
region from thermal energies to 50 MeV. In this equation C i refers to the 
counting rate in the sphere of diameter i. The dose-rate equivalent is ob
tained in a similar way with the multidetector rem counters. 

'. , 
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F or the cylindrical type o~ rem meter described by Tatsu ta et a!. (TAT 
H 67) with BF3 counter, (DE) is given by 

. (DE) = (1.I5N I - 0.0639N°2) X 10-2 9mrem/h}. (60) 

Here Ni is the counting rate of the central BF] counterand N2 the sum of 
the three BF3 counters (TAT H 67). A common feature of the multisphere 
and multidetector types is that any change in the dose-equivalent curve for 
neutrons recommended by advisory authorities can be allowed for by alter
ing the moderator diameters arid the positioriof the detectors and the weigh
ing factors (or both). 

Calculated Sensitivity Curves 

All the rem meters described here (Type 1-4) use either spherical or 
cylindrical moderators. . 

F raki et a!. (F RA R 62) have made calculations of the variation of 
sensitivity of rem meters as a function of energy in cylindrical geometry. 
As previously mentioned, Bramblett et a!. (BRA R60), Hansen and Sand
meir (HANG 65, ORNL 63) and McGuire (McGS 66) have calculated the 
response of spheres of various sizes up to energies as high as 200 MeV. Un
fortunately these calculations are not in good agreement, especially in the 
intermediate energy region (see Fig. 31). 
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Fig. 5.37. Calculated (- - -) and measured ( __ ) energy response 
for 2 in. and 8 in. d;am. Bonner spheres (from Nacht;gall). 
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Fig. 5.32. Calculated and experimental sensitivity curves for TDB(n, a) 
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Experimental Studies of Response Functions 

These discrepancies will havc to be resolvcd expcrimcntally, but this 
has 110t yet been donc climplctcly lor several reasons. Convenient mono
cnergetic sources of neutrons in the intermediate .energy region are not 
available. Neutron scattering from floors, walls, and even air present a dif
ficult background problem at these energies. Finally, the directional de
pendence of the instruments (particularly thosc using cylindrical geometry) 
may present added difficulties in making accurate calibrations. 

Experimental studies made to date are not unequivocal. Nachtigall 
(NAC D64) has reported good agreement with the sensitivity curves for 
spherical moderators originally calculated by Bramblett et al. (BRA R 60). 
Fillis and Bass (FIL P 65), on the other hana; have reported discrepancies 
up to a factor of 1.7 (see Fig. 31). 

Nachtigal! (NAC D 67) has reviewed experimental studies in a variety 
of paraffin and polyethylene moderators. Figure 5.32 shows his comparison 

. betweer) the experimental and theoretical values. Fairly large discrepancies 
are seen. 

Conclusions 

The conclusions to be drawn from this discussion of rem meters are 
brought.into focus by a practical example. Nachtigall (NACD 67) has r~
ported a radiation survey around a medium-energy proton accelerator with 
four rem metcrs, each calibrated under identical conditions with the same 
Am-Be sourcc. Table 5.v1l1 shows that the worst discrepancy bctween thc 
different instruments is by as much as a factor of five. This large divergence 
occurred where the average neutron energy was the lowest observed 
(~40 keY). Nachtigall summarizes his experience With rem meters thus: 

"Rem meters consist of detectors for thermal neutrons and more or 
less complicated moderator covereings; Therefore, the calculation and ex
perimental determination of sensitivity curves of such measuring arrange· 
ments in the energy range fro~ thermal up to some 107 eY is of high inter
est to Health Physicists. A comparison of published calculations, curves, 
experimental results, and estimations on this subject shows large deviations. 

"The deviations of the sensitivity curves of rem counters from the 
dose·equivalent curve amount to up to a fattor of 5 in the intermediate 
region. Calculated sensitivity curVes of Li I crystals with sphere moderators 
differ by a factor of 1.5. Experiments with fast neutrons andLiI crystals 
with sphere moderators yielded differences up to a factor of 1.7 compared 
with other experiments and calculations. Long counter measurements for 

, I·: 
calibration purposes are only correct within the factors L1 to 1.2. The 
factor 1.2 must also be applied when uncertaintics of energies of Van de 
Graan ncutrons in the 10-keY region are estimated. Betwecn calculated 
and measurcd sensitivity curves in the intermediate energy range there 



Table 5.VIII. Dose equivalent evaluations by means of different rem-counters. II' 
-..I 
C) 

Location 
Multisphere [22) Single sphere Cylindrical type Spherical type with internal 

without internal with internal absorber 
absorber absorber Dia Cd-sphere 

mrem/h mrem/h mrem/h 55 mm 59mm 

mrem/h mrem/h ;iC 

Unac, flight path 2 1.4 2.5 1.5 ):-
0 

Unac, flight path 4 2.7 4.2 2.0 ):-..., 
Unac, flight path 6 2.4 5.0 3.0 0 z 
BR2, tube R2, 45° 1.4 3.0 2.0 5 4.5 ~ 

I'TI 

BR2, tube R2, 0° 3.0 5.8 6.9 8 8.8 ~ 
BR2, tube R3 0° 

c 
3.4 7.7 4.9 9.2 9.4 ;iC 

I'TI 

BR2, tube R1, 2.5 4.2 2.1 5.5 6.0 ~ 
I'TI 

BR2, above tube R2 1.1 4.2 4.0 5 5.5 
z ..., 
VI 
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are differences of a factor of 3. Errors due to directional dependence, in· 
exactly known fluence-dose conversion curves, and unisotropiccalibration 
sources can be represented by factors in the order of 1.2. , 

"Under adverse conditions and when small moderators are used, the 
appearance of scattered neutrons may cause errors up to a factor of 2.3; 
Finally, dose·equivalent measurement in the same neutron field with different 
rem counters, which are calibrated under the same conditions, show devia· 
tions up to a factor of 5. 

"Therefore, measurements Of the dose rate equivalent obtained by 
means of different rem counter types are not comparable. Even results 
obtained with the same rem counter inside one laboratory show varying 
degrees of error. I n order to overcome these uncertainties research work in 
this field of dosimetry must be intensified. Especially more investigations 
of sensitivity curves, mainly in the intermediate energy range, are necessary. 
As long as this has not been"dofle'an'cl provided that no other information 
such as flux density, absorbed dose~jnformation on spectra, etc., are used 
for corrections, "[ it is probably unsafe I " to assume that the error of a rem 
counter measurement is smaller than a factor of 2. In most cases the error 
will be larger." 

Rem meters should be used with caution, and always with an under· 
standing of their response to radiation and the radiation field in which they 
make measurements. 

PULSE COUNTERS 

Pulse counters operating in the ion-chamber, proportional, or Geiger
Muller modes (as well as other radiation detectors) use, in some way, the 
phenomenon of ionization. Radiation detectors may be categoriied accord· 
ing to the mechanisms used to detect this ionization. One such grouping 
might then be: 

a. lon-chamber, proportional counters, and Geiger-Muller counters. 
b. Scintillation counters. ' 
c. Cloud ,chambers and bubble chambers. 
d. Photographic emulsions. 

Of these, detectors in category a have found wide application in the im
mediate detection and analysis of accelerator radiation fields; scintillation 
counters (category b) are used to detect both prompt and residual radiation 
fields produced by accelerators. , 

Detectors in categories c and d are discussed in the section on 
Visual Techniques. 

We have already discussed the use of ionization chambers in the cur
rent mode. In this section is discussed the operation of counters in categories 
a and ~ in the pulse mode. Basic texts in dosimetry and instrumentation 
should be consulted for detailed information about these detectors, their 

I 
I, 
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principles of operatiion, their design and application. Among these are books 
by Rossi and Staub (ROS.B 49), Price (PRI W 58), Handloser (HAN J 59), and 
Attix, Roesch, and Tochilin (ATT F 68). In the simple and elementary dis
cussion that follows, we try to emphasize particular features and qualities of 
these detectors that are of importance in accelerator monitoring. 

The detectors in category a produce an electrical signal or pulse as a 
direct consequence of the production of ionization. Figure 5.33 shows how 
pulse size depends on applied voltage in such detectors. Curve A in Fig. 5.33 
represents a case in which a larger number of primary ion pairs is produced 
than for curve B. It is evident that these curves can ,be divided into six 
regions. In region I the pulse height increases with an'incr~a~ in the applied 
voltage. In region II the pulse height is unaffected by an increase in the ap
plied voltage. It is in this region of about 100 to 300 volts that an ionization 
chamber operates. An example of such a pulse-ion counter is the bismuth 
fission counter. 
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Fission of the bismuth nucleus by high energy neutrons or protons Sets 
in at about 50 MeV and rises slowly, reaching a constant value at about 1 GeV. 
The Bi fission cross section for protons is well known from threshold up to 
about 30 GeV (see Fig. 5.34) (DeCH 63), and what few measurements are avail
able indicate that the neutron and proton cross sections are similar (MOY B 52, 
HES W 57). 

The fragments resulting from fission of bismuth may be detected in a 
suitably designed ion chamber. Several papers in the literature have described 
features of such instruments (KEL E 48, WIE C 49, BEAJ 59, McC J 68, and 
HES W 57). Small chambers have proved extremely useful for measurements in 
accelerator beams, but the rather small flux densities that must be measured in 
accelerator surveys make it necessary to develop an extremely sensitive chamber. 
Operation of the chamber in the pulse mode discriminates stfl,>ngly against 'Y rays 
and low energy reactions, because the ratio of the pulse height obtained from 
fission to that obtained from other particles is roughly of the order of the ratio 
of their energies. Because the range of the fission fragments is typically 
~ 4 mg/cm2 it is necessary to develop a fission chamber with a large bismuth 
surface area to give the required sensitivity. Hess et al. (HI;S W 57) have de
scribed the construction of a parallel-plate chamber with an effective surface 
area 65 000 cm 2 of bismuth. Such a chamber with 42 plates 30 cm in diam 
coated with bislTluth to a thickness of 1 mg/cm2 and operated at 300 V has a 
sensitivity of about 1 count/min in unit flux density. The background count 
rate in this counter is less than 1 count/hr~ The counter is sensitive to charged 
particles (protons and pions) above 50 MeV, but relatively few of these are 
ordinarily present in the equilibrium spectrum outside a thick shield. If 
necessary, they may be discriminated against by means of an anticoincidence 
shield. In their paper Hess et al. (HES W 57) describe how the difficulties due 
to large capacitance were overcome by means of a delay line. More recently 
McCaslin (McC 68) has shown how p-n junction field-effect transistors may be 

used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Other elements may be used in 
fission ionization chambers. At low energies thorium and uranium have been 
used, butin using a uranium fission chamber one should be aware that the 
presence of 235U makes a U fission chamber sensitive to thermal neutrons in 
addition to fast neutrons. The fission cross sections of Th and U are shown 
in Fig. 5.34. 
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Fig. 5.34. Fission cross sections of a function of neutron or 
proton energy. 

Proportional Counters 

100 

In region III of Fig. 5.33 the pulse height again increases with an increase 
in the applied voltage, owing to an effect at .the central wire called multiplica
tion. The field gradient near the wire is sufficiently high so that an electron 
can acquire enough energy in the intervals between successive collisions with 
the gas to ionize many molecules. This results in the release of additional 
electrons, which in turn cause the release of even more electrons. For a given 
voltage, the multiplication is c6nstant. This is ~videnced by the fact that 
the vertical separation between curves A and B of Fig. 5.33 is constant in 
region III. Thus, for a given voltage, the pulse height is proportional to the 
number of primary ion pairs formed. The proportional counter operates 
in this region; 
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Typic;tl examples of proportional counters are the BF3-filled counter 
and the polyethylene-lined counter, which are deScribed in the Appendix' 
(Laboratory Manual). The theory of operation of this latter counter and 
details of its use are described in Section 4 of the Appendix. Another type 
of proportional counter is used in the LET spectrometer, which has already 
been described in this chapter. 

Geiger Counters 

In region IV of Fig. 5.33 the curves again rise with increased voltage, but 
at different rates. This is the region of limited proportionality, and counters 
should not ordinarily be operated in this region becauSe of possible instability. 
Operation in region VI is not possible because of continuous discharge or 
arcing. 

In region V of Fig. 5.33 curves A and B coincide, indicating that for a 
given voltage the pulse height is independent of the number of primary ion 
pairsformed; the Geiger counter operates in this region. What is occurring is 
that the mUltiplication process has become so ~nergetic at these higher voltages 
that photons of light are released, and they ionize other gas atoms near the 
wire as they proceed down the bessel. This causes a cascade all along the wire
a phenomenon known as a corona discharge. 

The great advantage of the Geiger-Muller counter is its simplicity. For 
example, one does nothave to control its voltage very closely. Its chief 
limitation is that its dead time is of the order of 100 microseconds, owing to 
the time required for the discharge to be quenched. Any particle entering 
during that time is not recorded. If one particle entered every microsecond, 
the Geiger counter would record only 1% of the incoming particles, since it 
can produce only one count every 100 J.lSec .. 

With suitable techniques this limitation can be overcome or minimized, 
however, thus permitting GM counters to be used in areas of high instantaneous 
radiation fields. One such technique involves gating the counter off during 
the pulse of radiation from the accelerator and then on immediately afterward. 
A foil which captures neutrons i~\yrapped around the counter and the assembly 
is imbedded in a moderator. The activity induced in the foil and then detected 
can be made to be proportional to either the instantaneous or the average 

. ,'. . . 

neutron fluence. The use of Geiger counters surrounded with silver foil in an 
accelerator radiation survey is described in Experiment 7 of the Appendix. 
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Scintillation Counters 

Detectors in category b-scintillation counters-do not directly produce 

an electrical signal as a result of ionization, but rather depend upon the con
version of light emitted, as a result of ionization in a scintillating medium, to 
an electrical signal by a phototube. 

Section 10 in th~ Appendix discusses in some detail the use of a Nal(TI) 

scintillation counter for 'Y spectrometry. Such a detector is of great value in 
accelerator radiation measurements, for example, in determining the radio
activity induced in threshold activation detectors (see section on Particle 
Spectrometry). 

Section 8 of the Appendix describes the use of irradiated plastic scin
tillator to detect neutrons with energy greater than 20 MeV. 

VISUAL TECHNIQUES 

This section describes techniques by which the passage of an ionizing 
particle is "visualized." This may be conveniently done in solids, liquids, or 
gases. In dense materials passage of an ionizing particle may lead to chemical 
changes or radiation damage, along the path of the particle, which may be de
tected and permanently recorded by photographic emulsion, mica, or various 
plastics. The passage of an ionizing particle may trigger the production of liquid 
droplets in a supersaturated gas (cloud chamber) or of sparks (spark chamber) 
along the path of the particle. A permanent record may be obtained by photo
graphing the track consisting of drops of spart<'s~ , 

Neutron Spectroscopv with Nuclear Emulsion' 

INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear emulsion has been used extensively for neutron spectroscopy. 
Neutrons that pass through emulsion may be scattered by a hydrogen nucleus 

in the emulsion. Some fra,ction of the neutron energy is then imparted to the 
ionized hydrogen atom, which moves through the emulsion and leaves behind 
itself a trail of silver bromide crystals in such a state that, upon action by a 
chemical developer, they will be changed to colloidal silver particles. These 
grains or silver can be observed with a microscope. The more highly ionizing 

the particle, the greater the density of silver grains per unit track length, and 
the greater the energy of the ionizing particle the longer the track. Any 
ionizing particle can, in pr,inciple, produce these effects, and under suitable 
circumstances, the particle may be uniquely identified by the relationships 
between grain density and track length. 
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Excellent discussions of the process and techniques of nuclear emulsion 
are found in the text by Yagoda (Y AG H 49) and in a survey article by Beiser 
(BEl A 52). The monograph by Barkas (BAR W 63) should be consulted when 
detailed information is necessary. For those wishing to learn something of 
the technique III the miaoscope, the text by Shillaber is also excellent 
(SHI C 44). 

The techniques described here are limited to neutrons of energy be
tween approximately 0.5 and 15 MeV . Protons of energy less than i::= 0.5 
MeV produce tracks too short to observe, whereas above ~ 15 MeV few tracks 
are observed in emu~sion I exposect to the neutron spectra that typically prevail 
outside accelerator shielding. This is because both the neutron flux density 
and the n,p cross section decrease with increasing energy; Over this energy 
interval 0.5 to 15 MeV, n,p scattering is essentially isotropic. Consequently 
monoenergetic neutrons that interact with the hydrogen in a volume of 
emulsion produce (with equal probability) proton recoils having an energy 

from zero up to that of the incident neutron. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.35. 
It follows that if the neutrons are not monoenergetic, the resulting proton 
recoil spectrum will be formed by the superposition of individual proton 
spectra from each increment of neutron energy (as illustrated in Fig. 5.36). 
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Fig, 5.36. An idealized proton recoil spectrum 
produced in emulsion (b) by a neutron 
source with several discrete energies. 

Idealized proton spectra like these are not observed in 'practice, owing 
to such effects as statistical fluctuations in proton ranges because of strag
gling, and finite thickness of emulsion. Later we shall see how these and 
other effects operate to produce the spectra we observe. However, Figs. 
5.35 and 5.36 indicate that once a proton recoil spectrum has been de
termined, it is then possible by differentiation of the proton spectrum 
to derive the neutron spectrum to which the emulsion was exposed. 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

The methods and techniques to be described are those in use at our 
Laboratory and have proved satisfactory. Many of them were developed 
by Lehman and have been described in the literature (AKA H 63, LEH R 64a, 
LEH R 64b, LEH R 64c, LEH R 64d). 

The emulsion used is type L4, manufactured by IIford ltd. (U.K). 
This type is chosen because it is sensitive to ionizing particles of any energy 
and because of its small grain size, ~ 0.14 J.I, which permits heavy tracks to 
be registered by individual grains rather than by a continuous filament of 
silver. 

Emulsion pellicles, lXl in.,600J.l thick, have been found most 
convenient. That the emulsion is unsupported aids prOCessing by allowing 
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. the developer and fixer to penetrate from both $ides. Thicker emulsions 
take longer to process, and in thinner ones the probability that proton recoil 
tracks will be contained is smaller. Before use each pellicle is numbered, 
wrapped in a single thickness of black paper, and sealed with black tape. An 
emulsion history chart is kept (AKA H 63). After exposure, the pellicles each 
have their thickness measured, so that shrinkage after processing maybe de· 
termined, and are then processed, with Amidol as the developer, by the follow· 
ing prescription. 

Table 5.1X Processing of 600'#l L4 IIford emulsions. 

Procedure Temperature Time 
(0C) 

Water presoak 5 1 hr 

Developer presoak 5 2.5 hr 

Warm development 24 50min 

Short stop 5 1 hr 

Fixer 5 approx 24 hr 

Dilution and Wash 5 approx 24 hr 

5% Glycerine in 500t6 ETOH 5 1 hr 

5% Glycerine in 75% ETOH 5 1 hr 

Ethal10l saturated with rosin 5 24 hr 

Silk screen drying 20-25 24 hr 

---~-- ---- -----.- -------------------------------------- ----~-----~ .-
- -

After processing, the pellicles are again measured and the shrinkage (ordinarily 
about 15%) is determined. Next they are mounted on 1 in,X 3 in; glass micro
scope slides with clear epoxy cement and are then ready for scanning. 

-------A m"fcroscopeffttedwiih 1 OXwiae.:flefdeye Pleces-ind i6SjColf~-------- ------
immersion objective, whose working c!istance is adequate for the emulsion 
thickness, should be used in ~anning. 

The coordinate readout microscope used at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory for scanning track emulsions is one of a series designed and can· 
structed by James C. Hodges of our Laboratory. It is fitted with a special 
moving stage. Two handwheels drive the precision lead screws that control 
the horizontal motion of the stage (x and y axes). The vertical (z-axis) 
motion of the microscope barrel is controlled by standard coarse~ and fine
focus knobs. Shaft position encoders are mechanically coupled to the pre· 
cision lead sc;rew shaft and to the shaft of the fine-focus knob. These en
coders "sense" minute rotation increments as electrical impulses that can be 
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translated and amplified. The encoders resolve 1000 units per turn, or 0.36 
deg of shaft rotation. The x- and y-axis encoders permit a digital readout over 
the range of 100 turns. Suitable gearing and intermediate binary-to-decimal 
electronic translating enable the encoder to read out to a card-punch machine 
translation of the stage or motion of the barrel in units of microns. Thus, at 
a fixed-focus setting, every point in the working volume has a unique set 
(xi, Yi, li) of rectangular space coordinates. A point of interest is located by 
cross hairs in the field of view and by the fine-focus setting. 

When the scanner pushes the '~punch button" on the control box, the 
three shaft encoder positions are sensed and three five-digit numbers-the 
track end-point coordinates in emulsion space--are punched into IBM cards. 
This is repeated for the other end point of the track. Alth()ugh in principle 
one should measure the length of every track in the volume of emulsion con
sidered, it has been shown by Lehman (LEH R 64e) that this is not necessary. 
We therefore use the more rapid random-walk method of sampling. In this 
method, the track to be measured next is the one whose end point lies nearest 
to the last end point of the track previously measured. However, only tracks 
that have both end points within the emulsion are selected . 

. For each track a correct length in microns is computed, 

(61 ) 

where I is the length of the track, f1 is the correction factor for the lateral 
(x,y) shrinkage, and f2 is a correction containing the thickness (z) shrinkage 
factor. The 6x-Le (xrx2) - and 6 y -i.e. (Y1 - Y2)- are in units of microns, 
but 6z is! expressed in u'nits of 0.60 J.L. Ther~fore the correction f2 is the 
product of 0.60 X the z shrinkage factor. Our program compares the 
computed length with a range-energy table (BAR W 63) for protons in nuclear 
emulsion (Fig. 5.37), and the track is assigned to one of 85 energy intervals. 
Several hundred traCks or more thus generate the points of a raw proton-recoil 
energy spectrum. 

Next, our pr()gram corrects the raw proton spectrum by a function based 
on geometry. This function gives the probability that a track of a given length 
originating in the emulsion will end in the emulsion. This function is derived 
in by Akagi and Lehman (AKA H 63) and is shown in. Fig. 5.38. 

Each point on the spectrum is also corrected by its energy interval. The 
program thus computes 8S proton-recoil spectrum points 6N/P6E and the 
standard deviation ../.6N/P6E for each point, where 6N is the number of 
tracks in energy interval 6E and P is the appropriate geometry correction. 
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Figure 5.39 shows a typical proton recoil spectrum derived by this 
method. Several features are worthy of comment. First, there are essen
tially no tracks of protons of energy < 0.5 MeV. This is because these 
have only a few grains and consequently are hard to see, especially when their 
axes are at large angles to the horizontal plane of the emulsion. Second, there 
are peaks in the proto~ recoil spectrum at energies of ~ 0.7 and ~ 1.25 MeV. 
The 0.7-MeV peak is due to thermal neutron capture in nitrogen in the emul
sion, which gives rise to a proton by the reaction 14N(n,p) 14<:. The 1.25-MeV 
peak is from a particles emitted from naturally occurring isotopes in the 
emulsion; chiefamong these are U, Th, and Rn. Occasionally "stars" are 
observed where two or more a particles have been ernitted by the same 
nucleus. These can be distinguished from stars caused when a high energy 
nucleon interacts inelastically with a nucleus in the emulsion because stars 
formed by alpha decay have tracks with the same heavy grain density and 
(nearly) the same length, 'whereas stars resulting from inelastic interactions have 
tracks with differing lengths and grain densities. These qualities can be used 
to gain information about the shape of the neutron spectrum at high energies, 
as is discussed subsequently. Third, as expected, the proton recoil spectrum 
exhibits a more or less smooth decrease with increasing energy, marred some· 
what by poor statistics. This is a consequence of the principle illustrated 
in Fig. 5.36. Finally, there are a few proton tracks with energies above 15 
MeV. We attribute these to cosmic-ray neutrons if the accelerator neutrons 
are known to have energies below this. However, even when emulsions are 
exposed to continuous neutron spectra extending to the GeV region, there 
are still so few tracks above 15 MeV that poor statistics prevent acquisition 
of any information about the neutron spectrum. Emulsions exposed to 
monoenergetic neutrons exhibit the same features except that the proton 
spectrum does not decrease monotonically with energy. Rather, it is more 
or less flat up to the energy corresponding to the.neutron energy, at which 
it undergoes a precipitous decrease. A proton recoil spectrum formed 
from exposure to a (O;T). neutron source is shown in Fig. 5.40. 

We have used two methods to find the neutron spectrum from such 
data. Method I involves drawing or plotting a smooth curve through the 
proton recoil data points: The artificial peaks at 0.7 and 1.25 MeV are 
ignored and a smooth curve is constructed. This curve is made to mono
tonically decrease with energy (in the case of distributed neutron spectra) 
and to take into account the statistical error of the points making up the 
proton recoil spectrum. A second computer program then determines 
points along the smooth curve at O.l-MeV intervals from 0.4 to 1 MeV, at 
0.2-MeV intervals from 1 to 3 MeV, at 0.3-MeV intervals from 3 to 6 MeV, 
and at OA-MeV intervals beyond 6 MeV. This program finds these points by 
successively fitting a seco'nd-order polynomial curve to three adjacent input 
values and differentiating the curve at the point of interest. For instance, 
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Fig. 5.39. Typical recoil proton spectrum procedure. Obtained by 
Lawrence Berkeley /.aboratory scanning procedure. Emulsion 
scanned wqs exposed outside the shield of the 184" 
.synchrocyc/otron. 
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Fig. 5.40. Proton spectrum measured in an emulsion 
exposed to D, T (14 MeV) neutrons. 
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if r(E) = it + bE + cE2 is the polynomial curve based on the input points at 
0.4,0.5, and 0.6 MeV, then f(O.5) [0.5/0(0.5)1 is the relative value of the 
neutron spectrum at 0.5 MeV if 0(0.5) is the elastic-scattering cross section 
fur h~drogcl1 Jl 0.5 MeV. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5.41 by use of the 
proton recoil data generated by 14.7-MeV neutrons as shown in Fig. 5.40. 
Note that the neutron spectrum also has a peak at 2.2 MeV. This is due to 
(D,D) neutrons formed by deuteron buildup on the target. 

Method II involves the computer program LOUHI (discussed in the 
section on Particle Spectrometry in this chapter). When this program is used 
it is not necessary to generate a smooth curve through the proton recoil data 
points but nevertheless, a subjective element remains in the analysis in the 
choices of various smoothing and fitting functions. 

Irrespective of the method of spectrum analysis utilized, it should be 
capable of a resolution comparable to that shown in Figs. 5.39 through 5.41. 
The resolution of the system should be tested and demonstrated before the 
method is accepted., 
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Fig. 5.41. Generation of a neutron spectrum from the proton recoil 
data shown in Fig. 5.40. The dotted line shows the smoothed 
curve fitted to the proton recoil scanning data while the solid 
line shows the (derived) neutron spectrum. 
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APPLICATIONS OF STAR PRODUCTION IN EMULSION 

Whl'll st.tr~ .Ire produced in nucle~r emulsion by high·energy neutrons 
there is d strong dependence of the average number of grey prongs per star on 
the incident neutron energy (REM R 65). Om berg and Patterson have shown 
how this relationship could be used to estimate the slope of a neutron spectrum 
at energies above ~ SO MeV (OMB E 67). Subsequently, Patterson, He\=kman, 
and Routti reported on extensicms of and improvements on this earlier work 
(PAT H 69). They found the relationship shown in Fig. 5.4;2. Tiley also 
showed that under the asst,lmption that the cross section for producing a star 
is independent of energy, the aVlilrage number of grey prongs per star can be 
computed for any given neutron spectrum. For a number of simple idealized 
spectra their results are ,iven in Fig. 5.43. . 

Table S.X gives results found by Patterson et al. for a l'1umber of actual 
neutron exposures, including one very hard spectrum from the 184-in\=h 
synchrqcyclotron. They conclude that "The study of stars in nuclear emul
sions extends the usefulness of emulsion methods in neutron spectroscopy to 
energies ml,lch higher than the IJpper limits of recoil proton techniques. 
Although it is not possible to reveal any detailed structure in the spectra, the 
information obtainable from stars is adequate in manY applications of Health 
Physics and shielding design." 

Table S.X Spectral indices obtained from measured values of the avefi~ge 
number of grey prongs per.star. (ANG P.) 

Emax Measured Neutron 
Location spectrum 

(MeV) ANGP slope 

184-inch cyclotron between 730 0.442 0.75 
Bays 10 and 11 

Bevatron west tangent tank 6200 0.500 1.50 
shielding wall (WTT) 

Bevatron Col. 7, main floor 6200 0.321 1.68 

Bevatron me?:zanine 6200 0.272 1.7~ 

CERN PS 14000 0.291 1.80 

CERN PS 14000 0.214 1.95 

CERN PS 28000 0.447 1.68 

White Mountain, 12000 ft (50000) 1.071 1.32 
altitu~e 

W1.litc Moulltain, 14000 ft (50000) 1.038 1.35 
altitude 
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Fig . . 5.42. A verage number of grey prongs per star as a function 
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Tri!ck Registration in Solids 

Trat.:k registration if'! nuclear emulsion has been used extensively in 
health physics to provide a permanent record of neutron exposures. Limita~ 

tions of nuclear emulsion such ~s fading and fogging, which can be controlled, 
and others,such as limite~ energy response and the necessity of lTIicroscopy 
for evaluation have led to a search for other techniques. One such technique 
is the production of pits or holes in insulators irradiated with heavily ionizing 
charged particles and then e~hed with a suitable acid or base. Early studies 
of their technique have been described by Flei~her, Price, and Walker 
(FLE R 63, FLE R 65, PR! 862, PRJ 863) (see also the Appendix-Ex-
periment 12). " 

The response of a substance to charged particles depends on their 
specific ionization, dJldx, a function of {j; the effective charge of the ion
izing particle; the ionization energy of the outer electrons of the substance; 
and the electron's mass. For a given substance there is a critical value of 
dJ/dx above whi~htrack~ form and below which there is no preferential 
etching of the solid. 

Many insulating solids are suitable, and among those investipted are 
cellulose nitrate, Lexan, and high-grade mu scovhe , mica. Mica has an ad
vantage in some circumstances in thattileeteh'pits are diamond.shapedand 
are easy to identify under the microscope. The others have the advantage 
that they can be read automatically by use of the spark-through method, 
described by Cross and Tommasino (CRO W 72). The spark counting 
technique depends on having a thin film that has been etched until its tracks 
have become holes all the way through, or neClrly SQ. T~e etched film is 
placed on the center electrode (positive polarity); then, a ~trip of aluminized 
Mylar is placed over both the film and the o~ter electrOde (grounded) and 
held firmly in place by a plastic or rubber lid. When high voltage is applied, 
sparks occur through the etched holes. The heat of the spark causes localized 
evaporation of aluminum from the aluminized Mylar in an area much larger 
than that of the detector hole; it is therefore ifl"!Possible to get any more 
sparks through individual holes. 

The counter can be coupled to a scaler through a simple, GM,type 
quenching circuit so that e~h spark can be counted automatically. This 
permits rapid, automatic coun~ing of tracks in a detector film which might 
otherwise require hours or days of microscope work. 

Variables that affect reprod\.lcibHity are foil thickness, diameter of 
the etched tracks .. voltage applied and its polarity, air pressure, and length 
of time between sparks. These variables, as well as the use of other spark-
ing atmospheres such as He, have been investigated by Cross and Tommasino. 
(CRO W 72). 

They report that "The length and slope of the plateal,l in the curve of 
counts vs voltage was improved by varying the air pressure during counting 
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in such a way that all sparks occur at nearly the same voltage, by using 
positive polarity for the thin AI electrode and by controlling the time between 
sparks; For insulators lOtl thick, slopes of 1% per 100 V, from 400 to 800 V, 
were obtained and the reproducibility ofrepeated counts with the same in
sulator was about 0.5 % (standard deviation for 10 measurements). 

The relations found between minimum sparking voltage and air pressure 
x distance, and between spark energy and the amount of aluminum evaporated, 
can explain the length of the plateau obtained under varying conditions. Im
proved track resolution and higher maximum hole densities were obtained 
in a sparking atmosphere of He. Percentage counting losses were proportional 
to hole density up to 5000 tracks/cm.2, when 10% of the hol~s were missed. 
The main cause of nonreproducible track counting was found to be double 
sparking in a track rather than failure of some tracks to pass a spark." 

The method is not in routine use in accelerator health physics, but 
Table 5.XI summarizes data obtained at LBL in exposing fission-foil track
detector assembly under a variety of conditions. The configuration of the 
assembly is generally a target foil or glass whose thickness'is infinite with 
respect to the range of fission fragments (~ 10 mg/cm in the target foils we 
use). Detectors of high-grade muscovite mica or Lexan plastic are attached 

. directly to the target. After exposure the detectors are removed and etched 
(the mica in 48% HF at room temperature, the Lexan in 28% KOH at 70° C) 
to enhance the damage pits causeci by the nucleon-induced fission fragments. 
We prefer to use mica because its diamond-shaped pits are easy to identify 
and it is more durable ttlan Lexan. 

The flux is determined by the equation ¢ = p/noe, where ¢ is the flux 
in nucleons/cm2, p is the track density, n is the number of nucleii per cm 2 

of target material within fission fragment range of the detector, and e is the 
efficiency (0.5 for our detector-target configuration). Assemblies have been 
exposed to thermal and low-energy neutrons in reactors, to intermediate
energy neutrons from a PuBe source and a 14-MeV generator, and to neutron 
and proton beams of several hundred MeV and a few GeV at LBL accelerators. 
Data for in-beam exposures are from detectors placed on the downstream face 
of the target foils. For a given target material the sensitivity (number of 
tracks per nucleon) varies directly w,th the effective fission cross section of 
the target material. 

The effective energy of the nucleons above 50 MeV is determined by 
comparing ratios of track densities of various targets (the ratios U/Au, 
U/Ta, an:d Bi/Au, for example) w,th calibration curves of energy versus track 
density ratio,. Knowing the effecti~e energy, one can get an effective cross 
section f~om experimentally determined cross-section curves, and can then 
determine an effective nucleon flux for the exposure conciitions (see Fig. 

I 

5.34). i 



Table S.XI. Sensitivities of foil-detector assemblagesfQrnlJcleons of varying energies. 
C.: 

Sensitivity 
Target Detector Nucleon Energy (tracks! nucleon) Exposure conditions ." U glasses, 20, SO mica and neutrons thermal 9 X ]0-9 for LPTR, thermal column 

500 ppm (natural U) Lexan 500 ppm glass ;i""",,~ 

U foil, mica neutrons epi-Cadmlum 4.0 X 10-6 exposure room, TRIGA reactor, 
Cd covered UC campus C 

U foils mica and neutrons E""4 MeV 4.5 X 1~ PuBe source .. 
Lexan ~ '""', 

> 
Th foils mica and neutrons E ""4 MeV 1.2 X 1~ PuBe source 0 

~ 
Lexan ;; 

-I 
U foil, mica neutrons 14 MeV 1.4 X 10-5 HENRE, N.T.S. 6 c.:. 

Cd covered Z 

4.SX 1~ HENRE, N.T.S. 
s: 

Th foil mica neutrons 14 MeV fT1 

5.0 X 10-8 184-lnch Cyclotron external beam > Ta foil mica .. neutrons 230 MeV VI 
""0; .. , C 

Bi foil mica neutrons 230MeV 2;OX 1~ 184-lnch Cyclotron external beam ~ 
fT1 

f\:, Au foil mica neutrons 230 MeV 4.5 X 10-7 184-lnch Cyclotron external beam s: 
fT1 

Bi foil mica protons 740 MeV 3.6X 1~ 184-lnch Cyclotron beam Z 
-I ~ 

Au foil mica protons 740 MeV 1.3 X 1~ 184-lnch Cyclotron beam VI 

U foil mica protons 740 MeV 1.25 X 10-5 184-lnch Cyclotron beam 

Ta foil mica neutrons 55 GeV 6.1 X 10-7 -Bevatron external beam 

Bifoil mica neutrons 55 GeV 1.1 X 1~ Bevatron external beam 

Au foil mica neutrons 55 GeV 0.3 X 10-7 Bevatron external beam 

U foil mica neutrons 5.5 GeV 3.6 X 1~ Bevatron external beam 
c.n 
cO 
c.n 
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When the flux is great enough, or the exposure long enough, the fission
tr,I(" method is J rciiable, accurate means of determining a parameter of J 

ncu tron or proton exposure. With proper care the fission-track detectors 
furnish quickly developed, permanent records of an exposure. The practical 
use of fission-track detectors is described in Section 12 of the Appendix. 

Other Visual Techniques 

CLOUD CHAMBERS 

Cloud chambers, although used extensively in the past in nucle'ar 
physics applications, hav~ not found much application to practical accelerator 
health physics, because of their complexity and high cost of operation. They 
do continue to serve a useful function in studies of the details of the track 
structure of ionizing particles (DEL H 70). Similar comments apply to bubble 
chambers. 

SPARK CHAMBERS 

Spark chambers are detectors commonly used in nuclear physics and 
high-energy physics research to locate the tracks of ionizing particles. In 
their primitive form they consist of two parallel metal plates separated by a 
gap filled with a suitable gas. If ions due to the passage of a charged particle 
are present in the gap when a high voltage pulse is applied across the gap, 
break-down can occur so that a spark is produced. By arranging a stack of 
many of these two-plate modules with an appropriate high voltage supply 
and with suitable photography it is possible to record the passage and inter
action of charged particle very efficiently (WEN W 64). 

For similar reasons to those that obtain for cloud chambers, spark 
chambers have not found general applicatiof)to the problems of accelerator 
health physics. They are being increasingly applied, however, in radiation 
physics and medicine, and Rindi has described their possible use for neutron 
spectrometry (RIN A 69). 
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ADDENDUM: INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

The complexity of accelerator radiation environments necessitates 
special care in the calibration of radiation detectors. Both neutrons and 'Y rays 
must be measured. The calibration of instruments used to measure 'Y rays is 
well understood and is not discussed further here (the interested reader is 
referred to ICRU Reports 14 and 17 for a comprehensive bibliography and to 
IAEA Handbook 133 -- ICRl,J 69, ICRU 70, IAEA 71.) 

Neutrons often control the radiation field to be measured (Chapters 
2, 3, and 6), and consequently all radiation detectors to be used at accelerators 
must have their response to neutrons tested. Moreover, the response of all 
neutron detectors to neutrons of different energies must be, determined. 

Consequently we describe neutron calibration in some detail. Two types 
of measurements are made with neutron detectors. Measurements that we can 
call "experimental" need to be done only once for each type of detector, and 
thereafter can be relied on until some change is made in the detector. Such a 
measurement is, the determination of the angular response to neutrons of a 
l1.nticul.1r configuration of a BF3 counter in a moderator. Measurements that 
we can call "calibration" might check the response of the instrument as a • 
function of previously determined instrumental parameters such as sensitivity, 
energy response, and background counting rate. An example of this type Of 
measurement would be taking a bias or discriminator curve for a moderated 
BF3 counter under conditions of fixed voltage and amplifier gain. Such 
measurements should be repeated frequently. 

A variety of neutron sources should therefore be available for these 
measurements--sources having different energy spectra (and different average 
energies) as well as a range of source strengths or neutron emission rates. 
Under some circumstances accelerator-produced neutrons may be used for 
calibration purposes (Chapter 3), but in general isotropic neutron sources 
are most widely used. 

Photoneutron Sources 

Gamma rays can "knock out" neutrons from nuclei if the energy of 
the ')' ray isgreater than the binding energy of the neutron in the nucleus 

, (Chapter 3). For all clements other than deuterium and beryllium, how
ever, the neutron binding energy is high-between 6 and 8 MeV. This in 
practice restricts the fabrication of photoneutron sources to some combi- , 
nation olD or Be (which have low binding energy) with some suitable 
radionuc,lide. Since the threshold energy in beryllium is 1.67 MeV and in 
deuterium 2.23 MeV, the list of isotopes with suitable half-lives is not 
long: 
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Wattenbert (WAT A 49) gives the energy of photoneutrons as 

A -;1 ~ E~ ~ t = -- E - Q - . + {j cos 0 
n A'Y 1862(A-l) , 

(62) 

where En is the neutron energy (in MeV), A is the mass number of the 
target nucleus, E'Y is the gamma energy (in MeV), Q is the threshold energy 
in MeV for the 'Y-n reaction fqr a nucleus of mass A, and {j is a spread in 
energy (in MeV) that is a function of the angle (J between the directions in 
which the 'Y ray travels and the neutron is emitted, 

(63) 

As Feld (FEL B 53) points out, the inherent energy spread in photo
neutrons sources is not large. In most sources, where the'Y-ray source is 
surrounded by deuterium in some form or by beryllium, the energy spread 
/'::; En is given by 

(64) 

The relative spread decreases with increasing neutron energy and is 
usually less than 25%. A larger source of energy spread is caused by neutron 
scattering in the deuterium or beryllium shell surrounding the gamma source-
particularly when deuterium is used in the form of heavy water, deuterated 

. wax or polyethylene. 
A further source of neutron energy spread is the production of neutrons 

by 'Y rays that have been degraded in energy by Compton scattering. This 
energy spread is enhanced by the large quantities of Be or D necessary to 
obtain adequate neutron yields_ Even when optimum quantities of these 
clements are used to maximize neutron production, the ratio of 'Y rays to 
neutrons is"" 1 03 (about the same as the ratio of the Compton scattering 
cross section to that for photodisintegration). 

This problem of gamma intensity is a bothersome one, with respect to 
both personnel exposure and detector response. Careful attention must be 
given especially to safe handling and storage of the 'Y-ray source and to 
making sure that the response of the detector is not to the 'Yrays but only 
to the neu trons. 

Although spherical geometry produces the most efficient neutron yield, 
cylindrical geometry is often used for convenience in handling. 
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Several laboratories provide an absolute neutron calibration service 
(e.g., National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.; Mound Laboratory, 
Ohi!)). The high 1'-ray output of such sOurces does have one advantage: once 
an absolute calibration is obtained the neutron output may be followed and 
checked by measurements with a gamma-ionization chamber. Table 5.XII 
summarizes the data for some of the important photoneutron sources. 

Whereas the spectrum of neutrons from photoneutron sources tends to 
be quite simple, it is nevertheless extremely difficult to measure, because the 
neutrons produced ar~ low i", energy « 1 MeV). This low energy, in addition 
to the extremely high gamma background, has militated against experiment'll 
neu t ron spec t roscopy. 

Alpha-neutron Sources 

The Cl;lssic reaction which led to the discovery of the neutron is 

9Be + 4He ~ 12C + 1 n 
4 2 6 0' 

and to this day most isotopic neutron sources are made with beryllium because 
the absolute neutron yield is greatest when beryllium is used. However, other 
light elements are also frequently used. 

The neutron spectra from a,n sources, through easier to measure, tend 
to be complex for the following reasons: 

a. The presence of excited levels in the final nucleus can lead to neutron 
production in several energy groups, even with incident monoenergetic a 
particles. 

h. The relatively large quantities of target material (e.g., Be) required for 
good neutron yield efficiency produce an energy spread in the incident a
particle energies. 

c. Neutron scattering iri the source mixture and in the protective container 
also introduces some spread in energy. 

d. The inherent energy spread depends on the direction of the emergent 
I1l'utrnl1 with respect to the incoming a particle. 

c. More th.1Il one isotope of the target material or impurities may be present 
(e.g., Am is a contaminant of Pu-Be neutron sources). 

Although the neutron spectrum of a,n sources may be complex it may 
be delermined experimentally in many cases. The 'Y background is low and 
the neutron energies may extend up to 13 MeV. Neutron spectroscopy can 
therefore be c.mied out in nuclear emulsions and with other proton~recoil 
detectors. 

Figures 5.44 and 5.45 show some experimentally determined neutron 
spectra for Po-Be and Pu-Be sources. Ii: is probable that these differences are 
due in part to the different construction of the particular sources measured. 
In gener.!1 the spectra differ most at low energies, where measurement is 
g"l·Jte~t. The ,Ibsorbed dose and dose equivalent per unit neutron fluence arc 



Taillt- 5'.XII. Photoneutron sources. 
Cf1 

" 

-=:: -::.=-- ,. 

E-y En Yield 
-' 
0 

(106 n/sec 
0 

S,'urce T 1/2 (MeV) (MeV) 
per curie) 

24~;i+B(' 15 h 2.76 0.83 1.9 ;,0 
~ 

'4 ' v 
- N J + D 20 2.76 0.22 4.0 ~, 

-, 
88 y + Be 87 d 1.9,2.8 0.158 ± 0.005 1.5 (5 

z 
88 y + D 2.8 (0.31 )a 0.044 3: 

ITI 
» 

124Sb + Be 60 d 1.7 0.024 ± 0.003 2.8 
V'> 
c 
;;0 

140 L a + Be 40 d 2.50 0.62 0.044 
ITI 
3: 
IT1 

140 La + D ° 0.18 
z 

2.50 0.151 ±0.008 -i 2 V'> 

228 Ra + Be 6.7 1.80,2.62 0.827 ± 0.030 0.52 

228 Ra + D ° 2 2.62(ThC") 0.197±0.010 1.4 

Ra + Be 1620 y 1.69,1.75,1.82, many 0.44 

2.09,2.20, 2.42 

Ra + D20 2.42 0.12 0.015 

a. Values in parentheses are estimates. 

1 
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Fig. 5.44. Summary of several experimental determination of the spectrum 
emi(ted by a Po-Be source. 
Curve A. Data of Perlman, Richards, and Speck 
Curve B. Data of Cochran and Henry. 
Curve C. Data of Elliott, McGarry, and Faust. 
Curve D. Data of P. Demers. 
Curve E. Data of Whitmore and Baker. 
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Fig. 5.45. Comparison of several Pu-Be and Po-Be sources. 

(from Anderson and Bond) 
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relatively insensitive to the neutron spectrum. Hess(HES W 59a} has calcu
lated the spectra from some other a,n sources and compared them with 
various cxperimcnt.d della. These are shown in Figs. 5.46, 5.47, and 5.48. 

Table 5.XIII gives some yields calculated by Hess (HES W 59a) for 
these same sources. 

Hess and Smith (HES W 59b) have also measured the effective energy 
or average energy of a nuniber of a,n sources, and their data are summarized 
in Table 5.xIV. 

The specific activity of 239pu is low, which necessitates the use of large 
masses of material for high yields, resulting in problems of self-absorption 
and neutron scattering. In addition, Am and other isotopes of Pu frequently 
are contaminants that influence the neutron output of such sources (241Am, 
the daughter, by {3 decay, of 241 Pu, is particularly important in this regard.} 
Of the other alpha emitters listed in Table 5.XIII, 226Ra has an intense 
'Y-ray background, and 21Opo has an inconveniently short half-life. Two 
other isotopes which are better on all these counts are 238pu (T~= 86 years) 
and 241 Am (T~=458 years). Both these isotopes are now available from 
commerical sources in combination with.a number of different target materials. 
The yield 01 neutrons per 106 a particles is comparabl~ to that from Po, and 
the spectra are substantially the same (see Fig. 5.45). 

Caution is needed in evaluating the emission calibration of these sources. 
There may be axial asymmetry in emission, especially in sources of large 
physical size. For example, in an 80-g PuBe source, Anderson and Bond 
(AND M 63) report the relative neutron flux parallel to the axis of cylindrical 
symmetry at 0 and 180 deg was respectively 76% and 69% of that at 90 deg. 
If boron is the target material in the source, it competes for the available slow 
neutrons in a MnS04 bath, and for this reason such a calibration may be in 
error. MnS04 bath results should be compared with a long-counter measure
ment for any neutron standard; this is especially true for sources containing 
boron. 

I I I 
61 O~4 0.. I ". ..0 

Eft 

Fig. 5.46. Calculated and Measured Neutron Energy Sprctw of a 
Po-U neutronsource. (from Hess) 
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Fig. 5.47. Neutron energy spectrum calculated for a Po- natural B neutron 
source compared with several experimentql spectra. (from Hess) 
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T,lble S.XIII Yields of a,n neutron sources. 

Soun.:c 

Po-a-li 

Po-a-Be 

Po-a-B 

Po-aBF3 
Po-a- F 
239Pu-a-Be 

226 Ra-a-Bc 

Calculated6'ield (neutrons 
per lOa particles) . 

2.5 

58 

24 
15.4 

35 

1.35X 107 neutrons/sec per g Ra (new source) 

1.56X107 neutrons/sec per g Ra (old source) 

T.tble 5.XIV. Average energies for various a,n neutron source.s. 

Source Calculated 

Energy (MeV) 
Experimental value~ 
a b 

0.480 . 

4.2 
Po-Li 

Po-Be 
239Pu-Be 

Ra-Be 

0.460 

4.08 

4.05 

3.50 

4.1 

4.5 

4.2 
4.1 3.7 

(a) Measured by attenuation in polyethylene. 

(b) From use of proton recoil counter (see Appendix in Experiment 4). 

Spontaneous Fission Sources 

A number of the transuranic elements decay (partially) by spontaneous 
fission and could be used as neturon sources. The spectrum of these trans
ur;lI1ic spontaneous fission neutrons is not known to us, hut a suitable close 
empirical approximation is given by Goldstein (GOl H 59): 

(N(E)::: 0.453 e-E/0.965 sinh J2.29 E, (65) 

N(E) being the fraction of neutrons per unit energy interval emitted per 
fission. A graph of this equation is given in Fig. 5.49. The neutron yields of 
various spontaneous sources have been tabulated by Denham (DEN D 68) and 
,Ire given in Table 5.XV. 

~ .... ' 
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Fig. 5.4.9. The fraction of nftutrons per Me V interval emitted at energy E, 
N(E) li'Om thef/11al fission of 235u. (from Goldstein) 

T"ble ?XI. Radioa~tive and spontaneous fission half-lives of selected 
isotoees (from Oenhal1l). 

Rad ioa~ live Specific Spontaneous Calculated 
half-life activity fission neutron emission 

half-life 
Isotope (years) (Ci/g) (years) rate (n/sec/g) 

239pu 24,400 0.062 5.5Xl015 0.03 
. 243 Am 7950 0.185 

241 Am 458 3.24 2X1014 0.6 

244Cm 17.6 83.3 1.3X 107 1.2X107 

252Cf 2.646 536 85 2.3X1012 

249 Bk3 0.86 1680 6)( 1 08 2.7X105 

254Es 0.756 1870 7X105 2.9X108 

(a) Reid emitter; all. other decay by alpha emission. 
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Since all these sources except 252Cf decay largely by alpha emission, 
there will also be (a,n) neutrons accompanying the fission neutrons. Detailed 
studies of the spectra and practical use must await widespread availability of 
the isotopes 241 Am, 241Cm, 250Cm, and 252CfO. 

Slow-Neutron Sources 

I t is often most desirable in accelerator health physics to be able to 
calibrate and test thermal- and slow-neutron detectors. Seldom in our ex
perience have slow and thermal neutrons contributed much to the dose re
ceived outside accelerator shields, but measurements of the contribution, 
even though small, should be made. For this reason it is necessary to test 
and calibrate detectorsin thermal (or slow) neutron fluxes. A slow·neutron 
flux can be generated b'y immersing a fast-neutron source in water, but the 
flux gradient as a function of distance from the source is steep. This fact 
plus the problems arising from the water itself make this technique difficult 
to use. Much easier in practice is the device first described by Patterson and 
Wallace (PAT H 58). This is a cavity in concrete with walls that are thick 
compared with the mean depth of thermalization of neutrons of a few MeV 
energy. When a fast neutron source is introduced into the cavity, fast neutrons 
leaving the sou.rce are slowed down in the walls, and some diffuse back into 
the cavity, producing a slow- and thermal-neutron fluence. The largely 
empirical equation which describes this is 

nv = K (Q/X), (66) 

where K is a constant, slightly greater than unity, Q is the emission of the 
fast neutron source in nlsec, and S is the surface area of the cavity in cm2. 
The thermal flux is independent (within 1 ()Oh) of position in the cavity. 
Such a device has been used at LBL for many years to calibrate BF3 counters 
and foils. 

Source Storage 

Although most isotopic neutron sources are already doubly encapsulated, 
an additional th in-walled stainless steel container fastened to a light chain has 
the tollowing advantages. First, if the source should leak, thescrew·top 
stainless container would tcnd to confine the activity. Second, handling is 
simplificQ. Fastened to a chain, the source cannot fall down a hole or crack, 
,md it is not so likely to be pickcd up inadvertently by a passerby. Third, 
the other end of the chain is a convenient place to fasten a radiation warning 
sign which gives the number of the source, the type, the curie content, the 
neutron emission, the safe working distance and time, and the date of 
calibration. When necessary thc tertiary capsule can be removed, but this 
is seldom done in our experience. 
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The IAEA has prepared a useful handbook which discusses the sources 
III radi.ltion, .t~socidted apparatus, and calibration techniques. A compre· 
hcn~ive bibl iogr(lphy is included (I AEA 71). 

PERSONNEL MONITORING 

INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps no other aspect of radiation protection has received so much 
attention and had so much effort put into it as p~rsonnel monitoring. The 
reason for this is that·-at least with respect to accelerator health physics-
other techniques of radiation protection such as area monitoring, radiation 
surveys, and shielding studies make it possible to derive the dpse equivalent 
received by an individual only indirectly. Personnel monitoring, at least in 
theory, gives this directly, and in addition personnel monitoring d<\ta form 
the primary record of exposures required by law and regulation. However, 
the actual role of personnel monitoring in accelerator health physics is being 
one part of.a system. Because of the complexity of accelerator radiation 
fields no single instrument, device, or monitor is capable of indicating dose 
equivalent, and consequently personnel monitors must be interpreted by 
using information from other detectors and systems. In other words, proper 
interpretation of personnel monitors requires a priori knowledge of the 
radiation field and of accelerator operating parameters, arid also requires 
proper calibration. Not only is such knowledge required for interpretation 
but also for selection of a dosimeter system that will be adequately sensitive 
to every component of the radiation field that can contribute substantially 
to total dose equivalent. In what follows we present a general discussion of 
these aspects of personnel monitors from the standpoint of accelerator radia· 
tion protection. 

SELECTION OF SUITABLE PERSONNEL MONITORS. 

As we have seen in Chapter 3, the radiation fields produced by accel
erators are both prompt (electromagnetic, or neutron, or a mixture) and 
permanent (mixed beta and gamma, due to induced activity). 

When neutrons contribute an insignificant fraction of the dose equiva
lent,many choices of personnel monitoring devices present themselves. Of 
the dosimetry systems which hCive been increasingly used in the past decade, 
thermoluminescent materials, radiophotoluminescent materials, and ther
mally stimulated exo-electron-emitting materials conie to mind. (Of these, 
only the first·-TLD .. have passed beyond the stage of research and develop
ment, and we confine our discussion to them.) 

In addition, photographic film and small ionization chambers, which 
have been used for the past 20 years to monitor x and 'Y radiation, continue 
to fllay (In important role. Pocket ionization chambers are typically used for 
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short·term exposure control in high-radiation-Ievel areas, and data from them 
do not usually appear in personnel monitoring records. (Specifications for 
such dosimeters are given in American National Standards Institute Standard 
N 13.5, ANSI 72.) We see that in practice there are really only two choices 
for .1 personnel monitor, thermoluminescent material (TLD) and film. The 
use, application, and limitation of film in personnel monitoring has been 
.11IthoriLltively discussed in reviews by Ehrlich (EHR M 62), Barber (BAR D 66) 
Becker (BEC K 66) and the IAEA (lAEA 62) . Similarly TLD, in many ap-
plic • .ltions, some 01 which are suitable to the interests or accelerator health 
physicists has been discussed by Cameron (CAM J 68). by Cusimano and 
Cipperley (CU5 J 68). and in the proceedings of several international confer
ences on luminescence dosimetry (STAN 67, ORNL 69, and RISO 71). 
Attix (ATT F 71) has evaluated the use of possible systems of personal 
dosimetry. (See also LIN F 68,) 

For accelerator personnel monitoring a comparison shows that TLD 
has the following advantages over film: 

1. Acc~racy and precision are somewhat better. 
2; The range of measurement is ·greater. 
3. Fading is less. 

Film provides some advantages, however: 
1. Its nonuniform energy and directional response is occasionally useful 

in the interpretation of exposures. 
2. The cost is lower. 

When the radiation field in which personnel monitors are to be used 
contains a large dose-equivalent component due to fast and high energy 
neutrons, thl'n rhotographic film is the only choice presentlyavailable. The 
limitJtions of film which must be overcome are well-known, and in brief they 
arc: 

I. Resronse is influenced by energy and angular dependence. 
2. Latent tracks fade at high temperatures and humidity. 
3. Neutrons below""" 0.5 MeV are not detected. 
4. Track counting by eye is necessary. 

That they can be overcome in practice is borne out by the authors' personal 
experience at various accelerators and by Schimmerling and Sass (SCH W 65), 
who describe a3-year study of a commercial film badge service which included 
monitoring of accelerator neutrons. 

Alternatives to film for fast-neutron personnel monitoring have been 
discussed by Cross (CROW 71). There are two possibilities, albedo dosim
eters and fission·track detectors. Albedo dosimeters have been described 
by Harvey et aI., (HAR J 69), Hoy (HOY J 72) and Hankins (HAN D 72). 
They are designed to measure neu trons reflected from the body of the wearer, 
and consist of a thermal neutron detector, usually 6LiF, a polyethylene or 
other moderator, and, in some cases, an outer Cd absorber. Empirical 
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~al ibration sho,,¥s them to be very useful for monitoringintermcdiate
energy neutrons. Although it has been suggested by Awschalom 
(AWS M 71) thCit they would be useful around accelerators where there 
are high energy neutrons, this seems unlikely. On the other hand, fission· 
track detcctors may be, although their sensitivity is less and the most con· 
venient fissile material to use, 232Th, has a fission threshold of 1.? MeV. 
237Np has a lower threshold but is not significantly different from film 
in tit is rcspc(;L Figure 5.50, after Cross (CRO W 71) compares relative 
resrwnscs of NT A film with fis~ion-track detector using 237Np and 232Th. 

Hack (HAC R 71) has reported an interesting empirical solution to 
the problem of accurate personal fast-neutron dosimetry in the spectra 
encountered around Nimrod (the 7-GeV proton synchrotron of the 
Rutherford Laboratory). The standard fast-neutron personal dosimeter 

.' used in the United Kingdom (various types of film pack all based on NT A 
emulsion) giveS an estimate Of dose equivalent that is strongly dependent 
upon neutron spectrum. The film response (defined by Hack to be reported 
rem per true rem) increases with increasing spectrum hardness, giving un-

'acceptable underestimates of personal exposure in soft sPectra and unaccept
able overestimates in hilrd sPectra (See Fig. 5.51). The response of a 6liF 
thermal neutron detector worn on the body, however, decre;tses with increas
ing spectrum hardness (Fig. 5.52). This suggests that if both detectors are 
worn a linear combination of th.eir readings may be used to improve dose
equivalent estimates over a wide range of neutron spectra. Hack suggests 
that the expression True DE = 0.1 reported Film DE + 0.05 reported 
6LeF DE((j7) gives a good fit to his data. By using such a prescription 
Hack has significantly improved the accuracy of his personal dose-equivalent 
estimates. To date no detailed explanatio!l of the mechanisms responsible 
for the observed responses of the two detectors comprising this system has 
been proposed. 

SELECTION OF DOSIMETER CALIBRATION FACTORS 

Although the response of personnel monitors to radiation sources 
of various energies or energy distributions can (and should be) determined, 
it is not likely that a particular source will provide a calibration satisfactory 
for use in typical radiation fields. In most cases what is required is the 
response of the personnel monitor to the accelerator radiation field. This 
is best determined by exposing the monitor for various periods of time, 
with and without a phantom, ina variety of geometrical and physical 
conditions to the accelerator field in question, whose dose-equivalent rate 
has been previously measured or estimated by other methods. Such a 
study will yield data giving detectipn responSe vs dose equivalent for a 
number of situations. From these a suitable choice of the appropriate 
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calibration factor (or factors) to use in actual practice can be made. Such 
a study has recently been reported by Oshino (OSH M 71), who tested the 
response of NT A film pockets to the various sources of neutrons given in 
Table 5XVI below. 

Table 5.XVI. Neutron sources. 

Neutron source 

238PuF 

252Cf 
with 15-cm lead shield 

252Cf 

with 5·cm lead shield 

252Cf bare 

Combination of 252Cf 
and 238pu Be I 

Combination of 252Cf 
and 238pu Be II 

238PuBe 

Bevatron neutron 

Bevdtron neutron II 

Average neutron 
energya 
(MeV) 

0.7 

1.0 

1.4 

1.8 

2.7 

3.5 

4.4 
3.3 

4.2 

a. Average neutron energies were measured by PE and BF3 cOlmters 
by the technique described in the appendix (Exp. 4). For the 
Bevatron there results do not include neutrons of energy> 20 MeV. 

To each of these sources, Oshino exposed NT A film packets in free 
air, in a fixed position (front normal exposure) and rotated (isotropic ex· 
posure), and on a rotating tissue-equivalent phantom. His results for the 
phantom exposure only are given in Table 5.XVII. 

It can be seen from the table that the selection of a valid calibration 
f.lCtor for NTA film requires knowledge of the incident neutron spectrum 
.Uld the application of considerable judgment in making the selection . 

. Factors to be considered in making such a judgment include the possibility 
of fading during the period of wearing the films, efficiency of the person 
doing the track counting, interference with track observation by beta-gamma 
fogging, ,lI1d Ihe ~l.lli~tical accuracy desired. 
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Table 5.XVII: The response of NTA films worn on the phantom, isotropic 
exposure (phantom rotated). 

Do~ 
Tracks 

Net track Track density 
Neutron eql.livalent -.....- density per DE 
source (mrem)a Fiel<;l (t/f) (t/cm2 mrom) 

~ 

23SpuF 6.98X102 292/200 1.43 3.40±0.22 

252Cf + 15cm Pb 1~52X103 252/100 2.49 2.73±0.19 

2520 + 5 em Pb 7.86X102 238/ 150 1.55 3.30±0.22 

252Cf 3.83X102 187/ 200 0.89 3.87±0.30 

252Cf + 238PuBe I 4.94X102 304/200 1.46 4.92±0.30 

252Cf + 238PuBe II 2.61X102 255/200 1.22 7.77±0.30 

238PuBe 1.50X102 263/300 0.83 9.23±0.62 

Bevatron I 1.20X103 352/ 40 8.70 12.1 ±0.7 

. Bevatron II 9.38X102 333/50 6.56 11.7 ±0.7 

d. Determined by folding the differential neutron into the re,lation 

betwecn ncutron fluence and dose equivalent. 

,I 
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Chapter 6 6-1 

ECCELERATOR SHIELDING 

INTRODUCTION 

A s recently as 1960 Thomas Jaeger (J AE T 60) was able to write 
"Currently, the design of shielding for high energy accelerators is more an 
art than a science," and it is an unfortunate fact that most people would 
have had to agree with him! It is gratifying that today, about 10 years later, 
our knowledge of the radiation environment of high energy accelerators is on 
a reasonably secure footing and that most of the obscurities extant in 1960 
have been clarified. In consequence most of the technical radiation problems 
met in the design studies of proton synchrotrons of several hundred GeV are 
being confidently handled. It is no longer necessary to rely on what are 
euphemistically called "safety factors" but what should more properly be 
called "factors of ignorance." 

This rapid change in our understanding has been brought about la'rgely 
as a result of the design, construction, and operation of several large research 
accelerators around the world in the late fifties and early sixties. 

WHY SHIELD? 

There are two reasons why accelerators musr be shielded--the first (legal) 
applicable in all cases, the second (experimental) of concern only in specialized 
research applications. 

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

There is a legal (and moral) necessity to protect not only workers at the 
accelerator but also the general popUlation from the harmful effects of radia
tion. The limits of exposure are derived from recommendations made by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), which serves 
as the basis lor national and local legislation. 'A detailed discussion of the 
appropriate legal regulations will be found in Chapter 8, and it is assumed in 
what follows that the reader is fa'miliar with these requirements. 

EXPERIMENTAL NEEDS 

At research institutions, personnel safety is not nece~sarily the li;"iting 
factor in determining radiation levels. Often the working environment is well 
below limits, because many radiation detectqrs are so sensitive that they op
erate only in radiation levels one or two orders of magnitude below those 
allowed for personnel safety. 

I 

ECONOMY 

These problems are not of great fundamental scientific interest, and 
great effort is applied to their resolution only when economic pressures 
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become intense. For m;,lny years shielding of accelerators was not studied 
seriously because their use was largely limited to research. Accelerators were 
unlike nuclear reactors, used in power production, in that there was no need 
to consider competitive economic alternatives. For accelerators whose shield
ing costs only tens of thousands of dollars the problem may be solved by 
gross overshielding. For large research accelerators, however, and for accel
erators used in indllstry and medicine, this is no longer acceptable, and the 
value of precise estimates of shielding requirements in large projects cannot 
be overemphasized. With the increasing use of smaller accelerators in industry 
and medicine, economic arguments weigh more heavily than for a research 
instrument. 

Besides the obvious economic advantages, the increased confidence that 
results from precise estimates is invaluable. Thus, for example, architects are 
given much gr~ater flexibility in siting buildings adjacent to the ae::celerator, 
maintenance programs for heavy equipment may be planned ahead, access 
roads can be built. All the many ~ecisions necessary in the design and con
struction of a large accelerator are much more easily made if the radiation 
environment is well understood. 

, 
HISTORICAL RESUME OF SHIEI..DING STUDIES 

The beam intensities accelerated by heavy-particle accelerators in the 
thirties and early forties were too low to produce severe radiation problems, 
except possibly directly in the accelerated beam. 

Shortly after World War II, when extensive nuclear physics research 
was resumed, several new accelerators were designed and constructed. 
Rotblat (ROT J 50), in reviewing the progress of the 350-MeV synchro
cyclotron at Liverpool, England, has described the fundamental lack of 
knowledge of the radiation fields produced by these instruments. He stated 
that this lack of basic knowledge; of both the biological effects and the nuclear 
interacti9ns of high energy particles, made it impossible at that time to design 
effective radiation shields. Two alternative solutions to this dilemma were 
adopted, each having its own advantages and disadvantages. Several synchro
cyclotrons were constructed underground with substantial earth shielding 
overhead, both for the accelerator proper and for its associated experimental 
areas. Examples of underground accelerators are the 350-MeV synchrocyclo
tron at Chicago and the 11O-inch synchrocyclotron at Harwell (LiV M 52b). 
Such a solution had the advantage of eliminating any problems of excessive 
radiation external to the shield,.and although costly, was not excessively so, 
because of the r!lther small physical size of the machines. However, such a 
solution was only short term-it could not be adopted indefinitely as accel
erators grew in physical size, energy, and intensity. Furthermore, the absence 
of any radiation problem tended to inhibit undertaking fundamental studies 
leading toward efficient shield design. 
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By 1952 seven synchrocyclotrons were in operation around the world 
and four more were under construction. At Columbia proton energies of 
385 MeV with an average beam current of 0.1 /lA had been achieved. At 
lower particle energies even higher currents were possible; typical proton 
currents of 1 /lA wer~ available, and a current of 25 /lA of deuterons at 28 
MeV had been achieved at Amsterdam. As Livingston wrote (LiV M 52a): 

"A useful contribution at this time (1952) would be a careful study of 
the shielding problem by one or more of the laboratories which have instru
ments in operation; at present information is incomplete on the attenuation 
of high energy radiations, the intensity of scattered radiation, and the effects 
of cracks or apertures in shields." 

The era of high energy accelerators (> 1 GeV) opened in 1952 with the 
operation at 3 GeV of the Cosmotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory. 
This was shortly followed by the successful acceleration of protons to almost 
1 GeV at Birmingham. 

Other accelerators rapidly followed, and with the successful operation 
of the Stanford Mk III electron linac at 700 MeV and the Cornell Synchrotron 
at 1.4 GeV in 1954, both proton and electron energies in the multi-GeV 
region became possible. 

To some extent the accelerator physicists were too successful! Predic
tions of beam intensity of these early accelerators were difficult and in all 
cases were too modest. People talked hopefully of accelerating 109 particles 
per beam pulse in the Bevatron. They were delighted to find that the available 
beam intensity increased steadily as the operators learned the "tricks of their 
trade." Both the Cosmotron and Bevatron were planned with essentially no 
shielding; consequently, as the experimenters demanded higher and higher 
beam intensities, the operators sat with increasing apprehension; keeping 
one eye on the radiation monitors and the other on the beam current! 

At some laboratories--as, for example, at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory (PAT H 57)--accelerators were built above ground level with 
minimal shielding in place. It was fully expected that as these accelerators 
were developed, beam energy and intensity would increase, although in
adequate information initially precluded the design of an economical and 
efficient radiation shield. At such laboratories it was intended that radia
tion studies would form an integral part of the accelerator development 
program. Although the presence of continuing and increasing radiation prob
lems at many of the first-generation accelerators has been a great stimulus 
for the improvement in our knowledge of shielding, such a policy also has 
considerable disadvantages. They are perhaps best summarized by Lofgren 
(LOFE 57) at a symposium at New York, organized by the USAEC in 1957 
to discuss the mounting radiation problem at accelerators, thus: 

"I hope that the Cosmotron and the Bevatron are the last two large 
accelerators to be designed without shielding. I might mention a few of the 
varied problems from our experience when shielding is left as an afterthought. 
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"1. Shielding foundation had to be put in after the machine was 
completed, and this resulted in a serious interference with operation_ 

"2. Financing was inadequate because it was not planned long enough 
in advance. 

"3. Many components that were installed in areas of high radiation 
level requiring shutdown for servicing might otherwise have been 
installed in low-level areas. 

"4. In some areas it was nearly impossible to design a really good shield 
and also have access holes in the shield. 

"5. It was necessary to abandon an appreciaBle area in the building 
which might have been used for laboratories andoffices." 

From the moment of their first operation both the Cosmotron and 
Bevatron were es~ntially radiation-limited accelerators. The reduction in radia
tion levels achieved by the addition of shielding was often more than compen
sated by increases in operating intensity. Lindenbaum (UN S 57a) described 
the situation at the Cosmotron in the following terms: 

"The shielding problem has always been with us at the Cosmotron. As a 
matter of fact our maximum average intensity has been limited since the be
ginning of machine operations. We have made attempts to improve the shield
ing a step at a time and have gained a factor approximately 20 to 50 for most 
internal-beam experiments; however, the maximum available beam intensity has 
increased by a factor of several hundred; thus we have been fighting a losing 
battle. Furthermore, the recent development and considerable use of external 
proton beams have further increased the general radiation problem be<;ause of 
the introd!Jction of new, less adequately shielded target areas." 

Smith, too, has described the operational difficulties that resulted for the 
addition of shielding around the Cosmotron :(SMI L 56). 

The economic and operational inefficiencies resulting from incomplete 
consideration of radiation problems were documented at the New York sym
posium, and this documentation paved the w'ay for extensive studies of ac
celerator radiation fields in a more fundamental sense than hitherto. It was 
rf:lalized that the mere technical solution of particular problems did not facili
tate extrapolation to new and unfamiliar situations. Falk (FAL C 57), in his 
introduction to the New York symposium, suggested that if shielding design 
were handicapped by. the lack of available high-energy particle interaction data 
then experiments should be performed to remedy this. He also drew attention 
to the fact that much available data failed to find its way into the technical 
literature. Both the deficienCies exposed by Falk have been remedied in the 
sixties, and it is indeed fortunate that the rather gloomy prediction by Green 
(GRE K 57), who said at the New York Conference: " ... .I am a confirmed 
pessimist. I doubt if any accelerator builder will put enough money in the 
shielding. If he has extra money, he will use it to build a larger machine" , 
has been proved false by the successful operation of several high energy ac
celerators around the world with few serioiJs radiation problem~. 
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The radiation environment of an accelerator is initially determined by 
its beam characteristics. Beam losses during acceleration or beam transport 
to experiments, as well as use of beam for experiments, all generate nuclear 
cascades in accelerator components and shielding. This results in the "prompt" 
radiation field that is present only when the accelerator is operating. (See 
Chapter 3.) 

Physical understanding of the production of this nuclear cascade and its 
transmission through the accelerator shield provides the key, to successful 
solution of accelerator radiation problems. The attenuation of the nuclear 
cascade determines the quantity of shielding needed, and the composition of 
the nuclear cascade at large depths determines the biological potency of the 
leakage radiation. ' 

Our earliest understanding of the development of the nuclear cascade 
came from studies of neutrons produced in the atmosphere by cosmic radiation. 
The attenuation length of about 110 to 120 g/cm2 found for the strongly 
interacting component of cosmic rays was found also in the early shielding 
experiments done in poor geometry. These results were interpreted by 
Lindenbaum (LIN S 61) in terms of the particle-nucleus inelastic cross sections 
and a simple nuclear cascade model which explained the approximately ex
ponential attenuations (and the cascade equilibrium) observed at large depths 
in the shield. 

By 1960 Lindenbaum (LIN S 61) and Moyer (MOY B 57) had suggested 
the "lines of attack" on the problem of shielding proton accelerators from 
several hundred MeV to several GeV. The qualitative features of the nuclear 
cascade induced by high energy nucleons were understood and the concepts 
of particle buildup and equilibrium developed, and by utilizing data from 
several sources (cosmic ray data, nucleon-nucleus cross-section data, the 
Metropolis (MET N 58) intranuclear cascade calculations, and shielding data}, 
it was possible to make quantitative estimates of shielding. 

This qualitative understanding of the nuclear cascade was obtained in 
terms of the high-energy neutron interaction lengths and low-energy particle 
buildup. High-energy neutrons regenerate the cascade but are present in 
relatively small numbers. The radiation field observed at the outerface of a 
shield consists of these high-energy "propagators" born deep in the shield, 
accompanied by a train of "camp followers" of much lower energy produced 
close to the shield surface. These lower-energy particles are directly produced 
in the intranuclear cascade or in the subsequent de-excitation of the struck 
nucleus by evaporation. Moyer (MOY B 57) estimated the radiation accompany
ing each surviving 6-GeV nucleus in his calculation of Bevatron shielding--his 
results are given in Table 6.1. 

Although pions (and kaons, which are produced orily about one tenth 
as frequently) have little influence on the propagation of the nuclear cascade, 
their decay products, the muons, which have no strong interaction, form a 
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very penetrating radiation-which will be of great importance at future high 
energy accelerators (KEE D 64). 

Table 6.1. Estimated number of particles accompanying each surviving 
6-BeV nucleon .. (After Moyer.) 

Protons (from caslade and1evaporation) 
I . 

Charged pions 

Muons 

Neutrons (from cascade and evaporation in original star plus 
equal number from secondary collisions) 

Slow neutrons 

Electrons (from fro decay and Compton scattering of capture' 
'Y rays and nuclear 'Y rays) 

'Y Rays 

4 

3 

0.3 

7 

70 

10 (?) 

Enough 
to yield 
ionization 
dose of 
3X10-4 
mrem 

Increasing beam intensities at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's 
6-GeV synchrotron, the Bevatron, necessitated design of an improved 
shield. This necessity led to the invention, by Moyer in 1961, of a semiphenom~ 
enological model used in may subsequent shield designs, and first referred to as 
"the Moyer Model" by De Staebler (DeS H 62): Subsequent experience at the 
Bevatron has shown this model to be extremely valuable in shield design 
(SMI A 64, SMI A 65, THO R 70). The subsequent development of this model 
,in the past 10 years is discussed later in some detail. 

Radiation problems were heightened not only by the operational ex
perience described at New York, but also by the fact that several large ac
celerators around the world were either in the advanced, design stage or under 
construction and would be operating at increased beam intensities or energies 
(or both) in the early sixties. 

, As might be expected by a reader with historical perspective, this concern 
shown over the experience with the first high energy accelerators initially re
sulted in an overreaction, and the second-generation accelerators were in general 
over-shielded at great expense and often at great inconvenience. (PIC T 59, 
CRE A 59, CRO E 57, WHI M 56) Thus, for example, accelerators like Nimrod 
(UK) and the ZGS (Argonne) were buried under large mounds of earth. Ex
tension of experimental facilities for Nimrod was therefore made quite expensiVe 
because of additional excavation required. However, even the second-generation 
machine design groups gave little attention, in detail, to the general radiation 
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problems due to these accelerators. At most accelerator laboratories the 
problems presented by induced radioactivity, radiation damage, transmission 
of radiation along tunnels, and the composition of the radiation field outside 
shielding were little studied. It was not until the mid-sixties that these prob
lems were extensively investigated. 

The sixties represent a decade of steady and significant progress in the 
study and understanding of radiation shielding phenomena at high energy 
accelerators. The first half of the period was one of consolidation of the 
foundation begun in the fifties. The first accelerator to incorporate in its 
design the results of the studies by a physicist working full time on radiation 
problems was the Stanford 20-GeV electron linear accelerator. 

Its successful operation since 1966, free of severe radiation problems, 
must be attributed to the careful investigation during the design study of all 
radiation problems. (DES H 62, DES H 65). The interest of the Stanford 
group had been stimulated by experience at the Mark III accelerator (NEA R 
56, PAN W 57). The SLAC design study provided a wealth of information. 
DeStaebler (DES H 65) showed the similarities between the shielding problems 
at large-intensity high-energy electron accelerators and high-energy proton 
accelerators. In calculating transverse shielding (DES H 62), he was able to 
use the technique developed by Moyer and his colleagues and applied to the 
184-lnch Berkeley Synchrocyclotron and the Bevatron (MOY B 61, MOY B 
62, WAL R 62). Theoretical calculations were generated to check the em
pirical methods used by DeStaebler, and experimental check of these calcula
tions, measuring the transmission through concrete of dose due to fast 
neutrons produced by a 5-GeV photon beam at the Cambridge Electron Ac
celerator, gave agreement within a factor of tWO of the calculation (KAO S 63). 

The first fruits of the general concern exhibited at New York were 
presented at the First International Conference on Accelerator Shielding 
organized in Paris early in 1962 (PARIS 62)., 

In the early and middle sixties there were design studies for proton 
synchrotrons in the several-hundred-GeV region at Berkeley (LRL 65) and 
CERN (CERN 64), the Stanford 20-GeV electron linac already mentioned, and 
high intensity proton accelerators intended for use as meson factories; 
(WAL R 62)--particularly two high-intensity proton linear accelerators close 
to 1 GeV in energy at Yale (YALE 64) and Los Alamos (LASL 64). Also, 
there were improvement programs at the Brookhaven AGS (BNL 64) and 
CERN PS. All these led to important advances in our knowledge ofaccel-
era tor radiation phenomena. The successful operation of the 70-GeV proton 
synchrotron at Serpukhovis already yielding new information (CH I M 69, 
GOL V 69, GOL V 70), and we now look forward to the experience to 
be gained at the National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, with operation 
at 200 GeV. 

Although the buildup factors estimated by Moyer permitted crude 
estimates of dose rate at a shield surface, precise details of particle spectra 
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were of course of much greater value. Tardy-Joubert (TAR P 65) and Thomas 
(THO R 67) made estimates of neutron spectra developed in accelerator shield
ing, assuming similarity at higher energies to the Hess cosmic-ray spectrum 
(HES W 59, PAT H 59). Experimental techniques have been developed capable 
of measuring such;'spectra (ROU J 69a), and their conversion to dose rate is 
now well understood (GILW 68, SHAK 69). These developments in the past 
5 years have led to extrem~ly important improvements in the accuracy of 
shield design. . 

In the sixties several large-scale shielding experiments mounted at high 
energy accelerators contributed greatly to our understanding of. shielding 
phenomena and the development of the electromagnetic and nuclear cascades 
in matter. 

In this decade the physical intuition of Moyer and Lindenbaum was 
essentially verified by these experiments, which, because of their importance, 
are described in some detail later in this chapter. 

The early (1960-63) CERN experiments distinguished between attenua
tion on beam axis and "lateral integrated" attenuation, but did not completely 
succeed in identifying the attenuation length appropriate to accelerator shield 
design. Nuclear emulsions proved to be an invaluable visual technique facili
tating a description of the cascade development. In 1964 the development of 
extracted proton beams at the Bevatron facilitated studies of the low-energy 
neutrons produced in the cascade and led to neutron spectrum measurements. 
As yet no formal analysis of these straight-ahead shielding measurements has 
been attempted in terms of a phenomenological model such as that due to 
Moyer, although both series of experiments can be interpreted to confirm 
its basic assumption. Measurements at great depths i'n the shield at Berkeley 
indicated the presence of an equilibrium spectrum at low energies and much 
lower attenuation lengths than had previously been reported--close to those 
predicted by use of high energy inelastic cross sections. 

As the very large 200- to SOO-GeV proton accelerators were designed, the 
emphasis and interest shifted from straight-ahead to transverse shielding, because 
transverse shielding is a substantial capital investment for such large machines. 
At present (1971) interest has reverted to straight-ahead experiments because of 
the need to design adequate beam backstops for disposal of the intense beams 
extrac~ed from the strong-focusing synchrotrons. Levine and Moore (LEV G 69a, 
LEV G 69b) have reported studies in a composite assembly of tungsten, uranium, 
steel,and concrete; most recently Bennett et al (BEN B 71a, BEN B 71b) have 
carried out both transverse and straight-ahead shielding measurements in steel 
to hitherto unprecendented depths to provide shield design data for 3O-GeV 
proton beams at intensities up to 11013 protons/sec. .. 

Finall~, any historical resum~, no matte~ how brief, wouldbe in
complete without an acknowledgement of progress in the past 10 years in the 
computation of particle transport through accelerator shields. A brief review 
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is given in the section on the Physics of Shielding, but more detailed infor
mation is given by Zerby (ZER C 62a, ZER C 62b, ZER C 62c), Alsmiller 
(ALS R 65, ALS R 69), and most recently by Ranft (RAN J 72). 

A recent comparison between experimental and theoretical data by 
Goebel and Ranft (GOE K 69) indicates agreement to about a factor of two. 

The advances in our understanding of the development and transmission 
of the nuclear cascade in matter summarized here have made it possible to 
design accelerator shields with fair precision. This will facilitate economies in 
the shielding construction, and reduce the investment in static blocks of steel 
and concrete! This is of course to be lauded and encouraged, but some words 
of caution are needed. All is not yet perfect in our understanding, and it would 
be ironic if the mistakes of the fifties were repeated in the seventies in a display 
of overconfidence. To check the accuracy of existing calculational models it 
would be desirable to plan future "shielding measurements" so that the experi
mental results obtained are in a form susceptible of calculation. Conversely, 
theoreticians might be persuaded to make calculations in terms of the radia
tion detectors available to the experimenter, and of realistic shielding materials. 

The advances in our understanding of particle accelerator shielding 
briefly described here have been principally documented in the proceedings of 
several international conferences -the first organized in Paris in January 1962 
(PAR 62), followed by others at Brookhaven, 1965 (BNL 65), Chilton 
(Harwell), 1969 (HAR 69), and most recently Stanford, 1969 (STAN 69). 
Reviews by Lindenbaum (LIN S 61), Livingston and Blewett (LiV M 62), 
Shaw (SHA K 68), Hargreaves (HARD 68), Ladu (LAD M 69) and Patterson 
and Thomas (PAT H 71), and those contained in the Engineering Compendium 
on Radiation Shielding (jAE R 68, J AE R 70) fill in many specific details. 

THE PHYSICS OF SHIELDING 

INTRODUCTION 

Much of the early formulation of our ideas concerning accelerator radia
tion shielding, particularly at higher energies, was derived from studies of funda
mental particle interactions in the cosmic radiation, as we have already de
scribed in our historical resume. From these studies we conclude that shielding 
theory must be firmly based on an understanding of particle production and 
transport in the electromagnetic and nuclear cascades. 

For nucleon accelerators up to about 10 Gev, neutrons largely determine 
the shield configuration. Above proton energies of 10 GeV the production of 
muons in the forward direction may have to be taken in account, and above 
100 GeV muons become an extremely important factor. The shielding of elec
tron accelerators below 1 00 M~V in energy is usually determined by the electro
magnetic cascade attenuation, although in particular circumstances (e.g., pro
duction of neutrons by photofission) neutrons may be an important, if not 
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major, problem. As the energy and intensity of electron accelerators increase 
the more similar their radiation environments become to those of proton ac
celerators (DES H 65). 

Electromagnetic shower propagation is now well understood, both 
analytical and Monte Carlo calculations having been successfully .tested by 
experiment. 

Our knowledge of the propagation of the nuclear cascade is not on such 
a firm footing; empirical shielding techniques have been developed from 
several experimental studies. Recently both analytical and Monte"Carlo tech
niques have been developed that are in fair agreement with the experimental 
data. 

COSMIC RAY STUDIES 

Outer space is irradiated by cosmic radiation of galactic origin. This 
radiation consists of stripped nuclei in the energy range from::::: 108 to::::: 1019 

eV, having a mass distribution similar to that of the universe (Table 6.11). In 
free space these particles are distributed isotropically and are present at an 
intensity of about 4 particles/cm2 sec. Table 6.11 summarizes the intensity of 
and mass distribution of these nuclei. From Table 6.11 we see that the principal 
component of galactic (cosmic) radiation is due to protons. Alpha particles 
are present at only 10% of the proton intensitY,and all other heavier nuclei 
contribute only 10% of the a-particle intensity. Photons and electrons are 
present at an intensity comparable to that of the heavy nuclei (::::: 1 % of the 
pro,tonintensity). 

,. : 

Table6jr.Co~parison of charge distributions in galactic radiation and galactic matter 
. ..' (estimated). " 

Element group 

Hydrogen (protons) 

Helium (4 particles) 

Light nuclei (Li, Be, B) 

Medium nuclei (C, N, 0, F) 

Heavy nuclei (10';;;; Z .;;;; 30) 

Very heavy nuclei (Z ~ 31) 

Electrons and photons 

(E >4 Be v) 

aAtsolar minimum 

Intensitra 
(particles/cm-sec) 

3.6 

4 X 10-1 

8X 10-3 

3 X 10-2 

6 X 10-3 

5 X 10-4 

4X 110-2 

Atomic Universal 
abundance abundance 

(% by number) (% by number) 

88 90 

9.8 9 

0.2 10-4 

0.75 0.3 

0.15 0.01 

0.01 10-5 

}he energy spectrum of these charged particles, particularly that for 
protons, has been extensively studied. Close to the e~rth these charged 
particles are strongly influenced by the geomagnetic field, the earth acting 
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as a magnetic spectrometer. Protons of energy less than '15 GeV cannot reach 
the magnetic equator and the proton energy spectrum between 0 and 15 GeV 
is therefore a function of latitude. Figure 6. J summarizes measurements of 
the integral proton spectrum by a variety of experimental techniques up to 
~ 1010 GeV. Above about 10GeV the integral spectrum in monotonically 
decreasing and has the form 

N(> E) a:E-1.5. 

Measurements of the integral spectra of heavier charged particles up to 
energies of 10 GeV Jnucleon reveal spectra similar to that obtained for protons 
(Fig. 6.2). 
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Fig. 6.1. Integral energy spectrum for total 
golactic radiotion. (From Hoffner.) 
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Fig. 6.2. Integral energy spectra for the 
various components of the galactic 
radiation. {From Haffner.} 

It is from study of the interaction of these charged particles (principally 
protons) with the atomosphere that we might expect to learn about the 
interaction of energetic particles in an accelerator shield. 

Figure 6.3 schematically illustrates the physical processes of interaction 
of the cosmic radiation with the earth's atmosphere. Protons are the principal 
component at the top of the atmosphere (neutrons are radioactive and have 
decaYfd by (3-particle emission during their journey across the galaxy). The 
diagram shows one nucleus entering the atmosphere (this would most proba
bly be an a particle). The earth's atmosphere is about 1030 g/cm2 thick, or 
approximately 12 interaction lengths; there is therefore an extremely high 
proba~ility for the incident protons to interact in the atmosphere. 
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Fig. 6.3. Schematic representation of the 
interaction of galactic cosmic rays with 
the atmosphere. 
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Nucleons produced in these interactions, subsequently reinteract in their 
passage down through the atmosphere. Ionization selectively removes low 
energy protons or charged fragments and prevents their reaching ground level. 
Proton interactions with nitrogen or oxygen nuclei also generate charged and 
uncharged rr mesons (rr ±. rro). The lifetime of the rro mesons is 6 X 10-15 

sec, and they promptly decay into two energetic photons, which then, in 
passing through the atmosphere, generate an electromagnetic cascade often 
referred as to the "soft component." 

Charged pions may interact, but have a longer lifetime than rro mesons 
(2.5 X 10-8 sec), and thus have a decay length given by 

A = 55 p meters, (6.1 ) 

where p is the pion momentum in units of GeV Ic. Charged pions produced in 
the atmosphere therefore have a high probability 'of decaying to give a IJ. meson: 

rr± -+ IJ. ± + iilv. 

The mean life of a IJ. meson is very long (T = 2.2 X 10-6 sec), corre
sponding to a decay length of 484 meters/(GeV/c). Once produced, there
fore, IJ. mesons reach ground level suffering only ionization energy losses 
because they have only a weak interaCtion with matter. The IJ. mesons 
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form an extremely penetrating component of the cosmic radiation at sea level, 
often referred to as the "hard component." 

The very energetic galactic radiation then, interacts with the atmosphere 
to produce nucleons, pions, muons, electrons, and photons. Particl~s of high 
energy can .generate secondaries, known as Extensive Air Showers, which are 
very widely spread at ground level (GRE K 56, GR~ K 60) .. 

Measurements of the attenuation length, A, of the shower·producing 
component (principally nucleons and pions) have shown a remarkably con· 
stant value of A over a Wide energy range, from 20 GeV to 107 GeV (PER D 
61), as can be seen in Fig. 6.4. 

Measurements of the interaction length of pions and protons in nuclear 
emulsion also $how constant values over a wide energy range. Many measure· 
ments in the energy range 5 to 20 GeV for the interaction length of protons 
have been reported in the literature, all in close agreement between 36 and 38 
cm (RAJ V 60, WIN H 60, BOG N 58, JAI P 61,~AR A 61a, CVI G 61). 
Measurements made with cosmic rays at energies above-loo GeVglve"vilues 
in essential agreement; for example, Perkins (PER D 60) reports a value of 
32 ± 3 cm based on 100 interactions for primaries over an extended energy 
range of 300 GeV to 105 GeV. Lohrmann et al. (LOH E61), for example, 
obtained a value of 41 ± 10 cm at 250 GeV for protonsproducedby frag
mentation of heavy primary nuclei in the cosmic radiation, Barkow et al. 
(BAR A 61b) reported 41 ± 8 cm at 100 GeV for pions, and Farrow et al. 
(F ARE 63) have given a value of 41 ± 5.6 cm (based on 55 events) for the 
energy range 1 to 100 GeV. 
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-T~ '"AV ZA 1 1 ZAO I 
~-, I 
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80-------- --- ______________ _ 
llnt.,octlon 

XBL 7110-1530 

Fig. 6.4. Attenuation length In air measured if, cosmic-ray 
studies. (From Perkins.) 
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It seems clear from these cosmic ray studies that 
a. The attenuation length for the strongly interacting particles produced 

in Extensive Air Showers is independent of energy from 20 GeV to very high 
energies "t .Ibollt 120 g/cm2 air. 

b. The inter.lction length of these strongly interacting particles in nuclear 
emulsion, also constant over a wide energy range above 5 GeV, is about 38 cm 
or about 137 g/cm 2 in emulsions. 

These results suggest that the attenuation length of the secondary 
particles produced in the air showers is determined by the interaction length 
(the difference between the value of 120 g/cm2 observed in air and the value 
of 137 g/cm 2 observed in emulsion being due to the different chemical com
positions of air and emulsion). Under these conditions some degree of particle 
equilibrium would be expected. Hess et al. (HAS W 59) studied the spectrum 
of neutrons in the energy range from about 100 keY to about 100 MeV and 
indeed found the spectrum to be invariant at depths below about 300 g/cm2 

(Fig.6.5). 
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Fig. 6.5. The cosmic-roy neutron spectrum ot 
different oltitudes. (From Hess et 01.) 
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It was not clear for many years whether the shape of this equiiibrium 
spectrum was determined by the incident spectrum of the cosmic rays or by 
the nature of the cascade interactions. As theoretical calculations for mono
energetic high ene'rgy protons become available (RID R 65), however, their 
similarity to the cosmic ray spectrum was evident (THO R 65), and it became 
clear that the equilibrium spectrum shape is determined by the features of 
interaction proce~ses and is fairly insensitive to the shape of the incident 
nucleon energy spectrum. 

This capsule summary of cosmic ray studies is of course far from com
'prehensive. The interested reader is referred to the many excellent texts, 
review articles, and the extensive literature dealing with this subject. A 
good starting point would be the texts by Hooper and Scharff (HOO J 58), 
Janossy (JAN L 48), LePrince-Ringuet (LeP L 50), Rossi (ROS B 52, ROS B 

), and Wolfendale (WOL J ). 
The results summarized here are of importance to the accelerator 

physicist because in a nuclear sense air is quite similar to the lighter materials 
commonly used to shield accelerators (earth, concrete). Thusthe attenuation 
length, about 120 g/cm2, measured for the shower-producing component in 
the atmosphere would be expected to be applicable to the attenuation of dose 
or flux density through an accelerator shield. The equilibrium spectrum of 
neutrons measured in the atmosphere by Hess et al. was used to estimate the 
relative contribution to dose equivalent of neutrons of differing energy by 
Patterson et al. (PAT H 59), several years before measurements of neutron 
spectra outside high energy accelerator shields had been obtained. 

At sea level we might reasonable expect to observe a radiation environ
ment very similar to that generated outside an accelerator shield. In one 
important respect, however, the atmosphere differs from an accelerator 
shield-it is much less dense. There is therefore a much higher probability 
of decay into a muon in air than in a dense concrete or earth shield. We 
might therefore expect the JL-meson penetration of an accelerator shield to 
be substantially less. Only at high incident proton energies could they be 
expected to be a troublesome component. Neutrons produced in the nuclear 
cascade and protons produced in the electromagnetic cascade therefore appear 
to be the major source of radiation outside an accelerator shield. 

THE NUCLEAR CASCADE 

\ T he nuclear cascade is of major importance in determining the shielding 
of bo}h high-energy nucleon and high-energy high-intensity electron accelera
tors (DES H 65). In either case the nuclear cascade is the most important 
meant of transporting radiation initiate!d by the accelerator through matter 
(viz., the shield). . 

,In proton accelerators the cas~adeis initiated when the beam interacts 
with components of the accelerator or the extraction system. High energy 

i 

;' ~.' 
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electrons produce energetic hadrons, principally by photodisintegration of 
psuedodeuterons within the nucleus or by photoproduction of energetic pions, 
which are then reabsorbed within the nucleus. The resultant high energy 
neutrons and protons also can then generate a nuclear cascade. 

Since knowledge of the characteristics of nuclear interactions in the 
laboratory is limited to energies below 70 GeV for incident protons and 20 
GeV for electrons, our only available source of information at very high 
energies is obtained from cosmic-ray studies. These data, coupled with the 
more precise data obtained at high energy accelerators, have allowed as
sembly of a fairly detailed description of the nuclear cascade. 

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE NUCLEAR CASCADE 

The collision of a high energy nucleon with a nucleus gives rise to a 
large number of particles, principally nucleons, pions, and kaons. In Chapter 
3 we discussed the production of these particles of most importance for radia
tion studies. A substantial fraction of the incident energy may be vested in a 
single nucleon, which in crude terms may be thought of as propagating the 
cascade. At high energies, about 1 GeV, something like 20 to 300A, of the 
primary energy is radiated as pions (PER D 61), but since their production 
spectra fall steeply with increasing energy, they do not play an important 
part in the cascade penetration. The production of rare particles at high ener
gies is unimportant in the propagation of the cascade. 

Thus the main means of energy transfer is due to the interaction of 
high energy nucleons, and it is those particles whose energies are above about 
150 MeV that serve to propagate the cascade. Nucleons in the energy range 
20 to 150 MeV also transfer their energy predominantly by nuclear inter
actions, but at these incident energies the energy is transferred to a large number 
of nucleons, each receiving on the average a small fraction of the total energy 
and thus having a rather low kinetic energy (below about 10 MeV). In general, 
charged particles at these energies are rapidly stopped by ionization, and thus 
neutrons predominate at low energies, but charged rr mesons (and K mesons, 
which are produced only about one-tenth as frequently as rr mesons [DEK 
65, JOR 65]) decay into 1.1. mesons: 

rr± -+ I.I.± + v, v. 

The 1.1. mesons have no strong interaction and can be stopped only by ionization 
energy losses. The effective attenuation length of these muons depends upon 
the energy spectrum of the parent pion and kaons (and thus upon the energy 
of the incident nucleus). Keefe (KEE D 64) indicated in 1964 that muons 
would repres~nt an increasing problem as the intensity of existing 30-GeV ac
celerators increased and at the new accelerators at Serpukhov (70 GeV), Batavia 
(200 GeV) and CERN (300 GeV). 

Energetic'Y rays produced in the decay of rr'o mesons initiate electro
magnetic cascades, but the attenuation length of these cascades is in general 
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much shorter than the absorption length for the strongly interacting particles. 
Hence they contribute little to the energy transport. 

Deep in the shield, therefore, neutrons take on the dominant role in 
cascade propagation, because energy loss is significant for protons and pions 
below about 450.MeV (where the ionization range becomes roughly equal to 
the interaction length). Production of evaporation and low-energy cascade 
particles (Chapter 3) is thEm controlled by the most penetrating particles. 

Figure 6_6 schematically represents the development of the nuclear 
cascade and indicates the interrelationship between its separate components. 

At present there is not sufficient information about the various produc
tion and interaction cross sections of the many particles involved in the nuclear 
cascade to permit complete calculation of the radiation emerging from a shield. 
However, the problem can be simplified by neglecting all those components 
which are produced in relatively small numbers, have short lifetimes, or are 
rapidly attenuated. Of the last, only components produced in the outermost 
layer of a thick shield actually emerge; these are fewer in variety and number 
than in the early stages of the cascade, since the average energy of the cascade 
particle is reduced taa fraction of that they initially possessed. 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL INFINITE·SLAB MODEL 

Lindenbaum (LIN S 61) has given a qualitative but instructive analytical 
treatment of the development of the nuclear cascade in a shield. Although of 
limited value for a practical application, this model (described below) is of 
great value in understanding the main features observedin shielding experi-
ments. , 

Consider a parallel monoenergetic beam of neutrons of infinite extent 
incident upon a perpendicular plane shield of infinite width and breadth, and 
further assume that when the energy of a neutron is reduced below some cutoff 
value, Eo it may be ignored. 

At some depth, x, in the shield the number of remaining neutrons above 
the cutoff energy, cp{x), that undergo removal in the next thickness element, 
dx, is given by 

dx 
d[cp{x)] = cp{x) -

Arem 

(provided backscattering is insignificant), 
which\has the solution 

\ cp(x) = cp{O) e-X/Arem , 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 
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.11..711 .. 111. 

Fig. 6.6. Schematic representation of the development of the 
nuclear cascade, (After Hargreave.) . 
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where 
\em is the mean free path for effective removal of the neutrons, 

1/>(0) is the incident primary flux density above the cutoff 
energy, Ec' 

Primary neutron interactions produce secondary particles below the energy 
cutoff which build up in the shield as the nuclear cascade is developed. It is 
usual practice to describe this production of secondary particles by a buildup 
factor B(x), which may represent ionization density, absorbed dose, dose 
equivalent, flux density, or any other required parameter. Thus, for example, 
the dose-equivah:mt rate at depth x, is given by 

DE(x) = B(x) I/>(O)e-X/Arem, (6.4) 
where 

B(x) is a buildup factor which in this case converts primary 
particle flux density to dose-equivalent rate. 

The buildup factor at x = 0 converts primary neutron flux density to dose
equivalent rate, but in the shield also takes account of the production of low
energy secondary particles. 

Now consider a simple model in which the primary neutrons (designated 
as the "oth" generation) interact and produce m'l secondaries of effective 
removal mean free path Al' These first generation secondaries interact and. 
produce m2 secondaries. of removal mean free path A2' and so on. Then the 
differential equations which describe the production of secondary, tertiary, ... 
etc. particles are 

d[l/>l (x)] 

dx 

d[1/>2(X)] 

dx 

d(lPi (x)] 

dx 

d[r/>O (x)] 1/>0 

dx =r ", 0 

= 

mlI/>O(x) 

An 

m21/>1 (x) 

Al 

mi lPi-l (x) 

Ai-l 

1/>1 (x) 

Al 

1P2 (x) 

A2 

x· I 

(6.5 ) 

These \!quations are very similar to those which describe the production of 
radion~clidcs in the radioactive series (EVA R 55), and the general solution 
has been given by Bateman (BAT H 10). The appropriate value of the multi
plicities m 1, m2,,·mi depends upon the value chosen for the energy cutoff. 

" 
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Three cases are of general interest in shielding problems. 

Case 1. The removal mean free path of all reaction products is much smaller 
than that of the primary neutrons, 

i.e., AQ» Al' A2""Ai' 

I n this case it can be shown that the total flux at depth x, <I> (x), is given 
by 

(6.6) 

where B is a buildup factor that is almost independent of depth x. It follows. 
that particle flux density, absorbed dose, dose equivalent and other parameters 
of interest are all attenuated experimentally with a relaxation length determined 
by that of the primary particles. 

Case 2. The removal mean free path of one reaction product is much greater 
than that of the primary particles, i.e., for some particular value of f, 

At»AQ' 

Then it can be shown that at depths large compared with At we have 

<I>(x) = B 4>0 eox/Af x > > Af (6.7) 

where B is a buildup factor that remains approximately constant. 
This particular case is of practical interest in high energy electron or 

photon shielding, when the high energy neutrons generated in the shield have 
a larger interaction mean free path. 

Case 3. All interaction products and the p~imary neutrons have the same 
iiite'riCtion length. 

Since the removal mean free path for n,eutrons is constant down to about 
150 MeV, we would expect this case to correspond to that found for high energy 
neutron beams. Upon interaction.such neutrons produce one or more secondary 
particles with roughly the same removal mean free path and in the same approxi· 
mate direction as the incident particle (see Chapter 3). When a secondary particle 
is produced with energy below 150 MeV it is disregarded. Thus we may write 

AO = A1 = A2 = ... = Ai = A (Say). 

The general differential equations now take the form 

d4>O(x) 4>0 --- --, 
dx A 

d4>l (x) _ m1 4>0 (x) 4>1 (x) ---- ---, 
dx 
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= 

d 4>3 (x) m34>2 (x) 4>3 (x) 
dx = X - -X-' 

d 4>'1 (x) m· 4>. 1 (x) 1 1-

with the respective solutions 

4>. (x) = m1 m2 ... mi. (x/X)i ~O e-x/X 
Ii· 

(6.8) 
cont. 

(6.9) 

The total number of particles at depth x with energy greater than the cutoff 
energy, Eel: ~ (E > Ee' x) is given by 

i = n 

~ (E > Eex) = L4>i (x) 

i = 1 

] '" -xIX + ... ~Oe. . 

I I 

(6.10) 
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Thus in sufficiently thick shields we will observe an exponential attenuation. 
The extent of the initial buildup is of course determined by the magnitude of 
the multiplicities m1 m2· .. mn. 

Although this simple model cannot be expected to give an accurate 
quantitative account of nuclear cascade development, it does reveal its main 
features and is extremely useful in understanding the main principles of ac
celerator shielding. 

THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE NUCLEAR CASCADE DIFFUSION 
EQUATIONS. 

The simple one-dimensional mOdel of the nuclear cascade cannot reveal 
more than the qualitative features of nuclear cascade development. More 
sophisticated analytical models (PAS C 62, ALS R 63a, FIS C 63, ALS F 65) 
yield approximate solutions to the Boltzman transport equations describing 
the cascade growth. 

As an example of the form these analyses take, we describe the approach 
taken by Fisher (FIS C 63). Although the calculations by Fisher are no longer 
the most rigorous published in the literature, their study is of great value 
because of their clarity and because, along with the calculations by Passow 
(PAS C 62), they represent the earliest attempts to develop an analytical 
solution to the problem of nuclear cascade development in matter. 

In his treatment, Fisher acknowledges his indebtedness to similar treat
ments of the development of electromagnetic cascades at high energies by 
Nishimura and Kamata (KAM K 58, NIS J 67) and Pinkau (PIN ). 
Fisher writes the diffusion equations for the generation of nucleons and pions 
(which follow from the conservation of particles) as 

an (E,X) 

ax 

+ 

fED. 
..2- Rnn (E',E) n (E',x) dE' 
~n ' " E' 

__ . n(E,x) 
--x;-

[

EO 
Rn1T (E,E') 1T(E' ,x) dE', 

E' . 

: (6.11) 

EO 
a1T (E x) mc 1T(E,x) 11 f (" 

- ' = -1T (E x) -- --'----- + ~ R1Tn E,E) n (E ,x) dE' 
ax ' T 1TE ) 1\ 

"'1T n E' 

+ 1 
'r 1T f

ED 
. R7I'7I' (E,E') 71' (E',x) dE', 

E' 

(6.12) 
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where n(E,x) and 1T(E,x) are the number of nucleons and pions respectively 
between depths x and x+dx in the energy range E to E+dE, 

An = nucleon interaction length, 

Arr = pion interaction length, 

Rnn = probability of a nucleon of energy E' producing a secondary nucleon 
of energyE, 

Rn1T = probability of a pion of energy E' producing a secondary nucleon of 
energy Eo 

In these equation the terms n(E,x) and -1T (E,x) represent the loss 

An ~ 

of particles in the energy range E to E+dE due to nuclear interaction. The 
integral terms represent particles that enter the energy range E to E+dE 
from interactions that occur between depths x and x+dx. The first term 
of Eq. 6.12 is due to the loss of pions by decay. Similar equations could be 
set up for k mesons, hyperons, and other rarer particles, but their small 
production cross sections make them of little consequence in cascade 
generation and th~y have been ignored in Fisher's treatment. Of more im
portance is the neglect of energy loss of charged particles due to ionization. 
At higher energies this is relatively unimportant, the energy loss of energetic 
particles being about 300 MeV in one interaction length (comparable to the 
total energy given to charged particles of low and moderate energy in a nuclear 
interaction). At lower energies (saybelow 1 GeV)' however, ioniiation 
losses cannot be ignored, and in the particu,lar .case of J.I mesons, which inter
act only weakly in matter, proper account must be taken of ionization energy 
loss if reliable conclusions are to be reached. 

I 

Fisher solves these diffusion equations by making the substitutions 

00 

n(E,x) = exp (-x/An) Lnk (E)(~/An)k 
k=O 

co 

1T(E,x) = exp (-x/A1T) L 1Tk (E) (X/A1l 
k=O 

,(6.13) 

(6.14) 

and obtains for the quantitiesnk(E) and 1Tk(E) the recurrence relations 

, -

-, 
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Ik+ 1 )nk+ 1 IE) 0 S:O Rnn IE',E) nk IE') dE' 

6-25 

+(~7Tn )k-l fEo
, " 1\ exp(-x/X) E Rn7T(E ,E) 7T k (E) dE, (6.15) 

where (6.16) 

and 

{EO (X )K+l 
+ J E R7T7T (E' ,E) 7Tk(E') dE' + X: exp( x/X) 

f
Eo 

+. R7Tn (E' ,E) nk (E') dE'. 

E 

(6.17) 

To proceed further analytic expressions for the differential production 
functions would be required, but-as Fisher pointed out-the functions 
Rn7T, R7T7T, were largely unknown. Two choices were available: 

a. To use simple functions, which describe only those particles emitted 
in the "forward direction" (at very small angles to the primary particle 
direction) and which therefore contribute directly to the Longitudinal 
development of the cascade along its axis, or 

b. to use functions that represent all the secondary particles produced by 
interactions, attempting to compute a three-dimensional model of the 
cascade. I n such a treatment it is not sufficient merely to substitute 
functions representing total particle production into a one-dimensional 
equation-the so-called "straight-ahead approximation "-because the 
cascade is a three-dimensional phenomenon, and secondary-particle 
trajectories with respect to the primary-particle direction and the 
variation of interaction lengths with particle energy must properly be 
taken into account. 
Fisher attempted to develop a description only of the axial develop

ment of the nuclear cascade, and so considered the simpler alternative (a). 
On the basis of available evidence from nuclear emulsion experiments and 
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cosmic-ray data, Fishcr writes 
dE 

Rnn (E,E') dE = E> ' 

R
1Tn 

(E', E) dE = 0 

(i.e. the prodllction of fast nucleons by pions is neglected), 

R (E E') = R (E E') = E'/E2 
1T1T' n' . 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

For justification for these assumptions the reader is referred to the 
original paper by Fisher . 

. Substituting these production functions into the recurrence relations 
(Eqs. 6.15 and 6.17) and assuming a monoenergetic incident beam of energy 
EO' Fisher obtains, for the nucleon spectrum at depth x, the expression 

n(E,x) = exp(-x/~) NO ..!.. ( ~) Y2 
EO i ~ 

+ NO c-x/).. o(E-EO), 

-;::=1 = J/2 Jx log _E_O_J 
~I (EO \ i .. ~ E I v lOg - . 

E 

(6.21 ) 

where 11 ( ) is a first-order Bessel Function, 

and for the pion spectrum 

.' x (EO) when pion decay is neglected, and ~ has been substituted for x"'E . 
11 and 12 are first-and second-order Bessel Functions. 

By integrating the expressions for the nucleon and pion densities with 
respect to energy and adding, Fisher shows that the total number of nuclear 
active particles at depth x with energy greater than E, N(> E,x) is given by 

\ 
N(> E;x) 

NO 
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j-1 IOgkk(!~O)} +~L: 
(EO) k=O 

e-X/X 
00 (X )''i 'I +-L: - -

2 j=2 X j! {

: . EO ~'-2 logk ( ~~)) 
(_1))-2 - . 

E =0 k! 

E~· 
j-2 logk } 

k=O K! 
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(6.23) 

This function gives the peak track density as a function of depth if the pro
duction functions Rn1/" R1/'1/' etc. are reasonable, and Fig. 6.7 shows its 
general form. 
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Fig. 6.7. Calculation of the number of nuclear active 
particles on the beam axis with energy greater 
than 500 Me V. (From Fisher.) 
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The familiar buildup followed by an approximately exponential 
attenuation of the nuclear active particles (E> 500 MeV) is clearly seen. 
We may define an attenuation length, "a' by the relations 

oN (> E) 
:: ---

Aa N{> E) ox 

Substituting for N( > E) from Eq. 6.23, we find 

111 
--=--+-

Aa Aint Aint 

~~ ----- - -

(6.24) 

+ Ai~t I ~1 x j·l 1 1 1 
DO 

X H 1 
F? (E)f (X-) (j-1)! Fj (E)+ 2 L (x) -

j=2 (j-1 ) ! 

I .DO DO 

.l. F.2 (E) ~ l: ( ~ )j 
1 

F.1 
1 L xj 

T (E) +-
j=2 ~) j=l J. J 2 '1 J J. 

(6.25) 

j-1 logk~) 
where F.1 (E)={(_1)i-1 EO ! .. E, (_l)k 

J E k=O k! I 

j-1 

+!.. L 
EO k=O 

E 
logk (..2) } 

E 

k! 
.. _---'-_._-_ .. _ .... - ;--- '-

E i-2 
F.2 (E) =, (_1)j-2 ~ L 

J l E k=O 

E 
E j-2 logk ~ } 

I + _ l: _.......,..,....E....,.._ 
EO k=O k! . 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

~omparisons of the results of this type of calculation with experimental 
data are ~xtremely difficult. The very large buildup factor suggested by the 
calculation was not observed in experimental cascade studies with 10- and 
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and 20-GeV incident protons (THO R 63). Fisher suggests that this difference 
is due to 

a. an overestimate in the number of low-energy particles, due to the choice 
of a production function of the form dE/E2 in the theoretical calcula
tions, 

b. the dependence of the experimental buildup factor on the lateral 
width of the cascade inspected. 
The value of the attenuation length derived from Eq. 6.25 is 

Aatt (calc) ~ 1.7 Aint' 

but again depends strongly on the choice of production functions. Fisher 
suggests that an analytic calculation is in principle probably susceptible of 
an exact solution if approximations are made to the kernel functions used. 
However, the three-dimensional development of the cascade must be studied 
if comparisons with experimental data are to prove enlightening. 

As we have already discussed, Fisher's calculations would not be ex
pected to give reliable estimates of the J.L-meson transmission in matter 
because of the neglect of ionization energy loss. Furthermore, many assump
tions have been made in developing the analytical expression for nucleons 
and pions as a function of depth in matter. These assumptions were neces
sitated partly by the lack of physical information concerning nuclear inter
actions and partly by mathematical considerations to permit relatively simple 
mathematical expressions for the final solutions. 

I n the early 1960's several similar analytical solutions to the cascade 
transport equations were obtained (PAS C 62, ALS R 63a, ALS R 65) but 
all are limited in the same way as the solutions obtained by Fisher. The 
description given indicates the relative complexity of solutions that describe 
only the one-dimensional development of the nuclear cascade. 

A solution of the coupled cascade transport equation, using the straight
ahead approximation, for 24-GeV protons in concrete was compared, in 
1963, with experimental data (ALS R 63a). Although qualitative agreement 
was obtained, it was obvious that substantial improvements were needed in 
cascade calculation before they could be reliably used in shield design. Since 
that time substantial efforts have been directed toward application of Monte, 
Carlo techniques to the calculation of,nuclear cascade development. The 
successful interpretation of experimental data by use of this technique was 
reported by Geibel and Ranft (GEl J 65a), and the development of this 
technique has been reported in review articles by Alsmiller (ALS R 65, 
ALS R 69) and Ranft (RAN J 72). Gc;>ebel and Ranft (GOE K 69) have re
ported a comparison between neutron flux densities of energy greater than 100 
MeV calculated by Monte Carlo techniques and measurements with threshold 
detectors outside a 3-meter-long beam stop. Agreement was obtained in 
general within a factor of 2. 
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In investigating the radiation problems of a 300-GeV proton synchro
tron, substantial progress has been made in comparing experimental a~d 
theoretical cascade data. Thus, for example, predicted values of radiation 
healing, radiation doses, induced radioactivity, particle flux densities, and 
star densities all agree reasonably with experimental data obtained at 
Nimrod (the British 7-GeV proton synchrotron) or the CERN 25~GeV proton 
synchrotron. Van Ginnikin (VAN A 71) has recently reported fair agree
ment between calculations using the computer program TRANSK and ex
perimental shielding data obtained at the 3Q.GeV Brookhaven AGS 
(BEN G 70B). . 

Additional confidence in the theoretical models is given by the recent 
comparisons by Freytag and Ranft (FRE E 71) of calculations with meas
urements by Hofstadter et aI., using their T ANC detector (HUG E 69) and 
by Pilcher and Rubbia (PIL J 70), with theirSANC detector. 

Concurrent with the successful application of Monte Carlo techniques 
to shielding calculations has been a continuing interest in analytical solutions 
to the problem, principally because of their relative simplicity. O'Brien 
(OBR K 68a, OBR K 68b, OBR K 69) has discussed the extension of neutron 
transport theory to the solution of transverse shielding problems. Comparison 
of these calculations with experimental data obtained at the AGS and CPS 
is discussed later. This technique, although relatively simple, is essentially 
one-dimensional and does not have the power and versatility of Monte Carlo 
Methods, nevertheless it has proved useful in the design of linear accelerator 
shielding (see section on Shield Design Examples). 

Experimental data available are insufficient to determine the absolute 
accuracy of such calculations under the conditions at particle accelerators. 
However, a great many comparisons of calculated and measured data have 
been made in an essentially one-dimensional problem, cosmic ray propagation 
in the atmosphere, to which the method is well suited. The experimental 
data needed most urgently in shield design are details of particle production 
in hadron-nucleus collisions, transmitted neutron flux density, and dose
equivalent rate. Comparisons of these calculated parameters with experi
mental cosmic-ray data at different altitudes indicate agreement to within 
about a factor of 3 (OBR K 70, OBR K 71). 

The results of calculations will be best improved by providing reliable 
input data on particle production in hadron-nucleus collisions. Extensive 
experimental studies are being made at CERN (GOE K 71) to provide such 
information. In addition, theoretical calculations of the intranuclear cascade, 
such as those due to Bertini (BER H 69), will provide increasingly reliable 
input information for the Monte Carlo routines, which have been developed 
to calculate the cascade transport with good accuracy. 

i . 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE NUCLEAR CASCADE 

We have seen from a discussion of the galactic cosmic radiation that 
neutrons, because they have no charge, play an extremely important role in 
transporting the nuclear cascade. Neutrons are attenuated by two mechanisms, 
elastic and inelastic scattering. In accelerator shield design the influence of 
both these mechan.isms must be understood. 

Elastic scattering is not really an effective means of absorbing high 
energy nucleons: the higher the incident energy the more forward peaked is 
the elastic scattering, and beyond about 150 MeV it is to all practical purposes 
actually in the forward direction. Since the incident particle retains at least 
a fraction (A-1/ A+ 1) of the incident particle energy, it is readily seen that at 
high energies, in shield materials with moderate mass numbers, little change 
in either energy or direction results from elastic scattering. 

As we shall show later, even at energies as low as 20 MeV the inelastic 
cross section plays a dominantrole in neutron attenuation_ However, the 
presence of hydrogen in shielding material can have an important influence in 
the transmitted neutron spectrum, with important consequences on the effec
tiveness of the shield. Shields with no hydrogen content (for example, iron) 
depend upon inelastic interactions for neutron attenuation. When neutrons 
have been reduced in energy to that of the lowest inelastic level of the target 
nuclei there is then no efficient mechanism for energy reduction. In conse
quence neutrons at this energy build up and penetrate the shield in large 
numbers. Perry and Shaw (PER D 65) have observed this effect along the 
shielding of a transported 7-GeV proton beam_ The shielding along this beam 
was constructed principally of concrete (5 ft thick, 366 g/cm2), but one short 
length was made of steel (2 ft thick, 475 g/cm'2). Outside the steel shielding 
radiation levels were higher by a factor of six than outside the concrete shield, 
despite the greater thickness of the former. Gilbert et al. (GIL W 68) have 
observed the depletion of low energy neutrons in the equilibrium spectrum 
transmitted by wet earth below the level in that transmitted by concrete. 

The presence of hydrogen in a shield can therefore have an extremely 
important influence. Earth and concrete are commonly used shielding 
materials, and usually contain sufficient hydrogen to efficiently moderate 
neutrons of a few MeV. Earth in all but arid regions contains between 5 and 
15% of water by weight. Table 6.111 gives the composition of typical concrete. 

I' , 
, I 
I 
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Table 6.111. Elemental composition of concrete (after Wallace). 

Element Atoms/cm3 (X 1022) 

o 4.73 

H 

Si 

Ca 

AI 

Fe 

Na 

K 

Mg 

1.73 

1.57 

0.26 

0.17 

0.053 

0.028 

0.028 

0.013 

NEUTRON ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS 

With the foregoing in mind, consider the attenuation of a monoenergetic 
ne!Jtron beam. In a good-geometry experiment the total removal of neutrons 
from the beam, by both elastic and inelastic processes, is measured. The beam 
is attenuated exponentially according to the relation 

I = I e-NOtotx 
x 0 ' (6.28) 

where Ix = neutron intensity at depth x, 

10 = initial neutron intensity, 

N = number per unit volume of absorber, 

0tot = °eQ + °in ' 

0eQ = elastic cross se<;tion, 

0in = inelastic cross section. 

The effective "removal" of a neutron is often defined, for shielding 
purposes, to be transfer to an energy below the threshold of the radiation 
detector used to measure transmission of radiation by the shield. Measurements 
of shielding characteristics often utilize a neutron detector that responds to 
a wide t-ange of neutron energies. 

Thus, in practice, removal from the beam (defined-as a failure to detect 
a particle) depends upon the geometry of the experiment and the energy 
thresho~d of the detector. A better description of a shielding experiment 
might therefore be to write 



. . k 

where 
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Rx' RO represent the detector response at shield depths, 

x and 0 respectively, 

0rem is a "removal cross section," 

6-33 

(6.29) 

and it is assumed that the detector responds only to neutrons close in energy 
to those of the primary beam. De Staebler (DES H 62) has qualitatively 
described what is observed as this restriction is relaxed. 

As the energy threshold of the detector, Eth , is lowered so that 
Eth « EO (the primary beam energy), then the response of the detector 
depends on the shield thickness compared with the interaction length, 
A, of the primary neutron. 

a. For x < A there are few interactions and the response is constant. 

b. For x::::::: A, one or two interactions of the primary neutron have 
occurred, which produce one or more secondaries, and each secondary 
has sufficient energy to trigger the detector, so the response rises. 

c. For x greater than a few A some of the secondaries (or tertiaries, 
quaternaries, etc.) have energies below the detector threshold and the 
response starts to fall. 

d. For x much greater than a few A the primaries (which are the most 
penetrating) are in complete equilibrium with secondaries, and the 
observed attenuation results from the interaction of the primaries 
followed by rapid absorption of the interaction products. 

The detector response curve would therefore be expected to show the classic 
buildup curve, ultimately reducing to an exponential transmission with slope 
l/Norem. We would therefore expect an experimental transmission, curve 
similar to that predicted by the simple analytical one-dimensional cascade 
model previously described. 
, For extension to higher energies the removal cross section, 0rem' may 

be written, as a function of energy, as 

(6.30) 

where a(E) ~ 0 as the energy increases (PAT H 57, THO R 61). 

, . 
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Removal Cross Section Measurements for Neutron Energies Between 
0.5 and 15 MeV 

It has been necessary for physicists concerned with the calculation of 
nuclear reactor shields to devote special attention to neutrons in the energy 
region 0.5 to 15 MeV. The processes by which neutrons in this energy region 
are transmitted through matter are extremely complex, since this region 
coincides with the: resonances in the cross section for the formation of com
pound nuclei. Consequently mathematical formulation and solution of neutron 
transport problems is difficult. 

The empirical approach to this problem suggested by the definition of 
an effective removal cross section, which represents an average cross section 
over the energy region from about 0.5 MeV to 15 MeV for removal of those 
neutrons responsible for transmitting dose (or dose equivalent) through thick 
shields) has proved extremely valuable. 

To quote Clark (CLA F 71): "Removal cross section theory permits 
estimation of shielding in a simple one-velocity model. The requirements that 
must be met for removal cross section theory to apply are: 

. "1. The shield must be sufficiently thick and the neutrons so distributed 
in energy that only a narrow band of the most penetrating source neutrons 
give any appreciable ultimate contribution to the dose outside the shield. 

"2. There must be sufficient hydrogen in the shield, intimately mixed 
or in the final shield region, to assure a very short characteristic transport 
length from about 1 MeV to absorption at or near thermal energy.· 

"3. The source energy distribution and the shield material (nonhydro
genous) properties must be such as to assure a short transport distance for 
slowing down from the most penetrating energies to 1 MeV. 

"Requirements 2 and 3 assure that spatial equilibrium of all other components 
with the most penetrating component will be rapidly approximated. Require
ment 1 assures that the purely material attenuation of the dose will be ex
ponential." Several tabulations of total and partial cross sections are available 
for neutron energies up to about 15 MeV (UCRL-S3S1, BNL-32S). Neutron 
total cross sections averaged over many adiacent resonances do, in general, 
decrease with increasing neutron energy, and a broad description, for shield
ing purposes, of the behavior of these neutrons may be obtained by defining 
the cross section for removal to an energy below about 0.5 MeV. 

In principle such a cross section could be measured by carrying out a 
neutrc;m-transmission experiment with a neutron detector with its threshold 
energy set to 0.5 MeV. However, since ~n many practical cases the outer 
regions of the shield contain hydrogen (indeed hydrogen must be there if 
condition 2 above is to be fulfilled), an alternative procedure is possible. 
In practice measurements may be ma1de by a difference technique. A wide 
neutron beam (i.e., bad geometry) passes through a large water tank and 
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the dose equivalent transmitted is measured. Then the shielding whose re
moval cross section is to be measured is placed between the neutron source 
and the tank (i.e., with water between the shield and the detector), and the 
transmitted dose equivalent is measured. In this way the detection of thermal 
neutrons transmitted by the composite shield may be used to determine the 
removal of resonance neutrons. The transmission or resonance neutrons is 
found to be exponential, and is given by 

DE constantexp(-l:remt), (6.31) 

where DE is the neutron dose equivalent transmitted, 

l:rem is the macroscopic removal cross section, 

t is the thickness of shield material. 

The constant appearing in the equation is the dose equivalent transmitted by 
the water tank assembly without the shield in place. Price, Horton, and 
Spinney (PRI B 57) have summarized some typical results. Particularly the 
data of Chapman and Storrs (CHA G 55) are of interest, since their work 
covered a wide range of shield materials. Figure 6.8 shows the results obtained 
plotted as a function of mass number. 

For all but the very light nuclei the removal cross sections are about 
2/3 of the total cross section. Furthermore, the variation of removal cross 
section with mass number is monotonically decreasing, and beyond nuclei of 
mass 10 approaches the form 

l:rem ~ 0.21 A-0.58 

(very close to the variation expected at higher energies of u ex A 2/3). Price, 
Horton, and Spinney quote values for 15 elements and 6 chemical compounds 
for neutrons having a fission spectrum. It is probably accurate enough to 
assume these measurements to be valid at the mean energy of the fission 
spectrum (~ 2 MeV). ' 

where 

and 

The macroscopic removal cross section, l:r' is given by 

O~602 ur P 
l: ::: cm-1 

r A 

Ur = microscopic removal cross section in barns, 

p ::: density (g/cm3), 

A ::: mass number. 

(6.32) 

i I 

,I, 
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Fig. 6.8. Removal cross sections per unit mass for fission 
neutrons as a function of mass number (over the range 
8 E;;; A E;;; 240 the values are well fitted by the function 
0.21 A-O.58(. (From Price, Horton, and Spinney.) 
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For a shielding material consisting of several elements the macroscopic 
removal cross section is given by 

where 

(6.33) 

L represents summation over the'! elemental constituents, 

( ~T) is removal cross section per unit mass of the 
p ·,!.th constituent, . 

Pi is the density of the .!.!h constituent (see Figs. 9 through 13). 

Equation 6.31 may be generalized to other geometries by incorporating 
. a geometric form factor, G: 

DE = constant G exp(-~rem t}. (6.34) 
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Fig. 6.9. Attenuation of absorbed dose by O.5-MeV 
incident neutrons penetrating various materials 
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Fig. 6. 11. A ttenuation of 
absorbed dose produced 
by 2-Me V incident 
neutrons penetrating 
various materials at 
various angles. (From 
NCRP Report 38.) 
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Fig. 6.13. A ttenuation of absorbed dose produced by SoMe V incident 
neutrons penetrating various materials at various angles. (From' 
NCRP Report}'!) . 

For a paraliel beam G = 1, whereas for a point source G = 1/41T r2. Various 
form factors applicable to other geometries may be found in the literature 
(PRI B 57, ROC T 56). Few measurements of removal cross section have 
been reported in the literature for neutrons of varying incident energy . 
Broder et al. (BRO D 59) have reported transmission measurements for 
4-MeV and 14.7-MeV neutrons and have summarized other data at 2.9 MeV, 
6.7 MeV, and 14.9 MeV, and for fission spectrum neutrons. The materials 
considered include water, graphite, iron, and lead. Their data are summa
rized in Table 6.IV. 
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Table 6.IV. Removal cross·section data, orem (in barns) (Broder et al.). 
T)::eical accurac):: guoted! ± 5%. 

Fission 
Element I MeV spectrum 2.9 MeV 4MeV 6.7 MeV 14.9 MeV ---
Carbon 0.90 1.58 1.05 0.83 0.50 

Aluminum 1.31 

Iron 1.1 1.96 1.94 1.98 2.26 1.60 

Copper 2.04 

Lead 3.28 3.70 3.44 3.77 2.95 

Because of the paucity of experimental data one frequently must depend 
upon calculations. Allen and Futterer (ALL F 63) have calculated the trans
mission of absorbed dose through slabs of various materials, for beams of 
neutrons of incident energy between 0.5 and 5 MeV incident at angles from 
0° to 70° from normal. Table 6.5 summarizes the chemical composition of the 
shielding materials studied and Table 6.VI summarizes their equivalence to 
polyethylene. Until recently measurements of the transmission of 14 -MeV 
neutrons published in the literature were in poor agreement. Thus Hacke 
(HAC J 67) pointed out that reported dose transmission factors of 1.5 m of 
concrete varied by as much as a factor of 200. Although part of this difference 
may be explained by experimental technique and by chemical composition of 
the concrete, such a large difference highlights the surprising lack of reliable 
e~perimental data in this neutron energy range~ Marshall has recently reported 
a careful measurement of the attenuation of 14-MeV neutrons· through water 
under approximately broad beam conditions. Figure 6.14 shows the vairation 
of neutron dose equivalent with water thickness. The dose equivalent is 
clearly attenuated exponentially with a relaxation length of 16.3 cm (±4%). 
Of particular interest is the variation of the composition of the total DE rate. 
Neutrons in the energy range 0.15 to 20 MeV always dominate the neutron 
contribution to the dose equivalent, the total contribution from neutrons 
below 0.15 MeV never exceeding 22%. However, the contribution of'Y rays 
increased from 1 ()C,.b of the total at the front of the shield to about 60% 
through 125 cm of water, as may be seen in Fig. 6.15. 
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Table 6.V. Chemical composition of materials used in shielding calculations 
by Allen and Futterer. (From NCRP Report 38.) 

Density Elements Atoms/cm3 
Material (g/cm3) contained (X 10-21 ) 

Borated polyethylene (8% B4C 0.97 H 76.80 
by weight)a C 39.20 

lOB 0.658 
11 B 2.67 

Water 1.00 H 66.90 
0 33.45 

Concret.e 2.26 H 13.75 
0 45.87 
AI 1.743 
Si 20.15 

NTSb soil (dry) 1.15 .H 8.553 
0 22.68 

AI 2.014 
Si 9.533 

NTSb soil (100% sat.) 1.25 H 16.87 
0 27.00 
AI 1.976 
Si 8.963 

aSeveral calculations were made for pure polyethylene slabs of density 
0.925 g/cm3 up to 6 inches thick. Results differ negligibly from cor-
responding results for 8% borated polyethYI~"e. 
bNevada test site. 

Table 6.VI. Thickness of shielding materials equivalent to 1 inch of borated 
polyethylene as a function of neutron energy (Allen and Futterer). 

Shield material 

Neutron energy 
(MeV)· . Water Concrete Dry soil Satllrated soil 

0.5 1.07 2.10 3.75 2.66 
1 1.07 1.70 3.20 2.15 
2 1.16 1.85 3.20 2.28 
3 1.22 2.00 3.50 2.50 
5 1.21 1.80 3.25 2.38 
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Fig. 6.14. Variation of the total transmitted neutron dose-equivalent 
rate with water thickness. Incident neutron energy 14-Me V. 
(From Marshall.) 
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Fig. 6. 15. Relative contribution to the transmitted dose-equivalent rate as 
a function of water thickness. Incident neutron energy 14 Me V. 
(From data by Marshall.) 
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Early Accelerator Shielding Studies 

Early experimental studies of neutron attenuation at 90 and 270 MeV 
in a variety of materials and for poor-geometry conditions have been reported 
by Moyer and his colleagues (MOY B 57, PAT H 57; PAT H 62). Patterson, 
who also reported a measurement in concrete alone at 4.5 GeV (PAT H 62), 
has interpreted the Berkeley experimental data in terms of an energy-dependent 
attenuation cross section, analogous to the "removal cross section" used in 
reactor physics, and defined by 

(6.30) 

Table 6.VII shows values of a(E) suggested from Patterson's data (PAT H 62), 
and Fig. 6.16 shows attenuation mean free path, calculated by using this 
prescription, compared with measurements at 90 MeV, 270 MeV, and 4.5 
GeV in concrete. The general agreement between calculated and measured 
values is seen to be quite good, but the basic experimental technique was 
limited in these measurements to poor-geometry conditions. These early 
measurements at 270 were also supported by one of the first Monte Carlo 
calculations of cascade development due to Tsao et al. (TsA C 58). At an 
inCident neutron energy of 300 MeV these workers calculated an attenuation 
length in concrete of 145 ± 10 gJcm2 (to be compared with the experimental 
value of 152 5/cm2 at 270 MeV). 

Table 6.VI L. Values of a(E) for concrete (after Patterson). 

Neutron 
energy (MeV) 

5 

14 

;;:;.' 150 

aIEl 

1.00 

0.30 

0.10 

0 

, II, Grem 

GeQ + Gin 

0.30 GeQ + Gin 

0.,1 OGeQ +Gin 

Gin 

~~;,' Lindenbaum has,d¢scribed atte~uation measurements ofa:3~GeV;:t 
proton beam i~ heavyc()~~rete p = 4.0, to 4.3gfcm3), at dep~s_ bet~tl~I)",. 
3 ft{90 em) and 135ft (430 cm). The incideritbeam was con'tair:'U~dwrthin 
a square 6.6 in. (15.15 cm) andhad a divergence less than 3 deg. Ionization 
density and the pr.oton and pionflux .(Ep > 50 MeV, E1l'> 25 ~ey} w~re, 
measured as functions of depth and'dlstance from the beam aXIS, After' , ... ;,' , 
transition, the primary compon~_nt, ionization density and the absorbed dose 
rate were all attenuated exponentially with mean free path of 
± 15 g/cm2 at ~ 1.5 GeV, and 169 ± 32 gJcm2 at ~ 2.5 GeV. 

'::."'.;:' 

-,"', 
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Fig. 6. 16. Comparison between calculated and measured values of 
attenuation lengths in concrete for neutrons. (After Patterson.) 

Measurements of the attenuation of 4-, 5-,6-, and 9-GeV pions, made 
by Tinlot et al. (TIN H 64) using counters, gave values of ~ttell independent 
of energy: an average of 123 gJcm2 for concrete (p = 2.3 gJcm l ) and 
163 gJcm2 for steel. Errors in these measurements are hard to assess, particu
larly in the case of steel because of the thin shield [only 2 feet (60 cm) at 
9 GeV] (THO R 68). 

Limiting Attenuation Length at Hi'" Energies 

Lindenbaum (LIN S 61) has explained ,these early experiments in terms 
of the variation of the inelastic cross sections with energy: " ... Below 
100 MeV the neutron inelastic cross section increases rapidly with decreasing 
energy until E < 25 MeV were in most cases the neutron inelastic cross sections 
level off and then decrease suddenly as shown in [Fig. 6.17.] The increasing 
inelastic neutron cross section with decreasing energy in the region 
25 MeV < En < 100 MeV means that neutron secondaries of high-energy 
primaries in this energy range reach an equilibrium buildup factor relative to 
the long-range primary component which controls the attenuation. For 
E> 100 MeV the secondary neutrons may still have an effectively shorter 
mean free path than a higher-energy secondary, even though the inelastic 
cross s~ctions are about the same, because of the increasing angular divergence 
with decreasing energy of the secondaries. It is these facts which tend to make 
high-energy (E < several hundred MeV to several BeV) nucleon beams attenuate 
approximately exponentially (after a sufficient transition region) with a mean 
free pa~h which is not very sehsitive to th~ initial ~nergy and is not much longer 
than the geometric mean free path calculated from the inelastic cross sections 
of the elements in the shield.'" ; 

I 
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• voss a WILSON(VOSR56) 

{ 
• BALL (BALW52) 

NEUTRONS • MACGREGOR etal. (MAC M 58) 
D COOR etal. (COOT.55) 

PROT:ONS { 4 CHEN lit al. (CHE F 55) 

Pb 

Cu 

AI 

C 

50 

XBL 709-658SA 

Fig. 6.17. Inelastic neutron cross sections as a function of energy in 
the range 0 to 1.4 Ge V. (After Lindenbaum.) 

Thus we might expect at high energies that the attenuation length, 
~tten, would be given by " 

Aatten ~ Na. em, 
In 

(6.31) 

where N "is the number of atoms/cm 3, 

a in is the inelastic cross section, 

from which it follows that 

P \tten = 38 A 1/3}/cm2, (6.32) 
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if the inelastic cross section is assumed to be geometric and the nucleon 
radius is taken as 1.2 X 10-13 cm. 

Keefe and Scolnick (KEE D 66) have reviewed experimental measure
ments of absorption cross sections. The cross section for interaction of 
strongly interacting particles in the GeV range with nuclei is relatively in
sensitive to the individual nuclear-nucleon cross section because of the small 
probability of penetration of the nucleus without an interaction. Several 
measurements have been made of the absorption cross section, Ga, of high 
energy strongly interacting particles with several nuclei (ASH A 60, ATK J 61, 
CHE F 55, COO T 55, CRO K 57). The results (see Fig. 6.18) are well repre
sented by the formula 

Ga = 43 A 0.69 mb, (6.33) 

where A is the mass number (WI L R 64). [I t should be noted that this 
formula is not valid for hydrogen. Rarita (RAR W 64) has discussed the ex
pected behavior of the individual particle cross sections on hydrogen as a 
function of energy.] 

Results from cosmic ray experiments suggest Eq. 6.33 should be valid 
up to energies of several hundred GeV. 
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The absorption mean free path, ~, measured in gfcm2, is given by 

~ = p/Noa, 

where p is the density ofg/cm3. 
Thus, using Eq. 6.31, we obtain 

~ = 38.5 A0.31 gfcm2 

(6.34) 

(6.35) 

(not significantly different from the simple approximation given in Eq. 6.34). 
The attenuation length, Xa, is a monotonic function of mass number (see 
Fig. 6.18) when measured in units of gfcm2, butnot when measured in cm 
(see Table 6.Vlllwhich gives values of Xa for a variety of materials), since 
density is an erratic function of mass number. 

An examination of the experimental data indicates no strong dependence, 
upon either energy or mass number, of the ratio of the elastic cross section 
(0el to the absorption cross section (oa)' The best value for this ratio is 

" 
0e/oa = 0.57. 

The mean free path appropriate to the total cross section, 0tot' may 
therefore be obtained from the value of Xa in Table 6.VIII divided by 1.57. 

Many of the early high energy shielding experiments were of insufficient 
precision to confirm the limiting value of attenuation length predicted in 
Table 6.VIII. Thus attenuation length in steel has been reported in the litera
ture as ranging from 119 to 179 g/cm2 (cf 134 g/cm2 in Table 6.VIII), whereas 
in concrete the values rang~ from 108 to 172 g/cm2 (THO R 68) (see Table 
6.IX). The wide variations are due principally to differences in experimental 
technique, but also in part to different interpretations of the term "attenuation 
length." In many cases, too, the density of the shielding materials was not 
accurately known. 

The evaluation of a precise attenuation length is of course amatter of 
great importance, since it is this parameter, above all others, that influences 
the radiation ~field transmitted by an acceler~tor shield. Considerable econo
mies may be ach'ieved at the larger accelerat~rs if shielding need not be over
designed. De Staebler (DeS H 62), in justifying his use of a large value of 
attenuation length in earth (170 g/cm2), summarized the situation thus: 

"It may appear that we are being'unnecessarily conservative in taking 
the largest values of X which have been measured, but the specter which 
haunts us in this connection is the unknown contribution to the attenua
tion from scattering out." 

By similar reasoning shield designs for the 200- and 300-GeV acceler
ators at Berkeley (LRL 65) and CERN (CERN 64) were based on attenuation 
lengths that were perhaps longer than necessary, because of the uncertainty 
in available data in the early 1960's, 
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Table 6. VIII. High energy removal mean free paths and radiation lengths. 

-- ._-_ .. _-'--.- -._._ .. -- ... --- -.--_.-----.- 1 R 
. , . Removal I Mean i adiation 

A p a' free pathi free path i length 
I a - .-

Element (g/cm3) (mb) (g/cm2) i (g/cm2) 

Li 6.94 0.534 
Be 9.01 1.84 

B 10.82 2.5 
C 12.01 2.25 
Mg 24.32 1.74 
AI 26.98 2.7 
Cr 52.01 7.0 
Mn 54.94 7.42 
Fe 55.85 7.7 
Co 58.94 8.7 
Ni 58.71 8.7 
Cu 63.54 8.9 
Zn 65.37 7.0 

. Ag 107.87 10.5 

Sn 118.69 7.0 
Ba 137.34 3.78 
Ta 180.95 16.6 
W 183.85 .18.8 
I r 192.2 22.42 
Pt 195.1 21.37 
Au 196.96 19.0 
Hg 200.59 13.5 
Pb 207.19 11.0 
U 238.03 18.7 

_ .. .-1-_-_. 

\ 

164 70 

196 76 
222 80.5 
240 83.2 
389 99.5 
417 107 
655 131 

680 133 
688 134 
718 136 
714 136 
752 139 

770 140 
1085 164 
1160 168 
1285 177 
1555 192 
1565 193 
1610 '196 
1638 197 
1640 .. 198 

1655 198 
1710 202 
1870 210 

. I 

41.4 

32.2 
37.2 
57 
39.7 
18.7 
18.4 
17.4 
15.7 
15.7 
15.6 
20 
15.6 

24 
47 
11.6 
10.2 
8.8 

77.5 

62.2 

52 
42.5 
24.6 
23.9 
14.9 

14.6 
13.8' 

13.55 
12.6 
12.8 
12.35 
8.6 
8.54 

7.85 
6.35 
6.28 
6.15 
6.05 
6.0 
6.10 
5.8 
5.5 
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Table 6.IX. Summary of high-energy shielding measurements (up to 1965). 
After Thomas (THO R 68). 

Incident Beam Shield De· ~tte~ 
particle energy material density tector [g/cm ] 

[GeV] [gJcm3] 

LBL n 0.09 concrete 2.3 BF 81 
LBL n 0.27 concrete 2.3 BF 152 
Princeton n 0.30 concrete 3.85 MC 145 ±1O 
BNL p 1.5 concrete 4.0-4.3 CT 130 ±15 
BNL p 2.5 concrete 4.0-4.3 CT 169 ±32 
LBL n 4.5 concrete 2.3 BF 172 
BNL 7r 4.5 concrete 2.3 CT 118 ±8a 

BNL 7r 4.5 steel 7.8 CT 155 ±l1 a 

BNL 7r 6 concrete 2.3 CT 121 ±8a 

BNL 7r 6 steel 7.8 CT 155 ±1,a 
LBL p 6.2 concrete 2.4 "C 108 ±20b 
LBL p 6.2 concrete 2.4 27 AI 112±20b 
LBL p 6.2 concrete 2.4 198 Au 116 ±20 
R.l. p 6.2 concrete 2.4 32S 123 ±10 
LBL p 6.2 concrete 2.4 GS 160 ±20c 

BNL 7r 9 concrete 2.3 CT 129 ±9a 

BNL 7r 9 steel 7.8 CT 179 ±12a 

RL,ORNL P 1'0 concrete 3.65 GS 164 ±20 
RL,ORNL p 10 steel 7.8 G5 119 ±10 
CERN p 10 steel 7.8 "C 145 ±15 
CERN p 10 steel 7.8 IC 155 ±16 
DESY, SLAC, p 20 concrete 3.65 G5 132 ±5d 

CERN, etc. 
DESY, CERN, p 20 steel 7.8 G5 137 ±10 
SLAC 
CERN P 20 steel 7.8 "C 170 ±17b 

CERN p 20 steel 7.8 IC 155±16 
CERN p 24 concrete 2.4 G5 145 ±10 

concrete 3.65 
and 
earth 1.5 

Key: 
"C BF Bismuth fission chamber 

CT Counter telescppe 
32S Activation detectors, 

MC Monte Carlo calculation 37 AI 
G5 Nuclear emulsion, 
IC Ionization chamber. 

a IllStaebler's estimate of error 
b Thomas's estimate of error 
c Unpublished data. 
d Weighted mean of results from DESY, CERN, RL, and Stanford 

.. ~ 
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Recent Shielding Experiments at High Energy Proton Accelerators 

As we have described in the historical resume', little information 
pertinent to the problems of accelerator shielding was available in the 1950's. 
This was in part due to the fact that radiation problems were avoided in the 
shielding design. Thus Livingston' (LiV M 52b) has described the typical 
design of cyclotron shielding in the following words: "The completely closed 
vault with a minimum of apertures has become standard design for cyclotron 
laboratories. Movable doors with overlapping side panels have displaced the 
labyrinth entry used in early designs; a baffled entry through the shielding 
walls must be long and tortuous to result in as efficient shielding as a solid 
door. Water tanks have been completely displaced, in favor of solid con· 
struction. The most satisfactory material in use is concrete loaded with iron 
ore or scrap iron to increase density for 'Y·ray absorption and at the same 
time provide material with large cross section for inelalitic scattering of 
neutrons. Typical of recent designs is the vault for the Brookhaven 6().in. 
cyclotron. This vault has 5·ft walls and 4·ft roof of limonite·loaded concrete; 
two 5cft·thick concrete doors are raised or lowered into pits below floor 
level by electric motor drive, one of 8 by 8 ft for large apparatus and one 3 by 
7 ft for personnel access. Ports are provided for handling radioactive targets 
through the walls and for bringing an emergent beam through into an auxiliary 
vault for experiments. This amount of shielding will reduce fast neutron in· 
tensity, by a factor of about 10.5, and slow neutrons or 'Y rays by about 10.6. 
To keep leakage through apertures down to an equivalent small fraction of 
incident intensity, the area of such apertures is kept less than 1 {)"5 of the 
total area, and apertures are designed to eliminate direct radiation leakage. 
Conduits of ventilation or electrical leads have'double bends, and doors are 
overlapped to prevent straight channels through the shield." 

Ironically this type of solution, developed for relatively low energy 
accelerators, may have delayed our full understanding of accelerator ra~ia· 
tion problems and consequently our ability to design an efficient shield. 

Although the construction of these standard cyclotrons in vaults 
adequately reduced radiation levels for the purposes of radiation protection, 
little attempt was made at optimum design. In most cases gross overshieldirig 
minimized the problems and in consequence no studies of radiation fields 
around the accelerator or of the shielding properties of various materials 
were necessary, or, in fact, made. This latter omission was to prove increasingly 
embarrassing as available particle energies increased. Speaking of the newer 

, synchr~yclotrons, Livingston wrote in 1952 (LIV M 52a): 
"The shielding requirements for a synchrocyclotron do not differ in principle 
from those for the standard cyclotron. The higher energy radiations do require 
greater thickness of shield for attenuation; on the other hand,' the lower duty 
cycle and the correspondingly lower average beam make the scattered radiation 
intensity much smaller. As a consequence the shield must be thicker in the 
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horizontal plane of the primary, high energy radiations, but can have a thinner' 
roof. This has been carried to an extreme at the University of Rochester, where 
there is no overhead shielding, and it is admitted to result in undesirably high 
intensities of scattered radiation. A structure of overlapping concrete blocks 
is used at Berkeley, forming a wall 15 ft thick and with a 4-ft layer overhead. 
A completely closed vault with movable doors 8 ft thick is the answer at 
Harvard. At Harwell and at the University of Chicago the cyclotron is located 
in a pit below ground level with heavy overhead concrete slab shielding." 

However, the increasing energy, intensity, and physical size of particle 
accelerators, the cost of the "classical solution" to the radiation, and the 
inefficiencies it led to produced an acute situation described at the New York 
Symposium held in 1957. 

THE "MOYER MODEL" 

The increasing capability of Monte Carlo calculations and other com
putational techniques is encouraging-it might eventually be possible to 
simulate the precise operational details in the computer and obtain exact 
estimates of radiation levels. Such calculations, however, are difficult, expen
sive, and perhaps several years into the future. Furthermore, we must not fall 
into the trap of leaning too heavily on the results of calculations unsupported 
by experimental data. There still remains a large amount of painstaking work 
to be done before we can depend entirely upon such predictions. Indeed, 
even when extremely accurate calculations are feasible, it seems likely that the 
perturbations due to operational uncertainties will not permit full advantage to 
be taken of their precision. 

There will continue to be a need for methods capable of estimating 
shields reliably, cheaply. and quickly (albeit no~ with the precision possible 
with the use of a computer); such methods will facilitate rapid decisions in 
the preliminary stages of planning experiments or modifications to the ac
celerator. There will continue to be a demand, too, for methods that give 
sufficient physical insight into the problem of shielding to permit full utiliza
tion of the more sophisticated calculational methods. 

Based on experience at the Berkeley accelerators, Moyer developed a 
phenomenological model capable of estimating the additional shielding to 
be required as part of the Bevatron improvement program during 1962-63 
(MOY B61, MOY B62). . 

POint Source (Target Problem) 

Consider a high-energy proton beam incident upon a target (see 
Fig. 6.19a). 'Secondary particles are emitted from the target as a 'result of 
nuclear interactions. The basic problem is to estimate the total number 
and energy spectrum of those neutrons that penetrate the accelerator shield
ing. The number of neutrons with energy between E and E+dE emitted into 
solid angle d 12 is given by 

, i 
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where N protons/sec interact in the traget. 
! 

N proton .ec·l 

Proton beam 

XSL6894916 

•• L .... IIO • 
--- ------------ -----------

: 

Fig. 6.19. Two-dimensional representation of shielding 
geometry for a large proton. accelerator. (A fter 
Routti and Thomas.) 

. : 

(6.36) 

I 

""\: 
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F or the shield configuration shown in Fig. 6.19a the path length through 
the overhead shielding is given by d cosec e. Thus if the removalmean free 
path of neutrons of energy E is A (E), an attenuation factor of 
exp [-d csc e IA (E) J must be applied. I n addition, a buildup factor should be 
applied which takes account of "scattering in" and, in a gross way, of particles 
that are produced by interactions of higher-energy particles and which arrive 
at the shield surface in the energy interval E+ dE. The flux of particles of 
energy between E and E+dE leaving the shield surface at angle 0 to the target 
is given by 

dn (d2
n ) dE = N -- dO B{E} expl-d cscelA {E}I, 

dEdO 
{6.37} 

where the solid angle dO is given by 

41TdO = - = 
r2 {a+d}2 csc2e 

{6.38} 

The integral flux at point p is 

LEmax dn 
41 = dE 

P dE 
Emin 

J
Emax 

d2n" 
= N( __ \'OB{E}eXP[-dCSCeIA{E}] dE, 

E . dEdOf 
mm 

{6.39} 

where Emin and Emax represent reason~ble energy limits for the integral. 

Moyer used a simplified form of Eq. 6.39 for prediction of additional 
shielding required at the Bevatron. Because at the time of his calculations 
experimental data were limited, he proceeded by making several reasonable 
physical assumptions. They were: 
a. Because the neutron inelastic cross section is essentially constant above 
150 MeV, Moyer wrote 

A {E} = A {const} for E < 150 MeV 

and {6.40} 
A {E} = 0 for E < 150 MeV. 

This is equivalent to ignoring the lower-energy neutrons produced, i.e., 
to setting Emin =150 MeV in the integral of Eq. 6.39. Thus 41 p now 
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becomes <l>p (En >150 MeV). However, for the typical shield thickness 
around high-energy accelerators, the larger intensity of low-energy neutrons 
produced at the source inside the shield is more than compensated for by 
the considerably larger attenuation cross sections appropriate to these energies_ 
Thus the flux at the point p can be written as 

IE 0 ( )-

( 

-d scs 0) max 0 d2n 
N exp d n B(E) dE. 

A 150 MeV dEd n 
(6.41 ) 

b. The integral in Eq. 6.44 is simplified by writing it as the product of a 
multiplicity factor, m(Emax), which is the number of neutrons emitted at all 
angles from the target with energy greater than 150 MeV with a relative 
angular distribution f(O). Thus we can write 

f
Emax 

B(E)( d
2

n ) dE = m(Emax) f(O) = g(8). 
150 MeV dEdn 

(6.42) 

(It should be noted that m(Emax) is a constant for given Emax and a given 
target.) Equation 6.39 is further simplified to 

N m(Emax) f(O) ( -d csc 8.) 
cl>p (En> 150 MeV) = 2 2 . exp . 

(a+d) csc 0 A 
; .. 

(6.43) 

Moyer estimated m(Ema*) and f(O) in the particular c.ase for 6-GeV protons 
incident upon a thick (~ 100 g-cm2) copper target. I n obtaining suitable 
values he utilized cosmic-ray data, the Monte Carlo calculations by 
Metropolis et al. (MET N 58), and experimental data taken at the Bevatron. 
c. The dose equivalent DEp produced by neutrons with energies greater 
than 150 MeV was then estimated by assuming a constant dose equivalent 
per unit fluence, F: 

DEp (En> 150 MeV) = F cl>p (En> 150 MeV), 

and the total DE evaluated by writing 

bE (total) = Ok DEp (En> 150 MeV), 
I 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

where k is a constant greater than 1. This last approximation is made plausible 
by considering that the low-energy neutrons are iii equilibrium with neutrons 
greater than 150 MeV at shielding depths greater than a few mean free paths. 

! 
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Thus Moyer's final simplification of Eq_ 6.37 becomes: 

kF Nm(Emax) f(O) ~-d cosec 0 ) 
DE (total) = exp 

p (a+d)2 cosec2 (J X 

6-55 

(6.46) 

Solution of Eq_ 6.49 was obtained by calculating (DE)p as a function of d 
and then fixing d at the required (DE)p_ 

Moyer's shield calculation was predicted on an increase by a factor of 
50 in proton intensity of the Bevatron beam and removal of temporary 
wooden shielding that afforded a neutron-flux attenuation factor of 2_ The 
effective design neutron attenuation (or reduction in transmission) was 
therefore a factor of 100. Extensive neutron-flux measurements were made 
before and after the imrpovement program. The overall effect of the rec
ommended shield was to reduce the neutron flux levels by 90 to 100, the 
exact value depending on the neutron detector and detector lovation 
(SMI A 65, THO R 70)_ 

Generalization of the Moyer Model 

Although the approximations used by Moyer produce satisfactory 
results at the Bevatron (see Shield Design Examples), the model needs to be 
generalized to permit its wider use. 

A proton accelerator may be considered, for the purpose of calculating 
shielding, as a source of neutrons. I n the high-energy strong-focusing proton 
synchrotrons it is sufficiently accurate to ignore the radial curvature of the 
accelerator. Figure 6.19b shows a typical two- dimensional representation of 
the accelerator as a line source of neutrons of variable intensity. 

The neutron flux density, tP, in n/cm2 sec, at a point outside the shield 
and greater than some energy tmin, is now expressed as 

'" = Joo
OO 

fEmax 
'I' S(z) f(E,O)r"2 

Emin 

X expl-dcosecO/X (E) 1 B(E,O) dEdz, 

where d,r, and 0 are explained by Fig. 6.19b. 

(6.47) 

S(z)dz 

f(E,O) 

is the number of neutron~ emitted in unit time by the 
line element between z and z+dz, 

is the distribution of the neutrons emitted as a function 
of the energy and the angle, per steradian, 

, 
:, 
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and the symbols have previously been explained. Using the Moyer approxi-
mations leads to . 

X (E) = X 

f
Emax . 

'B (E,8 )dE ~ g( 8) , 

Emin 

and Eq. 6.47 becomes 

f
+OO 

cf>(En > 150 MeV) =. S(z) g(8)r"2 exp(-d cosec O/X)dz. (6.48) 
_00 

The integral is evaluated over the appropriate limits of z. 
For more general use the geometrical configurations of different 

accelerators need to be considered, together with the variation of buildup 
factors and angular distributions with proton energy. 

During the past ten years several carefully designed experiments have 
been performed; they merit discussion in some detail, since they resulted 
in an 'understanding of the physical phenomena of importance to shield 
design at all energies. As shielding experiments progressed through the. decade 
they became more sophisticated in design and ambitious in scope. Develop
ment of understanding reveals the sources of confusion in earlier radiation 
studies. Later in the decade, measurements bf attenuation length were in 
good agreement with those predicted; particle spectra were measured and 
their conversion to dose rate studied. In consequence particle accelerator 
shields may now be designed to give an accuracy within about a factor of 
two in radiation field at the shield surface. . 

CERN SHIELDING EXPERIMENTS, 1960-1963 

Increasing pressure, from groups actively engaged in accelerator design 
or construction, for a resolution of the early uncertainties discussed above 
led to the performance of a series of shielding experiments at the CERN PS 
during the period 1960-1963 (CIT A 61, HOF L 63, THO R 63). It had 
become clear that two alternative approaches to solving the problem of 
scattering o'ut were possible. First was to use a very wide incident particle 
beam with large angular divergences and assume that "scattering in" and 
"scattering out" were balanced. The second approach was to use a narrow, 
parallel inci~ent beam and to count all the particles reaching a given depth in 

ii 
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the absorber, either by using a large detector or by making particle-density 
profile scans. The latter alternative was adopted in the CERN experiments, 
primarily because a narrow beam was more readily available, but also be
cause inherently more information is available from such an experiment. 

The four series of experiments carried out at CERN in the period 
1960-1963 are summarized in Table 6.X. 

Table 6.X. CERN shielding experiment, 196~1963. 

Incident Neutron 
proton Absorber contamination Attenuation 

Experiment energy density of primary length 
Date (GeV) (g/cm3) Beam sizea beam (g/cm2) 

1960 20-24 Concrete H: 25 cmb 48±5% 145±10 
p= 2.5,3.6 V: 8 cmc 

Earth 
p=2 

2 1960 20 Concrete H: 1.7 cm 29±4% 132±S 
p= 3.6 V: 6.2cm 

3 1962 10 Concrete H: 6cm 20±3% 164±20 
p= 3.6 V: very wide 

4(a) 10 Steel H: lcm 25±5% 119±20 
4(B) 1962 20 p= 7.8 V: 1 cm 10±3% 137±10 

a. Width at half intensity. 

b. H means horizontal. 

c. V means vertical. 

IIford G.5 nuclear emulsions were the principal detectors used throughout 
the entire CERN series of experiments. Scanning was carried out for both mini
mum-ionizing tracks and stars, providing the possibility of discriminating 
between nuclear active particles and muons at large depths in the shield. 

The final experiment in steel with 10- and 20-GeV/c protons (whose 
design is shown in Fig. 6.20) incorporated all the experience gleaned from its 
predecessors (GEl J 65). Neutron contamination of the primary proton 
beam was reduced by large bending of the secondary proton beam scattered 
from an internal target in the accelerator. Beam size (which at incidence was 
1.2X1.2 cm) and divergence (±2.1 milliradians) were limited by two collimators 
in the beam transport system. Unwanted "halo" around the incident beam and 
side scattering were reduced by concrete shielding around the steel assembly, 
which itself was sufficiently large in comparison with the beam dimensions to 
be regarded essentially as an infinite steel slab. Cavities in the steel, in which 
detectors were placed, were made as small as possible to reduce any pertur
bation of the nuclear cascade. Although not entirely successful in achieving 
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XBL7010·]942 

Fig. 620. Detailed experimental layout of CERN shielding experiment 
in steel. (A fter Geibel et al.) 

all these goals, this final experi.rnent in steel repr~sented a great step forward 
in the design of shielding experiments and went a long way toward eliminating 
many of the extraneous factors that had influenced previous experihlents 
and made their interpretation difficult. 

Since the measurements in steel are the most accurate of the series, we 
describe in detail the results obtained. Figure 6.21 shows typical beam-profile 
scans as a function of depth in steel, made with protons of incident momentum 
]0 GeV/c (CHI R 65). Similar results were obtained at 20 GeV (CIT A 65); 
they are summarized in Fig. 6.22, which shows the full width at half intensity 
of such lateral distributi~ns obtained from both track and star scanning. The 
linear increase in particle distribution with penetration is a qualitative indica
tion that Moyer's concept of "ray tracing" high-energy particles through the 
absorber, described in the preceding section, is realistic. From such profiles 
the total number of particles crossing a plane perpendicular to the beam 
direction may be obtained by integration. Figure 6.23 shows such an integrated 
track intensity compared with the track intensity on the beam axis measured 
at 10 GeV/c. The slope of the peak intensity curve obtained was 119±5 G/cm2, 
compared with an estimate of 165 (±30%) g/cm2 for the slope of integrated 
intensity. The difference between these two estimates of slope gives an in
dication of the influence of geometry on the results of attenuation measure
ments, and-·in large measure-explains the wide range reported in the literature. 
Although at 10 GeV/c no buildup on beam axis for either stars or tracks was 
observed in steel, at 20 GeV/c some small buildup was measured (CIT A 65). 
Integration of star and track profiles gave an asymptotic relaxation length 
of 185±20 g/cm 2. Figure 6.24 shows star densities measured on and parallel 
to the beam axis (as a function of depth) (CIT A 65) at 20 GeV/c. The dif
ficulty in defining a unique relaxation length is clearly demonstrated! 
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Fig. 6.21 0, b. Typical horizontal scans at beam height In steel as a function 
of depth (Incident proton momentum 10 GeV/c). (After Childers et 01.) 
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Fig_ 6.23. Maximum and 
integrated track inten
sity as a function of 
depth In steel. Incident 
proton momentum 
10 GeV/c. (After 
Childers et al.J 
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The use of nuclear emulsion permitted visual inspection of stars and 
hence a rough determination of whether they were produced by an un
charged or charged incident particle. Figure 6.25 shows the fraction of stars 
with no charged primary (judged by the absence of a minimum- ionizing 
particle in the backward hemisphere) measured for 20-GeV/c primary protons. 
The increasing fraction of stars created by neutrons is clearly seen; its steady 
increase probably indicates that an equilibrium ratio of high energy protons 
to neutrons has not been completely established. Measurements at 10 GeV Ic 
indicate a somewhat more rapid approach to equilibrium (CHI R 65). 

Measurement of the average multiplicity of minimum-ionizing particles 
emitted from stars gives a rough indication of the average energy of the in
cident particles. Figure 6_26 shows that the average shower track number, ns' 
of stars produced by the interaction of charged primaries decreases rapidly 
with penetration into the steel. Thus at a depth of 100 cm in steel, ns is about 
2.6 corresponding to an average energy of 6 GeV. The energy loss of 20-GeV 
protons in 100 cm of steel is about 1.6 GeV, therefore at this depth the in
interacted primary proton beam would have an energy of 18.4 GeV. This 
difference of about 12 GeV is of course due to energy transfer by nuclear 
interaction and indicates ~~at the charged particles initiating the stars deep in 
the steel have themselves originated from nuclear interactions. 

In addition to nuclear emulsion, carbon threshold detectors and ioniza
tion chambers were used. Although limited by sensitivity and large detector 
size, these measurements confirmed a relaxation length of about 160 gfcm2, 
both for absorbed dose and for particles greater than 20 MeV. Because of the 
large detector size relative to the beam, information of particle buildup is 
limited, but Baarli et al. (BAA J 65) estimate a total of nine particles of greater 
than 20 MeV produced by an incoming 20-GeV proton, which they consider 
to be in good agreement with the value of nine cascade nucleons per inelastic 
interaction at 3 GeV listed by Lindenbaum (LIN S 65). It is not completely 
clear, however, to what extent charged pions were detected in the experiment 
by Baarli et al. 

Two groups have attempted to compare the experimental data obtained 
in the CERN series of shielding measurements. 

The earlier exp~riments have been studied by Alsmiller et al. (ALS R 62, 
ALS R 63a, ALS R 63b), who solved the coupled cascade transport equations 
in "straight-ahead" approximation and applied these results to the calculation 
of the components of a cascade generated in heavy concrete by 24-GeV 
protons (ALS R 63a). Comparison of these calculations with the measure
ments at 20 and 24 GeV reported by Citron et al. (CIT A 61) is difficult for 
several reasons. ,Citron et al. measured the nuclear star density on beam 
axis, whereas the one-dimensional Oak Ridge calculations sl'1ould be compared 
to an integration over a plane transverse to the beam direction. Further

'more, the effective energy threshold of a star is somewhat ambigUous, 
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Fig. 6.25. Fraction of "neutral" stars (i,e., with no charged primary 
in the backward hemisphere) as a function of depth in steel. 
Incident proton momentum 20 Ge VIc. (After Citron et al.) 
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depending upon scanning technique and efficiency, but is of the order of 
100 MeV. Figu're 6.27 shows a comparison between measured star density 
in the broad- and narrow-beam experiments and the calculated values for 
different production energy thresholds. The measured star densities are atten
uated more rapidly than the calculations predict, as expected. Figure 6.28 
compares the measured and calculated fractions of all stars produced by 
neutrons. Neutron contamination of the beam influences the experimental 
results. 

Geibel and Ranft (GEl J 65a) used a Monte Carlo melhod to estimate 
the lhree-dimensional development of the nuclear cascade induced in steel, 
and obtained good agreement with the experimental data reported by Citron 
et al. (CIT A 65) and Childers et al. (CHI R 65). These early calculations 
were, however, limited by the secondary-particle production input data. 
Ranft (RAN J 67a) has now improved these data and repeated the calculations 
more precisely with improved secondary-particle production information. 
Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show typical results obtained, indicating excellent 
agreement. Unfortunately, good as this agreement is, neither experimental 
nor theoretical techniques have yet reached the stage where direct overlap is 
possible. Numerical solutions of the coupled cascade transport equations 
in straight-ahead approximation, although accurate at high energies became 
less and less reliable at low energies. Similarly, particle-production informa
tion adequate for input into Monte Carlo calculations is not yet available, 
and the results of such computations become increasingly suspect at lower 
secondary particle energies. 

BERKELEY SHIELDING EXPERIMENT, 1964 

The beam intensity available for the CERN experiments was limited 
to ~ 105 protons/sec. Measurements with ~uclear emulsions were made 
down to relative transmissions of between 10-5 and 10-6, but measurements 
with activation detectors and ionization chambers were limited to relative 
transmission of only 10-3. Since secondary particles below 50 MeV in 
general produce the largest components to the dose equivalent outside shield
ing (THO R 67), it is necessary to study their production and transmission 
through thick shields. 

The development of an extracted proton beam of much higher intensity 
at the Bevatron made it possible to design an experiment to fill in some of the 
unresolved details in the CERN series of experiments. 

In 1964 an experiment was mounted at the Bevatron that used a 6.2-
GeV proton beam of maximum intensity 1011 protons/sec. At the front 
face of the experimental array of concrete blocks the beam spot was 
circular and approximately 5 cm in diam. The high incident beam intensity 
permitted measurements by several threshold detectors to depths of 24 ft in 
ordinary concrete (1760 gfcm2), or transmission of ~ 10-6 . 
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Fig. 6.29. The longitudinal development of the nuclear cascade-a com
parison between experimental and calculated data. The curves show 
the calculated total track density (sum of proton, pion, and muon 
track densities) for a cascade initiated by a wel/-collimated proton 
beam of cross section 1 X 1 cm and initial momentum 20 Ge VIc. 
The curves are normalized to unit proton track density at r = O. 
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Figure 6.31 shows a general view of the shielding array and gives an 
impression of the size of the structure, which was designed to be large enough 
to prevent interference from stray radiation scattered in from the sides. The 
assembly consisted of ordinary concrete in block form, and was 24 ft thick 
along the beam direction, 22 ft wide, and 18 ft high. Several special thin blocks 
were placed at the front of the array (not visible in Fig. 6.31); deeper in the 
stack, slots provide access to the beam line at intervals of 4 feet. Rows of 
blocks were separated by 3-in.-wide gaps to allow insertion of detectors, but 
all portions of these gaps are filled with gypsum (approximately the same 
density as concrete) to prevent neutron diffusion along the slots. 

Two principal goals were set for the experiment. The first was to extend 
the information obtained at CERN to neutrons of much lower energy. This 
was achieved by the use of various activation detectors with thresholds be
tween 3 and 20 MeV. Secondly, the experiment was designed to test in a 
systematic way some of the predictions of the "Moyer ModeL" This phe
nomenological model had met with some success in extrapolating shielding 
for the Bevatron, and it will be recalled that it might usefully be generalized. 
Since the Moyer model posits that the transmission of the nuclear cascade is 
controlled by high-energy neutrons and that an equilibrium cascade is rapidly 
created, measurements of low-energy neutrons forms a sensitive test of the 
model. 

Details of the experimental data obtained have been given by Smith, 
McCaslin, and Pick (SMI A 64) and Smith (SMI A 65), who described data 
obtained with activation detectors, and by Thomas (THO R 64), who de
scribed data obtained by using nuclear emulsions and measurements of 
the activity induced in sulfur measured by $haw (SHA K 64) of the Ruther
ford Laboratory. 

Figure 6.32 shows typical lateral flux-density profiles measured in the 
assembly-in this case by using the 6-MeV threshold reaction 24AI(n,a} 24Na. 
Similar data were obtained for thermal neutrons and by using the 
32S(n,p} 32p and 12C(~,~W 11C reactions. From such traverses, the trans
mission of flux density from the front of the shield assembly, at a given 
angle to beam direction, was obtained. Figure 6.33 shows such data for the 
AI activation detector for angles up to 60 deg. These transmission curves 

. are seen to be exponential and essentially parallel with in the experimental 
accuracy. (The errors were no larger than point size indicated.) Similar re
sults \Vere obtained with 12c threshold detectors. 

Figure 6.34 shows transmission measurements along the beam direction 
made with gold, aluminum, and carbon detectors'. A steady progression in 
slopes of the transmission curves is eveident-the slopes tend to become 

I 
similar at great depths but the curves are not identical. The data have been 
normalized at a depth of 8 ft in the assembly to show this effect clearly. At 
deep depths the carbon detector gives an effective attenuation length of 
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direction measured in concrete by using the 27 AI ~ 24Na reaction, 
Incident proton energy 6 GeV. (After Smith et 01.) 
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108 gfcm 2; the AI and Au detectors give 114 and 120 g/cm2 respectively. 
Smith interprets this result as evidence that complete equilibrium is not estab
lished until. rather deep depths in the concrete are reached-say, 12 to 16 ft. 
In support of this view Fig. 6.35 shows that the ratio of activity measured by 
carbon and aluminum detectors becomes constant at deep depths in the beam 
direction. In the transverse direction, however, equilibrium is more rapidly 
attained. In further support of his hypothesis that equilib;ium is not reached 
at shallow depths, Smith reports measurements made with the same detector 
but with varying initial proton energy-between 2.2 and 6.2 GeV. The lower 
the primary beam energy, the lower the apparent attenuation length, values 
ranging from 99 to 114 g/cm2 being obtained (see Fig. 6.36). 

Unfortunately the data obtained in this experiment were not numerically 
. analyzed by a technique similar to that described by Gilbert et al. (GIL W 68). 

The successful use of the Moyer model in interpreting the latter experiment 
may now encourage this step. It is clear, however, that the data give strong 
support for the basic premises of the Moyer model, namely: 

1. The transmission of particle fluxes with an attenuation length inde-
pendent of angle to the radiation source, and 

2. the establishment of an equilibrium spectrum at sufficiently deep 
depths in the shield. 
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Fig. 6.36. Flux-density transmission,along the beam axis measured by 
aluminum threshold detectors for protons of 2.2, 4.2, and 6.2 Ge V. 
(After Smith.) 
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BROOKHAVEN AGS EXPERIMENT, 1965 

Significant though the CERN and Berkeley experiments were in the de
velopment of our understanding of the nuclear cascade, they left many questions 
unanswered. They: were primarily concerned with the development of the 
nuclear cascade in the forward direction; but in the design of the permanent 
shielding of a large: high-energy accelerator, knowledge of the transverse de
velopment of the ~uclear cascade is also needed as well as the spectrum of 
radiation field produced. 

In planning for an increase in intensity of the Brookhaven AGS, measure
ments of particle attenuation transverse to the beam in both the accelerator 
room and the shield were made. Circulating 30-GeV protons struck an internal 
Be target, and readiation measurements were made by activation detectors and 
photographic film. In the accelerator room, flux densities were measured 
around the beam axis downstream from the target, giving the isoflux contours 
shown in Fig. 6.37. The approximately cylindrical nature of these contours 
(FRI W 65) led Moore (MOO W 66) to interpret the flux density from the 
target by the equation 

k 
t/>(r,O) = r2 02 for20deg ~O ~90deg, (6.52) 

where t/> (r,O) is the flux density of particles greater than 20 MeV, 
r is the distance from the target, 

and 0 is the angle from the beam direction. 
With r measured in feet and 0 in degrees, M<?ore found a value of k of 
1.5 per circulating 30-GeV proton. In commenting upon the 1/02 from the 
angular distribution, Moore drew attention to the similar result repbrted by 
Hoffman and Sullivan (HOF L 65) of measurement around a thin beryllium 
target. More recent angular distribution measurements by Charalambus et al. 
(CHA S 67) at 20 GeV and by Gilbert et al. (GI L W 68) at 15 and 25 GeV 
show the suggested 1/02 form to be a fair approximation. From Eq. 6.52 
Moore deduces that 24 particles having energy greater than 20 MeV are pro
duced per 30-GeV proton incident upon a Be target. 

To study the transmission of radiation through the AGS shielding, 
vertical holes were drilled through the sand above accelerator magnets and 
in the side shielding. These holes allowed measurements to be made through 
10 feet of sand vertically above the accelerator and through 20 feet of sand 
to the side. 

Typical transmission data obtained vertically above the accelerator are 
shown in Fig. 6.38 (CAS N 67). Over a limited range possible (:::::: 50 in at
tenuation) the relaxation length of flux density was evaluated to be 83 g/cm2. 
Toextend data to greater depth, measurements were made in the median 
plane, and typical results are shown in Fig. 6.39~ The strong influence of 
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polyethylene foils and 2.78 X 1011 protons incident upon a thin Be target. The relative accuracy of contours 
is ~ 1096. (After Casey et 01.) 
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Fig. 6.38. Variation of flux density in sand shield of the A GS. 
Measurement with carbon activation detectors. Beam in
tensity 2.8 X 1011 protons/sec on target in straight section 
H 10. Measurements made in vertical direction at mid-magnet 
positions H 11, H 13, and HIS. (After Casey et al.; 

28 50.5 
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Fig. 6.39. Variation of flux 
density in sand shield of 
the A GS-horizontal 
direction. Other con
ditions as for Fig. 6.38. 
Measurements mode at 
mid-magnet positions 
H 12, H 13, H 14, and 
HIS. (A fter Casey et al.; 
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geometrical factors on the data is clearly seen, making a simple interpretation 
difficult. Casey et al. (CAS N 67) summarize the.ir results by an exponential 
transmission of flux density (or dose rate) with relaxation length 83 g/cm2 

(using a measured value of 1.82 g/cm3 for the density of earth). They suggest, 
however, that the exponential character is fortuitous, resulting from a special 
combination of geometry, angular distribution of secondaries from the target, 
and change in interaction length at various inclinations to the beam direction 

O'Brien and McLaughlin (O'BR K 68a, O'BR 68 b) have applied poly
nomial neutron transport theory (DAV B 58) to neutrons of 500 MeV and 
below, generated in a nuclear cascade, and compared their calculations with 
measurements reported by Distenfeld and Colvett (DIS C 66). Figure 6.40 
shows a comparison between calculated and measured attenuation of neutrons 
having an energy greater than 20 MeV. Agreement between the normalized 
data is seen to be good. 

Id~----------------------------I 

_ NEUTRON CASCADE THEORY 
r·20MeV 

• DlST£NI'ELD AND COLYETT RELATIVE 
. RESPONSE OF .c(n.2n ,IIC 

THIIESHOLD DETECTOR 

10 .... L--~200-:----400~--'-::eoo~--:-80~0--:1-:l000"':0------' 
DEPTH IN 1000 "0 .. I 8ARRIER 

XBL 709-6597 

Fig. 6.40. A comparison between calculated and measured relative 
neutron transmission through the sand shield of the Brookhaven 
IlGS. (After O'Brien and McLaughlin.) 
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Although these techniques have been successful in describing relative 
neutron transmission through accelerator shields, it has not yet been possible 
to make an absolute comparison of theoretically predicted and measured 
neutron flux densities. Recent calculations of neutron dose-equivalent rates 
from galactic cosmic rays by such techniques has revealed only fair agreement 
with measured values, however (O'BR K 70). 

Casey et al. concluded that particle attenuation transverse to the beam 
direction was much more rapid than would be concluded from calculations 
ba~d on strongly interacting particle interaction lengths. This suggestion is in 
conflict with the Moyer model, and was of such interest as to stimulate further 
studies. 

CERN-LRL-RHEL SHIELDING EXPERIMENT, 1966 

Following the work at Brookhaven, another experiment was planned at 
the CE RN PS by groups drawn from CE RN, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
and the Rutherford Laboratory, all of whom were actively engaged in the design 
of accelerators in the several-hundred-GeV range. The goals of this experiment, 
designed to answer many of the questions posed by the Brookhaven measure
ments, were: 

1. Study of the transmission of particles through earth sh ielding, princi-
pally at 90 deg to an internal target in the accelerator. 

2. Measurement of neutron spectra at different depths in the earth shield. 
3. Measurement of the angular distribution of high energy particles from 

and internal target. 
As at the AGS, vertical holes were drilled in the earth shield above and 

to the side of the accelerator. Figure 6.41 shows a vertical cross section of the 
CPS tunnel, indicating hole locations; Fig. 6.42 shows a plan view of the area 
in which radiation measurements were made in the dhielding. 

Extensive discussions of the experimental data obtained have been pub
lished (FOR R 67, GIL W 67a, GIL W 67b, GIL W 68, GIL W 69), and it is 
possible to give only a brief discussion here. . 

Figure 6.43 shows some details of actual measurements of beam losses 
made with aluminum foils on the accelerator vacuum chamber close to an 
internal target. Fine structure due to the presence of accelerator magnets may 
be seen. Subsequent analysis of these data showed the beam-loss distribution 
about the target to be sufficiently accurately represented by a base level, a, 
representing the average low-level losses on which is superposed a target con
tribution that decreased in intensity downstream from the target. Thus the 
beam loss s(z) may be represented by 

s(z) ::;: a for z < 0, (6.48) 

s(z) ::;: a(l + (3 e-z/Il ) for z > 0, (6.48a) 

where z is measured from the target position. 
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Fig. 6.4 7. Vertical cross section of the 25-Ge V CERN proton synchrotron 
tunnel, showing the disposition of detector holeds in the earth shield. 
(After Gilbert et 01.) 
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Fig. 6.42. Plan view of the CPS, showing the disposition of detector 
holes in the earth shield. (After Gilbert et 01.) 
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CERN Experiment· Beam Loss Distribution 

Fig. 6.43. Fine-structure details of the beam-loss 
distribution measured in the vacuum chamber 
of the CPS close to on internal target. (After 
Gilbert et 01.) 
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Fig. 6.44. Comparison of measured beam-loss 
distribution with Monte Carlo calculations 
due to Ranft. (After Gilbert et 01.) 
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More sophisticated analytical representation of the. data (AWS M 68, 
AWS M 70a) or even use of the actual numerical data, does not produce any 
significant improvement in the quality of fit to measured fluxes in the earth 
shield (GIL W 68), and it may therefore be inferred that Eq. (6.53) is an 
adequate representation of the source term for the CPS. It might quite correctly 
be objected that the relative activities of aluminum foils (which are sensitive 
to rather low energy particles) only indirectly reflect the high-energy proton 
source structure. It would have been preferable to use detectors with a much 
higher energy threshold, but this was technically not feasible at the time mea
surements were made. However, measurements with other low energy detec
tors gave the same results and support the view that no serious error is involved, 
as also do Monte Carlo estimates of beam loss by Ranft (RAN T 67b) (Fig. 
6.42). At large distances from internal targets such a simple prescription as 
Eq.6.53 fails at the CPS, the beam loss at levels ~ 1% of the maximum being 
somewhat random (GIL W 68). The approximately exponential reduction of 
target contribution to the beam losses with distance from the target that was 
observed at the CPS will not necessarily be observed at other accelerators. A 
somewhat different distribution was observed, for example, at the AGS 
(CAS R 67). The precise details of the beam-loss distribution is of course a 
complex function of target dimensions, magnet spacing, and physical size, 
accelerator magnetic field configuration, and other accelerator character-
istics. It is nevertheless important to have good estimates of the beam-loss 
distribution pattern if the distribution of secondary particles through the 
shield is to be understood. Awschalom (AWS M 70a) has indicated that large 
errors (as much as a factor of 10) can result in estimates of flux densities if 
no account is taken of source distribution. 

It is important to understand not only spatial distribution of beam losses 
but also the angular distribution of neutrons emitted from the primary beam 
interactions. 

Figures 6.45 and 6.46 show measurements of the angular distribution of 
neutrons from a thin Be target made with activation detectors having thresh
olds of 20 and 600 MeV respectively. A comparison with the angular distribu
tion predicted by Ranft (RAN J 67a) is surprisingly good, giving confidence in 
Ranft's semi-empirical formula. Routti and Thomas (ROU J 69b) have used 
Ranft's formula to calculate the angular distribution of protons greater than 
150 MeV from a thin Be target, and have shown that the shape of the distribu
tion about 90 deg is nearly independent of primary proton energy between 
1 and 300 Gev. For angles around 90 deg, the angular distribution may be 
expressed (ROU J 69b) by a simple exponential form, 

9(0) = ae-{30 . 
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Figure 6.47 shows a comparison of the function exp(-48) with the 
angular distribution of neutrons of more than 150 MeV produced by 14-GeV 
protons incident upon beryllium and iron targets. Routti and Thomas (ROU J 
69b) conclude such an angular distribution should be used in the estimation 
of transverse sh ielding when Eq. 6.51 is used. 

Preliminary results of the CERN shielding experiment reported by 
Gilbert et al. indicated that a simple exponential model of transmission was 
inadequate, because the attenu~tion length inferred is a function of the 
assumed geometry, and also of position relative to the target at which the 
measurement was made. Figure 6.48 shows the result of expressing identical 
flux measurements in terms of different geometrical models. Although of 
high accuracy(~ 3%), the data are nevertheless inadequate of themselves to 
permit any objective choice as to the preferred geometrical model. Additional 
information is therefore required if the relaxation .Iengths obtained from 
shielding experiments are to be related to particle-attenuation lengths. The 
influence of source distribution on relaxation length is indicated in Fib. 6.49, 
which shows the vertical attenuation of neutron flux as measured with alu
minum activation detectors in three locations. Although the experimental 
data are well fitted by straight lines (exponentials), it is incorrect to assume, 
without incorporating geometrical effects and the influence of source shape, 
that the slopes of these lines yield the attenuation mean free path in earth. 
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Fig. 6.47. The angular distribution of neutrons above 
ISO Me V energy produced by 14-Ge V protons 
incident on thin Fe and Be targets, as calculated 
from Ranft's semiempirical formula; (After 
Routti and Thomas.) 
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Fig. 6.46. The angular distribution 
of neutrons above 600 MeV 
energy produced by 26- and 
14-GeV proton beam Incident 
on a thin target, as measured 
by Gilbert et al., and calcu
lated from Ranft's semi
empirical formula. (A fter 
Routti and Thomas.) 
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Fig. 6.45. The angular distribution 
of neutrons above 20 Me V 
energy produced by 26- and 
14-Ge V proton beam incident 
on a thin target, as measured 
by Gilbert et al., and 
calculated from Ranft's 
semiempirical formula. 
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Fig. 6.48. The influence of geometrical models 
on apparent attenuation length. (After 
Gilbert et 01.) 
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Fig. 6.49. The influence of source distribution 
on relaxation length (From Gilbert et 01.) 
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CERN Experiment· Theoretical Fit to Data 
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Fig. 6.50. Examples of typical fits to experimental data obtained at CERN 
when FLUXFT is used. (After Gilbert et 01.) 
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Because the CERN experimental data in the earth shield were so ex
tensive, analysis was attempted in terms of the simple phenomenological model 
first derived by Moyer. The flux at a point in the shield was written as 

<Pp =jS(Z) e (8)e-X/
A dndz, (6.49) 

where S(z) is the number of protons interacting in a line element dz, 
e (8) is the angular distribution of particles at the target, 

x is the total shield thickness traversed, 
A is the attenuation length_ 

The practical problem of analysis consisted of two parts-the first of defining 
realistic physical functions for S(z) and e (0) (appropriate functional forms 
have already been discussed), and the second of obtaining the "best fit values" 
for the parameters of the functions. 

A computer program-FLUXFT -developed by Close (CLO E 67), in
corporat~s an appropriate geometry subroutine and a minimization procedure 
that may operate with up to eight parameters_ It was used to analyze the data 
and to describe experimental flux measurements ranging over distances of 
nearly 100 meters from the target and over a flux range of ~·1 05 by only 
five independent parameters (mean free path, angular distribution coefficient, 
source relaxation length, and two. normalization constants). Typical results 
(Fig. 6.50) showed that this single set of parameters could fit measured data to 
within less than 200;6 over an attenuation range of 105. As migh t be expected, 
the attenuation length in earth was quite well constrained to 117±2 gfcm2. 
The angular distribution coefficient, [:J, is not so well constrained, but has a 
value between 2 and 2.5 for flux densities of energy greater than 20 MeV. 
The quality of the fit finally obtained by using these best-fit parameters is 
indicative of the excellence of the phenomenological model. 

Moyer Integrals 

The experimental data obtained during the CERN experiment just de
scribed permitted development of a convenient formula for shielding calcula
tion. 

The Moyer Model shows that the flux of high energy neutrons of energy , 
greater than some energy Et is given by 

f 7r (-d cosec 8 ) 
g(8) exp, d8 

o A 
(6.50) 

The combined effect of the angular distribution of the neutrons produced 
and the attenuation geometry means that the transverse shield thickness needed 
for a high energy accelerator is largely determined by the number of neutrons 
emitted around 90 deg to the incident proton beam. The CERN experiments 
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just described show that in the region of 0 ~ 90 deg the angular distribution 
is well approximated by the simple exponential function 

g(O) ~ aexp(i30). 

When the exponential approximation for g(O) is substituted, the angular distri
bution in Eq. 6.50 yields 

a S itT d cosec 0 
¢(En> Et) = -'- exp (-{30) exp ( - A ) dO. 

(a+d) 0 ' 
(6.51) 

Routti and Thomas (ROU J 69) define the Moyer Integral 

M(jl, Q) =.£~ "p(.p9) exp(·Q ,ore, 9) d9, (6.52) 

which is a function of the angular distribution coefficient {3 and the number of 
mean free paths in the shield Q, where Q = d/X. The solution of shielding 
problems is often facilitated by the use of these integrals. Routti and Thomas 
have evaluated Moyer integrals for values of Q up to 40 and (3up to 15 to 
within 0.1%. Table 6.XI gives the values of M({3,Q). , 

The general form of the Moyer Integrals is shown in Fig. 6.51. It is seen 
that with an increasingly forward-peaked angular distribution-that is, increas
ing {3-the transmission of the shield is reduced. At larger depths the curves may 
be approximated, for most practical purposes, by simple exponentials. 

This approximation becomes better the smaller the value of {3 or the 
larger the value of Q. At very large depths the effective slope of the Moyer 
Integral corresponds to the mean free path in 'the shield, but at values of 
practical interest-that is, 10 to 15 mean free paths-the effective slope is some
what steeper. For example, at (3 ~ 4, corresponding to 150 MeV threshold 
energy, the slope is about 7% steeper. 

USE OF MOYER INTEGRALS TO ESTIMATE SHIELDING THICKNESS 

The flux of high energy neutrons at the sruface of the shield may 
now be expressed as 

M({3,Q). (6.53) 

The term S is proportional to the incident beam loss, B, and also to the 
energy, EO, above 10 GeV. It follows from the properties of the nuclear 
cascade that the dose-equivalent rate, DE, is proportional to cf>(En) where 
En> 150 MeV, and is expressed as 

BEO 
DE = constant X a+d M({3,Q) (6.54) 
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Fig. 6.51. Plot of Moyer Integrals over a wide range of {3 and Q. (From 
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L 
M({3, Q) , (6.55) or DE=C 

a+d 

where L = BEO is the energy loss from the accelerator vacuum chamber. 
The value of the normalizing constant C appearing in Eq. 6.55 may 

be obtained from the data:of the CERN-LRL-RHEL experiment. 
On substituting experimental data, Routti and Thomas show that the 

value of C is unity.' when the Moyer integral of order 4 is used. 
The dose-equivalent rate can thus be expressed as 

L [GeV/cm sec] . 
D I mrcm/h] = M(4, Q). 

(a + d) 1m] 
(6.56) 

This equation is of great value in estimating shielding for high energy proton 
synchrotrons. Table 6.XII compares values of shield thickness for a 200-GeV 
synchrotron calculated by using Moyer Integrals with values obtained by 
extrapolating experimental data from Gilbert et al. (GIL W 68). The results 
are seen to be in good agreement. An even simpler representation of these 
latter data is obtained by writing the total shielding thickness, t, as a function 
of L/D, in the simple expression 

L [GeV/cm sec] 
t [g/cm2) = 230 10glO D [mrem/h I -610 (6.57) 

This simple formula, however, applies only to regions of fairly uniform beam 
loss. 

Above the internal targets the use of this simple formula is not very 
precise. Typically the value of L/D above the targets is some two orders of 
magnitude higher than in the regions of low beam loss. Such an assumption 
with the Moyer I ntegrals leads to a conservative estimate. For precise shield 
configurations detailed beam-loss distribution should be used. 

In summary, the use of the Moyer Integrals allows rapid and accurate 
estimates of the high energy neutron flux above different threshold energies 
as well as allowing the dose-equivalent rate to be found at the surface of the 
shield for a proton accelerator operating in the energy region 5 to 500 GeV. 

The flux and dose-rate may be estimated in regions of uniform beam 
loss to within a factor of 2, and even in target regions the dose-rate estimates 
are fairly rei iable. 



Table 6.XII. Calculated shield thicknesses for high energy proton synchrotrons (from Routti and Thomas). 

Total shield thickness 
Beam L Magnet including magnet (g/cm2) 

Accel- Energy loss Radius (GeV per thickness Gilbert Routti and 
.:~ rator (GeV) (p/sec) (m) cm sec) (mrem/h) LID (g/cm2) et al. Thomas 

--
CPS 25.5 2X10ll 100 l.SX107 O.Sa 2.3X 107b 400 1085c 10S5c 

CPS 25.5 1012 100 9.0X107 O.S l.1XlOSb 400 1240 1240 

CPS 25.5 1013 100 9.0XlOS O.S l.lX109b 400 1455 1470 

LBL 200 2X1012 693 9.2XlOS 1.25 7.4Xl08 2S0 1440 1430 
design " .. 
study 200 2Xl012 693 9.2Xl0S 0.25 3.7Xl09 2S0 1600 1590 

CERN 
design 
study 300 6Xl012 1200 2.4Xl09 O.S 3.0X109 300 15S5 1570 

a. Experimental value. 

b. Effective value due to beam clipper. 

c. Normalized to the same value. 
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The Electromagnetic Cascade 

Charged particles passing through matter lose energy by two mechanisms, 
by collision and by radiation. 

"Most of the energy lost by collision is spent in exciting atoms or ejecting 
from the atoms electrons of small energy, and is thus dissipated" (ROS B 52). 
"The energy lost by radiation, instead, is fairly unif?rmly distributed among 
secondary photons of all energies from zero up to the energy of the primary 
particle itself. 

"For electrons of small energy and for heavier particles of practically all 
energies, collision losses are more important than radiation losses. Thus the 
electromagnetic interactions of heavy particles and of low-energy electrons 
result mainly in an energy dissipation. Electrons of large energy, however, 
lose most of their energy by radiation. Hence in the interactions of high-energy 
electrons with matter only a small fraction of the energy is dissipated, while 
a large fraction is spent in the production of high-energy photons. The secon
dary photons, in turn, undergo materialization or Compton collision. Either 
process gives rise to electrons of energy comparable with that of the photons. 
These new electrons radiate more photons, which again materialize into elec
tron pairs or produce Compton electrons. At each new step the number of 
particles increases and their average energy decreases. As the process goes on, 
more and more electrons fall into an energy range where radiation losses can
not compete with collision losses, until eventually the energy of the primary 
electron is completely dissipated in excitation and ionization of atoms. 

"The phenomenon outlined is called a multiplicative shower, or a 
cascade shower. It is clear that a shower can be initiated by a high-energy 
photon as well as by a high-energy electron. ·Occasionally a meson or a 
proton, too, can give rise to a shower by producing a secondary electron or 
photon of high energy." 

Figure 6.52 shows a multiplate cloud-chamber photograph of such an 
electromagnetic shower initiated by a particle of several tens of GeV. 

In discussing radiation phenomena two terms, radiation length and 
critical energy, are frequently used. It is convenient to express the thickness 
of matter traversed in units of radiation length, Xo (Chap. 3), defined to be 
that thickness of material that will reduce the energy of an electron of high 
energy by a factor of e when radiative losses only are considered. Xo is 
given approximately by 

1 L X = 4 a A Z2r~ In{183 Z-1/3) , o 
where a is the fine-structure constant, 

r e is the classical electron radius, 
Z and A are the atomic and mass numbers, 

and L is Avogadro's number. 

(6.58) 

i i. 
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XBB 711-664 

Fig. 6.52. Cloud-chamber picture of a large electromagnetic cascade 
shower. The thickness of the lead plates is 7.27 cm. 
(From C. Y. Chao.) 
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More precise considerations show that Xo .is better given by 

1 Z (Z)2 -=4aL-(Z+1)r2 In(183Z-1/3)/[1+0.12 _. ] 
Xo A e 82 

(6.59) 
which attempts to make corrections for electron screening and inaccuracies 
in Born's approximation (ROS B 52). However, the exact corrections for 
screening effects are still under investigation. Dovzhenko and Pomanskii 
(DOV 0 63) have shown that discrepancies of 10 to 200;6 in calculated values 
of radiation length are evident from the literature. The values of Xo calcu
lated by Dovzhenko and Pomanskii are given in Table 6.x111. They should 
be compared with those given in Tables 3.11 and 6. VIII. 

Table 6.XIII. Values of radiation lengths and critical 
energies for various materials .. 

Critical energy 
Radiation length EO (MeV) 

Material Xo (g/cm2) (with denisty effect) 

Lead 6.4 7.4 
Copper 13.0 18.8 
Air 37.1 81 a 

a. The correction for the density effect is negligibly small 
for gases and is not accounted for in this value. 

The critical energy, EO' is defined as that electron energy at which the 
separate contributions to energy loss due to radioactive and collision pro
cesses are equal. An approximate value for the critical energy may be 
obtained from 

( 
800 ) 

EO = Z + 1.2 MeV. (6.60) 

At very high energies (greater than 1 GeV), where virtually all the energy 
losses are due to radiative processes, it may be shown the fractional energy 
loss per radiation length is independent of absorbing material and particle 
energy and very close to unity (KAS K 72). 

Although the basic interactions of electrons and photons are well 
understood, the solution of the transport equations that describe the de
velopment of the cascade is extremely difficult. 

I 
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THEORETICAL TREATMENTS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CASCADE 

Analytical shower theory gives a good account of the main features of 
the development of the electromagnetic cascade. Rossi and Greisen (ROS B 
41,52) developed descriptions of the longitudinal development, and the 
lateral and angular spread have been treated by Kamata and Nishimura(KAM K 
58) and by Belenkii and Ivanenko (BEL S 59). 

The difficulty of solving the diffusion equations of the shower have led 
to use of various assumptions, which may result in some errors at great depths 
in matter. DeStaebler (DES H 65) pointed out that although, at the time of 
writing, few experiments went deeper than 15 to 20 radiation lengths (MUR Y 
65, BAC G 63, BLO W 50), they agreed with simple theory in showing that 
"the shower decreased exponentially with an absorption mean free path of 
several radiation lengths. This agreement may be accidental, however, be
cause the most penetrating component, which one would expect to control 
the shower at great depths, consists of photons near the minimum in the inter
action cross section . . .and in most analytic shower theory there are 
approximations that eliminate this minimum in the photon cross section" 
(DES H 65). 

Nevertheless, the general behavior of the longitudinal behavior may be 
represented by an attenuation length, A, which is shown in Fig. 6.54. A varies 
from about 2XO at low Z to about 4XO at high Z. 

Monte Carlo methods are of most value in obtaining numerical descrip
tions of the three-dimensional growth of the cascade. 

Atoml_ .um ..... Z 
..... '"-1754 

Fig. 6.53. Variations with atomic number of nuclear mean free 
path A, radiation length xo, radial distribution parameter 
Xm, and the maximum photon mean free path A (After 
De Staebler and Nelson.) . 
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DeStaeblet has summarized Monte Carlo data by considering the energy, 
W, absorbed per unit volume (dw/dv). Assuming cylindrical symmetry, he 
defines the fraction of energy absorbed beyond radius a by 

00 00 

01 f 
U(a) ="'E 

o r=a 

J (dW) 21Tr dr dz. 
dv 0 

z=O 

(6.61) 

It is convenient to measure the transverse spread of the cascade in terms of the 
Moliere unit of length, Xm, which is the characteristic measure for the radial 
distributions in analytical theory (GRE K 56). Xm is given by 

Xm = XO(~~) , (6.62) 

where Es is a constant equal to 21.2 MeV. DeStaebler has summarized data 
from Monte Carlo calculations in water, aluminum, copper, and lead. Em
pirical values of Xm are given in Fi~ 6.53; Fig. 6.54 shows that the fraction 
of energy observed beyond radius a is independent of material when measured 
in units of Xm. Nelson et al. (NEL W 66) have collated more recent data ex
tending out to radii of 4 Moliere units (Fig. 6.55). 

The early calculations by Wilson (WIL R 52), Messel and his colleagues 
MES H 62, CRA D 62, CRA D 65), and the Oak Ridge Group (ZER C 62b, 
ZER C 62c, ZER C 63) have recently been improved (in the case of lead) by 
Nagel (NAG H 65) and Volker (VOL J 65), both of whom lowered the cutoff 
energy used in the earlier calculations. 

Figure 6.56 compares the results of three Monte Carlo calculations of 
an electromagnetic cascade shower initiated in lead by l-GeV electrons. All 
the calculations used a cutoff energy of 10 Mev and a radiation length in 
lead of 5 g/cm2. Excellent agreement is obtained between the various calcula
tions. The choice of the cutoff energy used in such calculations has a signifi
cant influence on the shape of the transition curve obtained, whether particle 
denisty or energy deposition be calculated. A reduction in cutoff energy has 
been found to shift the maximum to larger depths in the absorber and to 
decrease the slope of the tail (ZER C 62b, ZER C 62c, ZER C 63, NAG H 
65, VOL U 65). Great care should therefore be taken in the comparison 
of theoretical and experimental data. 

The position of the cascade maximum, tmax, may be obtained from 

tmax = Q n( EE~ ) -K, (6.63) 

where EC = EO/2.3 and tmax is measured in radiation lengths. Ott (OTT K 54) 
gives values for K of 1.6 for copper and 1.3 for lead. 
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Fig. 6.54. Fraction of energy 
absorbed beyond radius 
as a function of radius 
approximate Moliere 
units. The points are 
taken from Monte Carlo 
calculations for the 
energies and materials 
indicated. The solid 
line is taken from Air 
Shower Theory. (After 
De Staebler.) 

• '. 

XBL 7ZZ-30t 
---- ------------------------

Fig. 6.55. Fraction of the incident energy that escapes 
various cylindrical volumes. A comparison of 
Monte Carlo results showing the independence of 
the choice of absorber and of incident energy. 
(From Nelson et 01.) 
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III • III 

c:JNags/ 

A 
III 

III • III 

NOTE: ~(PIIJ ·5.8g-cm-1 

____ D=.::E::...P..:..cTHc:.!._t::.....' ,,---.1.:..., __ . XBL 7t it -t7113 

Fig. 6.56. A comparison of three Monte Carlo calculations-Foran 
electromagnetic cascade shower initiated by a l-Ge V electron 
in lead. A cutoff energy of lOMe V and a radiation length of 
5/8f!iC-,!t2 was u~t!Jf~o~"!~~~f!t aIJ ______________ _ 

Several experimental measurements of shower propagation have been 
reported in the literature. A variety of experimental techniques have been 
employed, ranging from ionization chambers (BLO W 50), scintillation 
counters (KAN A 53), and photographic film (MUR Y 65) through spark 
chambers (CRO J 62, KAJ R 63), cloud chambers (WIL M 62, LAL S 62, 
BEC E 64, THO H 64, ZAI 067), and bubble chambers (LEN H 63) to 
nuclear emulsions (AKA M 62) and Cerenkov counters (HEU C 64). 

The most recent experiments have compared experimental data with 
the Monte Carlo calculations already discussed. Nelson et al. (NEL W 66) 
have reported good agreement with their measurements (with thermo
luminescent dosimeters) of longitudinal and radial development of electro
magnetic cascades induced by l-GeV electrons in copper and lead. Figures 
6.57 and 6.58 show energy transition curves obtained by these workers 
in copper and lead compared with Monte Carlo calculations. In the case of 
copper the experimental data indicates a somewhat deeper shower maximum 
than calculated. In the calculation a cutoff energy of 2 MeV was applied, 
and one would expect better agreement if the cutoff were lower (ZER C 62b). 
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After the shower maximum the measured and theoretical slopes are in good 
agreement. For lead, agreement is not quite so good (but still good!)-probably 
because of the influence of the air gaps between the plates of lead necessary to 
position detectors. 
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Fig. 6.57. Longitudinal energy deposition in copper. 
ComparIson of this experiment with a Monte 
Carlo calculation,' Xo = 13.0 g/cm2, p = 8.89 
g/cm3. (From Nelson et 01.) 
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Fig. 6.58. Longitudinal energy deposition in lead. A 
comparison of this experiment with a Monte Carlo 
calculation,' Xo = 6.4 g/cm2, p = 11.35 g/cm3. 
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Figures 6.57 and 6.58 also show the slopes corresponding to the mini
mum attenuation coefficient Amin (attenuation) and the energy-absorption 
coefficient Amin (absorption). Nelson et al. conclude that such a model is 
probably too simple to permit precise calculations of energy deposition. 
Bathow et al. ( BAT G 67) have reported experimental studies of the electro
magnetic cascades produced by 6.3-GeV electrons in heavy concrete, copper, 
and lead_ Measurements were made with a tissue-equivalent ionization chamber 
and compared with Monte Carlo calculations due to Volkel (VOL U 65) for 
copper and lead. Excellent agreement was obtained between calculated and 
measured transition curves. Figure 6.59 shows the absorbed-dose measure
ment on axis as a function of depth in matter. Table 6.XIV gives values of 
the attenuation length calculated from the maximum absorption coefficients 
Amin, the characteristic attenuation length measured for the experimental 
region of the transition curve, Aexp, and the attenuation length measured on 
the beam axis, AQ. 

Dose [rad) 
1~~--~~--------~--~----__ ----+ 

Lead 

10.1+----+---4---__ --_-----<----+ 
o 20 LO 60 III 100 120 

ThK:kness of material [em) 
XBL 722-298 

Fig. 6.59. The dose on the axis of a 6·Ge V cascade as a result of an 
Incident beam of 5 x 109 equivalent quanta plotted against the 
thickness of material. (From Bathow et al.J 
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Table 6.XIV. Attenuation lengths for an electromagnetic cascade initiated 
by 6.3-GeV electrons (after Bathow et al.). 

Material p(g/cm3) XO(g/cm2) \nin ~exp ~ 

Lead 11.35 6.4 24.1 23.2 16.2 

Copper 8.94 13.0 33.1 35.8 33.1 

Heavy concrete 3.7 18.5 40.7 52.9 40.7 

After the shower maximum in copper and lead the transition curve 
decays exponentially, with slope equal (within the limits of experimental error) 
to that determined by the minimum absorption coefficients. In heavy concrete, 
however, the measured attenuation length is much larger than would be 
expected from the minimum absorption coefficients. The measured value in 
heavy concrete had been observed earlier in an experiment using a 4.8-GeV 
bremsstrahlung beam (BAT G 65), and probably differs from the expected 
value because low-Z materials have a broad absorption minimum in which 
forward-scattered Compton photons have an appreciable mean free path. It 
is, of course, to be expected that AO will be somewhat smaller than Aexp be
cause of "scattering out" from the beam. Figure 6.60 shows the distribution 
of absorbed dose measured behind heavy concrete shielding. 

More recently Bathow et al. (BAT G 69) have performed some very 
precise measurements of both the longitudinal and lateral development of 
6-GeV electromagnetic cascades in aluminum, copper, and lead. They report 
excellent agreement with Volkel's Monte Carlo calculations for depths up to 
40 radiation lengths. The longitudinal development agrees with theory to 
about 5%. Good agreement is found at lateral distances out to 4 em, in which 
distance the dose decreases by three orders of magnitude, but at larger distances 
the measured energy deposition is somewhat higher than that calculated. The 
extreme discrepancy, roughly a factor of two, occurs in lead at small shower 
depths (see Fig. 6.61). 
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Fig. 6.60. Curves of equal 
dose behind heavy 
concrete for Incident 
5 x 109 equivalent 
quanta. Doses are 
measured In rods at 
6 GeV. (From 
Bathow et 01.) 
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Fig. 6.67. Measured lateral distribution of the electromagnetic cascade 
initiated in lead by 6-Ge V electrons (circles) compared with Monte 
Carlo data (dotted line with error bars). (From Bathow et 01.) 
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HADRON PRODUCTION BY THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CASCADE 

Photoproduction of nucleons from complex nuclei is largely due to three 
processes (Chapter 3). 

a. Dipole interaction. In the energy region 10 to 20 MeV, photons 
are absorbed through the dipole interaction to form a compound nucleus 
which then decays to produce low energy nucleons. The neutrons so produced 
are often referred to as "Giant Resonance," (leutrons. The crqss section for , 
such interactions decreases rapidly with energy. 

b. Photodisintegration. Photodisintegration of quasi deuterons 
within the nucleus can produce n-p pairs. Above 150 MeV this cross section 
may be written (LEV J 51, LEV J 60) as 

NZ 
a b,np) = L Aad' (6.64) 

where A is the mass number, 
Nand Z are the numbers of neutrons and protons in the nucleus, 
L is a constant, 

and ad is the photodisintegration cross section of the deuteron. 
The cross section for photodisintegration of the deuteron, ad, of kinetic energy 
T may be approximated by the three equations: 

= 57p.b 

= 
1.3 X 109 

T3 

for 50 < T < 125 MeV, (6.65a) 

for 125 MeV < T < 300 MeV, (6.65b) 

for T < 300 MeV (6.65c) 

(ALL L 5.5, KEC K 56, MEY H 61). 

Levinger (LEV J 51, LEV J 60), on theoretical considerations, gives the value 
of L appearing in Eq. 6.64 as 6.4; experimental data are contradictory, but 
appear to indicate a value of L=3 (BAT G 67a). As may be seen from Eq. 6.65c, 
the cross section for this reaction falls off approximately as the third power 
of.the photon energy, and so may be neglected above 500 MeV. 

c. Absorption of photo pions. At high energies pions may be 
produced, and in complex nuclei most of these are reabsorbed in the nucleus 
in which they were created. This leads to the development of an intranuclear 
cascade and the subsequent production of energetic and low energy nucleons. 

,Ii 
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SHIELDING EXPERIMENTS AT HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON 
ACCELERATORS 

Bathow et al. (BAT G 65) have described some of the earliest shielding 
measurements made at high energy electron accelerators. Figure 6.62 shows 
their general layout. A 4.8-GeV bremsstrahlung beam Was stopped in a 
quantameter shielded on all sides by heavy concrete. The thickness of this 
shielding could be varied, and radiation measurements were made with a variety 
of detectors in the regions A---A shown in Fig. 6.62. I n this, attenuation curves 
and angular distributions for various components of the radiation field could 
be measured; 

The radiation detectors used included a tissue-equivalent ionization 
chamber, Jordan ionization chamber, and several activation detectors. These 
early measurements were beset by difficulties due to large backgrounds, but 
several conclusions were possible. Two components of the neutron production 
were identified, one isotropic ("giant resonance neutrons")' the other forward 
peaked due to the photodisintegration of quasideuterons. The estimated 
production of quasi-resonance neutrons was 0.5± 0.15 neutron per 1-GeV 
photon. The authors conclude that dose rates measured with the TE chamber 
are accurate to ±300;6. Figure 6.63 shows the measured attenuation of absorbed 
dose at different angles through the shield. The attenuation of absorbed dose 
is seen to be exponential at all angles down to dose rates of about 1 mrad/h, 
which was thought to be the general background level due to scattering. In 
the forward direction the contribution to the dose rate by neutrons is small, 
and the electromagnetic cascade dominates in.this region of the shield. This 
domination is indicated by the attenuation measured length of 44 g/cm2 at 
o deg, which should be compared with a value of 41 g/cm 2 for the most pene
trating component of the electromagnetic cascade in heavy concrete. In the 
transverse direction neutrons contribute the major fraction of dose equivalent 
because of their higher quality factor (see Chapter 2) Thermal neutrons 
were found to be negligible under all conditions. Fig. 6.64 shows the angular 
distribution of absorbed dose about the incident beam direction measured 
with a TE chamber. 

With the increase in available intensity at the DESY synchrotron, these 
studies were extended to thicknesses between 2 and 4 m in heavy concrete 
for incident 4-GeV and 6-GeV electron beams (BAT G 67b). Figure 6.65 
shows the neutron flux densities measured with bare indium foils, moderated 
indium foils, and neutron films. For the films, measurements were made 
along the beam axis parallel to the beam at distances of 40 and 90 cm. In 
this case the transmission curves are seen to be parallel, with an attenuation 
length of about 185 g/cm2 independent of subtended angle with the beam 
direction-a result also observed in a 6-GeV proton shielding experiment at 
the Bevatron (SMI A 65)- suggesting that the neutron flux densities at these 
large depths are controlled by neutrons of energies greater than 150 MeV. 
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Fig. 6.62. ~xperimental arrangement of quantameter shielding. 
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Fig. 6.63. Attenuation curves at various angles to the beam direction 
as measured with a TE chamber. (From Bathow et al.) 
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Fig. 6.64. Angular distribution of 
absorbed dose with respect to the 
incident beam direction, at various 
depths in the shielding, as meas
ured by a TE chamber. (From 
Bathow et al.) 

XlU.7Ut·U64 

Fig. 6.65. The variation of neutron flux density with depth in concrete. 
Data shown for bare indIum foils, moderated indium fOils, and 

. nuclear emulsions {NT A), taken along the beam direction and 
parallel to the beam direction at distances of 40 cm and 90 cm. 
E!ectron beam energy" ~qeV. (From Bathow et al.) 
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(The .concrete used in this experiment was of high density-3.7 g/cm3-and 
contained 50% iron by weight; a large attenuation length is therefore to be 
expected, although the quoted value of 185 g/cm2 seems a little too high, 
possibly due to an error in the estimation of average density of the concrete). 

The influence of the electromagnetic cascade is, however, still important 
even at these large depths. Figure 6.66 shows lateral profiles of dose rate 
measured with an ionization chamber and with neutron track films. The pro
nounced peak measured by the ionization chamber is attributed by Bathow 
etal. to muons produced by photoproduction. This suggestion is supported 
by estimates of muon production from the work of Clement and Kessler 
(CLE G 65). Bathow et al. show that photoproduction of muons would lead 
to change in the slope of the measured absorbed-dose transmission curve with 
incident electron energy. Figure 6.67 shows this to be experimentally ob
served, and the measured attenuation lengths are in good agreement with those 
calculated (205 g/cm2 at 4 GeV, 340 g/cm2 at 6 GeV). 

It has been a long-lived superstition at many high energy electron ac
celerator laboratories that the dominant irradiation problems is due to photons 
and electrons. However, as we have seen, the early measurements by Bathow 
et al. showed (BAT G 65, BAT G 67a, BAT C 67c) that there is significant 
neutron production, and it is dometimes a complex matter to decide whether 
neutrons or photons are the major concern outside shielded electron acceler
ators. Recent investigations have found an increasing number of conditions 
under which neutrons are dominant. . 

Thus, for example, measurements outside concrete shielding normal to 
the electron beam direction at the Mark III accelerator showed that less than 
1 ()OA> of the total DE rate was due to 'Y rays, and also showed the presence of 
a significant flux of neutrons with energy greater than 20 MeV (CAR T 69, 
CHA V 69, THO R 69a). Measurements around a 6-foot-thick concrete beam 
dump showed great variations in the relative contribution of neutrons to the 
total DE rate, varying from 50 to 90% depending upon location. Perhaps 
even clearer evidence of this variability has been presented in radiation surveys 
atound an unessentially unshielded target bombarded by l-GeV electrons. 

The most recent evidence that neutrons must not be neglected in shield
ing considerations has been given by Coleman et al. (COL F 71). These authors 
performed a series of radiation measurements in the shielding surrounding 
the 4-GeV electron synchrotron NINA and associated beam lines, in a manner 
rather similar to that described by Gilbert et al. (GI L W 68) for the 24-GeV 
CPS. 

A 4-GeV bremsstrahlung beam was impinged on the outer concrete wall 
of the accelerator room, effectively passing through 1.5 m concrete and then 
dissipating in the surrounding earth shield. The fraction of total DE rate 
contributed by photons decreased with depth in the earth and with angle with 
the beam direction subtended. Values ranged from (a) 0.90 in the beam 
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Fig. 6.66. Comparison of the 
lateral distribution of dose 
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direction close to the shield wall to (b) 0.13 at 53 deg to the beam direction 
and 2 m deep in the earth. Similar measurements were made on top of the 
concrete roof of the accelerator room close to the target. The contribution 
of photons was about 20% whereas measurements made on the side of the 
accelerator room gave values of about 45%. Surprisingly, in all cases quoted, 
the contribution to the neutron DE of neutrons of energy greater than 10 MeV 
exceeded 800ft,. 

NEUTRON TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE 
-"SKYSHINE"-AND THROUGH THE GROUND-"GROUNDSHINE" 

Introduction 

The term "skyshine" was coined when high radiation levels were ob
served around accelerators with little or no roof shielding. Such background 
is largely due to the backscattering of radiation from the atmosphere-hence, 
the name. However, the effect of grourid absorption for accelerators, where 
the sources of radiation are cloSe to the ground, is significant. Thus the term 
"skyshine" as commonly used is something of a misnomer, since it usually 
describes all the radiation reaching points close to the accelerator, whether 
unscattered or scattered by the ground, air, or neighboring buildings, and 
ofteri including "groundshine." 

Skyshine has not been a serious problem at those high-energy accelerators 
provided with adequate roof shielding. However, it can preserit a limitation to 
the operation of accelerators with minimal or no roof shielding. Experience 
suggests that some overhead shielding is required for essentially all accelerators 
that produce neutron intensities greater than about 109 n/sec. Maximum 
permissible radiation levels at laboratory perimeters often dictate the limits 
on "skyshine." Members of the general population should not be exposed to 
radiation levels exceeding 0.5 rem per year, correstponding to 0.06 mrem/h 
(if permanent occupancy at the laboratory perimeter is assumed). I n a climate 
of increasing public concern with radiation safety it is prudent, therefore, to 
document the radiation field around accelerators. Such surveys, in any case, 
are sound health physics practice; they will prove invaluable in determining 
frequency and type of radiation surveys, and will be helpful in siting nearby 
laboratories; workshops, and offices. 

PROPAGATION OF NEUTRONS THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE 

Following the finding of high neutron background levels around the 
Cosmotron, Lindenbaum (LIN S 57a, LIN S 57b, LIN S 61) formulated a 
theoretical treatment of the propagation of low energy neutrons (few MeV) 
through the atmosphere. Essentially, he used the expression for the neutron 
flux produced by a point source in an infinite isotropic scattering medium 
that was derived by Case et al. (CAS K 53), using diffusion theory. They 
write the neutron flux density, l/>(r), in the form 
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411' r2 cJ> (r) -l::dr) k(c)e-kor 
Q = e e(c,r) + D ' (6.66) 

with l::t = macroscopic total cross section, 

D = diffusion coefficient, 

kO = diffusion length, 

e(c,r) = and K(c) are fuctions of c (ratio of scattering to 
total cross section), 

Q = neutron source strength (n/S). 

Experience at the Cosmotron showed the major radiation field to consist of 
neutrons of a few MeV; for neutrons of 1 to 5 MeV Lindenbaum derived the 
expression 

r8.5 X 10-5 4.7 X 10-7 
cJ> (r) =[ r2 exp( -r/450) e(c,r) + r eX p(-r/830]Q, 

(6.67) 

with cJ> in n/cm2 sec, 

Q in n/sec, 

r in feet. 

It is clear from Eq. 6.67 that the second term will dominate after 
distances of about 100 ft (30 meters). Lindenbaum approximated the influ
ence of ground absorption by putting c = 0.8 to 0.9 (c for air is 0.97), based 
on values for the albedo of earth ranging from 0.5 to 0.8. Figure 6.68 shows 
values of 4 'IT r2 cJ>(r)/Q calculated from Eq. 6.67 for values of c = 0.5 and 0.9. 
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Fig. 6.68. Comparison of measurements of 
skyshine at three proton accelerators 
(50-Me V proton linear accelerator 
and 3-Ge V and 6-Ge V proton syn
chrotrons) with theoretical values 
calculated from Lindenbaum 
equation. (After Thomas.) 
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Lindenbaum's equation was readily shown to predict neutron fluxes 
observed around accelerators to within a factor of 2 or 3 (LIN S 57b, L1NS 
61) (THO R 60), and experience over the past 10 years has shown this factor 
to hold true for a large variety of particle accelerators. I n many cases this 
accuracy is adequate for health physics purposes. More accurate determina
tions are difficult for a variety of reasons. The available intensity of most 
accelerators has limited the range of measurements to about 300 mi in many 
cases the effects of scattering and the intercalibration of different neutron 
detectors together with the uncertain effects of a changing neutron spectrum 
add to the confusion. Nevertheless, several careful measurements have been 
reported. Cowan and Handloser (COW F 53) made measurements with an 
ionization chamber of the radiation levels between 250 and 1000 ft (75 and 
300 m) from the Cosmotron at Brookhaven. Although not specifically 
stated, it seems likely that the exposure rate was almost entirely due to 
neutrons. Assuming a variation of the form tP (r) = tPOr-n,they report 
n = 2.3 ± 0.2. 

Dakin (OAK H 61) measured neutron fluxes between 350 and 1650 ft 
(107 and 500 m) around the Bevatron by using a BF3 counter shielded at the 
back and sides with concrete. Concrete was placed in front of the detector, 
and crude estimates were made of the fast-neutron energy spectrum. Dakin 
interprets his results by assuming the neturon spectrum consists of two groups, 
the first having an average energy between 1.3 and 4 MeV and the second 
between 100 and 260 MeV. For both groups, the radial variation of neutron 
flux was similar and, within the experimental accuracy, did not differ greatly 
from an inverse square. More recent and more precise measurements of the 
low-energy neutron group were made with alTloderated BF3 counter, 300 to 
1200 feet from the center of the Bevatron (bAK H 62). I t is apparent from 
these latest observations that the neutron flux falls off faster than inverse 
square and could be better represented by an equation of the form 

tP (r) = _a_ e-r/A 
411 r2 

over the range of measurements. 

(6.68) 

Moyer has explained (MOY B 62) the surprising observation by Dakin 
that the radial dependences of both the high-energy and low-energy neutrons 
are almost indistinguishable in the range 100 to 500 meters. 

Measurements of the propagation of low-energy neutrons have been 
reported by a group from the Rutherford Laboratory. (THO R 62a, THO R 
62b, SIM P 62). This group was fortunate in that downstream from the 
neutron source there was a flat area completely free of buildings. Neutrons 
were produced by stopping a 30-MeV proton beam in a thick aluminum 
target, giving a well-defined "point" source about 5 ft (1.3 m) above the 
ground. Measurements of the mean neutron energy indicated a value close to 
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to 0.75 MeV. Absolute measurements of the neutron flux at distances between 
100 and 2500 ft were made with a calibrated long counter, whereas fluxes be
tween 3 and 100 ft were measured with sulfur capsules and moderated indium 
foils. I t was also possible to make an accurate estimate of the neutron source 
strength, which permitted an absolute comparison with Lindenbaum's predic
tion. Measurements at distances up to 980 ft indicated that Eq. 6.66 predicts 
fluxes considerably higher than those observed (a factor of 3 at 1000 ft); from 
these measurements it was not possible to obtain a good fit to an equation by 
the form of Eq. 6.66. Later measurements by Simpson and Laws (SIM P 62) 
at distances out to 2500 ft even further accentuate the divergence. 

Tardy-Joubert and De Kerviler (TAR P 63) have reported measureements 
made around "Saturne." Unfortunately, they do not give numerical data or 
errors, but show a smooth curve between 37 and 700 m from the machine. 

By 1966 measurements of the variations of neutron background with 
distance had been made at several accelerators. Thus Ladu et al. (LAD M 65) 
and Bathow et al. (BAT G 67c) had reported measurements at 1-GeV and 4-GeV 
electron synchrotrons. Further measurements at proton accelerators included 
those at the CERN 65Q.MeV synchrocyclotron (RIN A 63), the 24-GeV proton 
synchrotron (BAA J 64), the Dubna lQ.GeV synchrophasotron (LEB V 65), 
and the BNL 3Q.GeV AGS (DIS C 65). 

Bathow et al. (BAT G 67c) analyzed those early measurements for which 
mean neutron energy measurements were also reported, and found best values 
for the parameters of the Lindenbaum equation, which are summarized in 
Table 6.XV. 

The paramters found are quite similar, with the exception of those for 
the CERN cyclotron. For this accelerator the mean neutron energy reported 
(~ 10 MeV) was considerably higher than for the other accelerators (~1 MeV), 
which may account for the considerably greater value of relaxation length 
(l/ko) (300 meters, to be compared with 100 to 140 meters for the other 
machines). It is questionable, however, whether such an analysis based merely 
upon the shape of neutron flux distribution can uniquely determine the four 
paramtenis of the Lindenbaum equation. In.a strict test of the Lindenbaum 
equation it is necessary to determine the source strength, Q, and it is desirable 
to extend measurements out to as great a distance as possible. 

Thomas (THO R 68) has summarized the experimental results obtained 
at Berkeley, Harwell, and Saturne. Figure 6.68 shows the parameter 

f(r) = 41T r~ I/>(r) (6.69) 

as a function of distance from the accelerator. Such a procedure removes the 
l/r2 dependence and permits a study of the residual variations. Only the 
Harwell data included a precise estimate of the source strength Q. For the 
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Table 6.XV. Summary of Lindenbaum's equation parameters obtained from skyshine measurements at several accelerators. 

Range of lIkO ~t Mean neutron 

Primary measurements 0 energy 
Laboratory beam energy (meters) (meters) (m-1X10-2) C (meters) (MeV) 

CERN 600-MeV protons 80-1500 300 0.68 0.91 53 10 

Frascati 1 .1-GeV electrons 50-200 100 1.7 0.86 22 0.25-0.4 

DESY 4-GeV electrons 50-550 140 1.3 0.88 28 0.5 

Harwell 3O-MeV protons 30-300 140 1.2 0.86 31 0.71 

Dubna 10-GeV protons 100-500 140 1.0 0.81 37 0.7-3.0 

Saclay 3-GeV protons 50-600 135 1.0 0.77 39 0.9-4.0 

Reference 

RIN A63 

LADM 65 

8AT G 67c 

THO R 62 

LEB V 65 

TAR P 63 
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Berkeley data, an arbitrary normalization was chosen so that 41T r2 <J>(r)/Q=LO 
at r = 280 m. The source strength taken for the Saclay data was obtained by 
extrapolating the smooth curve back to r = O. 

The main features of the curve are the buildup to a maximum of 1.6 at 
110 m, return to 1.0 at 280 m, and exponential decrease thereafter with 
slope 267 m. The experimental results of all three laboratories are seen to be 
in fair agreement (discrepancies ~ 6%). 

with 

An empirical expression that fits the experimental data well is 

f{r) :; a(l-e-r/p) e-r/A for r > 50 m, (6.70) 

a= 2.8, 

p = 56 m, 

71.= 267 m. 
Table 6.XVI compares the measured and calculated values of f(r) and 

shows good agreement. A very convenient representation of the variation of 
neutron flux as a function of distance from a point source is, then, 

I 

<J>{r) = ~ f{r) = ~ (1 _e-r/p) e-r/A for r ~ 50 m. (6.71) 
. ~ 41Tr2 

Table 6XVI. Comparison of measured and calculated values of f(r) 

r f{r) f(r) 
(m) (measured) (calculated· 

·from Eq.6~70) 

50 1.30 1.29 

75 1.55 1.56 

100 1.61 1.60 

150 1.56 1.49 

200 1.36 1.28 

400 0.63 0.62 

500 0.42 0.43 

KOIllPchkov (KOM M 70) has reported from measurements at the 
Dubna Synchrophasotron that Eq. 6.71 expresses the dependence of neutron 
flux density with distance better than the Lindenbaum equation out to a 
distance,of 440 meters from the accelerator. 

It is of interest to note that the value of attenuation mean free path 
for the skyshine neutrons obtained from measurements around accelerators 

i I 
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isin fair agreement with that found around reactors. Stephens et al. (STE L 
64), using reactor facilities at the Nevada Test Site, found A ~ 245 yards 
(224 m). There are, of course, differences in the neutron spectra in the two 
cases. 

The measurements reported by Rindi and Baarli at the CERNsynchro
cyclotron (RIN A 63), however, would suggest a much larger value of attenua
tion length, A. Distenfeld and Colvett (DIS C 65), too, have reported 
measurements that indicate a somewhat longer attenuation length. Data taken 
at distances up to 900 meters from the Brookhaven 30-GeV AGS were 
interpreted in the form of Eq. 6.71, with values of J1. of 47 m and A of 600 m. 
The attenuation length of 600 m (72 g/cm2) would correspond to the trans
port of quite energetic neutrons (about 70 to 80 MeV). 

These apparent discrepancies are almost certainly due to the inability 
of simple empirical models to describe the physical situation precisely. 
Neutrons emerging from the accelerator shield are distributed in a continuous 
energy spectrum up to very high energies. The interaction length of neutrons 
of energy greater than bout 150 MeV in air is about 1000 meters, but the 
interaction length of 10-MeV neutrons is about 30 g/cm2 (250 m). 

Thus all the measurements of skyshine reported have been made in the 
region in which the neutron spectrum is in transition at the shield-air interface. 
The attenuation observed in air therefore depends crucially upon the energy 

.spectrum of neutrons emerging from the accelerator shield. 
It seems clear from experience at a variety of accelerators that calcula

tions of neutron flux density by use of Eq. 6.67 or 6.71 is sufficient for predic
tion of dose rates and design of roof shielding. In certain special cases it may 
be necessary to make measurements to check the performance of the shield. 

When the accelerator becomes physically very large, as in the case of 
high energy strong-focusing accelerators, it is no longer reasonable to consider 
the radiation to originate at a point source. The accelerator itself and its ex
perimental beams must be treated as extended radiation sources. This some
what specialized case has been briefly discussed in a design study for a 200-GeV 
proton accelerator (LRL 65.) 

Groundshine 

The phenomemon known as "groundshine," the leakage of radiation 
underneath heavy-density shielding, was first observed at the Brookhaven AGS 
around target shielding (BNL 64). Knowles has discussed the problem in the 
Yale Meson Factory Design Study Report, (YALE 64), and its solution lies 
in reducing the scattered radiation by extending the high-density shielding into 
the lighter-density foundation (LRL 65). 

Alsmiller et al. (ALS R 70) have recently made calculations of "ground
shine"for a target bombarded by high-energy protons shielded by iron above 
an earth foundation. The calculations indicate that, close to the shield wall, 
roughly half the observed radiation level may be due to groundshine. 
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RADIATION TRANSMISSION ALONG TUNNELS AND LABYRINTHS 

Efficient shield design must take account of the contribution to external 
radiation levels due to transmission through the inevitable holes and voids 
necessary for access to the accelerator. 

The major theoretical and experimental studies of thertransmission of 
radiation by tunnels have concentrated on neutron fluxes produced by 
reactors. An exce'llent summary of the pioneer work is given by Price, 
Horton, and Spinney (PRI B 57). More recent studies have been reviewed 
by several authors in the Engineering Compendium on Radiation Shielding 
(jAE R 68). Substantial progress is reported in our under standing of the 
transmission of relatively low-energy neutrons along straight, empty cylin
drical ducts. I n most cases experimental data agree with theoretical predic
tions to within about 25% (BER B 68a). (However, almost all the published 
experimental work reports studies in ducts that penetrate water shields.) 
Substantial work on penetrations of other shapes and types of interest in 
reactor shield design is also reported: multisectional cylindrical ducts, 
straight cylindrical ducts filled with material differing from the main shield 
material (BER B 68b), liquid-filled cylindrical ducts (AAL E 68), and annular 
ducts (NIL J 68, VES W 68). 

Of most interest to the accelerator shield designer, however, are the 
studies of neutron attenuation along rectangular ducts reported by Maerker 
et al. (MAE R 68). The geometrical complexities of such ducts have led to 
the development of computational methods that are capable of extension to 
the problems of high energy accelerators. The most successful of these has 
been a combination of a Monte Carlo technique to follow the progress of a 
neutron along the duct together with a treatment of multiple scattering by 
the albedo method. Calculations by use of these techniques can, in general, 
estimate flux densities through multilegged labyrinths over attenuation of 
five orders of magnitude to an accuracy within ~ 25%. 

Unfortunately, these calculations have until recently been limited to 
neutron energies below a few MeV. We are, of course, concerned around 
high-energy accelerators with the dose transmitted by neutrons of con
siderably higher energy than found around a nuclear reactor. Furthermore, 
transmissions of only approximately 10-5 or less are necessary for tunnels 
penetrating future high-energy accelerator shields, and until recently few 
pertinent experimental data were available. 

DeStaebler has reported 'Y-ray dose level and fast-neutron flux as a 
function of position in a labyrinth at the Cambridge Electron Accelerator 
(DeS H 63). He concludes that the measurements compare fairly well with 
calculations although the dose transmission was only approximately 10-2 . 
Doty has made a duct transm ission measurement using doD and doT neutrons 
as the source (DOT D 64), and obtained results not incompatible with theo
retical calculations for similar transmissions. 
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Shaw (S HA K 66), has reported transmission measurements for "( rays 
and neutrons along a curved tunnel leaving the Nimrod accelerator room. 
He found that at a sufficient depth in the tunnel, where there was no direct 
contribution from the accelerator, intermediate and thermal neutrons were 
the major components of flux_ The larger weighting of fast neutrons in 
dose-rate assessments, however, made the fast-neutron contribution to the 
dose roughly equivalent to that due to intermediate and thermal neutrons. 
The transmission of the tunnel for low-energy neutrons may be estimated 
by using the semi-empirical relationship described by Price, Horton, and 
Spinney (PRI B 57). 

STRAIGHT TUNNELS 

In the last 5 years additional experimental data have been obtained, 
and the computational methods developed for reactor problems have been 
modified for use at higher energies. Gilbert et al. (GIL W 68) have reported 
measurements of the attenuation of neutron flux density and "(-ray dose 
along tunnels of large cross section at depths up to 100 meters. Figure 6.69 
shows relative transmission data obtained with activation detectors, f3 ,,,( film, 
and TLD (see Chapter 5). whose characteristics are given in Table 6.XVII. 

Table 6.XVII. Detecto;s and their characteristics. Used by Gilbert et al. in 
their tunnel movements. 

Energy 
Detector Reaction range (MeV) 

Bare gold foils 197 Au (n,,,() 198Au thermal 

Large bare indium foil 1151n (n,,,() 116mln thermal 

Moderated gold foils 197 Au (n,,,() 198Au 0.02 to 20 

Kodak Type-B neutron 
film proton recoil 0.5 to 25 

Sulfur 32S (n,p) 32p >3 

Aluminum 27 AI (n,a) 24Na >6 

Plastic scintillator 12C(n,2n) llC >20 

/3"1 film } LiF TLD 
"( rays + charged particles 
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Figure 6.69 summarizes the transmission data obtained by using dif
ferent detectors. For convenience, the data are presented graphically by 
normalizing all the transmission curves to unity at a depth of 0 m. A 
systematic trend is immediately obvious in that the higher the threshold of 
the neutron detector, the larger the flux transmission. Thus the difference 
in overall transmission for thermal and llC neutrons is more than a factor 
of 10 at 80 m. Gilbert et al. concluded that the flux transmission T 1 of a 
tunnel expressed as a function of length z· along the tunnel, the effective 
tunnel radius a, and the energy response E of the detector is 

T(z a E) = r(.!.. ~\-z/X(E) , , a ' "1 ' (6.72) 

where T(z,a,E) is the overall transmission, r(z/a, E). is the transmission of 
the tunnel uncorrected for neutron-absorption processes, and e-i/X(E) 
is a correction factor which takes account of neutron interactions in the 
air along the tunnel. The mean free path X(E) is determined by the neutron 
total cross section in air. At large values of (z/a) we expect 

(6.73) 

For z/a ~ 10, and thus a semilog plot of z2 T(z,a,E) should give a straight 
line with negative slope X(E). 

Figure 6.70 shows semilog plots of z2<J> (proportional to z2T(z,a,E)] 
against z (in meters) for badges and TLD, aluminum, and carbon. For pene
trations greater than 20 m in large tunnels, the attenuations were found to 
be nearly exponential. Table 6.XVllllists the estimated removal mean free 
paths (attenuation length) and the corresponding removal cross sections, 
assuming an atmosphere of nitrogen. At neutron energies between 1 and 20 
MeV, the inelastic cross section for nitrogen is 200 mb, and the total cross 
section 2b. 

Table 6_XVIII Attenuation lengths and removal cross sections for tunnel 
transmission. 

Attenuation Removal 
length cross section 

Detectors (meters) (barns) 

Plastic scintillator 100 1.9 

Aluminum 60 3.2 

Film and TLD 55 3.3 

Bare gold 30 6.2 
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Fig. 6.69. The relative transmission of neutron flux density and 'Y dose 
rate along large straight tunnels. (From Gilbert et 01.) 
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Fig. 7.70. Approximate exponential absorption of neutron flux density 
and'Y dose rate along large straight tunnels for a variety of detectors. 
(From Gilbert et al.J 
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A similar variation in transmission with energy threshold of the detector 
was reported in transmission studies through the shield of the CERN 600-
MeV Synchrocyclotron by Rindi and Tardy-Joubert (RIN A 67), who have 
also reported measurements of absorbed dose and neutron flux densities 
with counters along long straight tunnels. 

Throughout the series of measurements reported by Gilbert et al. there 
was some uncertainty as to the effective location of the radiation source 
with respect to the tunnel mouth, due to the geometrical configuration of 
the tunnel and the accelerator (see Gilbert et al.). Scilimmerling and 
Awschalom (SCH W 69) have reported some studies of the influence of moving 
a point source (accelerator target bombarded by 3-GeV protons) across the 
opening of a four-legged labyrinth in concrete. They show that the .epi
cadmium neutron flux density may vary by as much as a factor of two at 
great distances along the labyrinth as the source moves across the opening. 

In a recent carefully designed experiment, Stevenson and Squier 
(STE G 71) made measurements of neutron transmission along a tunnel of 
moderate length (18 m) but with the position of the radiation source well 
defined: 7-GeV protons bombarded a thick heavy target placed on the axis 
of, and 1.9 m from the entrance of, a tunnel of square cross section (2.3-m 
side) lined with concrete (density 2.3 g/cm3). 

The transmission factor for fast neutrons was found to be well repre
sented by 

T(z) == ( l!! z)2 exp(-l! + z/60), (6.74) 

where l! is the distance from the target to the tunnel mouth, 
z is the distance along the tunnel, measured from the tunnel mouth. 

This fo;mula fits the data obtained with 27 AI(n,a) 24Na, 19F(n,2n) 18F, 
and 12C(n,2n) 11 C activation detectors with thresholds of 6, 11, and 20 MeV 
respectively (see Fig. 6.71). It is of interest to note that the value of attenua
tion length-60 m-confirms that reported in the measurements by Gilbert 
el al. for aluminum activation detectors. The data of Stevenson and Squier 
do not extend to sufficiently large distances to confirm the variation of 
attenuation length with energy threshold reported in the earlier work. 
Stevenson and Squier report that measurements made with moderated indium 
detectors and 7UF TLD detectors show transmissions similar to those of the 
higher-energy threshold detectors. However, the thermal neutron flux mea
surements indicate a considerable enhancement from wall scattering (see 
Fig. 6.71). 
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Detector reaction 

6 12C (n, 2 n) II C 

o 19FJn.2n)18F 
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10 15 20 
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Fig. 6. 71. Relative variation of particle flux density (as determined 
by several act/vat/on detectors) with distance along a straight 
tunnel. (After Stevenson and Squier). 
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CURVED TUNNELS 

Shaw (SHA K 66) reported the first measurements of high energy 
neutron transmission along curved tunnels through the shielding of a high 
energy accelerator. Similar measurements were made, but in greater detail, 
in the shielding studies reported by Gilbert et aI., who showed the higher 
energy component of the neutron flux (as measured by aluminum detectors 
and fast neutron films) is attenuated more rapidly than the thermal neutron 
flux. ·The decrease of the flux measured by the moderated indium foils is 
approximately exponential, with an e-folding length of 3;9 m, in excellent 
agreement with the value of 6_0 m derived from the data presented by Rindi 
and Tardy-Joubert for the same tunnel. 

The measurements by Rindi and Tardy-Joubert facilitated the de
volopment of a Monte Carlo neutron transport program (ZEUS) for 
labyrinth design. This program randomly generates monoenergetic neutrons 
and follows their transmission through almost any desired labyrinth (GER F 
68, d'HO M 68). Reflection of neutrons from the labyrinth walls is approxi
mated by the albedo method. Gollon and Carrigan (GOl P 70) have de
scribed the use of this program, with albedo coefficients corresponding to 
neutrons in the energy region 3 to 4 MeV, to study radiation transmission 
along a variety of concrete tunnels. Their calculations for circular tunnels 
show the approximate exponential attenuation observed experimentally. 
Combining the theoretical and experimental data suggests that the effective 
attenuation length, X, is a factor of tunnel radius of curvature, R, given by 

X = ~ 0.7 .JR, (6_75) 

with R in meters over. the range 4 m ~ R ~'40 m. No systematic study has 
been carried out, however. 

LABYRINTHS 

The earliest studies of neutron attenuation through labyrinths were 
theoretical. Alsmiller and Solomito (AlS R69b) have calculated the thermal 
and epicadmium neutron fluxes as a function of position in labyrinth of con
crete tunnesl of rectangular cross section_ The radiation source at the labyrinth 
entrance was produced by 3-GeV protons interacting on a lead target to sim
ulate the conditions of some measurements reported by Schimmerling and 
Awschalom in a four-legged labyrinth (SCH W 69). However, all incident 
charged particles and neutrons-of energy greater than 10 MeV were neglected 

. in the calculations, making comparisons with the experimental data somewhat 
ambiguous. Comparisons along the 'second and third legs indicate that the 
calculated flux densities were consistently lower than those measured, by a 
factor between two and three. 

Gollon and his colleagues (GOl P 70, GOl P 71) have reported calcu
lations with the program ZEUS to study neutron transmission through 

:1 
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labyrinths, and recently some careful me;asurelmf'lts by Steven'S'Oll arnd 
Squier have facilitated a comparison of such calculations with experimental 
data. Figure 6.72 shows the experimental arrangement for these labyrinth 
measurements, which consisted of a-right angled bend, some 11 m from the 
tunnel entrance, that then extended a further 8 m. Figure 6.73 shows the 
experimental data obtained with the detectors previously discussed. After 
the bend all components suffer a more rapid attenuation than for the corre
sponding distance along a straight tunnel. This effect is more marked the 
higher the energy of the neutrons (note the clear separation between the 
aluminum and carbon-activation detector data); 

Plan view 

XBL 1Ut-t7S6 ---
Fig. 6. 72. Experimental layout used to study the transmission of 

neutrons around right-angled bends . . (From Stevenson and 
Squier.) 

From the flux density measurements Stevenson and Squier evaluated 
the resultant neutron dose-equivalent rates by the method first suggested by 
Shaw et al. (SHA K 69). Figure 6.74 shows a comparison between these 
dose-equivalent rate values and those calculated by using ZEUS with albedo 
coefficients corresponding to 3- to 4-MeV neutrons. The measured transmis~ 
sion is considerably higher than that calculated, and Stevenson and Squier 
attribute this to the choice of inappropriate albedo parameters in the calcula
tions. Stevenson and Squier further suggest, from their experience with 
multileg accesses, that, following the first substantial bend in a labyrinth, 
the neutron spectrum does not significantly change further. 
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Detector reaction 

• 12C (n, 2n)"C 

• 19F (n, 2n) ISF 
• 27 A I (n, a )24Na 
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Fig. 6.73. Relative transmission of 'particle flux density along 
tunnel Layout shown in Fig. 6.72., (From Stevenson and 
Squier.) , , 
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The choice of the albedo coefficients in the ZEUS program was based 
on the measurement of radiation transmission along tunnels with a tissue
equivalent ionization chamber (RIN A 67). However, such an instrument 
doesn't discriminate between absorbed doses due to 'Y rays or to neutrons. 
It is possible therefore that the influence of a substantial 'Y-ray flux in the 
experiments by Rindi and Tardy-Joubert could have perturbed the selection 
of albedo coefficients. It would therefore seem appropriate to modify these 
coefficients to correspond to somewhat lower energies. 

More experiments are needed to achieve reasonable precision in 
labyrinth design. However, this short review should indicate the steady in
crease in our understanding of tunnel transmission phenomena for neutrons 
of greater energy than a few MeV. 
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Fig. 6.74. A comparison between the transmission of absorbed dose, 
along the second leg of the tunnel (Fig. 6. 72), as measured and as 
calculated by using the computer code ZEUS. (From Stevenson 
and Squier.) 
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The variety of particle accelerators does not permit shield design to be 
reduced to rote. This chapter cannot therefore attempt to provide a shielding 
manual, but rather to indicate.'the general principles involved in shield design. 

, Ho-wever, any effideIltsh~~14~~~~~j)!ogresses aio~g-a wen~deTlrled logical -
path, which is indicated here. 

(). Accelerator paratnetersmust first be roughly decided. Of greatest 
importance is knowledge of the particles to be accelerated, the energy, and the 
intensity. This knowledge will facilitate some general conclusions as to the 
quality of the radiation environment and its approximate magntiude (Chapters 
3,6, and 7). 

b. Accelerator location will often determine the radiation levels that may 
be permitted outside the shielding. Quite different safety standards are required 
for, say, a research accelerator situated at the center of a remote site, access to 
which is controlled and limited to experienced radiation workers, .and for an 
accelerator located in the center of a busy university campus open to young 
students and members of the general public (see Chapter 8). 

c. Primary radiation sources will be .determined by the accelerator, its 
mode of operation, and the primary interactions of the accelerated particles 
with accelerator components, shielding experimental setups, irradiated objects, 
or patients. We have discussed in Chapter 3 the characteristics of these primary 
interactions. The spatial distribution of these primary interactions around the 
accelerator, complex often referred to as the ':'beam loss distribution," must 
be determined. 

d. The extent of the transmission and modification of the primary radia-
tion by shielding material, discussed in this chapter, then determines the shield 
design. The fact that no shield is perfect, that it inevitably is penetrated by 
access tunnels, service ducts, and beam channels, must not be forgotten by the 
shield designer! 

e. The radiation environments that may exist outside the shielding should 
be determined, as far as possible, in the design, so that reliable estimates of the 
dose-equivalent rates around the accelerator complex may b~ made. 
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PROTON LINEAR ACCELERATORS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
20 TO 100 MeV 

Introduction 

Despite the fact that proton linear accelerators have been in operation 
for some 20 years or more (AL V L 47), surprisingly little information de
scribing practical experience of associated health physics problems has ap
peared in the scientific literature_ This is no doubt in part because at many 
laboratories the problems have not hitherto been severe at accelerator energies 
up to 50 MeV_ Thus, for example, radiation levels in the enivronment of the 
20-MeV injector to the Bevatron and the 50-MeV injector to the AGS have 
been sufficiently low to permit personnel to work for limited periods, along
side these accelerators while they are in operation (EVE W 71)_ Because these 
accelerators were used to inject beam into proton synchrotrons, their major 
neutron production occurred in well-shielded regions of the accelerator com
plex. However, at those linear accelerators where the proton beam has been 
primarily used directly for experiments-for example, at the 50-MeV proton 
linear accelerator of the rutherford Laboratory (HAC R 66, HAC R 67a, 
HAC R 67b). Substantial shielding around targets, Faraday cups, beam 
collimators, etc. is found to be necessary at energies of 30 to 50 MeV and 
average proton beam currents of :::::: 1~ A. Operational health physics experience 
at the Rutherford Laboratory thus provides one useful source of information. 
Unfortunately this accelerator is no longer in operation. However, before it 
was taken out of service considerable attention was given to its possible ap
plication for use as an injector to Nimrod, a'7-GeV proton synchrotron 
(PLA C 68a, PLA C 68b). This design study provided some estimates of losses 
along beam transport systems and the shielding required. 

A second source of information is the design studies made at several 
laboratories for high-intensity high-energy linear accelerators. Thus design 
studies for a 750-MeV proton linac by a group at Yale included a compre
hensive review of radiation problems up to 1964 (KNO H 65, YALE 64). A 
similar accelerator, designed to produce protons up to 800 MeV at a mean 
current of 1 mA, is presently under construction at Los Alamos. Cochran 
and Israel have discussed the radiation problems and shielding design of this 
accelerator (COC D 65, ISR H 69). Design studies for the 200- to 500-GeV 
proton synchrotron currently under construction at the National Accelerator 
Laboratory, carried out first at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LRL 65) 
and subsequently at Batavia (NAL.68, AWS M 70a), included shielding 
estimates for a 200-MeV proton linac. The work at Batavia depends on calcu
lations based on neutron transport theory by O'Brien, who had previously 
reported similar calculations for the Los Alamos linear accelerator (OBR K 
67,68b). 
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As the new high-energy linacs come into operation we may expect a 
rapid increase in our understanding of radiation problems of these accel
erators. Preliminary data obtained at the 7Q.MeV proton linac used as an 
injector for the 70-GeV synchrotron at Serpukhov have already been pub
lished (CHI M 69), and the operation of the 200-MeV injectors at Brookh'aven 
and Batavia should yield interesting information. The construction of the 
800-MeV LAMPF facility makes it particularly suited to shielding studies of 
the type already 'carried out at CERN (GIL W 68) should they be found 
necessary. 

Table 6.XIX summarizes the sources of information on the radiation 
problems of proton linear accelerators. 

Table 6.XIX 

Energy 
Accelerator (MeV) Comments 

Rutherford Laboratory PLA 50 (a) Operational experience 
(b) PLANIM design study 

CERN PS injector 50 Operational experience 

Bevatron Mark II linac injector 19.2 Operational experience 

Yale meson factory 750 Design study 

LAMPF 800 Mean current 1000 J.I. A; 
design study 

NAL synchrotron liliac injector 200 Design study 

Serpukhov synchrotron injector 100 Operational experience 

Linear Accelerator Beam Losses 

Quantitative estimates of beam losses.along the accelerating structure 
of proton linear accelerators have not yet been satisfactorily predicted theo
retically, and surprisingly few experimental studies have been made. 

Proton losses in the accelerator are of no consequence as a source of 
radiation until they reach energies above the threshold for (p,n) reactions in 
the accelerator structure, typically 8 MeV in copper. Thus although sub
stantial beam losses may occur from the preinjector output until after 
"bunching" (ALL R 69, ZAJ A 70), they do so at energies too small to 
produce neutrons. (EVE R 70). 

Livdahl has suggested (LiV P 68) that operational experience of beam 
losses at the ANL, BNL, and CPS 50-MeV linacs indicates. them to be. less than 
0.1% of the output current. However, because this conclusion requires in
ferences from measurements made with beam induction electrodes whose 

I 
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sensitivity was ~ 1% of the beam current, it would seem that the measurements 
indicate beam losses of 1% or less, rather than 0.1%. Indeed, this inference 
seems better supported by measurements at the Rutherford Laboratory and 
CERN. 

Shaw has reported measurements of neutron flux density along the 50-
MeV PLA of the Rutherford Laboratory (SHA K 65) and had interpreted his 
measurements totindicate'beam losses of "a few percent." This accelerator is 
almost identical to the CERN PS injector, except that it utilizes grid focusing 
along the first 1 O-MeV section of the accelerating structure rather than quad
rupole focusing. This difference might lead to somewhat higher beam losses, 
even at energies .. up to 50 MeV, than those experienced at CERN. However, 
Everette (EVE W 70) has used CERN PS injector operational data to estimate 
that from 1 to 2% of proton beam is lost along the accelerator structure at 
energies greater than a few MeV; this is in good agreement with the estimate 
made by Shaw for the Rutherford Laboratory accelerator (CAY L 63). 

Zajec (ZAJ E 70) has reported measurements on the Bevatron Linac 
Mark II. At total output of 60 mA from the ion source some 40 mA are 
protons, and of this current 25 mA is accelerated to 19.2 MeV when the pre
buncher is in operation. Beam-intensity measurements made with current 
transformers at 6.5 and 10.2 MeV indicate normal losses of 0.5 mA, or some 
2% of the beam current. 

Although there are significant difference between electron and proton 
linear accelerators, it is salutory to examine beam losses at the 20-GeV electron 
linac at Stanford. Beam losses are low at this accelerator and quite well under
stood. Under typical operating conditions beam losses may be as high as 1 % to 
:2Oh, but when the accelerator is in perfect tune losses fall to about 0.5% (REA 
D 69). 

In the design of the shielding for the 2Q(~-MeV proton linac injector at 
the National Accelerator Laboratory, it was jUdged prudent to assume an 
average beam loss of 1% (AWS M 70b). Beam losses under normal operational 
conditions have been found to be much smaller (HOW H 71). 

Table 6.XX. 

Beam loss 
Accelerator (%) Remarks 

Rutherford laboratory PLA "few %" Measurement of neutron 
flux density 

CPS injector 1-2 Operational data 
Bevatron linac Mark II 2 Current transformer measure-

ments at 6.5 and 19.2 MeV. 
SLAC 0.5 "Perfect tune" 

1-2 Typical operation 

I 
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Review of Shielding Design at Linear Accelerators 

Prior to the design studies for the Los Alamos BOO·MeV proton linac 
little information was available in the literature to aid in the design of proton 
linac shields. By 1965,however, shields had been designed for three linacs of 
somewhat different energy and intensity. The most important contribution 
was made by Cochran, Israel, and Mueller (COC D 65), who leaned heavily 
on experimental data supported by a Monte Carlo calculation in their shield 
design: "The shielding requirements for LAMPF are based on experimental 
data as much as possible. The mean free paths for the attenuation of high· 
energy neutrons in concrete that have been used are presented in the work 
of Wallace (WAL R 62) and in the review article of Lindenbaum. Most of 
the existing data on attenuation lengths and buildup factors apply to the 
forward or beam direction and it has been necessary to devise a means of 
applying the existing data to shielding in the transverse direction from the 
proton beam. Alsmiller et al. (ALS R 65) have calculated the effects as a 
function of depth of an BOO-MeV proton beam incident on a shield and have 
found that neutrons contribute about 900ft, of the dose. For the purpose of 
calculation for LAMPF, no other particles need to be considered. In the 
shielding calculation, a revised version of the Monte Carlo cascade code of 
Metropolis et al. (MET N 58) is used to generate the energy and angular distri· 
bution of cascade neutrons from incident nucleons interacting in a given 
target material. By using the results of the cascade code once to generate the 
source and a second time for the first interaction of the cascade neutrons in 
the shield, an energy and angular distribution of high-energy neutrons near 
the beginning of the shield can be established. It is then possible to use the 
straight-ahead buildup factors and attenuation lengths to calculate the flux 
of neutrons external to the shield. The flux of neutrons is normalized to 
the cosmic-ray energy spectrum of Hess etal. (HES W 59) for the flux to dose 
conversion." 

More recently O'Brien (O'BR K 67, O'BR K 68) has reported calcula
tions extending the techniques of neutron transport theory (DA V B 67) to 
higher energies. Assuming cylindrical geometry, O'Brien has reported values 
of dose-equivalent rate outside shielding, assuming that protons interact 
uniformly in copper (simulating the drift-tube structure of the accelerator) 
along the axis of the accelerator. 

A comparison of shield thicknesses estimated by the Yale, Los Alamos, 
and Berkeley groups with those obtained from O'Brien's calculations has 
been reported by Thomas (THO R 69b). A useful figure of merit in such 
comparisons is the parameter P/D, where P is the proton loss rate per unit 
distance (protons/cm/sec) and D is the dose-equivalent rate at the shield 
surface. Table 6.xXI tabulates these parameters, and Fig. 7.75 summarizes 
O'Brien's calculations. 

·1 ' 
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Table 6.XXI. Comparison of shield thickness estimates for proton linear accelerators. 

.;.. 

w c 

Radiation level at Proton less per unit 
Proton energy Beam loss shield surface dose rate Shield thickness 

Design group {Mev} {protons/cm/sec} {rem/h} (Protons/cm/sec/rem/h) (gfcm2) 

Yale 100 3.75 X 1013 1.44 X 103a 2.60 X 1010 260 

200 3.75 X 1013 1.44 X 103 2.60 X 1010 382 » 
300 3.75 X 1013 1.44 X 103 2.60 X 1010 560 

n 
n 
IT! 

400 3.75 X 1013 1.44 X 103 2.60 X 1010 688 r 
IT! 
;;0 

100 1.56 X 1013 50 X 10-3 3.12 X 1014 873 
» 

Los Alamos ~ 

10 X 10-3 
0 

100 1.56 X 1013 1.50 X 1015 993 ;;0 
Vl 

1.56 X 1013 . 5 X 10-3 
3.12 X 1015 :::I: 

150 1046 tTl 

1.56 X 1013 2.5 X 10-3 
6.24 X 1015 

r 
150 1100 0 

1.56 X 1013 1 X 10-3 1.56 X 1016 
z 

150 1165 C) 

Berkeley 200 1.0 X 108 <2.5 X 10-3 >4 X 1010 549 

a Entire beam assumed lost over 2 meters. 
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Fig. 6. 75. Summary of calculations of proton linedr accelerator shielding 
in the energy range 25 to 200 Me V. (From data by K. O'Brien.) 

At values of P in the range 1010 to 1011 the agreement is rather 
(perhaps fortuitously) good. At higher values comparison between the Los 
Alamos and O'Brien calculations at 100 MeV show differences of about a 
factor of 3 in the radiation estimated at the surface of a shield 1000 g/cm2 

thick. (See Fig. 6.76.) 
The shielding design of the 200-MeV linear accelerator at Batavia has 

utilized O'Brien's calculations. Figures 6.77 and 6.78 conveniently represent 
the dose equivalent rate outside anticipated outside shields of concrete and 
earth for the parameters shown. (AWS M 70b). 

The simplest physically plausible parameterization of O'Brien's calcula
tions, assuming cylindrical geometry, is 

D = 
k (E) . P 

(a+x/p) 
exp(-x/"A. (E)), (6.76) 

where D is the dose-equivalent rate at the shield surface (rem/h), 
k(E) is a constant which varies with energy and shield composition, 

P i.s the beam loss rate (protons/cm/sec), 
x is the shield thickness (g/cm2), 
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X(E) is the dose-equivalent attenuation length (gJcm2) and is a 
function of energy, 

p is the density of the shield (g/cm3), 
a is the distance from the beam to the inner face of the shield. 

Table 6.XXII gives values of K(E) and X(E) derived from O'Brien's work. 
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Fig. 6. 76. Comparison of shielding estimates for a 1 DO-Me V proton 
linear accelerator. (From Thomas.) 
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Table 6.XXII. Values of the parameters k(E) and A(E) for calculation of 
concrete shielding. 

Proton energy 
(MeV) 

25 

50 

100 

150 

200 

CP 
(J 

o -... ::J 
<II 

-o 

CP -o ... 
-c: 
CP 

o 
> 
::J 
0-
CP 

CP 
<II o o 

k(E) A(E) 
(g/cm2) 

24.4 

44.6 

74.2 

Range of validity 
(g/cm2) 

120 to 480 

180 to 600 

300 to 1000 

Concrete wall thickness (ft) 

XBL722-2392 

Fig. 6. 71. Dose-equivalent rate at the surface of the concrete shield 
wall of a proton linear accelerator, as a function of proton energy 
and wall thickness. Calculations made for the geometry shown 
(inset). Density of concrete assumed to be 2.3 G/cm3. Prqton 
loss density taken as 6.8 X loB protons/em/sec. (From M 
Awschalom et al.) 
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Fig. 6.78. Dose-equivalent rate at the surface of the earth shield of a 
proton linear accelerator as a function of proton energy and 
shield thickness. Calculations mode for the geometry shown 
(inset)-wlth a 3-ft-thick concrete accelerator room wall. Density 
of concrete assumed to be 2.3 g/cm3, density of earth assumed 
to be 1.7 g/cm3. Proton loss density token as 6.8 X 108 
protons/em/sec. (From M. Awschalom et 01.) 
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If further accuracy is required, Awschalom (AWS M 70b) suggested a 
more detailed form of Eq. 6.76, which takes account of the variation of 
effective attenuation length with shield thickness due to small changes in the 
neutron spectrum. He writes D in the form 

D ~ (~(;~i; -ex.[ (t ,;(E) x;)]. (6.77) 

Values of the constants k(E) al (E), a2(E) and a3(E) are given by Awschalom 
for earth and concrete over the energy range 25 t0200 MeV. Unfortunately 
few experimental data are available to validate these calculations. 

The use of transport theory to predict neutron dose rates at sea level 
due due to cosmic radiation suggests that estimates using this technique are 
good to about a factor of 3. It would perhaps be prudent, then, in using 
Eq. 6.76, to incorporate a safety factor of 3. 

CYCLOTRON SHIELDING 

The calculation of shielding of a cyclotron in the energy region of a few 
hundred MeV is, of course, similar to that for heavy-particle linear accelerators 
in the same energy range. In general, cyclotrons are capable of producing 
higher beam currents (Chapter 3) although, as we have seen, high-intensity 
and proton linear accelerators are now feasible. These higher beam intensities, 
however, merely affect the scale of the problems of shielding and induced 
activity, and it is not necessary to discuss the techniques used to achieve high 
beam currents. -

Because cyclotrons were among the earliest of particle accelerators 
(see Chapter 3), they have provided us with substantial information on their 
radiation fields. This information is directly applicable to modern high-current 
(> 100-1'- A) cyclotrons. I n some early cyclotrons the shielding was treated 
as an accessory that could be added sometime after the initial construction 
costs had been absorbed. We have seen some of the disadvantages of such a 
policy in the historical resume at the beginning of this chapter. A modern 
cyclotron in the few-hundred-MeV energy region is physically very large and 
the shielding expensive. It is not economic to use large safety factors in the 
estimation of shielding, and in consequence radiation problems form an 
integral and important part of the accelerator design studies. A modern high
current cyclotron cannot be used effectively at initial operation without 
adequate shielding. Induced radioactivity, too, presents problems in mainte
nance and subsequent modification of the accelerator, consideration of which 
must not be postponed until after construction. 

Theonly radiation of concern for the design of a cyclotron shield in 
the several-hundred-MeV energy region arises from the. prodUction of secondary 
neutrons by the interaction of the accelerated beam with primary targets and 
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with the accelerator structure. Shielding that is adequate to attenuate these 
neutrons will be more than enough to contain charged particles or the electro
magnetic cascade generated by high energy 'Y rays. Mu mesons, produced by 
the decay of 1r mesons, are of no consequence at these energies. . 

Shielding is normally calculated by using the Moyer Method, already 
described in this chapter. In the discussion of the nuclear cascade we have 
seen that only neutrons are of biological significance outside well-shielded 
proton accelerators, in this energy range. 

In Chapter 3 we have discussed in some detail the production of neutrons 
reSUlting from the interactions of protons 'with different nuclei. Figure 6.79 
shows the total production of neutrons in thick targets of carbon, aluminum, 
copper, and lead. As we have seen, these neutrons are produced in two ways, 
by evaporation and by cascade processes. Neutrons (and protons) produced 
by cascade processes are strongly forward directed relative to the incident 
proton direction, because of the requirements of momentum conservation. 
The yield of cascade-produced particles is such that they are unlikely to be 
important below an incident proton energy of 100 MeV. The evaporation 
particle yield is roughly isotropic. 
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Fig. 6.79. Measured total neutron yield 
per proton stopping in thick targets 
ofC, AI, Cu, and Ph. (After Moyer.) 
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Neutron Spectra 

The resultant neutron spectrum (from a thick target), Fig. 6.80, may be 
quite naturally described as consisting of three energy regions: 

a. Cascade neutrons of energy greater than 20 MeV. 
b. Evaporation neutrons peaked in the few-MeV region. 
c. Thermal neutrons arising from the slowing down of the evaporation and 

cascade neutrons. 
It is not usually necessary to .estimate this spectrum in great detail in order to 
design an adequate shield. The yield of neutrons of energy greater than 150 
MeV must be determined with some accuracy, however, since it is these neutrons 
that control the penetration of the radiation through the shield. After neutron 
equilibrium has been established in the shield (within 2 to 3 mean free paths), 
no further gross changes occur in neutron spectrum with increasing depth. All 
particles in the entire spectrum are then transmitted with the same attenuation 
length as that of those of highest energies. 

t Epltherlnol 'low1n9 down 

lOS Icr& 10'2 ,02 
Neul,on enervy (MeV) 

"---. ------ -------... _--_ .. ---'-- -----_ .. 
MUB-7892 ----1 

Fig. 6.80. Differential neutron spectrum 
emerging from accelerator shielding 
containing hydrogen. (From Wallace.J 
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The neutron spectrum in the thermal region may be written 

cp(E)dE=aE1/2e-E/kT dE; (6.78) 

the slowing-down spectrum, resulting from the degradation of evaporation 
and cascade neutrons, has the form (WAL R 70) 

~(Ema'S.,. (1 1 \ 
cP (E) dE = bdJ E \J(e) E - e) de (6.79) 

where Q(e) de is the number of neutrons produced in unit time with 
energy between e and e+de, 

and Emax is the maximum energy in the spectrum. 

Data given in Chapter 3 give values of Q(e) de. The normalization 
constant a of Eq. 6.79 may require 

1
0.5 eV 

cp(E) dE = 1.25 Q/S, 

° 
(6.80) 

where cP is the total source strength of fast neutrons 
and S is the surface area over which they are thermalized (PAT H 58). 

Radiation Emerging from the Shield 

Now that the spectrum and angular distribution of the neutrons pro
duced in the target and accelerator hardware by the primary protons have 
been estimated, a secondary calculation can be made of the penetration of 
the outer shield by these neutrons. This can be done by using similar data 
for cascade and evaporation particles produced by neutrons (instead of 
protons, as shown in Figs. 3.23, 3.29, 3.30, 3.32, and 3.35 through 3.39), 
secured from the same sources as given earlier for incident protons. Although 
evaporation data are the same as for incident protons, the cascade values are 
not. As would be expected, the neutrons are more numerous in neutron
induced cascades than in proton-induced cascades, and protons more 
numerous for proton-induced cascades. Cascade-produced mesons gradually 
increase in importance from 500 MeV incident energy on up. 

The particles outside the shield consist of 
a. directly transmitted primary neutrons of energy greater than 150 MeV, 

b. evaporation fragments produced by the high energy reactions that 
suffer inelastic collision in the outer layers of the shield. 

The number, N, of cascade neutrons making inelastic collisions in the 
outermost layer of thickness y is given by 
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(6.81 ) 

where NO is the number of cascade neutrons reaching the outside of the shield 
and A is the inelastic mean free path for cascade neutrons. 

An overestimate would be to assume that half the evaporation neutrons 
emerge. Few of the protons produced in early cascade events in the shield 
penetrate the shield; protons are stopped by ionization losses. Some protons 
emerge from the outer layers of the shield, however. Wallace (WAL R 70) 
estimates that each cascade neutron produced in the outer shield is accom
panied by 0.6 fast neutron and 0.3 proton. There will in addition be a small 
flux of thermal neutrons and 'Y rays. Typically the thermal neutron flux 
density is comparable to the fast neutron flux density, and therefore con
tributes little to the dose-equivalent rate. Gamma rays arise from neutron 
capture in hydrogen in the shield material and from nuclear deexcitation 
processes. 

HIGH ENERGY PROTON SYNCHROTRONS 

The Bevatron 

SHI ELDING DESIGN OF THE BEVATRON 

The 6.3-GeV weak-focusing proton synchrotron of the Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, is of particular interest in that it led to the development 
of the Moyer Model, which, as we have seen, proved to. be an extremely valuable 
means of estimating shielding _ .. 

In 1954 the Bevatron first achieved full energy at an intensity of 1010 
protons per pulse, and as experience developed the intensity has steadily in
creased. Shielding was added around the machine, but it was not possible to 
place shielding above the machine because of the high floor loading this would 
cause. Consequently it became clear that the upper operating intensity of the 
machine was limited to ~ 1011 protons per pulse simply by the radiation 
levels produced in the control room experimental areas and even at the labora
tory perimeter (where stricter regulations apply). 

Concurrently with the establishment of this intensity limitation, for 
reasons discussed by Wenzel (WEN W 59), there developed a demand for even 
higher beam current and the development of an external beam area. Such an 
improvement program necessitated drastic revision of the shielding around the 
Bevatron. Comprehensive surveys of the radiation field around the Bevatron 
(SMI A 58) and measurements of the shielding properties of concrete by the 
LRL Health Physics Group (PAT H 62) made it possible for Moyer (MOY B 62) 
to estimate the shielding required by the increase in beam intensity up to 1013 

protons per pulse. A new shield, which included roof shielding, was designed 
upon the basis of these calculations. In 1962 the necessary modifications , 
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were made, including installation of a 20-MeV linac and inflector system, pro
vision of adequate foundations for the new shielding, and installation of a 
beam-extraction system (WEN W 63). Lofgren and Hartsough (LOF E 63) 
described in detail the improvements made to the Bevatron during this shut
down, and Lambertson (LAM G 63) reported details of beam observations 
during the machine cycle. By 1964 the intensity had been increased to as 
much as 5 X 1012 protons per pulse. :' 

Detailed descriptions of the Bevatron have been published in the litera
ture (LOF E 59, BRO W 57). Figure 6.81 shows aplan view of the accelerator 
and its surrounding shielding. 

MU8·]4" 

Fig. 6.81. Plan view of Bevatron shielding. 
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ESTIMATES OF SHIELDING FOR THE BEVATRON 

Moyer's (MOY B 61) calculations of shielding for the Bevatron, based 
on an intensity of 1013 protons per pulse, are summarized below. As we have 
already seen, these calculations played an extremely important part in improv
ing our understanding of shielding phenomena and are an outstanding example 
of the use of intuition in the absence of complete information. 

Utilization of the circulating proton beam of a weak-focusing proton 
synchrotron for various experiments leads directly to production of radiation 
(THO R 68). When secondary beams of low intensity are produced by the use 
of internal targets almost all the circulating beam incident upon the target is 
lost to the vacuum chamber wall. The beam may be extracted with efficiencies 
ofR:: 50% (from a weak-focusing synchrotron), in which case there is less radia
tion from the accelerator proper, but this is to some extent compensated by 
the radiation emitted by backstop necessary to absorb the extracted beam. The 
complexity of the detailed beam-loss distribution and its dependence upon 
many variables precluded any attempts at its precise determination. An alterna
tive procedure adopted by Moyer was to identify those conditions which produce 
the highest radiation levels. Such conditions occur when a thick target is placed 
slightly upstream from one of the machine's straight sections. In this position 
there is no self-shielding from the magnet yoke itself. Calculations were made 
for a copper target R:: 100 g/cm2 thick in four different positions. By providing 
shielding to handle these situations one can be sure that less severe operating 
conditions will be adequately handled. It was estimated that primary proton 
interactions in a thick copper target produce about 20 neutrons per proton. 
Figure 6.82 shows their energy spectrum, which was derived by Moyer from 
cosmic-ray information, experiments at the Bevatron, and Monte Carlo calcula
tions by Metropolis et al. (MET N 58). ' 

We have previously summarized the results of neutron attenuation cross 
section measurements and seen that the shielding thickness is determined by 
the neutrons above about 150 MeV, the much higher yield of lower energy 
neutrons being more than compensated by the shorter attenuation lengths 
appropriate to these energies .. From the data of Fig. 6.82 Moyer estimated 
that eight neutrons (E >150 MeV) were produced by 6.3-GeV neutrons in
cident upon a thick copper target. From the Metropolis calculations Moyer 
inferred the angular distribution of neutrons of energy greater than 150 MeV 
shown in Fig. 6.83. 

The basic assumptions used by Moyer in his shielding calculations may 
be summarized thus: 

a. Beam intensity of 1013 protons per pulse; machine repetition rate of 
11 pulses/min. 

b. Attenuation length of high energy neutrons was taken as 160 g/cm2, 
which corresponds to the half-value thicknesses: 

Ordinary concrete (p = 2.4 g/cm3), 18 in. R:: 46 em, 
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Fig. 6.83. Angular distribution . i. 

of neutrons with energy 
greater than 150 Me V i 
emitted by a thick copper j 
target bombarded by 
6.3-GeV protons,. as 
estimated by Moyer. 

Fig. 6.82. Energy spectrum of 
neutrons from a thick copper 
target bombarded by 6.3-
Ge V protons (target thick
ness 1 nuclear mean free 
path,' to obtain neutrons/ 
MeV per Incident proton 
multiply ordinate by 5.7), 
as estimated by Moyer. 
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(p = 3.5 g/cm3), 12.4 in. ::::1 31 cm, 
(p = 7.8 g/cm3), 5.5 in. ::::114 cm. 
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c. Outside the shielding the biological dose equivalent due to low energy 
neutrons is not greater than that due to the surviving "primary" neutrons.* 

d. The biological dose due to'Y rays is not greater than 25% of the dose 
equivalent from neutrons. 

e. The biological dose from JJ mesons may be neglected. 

f. One rem is taken to be equivalent to 107 high energy neutrons per cm2. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE BEVATRON SHIELDING 

A plan view of the accelerator and its shielding, has been shown in 
Fig. 6.81, Figs. 6.84 through 6.87 show the shielding being installed, in partic
ular the arrangement of the roof blocks. 

The shielding consists of a central monolithic concrete wall, 4 ft (122 cm) 
thick, within the Bevatron magnet. The thickness was determined by the load
ing of the roof blocks, which are keyed into this inner wall to prevent their 
slipping loose during an earthquake. A concrete wall 10ft (305 cm) thick and 
16 ft (488 cm) high is tacked on the outer side of the magnet. This wall is 
made up from blocks 4 ft high, the two middle courses (centered roughly on 
the median plane of the machine) being fabricated from heavy concrete 
(p = 3.5 g/cm3), whereas the upper and lower courses are made from normal 
concrete blocks (p = 2.4 g/cm3). Between the west and east tangent tanks, 
where the experimental area is situated, the median plane shielding is con~ 
structed from small blocks to allow beams to be set up. Figure 6.86 shows 
these blocks very clearly. 

Long roof blocks span from the outer wall to a steel support rail, and 
shorter blocks cover the gap between the steel support and the "igloo' (Figs. 
6.86 and 6.87) . The outer roof shielding directly above the machine is in two 
staggered layers to prevent fast neutrons streaming along cracks in the wall, 
and provides a total thickness of 7 ft (214 cm) of ordinary concrete directly 
above the magnet. The shape of the long roof blocks was determined by the 
necessity to ensure that neutrons emitted at elevations up to 30 deg had to 
traverse a minimum of 10 ft of ordinary concrete. 

As a consequence of high neutron output at the injection area, partic
ularly where the beam strikes collimating slits, additional shielding is added 
in this region. A 2-ft-thick (61 cm) concrete "blister" surrounds the beam 

*More recent studies would allow some improvement on the choice of the 
input parameters if these calculations were to be repeated today, but this 
should not have a large impact on the final shield thickness calculated because 
it is quite insensitive to the choice of impact. 
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Fig. 6.84. View of Bevatron shielding under construction. 

Fig. 6.85. View of Bevatron shielding under construction. 
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Fig_ 6.86. View of wall construction, showing slot blocks. 

Fig. 6.87. View of completed roof shielding. 
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chopped at the end 'of the linear accelerator. The thickness of this shielding 
was based on estimates of the neutrons produced when the linac beam struck 
graphite beam cups, from experimental data supplied by Patterson (jOH R 62). 

Access to the machine is obtained by four labyrinths, shown in Fig. 6 .81. 
The positions of these access points were chosen so as to avoid looking directly 
at targets or other sources of high-level radiation, and they were designed to 
provide adequate attenuation of the neutron flux that streams down such 
tunnels. 

METHOD OF CALCULATION 

As we have shown, the flux of high energy neutrons (E > 150 MeV) 
outside a shield of thickness d at a point distant r from the source of radia
tion may be written 

N g( 8) (d cosec 8 ) 
<f> (E > 150 MeV) = __ exp - . 

r4 A 
(6.43b) 

Moyer made estimates of the shielding required in four different target 
situations, and these examples are quoted directly. 
"Example No.1 

The target located in position 1 shown" in Fig. 6 .88 "will deliver its 
forward-hemisphere neutrons through the magnet iron and the 1 O-ft concrete 
wall. It represents a target position for which the radiation escape is not 
dominated by a tangent tank area, and we inquire whether or not the concrete 
wall can be made solely of ordinary concrete (2.4 gfcm 3) in this case. 

Fig. 6.88. Plan view of target positions in Bevatron 
vacuum chamber. (From Moyer.) 
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"The answer is as follows: In the O-deg direction from this target the 
.obliquity arid distance factors pravide sufficient attenuatian to allow .ordinary 
concrete to be used. But for direction angles greater than 30 deg, the 10ft .of 
ordinary concrete is clearly insufficient; and beyond 45 deg the full 10ft of 
the median course of blocks must be of heavy (3.5 gfcm3) cancrete. Even 
then, at 90 deg, the surviving primary neutron flux density is calculated to be 
15 n/cm2/sec at the .outer surface of the shield; and to this must be added an 
approximately equal additional expasure from the secandary neutrons and 
gamma rays emerging fram the shielding. At 45 deg'the carresponding flux 
density .of surviving primary neutrons is 13 n/cm2/sec. 

"Thus it is clear that the median course must be of heavy cancrete in 
any quadrant where a target is to be placed if complete freedam .of target 
locatian within the quadrant is desired. 

"Example No.2 
"In this example we chaase a situation very clost to frequent practice. 

A target is located near the end of a quadrant, where its primary neutrons 
can escape thraugh the tangent tank wall and strike the .shield wall without 
any intervening magnet iran. The distance from the target to the point .of 
concern is 45 ft. The oblique path length through the concrete is 15 ft. The 
surviving neutran flux density if the 10-ft wall is .of heavy cancrete is found 
to be 92 n/cm2/sec. It is clear that we need a greater attenuation than the 
10-ft wall will provide. Additional shield thickness of 27 in . .of heavy concrete, 
or its equivalent, will be required in the regian 'illuminated' by the neutrons 
emerging through the tangent tank fram this target. 

"Example Na. 3 
"We place the target in a quadrant at such a p.oint that the O-deg neutron 

yield can escape thraugh the aperture at the end of the quadrant iran and thus 
impinge upon the concrete shield as indicated on beam 3 of" Fig. 6.88. "The 
distances from the target to the paint just .outside the shield is 68 ft, and the 
oblique path through the 10-ft concrete wall is 17.5 ft. The surviving flux 
density is 16 n/cm2/sec far a 10-ft wall, indicating that a slightly greater thick· 
ness is required; but this need is more than fulfilled by the requirements of 
Example 2. 

"Example Na. 4 
"I n th is rather unlikely case, * we place the capper target in the tangent 

tank and consider the result of the neutran flux at 90 deg directly striking the 

* At the time of these calculations this was in fact an unlikely situation. The 
twa plunging magnets of the beam extraction system described by Wenzel 
(WEN W 59) "intercept the circulating beam and effectively act as thick targets. 
Measurements .of the radiation levels above the Sand W tangent tanks in· 
dicated the need for additional shielding as predicted by Moyer." (This has 
been installed.) , 
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concrete wall. The distance from the target to the nearest point of exposure 
is 25 ft if we consider a 10-ft wall. In this case, the surviving primary flux 
density is 650 n/cm2/sec. The wall thickness in the 90-deg direction from 
this target would need to be 15 ft of heavy concrete to adequately attenuate 
the primary neutron flux. But since this is an unlikely target situation, and 
since the platforms of sufficient strength to support additional shadow shield
ing are provided, we consider that it is unnecessary to call for greaterattenua
tion in the shield wall than would be provided by the 12.5ft of heavy concrete 
already required by Examples 2 and 3. 

Finally Moyer made estimates of the neutron flux densities that would 
be observed at the boundaries of the laboratory, approximately 1500 ft 
(~ 460 m) from the Bevatron. With a target situated at the entrance end of 
the tangent tank, neutrons emitted between 45 and 90 deg to the beam direc
tion could penetrate the minimum thickness of shielding near the junction 
of the roof blocks arid the side wall. With only 7 ft of overhead shielding 
Moyer estimated the sur;viving primary neutron flux density at the project 
boundary is 6 n/cm2/Sltc, a factor ~ 36 too high if the Bevatron were to 
operate entirely at 1013 protons per pUlse. Asa consequence, Moyer recom
mended that roof shielding at tangent tanks should be increased so as to 
provide at least 10ft (305 em) of concrete in neutron ray directions at 90 deg 
with respect to the beam for elevation angles up to 30 deg. Measurements of 
the neutron flux observed at the laboratory boundary would indicate whether 
further shielding should be installed above tangent tanks. 

A calculation of the neutron flux density observed 1500 ft away from 
. the Bevatron due to uniform beam loss indicated levels l::::: 0.2 n/cm 2/sec, 

showing that thick targets placed in the tangent tank are the major source of 
. large radiation fields at large distances. 

I. 
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Chapter 7 7-1 

INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY AT ACCELERATORS 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The pr.oblems P.osed by induced radi.oactivity in the structure .of ac
celerat.ors and their I.ocal envir.onments are n.ot likely t.o be f.orem.ost in the 
mind .of an accelerat.or health physicist. Indeed, at many accelerat.ors they 
may be n.onexistent. The practical energy thresh .old f.or pr.oducti.on .of radi.o
activity by accelerat.ors is 5 t.o 10 MeV (with a few n.otable excepti.ons--f.or 
example, ph.ot.oneutr.on pr.oducti.on in Be and D, with thresh.olds .of 1.7 and 
2.2 MeV respectively). All neutr.on generat.ors, .of whatever energy, are 
P.otential sources .of radioactivity, even at the I.owest energies, because .of 
capture .of neutr.ons thermalized c1.ose t.o the accelerat.or. 

Table 7.1 pr.ovides a c.onvenient means .of deciding whether induced 
activity will be pr.oduced by an accelerat.or and h.oW imp.ortant it may be 
(NBS 70). 

Table 7. I. Pr.oducti.on .of induced radi.oactivity in particle accelerat.ors. 

Energy range Induced radi.oactivity in 
Particle (MeV) Target Vicinity 

Electrons < 1.67 n.one n.one 

Electr.ons 1.67-10 limited very slight 

Electrons > 10 pr.obable suspect 

Pr.ot.ons, helium i.ons <1 limited n.one 

Pr.ot.ons, helium i.ons 1-10 limited suspect 

Deuter.ons, trit.ons any energy pr.obable suspect 

All i.ons .of light 
at.omic weight > 10 certain suspect 

The maj.ority .ofaccelerat.ors used in medicine and industry are still 
bel.ow the energy at which induced activity can be a pr.oblem. Nevertheless, 
Burrill (BU R A 69) rep.orts that as .of 1969 m.ore than 100 electr.on acc.eler
at.ors .of energy greater than 10 MeV were used f.or therapy, radi.ography, and 
radiati.on pr.ocessing in the USA. Als.o, there is increasing interest in the use 
.of neutr.on generat.ors f.or neutr.on-activati.on studies and radi.otherapy, .of 
heavy-i.on accelerat.ors in radi.otherapy, .of vari.ous accelerat.ors in radi.o
pharmaceutical pr.oducti.on, and .of electr.on accelerat.ors in radi.ography. 
Thus alth.ough the pr.oblems .of induced activity are .of less m.oment than 
th.ose of shielding design or measurements of the radiati.on environments at 
acceierators, they may be .of some imp.ortance. At larger research installa
tions, at which frequent maintenance of,.or changes in, the accelerat.or 
structure are required, induced radi.oactivity is often the major cause of 
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radiation exposure to personnel. This is particularly so if the workers are 
well shielded from the prompt radiation field (discussed in Chapter 3). At 
high-intensity accelerators this source of radiation exposure to the operating 
crew ~ndmaintenance workers may be so great as to actually limit accelerator 
operati()n. Figure 7.1 shows how the exposure to maintenance workers .It 
the BrdQkhaven AGS has increased with the intensity of the accelerator. 
Indeed.; .. this problem is of such severity in some cases as to demand the use 
of rerrl()te manipulators similar to those used in nuclear reactor operations 
(GORA 65, FLA C 65). It should be remembered, however, that in general 
the spccific activity induced in accelerator structure is much lower than that 
found in rcactor-irradiated material. With the notable exception of targets, 
collimators, etc., placed directly in the beam, or beam dumps, the specific 
activity is not high. The extent of the activity is widespread, however; it is 
not "concentrated and confined," but rather diluted and dispersed. In con
sequence the total quantities of induced activity in accelerators may be 
large. Control of this low-specific-activity material at an accelerator labora
tory may represent a major administrative problem. 
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Fig. 7. I. Correlation between personnel exposures at the Brookhaven 
National Laboratory 30-Ge V proton synchrotron and beam 
intensity. 
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One other important difference between isotopes produced in reactors 
and isotopes produced by accelerators is in the decay modes of the radio
nuclides. Accelerator-induced reactions produce radionuclides with a high 
proton-to-neutron ratio which tend to decay by positron emission, as con
trasted with the {3--decay modes of the neutron-rich radionuclides produced 
by neutron capture and fission. 

RADIOACTIVITY OF ACCELERATOR STRUCTURES 

RADIONUCLIDES INDUCED IN ACCELERATOR 
STRUCTURES 

F'ortunately, not many materials are used in the construction of ac
celerators; the most important are iron, several stainless steels, copper, alu
minum and aluminum alloys, and various hydrocarbons. Even so the number 
of possible radionuclides that may be produced is theoretically very large. 
Figure 7.2 shows how the production cross sections for various nuclides from 
proton bombardment of a target vary with proton energy. At energies of 
about 50 MeV the radionuclides produced with greatest probability are those 
with a mass number close to that of the target bombarded. As the energy 
increases, however, the probability of producing radionuclides of mass numbers 
remote from that of the target increases. (Indeed, in rough calculations it is 

, often convenient to assume a production cross section of about 10mb for 
all radionuclides.) 

Precise calculations have in the past been very difficult, because it is 
necessary to include the effects due to secondary particles produced in the 
nuclear or electromagnetic cascades generated in the accelerator structure. 
One cannot assume that these cascades have achieved equilibrium (as may 
often be done, for example, in shielding calculations), because the greater 
part of the induced activity is produced in the transition region. Experimental 
studies have to date provided essentially all our available data on accelerator
produced radionuclides. Recently, however, advances in cascade calculations 
have made it possible to make some estimates of the activity induced in ac
celerator structures (ARM T 69a,b) 

Experimental studies at a variety of accelerators by Boom, Toth, and 
Zucker (BOO R 61), Baarli (BAA J 62), Perry and Shaw (PER D 65), and 
Wyckoff (WYC J 67) have shown that in practice only a few radionuclides 
control the radiation field that is observed after accelerator shutdown. 

Table 7.1\ summarizes the radionuclides commonly identified in 
materials irradiated around accelerators. Only nuclides with half-lives be
tween 10 minutes and 5 years are listed, and--except for 11C pure If- or {3+ 
emitters are excluded_ Most of these nuclides are produced by simple nuclear 
reactions such as ('Y,xn), (p,xn), (n,xp), (p,pn), etc., but some are the result 
of spallation or fragmentation reactions, e.g_ the production of 22Na in steel. 
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Fig. 7.2. Moss-yield curves for the protonoombordment of bismuth. 
The 40-Me V curve was token from Bell and Skarsgard (BEL R 56); 
the 480-MeV curve was constructed from data of Hunter and 
Miller for 380-MeV protons on·bismuth (HUN E 59), 
Murin et 01. for 660-MeV protons on Bi(MUR A 58), and 
Vinogrddov et 01. for 480-MeV protons on bismuth (VIN ASS); 
the 3000-Me V curve was constructed from data of Wolfgang et 01. 
for 3000-Me V protons on Pb (WOL R 56). 
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Table 7. II Summary of radionuclides commonly identified in materials 
irradiated aroun aaccerii"iitors. 

Target material Radionuclides Half-life 

Plastics and oils, 7Be 53.6 days 

llC 20.4 minutes 

Duralumin As above, plusa 

18F 110 minutes 

22Na 2.60 years 

24Na 15.0 hours 
42K 12.47 hours 
43K 22.4 hours 

Steel As above, plusa 

44Sc 3.92 hours 

44mSc 2.44 days 
46Sc 84 days 

47Sc 3.43 days 

48Sc 1.83 days 

48V 16.0 days 

51Cr 27.8 days 

52Mn 5.55 days 

52mMn 21.3 minutes 

54Mn 300 days 

56Co 77 days 

57Co 270 days 

58Co 72 days 

55Fe 2.94 years 

59Fe 45.1 days 

Stainless steel As above, plus 

60Co 5.27 years 

57Ni 37 hours 

60Cu 24 minutes 

Copper As above, plus 

65Ni 2.56 hours 

61Cu 3.33 hours 

62Cu 9.80 minutes 

64Cu 12.82 hours 
63Zn 38.3 minutes 

a 65Zn 
_'produced with small cross section 

245 days 
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VARIATION OF DOSE RATE FROM THE INDUCED 
ACTIVITY OF ACCELERATOR STRUCTURES 

Because the number of radionuclides produced in accelerator com· 
ponentsis large and accelerator operation is often quite variable, the buildup 
and decay of gross 'Y activity is a complex function of time. 

The decay of dose rate near the 600·MeV CERN synchrocyclotron has 
been reported by Baarli (BAA J 62) and by Rindi (RIN A 64). Reliable ex· 
perimental data of this type are few because of the difficulty of obtaining 
them at most accelerators. In periods of accelerator shutdown gross changes 
in the remanent radiation field may result from structural changes in the ac· 
celerator and its shielding. What data are available, however (Fig. 7.3), show 
that the dose rate decays by about a factor of two within 50 hours, in agree· 
merit with measurements at all the accelerators at the Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory, Berkeley (BOO R 61) and elsewhere (AWS M 65) (see Fig. 7.3). 
Indeed it seems confirmed by general experience that the gross features of 
the decay of induced activity near accelerators that have been in operation 
for several years are nearly independent of the type of particles accelerated 
and their maximum energy. 
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Fig. 7.3. Decay of dose rate from induced radioactivity of the CERN 
600·Me V synchrocyc!otron. Measurements shown were made in 
the air space between the accelerator vacuum chamber and the 
shield wall (upper curve) and between the vacuum chamber and 
the magnet yoke (lower curve). (After Boar/i.) 

-- - ----------- A~;rt~;;_g~nd Barish (ARM T 69a) have reported calcUlations of the--

relative photon dose rate outside a steel cylinder ~urrounding beams of 200-
MeV and 3-GeV protons traveling along the axis (corresponding roughly to a 
typiCal accelerator structure). Figure 7.4 shows the relative dose rate at the 
cylinder surface after an infinitely long irradiation. The principal contributors 
to the 'Y dose rate are 54Mn, 48V, 51Cr, 52mMn, 52Mn, and 56Mn. 

Figure 7.5 shows how the variation of dose rate depends upon irradiation 
time. These calculations confirm the qualitative features observed experimentally. 
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Fig. 7.4. Relative contribution to the photon dose rate due "toslXradio-
nuclides at the surface of an iron cylinder (diameter 80 gJcm2) 
irradiated axially by 200-Me V and 3-Ge V protons for an infinite 
time. (Prom Aimstrongond Barish.) 
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Sullivan and Overton (SUL A 65) have derived approximate analytical 
expressions for the buildup and decay· of dose rates in accelerator-irradiated 
material. The variation D(t), with time, of dose rate due to a single nuclide 
niay be written as 

; D(t) :;: G I (1 - eOn) e-At, 
1 . 

where T is the irradiation time, 
I is the accelerator intensity (assumed constant), 
t in the decay time, 

and G is a parameter that is a function of 
(a) the macroscopic production cross section for the 

nuclide considered, 
(b) accelerator parameters, 
(c) particle spectrum in which the sample is irradiated, 
(d) self-shielding of the decay products, 
(e) geometrical factors. 

(1 ) 

Assume that dn radionuclides are produced with decay constants between 
A and dA; then the dose rate d D(t) produced by these dn radionuclides is 
given by 

(2) 

provided G is assumed to be independent of A. The variation in dose rate is 
then given by 

D(t) :;: G I roo (1 _e-~T) e-At dn dA 
.lAO . . dA 

(3) 

where AO is the smallest decay constant considered. 
Sullivan and Overton suggest that for heavy target nuclei the distribution 

of radionuclides with decay constant greater than A may be represented by 
n :;: a In X within about 10%. 

Thus, substituting for dn/dA into Eq.(3) and solving, we obtain 

D(t) :;: a GI [In (T : t ) -AO T + 0 [A~ lJ (4) 

since AO ~ 0, we have 

D(t) :;: a GI In ("I;; t) (5) 

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the buildup and decay of dose rate around 
an accelerator predicted by use of Eq. (5). These diagrams give an extremely 
graphic indication of the importance of accelerator operation time on the 
residual dose rate. Figure 7.6 shows that an accelerator that has been in
operative for a long time has the quickest buildup of radioactivity; conversely 
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Fig, 7.6. Predicted buildup of induced radioactivity in an accelerator 
assuming constant intensity of irradiation. (After Overton and 
Sullivan,) 
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Fig. 7.7. Predicted decay of induced radioactivity following constant 
irradiation. (After Overton and Sullivan.) 
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the dose rate after accelerator shutdown decreases more slowly after long 
irradiations (Fig. 7.7). 

Sullivan and Overton have confirmed the validity of Eq. (5) for a limited 
range of exposures and materials. The basic limitations of the derivation 
should be borne in mind, however, when their formula is used. 

Fulmer et aL (FUL C 64) have described the methods for calculating 
'Y dose rates outside thick slabs of materials irradiated with fast particles, 
provided the relevant production cross sections are known. Ball and Fulmer 
(BAL J 64) have described a computer program for such calculations that 
includes corrections for attenuation in the incoming beams and absorption 
of 'Y rays in the target material. Calculated decay curves for carbon, alu· 
minum, iron, and copper (common accelerator structural materials) were 
compared with experimental curves obtained from exposures to neutrons of 
about 500 and 600 MeV, and to protons at 19 to 26, GeV, and found to 
agree within a factor of three (FUL C 64, FUL C 65). 

Figure 7.8 shows a comparison between calculated decay curves and 
measured data from AI, Fe, and Cu samples irradiated for 15 minutes by 
SOO·MeV protons. Measurements were made of the integral counts for 
'Y rays with an energy greater than 500 keV. 22Na is responsible for the 
dominant activity in aluminum after about 300 hours, and the experimental 
data presented are normalized at this point. Calculated absolute dose rates 
agreed with measured rates to within a factor of two. Thus it seems clear 
that, provided complete production cross-section data :are available, residual 
radiation levels may be predicted. UnfortunatelY, for many materials of 
interest such cross sections are not well known. 

Toth et aL (TOT K 66) have utilized the experimental and theoretical 
decay curves for aluminum to obtain a normalization factor that enabled 
them to convert their experimental relative decay curve data to dose rates 
for many materials. Figure 7.9 shows dose:rates at 1 meter from 20·cm·thick 
samples irradiated for 2 years by600·MeVprotons. Figure 7.10 shows dose 
rates from aluminum samples of different thicknesses as functions of time. 
Dose rate increases with sample thickness, although the effect is not large 
for samples greater than about 10 cm. Thus the dose rates given in Fig. 7.9 
for 20·cm·thick samples are only about 25% smaller than would be obtained 
from an infinitely thick target. It may be seen from these data that extremely 
high surface dose rates are obtained from accelerator targets, beam col· 
limaters, etc., struck by the direct beam. A 2·cm-thick aluminum target, for 
example, produces a dose rate of 200 to 400 mR/h at 1 meter soon after 
accelerator turnoff. Dose rates at the target surface are in excess of 2000 
R/h. Accelerator targets should never be handled! 

Barbier (BAR M 69) has confirmed and extended these data. He shows 
that the production and decay of radionuclides in most materials are nearly 
independent of incident proton energy over the range 50 to 2900 MeV. 
Deuterons or a particles increase the yield by a factor of 2 to 4 over protons 
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Fig. 7.B. Calculated and 
experimental residual 
radiation decay curves 
for samples irradiated 
with SOO-Me V protons 
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of the same energy. Some anomalies appear occasionally, but it seems clear 
that the suggestion by Toth, Fulmer, and Barbier holds good that dose rates 
may be predicted within a factor of three over a wide range of materials, 
sample thicknesses, irradiation times, and decay times for bombardment by 
protons, deuterons, or a particles (TOT K 66). 
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RADIOACTIVITY OF THE ACCELERATOR ROOM 

High intensity accelerators are usually placed in a concrete-shielded 
room or, alternatively, surrounded by concrete shielding blocks_ The hydrogen 
content of concrete has an important influence in that neutron-slowing-down 
theory may be used to obtain the neutron spectrum inside the room_ The 
production of high energy neutrons inside such a vault results in a thermal 
neutron flux density, <l>th' the magnitude of which may be obtained from the 
relation (PAT H 58) 

where 

(6) 

Q is the number of fast neutrons produced 
in the accelerator room per sec (n/sec), 

and S is the inside surface area of the accelerator 
room (cm2)_ 

The spectrum of neutrons inside the accelerator vault may be obtained 
from two assumptions: 

(a) The total thermal neutron flux density is distributed in a thermal 
spectrum, 

<l>th dE = a El/2 e-E/kTdE; (7) 

the normalization constant a is obtained from the known total thermal flux 
density: 

a (0°.5 eV J r E 1/2 e-E/kT = 1.25 Q/S. (8) 

(b) This thermal flux distribution is joined smoothly to that due to the 
slowing down of fast neutrons, <I>(E) dE, where 

where 
and 

1 Emax (1 1 ) 
<I> (E) dE = (jdE. Q(E) r:- -T. dE, (9) 

E. mm 
min 

(j is a constant, 
Q(E)dE is the number of fast neutrons of energy 

E produced in the vault per sec. 

Substantial thermal- and fast-neutron flux densities may thus be 
generated in the vaults of high intensity accelerators and induce radioactivity 
resulting in remanent radiation levels after accelerator turnoff. 

These radiation levels inside an accelerator room are from two sources-
the activity induced in the walls of the room and that of the accelerator 
components themselves_ 

I Q 
.. ) 
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It is fairly easy to show that the dose rate due to remanent radioactivity 
inside a cylindrical void whose walls have been uniformly irradiated is con
stant and equal to the dose rate at the tunnel wall (ARM T 69b). The dose 
rate from the accelerator structure, however, is a function of distance from 
the accelerator. The resultant radiation level is therefore a function of 
position inside an accelerator room. 

Armstrong and Barish (ARM T 69b) hav.e calculated the residual photon 
dose rate inside an accelerator tunnel due both to the iron of the accelerator 
and to the concrete of the accelerator room for one particular case (though 
results may be extended to other situations as required) in which protons of 
3 GeV travel along the axis of an infinitely long iron cylinder of 40 g/cm2 in 
radius. The iron is situated along the axis of cylindrical void i.d. 14.68 ft) 
in an infinite slab of concrete. The reader is referred to the original paper 
for details of these calculations, but their general conclusion is summarized 
here. Figure 7.11 shows how the dose rate due to accelerator structure and 
tunnel wall varies as a function of position; Fig_ 7.12 shows the ratio of the 
total dose rate to that contributed by the magnet. 

Measurements of the residual radiation levels inside the Brookhaven 
AGS tunnel (which approximates the model used by Armstrong et al.-
(ARM T 6%) indicate such a general background due to radioactivity of the 
concrete walls. Figure 7.13 shows an isodose contour diagram taken at the 
midsection of an accelerator gradient magnet. Not surprisingly, the highest 
radiation levels are due to the high levels of radioactivity in the magnet pole 
faces and are found opposite the open side of the-C magnet. Figure 7.14 
indicates the contribution due to the magnet alone, a residual background 
level of about 1 mrem/h having been substracted. Comparison of Figs. 7.13 
and 7.14 reveals that it is quite feasible to place limited shielding around the 
accelerator magnet so that the radiation fiel,d in the accelerator room is 
largely determined by the activity of the concrete walls. 

Several studies have been made of the latter contribution. Calcula
tions by Armstrong and Barish (ARM 69b) show that 24Na dominates for 
about 30 h after accelerator shutdown, and this has been confirmed experi
mentally (see Fig. 7.15) (DES H 62, GIL W 64a b c, MID W 65, GIL W 65, 
NAC D 66). This isotope emits exceptionally penetrating 'Y radiation, and 
consequently poses the most serious problem of induced activity from such 
a shield. For multi-GeV proton accelerators, it has been suggested that the 
capture of thermal neutrons by elemental sodium (23Na) in concrete be 
reduced by adding a neutron "poison" (boron, for example) to the concrete 
aggregate (GI L W 65). 

Ari' experimental study to determine the influence of boron in concrete 
was undertaken by Nachtigall and CharalambtJs (NAC D 66), who measured 
dose rates and induced activity in ordinary and borated concrete at the 
28.;(;eV proton synchrotron in CERN, Geneva, Switzerland. These measure
ments show that dose rate and induced activity can be considerably reduced 

(I; 
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Fig. 7.13. Isodose contours (in mr/h) inside the accelerator tunnel of the 
BN L 3D-Ge V A GS. Measurements taken at mid-magnet about 6 h after 
accelerator shutdown. (After Gilbert and Thomas.) 

Fig. 7.14. Isodose contours with tunnel contribution removed 
(after Gilbert and Thomas). 
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by adding as little as 0.3% boron to this concrete. They did not, however, 
measure production of 24Na in the different constituents of the concrete. In 
a previous preliminary experiment Middlekoop and de Raad measured the 
24Na contribution in the main constituents of this concrete at two positions 
on the concrete surface inside the proton synchrotron ring tunnel (M ID W 65). 
They could show, as expected, that 24Na production was highest in Na, but 
that some 24Na was also produced in Mg, AI, and Si by particles of higher 
energy. 

Gilbert et al. have reported the results of a very thorough analysis 
(GI L W 69). 24Na activity produced in concrete aggregate and its major 
elemental constituents (Na, Mg, AI, Si, and Ca) was measured as a function 
of depth in ordinary and boron-loaded concrete at the Berkeley 6.2-GeV 
Bevatron. These measurements were made at two locations in the Bevatron 
main shielding wall adjacent to strong local radiation sources. At one site, 
additional exposures were made with a boric acid wall in front of the concrete 
shield wall, in order to study the influence of boron spatial distribution on 
thermal-neutron production of 24Na from sodium. The influence of several 
24Na-producing reactions on the dose rate in the main vault was evaluated 
for the different experimental conditions. Suppression of thermal flux was 
assessed by introducing a neutron poison, either into the structural concrete 
of the shield or as a thin layer on the inner surface of the shield. 

It was shown the 24Na production in the constitutents selected for the 
measurements accounts for practically all 24Na found in aggregate following 
irradiation. In this way the 24Na measured in the aggregate was completely 
accounted for. The depth dependence of 24Na production in the different 
constituents followed the simple attenuation pattern for the reaction with 
the highest-energy threshold, upon which was superimposed the production 
by lower-energy radiation (penetrating the tbl1crete to a depth of 2 ft at most). 

The large effects on 24Na production of the boron content of concrete 
and of the presence of a boron layer in fronr of the concrete were quantitatively 
determined. It was further shown that, if the boron and sodium contents of 
different concrete mixtures are taken into account, the results of other ex
periments are in accordance with findings by Gilbert et al. (GIL W 69). This 
allows evaluation of the contribution to the dose rate in an accelerator vault 
from different constituents at different depths in a shield,not only for 
the Bevatron but also for the general case. 

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY PRODUCED AT ACCELERATORS 

INTRODUCTION 

During accelerator operation radioactive gases are produced by the 
interaction of primary or secondary particles with air. Such airborne 
radioactivity is in general short-lived, and even if it is produced in unacceptably 
high levels, radioactive decay and (or) dilution with inactive air very quickly 

, . 
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reduce concentrations to acceptable levels_ Indeed, only in very unusual 
circumstances would exposure from radioactive gases be the limiting factor 
for personnel access to accelerator buildings_ Nevertheless, it is important 
that the accelerator health physicist be able to compute the exposure both to 
accelerator personnel and to members of the general public who may be ex
posed at the accelerator-site perimeter. 

A second source of airborne radioactivity is dust, formed by natural 
erosion and wear or by maintenance work on radioactive accelerator compo
nents. A third source of radioactivity in the air close to an accelerator has 
recently been reported: Warren et al. (WAR G 69) have studied the produc
tion of C02, which acts as a carrier for 11 C and 150 produced in water 'beam 
dumps at the Stanford Linear Accelerator .. 

GASEOUS RADIONUcLiDES PRODUCED IN AIR 

Table 7.111 lists the isotopes found most abundantly in the atmosphere. 

Table 7.111. Most abundaJ1t isotopes found in the atmosphere. 

Percentage by volume 
Isotope in the atmosphere 

14N 78.1 

160 21.2 

40A 0.46 

15N 0.28 

180 0.04 

12C 0.015 

170 0.008 

36A 0.0016 

Rindi and Charalambus (RIN A 67) have summarized all the radio
nuclides with,a half-life greater than 1 second that may be produced from 
the target nuclei given in Table 7.111 by thermal-neutron capture and by 
('Y,n) and spallation reactions. Table 7.1V lists these radionuclides in order 
of decreasing half-life and summarizes their modes of production and decay. 

The total specific activity S, of the radioactive air, produced close to 
an accelerator may be written generally as 

(10) 
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is the total specific activity of radioactive air (per liter), 
is a constant, 
represents the radionuclide of type i, 
represents the target nuclide, j, 
represents the interacting particle, ,,/, p,n, etc., 

N· 
J 

is the number of target nuclei of type j in a liter of atmospheric 
air, 
is the cross section for the production of the radionuclide of 
type i from the target j by a particle k at energy E, 
is the flux density of particles of type k between E and 
E+dE, 

Eijk 
Ek max 

A. 
TI 

is the threshold for the reaction i -+ j by a particle of type k, 
is the maximum energy of particles of type k, 
is the decay constant of the radionuclide i, 
is the irradiation time, 

and is the decay time. 

Equation (10) may be simplified considerably by two simple approxi-
mations. 

a. Production by only three modes is considered: 
(i) thermal neutron capture, 

(ii) high-energy particle spallation, 
(iii) ,,/,n reactions [k = ,,/, th, HE 1 

b. The integrals of Eq. (10) are replaced by average fluxes and cross 
sections: 

[ 
fEj m'X .ijk (E) ~k (E) dE =:~ .ijk > oI>kJ . 

E" k . IJ :, 

Thus Eq. (10) simplifies to (RIN A 67) 

S = C r [f ct>"/ Nj a ih + ~ ct>th Nj Uijth + r ct>HE NjUijHE] 

(11 ) 

X (l_e-AiT)e-Ait, (12) 

where ct> "/' ct>th' and ct>HE are the average photon, thermal neutron, 
and high-energy particle flux densities, 

and Oih' Oijth and aijHE are the corresponding average. cross sections. 

To use the simple expressions one must determine which nuclides 
are of greatest concern. Radionuclides with half-lives less than 1 minute 
are of no concern, decaying to negligible activities before personnel may 
enter the accelerator room. They may also be similarly discounted with 
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}i~_.l.J..Y.'..;..-,-~~!!!:).~.~ucli~~~roduc('d from gases of atmospheric dir. (After Rindi ;md Charal<tlnbu')). __ . __ = .. =_~-",=_-,.~=_""_..:;-;. . .,,,,,, 

Type of decay Fraction by weight 
R,ldionucliul' 11.111-lilc l'11l'rgy (MeV) and Parent or pan'nl l'lemen! Production 

percent clement in air reaction 

~H 12.2y P·(0.018)··IOO% C 1.6 X 10.4 "p;III.llion 
N 0.755 ... p.III.llion 

0 0.23 ~pall;llion 

J1k 530 }(OAS) 12% C spallJtion 

LC. N ~cc above spallation" 

0 spallation 

1~A 1.8h ~'( 1.2) ·99% '"A 0.013 thermal 
1(1.3)99% capture 

I~C 20.5 min P+(0.9) 100%) c 
N ~c above spallation 
0 ~Pdlldtiorl 

I~N 10 min P+(1.25)··100% N spallation 
.nd (l,n) 

0 spallation 

I~O 
set' above 

(n, 2n) .tnd 2.' min 1"11.7) 100'/0 0 
11.n) 

I~O 71' 'l'C ff+(I.8) 99% 0 sct.' .1bovC' ~p.IIIJtj()n 

112.3) 99% 
I~O )(1 '1'( (1'ln) IO'}.; "0 4.2 X H}"1 thl'f'm,ll 

11'(2.9) 70% C.tpHltl' 
')': v:ulou:, 

I~C 19 .. t''': ~·12.1 )·99% C scc .Ibo\,(' .. p.lll.lli(11l 
110.7) 99% 

I~N 7.3 Sl'C (J-: v<\rious 15N 0.0028 Ihermitl 
c.lpture 

)': various 0 :,cc ahove (n,p) sp.II!'l.Iion 
I~N 4.1 !o>CC p',n 

I!C 2.3 sec p-14.5 80%) 
<tnd (9.5··20%) 
1(5.3-20%) 

"This re.Klron ha~ not h{'cn t,lk{'" into considcration owin~ to dic' !omall fraction of parenl Cicml'lll. 
.... The prouuction 01 thc!oc i!ootopcs is very improbable. 

Cros' 
sccli(')rl 

(mh) 

30 
:\0 

II) 

10 

610 

20 
20 
30" 

10 

60b 

(10 

,tThls b (ile 10tJI (I'm) )('ctioll. The spallation cros:. section is Jbout 10mb .iI1d the (,)"n) 1l',tdiOIi ClU~S :.cc1inn is ,1'»)UIllCd to 
Ill' 10 mho We surptlse th,tt the high-energy "Y-ray flux is doub,ic thilt produccd by hiKh,cllefKY r.lrlide); corhcqlll'lllly,.1 
11l1.11 (. 0"-) section of 30 rnb can be used. ' 

bT(\\al (1'0 ..... "celion. 1 hc (n,2n) reaction cross section is 40 mb: On the !i.1m/'" Jssumption .IS .lbovc <I (tH.II croS'i. s('ctioll (II 
60 mh c.ln hl' used. 



Table 7.V. Radionuclides identified in the air around several accelerators. 

Laboratory Accelerator Radj~nuclidesjdentified 

RPI 50-MeV electron linac 15O,13N 

Saclay 330- to 560-MeV 100-kW beam 13N, 150, 11C, 41A, 38C1, 
power 7Be 

CERN 600-MeV proton synchrotron 11 C, 13N, 41 A 

PPA 3-GeV proton synchrotron, 140, 150, 13N,11C 
1011 p/sec 

RHEL 7-GeV proton synchrotron 16N, 150,13N,11C 

CERN 25-GeV proton synchrotron 13N, 11C, 41A 

BNL 30-GeV proton synchrotron 13N, 11C, 41A 

Comments 

13N, 11 C, levels negligible 140, 150 
same order of magnitude as (MPCh 

Maximum concentrations ~ 2 X 10-6 
per/cm3 close to target 
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respect to exposure from gases leaking from the accelerator room during 
operation_ Long-lived activities, on the other hand, may be discounted be
cause of their low production rate. In usual facilities, where complete air 
changes occur 2 to 3 times per hour, even normal leakages may amount to 
100,,6 of the volume of enclosed air per hour. Unless special steps are taken 
to prevent air from leaving the accelerator room its residence time is con
siderably less than 1 day. It is not possible, therefore, to produce 7Se or 3H 
at levels higher than a small fraction of saturated specific activity. 

Because-of the-extre-meiy 'small "thermal neutron absorption cro-55-section 
of 180 and its low Isotopic abundance, no significant quantity of 190 would 
be expected. 

Such arguments suggest that only four radionuclides need be considered--
150, 13N', 11C, and 41A. 

. Several experimental studies at various accelerators have confirmed 
these conclusions. At electron accelerators George et al. (GEO A 65) have 
reported measurements at a 50-MeV electron linac, and Vialettes (VIA H 69) 
has reported studies at energies up to 560 MeV. At proton accelerators studies 
have been reported at the (PPA) Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator 3-GeV 
synchrotron (AWS M 69), the Rutherford Laboratory 7-GeV synchrotron 
(SHA K 67), the Brookhaven AGS (BNL 64), and CERN accelerators 
(RIN A 67). Table 7.V summarizes the general findings of these studies. 

The most extensive study at an electron accelerator reported to date 
is that due to Vialettes (VIA H 69). This study is noteworthy because of the 
large number of radionuclides identified in air; of particular interest is the 
identification of 38C1 and 39CI produced by (-y,pn) and ('Y,p) respectively 
with 40A. Vialettes finds that with the accelerator operating at 550 MeV 
and a beam power of 100 kW the concentration of radioactive gases in the 
effluent stack is greater than the maximum permissible concentration 
(MPC). I t is possible to operate this accelerator using a closed air circuit 
and thus substantially reducing the quantity of activity rele~sed to the en
vironment. Figure 7.16 s~ows a 'Y spectrum of the radionuclide emerging 
from the target~room effluent stack. Vialettes concludes that the contribution 
to exposure from radioactive gases to anyone entering the accelera.tor room 
is negligible compared with that from the induced activity of the accelerator 
structures. 

The mo~t extensive series of measurements of gaseous radioactivity at 
proton accelerators has been made at the CERN 600-MeV synchrocyclotron 
(SC) and the 28-GeV proton synchrotron (PS) (RIN A 67). Typical measure
ments are summarized in Table 7.V!. 

Figure 7 _17 shows the decay of the induced activity measured at both 
accelerators compared with the decay curve calculated by assuming a 30-
minute irradiation and 5-minute decay period, and that the radionuclides 
41 A: 11 C: 13N: 150 are produced in the relative proportions 0.14: 0.31: 
0.47: 0.08. . 

I 
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Table 7.VI. Maximum values of specific radioactivity of the air measured at the CERN accelerators (5 min after machine stop). 
[After Rindi and Charalambusl. 

Location Total (/l Cill iter) 

In the ring of the CERN proton synchrotron 
(near target region) ~ 10-2 

In the hall of the CERN synchrocyclotron 
(near target region) ~ 3.5 X 10-2 

In the extracted 600-MeV proton beam of 
the CERN synchrocyclotron 8 

Near a target placed in the path of the extracted 
600-MeV proton beam of the CERN - -2 X 10-1 

Synchrocyclotron. 

Contribution from different radioisotopes 

13N ~ 50%; 11C ~ 300;G; 41A < 10%; 
other isotopes> 100;G. 

11C ~ 55%' 41A ~ 22%' 13N ~ 12%' ., , , 
other isotopes ~ 100;G. 

llC ~ 67%; isotopes with half-life < 20 min 
~ 32% (85mKr present; no 41 A) 

llC ~ 23%; isotopes with half-life < 20 min 
~ 76% (85m Kr present; no 41 A. 
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Table 7.VIl gives values of the maximum permissible concentrations of 
radionuclides in air, (MPC)a, calculated by using the formula recommended 
by the ICRP (ICRP 60). 

Table 7.V". Maximum permissible concentrations in air. 

Radionuclide (MPC)a (IJ. Ci/liter) 

fH ; 2 

JBe 6 X 10.3 

UA 2 X 10-3 

I~C 8 X 10-3 

I~N 5 X 10-3 

1 ~O 3 X 10-3 

I~N 5 X 10-4 

Rindi and Charalambus conclude that under normal accelerator qperating 
conditions specific activities from 10 to 30 (MPC)a are found 5 minutes after 
cessation of operation at the CERN accelerators. Air confined around targets 
or in particle beams may reach levels as high as 1000 (MPC)a' 

The observation of specific activities exceeding the maximum permissible 
concentration in air, (MPC)a' need not necessii-ily be (and in general is not) a 
serious matter, however, for several reasons: 

a. The gaseous radionuclides of greatest concern emit positrons or 
'Y rays (or both), and use of ordinary portabie survey instruments indicates 
abnormally high radiation levels due to their presence. Normal survey pro
cedures therefore prevent high external exposures. 

b. The high levels measured are of extremely short duration after ac
celerator turnoff, because of the short half-lives of the important nuclides and 
dilution with inactive air. Workers are not, in general, continuously exposed 
to levels exceeding (MPC)a for periods comparable to 40 hours. per week, for 
which they are estimated. 

c. The criteria used in the calculation of MPC's are often unduly con
servative. For gaseous radionuclides that are not fixed metabolically and are 
P and (or) 'Y emitters, MPC'.s are calculated by assuming immersion in an 
infinite cloud (ICRP 60). Attention was drawn to the inadequacy of the 
infinite-cloud computation in the design study report for a 200-GeV accelerator 
(LRL 65): "A comment may be made on the low value of the (MPC)a for 
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Table 7.IX. Radionuclides identified in dust samples at CERN proton 
synchrotron (after Charalambus and Rindi). 

RiidiollUciidl' 
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Fig. 7.18. Gamma spectrum of radio nuclides found in the filter of an air 
sampler operating in the target room of SOO-Me V electron linac. 
{After Via/ettes.~ 
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components by (n :y) and ('Y,p) reactions. 57Ni is produced by the ('Y,n) re
;lcti()lh ill 58Ni, Thl' O.On-MeV and 0.6-MeV 'Y's are attributed to 212Pb 
;lIld 21-+Bi rrsrrctivcly, which are decay products 01 atmospheric radon and 
111(\1, III, 

Busick and W,IITen (BUS D 69) have studied the problem of machining 
radioactive accelerator components and the possible internal contamination 
of personnel that might result. Air sampling close to machining operations 
on stainless steel and copper showed no airborne radioactivity. Busick and 
Warren conclude that the chemical toxicity and external dose rate are the 
factors that limit the machining of radioactive accelerator components rather 
than inhalation of radioactive dust. 

RADIOACTIVITY INDUCED IN WATER 

COOLING WATER AND BEAM DUMPS 

The radioactivity induced in cooling-water Circuits of accelerators of 
high intensity may be of concern either because of the high dose rates close 
to loops carrying highly radioactive water or because of the difficulties in its 
disposal. 

Rose et al. (ROS B 58) reported that external radiation levels as high 
as 100 millirem per hour were found atvarious regions close to the cooling 
system of the Harwell lSD-MeV cyclotron when it was operated with an 
internal beam of about lilA. Warren et al. (WAR G 69) have reported dose 
rates of between 0.5 and 4 mr/h from cooling-water circuits along the ac
celerator structure of the Stanford 2D-GeV electron linear accelerator. Con
siderably higher levels, however, are found from heat exchangers for high-power 
peam dumps, rates up to 120 R/h being observed. 

Distenfeld (DIS C 64) has concluded from measurements at the Brook
have~ AGS that with a proton beam intensity of 10 13 protons/sec the external 
radiation hazard from induced activity i'n cooling water would be trivial. How
ever, the dose rate from large volumes of water, 'Such as heat exchangers or 
storage tanks, would be measurable during accelerator operation. 

Table 7.X lists the radionuclides produced by spallation of oxygen. 
Bruninx (BRU E, 61, BRU E 62, BRU E 64) has tabulated high-energy 
nuclear-reaction cross sections for charged-particle energies greater than 50 MeV 
which are of value in estimating spallation yields. When cross-section data are 
unavailable they may often be obtained with sufficient accuracy by theoretical 
techniques (RUD G 66, BER H 69). Some rough experimental studies of the 
p'roduction of radi6miCiides,in typical high-energy neutron spectra have been 
reported (STAG 67a,b), the general results being that 

'- (a) i lc was found to be the dominant short-livedradionuclide 1 to 5 
hours after irradiation. 

(b) The only 10ng-lived''Y emitter found with half-life greater than ap· 
proximately 10 hours was 7Be. The production cross section for 7Bcproduction 
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Table ?~?<._~pallation products from 160. 

Nuclide Half-life 

lOC 19 sec 
140 71 sec 
150 124 sec 
13N lOmin 

11C 20.5 min 

78e 53 days 
3H 12.2 years 

by 7-GeV proton spallation of 160 was measured as 9.1±1.8 mb. 
- (cj An upper limit fo-;:-·the -tritium production cross section from 7-G~V 

proton spallation of 160 was determined as a (3H) ~ 50 mb--not significantly 
different from the more precise published values of 30 to 35 mb. 

(d) The ratio of the-~~t~rat~d specific a~tivities of-t~itium and 78e in 
samples of water irradiated under several different conditions varied between 
1.3 and 5.8. Since the accuracy of these experiments was rather low (about 
a factor of 2), it was concluded that the production cross section for tritium 
production is approximately three times that for 78e under a variety of 
experimental conditions, and the data obtained are consistent with a 78e 
production cross section of approximately 10mb. 

Disposal of irradiated water to streart1swoUld generally be controlled 
by the tritium content, since 78e is strongly absorbed on rock surfaces (STA G 
70). 

Careful studies of the radioactivity p-roduced in water irradiated by high
energy electrons (WAR G 69) have identified 150, 11C, and 78e as the most 
important radionuclides. 78e is readily absorbed in mixed-bed resins (BUS D 
68). 

POSSIBL~ CONTAMINATION OF GROUND WATER BY 
ACCELERATORS 

Particle accelerators are not often thought of as potential polluters of 
the environment. Indeed, by comparison with nuclear reactors, they are 
,-ather puny in their ability to produce radioactivity. Thus, for example, 
Thomas (THO R 70) has shown that the total inventory of tritium in the 
_ground water in the earth shield of a 500-GeV proton accelerator is only 
about 50 curries at saturation. However, because it is necessary for economic 
reasons to bury such accelerators underg.round (NAL 68, ADA J 70), the 
surrounding earth is in fairly close proximity to the accelerator, and, if sub-
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stantial particle fluxes are generated in the earth and ground water, it is 
possible that radioactivity may ultimately appear in local ground-water 
systems. Thus, al though the total inventory of tritium in the ground 
water of the shield is only several tens of curies it is produced directly in 
the environment--a release comparable to or in excess of that reported for 
many power reactors (MAR J 70). Although the particle fluxes appearing 
in the earth may be quite small compared with those produced by nucl.ear 
reactors, they may nevertheless be sufficient to induce specific activities 
in excess of those recommended by the International C;ommission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP 60) as fit for human ingestion. Thus, for 
example, a high energy flux only ~ 105 neutrons/cm2 'sec produces a 
maximum permissible concentration (MPC) of tritium by spallation in 
water. 

The first reported study of possible contamination of ground water 
by accelerator-produced radionuclides is due to Nelson (NEL W 65) at 
the Stanford Linear AcceleratorCenter, who estimated the radioactivity 
induced in ground water close to beam dumps at the SLAC 2()"GeV 
electron linear accelerator. The expectation that no significant water 
contamination would arise has been subsequently confirmed by environ
mental radioassays at SLAC(BUS D 71). 

Indeed it is emphasized that to date no serious concentration of 
radionuclides in the ground water systems near existing accelerators has 
been reported. However, it is clear that the question of possible ground
water contamination by accelerators merits some study, since it could be 
an important factor in accelerator design or siting and, in any case, such 
preoperational studies are good health phy'sics practice. Furthermore, in 
a climate of increasing public concern about water pollution it is valuable 
to have a closely documented study available for public information. 

The design studies for the large strong-focusing accelerators now 
under construction at Batavia and CERN have included detailed considera
tion of this problem. Hoyer (HOY F 68) has reported measurable quantities 
22Na and 45Ca in the drainage water of the CERN 25-GeV proton synchro
tron. He finds fair agreement (within about a factor of 3) with his meas
urement and with con{entrations calcula:ted~from the known flux distribu
tion in the accelerator shield (GIL W 68). Stapleton and Thomas (STAG 70, 
STAG 71 b) have reported studies of possible ground-water contamination 
around a 30()"GeV accelerator situated on a chalk site. Fairman et al. FAI 
W 70, BOR T 70) have reported measurements of the nuclides produced 
in glacial till (the soil at the Ba tavia accelerator site) and their solubility 
in water. Gabriel et al. (GAB T 70a,b) have reported approximate calcula'
tions of the induced activity in soil surrounding high-energy accelerator 
target areas. 
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GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Assessment of potential contamination of drinking water supplies falls 
into three stages: 

a_Consideration, from a knowledge of the chemical composition of rock 
and water impurities, of the radionuclides that could possible be produced_ 

b_ Estimation of the yield of these radionuclides from the known produc
tion cross section, radioactive half-life, particle flux densities, and energy 
spectra. 

c. Estimation of the final specific concentration of radionuclides in local 
. water supplies, taking into account site hydrology, dilution, radioactive decay, 
and chemical sorption. 

In general, when the specific activity of a radionuclide appearing in the 
ground-water system contiguous to a high-energy accelerator merits concern, 
estimates of the residence time in the activation zone, transport time into the 
public water supply, and time for mixing, dilution, and sorption in the aquifer 
will be needed. 

Thus, if the total inventory of a particular nuclide at saturation in the 
activation zone is QO curies, the quantity of activity reaching the public water 
supply, Q, can be written . 

Q= eQo(1-e-T/T) e-t/T , (14) 

where T is the mean life of the nuclide, 

T is the residence time in the activation zone, 

t is the time taken to reach the public water supply after leaving the 
. activation zone, 

and e is the fraction of activity produced that flows freely in the ground 
water. 

Dilution is difficult to estimate, but limits may be set by considering 
dilution resulting from pumping water fromthe general area. Thus the specific 
activity, S, of water reaching public water supplies may be written 5 = DQ, 
where D is a dilution factor discussed later. 

The total specific activity reaching the public water supply in units of 
MPC is given by 

e.Q.(l_e-T/Ti) e- t /T 

SMPC = D 1: --'-.;..' -----
i 

where Mi is the MPC of the jth nuclide. 

M. , (15) 

The logical sequence of any pollution study is, then, an evaluation of the 
parameters of Eq. (15). It will be seen later that the chemical sorption parameter 
€ plays an extremely important role. 
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MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM 

Equation (15) permits a fairly crude assessment of the magnitude of 
the water pollution problem at an accelerator site. 

The maximum rate of release of activity occurs at small residence 
times when 

~ J 
e· Q. e-t/ T 

SMPC = D ~ _1_1 __ 

max i M.T. 
1 1 

(16) 

At an accelerator site where the water table is not disturbed by pump
ing of water the out flow of water would equal the inflow due to rainfall 
(corrected for evaporation tables), and the activity released can be considered 
to be associated with this outflow. As an example, the average rate of out· 
flow of water from a site some 20 km2 in area with net average inflow due 
to rainfall (corrected for evaporation and runoff) of 0.20 m/yr would be 
approximately 1010 cm 3/day. . 

Fairly elementary considerations lead one to conclude that the total 
radionuclide production of a 500·GeV accelerator losing some 10% of its 
beam intensity of 1013 protons/sec·1 (this would be considered an unusually 
high beam loss) would be about 500 curies in the earth shield. Because 
short-lived nuclides are of no concern, we mightexpect that some 10% of 
the total activity produced in the shield·-:::::: 50 curies--could in principle con
tribute to groundwater conta'!l.inatioll' 

Gabriel et al. (GAB T 70a,b) have estimated the mean life of a mixture 
of radionuclides produced in the earth shield of a high energy accelerator 
as:::::: 1 to 2 years. Thus, substituting the val'ues 

~Qi = 50Ci, 

D = lO-lO/ml, 

T = 365 days, 

and M = 3 x 1O-6 IJCi/ml for unidentified accelerator-
produced radionuclides 

into Eq. (16), we obtain 

[ SMPC] ~ 5 MPC. 
max 

(17) 

Although this simple argument does not eliminate the possibility of 
ground-water contamination, it does indicate that such an eventuality is 
unlikely. In general not all the long-lived radionu~lides are released to the 

::f 
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ground water, and they are not produced at maximal quantities, moreover, 
the MPC's are larger than the restrictive value of 3 X 10-6 J..ICi/ml. 

Table (7.XI) gives the quantity of some typical accelerator-produced 
radionuclides that would give a concentration of 1 MPC if released at maxi
mum production rate into 1010 m I water per day. 

Although the number of radionuclides producec;f in the earth and 
ground water in an accelerator shield is potentially very large, only a few 
can actually be produced in maximal quantities in ground-water systems. 

Equation (15) shows that radionuclides of greatest concern 
(a) are produced in large quantities, and (or) 
(b) have a low MPC, 
(c) pass efficiently into the ground-water system, 
(d) do not decay significantly in being transported to a public water 

supply. 
Nuclides with short half-lives will decay so rapidly as to be of no poten

tial hazard by the time they reach a public water supply. Conversely, if the 
half-life is long the production rate will be too small and the nuclides will not 
appear in significant quantities. Knowledge of the hydrogeology of the ac
celerator site being studied will indicate the range of radioactive half-lives 
that are of interest. It is usually reasonable to study radionuclides with half
lives in the range 10 hours < T < 100 years, but detailed investigation of 
site conditions will identify the appropriate range to be investigated. Those 
nuclides in this range of half-life that also satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c) 
are fortunately few in number. . 

This topic is not of sufficient general interest to be dealt with in great 
detail here, and the interested reader is referred to literature for a complete 
discussion. 

Figure 7.19 shows a model suggested to estimate the upper limit to 
the specific activity present in ground water at an accelerator site (THO R 70). 

I t is assumed that rainfall absorbed into the earth moves vertically 
downward past the accelerator to the water table. An estimate of the residence 
time of water flowing through regions of high flux density may be obtained 
from the size of the activation zone and the rate of inflow of water from 
rainfall. Estimates so obtained indicate water residence times of ~ 2000 
days, but hydrological studies at accelerator sites will be needed to establish 
reliable values. 

After leaving the activation zone water will continue to move down
ward to the water table and then be transported horizontally beyong the 
accelerator site. Radioactive decay subsequent to production is an important 
mitigating factor only for shorter-lived nuclides. Thus, for example, in a 
journey of 7 days 7Be will not have decayed appreciably. On the other hand, 
for short-lived nuclides--e.g., 11C, 150, and 13N--the decay factor is very 
large (~ 10 15), making them of no account. 
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Table 7.XI. Quantity of typical accelerator-produced ra<;lionuclides, Q, that 
would resull in a concentration of 1 MPC if released at maximum rates. 

Nuclide 

32p 

59Fe 
7Be 

46Sc 
355 
45Ca 
54Mn 

22Na 

3H 

MPC 
M,(J.lCi/cm3) 

2X 10-5 

6XlO-5 

2X 10-3 

4X 10-5 

6X 10-5 

9X 10-6 

1 X 10-4 

4 Xl 0-5 

3 Xl 0-3 

c·-/-"\ 
CC-/O~// 
,., t .••••• , , , , . , , ' 
: : I , : : : : 

, ' ' .. ' 

Water table 

Mean life, 
T (days) 

20.63 

65 

77.04 

121 

126 

220 

410 

1370 

6428 

Q 
(Ci) 

4.1 

39 

1540 

48 

76 

20 

410 

550 

190000 

Volume pumped per 
day. p. 1.0)( 1010 em" 

Fig. 7.79. Model illustrating mechanisms by which accelerator
produced radioactivity may appear in ground water. 

.. 
" 
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On the assumption that the activity produced in the activation zone is 
released steadily during the residence time of water in the activation zone, 
the rate of release of activity at the perimeter of the accelerator site, R, is 
given by 

(18) 

Thus if the quantity of water pumped from the site is P cm3 /day, the specific 
activity of water reaching the water supply (in MPC) is given by 

106 €i 0i (l.e·T/Ti ) e·t/Ti 

L M.T 
I 

(19) 
P 

with O· in curies, 
I 

M. in J,LCi/cm 3, 
I 

T, t, and Ti in days, 

and Pin cm3/day. 
Figure 7.20 shows the concentration calculated as a function of residence 

time, on the assumption that all the activity produced in earth and water can 
be released directly to the ground water for nuclides produced in the shield of 
a 500-GeV accelerator losing 1012 protons/sec (THO R 70). A value of 10 10 
ml/day was used for the total volume of water abstracted from the accelerator 
site area, and a transport time in the water table of 7 days was assumed. 

Inspection of Fig. 7.20 shows that the specific activity of the water 
never exceeds 0.03 MPC and decreases only'very slowly with residence time 
up to "'" 1 000 days. 

Chemical sorption prevents several oCthe nuclides from appearing in 
the ground water and considerably reduces the MPC actually observed. 

Mawson (MAW C 69) has recently reviewed information on the move· 
ment of radioactive wastes buried in the ground. He says, "With few ex· 
ceptions, adsorption and exchange processes occur between the radionuclides 
and constituents of the soil." He concludes his revies by saying, "The burial 
of radioactive waste is usually a very safe operation. If the site is selected 
with care any radionuclides that enter the soil will progress quite slowly down 
to the water table. Once in the ground water they will move faster, but still 
at a rate of one to several orders of magnitude less than the rate of movement 
of thegound water. These statements apply to most cations··many anions 
move at about the same speed as the gorund water." 

7Se is produced in a form very strongly absorbed onto surfaces in 
carr'ier~free solutions (MEL C 64). Similarly, studies by Blythe (SLY H nd) 
show that 32p is fixed in chalk soils predominantly in the form of calcium 
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Fig. 7.20. Specific activity of ground water at accelerator site perimeter. 

phosphate. Borak et al. (BOR T 70) report that, of the long·lived radio
nuclides produced in glacial till, only 3H, 22Na, 45Ca, and 54Mn were 
found in leach water; Thomas (THO R 71) has reported the solubility of 
gross l' activity produced in earth as < 1 %; Detailed sorption studies may be 
necessary for particular accelerator sites, but available information suggests 

. many accelerator nuclides will be strongly retained. Tritium may pass 
freely into the ground water. 

General consideration of the total quantity of radionuclides produced 
in the earth shield of high-energy high-intensity accelerators suggests no 
serious contamination problems in volumes of water comparable to rainfall 
on the site. More precise estimates indicate maximum specific activities in 
ground water of ~ 3 X 10-2 MPC if all long-lived nuclides are released. How
eV'er, chemical sorption plays an extremely important role in limiting the 
release of radionuclides to the general environment, and if only .tritium is 
mobile levels of ~ 10-5 MPC are estimated. 
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Chapter 8 

ADMINISTRATION OF AN ACCELERATOR HEALTH 
PHYSICS PROG RAM 

8-1 

Accelerator Health Physics is a subdivision of Health Physics, which is 
the profession devoted to the protection of man and his environment from 
unwarranted radiation exposure. Health Physics is multidisciplinary, and 
through this volume we have indicated the most important areas with which 
the Accelerator Health Physicist should be familiar in order to efficiently 
meet his responsibilities and to provide the services required of him. These 
responsibilities specifically include: 

1. Familiarity with the immediate program of accelerator operation. 

2. Periodic surveys of all radiation produced. 

3. Studies of induced radioactivity. 

4. Evaluation of shielding 

5. Proper use, calibration, and interpretation of radiation monitors, 
including personnel monitors. 

6. Radiation safety training. 

7. Knowledge of rules and regulations regarding personnel exposure. 

8. Public relations. 

Knowledge of the characteristics of particle accelerators and their in
tended modes of operation will aid assessment of their radiation output 
(Chapter 3). Adequate shielding can be designed and constructed to maintain 
radiation levels below any desired limits (Chapter 6). Requirements for beam 
dosimetry and personal and area monitoring'may then be determined (Chap
ters 2 and 5). The magnitude of the problem posed by induced radioactivity 
(if any) can be estimated from the data presented in Chapter 7. 
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RADIATION SAFETY PROGRAMS AT ACCELERATOR 
INSTALLATIONS 

Great diversity exists in the organization and administration of radiation 
safety programs at different accelerator installations. Every program is unique 
and is shaped by the size of the supporting institution, the administrative 
structure of coexisting safety and medical services with which the radiation 
safety program must interrelate, the pr~sence of individuals with ,particular 
qualifications and personal interests, and many other factors. Therefore, . 
we do not attempt to give a prescription for organizing a radiation safety 
program except in general terms. 

A basic requirement for any program is the preparation of a clear and 
concise safety manual. Guidance for preparing such a manual will be found 
in Radiological Safety in the Design and Operation of Particle Accelerators 
(NBS 70), and in Particle Accelerator Safety Manual (HEW 68). As a 
minimum the contents of an adequate safety manual should include: 

1. Authorities and responsibiHties of accelerator operator, management, 
and radiation safety personnel. 

2. Standard operating procedures (monitoring, interlocks). 

3. Emergency operating procedures. 

4. Search and access regulation. 

5. Radioactivity handling and waste disposal. 

6. Descriptions of the accelerator, the facility, and any special problems. 

The manual should be available and familiar to those involved and should 
be reviewed and updated periodically. 

As we have already discussed, it is possible to set down only the general 
requirements for any accelerator radiation safety program. Specific details 
must depend upon the actual installation. It is instructive, however, to study 
programs that have proved effective at existing installations. Rich and Kase 
have described the excellent program designed for the nine accelerators of 
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (RIC B 69). We derive some details from 
their report for illustrative purposes. 
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THE LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY 
ACCELERATOR SAFETY PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

8-3 

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) has as part of its research 
facilities nine major accelerators and three Van de Graaff accelerators in use 
or under construction. The newer accelerators include two 10-to 13-MeV 
electron linear accelerators (Linacs) used for radiography; one 4-MeV Linac 
used for thermonuclear research; one 40-MeV Linac used for both research 
and radiography; one 35-MeV Unac in use and one 100-MeVLinac under 
construction for physics research; one Insulating Core Transformer (lCT) 
neutron generator; one 90-inch cyclotron; and a combination 12-MeV tandem 
Van de Graaff accelerator-30-inch cyclotron under construction, also for physics 
research. This paper deals with (a) a brief description of the LLL accelerator 
facilities, (b) examples of procedural variance, and (c) description of a uniform 
LLL safety guide for all accelerator facilities. 

ACCELERATOR FACILITIES DESCRIPTION 

Of the nine accelerators in use or under construction at LLL, six are 
electron Unacs. As these Unacs are used for a variety of purposes, the 
facilities housing them vary. 

Two Linace are in use for routine radiography. One of these is a portable 
unit operating at 13 MeV and generally housed in a remote facility shielded 
only by earth berms. The accelerator controls are housed in a trailer, and 
access to the Unac is controlled through a chain-link fence. 

The other radiography Linac is a variable-energy unit ranging up to 15 
MeV but normally operated at 10 MeV. It !.s Housed in a concrete- and earth
shielded underground facility. The versatility of both these Unacs has made 
them valuable for health-physics-related radiation measurement and scatter
ing studies in addition to the normal radiography work. 

The 40-MeV Unac is installed at a firing bunker at the LLL High 
Explosive Test Site. It is used for radiography of explosive devices during 
detonation. It has also occasionally been used for research. The brems
strahlung beam is directed onto an open firing table, and access is controlled 
through the firing bunker and a chain-link fence. 

The remaining three Linacs are basically research machines. A 4-MeV 
1000-A Unac is currently in use in the Controlled Thermonuclear Research 
program associated with the Astron machine. This accelerator is housed in 
a large concrete-shi.elded structure, but can be beamed into a large room with 
no roof shield. 

The 35-MeV Unac used for physics research is currently being phased 
out of operation and will soon be replaced with a new 100-MeV Linac now 
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undergoing preliminary testing. Both accelerators are housed in concrete
shielded facilities. Further, the 100-MeV Unac facility is underground with 
about 11 feet of earth overburden. 

The remaining accelerators are used for physics research and are housed 
in concrete- and wood-shielded facilities. An insulating core transformer is 
used to accelerate deuterons bombarding a tritium target to produce 14-MeV 
neutrons. A 90-inch cyclotron is used to accelerate protons, deuterons, and 
particles to variable energies ranging from 2.6 to 30 MeV. A new combination 
12-MeV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator-30-inch cyclotron is currently 
under construction and will replace the 90-inch cyclotron when completed. 

ACCELERATOR SAFETY PROGRAM INVESTIGATION 

A pproximately two years ago a fairly formal internal radiation safety 
review committee was established. Three supervisory Hazards Control 
personnel periodically (approximately once per year) visit each major facility 
at the Laboratory and evaluate the radiation safety program in that facility. 
The responsible health physicist is interviewed, along with other members of 
the safety team supporting his program (monitors and their supervisor) to 
determine the adequacy and consistency of the radiation safety program 
with "state of the art" standards in mind. 

Although complete uniformity is not necessarily a desirable objective, 
the committee felt that certain minimum safety standards can and should be 
established and made applicable to all facilities. 

Specific areas of concern to the committee are listed below. 
1. Are interlock systems routinely checked? 
2. Are warning signs standardized? ; 
3. Are door interlocks to cells always ,present in pairs? 
4. Is "sweeping" or clearing of the area prior to a run rigorously 
performed in all facilities? 
5. Are audio alarms standardized? 
6. Is wearing of personnel alarming dosimeters consistent and 
adequate? 
7. Is area monitoring consistently and adequately accomplished in 
all areas? 
8. Is the general education program for personnel concerning radia-
tion hazards, alarm systems, and safety procedures, adequate? 
9. Are effluent monitoring systems being reconsidered in facilities 
not presently equipped? 

10. Are key permissive systems always used? 
11. Are remote area monitoring systems (RAMS)consistently used 

in each facility? 
12. Are portable survey instruments used at every facility before entry? 
13. Are beam areas consistently controlled at all facil ities? 
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Following the review and as a result of the ffndings, the committee drew 
up a uniform safety guide to be applied to all LLL accelerator facilities. The 
proposed guide was discussed with the operations personnel and experimenters 
at each accelerator, and a final form of the guide incorporatingthier comments 
was drawn up. 

UNIFORM ACCELERATOR SAFETY GUIDE 
Basically, the guide is applied to all accelerators. The purpose of the guide 

is to assure that every conceivable problem has been carefully considered and 
adequately solved. If compliance with a certain portion of the guide involves 
undue operational inconvenience or undue expense, a variance can be permitted, 
provided appropriate substitute procedures :or administrative controls are in
stituted to provide the intended protection. 

The policy at LLL is to write building or facility operating procedures 
which, among other things, formally establish responsibilities, define potential 
hazards, and establish the safety program and procedures: These procedures 
are reviewed and updated at least once annually. The uniform accelerator 
safety guide is used in establishing the facility operating procedures as a guide
line to be followed unless variances are established, The safety programs at 
the older facilities were reviewed "point by point" with the guide. Where 
variances were necessary, the necessity was documented with a description of 
circumstances requiring the variance and with the controls or safety program 
which provided the protection intended by the guide. New accelerators con
structed since the guide was established comply with nearly every point and, 
as a consequence, are considered to have model protection programs. The 
guide will be useful in the establishment of ':lew facilities as well as in the 
periodic safety review of existing facilities. ' 

The guide is divided into five areas: interlocks, remote area monitors, 
portable survey instruments, personnel dosimetry, and administrative prfr. 
cedures; these are detailed below. 

A. Interlocks 

1. In general, a key permissive system should be used at all accelera
tors. This system would require that the master key to the accelerator 
control console be used for access to the cell gates and other hazardous 
areas. Removing the key deactivates the accelerator power source. 

2. Interlocks on access gates into the accelerator areas or to beam 
areas where hazardous fields may exist should be installed in pairs to 
provide increased reliability. These gate interlocks should be designed 
to be "fail safe." 

I 
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3. Where applicable, a sequential area-sweep permissive system is 
desirable. This would require the operator making the area sweep to 
actuate the system by pressing buttons or turning a key in all the haz
ardous areas in sequence to assure that a complete area sweep has been 
completed (or at least that an operator has been through all accessible 
areas prior to "beam on").lh any case, a permissive system requiring 
an area sweep should be installed. 

4. Manual reset at both the accelerator console and interlock field 
location should be required before the accelerator can resume operation. 

B. Remote Area Monitors 

1. A RAM system should be installed and used with the primary goal 
to alert personnel to hazardous or increasing levels of radiation. Alarm 
set points should be established such that a significant increase in radiation 
level will sound a local alarm, alerting personnel to the change. 

2. A reliable RAM system can be used effectively to determine, in 
advance, the conditions to be expected before a cell is entered and to 
provide a record of radiation conditions. These systems should not'replace 
the use of portable survey meters during entry. 

3. In certain areas, the RAM should be interlocked with the machine 
in such a manner that malfunctions whereby beams would penetrate 
occupied areas would result in immediate shutdown of the accelerator. 

4. The RAM systems should be ins~lIed in accelerator cells in such a 
manner that the gate interlocks deactivate the alarm. If the gate is 
opened while the radiation level still exceeds the predetermined set point, 
the local alarm will sound, alerting per~onnel to hazardous levels. 

5. The accelerator supervisor and the health physicist should establish 
criteria for an effective RAM system for each facility. 

C. Portable survey instruments 

1. As a general policy, portable survey instruments should be used on 
each initial reentry in a high radiation area following accelerator operation 
and at other times when the levels of radiation are not known. 

2. A rigorous maintenance program should be established to maintain 
these instruments in excellent repair and calibration. 

D. Personnel dosimetry 

1. Personnel accident dosimeters (PAD) should be considered for use 
at accelerator installations to assist in preventing inadvertentexposures. 
These dosimeters come in three general types: 
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a. Dosimeters that sound an alarm at a preset accumulated dose. 

b. Dosimeters that sound an audible "chirp" or "beep" at decreas
ing intervals as increased radiation fields are entered. 

c. A nonaudible dosimeter from which the accumulated dose can 
be read directly. This type of detector requires the user to read 
the dosimeter periodically. 

Care must be exercised to use the right type of detector in both the No.1 
and 2 detectors. GM-type detectors may be so dose-rate-dependent that their 
use, may be a hazard. There are instruments using ionization chamber detectors 
which would be more reliable and less dose-rate-dependent. 

2. Standard personnel dosimetry using at least a monthly badge ex
change cycle should be provided for all persons working in the vicinity 
of an accelerator. 

E. Administrative procedures 

1. As a general policy, a voice announcement that the accelerator is 
about to be operated should be made prior to closing the cell, and again 
immediately before the accelerator is operated. If feasible, this announce
ment should be on an automatic tape recorder, which is programmed to 
play at a preset time and must play to complete the startup sequence. 
This would preclude inadvertent omission by the operator. 

2. In addition to the voice announcement on #1 above, the lights in 
the accelerator a'nd target areas should be dimmed prior to "beam on." 

3. The alarm sounds should be made consistent at aU accelerators, so 
that aU Laboratory personnel can be oriented to their meaning. The 
foUowing sounds should be used: 

a. Radiation - "chimes" 
b. Beam on elert - "ooga" or "dive" 
c. Evacuation - steady klaxon 

4. Radiation alarms (chimes) should be actuated whenever conditions 
are such (Le., beam on) that hazardous radiation levels could exist. (There 
should also be an alarm to indicate a significant increase of radiation 
above "background.") 

5. A rigorous area sweep should be performed prior to each startup. 
Note the recommendation on a sequential permissive sweep system in 

, A. 3., above. 

6. A routine and consistent education program should be developed, 
not only to educate personnel to the radiation safety procedures and 
requirements, but also to avoid the hazards of becoming too familiar 
with the operation. 

!" 
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7_ Reentry delays to allow cathode cooling and (where applicable) 
· ventilation of toxic products should be considered 

8_ Interlocks should be bypassed only upon specific written approval 
by the responsible person in charge. A system should be devised for 
assuring that these bypasses are temporary only. A log of bypasses 

· should be maintained in a prominent location at each accelerator. 

9. A written approved safety procedure should be observed at each 
accelerator. 

10. All the interlocks and safety systems should be routinely checked 
according to a written procedure. 

11. All warning signs and lights should be consistent in color, message, 
etc. 

12. Emergency shutoff switches should be installed in convenient 
· locations and personnel instructed in their use. 

13. Hand-held survey instrument surveys should be made prior to 
initial cell entries following accelerator operation. 

14. The health physicist for each accelerator should establish a formal 
training program for accelerator operators in radiation safety practices 
and use of survey instruments. 
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ACCELERATOR RADIATION SAFETY CHECK LIST 

Following is a check list of a number of areas found to be important in 
many accelerator radiation-safety programs. The list, though not applicable 
to all accelerators, should prove useful in many circumstances. The reader 
may wish to add items or put greater emphasis on some, but probably nothing 
should be omitted. 

I. Shielding 

a. Design and Calculations. Are the calculations available on which 
shielding design is based? What is the source of the input data for the 
calculations? 

b. Measurements. Have measurements been made to check the ac-
curacy of the calculations and the efficacy of the shield? 

II. Radiation Damage Estimates for Sensitive Components. 

Are sensitive components of the radiation-monitoring system or the 
interlock system so located that their function cannot be impaired by 
exposure to very high radiation doses? 

III. Accelerator Controls 

a. Lockability. Can accelerator controls be locked to prevent unauthor-
ized use? 

b. Position. Are the position and location of accelerator controls con-
venient for the operators? 

c. Identification. Is the function of each important accelerator control· 
clearly identified? 

IV. Interlocks 

a. Manual reset. Cail tripped interlocks be reset only manually at the 
location of the interlock, rather than remotely from the control console? 

b. Run-safe switches. Are there switches in the radiation and high-
radiation areas that make it impossible for the accelerator to operate or 
beam to be admitted to the area when the switch is in the "safe" position? 

c. Regular tests. Is the function of the entire interlock system tested at 
regular intervals and are the results recorded? 

d. Up-to-date circuit diagrams. Are up-to-date circuit diagrams main-
tained? 
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V_ High Radiation Areas 

a_ Markings_ Are all high-radiation areas properly marked and inter-
locked? 

b. Magenta lights. Are magenta lights used to warn of the presence 
of radiation? 

c. Audible warning. Is an audible warning given to alert personnel 
that the accelerator is about to be turned on or that beam is about to 
be admitted to a specific area? 

d. Radiation monitors. Are suitable radiation monitors available to 
indicate the presence of radiation in high radiation areas? 

1. Calibration. Are monitors calibrated at regular intervals? 
2. Testing. Is the functioning of monitors tested regularly? 
3. Readout. Is monitor readout conveniently available to the 
operators? 
4. Records. Are suitable records maintained with respect to the 
above three items? 
5. Portable instrument. Is a portable instrument used to monitor 
for unsuspected radiation upon entry to a shut-down accelerator 
or high radiation area? 

VI. Procedures 

a. Widespread understanding. Are procedures posted, read, and 
familiar to operators and support personnel and to visitors? 

b. Validity. Are procedures reviewed and updated at suitable intervals? 

c. I nelusiveness. Do Procedures inelu'de 
1. A clear statement of responsibilities of management, accelerator 
operators, and radiation safety officers? 
2. Standard operating procedures and procedures for emergency . 
situations? 
3. Access rules and regulations and search procedures to be used 
before turning on the accelerator? 
4. Instructions for the proper handling of radioactivity and disposal 
of radioactive waste? ' 
5. Descriptions of the facility and the accelerator giving enough 
information so that people unfamiliar with it can make some 
estimate of the relative hazard that prevails? Are any special 
problems described? 
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VII. P"rsonnel Monitoring 

a. Requirement. Is suitable personnel monitoring required? 

b. Calibration. Is the calibration correct for the circumstances under 
which the monitors are used? 

c. I nterpretation. Is there adequate justification for the interpretation 
of results and assumptions made in deriving dose equivalent? 

d.. Records. Are adequate monitoring records maintained and are. 
they available to the supervisor and employees? 

VIII. Area Monitoring and Surveys 

a. Instruments 

1. Calibration. Is their calibration correct for the circumstances 
under which monitoring or survey instruments are used? 
2. Interpretation. Is there adequate justification for the interpre
tation of results and assumptions made in deriving dose equivalent? 

b. Repetition. Are area radiation surveys performed at regular inter
vals? 

c. Records. Do the records of radiation surveys include 

1. Date and time and person doing? 
2. Particle, energy, and current? 
3. Target? 
4. Collimator and magnets? 
5. Purpose and detector used? 
6. Location? 
7. Results and recommendations? 

d. Induced Activity 

1. Atmosphere. Have suitable measurements or estimates been 
made of radioactivity induced in air? If this is a problem, is 
ventilation adequate, and where does the exhausted air go? 
2. Accelerator. Have suitable measurements been made of the 
radioactivity induced in the accelerator itself, in targets, and in 
shielding? Are suitable methods used to reduce personnel ex
posures from this source? 
3. Workers. Are bioassay and whole-body counting procedures 
used occasionally to check for ingested or inhaled radioactivity? 

! ! 
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IX_ Education and Training of Operators, Support Personnel, and Others 

Is there a regular program of educational training available? Does it 
include at least the following topics? 

a. Radiation Safety 

1. Interaction of radiation with matter, 
2. Units of dose and radioactivity 
3. Biological hazards 
4. Methods of control of exposure 
5. Procedures 

b. Radiation Detection 

1. Use of instruments and personnel monitors 
2. Survey and measurement techniques 

c. Equipment 

1. Accelerator 
2. Remote handling devices 
3. Interlocks 

X. Relations Between Health Physics, Accelerator Operators, and 
Experimenters. I 

Are the technical and personal relations between Health Physics, ac
celerator operators, experimenters, and management good? Are there frequent 
interchanges of views and positions? Is there a radiation safety committee? If 
not, what takes its place? 

:"!" 

PLANNING IN EMERGENCIES-RADIATION ACCIDENTS. 

We have seen in Chapter 4, that it is unlikely that lethal whole-body 
radiation exposures will be delivered by particle accelerators. Severe partial
body exposures are much more probable, even though many might be avoided 
by elementary precautions--for example, by locating particle beams well above 
head height (see Ch'apter 4). 

It is an unfortunate fact that in recent years almost half the serious 
radiation accidents reported by the USAEC have occurred at particle accel
erator institutions. 

We have prepared from various sources a summary of some sixteen 
accidents which occurred during the period 1944-1970 and involved particle 
accelerators not used for medical purposes. We quote them in full. 
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DETAILS OF SOME ACCELERATOR ACCIDENTS 
Incident # 1 

Equipment involved: 1200-kV electrostatic generator. 

Date and location of incident: 1944, Massachusetts. 

Exposure: Approximately 1000 to 2000 "tissue rem." 

8-13 

Injury: Severe radiodermatitis developed over much of the body areas 
of the exposed individuals. 

Circumstances: The target-of an electrostatic generator, used for medical 
purposes in a large hospital, was removed in order to determine the size and 
location of a focal spot using a piece of film. It was known that there was a 
definite danger in exposure to the direct beam, but it was thought that it would 
be safe to stand at a distance of several feet. Consequently, six staff members 
entered the room while the machine was in operation to observe the fluores
cence due to the electron beam, thus resulting in their exposure. 

Incident #2 

Equipment involved: Electron linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1959, California. 

Exposure: Seven.individuals were exposed. It was determined that film 
badges had been exposed to 200-keV 'Y radiation. An exposure dose of 41 r 
was estimated for one physicist. This dose was received in a period of about 
1 minute, which was the established time that the physicist worked alone in 
certain places in the cell. The next highest reading, 400 mr, was received by 
another physicist. All other individuals received less than 50 mr. 

Injury: No clinical manifestation of radiation injury was reported. 

Circumstances: A new electron linear accelerator was being operated to 
accumulate data to enable the engineering section to design a permanent piece 
of equipment for this machine. A .number of remote operating circuits were 
not in operation. The barrier was temporarily replaced by a 4 X 4-ft piece of 
plywood and a warning sign. A series of adjustments was being made on beam
defining plates. Radiation surveys were made with negative results when 
personnel entered the cell after the first three adjustment runs. No survey was 
made after the fourth and fifth runs. A survey made after the sixth run 
showed an approximate radiation level of 1000 r per hour. During all entries 
to the cell, the key which was designed to lock all controls in the "off" position 
was removed from the control panel. Reliance was placed forsafe operation 
on an incomplete safety interlo~k circuit. 
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Incident #3 

Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: Date not specified, unknown University. 

Exposure: Not stated. 

Injury: No clinical manifestation of injury was found. 

Circumstances: Two research assistants entered a target area of a linear 
accelerator without notifying the operator. They failed to remove an interlock 
key and ignored warning lights, signs, and the sound of accelerator klystron 
pulsers. One worker adjusted the target by hand and made a visual alignment. 
He realized that a blueish irridescence occurred in his eyeglasses and left the 
target area immediately. 

Incident #4 

Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: Date not specified, unknown university. 

Exposure: Not stated. 

Injury: No sign of biological damage was found. 

Circumstances: A part-time worker, whose job it was to fill vacuum 
pump traps, ignored warning devices and signs, and climbed across the top of 
the accelerator shielding into an exposure area. He thus avoided the inter
locked gates. The operator, assuming the worker was through with his work, 
proceeded to warm up the machine and operate it. The worker was not ex
posed to the primary beam, however. 

Incident #5 

Equipment involved: Van de Graaff accelerator 

Date and place of incident: 1960, New Mexico. 

Exposure: By indirect measurements using film badges, a dose of ap
proximately 760 rads to the face of one employee was estimated and approxi· 
mately 53 rads total body dose to another employee was estimated. 

Injury: The individual receiving the larger dose showed multiple 
radiation burns in the middle section of the face, abdomen, and both hands. 
No clinically manifested radiation injury was shown for the other individual. 

Circumstances: While setting up an experiment in front of the beam 
tube, an employee was accidentally exposed to the electron beam emanating 
from the Van de Graaff accelerator. The machine operator put the machine 
on self charge, with the employee's consent and knowledge. The employee 

':'1. 
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entered the beam room. This was done to check the self-charge rate and limit 
of the machine. The beam current and belt charge were not turned on, these 
being the normal source of electrons. The employee proceeded to the end of 
the beam tube and began setting up his experiment. After approximately 
2 minutes, he came out of the beam room, since his face felt warm. He then 
went to the washroom and washed his face. The employee asked the opera
tor if there was any residual beam current. The operator stated that the 
beam current was not on but that he would check. The operator then entered 
the beam room with a low-range survey meter and made a measurement in 
front of the beam tube. The meter pegged at 20 mrem. 

Incident #6 

Equipment involved: synchrotron 

Date and Place of incident: 1963, Illinois. 

Exposure: Two individuals received whole-body exposure of 3.8 and 
2.8 rem respectively. 

Injury: No injury specified. 

Circumstances: Employees were exposed while making adjustments on 
a gradient synchrotron. Before the work of adjusting the synchrotron began, 
the beam stopper was inserted into the synchrotron to prevent exposure to 
the employees. However, the correct beam stopper was not inserted, and the 
employees carried on their assignment unaware of this 

Incident #7 

Equipment involved: Cyclotron. 

Date and place of incident: 1964, California. 

Exposure: One individual received a whole-body dose of approximately 
3.4 rem. 

Injury: Not specified. 

Circumstances: ~n employee was exposed to radiation while removing 
targets, which had been bombarded by the cyclotron. These targets were 
removed from a vacuum chamber in a high-level cave. 

Incident#8 

Equipment involved: Cyclotron. 

Date and place of incident: 1965, California. 

Exposure: One individual was estimated to have received an external 
whole body radiation exposure of approximately 3-1/3 rem. This was con
cluded from a film badge reading. 
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Injury: No clinical manifestation of radiation injury was specified. 

Circumstances: An employee was preparing for an experiment in a 
cave area. The radiation exposure was presumed to have occurred during a 
beam tuning period, while the employee was working in a cave adjacent to 
a cyclotron vault. The exposure was assumed to have occurred because of 
a narrow crack in the shielding wall between the cave and the vault. Although 
there was reasonable doubt that the film badge reading was sustained as a 
whole-body exposure, nevertheless, it was charged to the employee;s record. 

Incident #9 

Equipment involved: Van de Graaff accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1965, Tennessee. 

Exposure: One individual received an exposure of approximately 51 
rem to the left forefinger. 

Injury: Not specified. 

Circumstances: An experiment was being conducted by a physicist in
volving the use of the Van de Graaff machine. While he was in the target 
room, the beam shutter failed, permitting the proton beam to impinge ona 
tritium gas target in the shielded target room. This resulted in a yield of 
about 6 X 109 neutrons per second. He worked in the vicinity of the neutron 
source for approximately 15 minutes and held his finger adjacent to the 
tritium target for approximately 10 seconds. 

Incident # 10 

Equipment involved: Ion linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1965, California. 

Exposure: One individual received approximate whole-body quarterly 
exposure of 3 rein. 

Injury: No clinical manifestation of radiation injury was specified. 

Circumstances: Modification of the water cooling system for the post
stripper tank, and adjustments of focusing magnets in an ion linear accelerator 
in preparation for startup, were being performed. The employee has been 
forewarned that his exposure was approaching the quarterly limit, but he 
continued to start up preparations although he knew that he might exceed 
the quarterly limit. 
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Incident # 11 

,Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1965, Illinois. 
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Exposure: One individual received the following doses: to the interior 
of the body, 0.2 to 5 rads; to the right hand, 42000 to 240000 rads; to the 
right foot, 200 to 29000 rads. 

Injury: Double amputation, right hand and right foot. 

Circumstances: An industrial worker was accidentally exposed to an 
electron beam when he walked into a room to place an octagonal mold on a 
conveyor belt near the output port of an operational accelerator. The ac
celerator was mounted so that 1 O.S-MeV electrons were directed downward 
after emerging into the air from a vacuum chamber at a height of 75 cm from 
the f1oor.- The electron beam spread rapidly in its downward course due to 
its intrinsic angular distribution coupled with multiple scattering in the window 
and air. At 46 cmabove the floor, it struck a conveyor belt, whose function 
it was to carry industrial products to the beam. The conveyor,system oc
cupied part of the entryway to the accelerator room. In order to accommo
date this conveyor system, the bottom of the door guarding the entryway 
had been sawed off. The worker gained entrance to the accelerator room 
through the resulting ,gap without tripping the electrical interlocks. 

Incident # 12 

Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1966, California 

Exposure: One individual was exposed' to a dose of approximately 
300 rem to one foot. 

Injury: No evidence of erythrema. 

Circumstances: While tuning an RF circulator, an employee received 
an estimated quarterly radiation exposure, to the left foot, of 300 rem of soft 
x rays of less than 35 kV. 

Incident # 13 

Equipment involved: Proton synchrotron 

Date and place of incident: 1966, California. 

Exposure: Two individuals received respectively 4.6 and 3 rems. 

Injury: None. 

.: 
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Circumstances: Two members of a bubble chamber crew received 
neutron exposures during normal operations. Their estimated external 
quarterly whole-body neutron exposures were 4.6 and 3 rem. 

Incident # 14 

Equipment involved: Proton synchrotron. 

Date and ~Iace of incident: 1966, Illinois. 

Exposure:; One individual received 3.2 rem. 

Injury: None. 

Circumstances: While engaged in the removal, r'epair, maintenance, 
and installation of target manipulators, an employee received an estimated 
external whole-body cumulative radiation exposure of 3.2 rem. 

Incident # 15 

Equipment involved: 3-MeV van de Graaff accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1967, Pennsylvania. 

Exposure: Three individuals were involved in the exposure. Two men 
received approximately 500 to 600 rem whole-body dose. The third individual 
received approximately 100 to 200 rem whole-body dose. Exposure to the 
extremities may have been higher. 

Injury: One technician had both hands amputated, and a spot of tissue 
deterioration recently appeared on the foot of this individual. Further infor
mation regarding injury to the technician and.the two other research chemists 
has not been reported. 

Circumstances: A Van de Graaff accelerator was being used for activa
tion analysis. The exposure took place apparently because the accelerator 
did not shut off after the irradiation of a sample of oil. The three men 
entered the target room, removed the sample; and then attempted to locate 
the source of the trouble with the target cooling system. Possible reasons 
for the exposure appeared to be the failure of the safety interlock system to 
shut off the accelerator and the lack of, or failure to adhere to, proper operating 
and radiation safety procedures. 

Incident # 16 

Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1967, California. 

Exposure: Six graduate students at a university were exposed to x 
radiation, ranging from 920 to 2690 mrem, from a linear accelerator. 
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Injury: No clinically manifested radiation injury was reported 

Circumstances: Six graduate students, who were involved in the initial 
tune-upof the linear accelerator, entered a high radiation area by overriding 
the interlocks on the doors that should have prevented access to this area. 
During the tune-up of the RF phase of the linac operation, the students were 
exposed to x radiation. 

Incideht # 17 

Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1967, California. 

Exposure: Employee received an occupational exposure of 2100 mrem 
in the second month of a quarter and a subsequent exposure of 900 mrem in 
the finai month of the quarter, thereby exceeding permissible quarterly ex
posures. 

Injury: No injury was specified. 

Circumstances: An investigation indicated that the over-exposure was 
received while tuning a klystron amplifier without adequately estimating and 
controlling anticipated exposures. 

Incident # 18 

Equipment involved: Linear accelerator. 

Date and place of incident: 1967, Utah. 

Exposure: One individual was exposed to approximately 1 rem. 

Injury: Not specified. ' . 

Circumstances: A radiographic technician turned off a 24-MeV linear 
accelerator and proceeded through two interlocked doors to the accelerator 
room. He noted an unusual humming sound coming from the accelerator 
and upon returning to the control console noted the machine indicated 
x radiation without the "exposure on" button being pushed. Subsequent in
vestigation revealed carbonized material had formed on a relay in the safety 
interlock system. An independently operated lead shutter in front of the 
x -ray port operated normally and saved the technician from a higher radia
tion exposure 

EXPECTING THE UNEXPECTED 

A well-thought-out safety system should eliminate the possibility of 
for-seeable accidents but cannot avoid the unexpected. We know with Burns 
that "The best laid schemes 0' mice and men gang aft a-gley." 

As an example of how the unexpected can lead to radiation incidents, 
Karzmark (KAR C 67) has described the effect of radiation damage to the 
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insulation of ionization chambers and the hardening of grease in high-radiation 
environments, leading to interlock problems. It is imperative that the accel
erator health physicist keep himself well informed on the results of the in
vestigations that follow all radiation accidents or "incidents," constantly 
applying what he learns to his own safety procedures. 

It also is essential to anticipate the possibility of an overexposure and 
develop a clear procedure to be followed should any overexposure be sus
pected. I n most cases the possibility of overexposure will be surmised by the 
victim, his colleagues, or the accelerator operator within a short time of the 
"suspected overexposure." The accelerator operator should contact the re
sponsible health physicist, who should initiate the sequence of events given 
in the following check list. 

OUTLINE TO FOLLOW IN POSSIBLE ACCIDENTAL ACCELERATOR 
OVEREXPOSURE 

1. Check for induced activity in and on individual 

2. Get additional information 
When did the incident occur? What was its duration? Where did it occur? 
Did equipment fail? Were procedures overlooked? Who was involved? What 
was the sequence of events both before and after the incident? 

3. Notify others 
Operations: 
So that they can verify any equipment failure and the occurrence of the 
incident,and prevent other accidents. 
So that they can establish and verify the record of machine operation. 

Medical: For physical and medical examinations and treatment. 
<. ~ ... 

Health Physics: For technical support. 

Management: For information, and for handling public relations if 
required. 

4. Collect and process personnel dosimeters. Check previous exposure 
records. 

5. Initiate confirmatory dosimetry,. if required. 

These activities should be initiated promptly, but there is no merit in 
undue hurry. Several hours must elapse before the manifestation of any 
clinical symptoms of overexposure. 

I, 
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
RADIATION PROTECTION 

International Congress of Radiology (lCR) 
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The concern expressed by these various national organizations was taken 
up by the International Congress of Radiology. At its first meeting, held at 
London in 1925, the congress created the International Commission on 
Radiological Units (name later changed to International Commission on 
Radiation Units and Measurements-ICRU). 

International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (lCRU) 

This organization was charged with the task of dealing with the tech
nical aspects and standardization of radiation measurements in radiology. 
Since its inception the ICRU has had as its principal objective the develop
ment of internationally acceptable recommendations regarding 

(a) quantities and units of radiation and radioactivity, 
(b) procedures suitable for the measurement and application of these 

quantities in ~Iinical radiology and radiobiology, 
(c) physical data needed in the application of these procedures; the 

use of which tends to assure uniformity in reporting. 

The Commission also considers and makes recommendations in this 
field of radiation protection. In this connection, its work is carried out in 
close cooperation with the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP). 

International Commission on RadiologicalProtection (lCRP) 

The ICRP was the creation <o:fthe Second I nternational Congress on 
Radiology, held at Stockholm in 1928. Since then the Commission has had 
a close relationship with succeeding Congresses, and it has also been looked 
to as the appropriate body to give general guidance on the more widespread 
use of radiation sources caused by the rapid developments in the field of 
nuclear energy. The Commission wishes to maintain fully its traditional 
contact with medical radiology, and to fulfill its responsibilities to the medical 
profession. In addition, the Commission recognizes its responsibility to other 
professional groups and its obligation to provide guidance within the field of 
radiation protection as a whole. 

The policy adopted by the Commission in preparing its recommendations 
is to deal with the basic principles of radiation protection, and to leave to the 
various national protection committees the responsibility of introducing the 
detailed technical regulations, recommendations, or codes of practice best 
suited to the needs of their individual countries. 
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The Commission has kept its recommendations continually under review 
in order to cover the increasing number and scope of potential radiation 
hazards, and to amend safety factors in the light of new knowledge on the 
effects of ionizing radiations. 

These two international bodies, the ICRU and the ICRP, are generally 
regarded as authoritative in their respective fields of competence and maintain 
close contact with both each other and with those other international organiza
tions havi,ng an interest in radiation protection. Thus since 1955, the ICRU 
has had an official relationship with the World Health Organization (WHO) 
whereby the ICRU is looked to for primary guidance in matters of radiation 
units and measurements, and in turn, WHO assists in the worldwide dissemina
tion of the Commission's recommendations. In 1960 the ICRU entered into 
consultative status with the International Atomic Energy Agency. The Com
mission has a formal relationship with the United Nations Scientific Committee 
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), whereby ICRU observers are 
invited to attend UNSCEAR meetings. The Commission and the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) informally exchange notifications of 
meetings and the ICRU is formally designated for liaison with two of the ISO 
Technical Committees. The ICRU also corresponds and exchanges final reports 
with the following organizations: 

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures 

Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences 

. Food and Agriculture Organization 

International Council of Scientific Unions 

" International Electrotechnical Commission 
'" 

I nternational Labor Organization 

International Union of Pure and Applied Physics 

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 

The ICRP has maintained close contact with the World Health Organiza
tion (WHO) and with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), with 
both of which the Commission has an official relationship. The Commission 
has been represented by observers at a number of meetings organized by WHO 
and IAEA. Cooperation has also been maintained with the International Labor 
Office (ILO), the Food and Agriculture Organization, and UNSCEAR, all of 
which have been invited to send observers to technical meetings of the Com-
mission and its committees. . 
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The International Atomic Energv.Agency 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is an autonomous inter
governmental organization with headquarters in Vienna, Austria; it is related 
to the United Nations by the terms of an Agreement which recognizes it as 
"the agency under the aegis of the United Nations responsible for international 
activities concerned with the peacefuloses of atomic energy." 

The IAEA fosters and encourages the beneficial use of nuclear energy in 
science and industry throughout the world. It also functions as a guide and 
adviser, as far as it is able, to prevent harmful consequences resulting from the 
use of nuclear energy. 

In accomplishing these objectives, the activities of the IAEA encompass 
many fields, extend to many countries, and employ many techniques. It op
erates three laboratories, publishes books, organizes international meetings, 
and establishes safety standards for all types of nuclear operations. It sends 
more than 150 experts to developing countries annually. It advises governments 
on nuclear energy programs, awards fellowships, arranges the loan ofeqoipment, 
finances research, and acts as an intermediary in supplying nuclear materials. 
This work is done in cooperation with dozens of other organizations, both 
national and international 

I n the area of health and safety and in cooperation with other inter
national organizations, the Agency has established basic standards and rec
ommendations relating to all aspects of radiation safety under both normal and 
emergency conditions. Thirty publications concerning these standards and 
recommendations have been issued. 

The agency has also convened many Symposia. Of particular interest to 
accelerator health physicists were those on Neutron Dosimetry at Harwell, 
England, in 1962; on Biological Effects of Neutron and Proton Irradiation at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA, in 196:3; and on Neutron Monitoring 
at Vienna, Austria, in 1966. 

International Radiation Protection Association: (I RPA) 

I RPA was organized in 1966 with the ultimate goal of bringing together 
in one world-wide organization all persons professionally engaged or actively 
interested in the problems of radiation protection. Following the favorable 
response by several national and regional professional organizations to initia
tives by the Health Physics Society the first I RPA Congress was held in Rome 
in 1966. At that meeting 15 professional organizations representing 5000 
members affiliated to form I RPA. 

A second congress was held at Brighton, England, in 1970, by which 
time 21 organizations, representing more than 6000 persons, were affiliated. 

At present the efforts of I RPA are largely directed towards the organiza
tion of congresses, at intervals of 4 years, at which truly international exchanges 

\." 
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of scientific information are possible. As the strength of I RPAgrows, how
ever, it seems likely that it will extend its activities. It has been suggested, 
for example, that I RPA might join with the I nternational Congress of 
Radiology in supporting the ICRP. Already some small financial assistance has 
been possible. 

HISTORY OF RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS 

One of the most important functions of these international organiza
tions has been to draw together the collective wisdom of many nations and 
offer advice on the control of man's exposure to radiation. 

Excellent summaries of the history of radiation protection standards 
have been given by Taylor and Harris (T AY L 59). Browing (BRO E 59), and 
Morgan (MOR K 67a). 

Soon after the discovery of ionizing radiations it was recognized that 
they presented a hazard to man. Indeed, in the same year as Roentgen an
nounced the discovery of x rays, the first reports of radiation damage to human 
beings also appeared. Morgan (MOR K 67b) has summarized man's early ex
perience of the harmful effects of ionizing radiations. Although no accurate 
estimates are possible of the total number of persons seriously harmed by the 
uncontrolled use of x rays and radium, it was sufficiently large to cause 
seriOlis concern among members of the medical profession. As an example, 
Ledoux-Lebard (MOR K 67b) suggested that by 1922 more than 100 radi
ologists had died of occupationally induced cancer. 

Since the early 1920's, therefore, there has.beena serious effort to study 
and control the harmful effects due to ionizing radiations. Early work was 
naturally concerned with the problems posed by the use of x rays and radium 
by the medical profession. 

The first standards were expressed in terms of dose rate; for example, 
in 1925 Mutscheller (MUT A 25) suggested a protection standard of 1/100 
of skin erythema dose in 30 days; this was slightly modified the same year in 
a joint suggestion by Mutscheller and Deivert (STO R 52) to 1/10 an erythema 
dose per year (roughly corresponding to 25 R per year for 100-KV x rays or 
50 R per year for 200-kV x rays.) 

I n the period prior to 1930 very different standards prevailed in different 
countries. In France a suggested limit could have resulted in exposures as high 
as 4000 R/yr (SOL I 24). whereas in Britain 0.7 R per day was recommended. 

The establishment of the ICRP in 1928 led the way to international 
uniformity in protection standards, and in 1934 a limit of 0.2 R/day was 
chosen (T A Y L 59), a value similar to that then used in Great Britain of 1 R 
per week (RAD 34). The ICRP limit remained in worldwide use until 1950. 

Protection standards in the United States were based upon the reccom
mendations of the NCRP, founded in 1929. In 1963 a value of 0.1 R per day 
was suggested, providing an additional safety factor over the ICRP 
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recommendation, and this was the basic standard for radiation protection 
during the Manhatten Project (NBS 34). Recommendations in the United 
States and the United Kingdom were brought into line in 1947, after the 
Medical Research Council (United Kingdom) recommended a reduction of the 
acceptable level to 0.5 R per week on the basis of studies of blood disease, 
development of cancer, and genetic effects induced by radiation (BRO E 59). 
Two years later, however, the NCRP advised a reduction to 0.3 rem/week 
(NBS 49), and this value was adopted internationally in 1950 (NBS .51). 

The last substantial change in radiation standards occurred in 1956, 
when maximum permissible doses were reduced by a factor of 3, primarily 
based on based on consideration of possible genetic effects (ICRP 59). See 
Table 8.1, Fig. 8.1. 

Table 8.1. Recommended permissible radiation levels for radiation workers 

Approximate integral 
Year Country Recommendation dose/year (rem) possible 

under recommendation 

1924 France 4,000 
U.K. 0.7 R per day 326 

1925 USA, Sweden 1/10 erythema dose/year 50 

1934 ICRP 0.2 R per day 73 
U;K. 1 R per week 52 

1936 USA (NCRP) 0.1 R per day 36 

1947 U.K. 0.5 R per week 26 

1949 USA (NCRP) 0.3 R per week 15 

1950 ICRP 0.3 R per week 15 

1956 ICRP 5 rem per year 5 

One cannot avoid inquiring why the evident reductions in radiation 
standards have occurred. 

Perhaps the first thought that might be considered-that of evidence of 
harmful effects at the suggested permissible levels-can be summarily dis
missed. Since 1925, when the MPD suggested by Mutscheller and Sievert 
amounted to approximately 25-50 rem per year, no MPD has been changed 
because of positive evidence of radiation damage, or harmful effects under 
their regime. The NCRP (NBS 58) has suggested how the changes came 
about: 
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Fig_ 8.7. Reduction with time of whole body 
radiation limits for radiation workers. 

"The changes in the accumulated MPD (Maximum Permissible Dose) 
are'-not the result of positive evidence of damage due to use of the earlier 
permissible dose levels, but rather are based on the desire to bring the MPD 
into accord with the trends of scientific opinion; it is recognized that there 
are still many uncertainties in the available data and information. Consid
eration has been given also to the probability of a large future increase in 
radiation uses." 

Taylor (T A Y l 65) has suggested that the changes in radiation safety 
standards were primarily brought about by changes in philosophy and ap
proach to radiation safety with the recognition of problems and development 
of new knowledge. 

Until the mid-30's ionizing radiations was used primarily by the medical 
profession, and radiation standards were designed to protect the physician, his 
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staff, and patients, As the voltage of available x-ray tubes increased, industrial 
radiography became possible in the late 30's, and the widespread use of this 
technique in industry by relatively unskilled workers became an important 
consideration. 

Until the mid-40's the driving purpose of radiation protection recommen
dations was to prevent acute radiation effects, and in this they were demon
strably successful. One example of this success has been given in the several 
studies of longevity and the incidence of cancer in radiologists compared with 
other members of the medical profession. The early radiologists died earlier 
than their colleagues and were subject to a higher risk of cancer. Subsequent 
studies have given good support to the thesis that as protection standards im
proved so did the general well-being of U.S. radiologists. 

It is of interest to note that in the attempts to eliminate the accute 
effects of radiation (skin erythema, epilation, all phases of the acute radiation 
syndrome, etc.) the early concept of a threshold-that dose below which a 
biological response to a radiation insult does not appear-was shown to have 
scientific validity. In addition to more direct evidence, the fact. that no patient 
has ever developed erythema or displayed any manifestation of the acute radia
tion syndrome as the result of diagnostic radiology lends support to the view 
that acute radiation effects do not appear, even statistically, below a given 
threshold. 

Taylor points out that the guidelines established in 1936-designed, as 
they were, primarily for medical use and secondarily for industrial guidance
were applied throughout the extensive operations of the Manhattan District 
and "resulted in an almost unbelievable absence of radiation injury." In 
retrospect, considering the state of knowledge in the mid-30's, Taylor con
siders it "as almost fortuitous that the permissible levels then established 
would apply so well to the rigorous requirements of the Atomic Energy 
Project." _______ _ 

Genetic-con-siderations became of increasing relevance as the results of 
exposure of large populations to small doses of radiation were studied. Taylor 
(TAY L 65) reports how, as early as 1933, Failla foresaw the importance of 
the work of,Mueller in this general area. By the late 40's several geneticists 
were working with the NCRP, and Charles, Mueller, and Stern played an im
portant role in the formulation of NCRP policy. An important realization 
was that for genetic effects "there might be an element of risk in the use of 
radiation and that, however small, the element of risk could never completely 
disappear." 

--"~-'~----.------.-----.-.-.-.-- ----- --_ ...• _._--- .. -.----.... _-- .-----

The year 1949 is important in another sense in that, as Taylor points out, 
the NCRP regulations published then contain certain changes in radiation stan
dards made "in spite of absence of a demonstrated need" but rather because 
"we had developed the first recognized and conscious use of judgment in 
addition to purely technical considerations in the setting of standards." Thus 
the 1949 NCRP report defined many of the areas of interest in radiation 
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control that are live topics today. The items discussed include risk philosophy, 
genetic effects, short- and long-range,somatic effects, hi,gh-dose versus low-dose 
effects, recovery and repair,life-span shortening, and population exposure. 

The current ICRP and NCRP recommendations are based primarily on 
genetic considerations. 

UNITED STATES ORGANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
RADIATION PROTECTION 

Both the ICRU and the ICRP believe it to be their role to lay down the 
basic principles of radiation measurement and radiation protection respectively, 
leaving' the responsibility of providing detailed technical procedures to national 
organizations_ I n this way each nation may decide upon the particular applica
tions of ionizing radiations pertinent to its own particUlar problems, but with
in limits of safety that are internationally acceptable. 

In consequence all industrial nations have developed their own national 
organizations to deal with radiation protection and its associated problems. 
As might be expected the structure and interrelationships between these 
national organizations varies widely from country to country depending upon, 
among other things, the state of industrial development of, the governmental 
and legal systems, and the availability of trained specialists in radiation protec
tion in the country concerned. 

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) 

In the United States of America the national system is complex. The 
authoritative advisory national body on radiation protection matters is the 
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP), a non
profit corporation chartered by Congress in 1964 to 

"1. Collect, analyze, develop, and disseminate in the public interest 
information and recommendations about (a) protection against radiation 
and (b) radiation measurements, quantities, and units, particularly those 
concerned with radiation protection; 

"2. Provide a means by which organizations concerned with the 
scientific and related aspects of radiation protection and of radiation quan
tities, units, and measurements may cooperate for effective utilization of 
their combined resources, and to stimulate the work of such organizations; 

"3. Develop basic concepts about radiation quantities, units, and 
measurements, about the application of these concepts, and about radiation 
protection; 

"4. Cooperate with the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection, the International Commission on Radiation Units and Meas
urements, and other national and international organizations, governmental 
and private, concerned with radiation quantities, units, and measurements 
and with radiation protection. 
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"The Council is the successor to the unincorporated association of scientists 
known as the National Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurements 
and was formed to carryon the work begun by the Committee. 

"The Council is made up of the members and the participants who serve 
on the thirty-four Scientific Committees of the Council. The Scientific 
Committees, composed of experts having detailed knowledge and competence 
in the particular area of the Committee's interest, draft proposed recommenda
tions. These are. then submitted to the full membership of the Council for 
careful review and approval before being published." 

The NCRP seeks to promulgate information and recommendations based 
on leading scientific judgment on matters of radiation, protection, and meas
urement, and to foster cooperation among organizations concerned with these 
matters. These efforts are intended to serve the public interest, and the Council 
welcomes comments and suggestions on its reports or activities from those 
interested in its work. 

An extremely important function of the NCRP has been to "facilitate and 
stimulate ~ooperation among organizations concerned with the scientific and 
related aspects of radiation protection and measurement ... At present 28 
collaborating organizations maintain liaison with the NCRP." 

Other National (U;SJ R.latory Organizations 

Other organizations in the United States that have stubstantial interests 
in radiation protection are the Atomic Energy Commission, the Public Health 
Service, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Labor, and 
the Public Health Departments of the variolJs states. One or more of these may 
be concerned with the radiation safety aspects of a particular accelerator or 
facility. However, the division of responsib~Hty between them is complicated 
and subject to change, and it is not possible lo give a detailed description of it. 
It is perhaps sufficient to understand that the radiation-protection standards 
that each uses is derived from the standards suggested by NCRP. For a full 
discussion of these standards the reader is referred to NCRP Report No. 39, 
Basic Radiation Protection Criteria, National Council on Radiation Protection 
and Measurements. 

To simplify the use of the recommendations given in the full report the 
NCRP has summarized them in a table which is given below in a slightly modi
fied form. 
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Table L NCRP recommendations. 

Maximum Permissible Dose Equivalent for 
Occupational Exposure 

Combined whole-body occupational 
exposure 
Prospective annual limit 
Retrospective annual limit 
Long-term accumulation to age 
N years 

Skin 
Hands 
Forearms 
Other organs, tissues and organ systems 
Fertile women (with respect to fetus) 

Dose Limits for the Public, or Occasionally 
Exposed Individuals 

Individual or occasional 
Students 

Population Dose Limits 
Genetic 
Somatic 

Emergency Dose Limits-Life Saving 

5 rem in anyone year 
10 to 15 rem in anyone year 

(N - 18) X 5 rem 
15 rem in anyone year 
75 rem in anyone year (25!qtr) 
30 rem in anyone year (10!qtr) 
15 rem in anyone year (5!qtr) 
0.5 rem in gestation period 

0.5 rem in any one year 
0.1 rem in anyone year 

0.17 rem average per year 
0.17 rem average per year 

Individual (older than 45 years if possible) 100 rem 
Hands and forearms . 200 rem, additional (300 rem 

Emergency Dose Limits-Less Urgent 
Individual 
Hands and forearms 

total) 

:25 rem 
:100 rem, total 
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Professional Organizations 

In common with the other learned professions, Health Physicists have 
developed their own professional organizations des gned to provide opportu
nities for the interchange of information, mutual education of their members, 
and elevation of professional goals and standards of Health Physicists. 

HEALTH PHYSICS SOCIETY 

Within the United States the principal professional organization is the 
Heal~h Physics Society, whose objective is stated to be II ... the development 
of scientific knowledge and practical means for the protection of man and 
his environment from the harmful effects of radiation, while encoutaging its 
optimum utilization for the benefit of mankind." 

The activities of the Health Physics Society are those appropriate to 
the accomplishment of the primary objective, and its purpose will be to 
(1) encourage the establishment of local chapters as a means of achieving 
cooperation among persons engaged in radiation protection activities within 
particular geographical areas, (2) provide for and give support to meetings at 
which the members may discuss their scientific endeavors, (3) encourage 
scientific publications dedicated to the science of radiation protection, (4) 
encourage scientific research and educational opportunities among those 
scientific disciplines which support the science of radiation protection, (5) 
encourage the establishment of universally acceptable radiation protection 
standards or recommendations through domestic and international bodies 
concerned with continuous review of these matters, and (6) undertake any 
other. appropriate matters essential to the accomplishment of the primary 
objective. Organized in 1955, the Society .was incorporated in 1961. 

As of June 1, 1971, the Health Physics Society has more than 3100 
paid-up members in 40 countries, with 30'iocal chapters. 

The Society edits the journal HEALTH PHYSICS, the official publica
tion of the Society and the only journal d~v()ted exclusively to the field of 
health physics. 

Annual meetings are organized at which papers are presented covering 
the entire multidisciplinary field of radiation protection. In addition topical 
symposia are organized each year (normally during the winter months) which 
deal with specialiled topics in some depth. 

OTHER AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES 

Other professional organizations in the United States with an interest 
in Health Physics include the American Association of Physicists in Medicine 
(AAPM), ~he American Qoard of Radiology, and the American Public Health 
Association. The AAPM,in collaboration with Hospital Physicists' Associa-
tion of the United Kingdom, publishes the journal "Physics in Medicine and 
Biology," which contains many scientific papers of interest to Health Physicists. 

I I 

I 
I 
I 
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AMERICAN BOARD OF HEALTH PHYSICS (ABHP) 

Shortly after its organization, the Health Physics Society established a 
Committee to study the need for certification of health physicists and to 
develop plans for certification if this appeared to be desirable. After an inten
sive study, the Committee recommended that an American Board of Health 
Physics be established to develop standards and procedures, to examine 
candidates, and to issue written proof of certification to individuals who 
have satisfied the requirements established by the Board. 

The ABHPwas incorporated in the State of New Yori< on December 1, 
1960. Provision 'was made for organizations other than the Health Physics 
Society to be represented on the Board. 

The Board has seven members. Five are sponsored by the Health Physics 
Society, one by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine, and one 
by the American Public Health Association. Each member serves as-year 
term. 

An Examination Panel consisting of 16 Certified Health Physicists ap
pointed by the Board prepares, administers, and grades the written certification 
examination under the guidance and approval of the Board. 

The certificate indicates that its holder has completed certain requirements 
of study and professional experience, which the Board considers to constitute 
an adequate foundation in health physics, and has passed an examination de
signed to test his competence in this field. 

Requirements for Candidates for certification are as follows: 
1. ACADEMIC: The applicant must have a Bachelor's Degree ina physicsl 
science, or in a biological science with a minor in a physical science 

2. AGE: An applicant must have passed his twenty eighth birthday before 
the date of the examination. 

3. EXPERIENCE: An applicant must have at least 6 years of responsible 
professional experience in health physics. At least 3 years of the experience 
must have been in applied radiation-protection work. Additional education 
may be substituted for up to a maximum of 2.5 years of experience. 

4. PROFESSIONAL: Each applicant must be engaged in the professional 
practice of health physics a substantial portion of his time. Reference state
ments are required from the applicant's supervisor (if appropriate) and from 
at least two other individuals who are professionally qualified to evaluate the 
applicant's ability in health physics. It is recommended (but not required) that 
at least one reference by from a health physicist already certified by the ABHP. 

5. WRITTEN REPORT: The Board, after examination of the application 
for certification, may request reports on radiation-protection evaluations made 
personally by or under the supervision of the applicant. 
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6. EXAMINATION: Written examinations will be mandatory; additional 
oral examinations will be at the discretion of the Board. The written examina
tion has two parts. Part I determines competence of the applicant in funda
mental aspects of health physics, and Part II determines his competence in 
practical health physics topics. 

Examinations are usually given once a year-at the time of the Annual 
Meeting of the Health Physics Society. They are held at the location of the 
Society's meeting and at other selected locations where the demand warrants. 

Applicants are not permitted to take Part I of the written examination 
until they have fulfilled the academic requirements and have had 2 years of 
professional experience at the time of the examination. Admission to Part II 
requires an additional 4 years of professional experience, additional profes
sional 'references, and attainment of age 28 at the time of the examination. 
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LABORATORY MANUAL 

INTRODUCTION 

The practical features of the Berkeley Accelerator Health Physics 
Training Course are equal in importance to the lecture material presented. 
The student spends roughly equal time listening to lectures and carrying 
out laboratory experiments or radiation surveys at accelerators. It is our
the authors'··view that, since the problems presented by accelerator radiation 
measurement are fundamental, such practical experience is vital for a com
prehensive understanding of Accelerator Health Physics. Our belief in this 
respect is reinforced by the concurrence of the vast 'majority of our students. 

I t has been our practice to send questionnaires to students, after they 
have taken the course, asking for constructive criticism. To date 01/ those 
returning the questionnaire have recognized the great importance of these 
practical studies. 

The course at Berkeley is still evolving, and precise details of the ex
periments performed by students may change as new and more appropriate 
techniques develop and become widely used. Although some details given 
here relate to the course given at Berkeley, we believe the material presented 
is sulficiently general that it may be adopted lor use at other laboratories. 
It is there lore hoped that this appendix material may be used either independ
ently as a laboratory manual or in conjunction with the main text. 

In preparing this appendix the authors are deeply indebted to their 
colleagues in the Health Physics Group of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
who were instrumental in development of the experimental program of the 
Accelerator Health Physics Training Course. Joseph B. McCaslin, A. Jerry 
Miller, Alessandro Rindi, Jorma T. Routti, Alan R. Smith, Lloyd D. Stephens, 
and Harold A. Wollenberg have all assisted in the planning of the experiments 
performed during the course, in the guidance of students, and in the preparation 
of the notes presented here. 
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USE OF {3,'Y PERSONAL FILM DOSIMETERS 

ALESSANDRO RINDI 

Experiment 1 

Purpose 

A-1 

The student is to gain knowledge in the theory and use of photographic 
film as a personal dosimeter for {3 and 'Y radiation around high energy acceler- , 
ators. A density-exposure calibration for Eastman Kodak Type 3 film in the 
bare packet is to be obtained for 'Y rays from a radium source. The student 
should realize that bare film packets are seldom used for 'Y-ray dosimetry when 
'Y rays of energy lowerthan a few hundred keY have to be monitored. In such 
cases film packets are used in combination with suitable metallic filters (see 
references). However, around high energy accelerators the contribution of the 
low energy component to the total 'Y-ray dose is generally very small, so that 
complicated filtration methods can be avoided. The standard badge container 
used at LBL has only one metallic filter. 

Theory 

Photographic emulsions consist of a microscopic suspension of silver 
halide crystals in gelatin. Exposure to visible light or ionizing radiation results 
in energy absorption in individual halide grains that manifests itself in chemical 
changes-the formation of a so-called '~'Iatent irn-~~:'~: These exposed grains 
may be reduced to metallic silver under the chemical action of development 
and made permanent by the chemical action of the fixer. The greater the 
amount of incident radiation the greater the production of silver. As metallic 
silver deposited in the emulsion impairs the transmission of visible light, the 
optical density of the emulsion may be related to radiation exposure. 

The emulsion is usually placed, for rigidity, on a backing of cellulose 
acetate or polyester film. Typically, for radiation-monitoring purposes, films 
similar in size to those used in dental radiography ( 3 X 4 cm) are used. In 
the Kodak Type 3 film packages used in this experiment two films of dif
ferent sensitivit/are provided in each package. One film permits measure
ments from about 20 mR to about 1 R, the other from about 1 to 100 R. If 
the more sensitive one is fully blackened, th~ measurement is made with the 
other. 

Optical density, D, is defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the incident 
light intensity, 10, to the transmitted intensity, IT: 

Over a large portion of the sensitive range of the film the optical density is 
experimen'tally found to be proportional to the logarithm of the exposure E: 
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Equipment 

a. Nine Kodak Type 3 film badges .. 
b. Calibrated 226Ra source. In this experiment the source used will be 

901.5 mg radium. 
Co Film·exposure facilities-an irradiation jig will be provided. 
d. Film-processing facilities-a dark room and developing, fixing, and wash 

baths will be available by arrangement. 
e. Optical densitometer. 
f. Semilog graph paper (three cycles). 

laboratory Procedures 

Identify the film badges by writing on the film wrapping with a soft 
pcnd!. Thcse idcntifi~dtion numbers will be permanently pun~hed onto the 
films in the dark room. 

Use one film as a processing control and background monitor and expose 
the other eight to the radium source. I t is suggested that increasing exposures 
in the range from 25 mR to about 1.5 R be given; 

Table 1.1. Suggested exposure scheme for Kodak Type 3 films placed at 
1 meter from the 901.5-mg radium source. 

Film No. Exposure time Exposure 

1 0 background 
2 2 min 25 mR 
3 5 min 63 mR 
4 15 min 189 mR 
5 30 min 378 mR 
6 45 min 568mR 
7 1 h 757 mR 
8 1.5h 1.13 R 
() 2h '1.51 R 

the films can be exposed for the same time period at different distances from 
the source, or at the same distance from the source for different time periods, 
or a combination of methods can be used. We choose the second alternative. 

The distance at which the exposure is made should be selected so as to . 
optimize the conflicting requirements of uniform exposure, minimum influence 
from scattered radiation, and convenient irradiation times. 

The 901.5-mg radium source provided will produce an exposure rate 
of 757 mR/h at a distance of 1 meter, and suggested exposure scheme is 
given in Table 1.1. 
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After the exposure, the films must be processed in the dark-room. The 
procedure to follow in the darkroom is the following: 

1. Switch the main light off and the safe lights on (Kodak Wratten 
series OA filter.) 

2. Punch the number on the badge, using the special punching 
machine (perforator). 

3. Open the film packets. 
4. Separate the two films contained in each packet and place them 

.. in special film holders. 
5. Develop films for 3.25 minutes in the Kodak X-Ray Developer 

solution at a temperature of 68° F. 
6. Wash in water at atemperature of 68° F for 2 minutes. 
7. Place films in the Kodak X-Ray Fixer bath at 68° F for 10 

minutes. 
8. Turn on the main light. 
9. Wash films in water for at least 20 minutes. 

10. Dry films in air at room temperature. 
Because the time required for drying the films is more than 6 hours, it 

is best to plan to determine the density of the processed films at least a d'ay 
later than the exposure and processing. 

The optical density of the processed films is measured by using a photo
electric densitometer. The density of the background (Film 1), repres~nting 
the fogging of the emulsion prior to exposure, must be subtracted from the 
measured density of the exposed films. Plot the corrected density versus the 
log of the exposure for the more sensitive film. (Because of the low intensities 
to which the films were exposed, insufficient data will be obtained for the 
less sensitive film.) In Fig_ 1- 1 standard curves of density versus dose for the 
Kodak Type 3 films are shown. 

Possible Errors in the Experimental Procedure 

Several errors can affect the final results obtained; the most important 
are discussed below. 
a. DURING EXPOSURE OF THE FILM 

(i) Errors in evaluation of the source-to-film distance (negligible 
for large enough distances). 

(ii) Variation of the calculated dose rate due to backscattering, 
diffusion, etc. in the exposure room (negligible if the calibration room is 
large and the exposure is carried out high above the floor)_ 

(iii) Errors in evaluation of the exposure time (negligible for long 
exposures). . 
b. DURING PROCESSING OF THE FILM 

Variation of the temperature of the developing baths, the developing 
time, or the chemical condition of the developing fixing solutions, all of 
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which influence strongly the darkening of the developed film. (Errors can be 
minimized by accurate processing and by use of fresh solutions.) 
c.· DURING READING OF THE FILM 

Errors in evaluation of the optical density due to nonuniform blackening 
of the film. (Errors can be minimized by the appropriate choice of film and by 
accurate processing.) 

Scale 2: Exposure (R) 

3 

o. 
10 20 30 50 100 

Scale 1: Exposure (mR) 
XBL711-2614 

Fig. 1.7. Typical density exposure curves for the two films contained 
in the Kodak Type 3 (j. "1 package, obtained by Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory film badge service (after Camp and Hadley). 
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Background Reading 

This text, Chapter 5. 

K. Becker, Photographic Film D~simetry (Focal Press, London, 1966). 

W. H. Barkas, Nuclear Research Emulsions (Academic. Press, New York, 1963), 
Vol.'S Part!. 

R. A. Dudley, Dosimetry With Photographic Emulsions, in Radiation 
Dosimetry, Vol. II F. H. Attix and W. C. Roesch, eds. (Academic Press, 
New York, 1966), Chapter 15. 

R. A. Dudley, Photographic Film Dosimetry, in Radiation Dosimetry G. Hine 
and G. Brownell, eds. (Academic Press, New York, 1956), Chapter 7. 
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PERSONNEL NEUTRON DOSIMETRY 
WITH NUCLEAR EMULSIONS 

ALESSANDRO RINDI 

Experiment 2 

Purpose . 
The student is to become familiar with the theory and use of nuclear 

emulsion for the detection of fast neutrons (0.5 to :15 MeV). Kodak NTA 
films are calibrated by using neutrons from a PuBe source (average neutron 
energy:::::: 4 MeV). 

Theory 
The grain size in ordinary emulsions (as, for example, those used for 

'Y-ray dosimetry) is too large and the grains are too widely spread to permit 
identification of tracks of charged particles. Nuclear track emulsions, however, 
are specially produced with grain sizes small enough and grain density large 
enough to permi t observation of individual particle tracks under the microscope. 
Thus emulsions may be used to detect, for example, proton recoil tracks 
produced by the elastic scattering of neutrons in a hydrogenous medium 
placed adjacent to the emulsion (or the acetate backing of the emulsion). 

A widely used system of personnel neutron dosimetry is based on proton 
trackcounting in Kodak Personnel Neutron Monitoring Film, Type A (NTA). 
Measurements of sensitivity have been reported by Lehman (LEH R 60). 

Neutrons hitting the badge scatter the hydrogen nuclei of the paper in 
which the film is wrapped, of the plastic support of the film, and of the gelatin 
that supports the emulsion. These elastically scattered protons interact with 
the grains of the emulsion, and the path of each is shown as a set of dark 
aligned grains (a track) in the processed film: Usually three or more aligned 
grains define a track. The number of tracks generated 'in the film is propor
tional to the number of incident neutrons in a given neutron spectrum. (The 
overall efficiency of the film as a neutron detector is a function of neutron 
energy.) Thus by counting the number of tracks generated in the emulsion, 
the number of incident neutrons may be determined. Knowing the enl~rgy 
(or thl' ~p('ctrum) of the neutrons, one can relate the number of tracks to the 
dose equivalent. The film is generally scanned by a microscope with total 
magnification between 400 X and 800 X. 

Equipment 
a. Four Kodak Personnel Neutron Monitoring films (Type A). 
b. A 238Pu-Be neutron source (the LBL source No. 581 provided has an 

absolute yield of 1.56 X 106 n/sec). 
c. Exposure facilities. 
d. Darkroom facilities. 
e. Microscopes. 

~. 
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Laboratory Procedure 
Number the four badges with soft pencil (the films will be permanently 

identified in the dark room) and expose three of them to different fl uences 
from the PuBe source. (The unexposed film will have on it the background 
number of tracks, which is to be subtracted from the other readings.) As in 
Experiment 1 it is suggested that films be exposed at the same distance from 
the source for different times. To facilitate easy scanning the films should be 
exposed to dose eq~ivalents in the range 50 to 400 mrem. 

After exposure the four films must be processed in the darkroom. The 
developing and fixing baths and times have been standardized for the 'Y-ray 
and neutron films, so that the procedure for processing the neutron films is 
identical to that for the 'Y-ray films (see Experiment 1). 

After complete drying, each film is to be scanned under the microscope 
provided. Usc the 43 X objective and the 10 X eye piece for a total magnifica
tion of 430 X. At Berkeley "random scanning" is used: Select a microscope 
field at random by moving either the. horizontal or vertical stage adjustments 
(or both) 01 the microscope. Coun(the tracks in this field, then select another 
field at random and count the tracks in it. Continue this procedure until 
enough tracks have been counted to give a standard deviation less than 10%. 
(When a field count is started it must be completed.) The final result of the 
scanning is expressed in tracks per field (the total number of counted tracks 
divided by the number of fields explored) or in number of tracks per cm 2 

(the field area of the microscope provided is 6.0 X 10-4 cm2). Subtract from 
the number of tracks per field counted on the exposed film the number 
counted per field on the background film. Plot on a linear scale the number 
of tracks per field versus dose equ ivalent for the exposed films (indicate the 
statistical error bars); the three points should lie on a straight line. I t may be 
necessary to count more fields so as to improve the statistical accuracy of 
each measurement to obtain this linear relati()nship. 

Evaluate the calibration factor in tracks/field per mrem from the known 
output of the PuBe source. Figure 2.1 shows typical results obtained by using 
a PuBe neutron source. The film was rotated during exposure and scanned 
for tracks more than 5 Illong. For a field size of 245 X 245 Il a calibration 
factor of 7.4 tracks/field per rem was obtained. A value of 7.2 n/cm2 sec per 
mrem/hr was used to convert flux density to DE rate. (For purposes of 
comparison, the calibration factor used at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
for typical accelerator environments is 8 tracks per field per rem.) 

I 

Experimental Errors 
Experimental errors during exposure and film processing are identical 

to those described in Experiment 1. Substantial errors may be introduced 
during track counting by uncertainty in track identification. Having an 
experienced scanner look at your microscope fields and comparing notes 
with him will prove helpful in resolving many difficulties. 

I I 
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Fig. 2.1. Calibration curve for NT A film obtained with a PuB'e neutron 
source with the film isotropically irradiated (film rotated). Cali· 
bration obtained: 7.36 ± 0.36 tracks/field per rem for tracks 
greater than 5/J. in length and a field size of 245 X 245/J.(after 
Masao Oshino). 

REFERENCE 

LEH R 60 R. L. Lehman, Energy Response and Ph ysical Properties of 
NT A Personnel Dosimeter Nu"clear Track Film, UCRL-9513, 
1960. 

Background Reading 

This Manual, Vol. 1, Chapter 5. 

R. A. Dudley, Dosimetry With Photographic Emulsions, in Radiation Dosimetry, 
Vol. II, F. H. Attix and W. C. Roesch, eds. (Academic Press, New York, 
1966). Chapter 15. 

M. Oshino, Response of NT A Personnel Neutron Monitoring Film Worn on a 
Human Phantom, LBL-342, Sept. 1971. 

E. Picsch, Some Remarks on Fast Neutron Dosimetry With Nuclear Track 
Film, in Personnel Dosimetry Techniques for External Radiation (ENEA, 
Paris,1963), p. 267. 
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USE OF A MODERATED BF3 PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 
TO DETECT FAST NEUTRONS 

LLOYD D. STEPHENS 

Experiment 3 

Purpose 
In addition to using personal radiation monitors of the type studied in 

Experiments 1 and 2, we must also make environmental surveys of working 
areas around accelerators. Instruments capable of giving instantaneous readings 
must be available. The BF3 proportional counter is one of the most useful, 
reliable, stable, and rugged instruments available for thermal-neutron measure
ment. When used in conjunction with a hydrogenous moderator it may be 
calibrated to measure fast neutrons. 

Theory 
Neutrons, being neutral particles, are not directly detectable in their 

passage through matter. It is only after they have interacted with matter that 
their effects are detectable. 

The reaction utilized in the BF3 counter is the interaction of thermal 
or slow neutrons (a few eV) with a lOB nucleus. This is an exothermic reaction 
which gives rise to an 0 particle by the reaction lOB(n,o) 7Li, with an energy 
release of 2.78 MeV; The ground state of 7Li may be formed directly, with 
the entire energy being shared by the 7Li and the 4He nuclei, or an excited 
state of 7Li may be formed, with the emission of a 0.48-MeV 'Y ray: 

~ ~Li* + iHe + 2.30 MeV; 

~Li* ~ 73Li + E (0.48 MeV). 
'Y 

Simple killl~malic considerations show thallhe minimum energy available 
to each charged particle is 

where 

and 

Mai, MLi are the helium and lithium ion masses 

Eo, Eli are their respective energies. 
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Substituting for Mo: and MLi, we obtain 

Eli = 0.84 MeV, 

Eo: = 1.46 MeV 

for th ... minimum energies of the charged reaction products. 
The capture cross section, 0, of lOB for slow neutrons is inversely 

proportional to' neutron velocity, v, up to an energy of about 100 eV, and 
can be represe~ted by ! 

o=oOvO' 

where 00 is the absorption cross section at 0.025 eV, 

Vo is the neutron velocity at 0.025 eV (2.2 X 105 cm/sec). 

Substituting the values 

and 

we obt.lin 

00 = 3837 X 10-24 cm 2 

Vo = 2.2 X 105 cm/sec, 

a == 8.44 Xl 0-19/v} cm2 (with v in em/sec). (I) 

The sensitivity of a BF3 counter to neutrons distributed in a 
Maxwell-Boltzman distribution may be estimated by using Eq. 1. In this 
case the mean neutron velocity is 2.48 Xl 05 cm/sec, whence 

0= 3404 X 10-24 cm 2. 

The sensitivity S in counts/sec per unit lJeutron density then has an 
upper limit given by 

S .:;;; 3404 X 10-24 NV counts/sec per neutron/cm 2 sec, (2) 

where N is the number of lOB atoms/cm3, 

V is the sensitive volume ofthe counter .. 
This estimate, although only approximate,is sufficiently accurate for out 
purposes, and the sensitivity is assumed equal to the upper limit given be 
Eq.2. 

For a typical counter used at Berkeley the parameters are 
gas pressure = 20 cm Hg, 

lOB enrichment = 96%, 

sensitive volume, V = 430 cm3. 
Because I gram molecule BF3 (67 g) occupies 22.4 liters at STP, the 
density of BF 3 at STP == (67/22.4) X 10-3 g/cm 3; density of BF 3 at 20 cm 
Hg pressure and 20°C 

67 273 20 
22.4 X 293 X 76 X 10-3 g/cm 3. 
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Finally, the number of molecules BF3 per cm 3 in the counter is 

1 67 273 20 -3 23 
N = 67X 224 X m X 76 X 10 X 0.602 X 10 molecules. 

Thus from Eq. 2 the sensitivity 5 is given by 

5";; 3560 X 10-24 X 4!~ X 2~.: X g;: X ~~ X 10-3 X 0.602'X 1024 

..;; 10 counts/sec per unit flux density. 

The BF3 counter is surrounded by 2.5-in.-thick paraffin moderator,and 
under these conditions its sensitivity remains nearly constant between neutron 
energies of 30 keV and 15 MeV (Fig. 3.1). Response to incident thermal 
neutrons is eliminated by surrounding the moderator with cadmium; only 
neutrons with energy greater than the "cadmium cutoff" (0.5 eV) can enter 
the moderator, become thermalized, and be detected. 

Neutron energy (MeV) 
X8L 722-2515 

Fig. 3.7. Variation of resistivity of moderated BF3 counter with neutron energy. 
(Moderator thickness, 2.5 in. paraffin.) 

Equipment 
a.: BF3 proportional counter. 
bJ Moderator. 

I 

c. Electronic equipment consisting of 
amplifier, 
discriminator-scaler, 
high voltage supply, 
oscilloscope, 
pulse generator. 

d. Neutron sources (PuBe, PuLi, PuF, PuB). 
I 

i, 
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Laboratory Procedure 
, Connect all the electronics as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

~-------~ 
Oscilloscope 

Amplifier and Discriminator-
preamplifier scaler 
power supply 

XBL711-261S 

Fig. 3.2. Schematic diagram of moderated BF3 proportional 
counter and ancillary electronic equipment. 

After all connections have been made, turn on the amplifier, scaler, and 
oscilloscope. The preamplifier output impedance should match the input of 
the amplifier. Discriminator-scalers used in this experiment require positive
going signals, as provided by the amplifiers used. 

The proportional counters require a positive high voltage on the center 
wire, since we are collecting electrons. A test pulser may be used to be certain 
that the amplifier and scaler are operating correctly. 

Using a neutron source of known strength and a fixed discriminator 
level, prepare a voltage plateau curve (such as shown in Fig: 3.3). For most 
purposes 50-volt steps in the high voltage are' ~ufficient. The operating high 
voltage should be selected on the flat portion, of the curve to minimize changes 
in counting rate resulting from fluctuations ir:Hhe high voltage (HV) supply. 

I t is also a wise precaution to set the amplifier gain at a point that will 
permit minor changes to be made, so that small fluctuations in gain can be 
compensated for. 

Selection of a HV operating point near the upper end of the plateau 
will require less amplifier gain but at the same time increase the posibility of 
spurious voltage breakdowns. One the other hand, a HV operating point that 
is low will reduce breakdown to a minimum (or completely eliminate it), but 
will require maximum amplifier gain-a condition which then amplifys the 
electronic noise common to all high-gain systems and increases background 
noise. An optimum operating voltage must be chosen (see Fig. 3.3). 

Once this setting has been selected, the effect of discriminator adjustment 
should be studied. This is done by using a neutron source and studying the 
variation of the counting rate with discriminator settings. The curve (Fig. 3.4) 
dr,lwn from the datJ will rise steeply near zero bias but will soon flatten out. 
The steep portion is due to electronic noise and small ')'-ray pulses. 

I 
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1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 
High voltage 

XBL711- 2611 

Fig. 3.3. Typical high voltage characteristic curve for 
. moderated BF3 counter obtained with a PuBe 

neutron source. The discriminator voltage was 
set at 0.5 V. 

Discriminator voltage 
XBL 711- Z610 

Fig. 3.4. Typical discriminator voltoge curve for 
moderated BF 3 counter. High voltoge set 
of 2650 V. 

A·13 
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The discriminator should be set at a point that will discriminate against 
these pUlses. This is sometimes termed biasing out the noise signals. The 
flatness of the remainder of the curve is due to the large amount of energy 
released in the counter for each neutron detected. Most of these events drive 
the amplifier to its full output, resulting in nearly constant counting rates 
for all discriminator or bias settings. 

One of the useful features of the BF 3 counter is its relative insensitivity 
to'Y rays. The effect of 'Y rays should be observed'by noting the change in 
counting rate when a Ra source is placed near the BF3 counter. The effect, 
if noticeable at all, should be quite small. 

Data 
Record all electronic equipment settings for future reference; record 

source number, type, and output. 

Obtain 
a. HV plateau curve, 
b. discriminator curve, 
c. selected operating points. 

Precautions 
a. Observe high voltage polarity. 
b. Increase high voltage slowly. 
c. Make sure that cable connections are reasonably tight, to eliminate 

spurious counts. 

Background Reading 
William J. Price, Nuclear Radiation Detection (McGraw-Hili Book Company, 

New York, 1958). 

Richard Stephens, Introduction to Nuclear Engineering, second edition 
(McGraw-Hili Book Company, New York, 1958). 
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THE POLYETHYLENE·LlNED PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 

LLOYD D. STEPHENS 
Experiment 4 

Purpose 
Experiment 3 has shown how neutron flux density may be measured 

by using a moderated BF3 counter. In this experiment one learns how to use 
a polyethylene-lined counter to measure neutron energy density and thus 
facilitate an estimation of average neutron energy. 

Theory 
As we have seen in Experiment 1, neutrons may be detected from recoil 

protons produced in (n ,p) scattering processes. If these recoil protons are 
generated in either the wall or the gaseous filling of a proportional counter they 
may be detected. On this basis Hurst et al. (HUR G 54, HUR G 61) designed 
an ethylene-filled polyethylene-lined proportional counter to measure absorbed 
dose due to neutrons. Dennis and Loqsemore (DEN J 60) designed a counter 
whose response is approximately proportional to dose equivalent in the energy 
range 0.1 to 14 MeV. 

Evaluation of neutron flux density for monoenergetic neutrons is relatively 
straightforward (ROS B 49), but radiation-protoection measurements must be 
made in neutron spectra covering a wide range of energies. Experiments 3, 5, 
and 8 show how flux densities in such spectra may be measured. It is of 
great value, when the neutron spectrum covers wider ranges, to measure the 
energy flux density that is carried by fast neutrons. Then if the neutron 
spectrum is known well enough to permit an estimate of effective mean energy, 
the numerical flux density may be independently approximated. Alternatively 
if the neutron spectrum is not known, a meas.urement of both particle number 
and energy density will give a value of effective energy. This concept was de
veloped by Mather et al. (MAT R 52) and described in detail by Moyer (MOY 
B 52). 

r 

I ~~/ 

MAXIMUM ANGLE • a • COS-I R~ r 
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The analysis of the energy-flux counter designed by Mather et aL 
proceeds in five steps, as follows. 

1. Consider a plane sheet of hydrogenous material of thickness S 
immersed in an isotropic flux of neutrons of energy E (Fig. 4.1). Recoil 
protons originate from any volume element with equal probability in any 
direction, and with equal probability of having any energy up to the maxi· 
mum possible value of E. The number dF(X,E) of protons produced in dV 
at depth X that will emerge with sufficient residual range to be detected 
may be shown (MAT R 52) to be 

dF(X,E) = -:}- cP(E) unp(E) NHdV f1 [l-x/R(€)-r))d€, (1) 

€x 

where cf>(E) = flux density of neturons with energy between E and E+dE, 
unp(E) = total n-p cross section for a neutron of energy E, 

NH = number of hydrogen atoms per cm3 of polyethylene, 
€ = Ep/E = fractional energy delivered to a recoil proton, 

€x = minimum fractional energy for emergence of a proton from 
depth x, 

R(€) = range in the hydrogenous material of a proton ~ith fractional 
energy €, 

and r = residual range required upon emergence to allow detection. 
2. If now R(€) is approximated by R(E) = €3/2, whereR(E) is the proton 

range for € = 1, and if, to begin with, the required residual range r is set equal to 
zero, Eq. 1 may be integrated to yield ' 

1 I , 

dF(X,E):;: -,- cf>(E) unp(E) 11+12x/R(E)]-13x/R(E)) 2/3~ NHdV. (2) 
2 , , 

This last approximation of r = 0 is not employed in more precise calculations 
(MAT R 52), which space does not allow here. 

3. The contributions from all depths x are now to be summed. Denote 
volume el~menl dV by Adx, where A is a plane area parallel to the surface. 
Then by integration over x the results may be obtained for the two cases 
(a) S ~ R(E), and (b) S < R(E). 

(a) For S ~ R(E): 

F(E) = ~ cf>(E) unp(E)NHA fR(EJ 11 + _2_x_ -3 B2/3 
,0 R(E) R(E) 

(3) 

I 
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(b) For S < R{E): 

1 . 15 I 2X (x) 2/3 l 
F(E,S):;:T rp oNHA 0 1 + ""'"R-3 ~ ~ dX 

1 I S S2 9 S l5/3 
:: '2 NHA rp (E) °np (E) R(E) R + R2-:S (R)~ . (4) 

Expression 3 or 4 gives the number of protons, produced within the 
parallelepiped volume AS by neutrons of energy E, that emerge each second 
from one face of the sheet. 

4. The total number of protons emerging per sec;;ond is to be obtained 
by integrating over the energy spectrum. This integration is divided into two 

parts: (a) energy interval from E :;: 0 to E :;: ES' where ES is the energy required 
to give range S in the sheet material, and (b) energy interval trom ES to infinity, 
or to Emax for the spectrum of the neutrons. Thus if every proton that emerges 
can be c;:ounted, the counting rate arising from area A is 

=(ES f Emax 
C J r F(E)dE + F(E,S)dE, 

o ES 

(5) 

where F(E) and F(E,S) are expressions 3 and 4, respectively; 
In many instances 5 > R(Emax), so that only the first term of Eq. 5 is 

involved. [For example, the range of a 15-MeV proton.in polyethylene is only 
0.24 cm (or 3/32 in.), which would be a quite reasonable wall thickness.] 
Advantage is now taken of the fact (evident from Fig. 4.~) that over a wide 
range of energies in this region the product anp(E) R(E;) is very nearly 
proportional to E. From less than 0.1 MeV up to 20 MeV the approximation 

oR:;: (1.0 X 1O-26)E, , 

with E expressed in MeV and the product aR in cm3, is nowhere in error by 
more than 15%. 

" . 

I. 

I , .. 
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10 10 16U 

. .;;; 
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J ~ 0.01 'O·~ ~ 
'1 " a: 

a: t-• b 

.001 1621 
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Fig. 4.2. 0np' proton range, Rp> (in polyethylene of density 

0.95 g/cm2), and the product O,!pRp as a function of 

energy. ;1' 
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Thus for a sheet whose thickness is greater than R(Emax), so that only 
the first integral of Eq.5 is required, C becomes, in view of Eqs. 3 and 6, 

l
E

max
' . 

C:= (1,.0 X 10-27) NHA q,(E)EdE counts/sec. 
. 0 ' 

(6) 

The integral appearing here gives the total density energy flux carried by fast 
neutrons. Corrections to this somewhat oversimplified discussion are men
tioned in the next step. 

5. The sheet of (CH2) nis now bent into a cylinder whose radius is 
large compared with S, and is very lightly graphited with Aquadag to 
provide conduction. It is then made to serve as the cathode of a proportional 
counter filled with argon plus a small percentage of C02' 

The refinements to the foregoing calculation involve the following 
items: 

a. treatment of the problem with r not zero, i.e., with a specifiec residual 
range required for detection; , 

b. allowance for effects of argon and carbon recoils; 
c. allowance for geometrical effect of bending the flat sheet into a cylinder; 
d. inclusion of neutron energies for which R(E) > S, i.e., the use of both 

terms of Eq. 5. 
The results of a calculation including corrections (refinements) a and 

d an; displayed for various (CH2)n sh~et thicknesses in Fig.4.3, in which 
the ordinate is efficiency in coun~s/unit area per unit flux density of neutrons 

'in unit energy interval at E. I t is evident that below 1 MeV the requirement of 
a residual range that will provide as much as a 0.2-MeV energy loss in the 
counter gas reduces the efficiency so t"at it is no longer proportional to neutron 
energy: 0.2 MeV is possibly a more stringent requirement than is necessary if 
counter design is such that electron path lengths are short. Correction c can be 
estimated to be ~mall for a typical counter diameter of 5 cm, though its effects 
at the higher-energy end begin to be appreciable. 

From Fig. 4.3 it is seen that if the spectral region of interest lies between 
0.8 MeV and nearly 20 MeV, a 1/8-in.-wall counter has a sensitivity essentially 
proportional to energy, and the simple relationship of Eq. 6 may be used. If 
values of residual proton range r smaller than 0.2 MeV equivalent are possible, 
the lower-energy limit of this proportional region is moved downward, as is 
indicated by the ideal curve for r := O. 

Moyer (MOY B 52) has reported the development of such survey in
struments at Berkeley. To avoid errros due to the anisotropy of the incident 
neutrons, a spherical detector was constructed, but comparisons with a 
cylindrical counter showed agreement to within 15%. The instrument 
currently consists of a polyethylene-walled cylindrical proportional counter. 
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Fig. 4.3. Calculated counter efficiency versus neutron energy, 
in recoil counts per second per unit area per unit flux 
density and per unit energy interval, for various wall 

1 dC 
thicknesses. The dl, from Eq. 2 in text. 

NNA41(E) 

Th~ counter used is filled with a mixture of 96% Ar4% C02 to a 
pressure of 1 atm and lined with 0.32 cm of polyethylene. A discriminator 
bias curve is obtained by counting recoi I-proton events under conditions 
of constant amplifier gain and high voltage. The counter is calibrated by 
extrapolating the discriminator bias curve obtained with a calibrated neutron 
source back to the counting rate at zero bias. Calculations indicate the sensi
tivity in the energy range 0.1 to 20 MeV to be 15 MeV /cm2 per count. 

Laboratory Procedure 
1. Connect the detector to the associated electronic equipment. 
2. Turn on the amplifier and scaler. 
3. Test scaler and amplifier, using negative pulses from the pulse 

generator. 
4. Select amplifier and high voltage settings as in Experiment 3. 
5. Set the high voltage supply to its lowest setting before turning it on. 

Slowly increase the high voltage to approximately 1800 V. 
6. Bring a neutron source up to the counter and observe pulses on the 

oscilloscope. The pulses should be clean and there should be no noise. 
7. Place calibrated neutron source at a measured distance from the 

counter and obtain a series of bias curves (discriminator voltage versus 
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counting rate) at several high voltage settings. The range of high voltage 
suggested is 1800 to 2000 V in steps of 50 V. Discriminator settings should 
be varied in 1-V steps in the range 0.5 to 7 V. 

8. Select the operating region from the bias curves. It is recommended 
that the operating counting rate be approximately 80% of the extrapolated 
zero-bias counting rate. 

9. The calibration factor for the counter is then obtained by extrapo
lating the zero-bias counting rate at the known energy-flux density incident 
upon the detector. 

A value of approximately 15 MeV /cm 2 sec per count/sec should be 
obtained. Figure 4.4 shows examples of bias curves obtained. ' 

10
4 

c: 

E .... 
~ 
c: 
::> 
0 

U 
10 3 

10 2 __ _ 

o /0 20 30 40 50 
Discriminator voltage 

)(8L711-2725 

Fig, 4.4. Family of discriminator voltage curves for the LBL 
polyethylene-lined counter obtained with a PuBe 
source. A t low voltage the counting rate increases due 
to sensitivity to 'Y rays. All curves extrapolate back to 
the same zero-bios counting rate. 
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MODERATED INDIUM FOILS 

A JERRY MILLER and LLOYD D. STEPHENS 

Experiment 5 

Purpos~ 

Nuclear track emulsions are limited to detection of neutrons in the 
energy range between 0.5 and 15 MeV (Experiment 2), and cbunters may 
be limited by time resolution (Experiments 3 and 4). It is often necessary 
therefore to use alternative techniques in neutron surveys. This experiment 
shows how neutrons of energy up to about 15 MeV (including intermediate
energy neutrons) may be measured by use of a moderated-thermal-neutron 
detector. 

Theory 
Nuclear transmutations frequently produce radioactive species. The 

activity of the radioisotope produced may be used to determine the incident 
neutrons, but the technique may be employed for any other strongly inter
acting particles (e.g., p,n). A detector employing this technique is referred 
to as an activation detector. 

In neutron measurements by induced activity, a stable element is ex
posed to the neutron flux for a measured period of time. Following the 
irradiation, the element is removed from the neutron field, and the activity 
induced in it is determined. 

Neutron activation detectors have a number of advantages: 
a. Many simultaneous measurements are possible. 
b. The locations where foils may be placed are quite unrestricted. 
c. The results are unambiguous, as the induced activity is caused solely 

by neutrons. 
d. Foils are not disabled by high neutrorUI.ux rates, as conventional 

electronic counters may be. 
e. They respond correctly in pulsed radiation fields. 

Thermal neutron flux densities are frequently measured by activation 
techniques, for which it is common practice to use a small piece of gold or 
indium as the irradiated target. 

When indium is used, foils of mass 300 to 400 mg are convenient. The 
nuclear reactions for foil activation and decay are 

118n + 1n -+ 1161n (1 ) 
49 0 49 

and 1161n -+ {f + 116Sn . (2) 
49 : 50 

The {f decay of the 1161n follows a 54.Q.min half-life, which may be 
detected in a gas-flow proportional counter with standard radiation laboratory 

I 
I 
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counting equipment. The gas used in the proportional counter is ordinary 
gas supplied by the local utility company. 

After the activated foils have been counted, corrections must be made 
both for decay following irradiation and for the fraction of saturation achieved. 
The corrected counts then correspond to the activity the foil would have at the 
moment the activation ended if the activation time had been infinitely long. 

The following equations are used to make these corrections. 

Decay correction factor = e-At decay (3) 

and Activation correction factor = [l-exp{-A tact) 1, 
where A is the decay constant, tdecay is the decay time in the same time 
units as A, and tact is the activation time in the same time units as A. 

Although indium foils essentially detect only thermal neutrons, they 
may be used to measure fast neutrons by placing them in a cadmium-covered 
paraffin moderator of 6 in. diam (STE L 58). The effect of the cadmium 
is to absorb the thermal neutrons present in the incident neutron flux. The 
paraffin thermalizes the high-energy neutrons, which then activate the indium 
foils. Stephens and Smith (STE L 58) have shown that such a detector has 
a fairly uniform energy sensitivity from a few keV to about 20 MeV. 

To calibrate the indium foils for fast-neutron detection the loaded 
moderators are placed in a known neutron flux density, 1/>, and the corrected 
activity is calc\Jlated: 

Ameas eXP(Atdecay) 

[1 - exp( -Atact) I 

The corrected activity per unit mass m is then 

Acorr/m counts/min/g, 

and the calibration factor, k, is given by 

k = (Acorr/ml/» counts/min/g perunit flux density, 

where I/> is flux density. 

Note on Gas-Flow Proportional Counters 

(4) 

The interested student is referred to Price (PRI W 58) for a discussion 
of the theory of gas-flow proportional counters. Two other corrections are 
of importance. These are the bias correction andcounting·shelf corrections. 

The counter used in this experiment is operated on its (3 plateau and· 
has a bias correction of almost unity. The counter is provided with several 
counting·shelf positions, and in general the flux density, 1/>, is given by 

bias correction factor X shelf correction factor 
Acorr X 

k·m 
where the shelf corrections vary from 1 to 23 depending upon the. shelf chosen. 
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Equipment 
a. Calibrated neutron source. 
b. Indium foils, 
c. Cadmium-paraffin moderators. 
d. Stopwatch. 
e. Gas-flow proportional counter and associated electronic equipment. 
f. 137Cs check source. 

Laboratory Procedure 
1. From the known source neutron output calculate a reasonable source

detector distance for foil irradiation. Distances should be calculated from the 
center of the source to the center of the detector. In deciding the irradiation 
distance take into account the influence on the results of measurement ac
curacy and scattered radiation. 

2. Irradiate foil for a known length of time. 
3. Check the operating gain of the gas-flow system with a standard 

137Cs source to make sure that it has not drifted. 
4. Count the irradiated foils for 1-min intervals, using the gas-flow 

proportional counter. Count foils enough times so that an accurately repre
sentative plot of activity vs time after irradiation can be obtained. 

5. With measured foil activity data, make the necessary decay and 
activation corrections and determine the calibration factor of the system. 
(Information on how bias correction and shelf-correction factors are made 
will be discussed and the actual values will be supplied.) 

Suggested Data Format 
Foil No. 10 12 15 15 etc. 

Shelf 

Time (after end of irradiation) min 

Count time 

Counts 

1 
1,-,1 

10 12 

1 

3106 3716 

Errors that should be taken into account include: 
a. Absolute errors on source calibration. 

etc. 

14 16 etc. 

1 1 etc. 

283 4321 etc. 

b. Error in measurement of distance between detector and source. (This 
should also include an assessment of the error in assuming the effective de
tector position to be at its physic'al center.) 

I ' 
c. Contribution from scattered radiation due to floor, walls, air, etc. 
d. Statistical counting errors. ; 

From your experimental data how may the half-life of 1161n be calculated? 
This calculation is of importance because it assures the health physicist that 
he has used the proper foil, that it is not contaminated, and that the back
ground in the counter is not elevated or varying due to a strong source in the 
vicinity of the counting system. i ' 
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SHIELDING MEASUREMENT AT THE LBL 184-INCH 
CYCLOTRON 

LLOYD D. STEPHENS 

Experiment 6 

Purpose 

A-27 

The attenuation of neutrons through a thick concrete shield is to be 
studied. 

Theory 
The penetration of neutrons through a shield depends on the behavior 

of the highest-energy component. High energy neutrons lose energy by either 
elastic or inelastic scattering, of which the latter is predominant. Inelastic 
scattering produces low energy secondary particles; when high energy neutrons 
produced in a cyclotron target enter the shield they generate low energy 
neutrons. An increase in low energy neutron intensity (or "buildup") should 
therefore be detected in the shield. 

The intensity, I x' of high energy neutrons surviving at depth x in the 
shield is given by 

where 10 

N 

I = I e-Nax 
x 0 ' 

is the incident intensity, 

is the number of atoms/cm2, 

a is the inelastic cross section. 

(1 ) 

We can define buildup as the ratio of the neutron flux actually detected to 
that calculated by using Eq. 1. 

Within a short distance into the shield particle equilibrium is achieved 
and exponential reduction of intensity is observed. Near the outside of the 
shield backscattering into the shield is indicated by a flattening of the trans
mission curve (see Fig. 6,1) .. 

At neutron energies below about 50 MeV, elastic scattering processes 
can become increasingly important, but the general character of neutron 
transmission is governed by the high energy neutrons. Elastic scattering is 
extremely important, however, in energy reduction and thermalization (lead
ing to capture) of neutrons. 

Equipment 
a. Gold foils (0.005 in. thick, 1 in. diam) suitably mounted for use in a 

gas-fl6w proportional counter. 
h. Aluminum strip 1.5 in. wide, 13 ft long. 
e. Gds-flow proportional counter and ancilhtry electronics. 
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Fig. 6. r. Typical neutron transmission curve measured at the 184-inch 
synchrocyclotron with gold foils. The slope of the exponential 
attenuation region is 115 g/cm2. 

Laboratory Procedure 
Gold fbils are mounted at 6·in. intervals on the aluminum strip. The 

location of each identified foil on the aluminum strip is noted and the strip 
is then inserted in a very narrow crack in the east shie1d wall of the 184-inch 
synchrocyclotron. Irradiation of the foils should continue for about a week. 

The relative transmission of thermal neutrons through the shield wall 
may be obtained from the relative activities of the gold foils. Thermal 
nCl.ltrons are captured in stable 197 Au to give radioactive 198Au: 

{r 
On + 197 Au -+- 198Au 198Hg. 
1 2.7 days 

Because the half-life of 198Au is long (2.7 days), decay correction to the 
measured activities is inconsequential if counting is completed quickly 
(say within '1 to 2 hr). It will, however, be neceSS<lry to m<lke corrections 
tor individual variations in the masses of the gold foils. Counting should 
lonlillUC unlil individudl statistical accuracies MC within less than 1 %. Plot 
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the relative corrected counting rates as a function of location in the cyclotron 
shield. If the logarithm of the relative counting rate is plotted against shield 
depth (it is convenient to use semilog graph paper) a straight line 'results at 
large depths in the shield. As shown in the theory section, a buildup of thermal 
neutrons is seen close to the accelerator, whereas near the outside of the shield 
backscattering into the shield is observed. Figure 6.1 shows a typical profile. 
Over a substantial range, however, the relative counting rate Cx at depth of 
x is represented by 

where 

C = C e-x/A 
x 0 ' 

x is the depth in the shield, 

Cx is the relative counting rate at depth x, 

Co is the relative counting rate at depth zero, 

(2) 

and A is defined to be the relaxation length, or attenuation length, of 
neutrons in the shield. 

An increase in shield thickness by one attenuation length, A, reduces the· 
neutron intensity by. a factor of e. The attenuation length may be expressed 
in em or, more usually, in g/cm2. (The density of concrete in the cyclotron 
shield is 2.45 g/cm 3.) 

It is often convenient in practice to evaluate the shield thickness that 
will reduce neutron intensity by a factor of 2 (half-value thickness, x1/2) or 
10 (tenth-value thickness, xl /1 0)' These are related to the attenuation length 
by the relations. 

x1/2 = 0.693 A, 

xl /10 = 2.30 A. 

A good value of attenuation length is 120 g/cm 2. 

(3) 

(4) 

Additionally, the reaction 27 AI (n,a}24Na can be used to measure the 
neulTOn (or proton) flux of energy greater than about 6 MeV. The radio
nuclide 24Na is a (3" emitter of 15-hr half life; its {3 decay is accompanied by 
emission of a cascade of 'Y rays at energies 2:754 and 1.368 MeV, each at 
100% abundance. The high abundance of these 'Y rays, the relative transparency 
III our m.ltrix 1Il;lh~ri.tI (.tluminum), Jnd Ihe c()nveni(~nl mdltnitudc 01 hiM- . 
Ii Ie I,IVOI the ros~lbilityol measuring very small quantities of 24Na illiargl~ 
samples; that is, achieving quite high sensitivity from such a detector 
(5MI A 65, GIL W 68). 

The induced 24N~ activity i~ the aluminum foil-holder strip can be 
measured with our high-sensitivity 57 'Y-ray spectrometer system (see Experi
ment 1O). The strip width and thickness have been chosen so that 24Na 
activity can be accurately determined through the entire shield thickness, 
given a suitable irradiation period of normal high-intensity cyclotron 
operation. The strip should be marked off into 3-in. lengths, with each piece 
positively identified,and then cut into sections as marked. 
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The process of 'Y-ray counting may last 20 to 24 hours. Students are not 
expecled.lo participate throughout this lengthy counting period; however, they 

·are expected to keep track of progress, to weigh each sample so that counting 
data CJn be properly corrected, and to apply all other correCtions to counting 
data so that experimental results can be obtained. Corrected counting data 
should be plotted and treated in the same fashion as the gold-foil data. 

Plotted results from the two detectors should be carefully compared, to 
note-and explain-similarities or differences or both. Particular attention 
should be given three broad categories of sample location: near the inside 
shield surface, in the relatively thick shield interior, and near the shield exterior 
s!Jrface. Note that some of your conclusions could not be derived from the 
profile of either detjlctor alone, although much information can be obtained 
from only one profile. In particular, the attenuation length can be derived 
from either profile. 

REFERENCES 
GIL W 68 W. S. Gilbert, D. Keefe, J. B. McCaslin, H. W. Patterson, A. R. Smith, 

l,.. D. Stephens, K. B. Shaw, G. R. Stevenson, R. H. Thomas, R. D. 
Fortune, and K. Goebel, 1966 CERN-LRL-RHELShielding 
Experim~nt at the CERN Proton Synchrotron, UCRL-17941, Sept. 
1968. 

SMI A 65 A. R. Smith Threshold Detector Applications to Neutron Spec
troscopy at the Berkeley Accelerators, and Some Experimental 
Shielding Studies at the 6.2-BeV Berkeley Bevatron, in Proceedings 
of the USAEC First Symposium on Accelerator Radiation Dosimetry 
and Experience, Brookhaven Natli/nal Laboratory, November 3-5, 1965, 
1965, CONF-651109, pages 224,365. 
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Accelerators--A Review, Particle Accelerators 2, 77 (1971). 

Richard Stephenson, Introduction to Nuclear Engineering, second edition 
(McGraw-Hili Book Company, New York, 1958). 
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RADIATION SURVEY AT THE BEVATRON, A 6-GeV 
PROTON SYNCHROTRON 

A. JERRY MILLER 

Experiment 7 

Purpose 

A-31 

One of the activities of a Health Physicist at an accelerator installation 
is to measure and understand the radiation fields existing around the accelerator. 
Laboratory surveys with activation detectors take several hours or days to 
complete (Experiments 5 and 6). An alternative method using a moderated 
BF3 counter has been studied in Experiment 3. An inexpensive and rugged 
detector combining activation and counter techniques has been used with 
success for many years at the Bavatron. 

Theory 
1. Detector System 

The use of moderated thermal neutron detectors to monitor fast neutrons 
has previously been studied in Experiments 3 and 5. Silver may be used to 
detect thermal neutrons, through two capture reactions in 107 Ag and 109 Ag 

that occur in roughly equal quantities in naturally occurring silver: 

(a) 109Ag(n,'Y) 11OAg. 

(3-, 24 sec 

(b) 107 Ag(n,'Y) 108Ag, 

108Ag -+ 108ed. 

(3-,23 min 

(1) 

(2) 

Because the cross section for the first reaction is.11 0 b, almost four 
times as great as for the second reaction, the production of 110Ag with a 
half-life of 24 sec dominates. 

Exposure of a silver foil to thermal neutrons results in reaching an 
equilibrium activity very quickly (70% saturation in 1 min). The activity 
induced in silver therefore provides a convenient monitor of accelerator 
neutrons produced at a repetition rate of 1 per sec of slower. Detectors 
~ased on this principle have been used with great success at the Bevatron 
(SMI A 58), which has a pulse repetition rate of 10 pulses/min. Thin silver 
sheet(:::= 0.010 in. thick) is wrapped around a halogen-quenched thin-walled 
Geiger-Mtiller counter. Fast neutrons are thermalized in a cadmium-covered 
polyethylene jacket and the radioactivity induced in the silver foil is 
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sampled by the counter. Output pulses from the GM tube are fed to an 
indicator unit consisting of a pulse amplifier, gating circuits, and scaling and 
readout stages. The gating circuits ensure that sampling occurS at a time 
when there is no production of prompt radiation. Changes in the level of 
radiation field are then indicated by changes in the detector readings pre
sented after every accelerator pulse or group of pulses. 
2, Use of Detector for Radiation Surveys 

The stray radiation field of a large accelerator depends upon many 
variables. For example, at the Bevatron (the 6·GeV weak·focusing synchro· 
tron at LeL) the positions and operation of internal targets, magnets, and 
related operational and experimental equipment often have a great influence 
on the neutron radiation levels. The study of the stray neutron fields out· 
side it~ thick concrete shield yields information that can be directly related 
to the accelerator's mode of operation. This information in turn is valuable 
in predicting personnel exposure rates in certain work areas as a function of 
the accelerator's mode of operation and beam intensity. 

Equipment 
a. Four Ag GM fast-neutron detectors. 
b, Four each amplifier, scaling, and readout units. 
c, Scaler gating circuitry . 
. d, OsCilloscope. 

laboratory Procedure 
a, Examine Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, which represent the Bevatron roof shield· 

ing itself. 
b. Use one Ag GM detector as a monitor located on the "igloo roof." 
c. Place the remaining three detectors on the roof shiel~ directly above 

the beam orbit. ' I 

d, Observe the output pulses from the detectors to check that the counters 
are not saturated. 

e. Integrate the detect9r readout over a,convenient number of Bevatron 
pulses (the sampling counting period after each accelerator pulse is 3 sec). 
The readout is calibrated directly in neutron flux density. Reset scaler 
readouts and repeat until good statistical accuracy has been obtained, 

f. Relocate three detectors, wait for 2 min to allow the. silver activity to 
equilibrate in the new position, and continue as in Step 5. 

g, Plot a graph showing the normalized flux densities as a function,of 
position. 

Errors 
Possible sources of errors in the measurement are: 

a. I ncorrectly evaluated sensitivity of the detector because or inaccuracies 
in the original calibration, 

b. Incorrect sample-counting time. 

, 

I' 
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Fig. 7.2. Plan view of the Bevatron, showing relationships of 
accelerator to its shielding. 
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c. Failure to allow silver activity to reach equilibrium before recording 
data. 

d. Dead-time counting losses (about 10% at counting rates of 2000 
counts/sec). I 

REFIERENCE 
SMI A 58 Ala:n R. Smith, Measurement of Radiation Field Around High 

Energy Accelerators, in Premier Colloque International sur la 
Protection aupres des Grands AcceJerateurs, Orsay et Saclay, 
18-;?O January, 1962 Presses UniV('rsit"irt~s de France, P"ris, 
1%'2). p, 137. 
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Compendium on Radiation Shielding, Vol. 3 (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 
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DETECTION OF NEUTRONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 
20 MeV FROM THE PRODUCTION OF 11C . 

JOSEPH B. McCASLIN 

Experiment 8 

Purpose 

The methods of neutron measurement investigated in Experiments 
2 through 6 have been limited to neutron energies below 20 MeV. At some 
high energy accelerators, however, the contribution to dose equivalent by 
neutrons of energy greater than 20 MeV is substantial and high energy 
neutron surveys must be made. This experiment studies one of the best 
techniques presently available, the "C counting system. 

Theory 
Use of the reactions 12C(n,2n) "C and 12C(p,pn) 11 C for health 

physics purposes has had a long history. 
First use was reported by Sharpe and Stafford (SHA J 51), who counted 

the scintillations produced by "C positron decay in an organic crystal 
(anthracene) in order to measure the extraneous high energy neutron levels 
aroung the AERE 11O-inch cyclotron at Harwell. Following this, Baranov 
and Goldanskii (BAR P 55) reported the use of stilbene or toluene, and later
with Roganov (BAR P 57)-used liquid organic scintillator material for this 
purpose. The first use of plastic scintillator material to monitor high energy 
neutron and proton fluxes was at the Bevatron and the 184-inch cyclotron 
(at Berkeley), as reported by McCaslin (McC J 60). 

Neutrons and protons of energy greater than 20.4 MeV interact with 
12C nuclei to produce l1 C by (n,2n) and p,pn) reactions. 11 C decays with 
a half-life of 20.34 min through emission of positrons of maximum energy 
0.98 MeV. 

Plastic scintillator LBL or Pilot B) is used both for the target material 
and for the detecting medium; 1700-gram plastic scintillators (5 in. diam X 
5 in.) are often used. They are exposed to an unknown neutron flux for a 
time usually not longer than 1 hour, and are then placed on top of 5-in.-diam 
photomultipliers for counting. 

The positron energy is wholly contained in the scintillator (except for 
a negligible region near the surface), and a portion of the annihilation 'Y-ray 
energy is also contained. Each "C decay therefore produces a scintillation 
in the plastic and is detected and amplified by the multiplier phototube. 
This type of detector is called a 41T counting system; that is, essentially all 
the events occurring within the scintillator are detected regardless of their 
position within the scintillator or the direction of the emitted positron. 

Neutron flux estimates are based on the amount of carbon in the 
scintillator and a reaction cross section of 22 mb. For 1700-g detectors 
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irradiated to saturation, 104 counts/min per unit flux density are obtained at 
I.l.'ro bias (1000.0 efficiency point) and zero time foilowing irradiation. 

II LIIl he seen from Fig. 8.1 that for discriminator settings higher than 
;Ibou t 5 V thc 11 C count rate diminishes rapidly relative to the background 
counl rale. For this reason a seco'nd discriminator is set at some high bias 
(or discriminator) level so that no events (lle or background) that exceed 
this level are counted. A small percentage (~ 1%) of lie events is lost be
cause their pulse heights exceed this level, but a large percentage (~40%) 
of background events is also lost, so that there is a net gain in sensitivity. (It 
will be recognized that a high background count ratc can limit the sensitivity 
of a system by obscuring the events of real interest.) 

Equipment 
a. Plastic scintillator, 1700 g. 
b. Lighttight photomultiplier assembly in low-level cave. 
c. Preamplifier in low-level cave, 
d. High voltage supply in counting area. 
e. Amplifier and pulse shaper in counting area. 
f. Single-channel analyzer in counting area. 
g. Three decade scalers in counting area. 
h. Timer in counting area. 

l..aboratorv Procedure 
1. Irradiate the plastic scintillator for up to 60 min in the neutron 

field to be investigated. (Longer irradiations will not significantly increase 
the measurable quantity of 11t, but can lead to some longer-lived radio
nuclide production from reactions in the clay-based reflective paint on the 
scintillator surface, and are therefore to be avoided.) During irradiation the 
scintillators should be kept in plastic bags to'prevent accidental contamination 
of, or electrostatic adherence of atmospheri~ radon to, the scintillator. 

Plastic scintillators that are not protectively wrapped prior to being 
counted may exhibit a significant increase in background counting rate. This 
will be the ca~ if there is a substantial concentration of radon daughter 
products in the air. The decay of these products and their rate of detachment 
from the scintillator combine to exhibit an effective half-life similar to that of 

. l1e, so that the radon could easily be mistaken for the carbon, especially when 
low-level measurements are being made. 

2. Pulses from cosmic ray events are typically one or two orders of 
magnitudl~ larger than those for 11c. Many of these large pulses overdrive the 
amplifier and perhaps ;llso overdrive the preamplifier. I r this happens, an 
afterpulse may follow the initial pulse, and if this afterpulse is of sufficient 
amplitude it also is counted. Many amplifiers are designed to handle overload 
pulses in such away that afterpulsing is not a problem. Preamplifiers are not 
usually so well suited to cope with overly large pulses. For that reason the 
photomultiplier and preamplifier gain must be limited to prevent overdriving 
the preamplifier (Fig. 8.2). 
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Fig. 8.7. Typical integral bias curves for 77 C counting systems. 
Efficiency between 0.5 and 7 V is 95%. 
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Fig. 8.2. Schematic diagram of 11 C counting electronics. 
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The o~cilloscope can be used to determine if after pUlsing is a problem 
hy setting il to trigger only on the largest signals. The vertical sel'1sitivity is 
then adjusted to abol,lt 0.5 V Icm, so that any disturbance of the base line 
following these Idrge pulses can easily be seen. I f base-line distrubancesor 
;tfll'rpulsin~ exists, and if the magnitude of such disturbances exceeds the 
I()wer-Ievcl discriminator setting of the counting system, then corrective 
measures must be taken. This may mean only that the gain of the main am
plifier must be increased while the photomultiplier-preamplifier gain is de
creased, or it may be necessary to select a higher-q'uality nonoverloading 
main amplifier. ' 

The high voltage setting is given at +900 V. Remember the discussion 
concerning the partitioning of gain between photomultiplier and main am
plifier because of very large cosmic ray pulses in the scintillator. High voltage 
must be turned off before a scintillator is replaced or removed. 

3. When the scintillator is brought into the room following irradia-
tion, set the timer to the decay time, td (the time from the end of the irradia
tion to the star~ of the count). 

4. With high voltage off (turned down slowly in 100-V steps and 
then off), place the scintillator, unpainted end down, on top of the photo
multiplier, making certain first that there is sufficient mineral oil on.the 
photomultiplier for optical coupling. Replace the lid and roll the shielding 
back over the top. 

5. Turn high voltage on and increase the voltage slowly, in steps 
of 100 V. to 900 V. 

6. On the oscilloscope note the size of the largest background 
pulses and the size of the largest 11C pulses. 

To determine whether the large background pulses are causing base
line distrui:?ances, set the oscilloscope to 0.5 V Icm, and trigger the oscillo
scope on the largest pulses. Note how much (in volts) the base shifts follow
ing large pulses. These distrubances must riot be larger than the level selected 
for the lower-level discriminator. 

7. With the <;lscilloscope on 5 V/cm and 10psec/cm and with single-
sweep operation, look at several sweeps and see if the counting rate is too 
high. That is, with a pulse-pair resoluti.on time of 8 psec assumed, is a large 
fraction of the single sweeps such that pairs are dose to 8psec apart? If 
so, the scintillator must be allowed to decay until counting losses become 
negligible. If not, proceed to the next step. 

8. Run a discriminator curve at O.5-V intervals from 0.5 to 3 V and 
at 1-V intervals from 3 to 10 V. 

Correct the observed counts, Nd, for decay and saturation and calculate 
the s<!turated counting rate, A, at the end of the irradiation from 
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A (counts/min) = 

where Nd i = observed counts (includes background). 

B ,= background counting rate, 

T mean life = half-life/0.693, 

tc = counting time, 

ti irradiation time, 

td = decay time. 

Equation 1 takes into account the decay during the counting interval, tc. 
10. Plot these results (draw an integral bias curve), and extrapolate 

to zero bias to get disintegrations/min. Compute the fraction of the total. 
activity that falls within a given window, say 0.5 to 7 V, 1 to 7 V, 0.5 to 8 V, 
1 to 8 V, 0.5 to 9 V, 1 to 9 V, etc. This fraction, for a particular window 
width, expressed as a percentage, is the efficiency. 

Compare the number of counts in various window widths with the 
background in the same window. The % standard deviation in the observed 
count, when the background is well known and does not vary, can be computed 
from 

(2) 

Use the window that minimizes the error. 
Which window width would you use? 

11. Find the neutron flux density, 4>,' that produced this activity in the 
scintillator: 

4>= 
104 Ew 

n/cm 2 sec, (3) 

where 104 counts/min per unit flux density is the calibration for 1700-g 
scintillators, and Ew is the counting efficiency in the window. Aw is the 
decay-corrected saturated counts/min in the window. 

12. Now that the efficiency for a given window has been determined, 
all subsequent scintillators that one may wish to count can be counted on 
the scaler connected to the window of the single-channel pulse-height analyzer. 
This count is corrected to zero time and saturation by use or Eq. 1. The 
neutron flux density is then determined from Eq. 3. 

Ilow would Ihe use of a multichannel/pulse-heigh I ,tIlJly/.er .. ssi~t in 
setting up J II C counting system? 

i 
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184·INCH SYNCHROCYCLOTRON RADIATION SURVEY 

ALESSANDRO RINDI 

Experiment 9 

Purpose 

A·41 

Experiments 3 through 5 have indicated some specialized techniques 
available to the accelerator. health physicist in making surveys around an 
accelerator. A radiation survey around the 184-inch synchrocyclotron at 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Fig. 9.1), using moderated SF 3 counters, 
puts these techniques into practice, showing how the data obtained are interpo
lated in terms of dose-equivalent (DE) rate. From these measurements the 
radiation safety procedures may be established. 

XBL 712.193 

Fig. 9.7. Plan view of the 784-inch cyclotron. 
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Theory 

Jnroutine surveys it is often convenient to use only one detector rather 
than a complete set of threshold detectors (Experiment 11). Furthermore, in 
some circumstances radiation levels are too low to permit the use of activation 
detectors; in which case a convenient detector is a moderated BF3 counter, 
provided the 'Y~ray and charged-particle contributions to dose are known to 
be small. Since this detector resp~>nds only to neutrons between about a few 
tens of keV and 15 MeV, it is necessary to correct its readings for the dose 
contribution from high energy neutrons. In practice it is found that these high 
energy neutrons contribute between 10% and 50% of the total dose equivalent. 
The fraction A of dose equivalent that falls within the range of the detector is 
given by 

JE2 l.Emax 
A = tP(E) pIE) dE/tP(E) p(E) dE, 

. E1 Emin 

where tP(E) is the neutron spectrum, 
p(E) is a factor that converts flux density to dose equivalent, 
Eland E2 are the energy limits of sensitivity of the detector, 
Emin and Emax are the energy limits of the spectrum. 

(1) 

If A is known for different neutron spectra, then a correction may be 
made to the readings of the instrument. Rindi (RIN A 68) and Gilbert et al. 
(GIL W 68) have reported s~chvalues for typical accelera.tor spectra. When 
used with spectril obtained at the 184-inch synchrocyclotron,a value of 
6 n/cm2 sec per mrem/h is appropriate if the~oderated BF3 counter is cali
brated with a PuBe radium source. This conversion factor provides a small 
but not excessive overestimate of DE rate. 

Equipment 

a. Two portable moderated BF3 counters; 
b. Calibrated PuBe neutron source. 
c. Plan of survey area. 

Laboratory Procedure 
Use one BF3 counter as a monitor in a fixed position. The location 

chosen should be one where the radiation level is indicative of beam intensity 
and not strongly influenced by local perturbations. 

Measure with the second counter at a sufficient number of locations to 
permit isodose contours to be drawn (to facilitate planning of radiation safety 
procedures). Individual measurements should be made with a statistical ac
curacy to within 10% or better, and the flux values should be normalized to 
constant monitor reading (proportional to internal beam intensity). Convert 
the normalized readings to DE rate. 
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Finally, on the basis of the findings, address a memorandum to the ac
celerator personnel responsible for operations and the experimental teams 
working in the area surveyed, setting out the results of the measurements and 
the safety measures to be adopted in consequence. 
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GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY 

ALAN R. SMITH 

Experiment 10 

Purpose 

Both type and quantity of radionuclides can often be identified through 
detection of 'Y rays that accompany many radioactive decay processes. Among 
the numerous purposes for 'Y-ray detection, we will deal with the following 
three: 'Y-ray detection for determining the amount of a particular isotope 
present, as in measuring 65Zn in dust from a cyclotron vault; 'Y-ray measure~ 
ment to indicate the nature of an incident particle flux, as in activation-detector 
ne~tron spectroscopy (RIN J 63, ROU J 69a, SMI A 65); 'Y-ray measurement 
to indicate the quantities of stable trace elements present in certain matrix 
materials, as in neutron-activation 'lOalysis. The methods of 'Y-ray spectroscopy 
that employ a \TIultichannel pulse-height analyser (PHA) are applicable in each 
of these cases, and serve as the basis for th is laboratory study. 

We proceed with these five objectives in mind: 
a. To familiarize the student with the interaction of'Y rays in matter and 

to indicate how the different interaction modes influence spectrometer response. 
b. To familiarize the student with the operational princip.les ofa large 'Y-ray 

spectrometer system, stressing the use of a pulse-height analyzer (particularly 
the analog.to-digital conversion unit), readout modes, and system gain stabili
zation. 

c. To indicate the uses of 'Y-ray spectrometry to the accelerator health 
physi~ist in his routine operations. As a practical example the technique is 
applied to shielding measurements at the LBL' 184-inch synchrocyclotron 
(Experiment 6). 

d. To show the student how data obtained from 'Y-ray spectrometers are 
analyzed by computer techniques. We discuss·and illustrate the processing 
of typical data. The scheme of peak area integration is thoroughly examined, 
and its application t9 simple-structured gain-stabilized spectra is the basis of 
an important Pilrt of the laboratory work .. 

e. To compare the relative merits of spectrometer systems, the character
istics and uses of the high-resolution Ge(li) semiconductor crystal 'Y-ray spec
trometer are discussed and illustrated. A Ge(li) spectrometer system is used 
in the laboratory period, and this is contrasted with aNal (TI) spectrometer). 

Theory 

Ringle (RIN J 63) has summarized the basic theory of 'Y-ray spectroscopy 
in his Ph.D. thesis. His discussion of 'Y ~ray spectrum formation is appended 
to this experiment, so the following discr iption is quite brief. (The student 
should familiarize himself with Ringle's summary, or equivalent, before 
undertaking the laboratory work.) 

! , 
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Gamma rays interact in the detector [Nal(TI) or Ge(Li) in this easel by 
essentially three mechanisms: (i) photoelectric effect, (ii) Compton effect, 
and (iii) pair production. All three of these interaction modes produce 
secondary .electrons, which deposit their energy in the detector, r(~sulting in 
a scintillation in the Nal detector or an electronic pulse in till' Gl'(Li) lil'tl'd"l. 
Figure 10.1 shows the absorption coefficients for the thret' basic processes 
for Nal. In the energy range of interest here (about 0.1 to 3 MeV) photo· 

electric and Compton processes are of most importance, although pair pro
duction becomes increasingly important above ~ 1.3 MeV-particularly for 
Gt(Li) crystals. 

The electronic pulses produced either by a solid-state detector of by a 
photomultiplier from a scintillation detector are proportional to the energy 
deposited and are amplified, amplitude·sorted, and stored in a pulse-height 
analyzer. 

I 
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Fig. 10.7. Total linear 'Y-ray absorption coefficients 
as a function of energy for Nal (after Ringle). 
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Figure I 0.2 shows a typicar spectrum for 24Na, which emits two'Y rays 
of energy 1.368 and 2.754 MeV and It particles of maximum energy 1.39 MeV. 
In consequence tht' pulse-height spectrum is somewhat complex. A small peak 
corresponding to dn energy of 4.12 MeV is seen, the so-called "sum peak" 
when two'Y rays simultaneously deposit their entire energy in the detector; 
a peak occurs in the spectrum at an energy equal to the sum of the two indi
vidual 'Y-rayenergies. The intensity of this peak is much less than that of 
either individual photopeak because of the small probability of the occurrence. 
Above energies of about 1.5 MeV, pair production is an important mecha
nism, and it is possible for some annihilation photons to be lost from the de
tectors. Figure 10.2 demonstrates that peaks occurring at energies of 0.51 
and 1.02 MeV below the photopeak may be observed-corresponding to loss 
of one or both photons. 
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Fig. 10.2. Pu/se-he~ht distribution ('Y-roy spectrum) 
obtained for 4No (after Ring/e). 
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Because of the complexity of pulse-height spectra for even one radio
nuclide, the decomposition of a spectrum due to several emitters into its 
separate components may in practice be quite difficult. Ringle (RIN J 63) 
has summarized 'Y-ray spectrum-unfolding methods available up to 1963. 
More recently Routti (ROU J 69a,69b) and Routti and Prussin (ROUJ 69c) 
have studied this problem in Ge(Li) detectors and have written a general
purpose computer program for analysis of 'Y-ray spectra called SAM PO. For 
a discussion of these programs the interested reader is referred to the literature. 

Equipment 

Two spectrometer systems are available in the Health Physics group, 
the first utilizing a Nal(TI) detector and the second using a Ge(Li) crystal. 
Detectors for both systems are located in the low-background counting facility. 

The Nal(TI) 'Y-ray spectrometer (the S7 system) consists of a crystal 
20.3 cm in diam by 10.2 cm thick used in conjunction with a 400-channel pulse
height analyzer. In work in which detection of low activities is involved, high 
sensitivity, low background, and high stability are important. Because high. 
sensitivity is an intrinsic property of a large Nal crystal, the response to back
ground may also be correspondingly high. By careful selection of detector 
components and shield materials for low radioactivity, full advantage may be 
taken of the intrinsic high sensitivity of the detector. 

The crystal is contained in a stainless steel case with a 17.8-cm-diam 
optical end window of fused quartz. A single 12.7-crri-diam EMI type 9530-Q 
photomulitplier-selected for its low activity, as its face plate and envelope are 
constructed of quartz-is optically coupled to the window with Dow-Corning 
silicone grease. The Teflon tube socket, voltage divider, phototube, and 
crystal assembly were incorporated into a single unit in our Laboratory. 

The detector assembly is mounted in a vertical position inside a 10.2-cm
thick. Pb brick shield. The crystal faces upward, and the entire assembly is 
supported on a low-mass styrofoam structure. Samples are usually placed on 
a thin steel plate that rests directly on the crystal case and serves to protect 
the crystal as well as to provide centering marks for sample placement. Styro
foam spacers are used to provide counting distances other than against the 
crystal. The preamplifier is located outside the Pb shield; thus, only the 
detector assembly and the two connecting cables are inside the shield. The 
shield interior volume has a 25-cm-square horizontal cross section with about 
25 cm of vertical clearance above the crystal for sample placement. The 
shield opens at the top by means of a rolling door, also 10.2-cm-thick Pb. 

Bricks for the inner 5 cm thickness were obtained from the St. Joseph 
Mine in Missouri, selected because of the known low activity of Pb from this 
source. The outer 5 cm thickness is also of low-activity Pb. 

Background characteristics of this detector-shield combination as 
measured at LBL are shown on Table 10.1. Here we list the isotopes measured, 
the selected channel intervals, the spectral features included in these intervals, 
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the corresponding background rates, and the appropriate digital gain stabilizer 
(DGS) settings. We observe the ')'-ray energy interval 0.1 to 4 MeV, at energy 
calibration of ~ 10 keV /channel for 4QO-channel spectra. On Figs. 10.3 and 
10.4 we show typical spectra of the measured isotopes as observed in our 
activation elements, together with a background spectrum; vertical bars on 
sample spectra indicate the select~d analysis intervals. 

Table 10.1. Cbaracteristics of scintWation spectrometer (400 -cbannel spectra). 

Isotope Cbannel Spectral features Background at LB,L DGS 
interval included (cpm) cbannel 

7 Be 43-54 0.4 71-MeV peak 43;6 48 
2,2 Na - 4&-&9 0.& II-MeV peak 47.9 &l 

160-190 Sum peak (0.& 11 13.2 &1 
plus 1.27 MeV) 

24Na 120-289 1 .37 ·Me V peak 72.4 134 
through 2 .76 ·MeV peak 

116mln 100-144 1.10·MeVpeak 4&.8 126 
through 1 .29 -Me V peak 

198 A~ 37-47 o .412·MeV peak 37.0 41 

Nal (TI) data are acquired as 400-channel spectra, providing sufficient 
spectral detail for computer analysis of the structure revealed by this detector 
without employing an unnecessarily large number of data channels; Digital 
channel count information from each spectrum is permanently recorded on 
punched paper tape, and may also be plotted in analog format on an X-Y 
point plotter. Each spectrum is assigned a ruh number, and pertinent indica
tive clata concerning the sample spectrum are also recorded; the digital 
spectrum and all indicative data are then transferred to a computer-compatible 
format on standard magnetic tape, for preservation in a data library and for 
any subsequent computer processing. The spectrometer system includes a 
digital gain stapilizer (DGS) to enable the operator to fix exactly and maintain 
indefini~ely the gain (energy calibration) parameter for acquisition of any 
spectrum that contains a peak-or a valley- in its structure. Thus unit derives 
its corrective signal from digital channel-address information generated in the 
PHA, and uses this information in such a way that the action taken is not 
count-rate-dependent. Its use is demonstrated in the laboratory, in particular 
to illustrate the well-known gain-vs-count-rate problem associated with scin
tillation crystal spectrometers. The relationship of this problem to computer 
processing of spectrometer data will also be discussed. 

Correct energy calibration of the spectrometer system is nominally 
maintained by occasional checks with a 137Cs source; of course, use of the 
DGS unit insures the correct energy calibration for all cases that contain peaks 
of known energy. Detector efficiency is monitored with the same 137Cs 
source, an IAEA standard with a listed absolute emission rate known to within 
±2%. 
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Fig. 70.3. Typical "(-roy spectra obtained from 7Be, 22Ne, and 
24Na with the LBL Nal detector . 
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Fig. 10.4. Typical "(-roy spectra obtained from 716mln 
and 798Au with the LBL Nal detector. 
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Data from the high-resolution Ge(Li) detector (the G3 spectrometer 
system) are obtained as 1600-channel spectra at gain conversions of approxi
mately 0.25 or 1.0 keY /channel. The G3 crystal is al O-cm3 volume planar 
detector of circular shape and approximately 1.0 em active thickness. I t is 
housed in a cryogenic vacuum system and employs a cooled-FET input-stage 
preamplifier with electronic feedback. A high-rate RC-shaping amplifier 
sends these pulses to the PHA for amplitude sorting and data storage. 

Ge(Li) spectra are characterized by very narrow peaks (typically less 
than 1/10 the width of Nal peaks) that lie on relatively simple continuous 
distributions. Compton edges and their respective total absorption peaks are 
widely separated and completey noninterfereing. Single and d9uble escape 
pe~ks, from "( rays of energies above ~ 1.3 MeV, are prominent features of 
these spcj.;lra; although increased spectral complexity arist(s from this effect, 
such peaks can be extremely useful for analysis purposes. In Figure 10.5 
we contrast Nal and Ge(Li) spectral shapes for the single 661.6 keV "( ray 
from 137Cs ciecay. The Ge(Li) points represent actual counts per channel 
as indicated by the ordinate scale; Nal data have been adjusted to fit con
veniently on the graph. If the two data sets were normalized in terms of 
absolute detection efficiency, the Nal peak would lie about two orders of 
magnitude abOve the Ge(Li) peak. Herein resides the greatest single disad
vantage of the Ge(Li) crystal: its low absolute detection efficiency for "(-ray 
energies above about 200 keV. 
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Fig. 10.5. Comparison of Nal (Te) and Ge (Le) spectra 
for 137Cs 661.6 keV-"( rays. 
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In order to take full advantage of the intrinsic high resolution of the 
Gc(Li) crystal, a large number of data channels is required, and a sophisticated 
general-purpose computer program must be available to process so large a 
volume of information. Typical spectra, from either threshold-detector 
neutron spectroscopy or neutron-activation analysis, may contain 20 to 200 
peaks in the energy interval 50 to 1600 keY. Peaks of interest often overlap 
(are not clearly separate from adjacent peaks) in a multiplet structure, and 

. cannot be successfully analyzed by hand computation on a routine basis. 
Computer program SAMPO is used for all analysis of these spectra. (The 
SAMPO program will be explained or demonstrated-or both-to interested 
students.) Through use of SAMPO, certain spectral quality requirements 
become evident. For example, we are limited to 1600 data channels, and 
often accumulate spectra for the. energy range 50 to 1600 keY at 1 keY per 
channel. Although singlet and doublet peaks ar~ properly treated, the 
program has difficulty resolving triplets when member peaks are spaced closer 
than the detector resolution parameter- (The resolution, full width at half
maximum, is 1.5 keY at 120 keV.) There are simply not enough data points 
for the fitting routines. However, if the energy scale is expanded to 0.25 
keY /channel, SAMPO fitting of the above triplet case proceeds with complete 
success. The implication is clear, and somewhat sobering: to use the full 
capability of an analysis program of the SAMPO type, 8000 to 10000 data 
channels should be employed when the energy interval of 50 to 2000 or 
to 3000 keY is to be analyzed from spectra that cover the complete energy 
range. Note that it is always inconvenient, of ten impractical, and sometimes 
impossible to study,this energy interval by means of several spectra, each 
covering a fraction of the total interval. 

Procedure 

The characteristics of spectra obtained from several 'Y-ray emitters are 
studied. Spectra are displayed both for isotopically pure radionuclides and 
for materials irradiated under laboratory conditions. The relative importance 
of photoelectric scattering, Compton scattering, pair-production processes, 
and energy losses from the detectors to the observed pulse-height spectra are 
demonstrated. The relative merits of the Nal (TI) and Ge(Li) detectors are 
indicated_ Use of the Ge(Li) detector for quick identification of unknown 

, 'Y-ray emitters will be demonstrated, as well as its application to nondestruc
tive analysis of samples that contain very complex mixtures of 'Y-ray emitters. 
Both these applications will make evident the need for a library containing 
high-precision data for energies and intensities of'Y rays from the various 
radionuclides. 

As a practical example of the use of the Nal 'Y-ray spectrometer in 
routine accelerator health physics, we refer to Experiment 6. I n this shield
ing study, use was made of a thermal-neutron capture reaction to establish 
the attenuation profile through the concrete structure. The aluminum strip, 
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nominally the gold foil holder, was also analyzed for 24Na activity, the 
product of a reaction whose threshold is about 6 MeV neutron energy. The 
similarities and differences between these two profiles draw attention to 
important concepts of shield design and performance. Significantconclu
sjons can be obtained from this comparison that would not be evident from 
either profile alone. 

APPENDIX A 

Formation of 'Y-Ray Spectra (from RIN J 63) 

Interactions of 'Y rays with matter are discussed in the background 
reading and refer~nces. The interactions discussed only briefly here, as 
they are generally common knowledge, and the above references supply 
much more detail 9n any particular aspect. In this problem the interactions 
in a sodium iodide thallium-activated [Nal (TI) J scintillation crystal are the 
m;tin- c.onsideration., since our detector _is of this type. 

Gamma rays interact in aNal (TI) crystal (as in all other matter) in 
es~entially three ways: the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect, and 
pair production. All three of these processes produce secondary electrons 
which deposit their energy in the crystal and produce the scintillations. Also 
in all three .processes it is predominantly the iodine that interacts with the 
'Y rilYS because of its high charge (Z). 

In the photoelectric effect a 'Y ray interacts with a bound electron, 
an~ all the 'Y·ray energy is transferred to the electron. The electron is ejected 
from the atom with a kinetic energy equal to the 'Y-ray energy less its bind
ing energy in the atom. This electron vaca~cy usually occurs in the K shell, 
and when this vacancy is filled by another electron a K· x ray is emitted. 
For iodine this x ray has an energy of 0.028 MeV. The absorption coefficient 
(or cross section) for this process varies asZ5 and decreases rapidly for in
creasing 'Y·ray energy. 

The Compton effect can be considered as an elastic collision between 
the 'Y ray and a free electron; the 'Y ray gives some of its energy to the 
electron, and it may then interact again by the Compton effect or the photo
electric effect. The kinetic energy given to the scattered electron is a 
variable fraction of the initial 'Y·ray energy, depending upon the scattering 
angle. The absorption coefficient for this process varies as Z and decreases 
slowly with increasing 'Y·ray energy. 

Pair production must occur in the Coulomb field of an atomic nucleus, 
and in this process the 'Y ray disappears and an electron and a positron are 
created. The kinetic energy of the pair is essentially equal to the initial
"Y·rayenergy less 1.02 MeV (the rest mass of the pair); thus the initial 'Y·ray 
energy must be at least 1.02 MeV for this interaction to occur. The ab
sorption coefficient for this process varies as Z2 and increases with increas
ing 'Y-ray energy. 
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Other minor ,,),-ray interactions can occur, such JS (i) thc nudc.!!' ph(IIO- . 
electric effect, in which high-energy photons eject neutrons from high-Z 
materials, and (ii) Compton scattering by nuclei rather than electrons. For 
practical purposes all these other minor effects can b~ neglected. 

The absorption coefficients for the three basic processes, along with 
the total absorption coefficient, are shown in Fig. 10.6 for Nal. Below about 
0.1 MeV the photoelectric process is dominant. From about 0.1 to 0.4 MeV 
the photoelectric and Compton processes are both important; from about 
0.4 to 2 MeV the Compton process alone is dominant. From about 2. to 7 
MeV both the Compton and pair-production processes are significant, and 
above about 7 MeV the pair-production process alone becomes predominant. 
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Fig. 70.6. Total linear 'Y-ray absorption coefficient 
vs. energy for Nal. 
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The'Y rays we will be observing primarily have energies in the range 
0.1 tc;> 2 MeV; thus, photoelectric and Compton processes are our main con
sideration, although some pair production is observed around 2 MeV. 

After the 'Y rays interact and deposit energy in the Nal (TI) crystal this 
energy is rele~sed as a light pulse, or scintillation. This process is explained 
in detail in the background reading and is discussed here only so far as it 
affect~ the observed pulse-height 'spectrum. The light pulses emitted by the 
scintillation crystal are proportional to the energy deposited in the crystal 
by the 'Y ray. These pulses are collected and stored in a PHA and are dis
pl~yed as the number of pulses of a given height vs pulse height (or channel 
number in the PHS). This is called a pulse-height spectrum, or a 'Y-ray spec
trum, since the pulse height is proportional to the 'Y-ray energy. 

To show that this is true, let us consider the 'Y-ray energy deposited 
by each process. In the photoelectric process, the secondary electron is 
quickly stopped and gives its energy to the Nal (TI) crystal. Photoelectric 
processes occur most readily when the 'Y-ray energy is low, thus the 'Y ray 
~()es not penetrate very far into the crystal and the interaction usually 
«curs ne~r the surface of the crystal. The K x ray then has a good chance 
of escaping from the crystal without depositing its energy. In this case the 
total energy deposited in the crystal equals the initial 'Y ·ray energy less the 
K x-rayen/ilrgy. In the pulse·height spectrum a peak would appear at a pulse I 

height corresponding to the initial 'Y-ray energy less the K x-ray energy. The 
'Y ray 'Y1 in Fig. 10.7 illustrates this process. 

When the incident 'Y-ray energy increases, the 'Y ray penetrates further 
into the crystal before interacting, and there is a higher probability that its 
K xray will be captured in the crystal. When this happens the total energy 

deposited in the crystal is equal to the total energy of the incident 'Y ray, and 
a peak appears in the pulse-height spectrum at a pulse height corresponding 
to the total energy of the incident 'Y ray. This is illustrated by 'Y2 in Fig. 
10.7. 

No 1·( TI) PY'stol, 4 in. diom l 2 in. thick 

Mu.nus 

Fig. 70.7. Various 'Y-ray interactions 
in Nal(Tf) crystal. 
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Thus, at low 'Y-ray energies two peaks can occur in the pulse-height 
spectrum: one at a pulse height corresponding to the incident 'Y-ray enl'rgv. 
and one 0.028' MeV below this_ Because the difference between thesl' two 
peaks is small in absolute magnitude, and because at higher 'Y-ray energies the 
K x-ray energies the K x ray is almost always captured in the crystal, these 
two peaks are not observed separately at 'Y-ray energies above 0.170 MeV. 
Only one peak occurs at a pulse height corresponding to the incident 'Y-ray 
energy: this is called the photoelectric absorption peak or photopeak. The 
photopeak of 65Zn is shown in Fig_ 10.8. 
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Fig. 70.B. Gamma-ray spectrum of65Zn. 
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The energy deposited in the Compton process is more variable. The 
en~rgy of the Compton electron, ec' is quickly deposited in the crystal, but 
the s<;attered "'I ray "'13' may escape from the crystal or interact further. If 
it escaPes, a peak appears in the pulse·height spectrum corresponding to the 
energy of ec' If "'13' scatters and produced ec ' and "'13" (which then escapes), 
~ peak appearS at the energy of ec + ec'. If "'13 is completely contained, as 
shown in Fig, .10.8, then a photopeak appears at an energy ec + ec ' + ep + X, 
i.e., the. total energy of "'13' The time of these inte·ractions is so fast with 
respect to the decay time of a light pulse from Nal(TI) that these events 
aPPear to be simultaneous, and only one light pulse corresponding to the. 
photopeak is emitted by the crystal. This is called a mUltiple proceS!;
photoelectric plus Compton . 

. Usually in the Compton process, however, one of the scattered "'I rays 
("'13' or 13") eSCllpes from the crystal, and a pulse appears in the spectrum at 
an energy below the photopeak (or incident "'I.ray) energy. These pulses can 
appear at any fraction of the incident "'I·ray energy, depending upon the 
scattering angle. When many "'I rays interact having about the same number 
of pul~s at each pulse height, from the incident "'I·ray energy down to essen· 
tially zero energy. This continuous Compton distribution is shown for 65Zn 
in Fig. 10.8. 

One anomaly in this continuous distribution is the dip or "valley" at 
an energy just below the photopeak energy. A pulse in this region corre
sponds to the escape of a low-energy scattered "'I ray (the rest of the incident 
'Y·ray energy has been deposited in the crystal by the Compton electrons), and 
the es<;ape probability of such a scattered "'I ray is low.unless the final inter
action occurs near the crystal surface. Fewer of these events occur, hence the 
dip from the continuous distribution. ',: .. 

The pair'production process, illustrated by "'14 in Fig. 10.7, presents the 
most complications: The initial process forms an electron, e', and a positron, 
e+. The electron quickly deposits its energy in the crystal and the positron 
readily annihilates with another electron and emits two annihilation "'I rays of 
mO~2 (9.511 MeV) each. These two "'I rays may then interact ~y the Compton 
or photoelectric process, or one or both may es<;ape. If one escapes and the 
other, by various pro~esses, deposits all its energy in the crystal, a peak occurs 
at an energy of 0.511 MeV less than the incident "'I-ray energy. This is called 
the single·escape peak. If both escape, a double·escape peak occurs at an 
energy of 1.02 MeV less than the incident "'I-ray energy. If neither escapes 
and all the energy is deposited in the crystal, a pulse occurs at the incident 
"'I-ray energy. Continuous Compton distributions are also possible between 
these three pea"s and below the double-escape peak. These correspond to the 
escape of scattered "'I rays of various energies. 

The pair-production effect is not observed for incident "'I-ray energies 
below about 1.5 MeV, and for a crystal of our size the double-escape peak is 
understandably small. Figure 10.9 illustrates this effect for 24Na . 

., ,. 
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. Fig. 70.9. Gamma-ray spectrum of 24Na. 
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Another phenomenon occurs which complicates the pulse-height spec
trum: the backscatter peak (see Figs. 10.8 and 10.9). This results when the 
incident "I ray undergoes a large-angle Compton scattering from the shield 
walls, then enters the crystal and deposits its remaining energy. The remaining 
energy of this scattered "I ray is nearly independent of the incident "I-ray 
energies from 0.2 to 2.0 MeV. Due to the small interior dimensions of our 
cave a large backscatter peak at about 0.200 MeV is always present in our 
spectra. 

The incident "I rays can also interact by the photoelectric effect in 
the lead shield walls, and the lead K x ray of 0.072 MeV can escape from the 
walls and be detected by the crystal. Our detector system has a low-energy 
threshold of 0.080 MeV, however, so this effect is not observed. 

When the incidcnt "I-ray energy is above about 1.5 MeV, a peak at 
U.S I I MeV usually is observed in the pulse-hcightspcclrum. The incidcnt 
"I rays intcract by pair production in the lead shield walls, and some of the 
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annihilation '}' rays escape from the walls and deposit their energy in the 
crystal. 

When the source emits positrons these are annihilated quickly in the 
soure;e m~terial, the shieldwalls, or the N~I(TI) cryst~1. The annihilation 
rac;fiation that is deposited in the crystal appears ~s a photopeak at 0.511 
MeV, ilnd this is a prominent feature in the spectrum of any source emitting 
a positron. Figure 1 0.8 illustrates this. 

I f the source em its {3 p~rticles, these lose energy by radiation when 
they pass throu&h the, Coulomb field of a nucleus. This radiation is c~lIed 
bremsstrahlung; it results in a continuous energy distribution of photons 
from zero energy to the {3·particle end-point energy. When these photons 
deposit their ener~ in their crystal, a pulse-height spectrum continuous in 
energy rewlts. Tht;: magnitude of this effect depends on the Z of the ma
terial, absorbin~ the {3 particles and upon the {3-particle energy. The effect 
of this ,bremsstrahlung radiation upon the pulse-height spectrum is difficult 
to an~lyze ql,.l~ntitatively; fortunately, the effect is usually neglilibleunless 
the source disintegrates by high-energy {3-particleemission a larle part of the 
time. W~ h~ve essentially eliminated the bremsstrahlun& problem by consider
in; iources th;d either emit no {3 particles or emit them only a small part of 
the time. 

One further complic~tion to the pulse-height spe~trum is the sum peak. , 
This can occur when two'}' rays are emitted simultaneously by the source. If 
they both deposit their entire energy simultaneously in the crystal, a photo
peak occurs in the~pectrum at an energy equal to the sum of the two indi
viduiil :Y-ray ener&ies. The intensity of this peiik is lower than the intensity 
of either of the individual '}'-ray photopeaks ~y a fiictor of 100 or more, due 
to the small probiibility of the'}' rays' deposi~in& their energy in the crystal 
at exa,tly the same time. A continuous energy distribution also occurs due 
to viilrious fractions of the two ,},-ray ~ner,ies' bein, deposi~ed in the crystal 
sim",ltaneously. This effect can be reduced by increasing the source-to· 
detec~or distiince, and it is such a small contribution to the spectrum thiit it 
c;;anbe neglf,lcted for almost all practical purposes. Figures 10.9 and 10.10 
show the sum peak for 24Na iind 60Co. .' 

Wh~n a source emits,}, rays of more than one enerlY, the resUltant 
pulse.hei~ht sPectrum is the sum of the responses to each individual'}' ray. 
Filure10.11 shows the spectra from 65Zn and 54Mn counted separiiuly, 
and also the c9mposite spectrum when the two sources were counted to
,ether. The phbtopeak of the 1.12-MeV '}' riiY from 65Zn and its iissociated 
higher-energy Compton distribution are unchiinged. 

The photopeak of the O.i4-MeV '}' riiy from S4Mn appeiirs more in
tens(~ than when measured sepiirately, since itis superimposed on the 
Compton distribution from the 6SZn '}'. The positron photopeak from 6SZn 
is similarly hi~l1('r, since i I is superimposed on the Compton distribution from 
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the 54Mn 'Y. The backscatter peak and Compton distribution bl'low till' S.I~111 
photopeak are the sum of individual backscatter peaks Jnd Cllmpll1n distrihu-
tion from the 54Mn and 65Zn r rays. . 

One can easily see that when the source emits several r r;JyS 11ll' rl'SU11,1Il1 
spectrum can become quite complex. 
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DETERMINATION OF NEUTRON SPECTRA FROM 
THRESHOLD DETECTOR DATA 

I 

JORMA T. ROUTTI A~D ALANR. SMITH 

Experirnen~ 11 

Purpose 

This experi~ent illustrates some of the problems that can arise in the 
determination of'accelerator neutron-energy spectra by using threshold de
teCtors (or other energy-sensitive neutron detectors). The use of the open
loop computer program TELL Y in conjunction with an interactive cathode
ray-tube (CRT) display enables the student to "see" in a graphic. way the 
influences of the various energy responses or input data errors (or both) on 
cOrylpu~ed spectral results~ 

Theorv 

There are several experimental methods for determining neutron spectra. 
In health physics, activation detectors, nuclear emulsions, and Boriner spheres 
are widely used. 

The neutron spectrum to be studied is characterized by energy and in
tensity ranges extending over many orders of magnitude, by very small flux 
values beyond any considerable thickness of shielding, and by omnidirection
ali ty. The use of activation detectors has proven to be one of the best tech
niques to measure such neutron fields. The relative merits and experimental 
;lspectsof such detectors-including threshold detectors, moderating spheres, 
and nuclear emulsions-have been adequately discussed in earlier studies, many 
of which were presented in the First Symposium on Acceler~tor Radiation 
Dosimetry and Experience (CONF 65). 

The use of activation detectors does not, however, yield directly the 
neutron energy spectrum. A mathematical. unfolding procedure is required 
to obtain the spectrum from the set of measured data .. 

Several numerical methods have been porposed for the solution of 
neutron spectra from activation measurements. Many of these techniques 
are difficult to apply to high-energy neutron spectroscopy. Some of the 
problems arise from the mathematical character istics of the equations to be 
solved, others are related to specific solution methods. These problems are 
often compounded by large uncertainties in the response functions of the 
detectors and in the measured data. However, critical use of an appropriate 
solution technique can yield reliable neutron spectra, the resolution of which, 
although limited, is quite adequate to aid shielding design and operational 
safety. 

Measurement of radioactivity induced by neutrons provides informa·
tion on the flux. Study of several activation reactions with different known 

.' 
( .... 
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l'l\l'1 gy ·dl'"wlIlk II I II~spOllse functions, or cro~~ scc LiollS, elMblcs us to llht.lill 
knuwlnlge 01 tile l:ncIgy distribution of the neull'on lIux, Specific.llly, ill 
adiv.ltioll-dl'tl'rlor 'PI'Ctroscopy we scarch for.1 s()lution for a neutroll spec
trum cP (E) from a set of activation equations of the form 

f Emax 

A
J 

= c., o.(E) CP(E) dE, for j = 1· .. , m. 
J , J 

Emin 

(1 ) 

Here Aj is the saturation activity of the 1 th detector, oj(E) is the correspond
ing response function, and Cj is a normalizing constant between count-rate 
and neutron flux units. The normalizing constants-sometimes difficult to 
specify-are taken to be equal to unity in the following. Emin and Emax 
define the energy range of the neutron spectrum, and m gives the number of 
detectors, normally between 4 and 15. Equation 1 is a degenerate case of a 
Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, 

1 
Emax 

1\(1:::) '" 

Emin 

K(E',E) <I>(E) dE, (2) 

which arises in several unfolding problems. 
The composition of the kernel of this integral equation is of great im

portance in several solution methods. I n practical applications accurate knowl
edge of the response functions is greatly desired, and experimentally verified 
numbers should be preferred. In many cases calculated response functions arc 
more readily available, and are used when experimental data are not complete 
enough. 

For health physics purposes at Berkeley seven activation detectors are 
widely used (GIL W 68), and their response functions are given in Fig. 11.1. 
In most cases fluxes as small as 1 n/cm2 sec may be detected with these de
tectors. 

Routti (ROU J 69a) has discussed in some detail the mathematical 
problcrn~ of finding a solution to the degenerate Fredholm eqLlations obtained 
when activation detectors are used. In general no unique solution may be 
found without recourse to a priori physical information. Thus added con
straint,S of nonnegativity, reasonable smoothness, and rough ideas of spectrum 
,11.,,)(' oltt'n proullCl~ adequate solu t ions. 

1\11 itl'l.ltivl' tl'chniqllc, TLLLY, which 1~lllploy~ the on-linc I.lrililics of 
Iltl' CDC-(,(,UO l'<>Il1pull'l, has,been developed .11 LBL ,llld lIsed 101 the all.tlysi~ 
of high-el1l~rgy neutron spectroscopy with few threshold detectors (GIL W 68). 
1\ cathode-ray-tube display is used with light-pen input. The user draws a 
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>pcqrum with the light pen on the screen after which the responses are 
computed for each detector. The solution is then altered by till' uSI.'r in ordl'l 
to get a better match between the computed and the measured responses. 
After a number of trials the responses are matched with an accuracy rctlcclin.: 
the experimental 'errors. The precedure also allows Ihe user to apply ,lilY prior 
knowledge of the' solution. Examples of TELL Y solution spectra are shown in 
Fig, 11.2. 
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Fig. 11.1. Response functions of high-energy 
neutron-activation detectors. 
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Fig. 11.2. Typical neutron spectra obtained from the TELLY program,' 
Relative inte?sities of spectra in this figure are arlbtrary. 
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With an increasing number of detectors with overlapping response curves 
it becomes increasingly difficult to make decisions on the direction·of the next 
iteration. This and the slow speed restrict the applicability of TEll Y to study 
ofsys,tems with relatively few response functions. In such cases, however, it 
performs quite well. Routti (ROLJ J 69b) has described a generalized least
squares method that permits combination, in a very flexible form, of prior in
formjltion on the neutron spectrum and information contained in the meas
urement of the response. The method and computer program LOUHI have 
been st,lbjected to vigorous mathematical tests, which show it to be capable of 
providing an adequate solution. LQUHI is best suited for use with a large 
,"omputer and is of the closed-loop form requiring no intervention on the part 
of the operator in finding the required solution. Although LOUHI is now 
used inroulineoperations at Berkeley (because of its efficient use of computer 
time), the open-loop program TELL Y is used in this experiment because of its 
graphic readout feature. 

80th program types have been used with the same experimental data. 
TELL Y was developed first and used for the analysis of most of the data; its 
proc~dures are ~escribed below in detail. We have more recently developed 
closed-loop methods that overcome the difficulty in finding a solution when 
mQr~ than a few measured responses are used. These techniques may also use 
as, much Q priori physic",1 knowledge as is available, such as nonegativity,non
oscillatory behavior, and cutoff energy of the neutron spectrum. The solution 
spectrum that matches the measured responses under these constraints is then 
computed automatically. In all cases investigated the ,solutions thus found 
were ~ssentially identical with those obtained by use of TELL Y. In either 
technique, of course, it is ~ssential to be able!to match the responses within 
reasona~le experimental accuracy. This has been found to be the case, both 
with the measured data and with calculated responses ~orresponding to a wide 
v~riety of test spectra. ',:, • 

Laboratory Procedure 

lELL Y enables the user to construct a ,neutron-energy spectrum that 
miltches e)(perimentally observed responses from a. set of energy-sensitive 
neutron detectors. The program computes counting rates that would be ob
served fromll given neutron spectral distribution. TELL Y employs an open
loop technique to solve the problem, in the sense that the user must supply 
modifications to an input neutron spectrum in order to achieve the match 
with a set of observed count rates. The spectral shape~ are modified by using 
a light pen. One simply draws a desired modification on the CRT display, 
and almost instantly can ob~rve the changes in calculated detector count rates 
brought about i?y this spectral alteration. 

The program works as follows: The energy region from 48 eV to 36 GeV 
is divided into 72 intervals of nearly equal width on a logarithmic energy scale. 
Response functions for each detector are explicitly specified f~r the 72 intervals. 

!, 

,.' 
" 
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An input spectrum is also specified for the same intervals. The program first 
displays this spectrum on the CRT. It then combines the spectrum, interval 
by interval, with each function in turn, to produce the counting rates that 
would be observed if the detectors were exposed to this flux distribution. The 
counting rates are also displayed on the CRT. The light pen can now be used 
to modify the CRT spectral shape, and thus generate a new set of detector 
count rates. Such trial count rates are compared with experimental count 

rates .md this comparison is referred to response function shapes, to indicate 
the direction to be taken in successive spectral modifications. The process is 
continued until we have obtained the desired degree of match between ob
served and calculated count rates. That spectral distribution which produces 
the best match is then assumed to represent the experimental spectral distri
bution. 

TELL Y also computes the biological dose delivered by the trial spectra 
in each of the 72 energy intervals. Printed output includes a 72-point listing 
of differential flux spectrum, integral flux spectrum, and dose integral, and a 
log-log plot of the differential flux spectrum. For flux-to-dose conversion, we 
have adopted the analytic expressions relating neutron energy to dose equiva
lent suggested by Thomas (THO R 65), as shown in Table 11.1. 

Table 11.1. Analytic expressions for dose equivalent vs neutron energy. 

Energy range 
(MeV) 

< 10-2 

10-2 -100 

100 - 101 

>101 

-'-

n/cm 2 sec equivalent to 
1 mrem/h 

232 
7.20 E-3/4 

7.20 

12.8 E-1/4 

-About 2 hours of on-line computer time will be available to demonstrate 
the use of TELL Y. Actual experimental data; including moderated BF3 counter 
and aluminum, carbon, and bismuth fission threshold detectors, will be used 
inthis study. The CRT displays will allow the student to explore the sensitivity 
of computed sPectra to the presence or absence of any of the several detector 
responses, as well as the influence of errors in either input data or response 
functions. 

I nstructions concerning operation of the interactive CRT facility will be 
given at the beginning of the laboratory session, to enable the _students to "run 
the show." Given sufficient student interest, additional on-line time can be 
scheduled for TELL Y, as well as for the closed-loop program LOUHI. 
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FISSION·TRACK DETECTORS 

HAROLD A. WOLLENBERG AND ALAN R_ SMITH 

Experiment 12 

Purpose 

The student is to be introduced to the practical techniques involved 
in the use of fission-track detectors. The effective fission cross section of 
neutronsemitted'from a PuBe source is determined. If practicable, fission
track detectors may be exposed in a high-energy proton beam, or in the 
vicinity of an accelerator experiment's target assembly, to provide a measure 
of the effective flux and energy of the nucleons. 

Theory 

The fission-track method offers a reliable and accurate way to measure 
the flux of neutron and proton fields at energies above 50 to 100 MeV as 
well as low and intermediate energies. 

The passage of an energetic, massively charged particle through a good 
in~ulating solid substance scatters away electrons from the particle track. 
The subsequent mutual repulsion of remaining positively charged ions forces 
them away from the path of the particle, leaving a cylindrical damaged 
region which can be enhanced by etching and made visible when viewed 
through an ordinary microscope. The response of a substance to charged 
particles depends on its specific ionization, dJ/dx, which is a function of 
(a) particle velocity, (b) the effective charge of the ionizing particle, 
(c) the ionization energy o(the other electrons of the substance, and 
(d) the rnas~ of the electron. For a given substance there is a critical value 
of specific ionization above which tracks form and below which there is no 
preferential etching of the solid. Thus if a thin foil of material which 
l,Indergoes fission,· spallation, or fragmentation when exposed to high energy 
nucleons is placed in close contact with suitable materials such as plastic, 
glass, or mica, the reaction products may b€idetected in the insulating 
materia.1. Charged particles enter the insulator and may then be "mate
rialized" by chemical etching. The number of tracks may be counted 
under a microscope, and the track density obtained used to provide a 
measure of the particle fluence incident upon the detector. 

We prefer to use mica as a detector for two reasons: first, the 
diamond-shaped etch pits in mica are easier to distinguish than are the 
etch pits in plastic or glass; second, the etch pits in mica are caused only 
by fragments heavier than about mass 30, and are therefore related more 
closely to fission i" other high-threshold energy interactions than arc cll;h 
pih il'! plastic--whcrc fragments of mass < 39 are registered. Mica and 
polycarbonate plastic detectors are compared on Table 12.1, and their 
characteristic etch pits are shown on Figs. 12.1 a and 1 i 1 b: 
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Fig. 72. 7. (a) Diamond-shaped fission-track etch {Jits 
in a muscovite detector, exposed with a 232Th 
foil to 3.6X70" neutrons/cm2 from a Pu-Be 
source. The large pit, from spontaneous fission 
of 238 U in the mica, was developed after a 76-h 
etch in 48% HF prior to the exposure. The 
smaller pits, from fission induced in the foil, 
were developed after a 30-min etch. 

0.1 mm 

Fig. 72. 7 (b) Fission tracks in Lexan polycarbonate 
plastic, developed after a 75-min etch in 28% 
KOH; the same exposure conditions as (a). 
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Table 12.1. Comparison of detector materials. 

Natural muscovite 

Very durable 

Tracks easy to recognize, readily 
distinguished from scratches 

Et<.:ililll:\ time 1/2 to tJ h 

Track sizc regulated by varying 
etching time without 'danger of 
appreciable surface loss 

Uranium content plus geologic age 
yield background tracks from 
spontaneous and induced fission. 

Polycarbonate plastic 

Surface scratches easily 

Tracks perpendicular to surface 
appear as small dots, easily 
confused with scratchcs 

Etching time 10 to 15 min 

Surface removed readily as 
etching progresses; not possible 
to enlarge tracks after 15 to 20 
min 

Essentially no background tracks. 

Foils of Th, U, Bi, Pb, Au, and Ta are suitable targets for high-energy 
nuclear detection (WOL H 69). In the experiment described here the fis
sion of thorium is used to detect neutrons of a few MeV (RAG P 67) . 

The observed density of fission tracks per cm2, D, is given by 

D = cf> (t) a (E) dE, (1) 

where € is the detector efficiency for registration of a fission track 
from the target foil (for target foils that are infinitely thick in comparison 
with fission-fragment range; € has the value 0.5 for binary fission), 

N is the number of target nuclei per cm2 from among which a 
fission fragment can reach and register in the track detector material 
(directly related to the range of fission fragments in the target material, 
for example, about 10 mg/cm 2 in a 232Th foil), 

cf> (E) is the fluence density of neutrons of energy between E and 
E + dE, 

. a (E) is the fission cross section at energy E, 

and Emin , Emax are the minimum- and maximum-energy neutrons in 
the spectrum. 
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I t is often convenient to express the integral of Eq. -( 1) in the form 

/4> (E) 0 (E) dE = 4> (0), (2) 

where 4> is the total neutron fluence ( f 4> (E) dE) and ( 0) is an 
effective cross section. Effective cross sections are usually determined by 
exposing the detector to a known neutron fluence . 

Equipment 

PuBe neutron source, 8.3 X 107 n/sec. 

Thorium foils. 

Lexan polycarbonate and muscovite mica detectors. 

HF and KOH etching solutions. 

Microscope with calibrated stage. 

Laboratory Procedure 

Prior to irradiation the mica detector should be pre-etched for ap
proximately 15 hours. Thisallows the background fission-fragment tracks 
from spontaneous fission of 238U contained in the mica to be developed 
to a size much larger than those produced during irradiation in conjunction 
with a fission foil. 

The thorium foil detector assembly is exposed to a PuBe source for 
approximately 15 hours. After exposure, mica is etched in 48% HF at 
room temperature for at least 30 min. Lexan is etched in 28% KOH at 
65° C for 15 to 20 min. Upon removal from the etching solutions mica 
should be washed in distilled water, Lexan in detergent solution followed 
by water. The etched detectors are scanned under a microscope (X500 is 
a convenient magnification) . A sufficient n\jmber of fields should be 
sCdnned to give good statistical accuracy. -

The neutron fluence, 4>, may be calculated from 

4> = Qt/4rr r2 , (3) 

where Q is the neutron source output in neutrons per sec, 

t is the irradiation time, 

and r is the effective source-to-detector distance (1.4 cm in the 
experiment ). 

Tilus, finally, from Eqs. 1, and 2, and 3 we obtain 

(0)= 4rrr2D/€NQt, 

and substituting r = 1.4 cm, € = 0.5, N = 2.7 X 1019 nuclei/cm 2, 

we obtain fin all y ( 0) = 1.82 X 106 (D/Qt) barns. 

(4) 
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